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Subject i-Presideni'.· (Sir Bryce Bud'.) Speech. 

Gentlemen, 

It is a great pleasure to me to welcome this large and distinguished gather
ing to the first Conference of Scientific Workers on cotton problems. Though it 
has an Agricultural Research ~ub-Committeewhich meets regularly at least twice 
a year, the Indian Central Cotton . Committee has felt for sometime past that 
there should be an opportunity for the discussion of purely soientifio and technical 
matters in an atmosphere free from those administrative and financial considera
tio~ which are always in our minds at Central Cotton Committee meetings. It is 

- obvious that the many technical and scientific questions connected with cotton 
improvement should from time to time be discussed in a purely objective manner 
and from the scientific aspect. . This meeting also gives us an opportunity of 
bringing together many of the junior cotton research workers who would other
wise have no opportunity of meeting each other. . We are also glad to see amongst 
us professors from local Colleges and I trust that they will find some matters 
of interest in the Central Cotton Committee's work. Conferences such as this do 
much to defeat distance and to mitigate that intellectual isolation which unf'ortu-

• nat~ly is so often the lot of the scientific worker in India. 

Though we owe allegiance to several different branches of science we all have 
this in oommon that we are aU interested in the application of science to the 
improvement of cotton production. Indeed one may safely say that there is 
more scientific work in progress on ootton in India than on any other commodity. 
As we are aU workers in .applied science it may be as well to remind ourselves 
that the distinction between pure and applied science is purely one of objective. 
There are not two kinds of research ; much less is there any room for slip-shod 
methods in applied science. Where appljed researoh does perhaps' di.11er from a 
more academic research is in the wider outlook and more aU-round equipment 
which is demanded of the worker in applied science. We need the help of all 
'branches of science in the solving of most problems of economic importance. In 

. pure science very intense specialisation is becoming the oustom-not always to the 
advantage of either the worker or his science. In applied science team work by 
specialists is demanded but every team. needs a leader. One of the objects of 
this Conference is to bring specialists together to discuss their own subjects with 
their confreres. Another of equal importance is to broaden the outlook of every 
ootton researoh worker by bringing him in touch with those working in other 
branches of science. One need go no further than our agenda for evidence of the 
number of sciences contributing to cotton improvement . 

. Recent developments in pure science should constantly enable 118 to attack 
agricu1turaIJ)roblems from a new angle. But it is no small task in the present to 
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keep up even a nodding aoquaintanoe with the important literature in even a single 
soienoe. I should like to take this opportunity of drawing your attention to the 
"bstraots and teohnioal oommunioations issued by the various Imperial agrio..utu
ral Bureaux partioularly those of Plant Genetios and Soil Soience and to the faot 
that those bureaux will gladly answer enquiries regarding reoent work in speoial 
sUbjeots. They have also been able to lend us translations or full summaries of 
many important papers in other languages w'bioh are not readily accessible. I 
will not burden you with details but the Imperial Counoil of Agrio..utural Researoh 
will at all times be glad to help in this matter. 

The arrangements for our business are shown in the papers before you. We 
shall devote to-day to papers and a discussion on pests and diseases. To-morrow 
we shall discuss Cotton Teohnology and visit the Laboratory at Matunga. The 
third day will be devoted to Botany, Genetics and Plant Breeding. 

Subject 2-Reading of Scientific Papers. 

The President suggested that in order to go through the agenda aGcording to 
the programme, scientifio papers should not be read but the respective authors 
should give the gist of their papars within a period of 5 to 7 minutes. This 
would allow more time for discussion and replies to questions. 

--:0:--



COTTON ENTOMOLOGY 

Paper No.5. 

'rHE CONTROL OF PINK BOLLWORM 
(PUTYEDRA GOSSYPIELLA SAUND.) 

BY 

P. B. RICHARDS, 

DIRECTOR OJ' AGRICULTURlt UNITED PROVINOES • 

.The pink bollworm is distributed throughout the whole of the cotton growing· 
areas of India. It appears to be an indigenous insect as it was first described from 
Bombay early in the 19th century and was not known to occur in other cotton 
growing countries of the world until the early years of the 20th century. Its 
appearance in Egypt has been traced fairly certainly to its introduction in cotton 
from India, used as packing material. It has since spread to most, if not aU, of 
the important cotton growing countries of the world. The pest is eminently suited 
to world wide distribution by modern transport. In countries with a marked cold 
weather or a lengthy hot weather during which cotton plants are not available the 
caterpillars tide over the unfavourable season inside the empty cotton seed in which 
they are well protected and remain alive for many months. In rare instances both 
in Egypt and in India survival for 18 months has been recorded with subsequent 
emergence of the adult moth. That this insect is highly adaptable to difIerent 
climatic conditions, is evident from its Indian distribution from Madras to the 
northern limits of the cotton area in the Punjab. 

It is strange that if the pink bollwonn is indigenous to North India, it should 
have failed to have been observed as a serious pest of cotton until comparatively 
:recently. Leuoy regarded it as a minor pest in comparison to the spotted bollworms. 
Bainbrigge Fletcher was the first entomologist to draw attention to its true status 

• as a major pest in India. It is possible, although it does not appear likely, that this 
is due to a"fairly recent adaptation of habit. However that may be, there could bl) 
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no uncertainty upon its importance both actually and relatively to the spotted boll
worms in the United Provinces, when. the standing and harvested crop was first 
examined by myself in 1921. It was quite clear that the attack of the pest in the 
United Provinces was at least as important as it was by then. known to be in Egypt. 
More detailed examination in 1922 fully confirmed the importance of the pink boll
worm as a major pest in the United Provinces cotton orop. 

Ballard had previously investigated the pest in South India and discovered 
that under the Madras climate the habit of the pest would permit of control, if all 
cotton plants were removed for a given period. A pest control enactment was 
passed providing for suoh a olose season but appears never to have been put into 
really e~ective action. Under North India conditions, the behaviour of the pest 
was found to be so markedly d~erent that methods applicable to Madras were 
obviously not suited to the control of the pest in a oolder climate. 

LIFE HISTORY AND BEHAVIOUR. 

It is in the caterpillar stages only that the pest damages the cotton crop~ des
troying in turn the flower buds, flowers, young bolls and the developing seeds in 
larger bolls. The incidence of the pest was observed to increase as the ootton crop 
developed from flowering to maturing of bolls. The extent of the damage was estimat
ed to be between 20-25%. This was obviously of such importance in a Province then 
growing approximately a million acres of cotton as to warrant a full investigation 
of the status of the pest, of its life history and behaviour under 10Gal oonditions, and 
of ways and means of preventing or reducing the tremendous annual loss which it 
inflicted upon the cotton growers. A scheme of enquiry was therefore drawn up. 
The United Provinces Government provided considerable sta~ and funds for the 
purpose and in 1923 the Indian Central Cotton Committee assisted by provision of 
funds for 10 wire gauze experimental cages, and subsequently by providing a researoh 
assistant and contingent expenditure for laboratory investigations. This assistance 
c~ntinued from 1925"32 and, was augmented by funds for the purchase of a Simon 
cotton seed heating machine in 1926. From 1925, as a result of the earlier small 
scale experiments, the work was carried On to field scale trIal operations, starting 
modestlv with about 300 acres ill an isolated area. The results obtained were so 
promishtg that in 1929 the field experiments and demonstration were expanded to 
about 25,000 aores; and further extension has since resulted in bringing the area 
under experimental control to nearly 60,000 acres of cultivators' cotton in 1936. 
During the past 10 years the U.P. Government has provided about Rs. 40,000 
annually for the cost of this work. As will be seen later, the inoreased value of the 
crop obtained from the areas under pink bollworm oontrol is estimated to have aver
aged over 51 lacs rupees per annUm in this period. 

2 
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For those less familiar With insects and their behaviout a brief account of the 
life history of the pe~t may be 'of service before considering the enquiry and ita 
results. A convenient point. at which to commence thi& is the cotton sowing time .. 

It is well-known that the pink bollworm hibernates as a fully fed caterpillar 
during the rold weather and until rain and warmth combine to produce conditions ' 
favourable to its further development into a moth., In the United Provinces it haa 
been demonstrated that the survival of the pest from one season to the next is almost 
entirely from hibernating raterpillars inside the hollowed out seeds of cotton. Tho 
smaH seed of Bengal cottons is individually not big enough to accommodate the 
resting pink bollworm. The hibernating caterpillar therefore spins together two or 
more emptied seeds, lining the cavity with silk. Such double seeds are typical of 
infected cotton seed in'the Bengal areas. In larger seeded types such as Americans 
and Egyptians a single seed is adequate to accommodate the caterpillar and double 
seeds are unusual. The entrance hole of such single seeded hibernacula is closcd 
with silk and it is not easy even. on careful examination to distinguish the sound 
seed from those carrying the resting caterpillars. 

The hibernaoula containing live caterpillars are sown with the sound seed. 
The caterpillar shortly makes its way out from the hibernaculum and works upwards 
through the soil, making a silk lined tunnel as it proceeds. Having carricd the tun
nel up to the surface it goes down again to pupate. The moth on emergence from 
the pupa has thus a means of egress alre~dy prepared ~or it. 

The moths are small insignificant looking, cryptically coloured insects, which 
remain concealed throughout the day under leaves or lumps of soil. U disturbed 
they quickly seek fresh shelter. Late in the cotton seaSon there may be many thou· 
sands to the acre and yet they are rarely seen by day unless carefully looked for., 
Ths moths become active in the late dusk, and occasionally are attracted to 
artificial light. 

The number at the commencement of the season is small, possibly a few dozen: 
to the arre. It is therefore hardly surprising that the ryot does not know of their 
existence. With his almost total ignorance of the relation between a small moth 
and the 'La! Kira' in his cotton it is understandable that he explains its presence 
8S from the air brought by the moist winds. 

The moths which emerge from the resting caterpillars are relatively long lived. 
Females have su,rvived for 56 days and males for 20 days. 'The transformation 
(pupal) period,ocoupies nine or ten days, and a few days may elapse between sowing 
time and pupation. There is thus a period of several weeks over which the female 
adults can survive, awaiting the development of fruiting bodies on the young cottoz. 
plants. .... ' 
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About the time the plants are ready to produce flower buds, the females iay 
their small white eggs. A large number of eggs is laid, the maximum recorded 
during the United Provinces investigations being 220. The average number 
recorded per female was about 125. Tho eggs are laid singly although several may 
be found fairly near together. Favourite situations are the hairy under side of 
young leaves, the stems of young shoota and leaves, and on young flower buds, 
the bracts of flowers, !j,nd the stalks of cotton bolls. .The eggs are invariably laid 
in the dark mostly before midnight. The females of this generation have been 
observed in the Laboratory to lay egg!! over a period of 23 days. In the field it 
appears that egg-laying is conditioned by the development of the plant, all the 
females laying their eggs within a few days when flower buds are developing. This 
accounts for the periodicity in subsequenh generatIons which is often a marked 
fea~lIre of pink bollworm incidence in the crop. 

The development of the caterpillar inside the egg takes four or five days in 
the monsoon. The young caterpillars are very minute, white with a small dark head. 
They wander sear.:lhing for buds or bolls, sometimes feeding to a small extent on 
the leaf tissue, and occasionally entering a young shoot, the pith of which may be 
bored for about !"-!". No pink bollworm caterpillar has yet been reared on shoots 
and it is assumed tha~ shoots are attacked as a final resort. The real food of the 
caterpillar is the contents of buds, flowers and bolls. The first pink bollworm 
brood in the cotton season develops mainly at the expense of buds and flowers as 
the bolls have not yet developed. The young caterpillars_attaok flower buds of all. 
sizes except the very smallest, feeding upon the developing anthers and style and 
occasionally on the ovary. As the food material becomes exhausted they move from 
one bud to another. Small buds thus attacked are shed. Larger buds may develop 
into flowers but the petals rarely open.' Open flowers are also attacked, the cater
pillars feeding down the column into the ovary. Attacked flowers are thus seldom 
fertilized, the young bolls being shed a few days after the falling of the corolla. 

Developing bolls are attacked at all ages. Of young bolls the entire oontent 
is eaten but in older bolls the caterpillars confine themselves to the young shoots. 
Bolls attaeked when small are invariably shed. The larger bolls mostly remain 
adherent to .the plant. In either case the fully fed caterpillars leave the fruiting 
bodies before pupatiol.1, most of them entering the soil to pupate, but occasionally 
a coooon is spim on a braot or against fallen leaves, or inside a fallen flower. 

During its development the caterpillar undergoes three moults befor~ pupating. 
It general1y assumes the oharacteristio pink colour in its third instar, this, however! 
depending upon the nature of food. The caterpillars found in flowers are often a 
dirty purple until the final instar. 
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Under favourable conditions during the monsoon seaton the complete lire 
cycle occupies between 23 and 31 days. Typical examples for July and October are, 
as under. 

Eggs laid July 18th October 2nd 
Hatched 

" 
22nd 4 days 

" 
6th 4 days. 

lst moult 
" 

24th 2 OJ OJ 8th 2 days. 
2nd moult OJ 27th 3 OJ OJ 11th 3 days. 
3rd moult OJ 29th 2 OJ " 

·14th 3 days. 
Pupated August 1st 3 OJ " 

17th 3 days. 
Emerged as moth .. 

" 
10th 9 OJ " 

28th '11 days. 

Total 23 days. 26 days. 

Coupling usually takes place the night after emergence and egg laying commences 
from the second to fourth night. The adults of this and the succeeding generatioDJ 
are short lived; seven to nine days. The females die very shortly after the com~ 
pletion of egg laying. 

If the monsoon sets in early there is thus time for four complete lile cycles froIll 
July to October and if the weather remains mild and humid a fifth generation may be 
completed in November or early December. Under favourable climatic conditions 
.multiplication can thus be very rapid. From a few moths pel' acre before the first 
flowering of the cotton crop the population may increase to hundreds of thousands to 
the acre by the end of October'or early November. Judging from the population 
records in the field over a series of years, the conditions which lead to rapid multi
plication are warm but not excessively hot weather, cloudiness, and frequent but not 
excessive rain. Long spells of dry hot weather are associated with a lower pink 
bollworm incidence in the field, and less damage to the crop. 

The generations which thus suc.ceed one another without a diapause are com~ 
monly called sho~ cycle generations. There is generally a periodicity in the genera
tions which tends to become masked late in the season owing to overlapping of broods. 
It thus becomes necessary to make frequent counts of the bollworm population in the 
field to arrive at any approximate estimate of the total population; as counts 
ooinciding with pupation of the majority of the insects would indicate either a very 
low infection or none at alL I This may possibly account for the failure of early 
observers to recognize tha importance of this pest. 

If growing bolls are still available on the plant, the short cycle habit may be 
persisted in during the cold weather but the lite cycle is greatly lengthened. Thus in 
December .the eggs may take" 23 days to hatch, the normal stages occupying about 



two months, and the pupal period 16 days or more, the whole cold weather lite 
cycle occupying about 31 months. The proportion of the insects which continue 
to develop without true hibernation is however very small. With the fall in temper
atureand in humidity at the close of the monsoon the hibernating habit is induced, 
and the majority of the caterpillars which become full fed after the middle of 
November either prepare hibernacula in the seeds or'make their way into the soil 
and remain quiescent for 6 or 7 months until the brE'ak of the succeeding monsoon. 
This generation in which there is a more or less prolonged diapause in the full fed 
caterpillar is spoken of as the long cycle generation. 

This, then is the pest insect with which we were concerned; one capable of 
rapid increase during the cotton growing period and of survival in large numbers 
from one season to the next certainly in the seed, and possibly in the soil, on peren~ 
nial cotton plants and on other cultivated or wild host plants; a pest, moreover, 
which appeared to be destroying a quarter or more of the cotton crop. The ques
tion set us by the problems were, what was the real extent of the loss-as this 
naturally determines what can profitably be spent to prevent it; could the loss be 
prevented or e!iectively reduced; if so by what means ; and finally were those means 
praeticable and economic? 

ECONOMIC STATUS OF THE PEST 

~he gross effect of pink bollworm attack upon the cotton plants was first 
examined by growing the crop in large wire gauze cages provided from the In~an 
Central Cotton Committee grant. Of these there were 10 each of 1/40th of an acre, 
divisible into four separate compartments of 1/160th of an acre. Within these it 
was possible to grow the crop under pest free conditions in comparison with de
liberately infected cages and with nortnal pest damage in outdoor controls. A 
fairly typical picture of the ei'tect of pink bollworm attack may be obtained from 
an inspection of the data from infected and uninfected cages and outdoor 
controls of 1925 and 1926. 

Clean 
Damaged 

Total saleable 
Useless 

Total 

Average yield in maunds per acre. 
1925. 

Uninfected cage. 
Mds. 

4.04 
.60 

4.64 

4.64 

Infected cage. Outdoor controls 
30 female moths. 

2.0 0"{)3 
2.30 2.05 

4.30 2.08 
.60 1.78 

4.90 3.86 
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Average yield in maUnds 'per acre. 
1926. 

Un infected cage. Infected cage. Outdoor controls. 
Mds. 30' fe~le moths. 

-Clean 10.02 4.3 1.91 

Da~aged 1.18 .4.1 5.19 

Total saleable .. 11.20 8.4 7.10 

.useless i>.5 0.94 

Totai 11.20 8.9 8.04 

To infect the cages 30 female moths were released at the time of flowering. Infec
tion was naturally considerably higher in the open controls which were also Bub
ject to attack by all other cotton pests. Growth outdoors was however more vigo
rous than in cages, to some extent offsetting the protective efIect of caging. Little 
significance attaches to the recorded gross weight of the crop, as the experiment 
was not on a scale to give statistically significant total yield data. What is of im~ 
portance is the proportion of clean, damaged and totally useless and unsaleable lots 
under the difIerenttreatments. The attack of the pest in 1925 was specially heavy. 
The 1926 uninfected cage crop would have been better but for the fact that casusl 
infection took place late in the season. 

These' and similar cage experiments clearly showed that, apart from the 1.1-
creased total crop which might be expected from pink bollworm control, the har
vested saleable crop would be increased by 25% upwards, as the useless locks are 
not worth harvesting. Moreover the majority of the damaged locks are more or Icss 
heavily stained resulting in lowering of class, and of value. 

Endeavours to reproduce the conditions of the experiment in the open on a 
small scale proved futile as the moths fly to the pest free fields and reinfect them. 
To ensure reasonable freedom from reinfection it was necessary either to find an 
isolated cotton area on which to carry out the experiment, or to organise Control ona 
wide scale, so that the centre' of the area remained free. These became possible in 
tUrn. 1:hat the cage experiment results have been amply confirmed is evident from 
the sample analysis yield figures given below. 
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Average yield in maundS per acre. 
1930. 

Submontane tract, Bijnor District. 
Treated. Average of four plots. 
Yield per acre. 

Analysis of crop by weight %. 
Clean. Damaged. Damaged by 

Pink Boll-
Mds. Srs. wor~. 

12-24 94.2 5 .. 8 1.0 
Uncontrolled area·. Two plots. 
8-27 79.8 20.2 14.0 

Doab tract, Aligarh district. 
Treated. Average of seven plots. 

13-4 86.9 12.9 6.8 
Untrep,ted area .. Av~rage of. three plots 

6-21 59.4 40.6 28.2 

The Bijnor treated block of about 1,200 acres of cotton was isolated by river beds 
and jungle. The Aligarh area was a whole tahsil. with about 20,000 acres of cotton. 
There were not· natural boundaries and the check fields were mostly subject to in
fection by flight. The central plots in this area produced over 90% clean kapas, pink 
bollworm damage being soxp.e 3%. -

Further evidence of the serious status of the bollworm is found in the follow
ing consoli,dated statement which combines the results of check plot observations 
in Aligarh District for the years 1929-35 during which data were obtained from 176 
plots in the experimentally controlled areas and 99 i~ similar fields outside the con-
trolled areas. ~ 

1929-35 Aligarh District. 
Average yields-percentage analysis. 

P.B.W. Controlled Uncontrolled area. 
area. 

Number of plots; ... 176 99 
Mds. Srs. %. Mds. Srs. %. 

Clean 5· 8 71.4 1 31 39. 
Damaged 1 34 28.2 2 9 51.2 

Total saleable 7 2 4: 0 
Useless 0 1 0.3 0 6 3.8 

T~tal 7 3 4 /) 

~ - -t.!! ----,~ 



Average increased yield, 
over uncontrolled crop. 
Clean kapas per acre. 
Total kapas 

Mds. Sra. 

3 17 
2 37' 

% 

193% 
70.5% 

It must be emphasized that these figures of the controlled area are derived from 
fields many of which are reinfected by flight from beyond the borders of the areas 
under control. If the central plots only are taken into acoount the actual yields 
obtained indicate an increase in total yield per acre of over 97%. 

It may have been observed that the differences in yields are not ne('essarily 
proportional to the extent of damage as derived from examination of the harvested 
crop. This is due to the fact that the reduction in crop is the result of the cumulative 
cHect of a number of factors. The occasional boring of the main shoot by the pink 
bollworm results in a check in growth followed by_production of monopodial bran
ches, late flowering, and a high ratio of vegetative development to crop. The first 
pink bollworm brood attacks mainly the young flower buds, the caterpillar eating 
out a considerable number in the course of its development. The early buds are thus 
largely destroyed, and of the remainder which develop into flowers, many are also 
attacked and fail to set bolls. The young bolls also, if attacked, fail to develop and 
are shed. It is oilly the larger of the attacked bolls which. persist with varying 
degrees of damage caused by the presence and feeding of the insect. 

CAGE EXPERIMENT. BOLL ATTACK AND-SHEDDING PEB PLANT. 

Caterpillars Bolls attacked Bolls attacked Unattacked. 
per cage. and shed. andmat~ed. 

70 17.4 29.7 
280 41. 7 56 20.3 

Open control 83.2 45.5 4.4 

The proportion of larger polls in the sheddings increases with the intensity of the 
attack, and this increases as the season develops. Early in the season it is unusual 
to find more than one caterpillar per attacked boll. As the pest increases in num
bers and particularly after the flowering has passed the peak point, multiple infeo
tibn becomes common, and towards the end of the season several pink bollworm a 
may be found in one boll. Such heavily attacked bolls either shed or open prema
turely and remain attached to the plant. In no case do they produce pickable 
cotton. These sheddingfl and failures are responsible for heavy loss of crop. At
tllCked bolls producing pickable cotton ripen in from one to five days less time than 
th~ 1lJl~ttacked bolli.! •. Verr heavily attacked bolls open fre'1uentll in much shorter 

" 
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time, but produce no. useful cotton. This shortening in the period in which the 
boll develops has an adverse efiect upon the development of the seeds and lint. 

Following the shedding of attacked buds and young bolls, vegetative develop
ment is stimulated to enable the production of more buds. An attempt to measure 
the efiect of this by preserving all the vegetative material and fruiting bodies in 
pink bollworm free and pink bollworm attacked plants, and taking their dry weight 
as an indication of the energy expended, shows that, with comparatively light in~ 
fection of pink bollworm the weight of the stem increases by from 15% to 30%. and 
that of the sheddings and leaves increases in somewhat similar proportions; while 
the weight of the seed cotton produced per plant decreases by 16% to 33%. Taking 
the ratio weight of seed cotton dry weight of shEiddings, stem and leaves=1 in 
the pink bollworm free plants. this ratio was reduced to 0.565 in plants infected 
at the rate of 160 young caterpillars per plant, a reduction by nearly half in the 
efficiency of the plant. 

Locks which are attacked very young or which sufIer from a multiple attack are 
usually rendered useless. In such locks the majority of the seeds are eaten and the 
remainder fail to mature. 

Locks attacked less severely or at a later stage in growth when the seed has 
attained considerable size, may have two or more of the seeds completely destroyed, 
but the remainder develop, producing pickable though generally stained and weak 
lint. . 

The efiect of pink b'ollworm attack on one lock appears to be transmitted to 
adjoining locks, possibly by interference with the food supply. Such locks may 
have the seeds only partly developed and lint of a yellowish brown colour. 

A less obvious but very important result of pink bollworm attack in one lock 
is a reduction ia number and weight of seeds and of quantity of lint in the remain
ing locks of the boll. 

The unattacked locks in attacked bolls sufIer diminution in number and size 
of the seed produced, and iIi the quantity of lint per seed. In the clean locks of 
bolls in which one lock was attarked and two locks remained free from direct pink 
bollworm damage, the number of seeds per lock was reduced by 5.03 % ; lint weight 
per seed by 4.35%; seed weight per seed by 3.15% and the ginning percenage was 
reduced from 34.7% to 34.4%. 

Where two out of the three locks are attacked the effect upon the remaining 
£lee lock is more marked. The number of seeds per lock is reduced by 8.15%; the 

~ 
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lint weight per seed by 8.3%; seed weight per seed by 5.06%, and the ginning 
percentage was 33.9% only. 

In the Unsorted crop, which contained all categories of clean and pink bollworm 
damaged locks the number of seeds per lock was reduced by 10.24 % as compared 
with the average unattacked boll; lint weight per seed was reduced by 26.08%; 
and seed weight per seed by 23.29%; while the ginning percentage was reduced to 
'32.6%. 

Expressed in terms of locks the indirect teductioD in crop may be summarised 
as 'follows :-

% seed % lint % seed Ginning 
per weight weight percent-

lock. per seed per lock. age. 

All locks clean 100 100 100 34.7 
One lock attacked, two locks clean 94.97 91.15 91.97 34.4 
Two locks attacked, one lock clean 91.85 84.37 87.37 33.9 
Unsorted crop 89.76 66.67 73.13 32.6 

As, in a bad pink bollworm year, the number of bolls which escape attack is 
small, it is obvious that this indirect efiect of pink bollworm attack is a serious 
factor in the reduction of the crop. 

Bazar samples of seed examined in 1931 for insect damage showed that this 
vaned between 17.5 and 36.3 %. Most of this damage is ascribable to pink boll· 
worm attack; and the seeds so damaged are useless for germination, and almost 
entirely so for oil crushing or cattle food. 

Cotton seed from check plots in treated and untreated areas was examined 
or comparison with bazar seed. Results are tabulated below:- . 

Treated Areas. 

Damaged seed per cent, average 
for season. 

Chamuan. 
Chhabilpore 

Untreated Areas. 
Harduaganj 
Khena ,. 

9.8 
8.2 

26.1 
23.2 
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'rhe seed from the treated area thus appears to be better than from the untreatQ 
ed area by approximately 20%, there being roughly 75% of sound seed in the pro~ 
duce of the untreated area compared with 90% in that of the treated area. 

The combined effect of these contributions to the reduction in· crop, mdst of 
which are incapable of individual estimation, is very diminished outturn which has 
been demonstrated both in cage and field observations. The illustrations given are 
sufficiently conclusive to indicate the status of the ins~ct as a major pest the control 
of which would be definitely worth while. 

-
To revert to the problems presented by the enquiry, and to theb: solution, the 

next question to be answered is: Can the pest be controlled! It was known from 
the result of Gough and Storeys' work in Egypt that the hibernating caterpillars in 
the seed could be destroyed by heating the cotton seed to a temperature of 1400]'. 
This would, however, be insufficient if there were other effective means available 
to the pest for survival in sufficient quantity from one season to the next. The obvi
ous possible sources were alternative wild or cultivated host plants, survival 
on cotton plants standing in the fields or cut and stored, and survival in the soil. 

SOURCES OF SURVlVAL BEi'WEEN SEASONS. 

A number of alternative host plants was discovered. Of the cultivated· alter
native hosts, under intensive artificial infection, Hibiscus esculentus (Bhi11di) was 
most important showing up to 21 % attack in the pods, followed by Hibiscus canna
binus with one per cent attack, and H. subdarifa and hollyhock with traces. Of 
these Bhindi is of some importance, but is usually not grown extensively during 
the hot months, and is unlikely to play any serious part in carrying over the pest 
in rural areas. The others are negligible. Of the Wild hosts, Abutilon indicum 
carried the maximum attack of 2 per cent in the green pods. This weed, although 
common, is not regarded as important as it is dormant during the hot weather, 
and hibernating caterpillars have not been traced in it. Other wild hosts although 
capable of serving as a food for the pink bollworm caterpillar are not generally 
attacked. No appreciable reinfection of treated areas has so far been traced to any 
of these sources and there is no evidence that they would materially vitiate control 
measures. 

CottOI). plants left stt.nding in the field were found.to be so efiectively browsed· 
by cattle and goats that there was no possibility of survival of the pest on develop~ 
ing fruiting bodies. Oooasionally the worthless bolls remaining attached to thesQ 
were found to contain living hibernating caterpillars early in the cold weather but 
not during the hot months. 
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It was leared'that a more ~erious source of reinfection might be found in cut 
-cotton sticks. Bundles of these kept under shelter produced 82 living moths 
between May 20th' and August 2nd. A detailed examination was therefore 
made of the stocks of cotton stalks retained in villages of five districts, the census 

, being made through the courtesy of the revenue staff. Careful examination of the 
attacked dry bolls· disclosed an average number of caterpillars and pupae per 
maund as follows :-

Up to April 17th 
" May 21st 
H June 11th 
,J July 18th 

·11.6 
10. 
5.7 
2.17 

The quanti.ty of the cotton sticks disclosed by the census, and the calculated 
pink bollworm survival per acre on the 11th of June are as follows :-

District. 

Muttra 
AUgarh 
Bulandshahr 
Meerut 
Muzaffarnagar 

'Area under 
cotton acres. 

58,120 
1,07,695 

82,310 
48,085 
25,900 

Maunds of 
cotton sticks 

June 15, 
1928. 

11,266 
13,890 
3,926 
1,830 

341 

Maunds per Pink boll-
acre. worm per 

acre. 
June 11th. 

0.19 1.08 
0.13 0.74 
0.048' 0.31 
0.037 0.24 
0.013 0.08 

While this survival is sufficient to preclude the possibility of complete extermi
nation of the pest it is insufficient to have any serious results upon the cotton 6'rop. 

The possibilities of survival in the soil appeared to be very great in view of the 
fact thllt large numbers of the hibernating larvae were found to enter the soil "and to 
rest there at varying depths" It was fust attempted to obtain a measure of this by 

. replanting infected oages in suooessive years and observing the extent of reinfection 
in the cotton plants. Even in cages in which very large numbers of full fed cater
pillars' had been introduced to ensure a heavy population of hibernating larvae 
in the soil, the evidence that any emerged to attack the succeeding crop was com
pletely negative • .... 
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Two other methods were widely adopted. Double seeds containing live pink 
bollworms were buried in perforated zinc cylinders so that the seeds were at- depths 
of 11",21",31",5",61", and 8" in the soil. This experiment was conducted in Bundel
khand, at Cawnpore, in Muttra and in the submontane area, thus covering the dif
ferent types of soils and climatic conditions of the U. P. cotton tract. At Cawnpore 
one set was buried in fallow soil and another under a crop of field pea. In March 
many living larvae were recovered at all depths, the percentage of survival decreasing 
with depth. Mortality was great in the field pea orop and in deeper levels where the 
soil moisture content was high. By the end of April the mortality was almost 
total in the field pea plot, and in the submontane soil at all depths, but there was 
little further mortality in the other sets. By the end of May no living larvae re
mained in the shallow series except in the Bundelkhand experiment, though fair 
numbers of caterpillars were still alive at deeper levels. By this time the soil tem
perature at Ii" had reached 1500 F in the submontane soil, and 130°F. elsewhere, 
just before the break of the monsoon mortality was found to be complete at all levels 
exoept for a small survival in the Bundelkhand experiments at 31"'and below. 

The experiment was repeated in Cawnpore and Muttra districts with irrigated 
and fallow soil. Under irrigated conditions the mortality was complete by May, 
while in unirrigatedplots there was no survival beyond the beginning of June in 
Cawnpore and almost negligible survival at the middle of June at 6"-8" depth in 
Muttra district. 

The indication that pink bollworm larvae were unlikely to survive i}l any 
number through the hot weather in the soils of the United Provinces was supported 
by extensive and careful examination of infected soil both in the cages and in the 
field. Soil from two deliberately and heavily infected cages each 1/40th of an acre 
at Cawnpore was carefully removed and sifted in sections fortnightly from January. 
Approximately one live caterpillar per square yard WS!! found until, the middle 
of March. At the end of April two larvae only were obtained ... and thereafter none 
but dead oaterpillars were recovered appro~mately one per four square yards. The 
soil was examined to the depth of 8". 

, Similar examination was made of a heavily attacked cotton field in the College 
farm. Up to the middle of March live larvae were recovered at about the rate of 
5000 to the aore. By the middle of April this had deoreased to about 500 per acre. 
Thereafter no living caterpillar oould be obtained in about 200 sq. yards dug and -
sifted to a depth of 8". 

The soil in the submontane traet was extensively examined to the depth of 5" 
only. In the first week in April, eight living caterpillars were obtained from 1/6th 
of an aore. None was obtained from Over I/4th aore examined in early May and 
early lune. 
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Furlher soil exa~tions were conducted in the succeeding year in Bundel· 
~hand and in Cawnpore District. The results are tabulated below. In all cases 
ihe fields had suffered a heavy attack of pink bollworm and the cotton sticks were 
eft standing in the field, no cleaning up of any sort having been done. 

Location. Area. Date. Depths. Bollworms found. 

------------------------------------------------------
r3undeZkhand 

Atara 30 sq. yds. Feb. 9" 30 

" 
1,300 

" 
Late April. 8" Nil. 

Kervi 250 
" 

Late May. 6" Nil. 

Jawnpore. 

Katra 250 
" 

Late April. 8" Nil. 

Pukhrayan 300 
" 

Early May. 8" Nil. 

It thus appears that soil carry over is not a serious factor in pink bollworm 
lontrol in the U. P. Mortality is associated with high soil temperature and is 
Iccelerated by high moisture content. 

CONTROL PROBLEMS. 

While determining the status and important means ot carryover of the pest, 
rarious possibilities of control ,vere also examined. Concentrated and detailed 
,tudies upon a wide range of cotton vatieties indicated that while there was a con
iderable degree of difIerence in the intensity of the attack with varieties thi8 was 
nadequate to afford any satisfaotory protection. All were seriously attacked, some 
n()re so than others. The po88ibility ot employing· host resistance as a defence 
.gaiIist pink bollworm attack therefore appeared out of the question • ... 
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Biological· control lIy means of indigenous parasites was also examined. A 
number of parasites were recorded from caterpillars feeding in flowers, and from the
resting caterpillars in double-seeds. None was found to parasitise the pink bollworm 
inside the developing cotton boll. This is perhaps mainly ascribable to the fact 
that the boll wall rapidly heals up after the young larva has tUIinelled through it, 
andtha insect is thus very adequately protected against most parasitic wasps and 
flies. The parasites obtained during the course of investigation were Microbracon 
kitchenerii, Microbracon lefroyi, an Apanteles sp. and unindentified Chalcid sp., 
Braconid sp. and Bethylid sp. It is only in the flowers, in which the caterpillar is 
more exposed to attack of parasites, that any appreciable parasitisation was ob
served, and even here it did not exceed 1.8%. The indigenous parasites are there
fore unlikely to be of much assistance. This does not completely rule out the possi
bility of biological control; but from the history of the pink bollworm it appears 
unlikely that an effective parasite will be obtainable from any other country. 

The possibility of utilising light and scent traps was also tentatively explored. 
A small proportion only of the adult moths is attracted to light traps. No material 
was discovered to be effective as a scent trap. 

The boring habit of the caterpillar precluded the use of poison dust or sprays 
both because the first stage larvae do not feed extensively on external tissues, 
and because the treatment would have to he repeated frequently throughout the 
cotton season, thuS ruling this method out on the ground o{ cost alone, if it had other-
wise b~en promising. . 

The problem was thus reduced to prevention of carryover in the harvested co~
ton, notably in the seed, and it is with seed tre~tment and its results that the investi
gation has been mainly concerned. The practical possibilities of dealing with cot
ton'seed in bulk appear to be limited to fumigation, vacuum treatment and heat. 
Fumigation with poison gases such as carbon bisulphide and hydrocyanio acid was 
found to kill the enclosed caterpillars, given sufficiently long exposure at adequate 
ooncentration. The method is fraught with considerable danger, and is oumber
some. Caterpillars exposed to vacuum treatment survive very oonsiderable periods 
of exhaustion, far longer than it would be economic to maintain on a large scale 
in practice. A combination of vacuum and fumigant was highly effective but com
bined the disadvantages of both treatments. Further investigation on· these lines 
was therefore dropped and attention concentrated upon the application of heat. 

The pink bollworm in common with other insects is unable to withstand a 
temperature of 140° F. This is the absolute lethal temperature. at which mortality 
is 100%. The lower limit of lethal temperature for hibernating. caterpillars appears 
to be about 1200 F, but the lower the temperature within, this ran~e the lon~er m1¥lt 
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be the exposure to ensure mortality: For practicaJ. purpo~es in the treatment of 
bulk seed, it is more eoonomioal to raise the seed to the absolute lethal temperature 
than to m.aintain it for long periods at a lower temperature • 

. Of the methods disoussed heat is the only one whioh is applioable to small.toeks 
of seed such as are held by the majority of cultivators for sowing purposes. Faotory 
ginned seed in bulk requires to be treated by machinery. This is not possible for 
~age stocks. Fortunately the sun temperature in the United Provinces during 
April and May is sufficient to raise the seed to within the lethal range. The tempera
ture reached is dependent upon the time and length of exposure and on the inten
sity of solar radiation which is conditioned by the olearness of the atmosphere. On 
any day whioh is without cloud or heavy haze, exposure between noon and 3 p.m. 
has proved effeotive. Generally the sun heat during the hot months is sufficient at 
any tim!;) between 10 a.m. and 4: p.m. The seed is exposed to direct sunlight by 
spreading in a single layer on a clean earthen floor or on a pucca floor. It should not 
be spread on cloths. The maximum seed temperature reoorded by sunning is 
160°F on a pucoa floor which had already heated up during the day. Under such 
oonditions a few minutes exposure is sufficient to kill all the caterpillars. On 
earthen floors the seed temperature seldom rises above 140° F. At this tempera
ture caterpillars fail to survive an exposure of 10 minutes. Between 1300 and 1350 

20 minutes exposure is neoessary, while at seed temperature of 1260 an hour'. 
exposure was required. At 122° F, moltality was not complete unless the seeds 
were exposed for three ho.urs. 

This method of treating the cotton seed is readily carried out by cultivators for 
the small stocks of hand ginned seed which they retain for sowing. In no case has 
any damage to the germinating power of the seed been observed to result from 
exposure to sun for one day. Lengthy exposure of several days however depressea 
viability and in course of time kills the seed. This is probably the reason 
why sell sown cotton plants are seldom, if ever, found in the fields of the 
United Provinces. -

While the method is readily applicable to small quantities of seed, it is very 
labo~ous when applied to large stooks. It has been necessary in connection with 
the pink bollworm experimental control in the United Provinces, to sun heat several 
thousand maunds of ootton seed annually as cattle fodder. and the cost of such treat
ment has been from 8-11 pies per maund. Loss in weight naturally occurred on 
exposure to the sun, the loss varying between 31-71%. The higher figure was 
reaohed from seed stored in merohants' godowns and exposed to sun for five hours. 
Muoh of this loss in weight whioh is due to drying is recovered on storage. Farm 
~Qed exposed for 4} hours lost 3.48 per. cent of wei~ht, mor~ th!Ul )lalf of whic~ 
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was recovered in two days. The same seed exposed for six hours lost 3.62 
per cent and recovery was much slower. 

Sun treatment is undoubtedly the cheapest method of destroying the pink boll
.worm contained in the seed. It is, however, not applicable to factory conditions. 
One maund of cotton seed spread in a single layer occupies approximately 7 sq. yds. 
A ginnery handling 30 bales a day would thus require nearly half an acre of drying 
floor for its daily output of seed. An even more cogent consideration is that during 
most of the cotton ginning season the sun temperature is insufficient to destroy the 
caterpillars. 

There are various types of seed heating apparatus applicable to the treatment 
of cotton seed. These all depend upon steam heating. The seed may be conveyed 
along a steam jacketed trough by a screw conveyer, or be heated in a cylinder with 
a set of revolving steam heated pipes with which the seed makes a large number of 
momentary contacts in its passage to the outlet. In any case it is essential to 
regulate the steam input so that the seed at the outlet has reached the maximum 
total temperature of 140° F. but has not appreciably exceeded this temperature. 

Considerable attention was devoted to examining the tolerance of cotton seed 
to heat. Dry seed in a dry atmosphere retained its normal viability up to 180°F. 
With moist seed some loss of viability was observed at 146° F., with high tempera
ture in the surrowrding air. Below 146°F. no loss in viability was found under 
normal conditions. The temperature of 144° F. was thus adopted as the maximum 
limit to which the seed should be raised. As it is necessary to raise the seed to 140° 
F. there is obviously a very narrow margin' within which the temperature regulator 
has to operate. The Simon cotton seed heater, provided with a. specially sensitive 
thermostatic control, has proved capable of maintaining the seed temperature within 
this range. The equivalent centigrade reading of 62° with a mean temperature of 60° 
allowing for a variation of 2° C. above and below the optimum has been 
stipulated in the recent legislation in the United Provinces for controlling the pink 
bollworm pest. 

The fear has been expressed that heat treatment would not only reduce the ger
minating power of the seed but would also af(ect its value for oil crushing. Not only 
does heating within the limits specified not cause any loss to germination, but the 
percentage of healthy seedlings is slightly raised. This is probably due to the 
sterilizingefiect of the heat treatment upon bacteria or fungus spores which would 
attack the seed in early stages of germination. 

Tests conducted on heat treated and untreated samples of seed disclosed no 
significant dif(erence in the oil content or extraction • 

• 
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As has been mentioned earlier one of the minor results of pink bollworm attack 
'is that the cotton seed contains a smaller proportion of sound seed. The effect of 
this also upon the oil content of the bulk seed will be evident from the following data 
'provided by the Harcourt Butler Technological Institute Oil Department. 

Souroe of seed. 

Unattacked bolls 

UllSorted crop 

Oil content % 

Seed not 
heated. 

19.27 

14.64 

Seed heated 
to 1400 F. 

19.41 

14.71 

The higher oil 'content figure in the heated seed is presumably due to the email 
dryage which occurs during heating. It may be noted that where all the seed is 
sound the increase in oil crushing value compared with the present attacked crop 
would be something over 30%. An improvement of 20%, has already resulted in 
~he large field scale controlled crop. ..' 

Doubt has also been expressed whether the cotton seed after treatment would 
not be less valuable as cattle fodder. Large quantities of such treated seed have 
been consumed in, recent years by the cattle of controlled areas and there is, as might 
be expected, no evidence of any such reduction in feeding value. Cattle ownera are 
in fact Qnly too, glad to, get the treated seed from the controlled areas on account 
'ofthe very much higher p~rcentage of sound seed. 

Thus the heat treatment of cotton seed was found to be the most efIective 
and practicable method of dealing with hibernating caterpillara; and if properly 
oontrolled to have no adverse efIect upon the quality of the seed for sowing, for in
dustrial consumption, or for feeding cattle. 

, ' Practicability ofOontrol.-Having satisfied ourselves that by destroying the 
hibernating caterpillars in the harvested crop a very effective measure of control of 
the pink bollworm would result, the only question which remained was whether this 
method could be put into practical application for the benefit of the cotton grower. 

Cotton cultivation is common throughout the west and north of the United 
Provinces. Its greatest concentration is in the Ganges-Jumna Doab. In much 

-of this it is a major crop with high acreage intensity. Elsewhere the cultivation of 
cotton is more scattered, but, it is ~:lttremely difficult to find any locality capabJo 

" 
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or growing cotton in which there is not a small patch of the crop here and there. 
Cotton cultivation is thus more or less continuous. There are practically no natural 
boundaries dividing o~ one area from another. It was obviously necessary to test 
in the field and on an adequate field scale the conclusions arrived at; and if these 
were confirmed to put the method into practical application. Could this be done 
by selecting small areas within the continuous belt of cotton cultivation, or would 
it be necessary to carry out our experiments and to organize our control on a very 
wide scale to meet the possibilities of heavy reinfection by flight 1 

The moth is a small, comparatively feeble creature, sluggish in habit by day, 
and so far as we knew unlikely to make long flights even by night. The first attempts 
at field trial were therefore in areas of about 12 square miles representing three circles 
of 2 miles radius. Within this circle none but heat treated seed was sown, and the 
results were observed. At the same time the sectional cages were used to deter
mine experimentally the distances at which flight reinfectiOn would be serious. It 
was very quickly obvious that a two mile range was well within the flight distribution 
power of the pest ; in fact from the time of emergence of the first short cycle brood 
infeotion in the controlled area was very nearly as high as in the untreated fields 
outside the 2 mile circle. This oompletely preoluded any possibility of conducting 
control village-wise or in small areas oomprising a few villages. This was obviously 
so important that adequate experiments to determine the normal flight distribution 
range of the pest were essential. This necessitated working in an area in which 
ootton was not normally groWn. A portion of Banda district in Bundelkhand was
found to meet the oonditions. Cotton was not oommon here, not because it could 
not be grown, but for lack of irrigation facilities and beoause of the preoarious mon
soon oonditions. It was therefore possible to establish oages, and small strips of 
unoaged ootton, at known distanoes from possible sources of infection. By period-' 
ioal stripping of the ootton plants of their fruiting bodies, and examining these for 
pink bollworm larvae it would be possible to determine with fair aocuracy the dates
of arrival of female moths and the distanoes over which they had travelled. The 
results showed that flight infeotion beyond 2 miles in one generation is unusual; 
that at 4 mile range without any intervening cotton oultivation a fair measure of 
protection was achieved, and that at 6 miles reinf~ction by flight was very rare 
and usually enoountered only late in the ootton season, so that suoh flight reinfection 
would be of small importance. This was substantiated in the field by expanding the 
field trial experiments to circles of 6 miles radius, something over 100 sq. miles. 
Suoh a oomparatively large area was however incapable of providing an ei'{ective 
demonstration, as only the ootton at the oentre of the oircle was reasonably ensured 
against refufection. For ei'{eotive demonstration it would therefore be necessary 
either to control a large area allowing for a six mile wide belt of reinfected cotton all 
round an adequate proteoted area in the centre, or to find a cotton tract which was 
provided with natural barriers of about 6 miles widt4r.A cirole o£ 10 miles radius 
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~lIowing tor a centrally protected area of 4 miles radius would cover more than 320 
~quare miles. This was rather.a large order at the outset. Fortunately a small 
Qotton growing tract was found in Bijnor district near Hardwar, protected by a 
wide belt, of Ganges'Khadar and by jungle and hills, and which grew 300 or 400 ,acres 
of cotton. All the cultivators' seed was heat-treated in hot air ovens and the 
resultant crop proved to be almost entirely free from pink bollworm'damage. The 
average yield for the treated area was 7 maunds kapas per acre, while that for the 
crop on similar soil beyond the protected belt was less than 4 maunds; and the crop 
was strikingly free from the staining associated with pink bollworm damage. Work 
'fas limited to this isolated block until 1929 by which time there was no further 
doubt that the results -obtained in the protected cage experiments could also be 
achieved in the field. As the result of the elimination of the hibernating caterpillars 
from the sown seed, practically every early flower bud had developed into a ripe 
.boll, and the crop remained free from pink bollworm attack until late in the season. 
Details of the 1929 crop are illustrated below. The average yield within the tre~ted 
block was estimated to be about 10 maunds to the acre, while in untreated areaa 
across the Ganges the yield was 61 maunds. The actual produce obtained from 
~re plots in the treated and untreated areas were as follows :-

TABLEA . 
r ,r: ; ,. .;...- I Bahadrabad. Untreated. ' Sajanpur. Treated. Unirrigated. Irrigated. 

Clean 8mds. 27 seers. Clean 3mds. 27 seers. 
Damaged 1 

" 
2 

" 
Damaged 1 It 301/2 " 

Vseless Useless 3 1/2 " -----------
Total 9 II 29 

" 
Total' .. 5 

" 
21 

" 

TABLE B. 

Picking No. Clean Damaged Useless. Clean. Damaged. Useless. 

% % % % %' % 
1 84 16 Nil 80 18.9 1.1 
2 86 14 

" 
81 18.5 0.5 

3 88 12 
" 

66 42.5 1.5 
( 90 10 

" 
76 23.0 1.0 

5 93 7 
" 

75 23.5 ' 1.0 
,6 89 11 " 

63 36.0 1.0 
'i 90 10 .. 61.5 36.5 2.0 

" 
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TABLE B.-contd. 

Picking No. Clean Damaged Useless. Clean Damaged Useless. 

% % % % % % 
8 90 10 

" 
59 38.0 3.0 

9 91 9 
" 

74.5 24.0 1.5 
10 90 10 

" 
55 43.5 1.5 

11 91 9 
" 

50.5 47.7 1.8 
12 89 11 

" 
45.3 53.7 - 1.5 

13 86 14 
" 

51.0 47.0 2.0 
14 87 13 

" 
Total 89 11 

" 66.5 32.0 1.5 

The analysis of this crop picking-wise is also displayed. 

In 1929 it was decided to extend experimental control to the whole of the Atrauli 
tahsil in Aligarh district, an area of approximately 340 sq. miles. There is no effective 
barrier to this area. The eultivators' seed was treated by sunning which was 
carried out by the cultivators themselves under the supervision of the staff of the 
Entomological section. 

Atrauli tahsil is typical of the most important cotton growing area of the Pro
vince. It includes both irrigated and unirrigated cotton of which from 20-25 
thousand acres are sown annually. In the first year the average yield in the treated 
area was estimated to be 9 maunds against less than 6 maunds per acre under similar 
cultivation outside. The produce from two typical fields treated and untreated, 
respectively, and it!! analysis for damage is shown below:-

TABLE C. 

Raipur. 

Clean 
Damaged 
Useless 

Treated. 

9 mds. 20 srs. 
I" Ii" 
0" i .. 

, Total.. 10" 22 '" 

Nanu. 

Clean 
Damaged 
Useless 

Untreated. 

3 mds. 2 SIS. 

3 " ~7" 
0" 2" 

Total ., 6, . ,.. 21 ", 



TABLED. 

Picking No. Clean Damaged. Useless. Clean Damaged Useless. 
% % % % % % 

1 87.34 12.62 0.03 78.2 21.1 0.7 
2 85.97 13.98 0.03 65.4: 33.6 0.9 
3 88.31 11.67 0.01 66.0 33.4: 0.6 
4 90.11 9.81 0.08 56.5 42.5 1.0 
I) 89.7 9.92 0.11 54.8 44.2 1.0 
6 90.6 9.27 0.04 49.6 49.6 1.1 
7 90.4 9.44 0.11 56.3 42.9 0.8 
8 89.3 10.60 0.09 48.9 50.3 0.8 
9 89.05 10.81 0.13 50.5 48.6 0.9 

10 92.50 7.44 "0.05 44.9 53.7 1.3 
"" n 92".-14 7.73 0.1 47.4 51.9 0.6 

12 90.27 9.49 0.22 42.4 56.5 0.6 
13 89.69 10.13 0.17 32.1 67.2 0.5 
14 83.5 16.09 0.41 27.3 72.2 0.4 
15 25.6 73.5 0.7 
16 28.8 70.6 0.43 
17 34.8 64.7 0.5 
18 23~5 14.8 1.7 

-
Total .. 90.09 9.81 0.09 46.6 52.4 0.8 

Some description is necessary of the method of obtaining comparative data by 
which the effect of pink bollworm control has been measured. Up to 1931 check 
plots of one acre each were purchased after inspection. Fields were seleoted which 
appeared to be of average growth for the locality. The selection was made at the 
time of development of bolls. One fourth was set apart for the periodical examin. 
ation of the buds, flowers, and green bolls to determine the inoidence of bollworm 
attaok during the growth of the crop. The remaining3J4ths was harvested every 
4th day, aooording to the local practice, by local woman labour. The pickings 
Were made according to the normal practice, useless bolls being left unpicked. 
From 1932 onwards plots of IJl0th of an acre were selected from fields in different 
villages, thus extending the range of the source of data. The majority" of these 
plots were utilised for harvested crop data, "a suJficient number, usually 1 in 4, 
beinS kept for observation on the green material. 

"" 
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The crop is collected and stored picking-wise and is subsequently carefully 
separated out into the following categories of locks. 

Clean locks (unattacked). 
Saleable locks (damaged by pink bollworm). 
Saleable locks (damaged by other causes). 
Unsaleable locks (due to pink bollworm). 
Unsaleable locks (due to other causes). 

The attacked plots in the unoontrolledarea are similarly selected, oare b~ing 
taken tha~ any bias introduced will be in favour of the untreated plots. The seloo
tion method is open to the objection that the bias introduced prevents statisticaI 
interpretation of the results. It has however not been praoticable to depend upon 
random seleotion of plots, as the stafi-was insufficient to deal with the large number 
of sample plots which would be necessary. .As will be seen, however, the observed 
differences have been so great that statistioal interpretation is hardly necessary. 

Au individual example has been given above of the result in the first year's 
work. By 1935 the area. under control in the Aligarh district was very greatly 
extended in two blocks, with over 44,000 acres sown entirely with sun treated seed. 
The average of the results of the check plots are shown below :-

Number of plots 

Average Yield per acre 
Average yield olean kapaa 

TABLEE. 

1935- Treated area. 

Average yield damaged kapas (saleable) 
Average yield damaged ka,pas (unsaleable) 

Average Pink Boll-worm damage to ka,pas 

Untreated area. 

Number of plots 

Average yield per aore 
Average yield clean ka,pas 
Average yield damaged ka,pas (saleable) 
Average yield damaged ka,pas (unsaleable) 

39 
Mds. ers. 

7 8 
5 32 
1 16 
Free. 

0.33 

20 
Mds. BrS. 

3 39 
1 24 
2 9 
o 6 

=. 

% 
SO.1 
19.9 

12.0 

39.5 
56.3 
4.0 



Average Pink: Boll-worm damag~ to 'kapas 

Average increased yield per acre ;. 

Average increased yield clean kapaa per acre 

Total area under treated seed 

~st~ated increased total yield 

Estimated increaSed total value 

4. verage, sale price 

Average premium 

fn~reased value per acre 

' .. 

Mds. srs. 

t 28 

3 

4: 

9 

8 

% 
43.2 

81.1 

262.5 

44,200 acres. 

1,42,500 malmda. 

REi. iO,14,OOO/-. 

Re. G/- a maund. 

Re. -/8/- a maund. 

Re.23/-. 

The oheckplot yie]~ for this season.indicate an average increased outtum of 
~er 80%, an.increase in value o~ the crop per acre of Rs. 23/- and a total increased 
cash return to the culqvators of over 10 lakhs. 

In the 1936 season over 60,000 acres of cotton were grown in the experimentally 
eontrolled.. .areas At Aligarh and in Bijnor and Saharanpur districts. The results 
of these are still under analysis, and the increased yield and crop value cannot yet 
be assessed. 

In the table appended is sho~ the estimated results based upon the yields 
dep.ved from the observation plots of the field experiment and demonstration for the 
10 y~ars 1926-35. 



en CROP FIGURES OF FIELD EXPERIMENTS 1926-35. 

Area.undar Average yield Average yield Tote.! Tote.! Average • 
Year. Locality. treatment. treated . untreated. increased increaaed inol'll&8ed value 

area.. area. yield. value. per acre. 

. Acres. Mds. SIS. Mds. srs~ Mds. Rs . Rs. 

1926 Hardwar 400 7 P 4 ° 1,200 14,000 35 0 0 
1927 " 

400 7 20 4 20 1,200 9,000 22 18 0 
1928 " 

350 12 0 6 O. 2,100 24,000 67 0 0 

1929 { Hardwar 1,800 10 0 6 0 7,200 65,000 36 0 0 
Aligarh 23,000 9 0 6 0 69,000 ,6,90,000 30 ° 0 

1930 
( Hardwar 1,800 9 0 7 0 3,600 30,000 16 8 0 

1 Aligarh 25,000 10 0 7 (). 75,000 4,50,000 18 0 0 

{ Hardwar 3,600 8 10 6 30' 5,300 42,500 12 0 0 
c.:I 
c.:I, 

1931 Aligarh 59,000 6 2~ 4 10 1,31,300 10,62,000 18 ° ° 
1932 {' Hardwar 4,900 6 20 5 2()' 7,840 63,000 10 ° 0 

Aligarh 46,800 7 0 I). 0 97,200 7,58,300 16 0 ° 
1933 { Hardwar 5,100 8 20 4 0 22,800 1,37,000 27 0 0 

Aligarh 41,200 5 0 3 0 91,700 4,26,900 10 0 0 

1934 { Hardwar 4,900 7 30 430 15,000 75,300 17 8 0 
Aligarh 40,000 7 20 4 10 1,33;000 7,51,700 19 0· ° 

1935 { Hardwar 2,900 8 10 4 0 12,500 79,000 27 0 0 
Aligarh 44,200 7 10 4 0 1,42,500 10,14,000 23 0 0 

1926-1935 3,05,350 8 ° 5 0- '8,18,440 56,91,700 18 10. 0 

N.B.-The avera.ge inoreased value per acre per year over the period 1926-1935 b Rs. 23-13-0 per aore. ,Figures under colllDUl 
"Total inoreased value" from 1931-35 are bas,ed upon tho valua pf the additional crop plus a premium whioh ranges from 
As, 0-'-0 to Re. 1-0-0 per maund of kapas. 



NEClIlSSITY FOB TBEATMENT OF THE BULK CBOP OJ' COTTON SEED. 

Experience has shown that the major obstacle to effective· oontrol is in the 
faotory ginned seed. This contains a very great proportion of the hibernating oater
pillars. It is quite true that much of this seed has been utilized commeroially or for 
cattle fodder before the hibernating caterpillars can emerge as moths. The balance, 
however, which remains in local seed stores or· with cattlemen for feeding their 
stock is a very potent source of reinfection. We have endeavoured in the oontrolled 
areas to arrange fOI the sun treatment of such loca1stocks, and for the supply of 
treated seed to meet all additional requirements. Nevertheless there are frequent 
and repeated cases of concealment or of the importation of untreated seed. The 
possibility of restricting seed treatment to the residue of the crop has been oarefully 
oonsidered by the research staff, and by a succession of ~committee8 inoluding . the 
committee appointed by the Local Government of which Sir Bryce Burt was a 
member. ~e decision invanably has been that the proposal is impracticable, and 
the danger so great that the risk must not be taken. Consequently the proposals 
which .have been accepted by the United Provinces Government, and which 
have been incorporated in the recent United Provinces Cotton Pest Control Act, 
provide· for the treatment of all factory ginned seed under approved heating appara
tus, as well as for the sun treatment of all cultivators' seed within the area in which 
the provisions of t~e Aot apply. 

The necessary equipment for treatment of machine ginned seed is somewhat 
expensive. The capital cost of 8. suitable heater, with provision for steam supply 
and operation, is about Rs. 10,000 for a 30 gin factory, or about Rs. 12,000 for 8. 

factory of. 60 gins. The actual working expenses for treating the seed works out at 
less than ! anna per maund, say -/5/- per bale of lint. After making provision for 
interest, and for depreciation at 10% of the capital cost, the all-in cost per bale will 
naturally be considerably higher. The exaot cost per bale is of course dependent 
upon the number of hales of cotton ginned per season. On th~ present out-tum 
of the Aligarh area, in which the provisions of the Act are intended in the first in
stance to be applied, the all-in cost per bale is expected to be about Re. 1/8/-. Allow
ing for the increased yield which will result from control of pest, this figure may be 
expected to come down to a~out Re. 1/-. This oharge will fall ultimately upon the 
cultivator, through the price paid by the purchaser of his kapaa. Allowing for 
an average outturn of 7! maunds, equivalent to half 8. bale of ginned cotton, the 
cultivator will pay -/12/- per acre for the advantage of growing his cottOn under 
pink bollworm controlled conditions. These .show sufficiently clearly that even the 
partial control of pink bollworm which has been achieved in compar~tively small 
areas is a great boon to the cultivators. For this small contribution he may, on the 
basis of our check plot data, expect to receive in retum an increment on his crop 
value of at least Rs. 15/-. There is therefore no necessity to weep over his hard lo~ 

... 



in carrying the cost of treatment as'the return on his investment is 2,000 pet 
cent; the ginner will benefit by an increase in the quantity of kapas which he will 
process; the cotton merchant will benefit by having superfine cotton to market, 
and the mills will benefit through the improvement of the spinning quality of the 
cotton and the deorease in loss during the spinn,ing operations. 

A further advantage whioh is expected to aocrue is that the elimination of 
heavy pink bollworm attaok will permit the cultivation in the United Provinoes 
of staple cottons. At present, on acoount of the long growing period of staple 
growths, and the oonsequent intense pink bollworm attaok when the bolls are 
maturing, staple cotton: oannot profitably compete with the higher yielding, 
hardier Bengals. 



COTTON ENTOMOLOGY 

Paper No.2. 

CARRY -OVER OF PINK BOLLWORM 
(PLATYEDRA .GOSSYPIELLA SAUND) 

THROUGH SOII. IN THE MAHRATW ADDA DMSION 
OF THE HYDERABAD STATE 

BY 

H. D. NANGPAL, 

COTTON ENTOMOLOGIST, PARBHANI. 

The soil_in this part of the country is gene~ally deep black, rather fine in tex
ture and fairly well drained. During the monsoon it becomes inaccessible on rainy 
days and the following day or so, but becomes fit for intercultnre soon after. On the 
drying of the surface soil, cracks begin to appear which go deeper as the diJJerent 
layers of soil get dry. Such soils are very suitable for the cultivation of cotton
As many as 2,300,000 acres are devoted annually to this crop in this division, where 
it is sown as a khariJ (autumn harvested) crop after the break of the south-west mon
soon. 

Observations on the behaviour of full grown pink bollworm larvae (Table I.) 
have shoWn that in the early part of the cotton season-Beptember and October
larvae pupated in more numbers in the above soil situations, while after that they 
were found to go in greater numbers for pupation in soil. Towards the end of the 
season, triz., in January and February, most of the caterpillars that went into soil, 
instead of turning into pupae, remained as such either free or in somewhat spherical 
resting chambers spun by them. To the latter were found adhered several small 
particles of black soil. On digging the soil of the cotton plots, from which plants 
had been removed after the last picking, up to a depth of eighteen to twenty inches 
in the ofl season, pink bollworm larvae were met with in varying numbers and at 

-difterent depths in the soil throughout the period February-June. Such examina
tions of the soil were made at the farm plots during the last four seasons 1933-1936 
and in the cultivators' fields in the two later years. The results of such diggings 
which are summarised below go to form the direct evidence of hibernation of pink 
bollworm in s~iI. 
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TABLE I. 

BEHAVIOUR OF FULL GROWN PINK BOLLWORM LARVAE 
. IN THE FIELD. 

Numher oj Larvae and Pupae in above and below soi' situations. (1935-36) 

Per 500 sq. feet of sUrface area 

Fortnight. In the fallen I On the surfaoe of 

1 

In the soil 
ending form.s the soil Larvae Pupae 

Larvae I Pupae I Larvae I Pupa.e I free lin cocoons 

September 
6th 7.5 .. .. .. . . .. 

20th 
.. 

4.2 .. .. . . . . .. . . 
Ootober , 

4th 14.0 .. .. .. .. . . .. 
18th 40.0 ~.3 ... .. e' .. 

November 
.. 

1st 82.0 4.7 3.4 0.3 2.7 .. - '2.7 
15th 155.0 14.0 23.0 30.2 8.3 11.0 7.5 
29th 108.0 14.1 18.8 67.0 11.3 44.5 91.7 

Deoember 
13th 93.5 7.0 9.0 43.0 50.0 25.0 180.0 
27th 120.8 3.6 7.9 17.1 41.7 66.6 94.~ 

January 

F 

10th 177.7 19.3 20.6 5~0 8.0 80.6 77~'7 
20th 57.8 1.3 2.0 L3 16.7 86.5 a6;1 -

eb~ary 
7th 51.7 .. " .. 13:3 97.8 18~9 

21st 88.6 .. " .. 13.3 48.5 . . 

In 1933, a plot measuring 17,'270 sq. feet at the MaiD. Farm, Parbhani, and under 
cotton in the previous season was sub-divided into seven sub-plots. From three 
of these, plants were grazed and removed and the land was ploughed on the. nth 
of Maroh, 11th April and 1st May respectively. Plants from the next three sub
plots were grazed and removed on the same dates. but no ploughing was done. -In 
the last plot the plants were left standing after being grazed on 17th March 1933, 
thus avoiding futther chances. of the continuation of a short cyole generation in 
them;·· Thil digging wall started. on the fifteenth of April in the. sub-plots in which 
the poat l'larvest cultural. Qperation.1t were carried out QD, ~e . 5€lv~l;ltee~th: or March~ 



and fifteen days alter the last operation in the rest of the plots. The observations 
were continued_ for abo~t six weeks. 

Hibernating piDk bollworm larvae were recovered from all the plots throughout 
the period of examination. The plot ploughed on 17th March 1933 gave the highest 
number-974. to the acr0-{)fhibernating larvae, while the least-363 to the acro
''Were recovered from the plot ploughed on the lat of May. 

TABLE II. 

CARRY OVER OF PINK BOLLWORM THROUGH SOIL. 

Examination of sOil. 
Governmem Main Farm, Parbhani. (1933) 

'Post harvest Planw grazed, stalks re~oved Planw grazed and ,talb I ~. · . oultural. panel 
operations. .. and land ploughed removed 0lIl, , 

· . . . 
I 

Match April May March April May March 
Daw of operation 17 11 .1 17 11 1 11 

Mea (sq. feet) 2,460 2,400 2,520 2,460 2,400 2,520 2,460 

Fortnight ending NUMBER OF LA ~VAE IFOUND 
-

April 30 27 .. .. 15 .. .. 14 
May 15 15 11 . . 26 20 .. 13 

... 31 13 18 10 10 15 . 45 8 
June 15 .. 2 11 .. 12 2 .. 

., 30 . . .. . . . . .. .. . . 
· . 

Total: 55 31 21 51 52 47 35 
, 

.. - . 

P~r acre: 974: 563. 363 903 944 812 619 

J. In 1934 also about half an acre plot at the same farm was dug frour fifteenth 
of April to the second week of June. Plants were removed from the plot in two 
irisialments on the Ufteentli and twenty-fifth of April. A total of 171larv .. from 

, th~ plot or 352 to the acre were found hibernating in the lOil •. Bome of them were 
obtamedfrom the soil even after three inches of rain in theaecond week of l111U1 
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TABLE 1lI. 

CARRY OVER OF PINK BOLLWORM THROUGH SOIL. 

Examination of soil. 

Government Main Farm, Parbhani. (1934) 

Fortnight ending Area. I Number of \ Larvae per I 
sq. ft. la.rvae found. acre. Re~arks: 

April 15 .. .. 550 17 1,346 Plants standing. 

." 30 .. .. 5,402 78 629 

May 15 .. .. 6,837 49 312 All plants removed 

" 
31 .. .. 5,900 12 89 in third week of 

April. 
June 15 .. .. 2,006 13 282 

" 
30 .. .. 450 2 194 

Total :- .. .. 21,145 -I 171 3.52 

, 
In 1935, from the three farm plots of which two were at the Main Farm and the 

third at the Cotton Research Station,Parbhani, a total of 337,203 and 717 larvae to 
the acre were recovered during the full period of examination-February to June. 
AU the plants from the firs~ plot were removed on the fifteenth of January, from the 
second plot they were removed regularly fifteen days before the day of examination, 
while from the third they were removed on four dif{erent occasions. Gaorani 6, an 
early v~riety, was grown in the first two plots and Parbhani 71G-a late maturing 
variety, in the third plot. Soil of the last plot was much more deeply mulched 
during the season. It was also observed that more caterpillars were recovered 
from the 5"-8" layer than from any other. 

In addition to the examination of the soil at the farm plots at Parbhani, cotton 
plots at the Grant-in-Aid Farms at Nanded and Aurangabad were also dug and 
examined; while some further plots in the cultivators' fields at Parbhani and 
Nanded were also dug for the same purpose. As many as 622 and 207 hibernating 
caterpillars per acre were recovered in the two examinations made in the first week 
of May and the second week of June at the Aided Farm, Nanded, where the plot, 
like thl,lt at the Cotton Research Station, Parbhani, was well mulched during the . 
season. From the plot at the Aurangabad Aided Farm, where a late ripening variety 
was grown, only three larvae were recovered from 2,640 sq. feet (or seventeen to the 
acre) of th~ soil duS in the first week of May. At this place the soil was very hard 



ana devoid of any mulc~ on the sunace .. nuringthe last week of April and first week of May, only' one caterpillar 
was recovered from. 8,350 sq. feet.ofsoil- dug up:tO a depth of eighteen inches from cultivators' fields at Parbhani. 
From two cultivators' fields examined in the second week of June at Nanded, no caterpillars were taken; while 
from a third plot at the same place, fout larvae· from 240 sq. feet (726 to the acre) were recovered on the same 
-day. The last plot was well mUlched during the season and was between two rows of orange trees. The soil'of 
.1J.11 the remaining cultivators' fields was rather hard and there was no mulc~ at all on the surface. 

. \ 

TABLE IV. 

CARRY OVER OF PINK BOLLWORM THROUGH SOIL. 

Examin~ion oJ soil. (1935). 
-

I Na.tu~ of soil. I J 
Post ha1"V8llt Period of I Area I Number I Per Site. I 'Variety. ell:&IIlined. of larvae treatment. exam,ina tiun. sq. ft. found. acre. 

Main Farm, Parbhani Black, mulched Gaorani4B. Plants removed 1-2-35 to 
on 15-1-35 3J.-5-35 8,669 67 837 

do. do. do. 15 days before 14-2-35 to 
eachexamin- '10-6-35 8,376 39 203 

ation. 
(Jotton Research Black, deep Parbhani 710 Plants 1-2-35 to 

Station, Parbhani. mulched. removed four 23-6-35 13,854 228 .717 
times during . thG oPeriltion • 

Aided Farm, Nanded. do. Gaoranl , -Plants grazed 1st week of 
on May. 2,871 41 -622 

April 15th. 
do. do. do. do. 2nd week of 

June. 3,150 15 207 



TABLE IV.-contd. 

CARRY-OVER OF PINK BOLLWORM THROUGH SOIL. 

Examination of soil 0(1935). 

I 
Post harvest Period of 

I 
Area I Number Per Site. - Nature of Boil. Variety. treatment. examilllLtion. examined. of larvae 
sq. it. found.' aore. 

Cultivators' Field, Black, ordi- IJocal mixture. Grazed ,in 11th June. 1,100 .. .. 
Nanded. nary cultiva- February. 

tion. 
do. Black, some American. Grazed & har- do. 240 4 726 

mulch. rowed in 
April. 

Cultivator's Field, Par- Light, no " Local mixture. Plants well I,ast week of 4,000 .. .. 
bhani. (1) mulch. grazed in April. -

January. 
, do. (2) Black,ordi- do. do. 1st week of 1,250 .. .. , 

nary oultiva- May. 
tion. 

do. (3) do. do. do. do. 3,100 1 5 

Aided Farm, Auranga- do. American. Plants grazed, Last week of 2,640 3 18 
bad. end of Feb- April. 

ruary. 



For elucidating the effect of mulching the plots during the season on the hiber
nation of pink bollworm larvae. BOme further plots at the farms, at Parbhani and 
the Aided Farm, Nanded. were examined in 1936. Instead of examining a part of the 
:plot every week during the period-February to June-as was done in the previous 
~sons, two or three periodical examinations were made in these plots during the 
off season. In addition to this. soil from plots of sixteen different cultivators' fields 
in different villages and under their normal operations was examined from the fourth 
week of March to the second week of June. In some C8.'reB a second examination was 
made about five weeks after the first. 

The following results were indicated by the data collected during this year ;-

1. Hibernating pink bollworm larvae were met with in the soil through
out the off season, their numbers being more in earlier examinations 
made in March or early April (3,000 to 5,300 to the acre). Recoveries 
made after the tenth of May were very few, especially this year. 

2. More hiberIl;3ting larvae were recovered from plots which had. a good 
mulch on the surface· during the season. 

S. More larvae were recovered from plots· where the cotton plants were 
allowed to stand ungrazed for a longer period, and the patches which 
were under shade of trees had still higher number of larvae hibernating 
in them. This was true for the cultivators' fields also. 

4. From plots (cultivators' fields) with a lighter soil and an early maturing 
variety (roseum type) sown in them during the season, very few or no 
larvae were recovered even in the first examination made in April espe
cially where the crops finished early and the grazing by cattle, goat 
and sheep was done soon after. But from plots growing Gaorani type of 
cotton or where there "f'8S a heavier pink bollworm attack in the season, 
some hibernating larvae were met with in April or early May. 

5. More larvae were met with in the five to eight inches layer followed 
closely by the nine .to twelve inches layer. 

6. Even· after bakharing (harrowing with a bladeharrow) caterpillars were 
obtained from some plots which had a deeper surface mulch on them 
during the season. In the two such plots from which hibernating larvae 
were recovered in the first week of June, harrowing was done on the 
fifteenth of May. 

, 
The above results confirmed the observations of the previous years. 

Further support to the 1i.ndin~, by the direct method, of pink bollworm 
larvae hibernating in soil is lent by observations on ;-

(1) the incidence of pink bollworm attack on a stand-over or a ratoon crop 
enclosed in insect (Moth) proof cages. The former being left 88 plants ... 
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either completely stripped of their leaves by grazing or by hand, or un. 
stripped normal plants. The grazing or stripping was done in March; 

(2) the survival of pink bollworm larvae hibernating in bolls artificially 
buried at different depths in soil and (b) the emergence of moths from 
such buried bolls. 

These two sets of observations formed the indirect method of determining the 
• carry-over of pink bollworm through soil. 

1. Re-infection of a stand-over or ratoon crop enclosed in insect proof 
cages :-

During the 1934 oft season, cotton plants of the 1933-34 crop were enclosed in 
an experimental cage (66 ft. X 16! ft. X 8ft.) in January and were allowed to remain 
as such in one half of it, while in the other half, separated from the first by wire gauze, 
they were thoroughly grazed on the fourteenth of March, so that only bare stems 
were left in the plot after that. Soil of both the halves was hoed on fourteenth of 
June and first of July. An examination of the various forms on the stand-over 
plants showed them to be free of pink bollworm attack in both the halves on the 
fourteenth of _June. On the twenty-second and twenty-seventh of July two pink 
bollworm moths were caught from the first half while another was caught from the 
second half on seventeenth of July. Examination during July, August and Sep
tember of the cotton forms picked from the plants and of the shed forms showed 
the presence of pink bollworm larvae of all instars in the material examined. 

In the next two oft seasons of 1935 and 1936, instead of enclosing the crop from 
the very beginning, the frame work of the cages was erected towards the end of 
March in the last year's cotton plots. The plants in one half the area of the cages 
were completely stripped of their leaves, buds, flowers and bolls, and in the other 
half they were ratooned (cut down to six inches from the soil). By the last week of 
May the wire gauze was put on and the plants were enclosed. Thus the soil of the 
t'fo half cages was fully exposed to the natural atmospheric conditions of sun heat, 
etc., during the hot weather. An examination of the forms before enclosing the 
plants showed them to be free of pink bollworm. To ensure further that no pink • 
bollworms were carried from outside, buds and bolls on all the plants in both the 
half cages were removed on three difierent occasions in the last two weeks of May and 
the first week of June (short cycle larvae have not been met with after the tenth 
of May in normal stand-over plants in the fields). All the fallen material on the 
surface of the soil was also removed. 

Subsequent to the enclosing of the crop ill the cages, examination of all buds, 
flowers and bolls piokedJrom the different sets of one-fifth the total number of plants 
was made once a week from both the hah-es. In 1935 pink bollwOJ,'ID. was found in 
the ma~erial examined from both the half cages on the fourth of July_ While in 
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1936, buds in the first half (stripped plants) were found attacked. in the last week of 
June and those in the second half in the first week of July. Fwther examinations 
show:edquite a good deal of attack by pink bollworm in'both the halves and in both 
the years. The atta('k was heavier in the second year. In 1935, attack in the 
_control plants, which were near the cages and were treated similarly. developed 
two to three weeks later but in 1936 simultaneous attack was noticed on the outside 
plants also. 

TABLE V. 

CARRY-OVER OF PINK BOLLWORM THROUGH SOIL. 

Reinfection throug~ sm1 of 'I'atoonea or stripped oJ! plant. ~clo.ed 

in a cage (1935). 

Plants atripptd. I Plants ratooned. 

Week ending Nfl Percentage rercentage Number of Peroeotage rercentage umber 0 attacked by attacked. by 
fo~a pink cater· form, pink cater. 

exammed. bollworm. pillara. examined. bollworm. pillara. 
J 

June ! 
27 33 .. .. 6 .. I .. 

July 
4 143 3.5 3.5 8 12.5 ·12.5 

11 278 .. .. 114 4.4 3.5 
18 304 0,3 0.3 316 2.B 2.B 
25 729 1.8 1.2 283 0.3 0.3 

August 
1 787 2.4 2.2 689 .. .. 
8 1,244 0.1 ,0.1 842 . . .. 

15 1,687 0.7 0.6 I 1,80B .. .. 
22 957 I.B 1.4 854 2.0 I.B 
29 927 1.8 1.7 599 Z.7 2.B 

September 
, 

5 504 .. .. ,534 1.8 1.8 
12 687 1.5 1.0 412 2.2 1.4 
19 498 3.6 3.6 295 . . .. 
26 234 6.8 7.2 168 15.8 17.6 
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TABLE VI. 

CARRY-OYER OF PINK BOLLWORM THROUGH SOIL. 

Reinfection tltroug16 soil of ratoon.ed or stripped off plants enclosed 
in a cage (1936). 

Week ending 

___ -,p,-l_an_ts_8_t_riP_p_ed-;. ___ / Plants ra.tooned. 

Number of 
forma 

examined. 
attacked by f.""" 

pink ~ter. o~ pink e~ter. 
bollworm. plllars. examined. bollworm. pillars. 

Percentage Peroentage I Number of a~~knedtabgey Percentage 

--J-J~-:-;--!--:-:-: ...!--2-:-::-.2....

2

-:-::--i
i
'--:-:--!] . ~.6 

12 265 16.2 16.1! 70 12.8 14.3 
19 394 17.7 16.5 i 269 17.1 18.6 
26 603 21.2 20.7 404 21.8 23.0 

August 
2 
9 

16 
23 
30 

September 
6 

13 
20 
27 

October 
4 

11 
18 

494 
599 
626 
941 
395 

1,061 
362 
260 
237 

363 
469 

1,395 

58.1 
38.6 
39.5 
27.3 
33.9 

50.9 
48.3 
31.5 
24.0 

12.6 
6.1 

10.0 

64.0 
38.7 
37.4 
39.5 
33.6 

60.0 
64.1 
32.3 
26.5 

11.5 
2.2 
8.5 

520 
309 
855 
873 
620 

598 
367 
264 
717 

257 
352 
617 

34.0 
12.0 
19.9 
25.2 
46.8 

35.1 
29.7 
19.2 
13.2 

8.6 
9.4 

10.2 

31.5 
11.6 
20.8 
27.8 
63,4 

47.5 
45.2 
22.7 
15.2 

7.0 
8.3 
9.7 

It was interesting to note the three different generations of pink bollworm, 
well marked in the material examined from both the·half cages during July-October 
1935. Although a regular rise and fall in the percentage of attack, which was higher 
in 1936, was noticed in the later year. yet. there was never seen a complete absence 
of attack in. the material examined. This meant a )iimultaneous emergenc~ of a 
few moths in 1935 and that too in a short period as the results showed no ·ove~· 



lapping of generations, while the continuity of attack and a higher percentage of 
infestation in the 1936 material indicated a greater initial emergence and that too 
over a longer period. It may be pointed out here that in order to ensure hiberna
tion in soil, an additional 1,800 full fed caterpillars were released in February-
March 1936 on the Boil over which the cage was to be erected. • 

All possibility of an entry of the pink bollworm moths from outside was ex
cluded by the enclosing of the crop in insect proof cages. Soil was tbe only source 
from where moths could have come. In 1934, three moths were actually caught 
in the two half cages and in 1936 also a single moth was caught at light trap on tbe 
first of June after which furtber attempts to catch the moths were given up. So 
the reinfection of the stand-over ratoon crop could be definitely ascribed to moths 
which might ~ave emerged from the soil. 

2. (a) Survival of pink bollworm larvae hibernating in bolls artificially buried 
at different depths in soil :-

During the examination of soil a few locks containing resting larvae were met 
with buried in the soil a~ different depths. To Jind the survival of larvae in buried 
bolls the following experiment was conducted in 1935 and repeated in 1936. 

In the third week of February 1935, 400 well developed bolls, aired Cor a 
couple of days before interning, were buried in each of the pits of six di1lerent seta of 
five pits each. The different pits in each set were dug to a depth of two, four, seven, 
ten and thirteen inches respectively. At the time of burying an examination of the 
green bolls showed the presence of 45.2 per cent of third and fourth instal larvae. 

The buried bolls and the surrounding soil from one set oC pits representing aU 
depths was dug and examined once a month. Six such examinations were made on 
the 26th of March, 24th of April, 18th of May, 6th of June, 3rd of July and 10th of . 
August. In the first three examinations a good number of living larvae both from 
the buried bolls and the surrounding soil were recovered. A majority oC tbem were 
found in material buried in pits two to nine inches deep. Bolls buried in the last 
pit gave a relatively low rate of survival probably due to the higher moisture con
tent at that.1evel.. In the fourth examination in the first week of June, 4 per cent 
to 18.3 per cent of the original number of larvae were found alive in the various 
pits while a survival of one per cent to 14 per cent was noticed in the different pits 
in the lirat week of July when some living pupae were :.lso found at di1ferent levels 
in the soil.. lu the last examination, on tbe tenth of August, .only a few empty 
pupa cases were obtained& 



TABLE VD. 

CARRY-OVER OF PINK BOLLWORM THROUGH SOIL. 

Survi'CaZ of pink bollworm la'f'1)(J6 in grew bolls buried in different depths (1935). 

Initial per. Percentage of living pink bollworm larva.e in bolls and surrounding 
Depth at which oentage of \ soil exa.mined on-

bolls were living larvae Remarks. 
buried. in green 

\ \ \ \ I boll. 26.3.35 26.4.35 20.5.35 6.6.35 3.7.35 10.8.35 

2" 45.2 31.8 10.6 14.8 6.2 0.2 
j .. 

4" " 14.6 9.2 16.0 2.8 5.0 .. 
"," " 19.0 19.2 12.0 6.6 P-Living .. 

pupae. 
10" " 17.0 12.2 13.2 3.8 4.05P .. 
13" " 10.0 5.2 I 4.0 1.6 

I 
0.2 .. 

The observations in 1936 showed that an appreciable number of pink bollworm larvae buried in bolls were 
faund living on the 14th of June when a number of living pupae were also recovered from both the bolls and the 
soil of' the various pits. In the examination made in the first week of July one living larva and four pupae were 
iOWld from three pits. In the last examination in the third week of July no living forms were recovered. 



· TABLE vm. 
C_ffiRY-OVER OF PINK BOLLWORM THROUGH SOIL. 

SurvivaZ of ;pink boZlworm Zarvae i,,!- green bolls buried at different depths (1936). 

Initial per- Peroentage of living pink bollwo~ larvae in bolls and surroUll,ding soil examined on-
Depths at oentage of 
whioh bolls living larvae Remarks. 

were buried. in green 

1 I I I I bolls. 23.2.36. 1504.36. 4.5.36 22.5.36 31.5.36 14.6.36 4.7.36 

P P P 

1 
p p P 

3" 3S.7 4.5 0.3 10.3 2.5 2.0 1.0 3.0 O.S .... P P=Living 
Pupae. 

5" IS.5 12.3 13.5 0.3 4.S 4.0 3.3 16.8 0.0 0.3 

7" 32. 13.0 O. 0.5 14 0 7.5 2.0 2.0 9.0 1.0 ...... 

9" 23.5 10.0 O. 3 11.0 3.5 3.0 0.8 8.0 0.3 

13" 23. 11.3 O. 310.8 2.3 1.5 0.3 4.8 ...... 

IS'" 25. .9.0 11.0 9.3 0.3 2.5 2.0 9.3 0.5 . ..... 
I 

A number of empty pupa cases were met with in the very first eXamlnation in both the years. This showed 
that some of the larvae in' the buried bolls left them soon after burying, pupated and emerged as short cycle 
moths; while the presence of living pupae in the material and the surrounding soil in June and the first week 
()f July in both the years, and of the empty pupa cases in the last examination in the second week of August 
1935 and third week of July 1936, clearly point towardS the carry-()vcr of pink bollworm through soil 
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It was interesting to note that most of the surviving larvae recovered from 
the buried material were in hollowed·out "doitbfe-seeds" which under normal above 

. soil ()onditions is a rare occurrence in this part of theoountry. 

(b) Emergenoe of moths £rom bolls .buried in the soil :-

Iii the. first week of Maroh 1936, bolls were buriedin another four pits A,B,C, 
and D dug to Ii depth of 2!", 41", 6!" and 81" respectively in between three rowS of 
cotton plants which were ratooned to six inches. Small wire gauze cages were put 
on these pits on the first of June, afterwmch date they were thoroughly examined 
daily for any moths that might have emerged in them from soil. In all sixteen moths 

. were· actually oaught from· the four cages during the period thirteenth to twenty
. fifth of July. An examination of buds from the encios~d plants which had sprouted 
up in the oages showed a pink bollworm larval population of about eighteen 
per oent on the third of August. 

From the above three sets of observations it would be clear that pink. bollworm 
does carryover from one season to the next through soil in this part of the 
country. 

It has been pointed out above that the number of such larvae hibernating in 
soil during May was much less as compared with those recovered earlier. Some 
further experiments, to determine the date .of going into soil and the effeotive sur
vival of these larvae, have been laid out for this year, the results of which along 
with the observations on the amount ofootton left unpioked at the different periods 
and their analysis for bolhvorm damage will go a long way in guiding us towards 
the cont.rol measures. 

7 
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DISCUSSION. 

Mr. P. B. Richards, in introducing the subject, said t'hat 'his paper was written 
wit'h t'he idea oj providing the non-entomologist with 1J general conception oj w'ha' 
the speaker 'had to do, how he had set about trying to do it and w'hat 'he had succeed. 
eo' in accomplishing in the United Provinces in regard to the control oj the pinlc 
,bo(lworm oj cotton in the United Provinces. Drawing attention to the ,ummary 
whic'h showed the estimated results expressed i'n terms oj the average increased yield 
per acre, the total area under experimental control, the estimated increased valUlJ 
obtained per acre and its average over a period oj ten years, he said t'hat as a resll" 
oj the control of the pink bollworm an increased return to the cultivator (lJ Rs. 18/
on an average oj ten years or at least Rs. 15/. per acre could be secured. Tbi. 
result 'had been effected aJter several years oj preliminary investigation w'hich waf 
undertaken to discover in the first instance whether tM pink bollworm wa. control£. 
able under local conditions and secondly whether it would pay to control it. TM pink 
bollworm was not considered to be a serious pest until 191'1 when Mr. Fletcher 
recorded it to be as serious a pest as t'he spotted bollworm. A considerable amount 
oJwork had accordingly to be done and this required the establishment oj a research 
station in the United Provinces. It had to be discovered whether tM only effective 
source, oj carry-over was in the seeds in tlJhich the 'hibernating caterpilla" rested, 
and if so, what method should be adopted Jor killing the insects in the seed. TM 
paper desciibed the lines along which the work was carried out and s'howed 1w1D 
gradually it had been possible to eliminate the alternative carry-over oj the pink, 
bollworm hibernating in the soil or on cotton stalks standing in the field or cut 
and stored; living on alternative host plants; or surviving as s'hort cycle larvae upon 
perennial cotton. The investigations had s'hown tluit these 80urces oj carry-over 
were negligible and that the survival oj the pest Jrom year to yea; was almost entirely 
by hibernating caterpillars it~ the cotton seed. Effective control could readily be 
obtained by heating seed to a sufficient temperature i16 an apparatus in ginneriu 
altd in. the open sunlight in the villages in April or May, whicheffectivelydutroyed the 
pest. There.would, 'however, always be a residual carry-over.. but this could be 
brought down to the status oj a minor pest. The pest 1w.il been considered su.ffici. 
ently important to justify the United Provinces Government putting into law mea· 
sures Jor the compulsory control oj the pink bollworm in the United Provincu and 
it was 'hoped to put this act into operation in a skort time. 

Mr. H. D. Nangpal observed th~ Mr. Richards had s'hown tkat in tke United 
Provinces the major source oj carry-over was the seed. In the H yilerabatl State the pink 
bollwcJrm and the spotted bollworm were both Jound and both oj tkem were conai· 
dered serious pests. The pink bollworm itself was responsible JM a damage oj 
about 20 -25 per cent oj-the crop. One oj the two main sources oj its carry-over 
was the soil a!,'tl not the seed. Some caterpillars spin resting chambe'fl in tke Jibru 
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01 seer/, cotton which, if left unginned, serve as tTte second source of carry-ove'f: 
His paper showed how the observations on tTte carry-over of pink bollworm through 
soil were made and promded data to indicate that {lte pink bollworm was carried 
over through the soil. Observations on the behaviour of the full grown pink boll
worm caterpillars in tTte field, wTtere the cotton crop was standing, showed that 
in the early part of the season, these caterpillars pupated in more numbers in above 
soil situations but with tTte advance of tTte season more of them went into the soil for 
pupation over there. Towards the end of the season, viz., in January and February, 
most of the caterpillars that went into'the soil, instead of turning into pupae remained 
as such eitTter free or in spherical chambers spun by them. In 1934 about half 

. an acre of a cotton field at the Parbhani Farm was dug from the beginning of April 
to the secnna week of July. As many as 1346 caterpillars per acre were recOVe'lea 
from tTte soil in tTte fortnight ending on 16th of April, 629 in tTte next fortnight, 312. 
and 89 in the two fortnights of May, and 282 and 194 in the two fortnights of June 
respectively. TTte sowing season started towards tTte middle of June and long 
cycle caterpillars were found· hibernating in soil even for some time after tTte break 
of the monsoon. In 1935 and 1936 sir;~ilar observations were made. . 

In 1935 a;nother set of experiments was conducted by enclosing, towards the end 
of May, ratooned cotton plants either cut about six incltes from the soil or as full 
plants but kept bare of leaves in March, April and May, in al1 insect-proof 
experimental cage. Thus the soil 'lJ)as exposed to the natural atmospher'ic conditlons 
of sun heat, etc., during the hot weathe;. An examination of plants before enclosing 
them showed them to be free from pink bollworm,. They developed tTte pink 
bollworm attack in the Cage after~he break of the monsoon. In 1936 .about 1,800 
caterpillars were released in February and March on the soil over which the 
cage was to be erected for a similar e:cperiment. In June a heavy incidence of 
bollworm attack, about 20 to 21 per cent, 'lias noticecl in the enclosed plants while 
in the outside ones there was very little infection at that time. 

Another set 01 experiments was to find the surmvaZ of pink bollworm cater
pillars by burying the attacked bolls in February and March.. In 1935 and 1936 
bolls were buried in the soil at different depths up to 13 inches in tTte first year and 
up to 19 inches in the second year. Living pink bollworm caterpillars were found 
at all depths in June and at some depths in July during both tTte years. 

All these sets of experiments showed a definite carry-over of pink bollworm 
through soil. 

To em enfJuiry of Mr. Y. D. Wad whether the moths were tested for egg-laying 
capacity after they emerged Mr.' Nangpal replied in the oJIirmative; 

Rao Saheb S. H. Prayag in referring to page 3 of the paper said that more 1twe'
nating piklk bollworm larvae were found in plots w1tich had a good muZc1t, bid i,6 



tM case, oj 1he· 8potted bollworm ·mulching had been found to be /J remRJ1y. -.4.. ,,. 
tke case of pink 'bollworm more.lllrvae werefound in the mulched portion, thu meant 
that mulching was not a remedy 'at all." -

, -

Mr. Nangpal remarked that not only was it not a remed!J but mote iarvae 
actually ,went into the soil. 

Rai Sahib Kalidas Sawbney conside.red that the question '0/ mulching the soil 
should be lopked at from two points of tJie'lb. -Whe;ea; mulching might be effective 
in helping the pink bollworm to get into the soil, on tIle other hand, it might be 
effeCtive in preventing the emergence o/larvae hibernating in the soil. This WaB 

his personal tJiew in the matter. 

Mr. Nangpal said that he had carried out some observations on this ppint. He 
had buried some bolls in tfCO plots one with mulched soil and the other with cloth 
and found that practically 90% of the caterpillars in the soil had already come out 
both in the mulched and the cloddy plots. Mulching there/ore may not be effective in 
preventing the emergence of the larvae. 

_ ~r. V. Ramanatha Ayya~ wished to know if any relationship had been found out 
between soil moisture and' t~ incidence of larvae. In Madras he hadexperiencetl 
that the i~idence pf ;pink bollworm ~as iess in rain1ed plots. 

Mr. Nangpal gave an account 0/ his work in the United Provinces where he had 
buried bolls in the soil and found that in the deeper layers which had some moisture 
there were fewer survitJals than in the layers which had not much moisture. 

Mr, Rwanatha Ayyar suggested that depth might have had something to do witA 
the surtJivqt 

, Mr. Nangpal agreed that depth had much to do with it. 

Mr. Richards outlined the early attempts at control in Egypt wMre greal care 
was taken to sterilise all the cotton. seed, in "spite oJ ,which ,the bollworm stilt per
sisted. This was ascribed to carry-over in the soil. ' In the Delta the soil tempertJ
ture ,seldom -rose to' the lethal point for the caterpillar. As he had stated in hu 
paper the absolute lethal temperature at which deatlwas instantaneous WaB 14d' F. 
With longer ezppsures a temperature of 120°F. was fatal while below 120°'116 had no 
record of the caterpillars being killed. Lethal temperatures were readily reached ill 
the soil of ihe :TJ nitea Provinces. A surtJey of tAe soil it. the iubmontaM area had 
recorded a temperature as high as 155° F. while ill the Gangetic plain. generally G 
temperature of 130°F. was reached. whiCh was. sufficient to kill the caterpillar. ,:rhu. 
il& the United Provinces there was no serious soil ca"y-OVe1' except, under .hade. 
The temperature' wave passed slowly downwards becoming less witla depth. H, 
enquired whether "soil temperature' obseTtJations had been made in the black 'cotton 
Boils; lle-was inclined to thinktllat a great deal of the difference, in eJlectipe ca"V-

" 



over in the Boil oj the (Jangetic plains and Central India was due to the-Jact that in 
the United Provinces the caterpillar was in contact with the soil which did not 
crack while in. the black cotton soil many' of the caterpillars were exposed to tke air 
and were not heated to the same extent. 

Mr. Nangpal replied that they had not conducted experiments on this point. 

Mr. Wad suggested that it would be useful to make these observations. 

The President concluded the discussion on the two papers by observing that proper 
scientific information was necessary before any attempt1i- to control the pink boll
worm were made. In the United Provinces the car·ry-over was almost entirely in 
the seed and they had met with very great success in controlling the pest by heat
treating the seed. In Madras, on the other ~nd; many years ago it was found by 
Ballard that there was no hope of controlling the pest witlwut a Pest Act and a 
definite close season. Mr. Nangpal, who-had worked both in the United Provinces 
and Hyderabad, had shown how great the differences were in tke meth()d of 
carry-over. 



COTTON ENTOMOLOGY 

Paper No.1. 

A BRIEF ACCOUNT OF THE INVESTIGATIONS ON SPOTTFJ> 

BOLLWORMS IN SOUTH GUJARAT 

BY 

B. P. DESHPANDE, 

AsSISTANT MARKETING OFFICER, POO:U. 

Attention was prominently drawn to the spotted bollworms for the &rat time, 
dur.ing the year 1905, due to the failure of the cotton crop in the Punjab. Since 
then, introduotion of parasites, destruotion of the damaged plants in the early part 
of the season and the use of bhenrU (Hibiscus esculentus) as a trap crop were BOme 
of the measures wJ;Uoh were advocated for the oontrol of this pest. The position 
with regard to these worms was reviewed by the Indian Central Cotton Committee 
during 1922 and at their instance, further investigations on the spotted bollworms 
were started at Surat in 1923. This work continued at Surat till 1931 and was 
finanoed during all this period by the Indian Central Cotton Committee. The 
results of these investigations were embodied in a publication called "The Spotted 
Bollworms in South Gujarat" and were submitted to the Indian Central Cotton 
Committee. This pUblioation has already gone to the press and is expected to be 
out shortly as Monograph No. 10 of the Imperial Council of Agrioultural Research. 
In the meanwhile I was asked to read a paper on spotted bollworms before this 
Conferenoe, and I am therefore taking this opportunity to place before you very 
briefly a summary of the several. items of investigations on spotted bollworms 
which were carried out in South Gujarat. 

The spotted bollworms are active throughout the year and the period ot theit 
lirs varies between 22 and 35 days. Oviposition takes plaoe only during the night 
and ihe moths lay on an averag~ 432 eggs. The larvae invariably go to the BOil for 
pupation in this locality. Both Earias fabia and Earias insulana are present but 
it is the former,whioh predominates on cotton, almost throughout the year. 



A vigorous growth of the cotton crop commences soon after the close of the 
monsoon and the spotted bollworms appear in the cotton fields as soon as the plants 
are about 9 inches in height. In the beginning, vegetative shoots are destroyed 
in large numbers usually during the months of September and October. The larvae 
turn their attention to the flower-buds as soon as they begin to develop and the 
damaged buds drop away from the plants. Observations during three years from 
1925 to 1928 showed that 34 to 51 per cent of the buds were found damaged by 
these insects out of the total number of buds which dropped away from the plants. 
A part of the larval population diverts its attention to the bolls as soon as they begin 
to appear. Young bolls drop away if they are attacked by these worms but tho 
older ones continue to stick to the plants and yield a part of the damaged kapas. 
During the three years mentioned above, 20 to 69 per cent. of the shed bolls were 
found damaged by these caterpillars. 

It was noticed that the rapid multiplication of the pest during the early part of 
the cotton growing season was considerably checked if heavy showers of rain were 
received during that period. The larval population of Earias on cotton wa3 
comparatively very high during the months of November and December, and 
normally it declined rapidly at the end of December or the beginning of January. 
This decline was partly due to the cold weather and partly due to the activities of 
the parasites. 

We could devise a method (which is called the nightcaging method) for growing 
normal cotton plants free from bollworms for experimental purposes. Trials of 
growing more than 100 plants by this method, during each of the three seasons from 
1928-29 to 1930-31, showed that the protected plants yielded 81, 54, and 7 per cent 
more lcapas than the respective control plants. During the last season the increase 
was markedly low, because the caged plants suffered heavily from a storm which 
occurred at the end of October, when these plants had a very much larger number 
of forms on them than the control plants. On the caged plants the bolls opened 
about 4 to 6 weeks earlier than on the control plants, becaUse the earliest growing 
forms on these plants were saved from the spotted bollworms. 

Measures, which were studied for ascertaining the possibilities of controlling 
this pest, consisted of the :removal of the attacked shoots, bhendi (Hibiscus 
esculentus) as a trap crop, attractants and deterrents for the moths, parasites, soil 
mulch, insecticides and the prevention of the carry-over of this pest from one 
season to ,another. 

The removal of attacked shoots was not found to be very useful because only 
a small fraction of the total population of the Earias larvae could be destroyed by 
c9llectin~ the sbooU! which I!howe<f, the dama~e prominentlr. 



- The use of bhenai as a trap. crop also' appeared. to. be of. questionable utility, 
because it was found that these inseots multiplied more· rapidly on. bhend, than 
~n .cotton and .that the disadvantages of encouraging the cultivation. of this crop 
~ the midst .of cotton seemed to be more than the advantages. 

Cynogas dust and flowers of sulphur were tried as deterrents for the moths" but 
both Of them were found to be injuriouS to the cotton plants. 

Several substances were tried. for attracting the Earias moths. Cotton leed 
cake and sesamum cake, exposed in-the cotton fields, after mixing with large quan
tities of water, showed a certain amount of. attraction both for the. spotted and pink 
bollworm moths. The. attraction; however, was not. sufficiently strong for using 
these baits as control DUlasures. 

All the known important parasites of Earias were found to be present at 'Surat 
and there was therefore no possibility of importing any of them from outside. A 
detailed· study of the life and habits of the most important parasite, viz., MicroMacmt 
leforyi, showedthat it was not practicable to increase. its utility by artificial means. 

Preliminary trials indicated' that the presence of fine soil-mulch in the cotton 
fields .prevented the larvae from going -deep into the soil for pupation and thus . ex
posed them to the heat of the sun and to their predators. It.was also observed that 
if any of the pupae happened to be buried below a small layer of an inoh or two of 
pulverised ~oil most of the moths. emerging. from them could not make their way. 
out of the soil. Further critical observations, however, 'showed that it was imprao
ticable .to maintain the required type of soil mulch in the fields, on a largescale, 
for its "Successful use as a control measure. 

It was ascertained that sprayingpr dusting the cotton planb ~ith lead arsenate 
or Paris green was not useful in controlling this pest. Later on it was found that 
calcium arsenate and sodiumsilico fluoride were very effective in reducing the popu
lation of Earias larvae in the cotton fields b.ecause the larvae were killed in large 
numbers on' the dusted plants (especially the tiny ones, which wandered about, be
fore commencing "to feed after emerging from the. eggs).. Serious aphis infestation, 
however, developed on the cotton plants dusted with these insecticides a few weekt 
after the use of these poisons, and it proved tQ be a great obstacle in th~ way of using 
these substances for combating the bollworms, It appeared that the winged aphis 
were ,attracted to the plants dusted with these white poisons and they could multiply 
there, very .rapidly because it seemed that the insec~icides afforded them· immunity 
from their enemies. Blackening these insecticides before using did not help to 
get over this trouble entirely. Of course it was ultimately very clear that insecti
cides like calciu.m arsenate and sodium silico fluoride could be successfully used 
against these insects if a cheap .. and efficient method could l!e discovered for 
J>reventin~ the subse'lu~nt troubI~,. ~.,. t:tphis jnfestation, 

" 
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Tho ootton orop in this locality is harvested in the month of Maroh or April 
Ilnd the next crop is normally sown after the third week of June, according to the 
condition of the monsoon. The spotted bollworms are. active. throughout the 
year and they get their supply of food, between the two cotton growing seasons, 
from the fresh shoots sprouting from the standing plants of cotton and their stumps, 
from the bhendi plants growing during that period and from the stray malvaceous 
weeds, if any of them happen to be in green condition at that time. These obser
vations show that it will be possible to prevent the carry-over of this pest from one 
season to another, by cutting off its supply of food during the period between the 
two (!otton growing seasons. This can be achieved if all the cotton plants are 
uprooted immediately after the harvest of kapas, if the cultivation of bhendi is 
prevented during tbis period and if stray malvaceous weeds found in green condition 
during summer are destroyed. 

After all these trials, the experience gained by us at Surat indicated that with 
the available knowledge the only method of controlling this pest in this tract was the 
prevention of the carry-over of these insects from the cotton crop of one season to 
the cotton crop of the next season. 

, It was therefore deoided to give a trial to this metbod on a large scale in a 
selected locality. An island would have been an ideal place for these trials but 
in the absence of suoh a place, an area of about 480 square miles in Broach 
distriet, where ootton is extensively grown, was selected for these trials for the 
following reasons :-

(1) A oonsiderable portion of this area was bounded by sea and rivers and 
hence the extent of areas from which fresh infection could come was 
greatly minimised. 

(2) This tract had no irrigation facilities and hence there were no possibilities 
of the cultivation of bhendi (Hibiscus esculentus) in this area and there 
were also less possibilities of other host plants thriving during the carry· 
over period. 

(3) There wore no forest areas where alternative food plants might harbour 
this pest. 

The clean-up campaign was therefore carried out in this locality during the 
years 1931 to 1934. 

The main problem in this area was to get the cultivators to remove their cotton 
plants immediately after harvesting their kapas. The old method of removing these 
plants was to hack them out with a light pick-axe. By this method the stumps 
were left in the soil which used to sprout rapidly and provided food for these insects 
~uring the carry-(n"er period. An implement had therefore to be devised for up. 
rooting these plant.s efficiently. 

8 
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The .work of .lhis clean-np campaign 'and the results achieved are well 
8t1lIUI18.rised by the Publicity Officer of the Indian Central Cotton Committee in 
a pamphlet on this subject and I should therefore like to repeat only .the relevan. 
portion here. 

: 'An impiement, called the plant puller, which could uproo~ the cotton plan_ 
efficiently, was rapidly evolved and arrangements ·were made to get it manufaotured 
on a mass scale at Baroda for supplying them to the cultivators at a low pfice oJ 
~s! 1/2 per puller. It was essential for the success of this scheme that all the culti
fators from the area should adopt the method of uprooting the cotton plants wit~ 
plant pullers instead of hacking them with kudali8 (light pick-axes) as they used to 
d.o ·before. In fact a strong bias against the idea of uprooting cotton existed in Bome 
of the villages. An extensive educational propagan4a was undertaken for explain-

. ing the damage caused by this pest and for adv(,)cating the control measures by per
sonal discussions with a large number of cultivators, magic lantern lectures, by de
monstrating the actual working of the pullers and by holding competitions and 
awarding medals and prizes. The Publicity Offioer of the Indian Central Cotton 
Committee rendered valuable help by issuing illustrated hand-bills and leaflets 
on the advantages of the measures, by obtaining for them wide publicity 
in leading newspapers and by personal visits to the tract when the propaganda 
was going on. . 

In spite of all these measures, however, about 7 to 8 per oent of the cotton area 
remained uncleared by the second week of May 1933. A sum of Rs. 3,000 had to be 
spent for' direct action for clearing these fields and the clean-np was finally com
pleted on the 23rd of May 1933. The next cotton crop was then kept under obser
vation for noting the effect of these measures. 

The area selected for the clean-up trials formed a very backward part of the 
district' of Broach. In most of the villages, the cotton sticks were allowed to stand 
till very late in the season and prior to the propaganda work of this scheme, up
rooting of the cotton plants was practically unknown in these villages. The cotton 
erop inside the clean~up zone was more severely attacked by the bollworms than 
the crops from the outside villages at the beginning of this work i.e., during 1930-31 
and 1931-32. In the 1933-34 season, although the first traces of the bollworms 
were . detected during the latter part of August,the general crop continued to be, 
free from attack till the second fortnight of September. The infection at all centres' 
inside the zone varied between 3 and 6 whereas at the centres situated on the boundar,. 
and in the outside areas it varied between 5 and 26. A range of about 14 or 15 miles, 
represented by the centres Derol, Argama, Vagra, Vahial and Pakhajan, showed 
comparatively a very low infestation of bollworms as compared with almost all 
o~heJ:..centres during the important period of the growth of the cotton crop, viz., the 
months of October and November. 
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tn order tc) ascertain the effect of the clean-up measure on the cotton crop of 
1933-34 season, observations were made on the following points also :-

(1) Growing cotton plants by night caging; 
(2) Observations on the general stand and progress of this crop during the 

season; and 
(3) Yield of kapas from several villagcs. 

. Observations on the night caged plants were arranged at eight centres, both 
inside and outside the clean-up zone, and about 50 plants were kept under observa
tion at each place. The results from these plots are summarised below :-

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

TABLE 1. 

SUCCESSFUL RESULTS. 

·Yield of Kapas from caged and non-caged plants at different cel!tr~ during 

1933-34. 

Number Number Kapaa Perce~tage in-
~f of per crease of kapas 

plants bolls plant from caged plants . 
under per in over non-caged 

observa- plant. tolas. plants. 
tion. 

Kadodra caged plants 59 27.30 4.19 
Kadodra non-caged plants 59 22.60 3.55 18 per cent. 
Pakhajan caged plants .. 61 58.38 8.81 
Pakhajan non-caged plants 61 53.90 7.67 15 per cent. 

Vagra caged plants 60 61.50 lO.1 
Vagra non-caged plants •• 60 46.25 7.6 33 per cent. 

Samni caged plants 60 34.13 3.85 
Samni non-caged plants •• 59 26.7 2.57 50 per cent. 

Nabipur caged plants 51 49.3 8.2 
Nabipur non-caged plants 51 38.14 5.64 45 per cent. 
l)alej caged plants 53 45.43 6.9 
Palej non-caged plants .. 53 40.8 5.25 32 per cent. 

Karmad caged plants 58 63.9 11.02 
Karmad non-caged plants 59 51.66 . 7.94: 39 per cent • 
Ankhi caged plants 40 68.62 11.28 
Ankhi non-caged plants •• 42 45.38 6.6 71 per oent. 
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From the above results, it is seen that the increaso in ko,pru from the oaged 
t>lants yaried from 15 to 33 per cent in tho clean-up zone while on the border and 
at the outside centres the increase varied between 31 to 71 per cent. It is therefore 
apparent that the difference between the performance of the caged and non-caged 
plants was smaller inside the zone than elsewhere. This fact was also evident during 
the growing period of the plants. The nature of growth and of bearing of bolls was 
very similar iIi. the case of the caged and non-caged plants at the inside centres. 

Observations regarding the plants protected by night caging during the' two 
previous seasons are also available and it is desirable that the results of these trials, 
be also examined along with the results of the 1933-34 season. 

TABLE 2. 

Comparison of the increased yield from the Caged plants over the non-cagea 
011£8 at different centres during 1931-32, 1932-33 and 1933-34. 

Percentage Percentage Percentage 
Name of place. increase increase increase Remarks. 

in 1931-32. in 1932-33. in 1933-34. 

Kadodra No plot. 23 18 Inside centrA. 
Pakhajan 29 57 15 Do. 
Vagra 67 43 33 Do. 
Samni No plot. 48 50 Border centre. 
Nabipur 28 35 45 Outside centre. 

All these results have therefore shown that the difference betwoon the caged 
and non-caged plants are minimised in: the clean-up area after the commencement 
of the cloan-up work and consequently h3ve led to the improvement of the position 
of the cotton crop in the clean-up area. 

OnSERVATIONS ON THE GENERAL STAND AND THE PBOOltES3 Oli'THE 

COTTON CltOP. 

At the commenoement of the scheme the cotton crop in the clean-up area used 
to be stunted in growth and had a bushy appearance, indicating" damage to the main 
and side shoots. However, during the 1933-34 season field after field in the experi
mental zone showed that a majority of the plant had escaped the shoot damage and 

. consequently the main stems had grown tall and the side branches had attained good 
}(;ngth. 

" 
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Apart from the growth of branches. the plants showed very prolific bearing and 

the lowermost sympodia also had a good number of bolls on them, thereby indicating 
that the earliest forms had escaped the damage of the bollworms during the months 
of October and November. Some of the progressive cultivators express that 
comparatively the shedding of the forms observed by them, in the year 1933-34, 
was very limited. • 

A further proof of the success was obtained from the fact that the first pickings 
in the clean-up area commenced in 1933-34 about 2 to 3 weeks earlier than the pre
vious season in most of the villages. 

YIELD Oli' KAPAS. 

Over and above this, the out-turn of the cotton ~rop of the 1933-34 season was 
exceptionally good in most of the interior villages as compared with the crop of the 
previous season (which was a season of a bumper crop) and it was admitted on all 
hands. that the yield of the cotton crop in this zone would have been unprecedented 
if it were not for the three spells of intense cold which affected this crop during 
January 1934. Inquiries at the ciose of the season showed that the out-turn of the 
cotton crop in this area was easily about 25 per cent more.in the 1933-34 season 
than during the previous year, whereas elsewhere the crop was not even as good 
as that of the last season. . 

A comprehensive view of all these indications therefore showed that the clean
up measures fulfilled tho expectations to a very great extent. 



DISCUSSION. 

Mr. B. P. Deshpande stated that the spotted bollworms were known to be Q 

serious pest in 1903. Much 'Work had been done on them occasionally in the past 
but n!Jt regularly until the constitution of the Indian Central CoUO'Ia Committee in 
1923 'When it decided that planned work should be started in Gujurat and sanctioned 
a scheme for the purpose. The 'Work was divided into three parts. The first 
part 'Was to find out in detail the life history of the pe.st, the second the amount of 
damage caused by it pnd the third the measures necessary fo, its control. The 
'Work on the second and the third parts was conducted simultaneously with 
the first and not left over until the life history of the pest was studied, 
because certain control measures had previously been tried and the utility 
of these measures had to be ascertained. The study of the life history 
of the pest 'Was taken up and after that the number of bolls shed and the number 
bf bolls damaged 'Were studied to give a good idea of the damage done. A method 
Was de'l)ised to find out 'What the extra crop 'Would be if the pe.,t was controlled and 
this 'Was provided by the study of the life history of the pest. This 'Was' called tM 
hight-caging method, by the use of 'Which the plants could be exposed to the sut. 
during the day time. That appeared to be a fairly practical measure to study 
damage and it 'WasJound from three years' conti,luous' trials that the damage wa. 
very serious ·in Gujarat. When that 'Was being ileterminell simultaneously control 
measures 'Were thought 'out. The removal of the s'hoots in 'Whic'" the pest appeared 
at first on the cotton plant was tried. That 'Was not found to be very ''UCCessfu!. 
Trap crops 'Were also tried but that method 'Was found impracticable on a. larU' 
scale.. Insecticides like calcium arsenate and 80dium-silico-Jluoride were tried but 
they 'Were not helpful. The life history of t'he insect had shown that· larvae went 
into t'he soil for pupation anywhere between 2 to 12 i1t.CAes below the surface 0/ 
the soil and small scale experiments 'Were therefpre started to prevent larvae from 
entering the soil and coming out again as moths by maintaini1£g mulch. These 
&Xperiments showed that fine mulch did prevent the moths from coming out.uo
cess fully. Later on large scale trials, however, showed that fine mulch could not 
be maintained on a large soole. At the same time it was found that the car,y
over of the pest was a very important item. By that time five years' work had been 
completed and the Sub-Oommittee appointed to review the progress of the Bcheme 
'UOgestefJ, that the carry-over of the pest should be more critically studied in that 
tract as there appeared to be good possibilities of controlling the pest by preventing 
its carry-over on the plants. That 'Was the main point of aUack and attentiO'la 
was thereafter concentrated on finding out whether the ca'f'fy-ove, 0/ the pest in the 
cotton plant itself coulil be stopped in the cotton fields of Guja!at, where they. re
mained green during the 12 months of the year. The cotton plants that remcnned 
in theJields until Mayanil June put forth new sprouts which pr01Jided t:ery g~ 
material for food for the pest. It was found that that was the metAod by Whlch 

" 
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tAe pest was ca'N'ied from one year to the othe, and but jM the j168h cotton sMoi, 
the carry-Over WQuld be very considerably reduced. In order ,to prove this conclu~ 
.ion definitely a large scale experimen.t had to J!e tried in a certain compact area: 
An island area was not available. The next best was to select in a cotton growing 
'Part. oj Broach district a compact area of about 480 square miles surr?Unded by 
water on three sides.' The next dijficulty was to find out an effective implement for 
uprooting cotton plants. ,By '1sing a pi~k-ax~ it was not possible to pull. out the 
plants completely. A Stnl~.ll, ,mplement called the plant puller was demsed and 
.arrangements w~re made to supply theseimplMnenfs at a -cheap rate of Re. 1/- each 
bygeUing.them manufactured on a large scale .. In the· above area of 480 square 
miles propaganda was carried otd and. 18,000 plant pullers werc sold in 
about sixteen to eighteen weeks because people liked the idea as it helped them to 
clear the soil of the stumps which werefound to be very troublesome. In the year 
in which the cleaning campaign was started the crop in the area dealt with was 
extraordinarily good and gave almost unprecedented' yields. People were themselves 
'luite satisfied with th(J experiment as they had a bumper crop. 

Mr. Dabral stated that while in Surat the spotted' bollworm pupated only in 
the sO'/:l, in Sind it was fo.und to die down when the sOiZ ,was flooded after, about 
ten days. In Sind it had however an' alternative place, viz., the leaves .of pr.an~, 
where he found it pupating. He wished to lcnQw if s'\tch an instance had been 
observed anywhere else. 

',' 
Mr. Deshpande pointed out that in . Guiarat there were only dry, crops 

and there was no irrigatim~. When the soil was flooded naturally the spotted boll~ 
worm found an alternative place to live and so it went to the leat'eson the plant. ' ' 

Mr~ Afzal Husain said that in ,the Punjab night~caging had given during some 
"ears the same results as. in Surat, ana the crop grow'/l in cages hail. been regarded 
as very good. His own feeling was that the good crop was not so much due to safety 
from the bollwormpe$t as to some other Causes. He could not say what these causes 
were but it appeared there was some other factor which had ~)!Creased the yield and 
that would be clear from the figures git'en in his paper on pagfJ 6, Table 1. ,Besides 
night-caging and, humidity. th.er6 was in his opinion 'Some other CCf/U$e w~ich ,w~ 
,esponsible for the good crop~ ',I",. the PunJab t~er(} was some factor that, affected 
the yield but it was difficult tp aScertain what it was. 

Mr. Deshpande' said thht. first oj all, the bolls that were protected wou~ 
naturally give m!)1'8 kapas. rhe second point was that even allowing for a certain 
amount of extra produce due to climatic advantage he did not think that the climae{c' 
q,dvantage. alone, wou,ld In'ing in such a wide difference. 

, -
~' Mr. Afzal Husain stated that the first effect' 'was, the dropping off of the bolid 
ht he did not tMnh that iflcreaSe 'in yield Coold be explained by the mere lace 
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that the insect had been kept out. Tkefirst figure given '" Tabls 1 oj tke pafJ8f 
under discussion was from tke cleaned area, tke foUf'tlt· one wal/rom the bordeto
~and and tke last three were from the uncleaned area and still the number of bol,. 
was les8 in the first, i. e., plants Iromthe droned area. 

Mr. Deshpande pointed out that 8nly the caged and th' uncaged areas 
so/JuZd be compared. 

Mr. Hutchinson observed that it looked to him that the proportionate increale 
in bolls was about the same as the percentage increase in tke kapas yield. 

Mr. Nanjundayya said that Mr. Deshpande's remarks dealt with the yield 01 
cotton and that it would be interesting to know what effect the experiment would 
ka·ve on the quality 01 cotton, e. g., whether it would affect the fibre weight per inch. 
maturity, ginning percentage, etc. 

Mr. Deshpande replied that caging had affected to a certain extent tM 
quality of cotton. Thickening of the fibre. was more in the caged plants aM if 
tlJould give a better ginning percentage. 

Mr. Nanjundayya said that perhaps tke ginni~g percentage was more because 
of {he difference in seed weight. 

Mr. Wad enquired whetker tke increased yield was not due to tke pulling oul 
of cotton stalks and consequent better opening of tke soil. 

. Mr. Deshpande replied that tke uprooting of tke plants did not aJ!ecC 
the soil to that extent. 

Mr. Wad wanted to find out whe~ker tke operation 01 uprooting lad any 
share in increasing the yield in addition to the eradication of tke bollworm becawe 
by uprooting further growth was stopped and tke soil probably got a longer period 
for recuperation. He also enquired whetker tkere Wal any measure to shpw what 
effect soil disturbance would have and what amount of soil Wal so disturbed. 

Dr. Nazir Ahmad obse'TVed t!wt the question raised regarding tke effect of attacTt: 
of the spotted bollworm on tke quality of cottons was 'Very interesting and tkere 
Wal some information available on this point. He 'had received some yea" ago Irom 
Mr. Richards samples 01 Zint in which one boll in the 10cTt:, two bollll in tke ZoeTt: 
and three bolls in tke lock had been -attacked by tke pinTt: bollworm. and he had 
carried out tests on those samples. The results s1uiwed that in attacked bolZ. tke 
fibre weight was very much Z88S than in the healfhy bolls which also gave a greater 
percentage 01 mature hairs. Since tke lint teas taken Irom the boll as a whole iU 
fibre weight was less and although tke fibre Wal less mature tke spinning t:aZue oJ 
tke cotton 'had gone up. The spinning quality Wal. inversely related to tM fineneBB 
0/ QOUcm and in the ,('-ase urM reference ie so happened thai on 4CCOUm 0/ .~ 
. .., ~. '-
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attack the fibres beeame finer due to lack of nutrition and therefore the spinning 
goolity went up. The attackeil lint was badly discoloured and even if it spun 
slightly better the spinner or the millowner would not look at that lint because 
of the discoloration. This discoloration should "ot be looked upon merely from 
the point of view of appearance because if the lint which had been attacked were 
stored it would discolour and deteriorate more in the course of time than the unattacked 
lint. If Mr. Deshpande sent some samples from uneaged and caged plants, he 
would be very glad to ~ake tests on them. 

Mr. Deshpande said that samples had been sent to the Laboratory and the 
results would shortly appear in a bulletin. The ginning percentage of lint from 
the caged plant was slightly (1%) higher than that from the uncaged plant. In the 
length 01 the fibre there was not very much difference in the two cases, 
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The family Jassidae includes a number of pests of plants of economio value 
ranging from fruit trees to fodders. These small sucking insects are known to 
attack mango, apple, cotton, rice, maize, sugarbeet, potato, tomato, tea, lucerne, 
alfalfa, clover, etc. etc. And one or another olthe jassids is a pest of importance in 
practically every country of the world. If the Potato Leaf Hopper (Empoasca jabae, 
Harris), is a major pest in the United States of America, we have the Apple Leaf 
Hopper (E. Maligna, Wal~h.) in Southern Canada, New ZealaIid and United States. 
In England, E. viridula, Fall. is a pest of potato, in Central European Countries 
E. jlavescens, F., attacks sugar-beet. Nephot-ettiz spp. attack rice in Japan and 
Empoasca jlavesc:ens is destnlctive to tea in India. 

Coming to the cotton plant, we have a number of species which are considered 
as pest~ more or less serious. Empoasca jaciaZis,' Jac., is a serious pest of cotton in 
many parts of Africa, especially Rhodesia. In many parts of South Africa, at least, 
the cotton that is not Jassid-resistant has no chance of success. Erythroneura 

'. Zubiae, China, infests and damages cotton in the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan and the 
Italian Somaliland. Several other species, e.g., Empoasca distinguenda, E. bene
dettoi, and E. doUche, Paoli, infest cotton in various parts of Africa, but their econo
mic status is, at the moment, uncertain. To these may be added, Empoasca devas
tans, Distant, which is certainly a major pest of cotton in India, being particularly 
serious in the Punjab, Sind and Madras .• Lefroy (1906) mentioned jassids as serious 
pests on the experimental farms where introduced varieties were being acclimatised 

, 
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and of many varieties of American nnd Egyptian cotton being tried in Bihar. Burt 
(1916) mentions E. gossypii occurring in small numbers in the fields on the Cawnpore 
AgTicultural Farm .. Misra (1919) reported E. notata among t.he pests of cotton in 
North Bihar and he states tb,at he not.iced these insects as early as 1906. Probably 
this was the species as referred to by Lefroy as the Cotton Leaf Hopper. It may be 
stated that the taxonomic validity of some of the Indian species on cotton is 
uncertain. . 

E. devastans has come into prominence during the last 23 years, i.e., since the 
introduction of American cottons in the Punjab. In this Province the failure of 
3 F cotton during 1913-14 was attributed to this insect. During recent years a 
very heavy outbreak occurred'in 1930. E. devastans, more than any other insect, 
has been a nightmare for the cotton breeder in the Punjab and the position to-day 
can be stated to correspond to that in South Africa, viz., that no cotton which is 
not jassid resistant has any chance of success in this Province. 

Life History. 

The life-history of E. davastans in the Punjab is as follows :-

The eggs, which are laid in the veins, hatch in 4.-11 days. The maximum number 
of eggs laid by a female has been 29, and 15 eggs at the rate of 2 eggs a day may be 
considered a good, average performance. The nymphs of the 1st and 2nd instar 
prefer to feed near the bases of leaf veins. During the later instars, however, they 
get distributed all over the leaf, but feed chiefly on the underside. There are five 
moults and six instars. The nymphal life may be 7 days in autumn and 21 days in 
winter. The maximum life of the adults which have been allowed to pair is 36 days 
in summer and 48 days in winter. Adults not allowed to mate and supplied with 
fresh food may live for three months or more. The adults exhibit seasonal variation 
in colour, the winter broods being markedly reddish while the summer broods are 
greenish yellow. They are easily recognised by two prominent black spots, one on 
each forewing. Mating may take place 2-16 days after emergence, according to the 
season, and oviposition may occur 2-7 days after mating. 

Two facts emerge out of the study of the life-history. 

1. Although the number of eggs laid by a female is not large, the life-cycle 
is short and there are many generation'3 in a year as the insect does not hibernate ~ 
oon.'3equently'rapid multiplication is assured. 

2. The adults live long for their size and can; therefore, tide over adverse 
olimatic conditions. 
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Host-plants. 

E. clevastans can live and 'breed on cotton, hollyhock (.4.ltw rosae), brinjaZ 
(Solanum melongina), potato (S. tuberosum) and bhindi (Hibiscus fsculentus), the last 
named unquestionably is its most favoured host. ' 

Seasonal HistO'l'1/. 

This insect breeds throughout the year, except for about two months in Feb
ruary and March. Early in April, eggs are laid on hollyhock and lwi11jal and from 
there the infection is spread to ratoon cotton and bhindi. Towards the end of June 
cotton seedlings are attacked and from this time on, Mindi and American cottons 
are heavily infested. About the beginning of November the jassid population on 
cotton and Mindi declines but the insect begins to appear on potato and it is on thia 
plant that the pest passes its winter. 

Injury caused. 

Jassids cause injllry to their hosts through sucking and de-sapping the plant. 
This damage may, possibly, be insignifi-cant as compared to the harm which they 

- may be causing by injecting toxic saliva into plant tissues which are killed, result
jng in crumpling, browning and withering of the leaf and its subsequent death. 

Jassids have been recognised as vectors of diseases in other crops and they are 
known to produce the curly-top in sugar~beet, mosaic in rice, streak disease of 
maize, yellow in peach, etc. The cotton jaBBid has not been found guilty of any such 
behaviollI' The attack of cotton jassid in the Punjab usually leads to the curling 
of the leaves, followed by necrosis of their tissue. This curling, however, is very 
different from leaf crinkle which has been reported from Sudan. In the case of 
severe attacks almost aU the leaves of a plant may be blighted. 

Varietal 8uscephOility to attack. 

Jassids exhibit considerable discrimination in their attack on difierent varieties 
of cottons. In the Punjab, as a rule, the Ded cottons are more or less immune, 
while in general the American cottons are susceptible, although certain varieties 
such as 4: F and L. S. S. are less susceptible than certain others, such as 38 F, 4:3F and 
289 F. It is also interesting to note that the South African variety U4 which is 
immune to jassid attack in its native habitat becomes susceptible when grown in the 
Punjab. 

HairiM!s of cotton and Jassid attack. 

Perhaps the most widely-held view is that hairiness of leaves makes a variety 
jassid re&istant. It is true that practically al1 jassid resistant varieties of cotton 

... 
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are hairy, but it is also a fact of no little importance that all hairy varieties are not 
alway", resistant. The Punjab-American variety 43 F though exceedingly hairy is 
liable to Buffer from jassid attack and at times badly. 

It is not only in regard to cotton that this opinion has found currency, but it 
is interesting to note, that hairiness of leaves in the case of potato and certain legu
minous fodder crops was considered of importance against attacks of Empoasca 
fabae in America. Hollowell, Monteith and Flint (1927) concluded that smooth suc
culent English varieties of red clover were injured sooner than the hairy American 
types. Later, Hollowell and Monteith (1929) discovered that while in many cases 
greater resistance to jassid attack appeared to be correlated with more pronounced 
pubescence, there were some indications of actual resistance to the inj ury caused by 
jassid being within the plant. Poos and Smith (1931) made observations on E. 
fabae by breeding it on a number of hosts and came to- the conclusion that there was 
Borne correlation between the amount of injury caused and the hairiness of the 
plants. At the same time, they observed that a larger number of nymphs hatched 
from hairy Peruvian alfalfa than from Kansas alfalfa, a much less pubescent variety. 
Similarly Poos and Haenseler (1931), who worked with 30 or 40 different strains and 
varieties of Solanum melongina, concluded that susceptibility to Leaf Hopper 
attack cannot be correlated definitely with any morphological characteristics, al
though thick hairy types seem to be less subject to injury than thin leaved, rela
tively smooth varieties. 

It is, therefore, necessary that the correlation of hairiness and susceptibility. 
of oottons to jassid attack should be carefully re-examined. It has been shown by 
Afzal (1936) that hairiness varies not only with the varieties bilt also with the season, 
age of the leaf and its position on the main stem. Since it is in the veins that eggs 
are laid-the hairiness of the veins must be very fully studied. Experiments 
should also be designed to prove conclusively that hairiness alone is the protective _ 
feature. It is possible that jassid resistant oharacters in the cotton plants are 
)inke~ with hairiness, but hairiness itself may not be an important feature. 

It must be reoognised that for successful breeding of the insect on a plant two 
diflerent operations are involved. The insect should be able to deposit its eggs in 
the veins of the leaves and secondly, the nymphs and adults should be able to feed 
on these leaves. Work at Lyallpur has shown that nymphs as well as the adults if 
caged on leaves of Desi cottons can flourish and complete their life history. Even 
very young nymphs experience no difficulty in obtaining subsistence from the most 
hairy or immune of the varieties. On the other hand it was discovered that egg lay
ing (or may be egg hatching) was very scarce on the less susceptible varieties. 

Experiments were carried out to test the capacity of development of E. devas
tans nymphs on six varieties of cotton, namely Jublee cotton, MoUisoni 15, MoUi
Bani 39, Rosae 10, 45 F and 4 F. Equal numbers of 1st instar nymphs were caged 



on each of these plants and the numbers developing to the adult stage were counted. 
The results are ,given in the two following tables :-

Emergence of adults from nymphs bred o-n different. 1Ja1'ieties of coUon. 

(50 nymphs were caged on e~ch variety 
and the plants were 41-45 days old.) 

Total Percentage Maximum Range 
No. of of duration of Date. 

Variety. adults success. of nymphal emergence. 
emerged. life. 

J ublee cotton 39 78 16 days 11 days I.x-16.x 

Mollisoni 15 40 80 16 
" 

10 
" 

1.x-16.x 

Mollisoni 39 40 80 ]6 
" 

8 .. 1.x-16.x· 

Rosae 10 40 80 15 
" 7 " I.x-15.x 

4F 39 78 13 
" 

8 .. 1.x-13.x 

45F 40 80 13 
" 

8 
" 

l.x-13.x 

Emergence of adults from nymphs b'l'ed on Biz varieties of coUon. 

Variety. 

J ublee cotton 

lIfollisoni 15 

MfJlli.~oni 39 

Rosae 10 

4.F 

45 ]> 

(80 nymphs were caged on each variety 
and the plants were 61-65 days old.) 

Total Percentage Maximum Range 
No. of of duration of of 
adults success. nymphal emergence. 

emerged. life. 

79 98.7 21 days 15 days 

65 81.2 18 
" 

13 .. 
76 95.0 20 

" 
13 .. 

62 '77.5 21 
" 

16 
" 

65 81.2 18 
" 

11 
" 

75 93.7 18 n· II .. 
... 

Date. 

20.x-l0.n 

20.x- 7.xi 

20.x- 9.n 

20.x-l0.xi 

20.x- 7.xi 

20.x- 7.xi. 
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Another set of experiments was performed in which the comparative numbers 
of eggs laid on American and Desi varieties by equal numbers of E. devastans were 
determined. Plants of Mollisoni 39 were used against 45 F and 38 F, respectively, 
8S controls. These were all of the same age and offered approximately equal leaf 
area. The number of nymphs hatching day to day was counted as indication of egg
laying, direct counting of eggs being impossible without injuring the plants. 

The results are tabulated as follows :-

Variety. 

Mollisoni 39 
(Pot 4) 

Mollisoni 39, 
(Pot 5) 

45 F. 

Mollisoni 39 
(Pot 1) -

Mollisoni 39 
(Pot 2) 

Mollisoni 39 
(Pot 3) 

45F. 

Mollisoni 39 
(Pot 6) 

Mollisoni 39 
(Pot 7) 

Mollisoni 39 
(Pot 8) 

38 F 

38 

Age of 
plant 
(days). 

No. of No. of 
adults nymphs 

put on. hatched. 

52 60 malea 
60 females 

12 

52 

59 

52 

52 

52 

54 

56 

56 

56 

56 

, 56 

" 

" 

" 

" 

" 
25 females 
15 males .. 

" 

" 

" 

7 

46 

8 

3 

8 

111 

3] 

29 

26 

86 

156 

Percent
age of 
nymphs 
to the 
highest 
in the 
batch. 

26.0 

i5.2 

100 

6.8 

2.5 

6.8 

'100 

20.1 

18.8 

16.8 

55.8 

100 
• 

Date and duration 
of experiment .. 

3. vii-27. vii 24 days 

4. vii- 27. vii 23 " 

.1. vii-29. vii 29 " 

2. viii-I8. viii 16 " 

3. viii-I8. viii· 15 " 

4. viii-I8. viii 14 " 

4. viii-I8. viii}4 " 

17. xto 2. xi 16 ,. 

17.xto3l.x 14" 

17. x to 1. xi 15 " 

17. x to 5. xi 19 " 

17. xto 5. xi 19 " 

A suspicion arose that although the nymphs could develop equally well on 
immune varieties, the resulting imago, though moq>hologically I!.ormal, may suffer 
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from a physiological disability suoh as sterility. This was set at rest by rearing 
adults on Indicum 50 (a resistant variety) and Hibiscus esculenlus (a favourite host) 
respectively and putting them on ro 45F (a susoeptible variety) for egg-laying. The 
result was as follows :-

Adults reared. on : 

lndicum 50 

HibiscUs 
esculentus 

Eggs laid on 45 F. 

No. of 
adults 
put on 
for egg
laying. 

13 females 
9 males 

" 

No. of 
nymphs 
hatched. 

141 

60 

Dnration of experiment. 

20. viii-24. ix 27 daYB 

28. viii-24. ix. 27 .. 

The following conolusions can be drawn from the experiments ,described. above:-

1. The nymphs of E. devastans 'of all stages have no difficulty in developing 
on cotton varieties, immune and resistant" hairy and non-hairy • 

. 2. 'rhat there is a marked reduction in egg-laying on immune varieties. 
Whether this is beoause of hairiness remains to be proved.. 

3. 'l'hat nymphs reared on immune varieties are fertile. 

Oontrol. 

Various sprays and dusts have been tried against jassids on a variety of crops. 
Kerosine emulsion, tobacco and soap wash, Bordeaux mixture (2-2-50) and sulphur 
dust have been recommended against leaf-hoppers on apple and mango. Recently 
McDaniel (1936) has observed that the Potato Leaf Hopper can be controlled on 
dahlia by dusting with such inert but white (not coloured) substances as flour, talc 
and infusorial earth which act as repellents. 

The economics of spraying cotton has been worked out in connection with the 
white-fly investigation, and .the insecticide used therein, namely Rosin compound, 
would effectively kill E. devastans both nymphs and adults. It must, however, be 
recognised that control by chemical means presents serious difficulties in the present 
stage of our agriculture, when the co-operative effort is still lacking and the cost of 
production must be kept down to the very minimum. No wonder that spraying 
on a really large scale again.~t the cotton jassid has been attempted nowhere, 80 far. 

Destruction of alternative host plants is not to be recommended as aU of them 
Ilre of ~ood econollli" value. Even if it were possible it is more than likelr tlwot 

" 
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jassid adults would survive on almost any green plant and multiply whenever 
favourable conditions returned. 

The Agricultural Conference held at Nairobi in 1926* recommended that the 
possibility of controlling jassids by fungi be further explored but so far no effective 
fungal parasite has been discovered. Insect enemies, of which there are several, 
"re singularly ineffective in controJIing the pest and hold out little promise for the 
future. 

The only hope, at the moment, lies in evolving jassid-resistant varieties of cotton. 
This will only be possible if the cotton breeder knows exactly what are the 
characters which make a variety resistant to jassid attack. The discovery of these 
characters, therefore, will be one sure step towards the control of the cotton jassid. 
Such a discovery will have to be based on a sound knowledge of the biology of the 
insect and its habits, especially in relation to egg-laying and the chemical and phy
sical charaQters of the cotton plant. Nor would an ecological study of E. devastans 
be less important in any scheme of jassid investigation. It seems probable that 
like many other pests, jassids multiply at a rapid rate so as to become serious only 
periodically. This year jassid attack has been very low in the Punjab. A year of 
heavy attack was 1930 and also 1934 to some extent. The causes leading to this 
are not clearly understood. An ecological study of the insect would throw light on 
this problem and may prove helpful in forecasting future outbreaks. 
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DISCUSSION. 

Mr. Afzal Husain, in introducing tke paper, said t'hat, ttmike t'he pink boll
wotm,t'he Jassid did similar damage and followed t'he ,arM life-Aistory, botA ." 
Southern India and in Northern India. Referring to observations made at Lyallpur 
he f)onfined himself to the discussion of the general opinion that jassicl-resistance Wal 

C9rrelated with }iairiness. Table on pdge S of his paper showed t'he emergence oJ 
, adults from nymphs bred. on d{/Je.rent varietif!s of cotton. He stated that the' dura

tion of the nymphal stage did not show t'ery great difference and flymp'h, could feed 
ana develop on all the varieties tried. As regards the range of emergence, t'hat i. 
from the first day of the emergence of the adult to the last, it was greatest in t'he case 
oj Jubilee co~ton, but t'here was no large difference in this respect either. T'he,e 
tests showed that resistance was not due to t'he fact t1wt t'he plantll were such t'hat 
the nymphs could not live on them, but "beMuse t'hey were not bort. on t'hem. 

The egg laying capacity of t'his jassid on diJIerent cottons, given ita the tabk. 
on page 6, would show remarkable differences, t'he. number of nymphll hatching, 
and therefore eggs laid, on 45-F and 38-F being much greater t'han on Mollisoni. 
It would appear that varieties might be resistant because eggll were not laid on 
.hem. -

Although nymphs might breed on various types of cotton, certain types might 
lack in certain chemical substances, per'haps vitamins, and t'he adults AatcW ottt 
of such eggs might have reduced fecundity. Table on page 7 showed that adult. 
reared on leaves-of Indicum 50- "an immune variety"-and Hibiscul elcul,ntus
a susceptible food plant~aid eggs freely em 45-F showing thereby t'hat t'here 
was nothing in the"juice of the non-susceptible plants, resistant and inimical to thf 
development of the sexual organs in t'hese insects. 

He stressed the importance of the question of evolving Jassid resistant type. 
in thr? Punjab, as 'had been done in some of t'he ot'her cotton growing countries, aI 

no cotton whieh was not resistant had any chance oJ success. He maintained t'hat 
jor-a soluhon orthis-problem it was essential for the cotton breeder to knoW w'hat 
were the factors whic'h were responsible fo; producing. jassid resistant tYpel. 1, 
iWas true that most hairy cottons were resistant and this wall also true of S01M 

otAer hairy plants attacked by jassids. It was, 'hOwever, not true that aU non-hair)' 
cottons were not -resistant. Perhaps the factors for 'hairiness and some other 
factor whic"" produced a jassid resistant type generally went together. Summing up 
'he said that the field open for enquiry was very wide and t'hat t'he results of thue 
tests harlshown that the egg-laying capacity of t'he insect on different varieti~s had 
·to be investigated. 

Mr. B. M. Dabral referring to t'he problem of red leaf in t'he p'hysiologicaZ work 
at Sakrand 6tat~cl t'hat it was found t'hat a greater portion . oJ t'he trouble fOal d,-" 



to jassids. Viewing from the aspect of plant growth he stated that t'here were 
certain varieties like 289-F which were monopodial and that they thrived through 
the reproductive stage better than those whwh were sympodial. J assids came into 
Sind between July and A ugust during cloudy weather and attacked the plants in 
t'keJruiting stage, but after the attack the plants make fresh vegetative growth so 
that in the month of September when they are flowering and fruiting jassids 
disappear resulting in a normal crop. This character was definitely associated 
with the glabrous varieties. As regards the nature of the jassid injury, whether ,it 
was1'purely mechanical or physiological, investigations showed that when tIle jassids 
attacked in very large numbers, immediately the colour of the leaf changed from 
green to yellow and from yellow to red and so on; but when the attack was mild, 
after a few days a sort of curling of the borders occurred followed by the yellow 
and red colours. The leaves were succulent ~nough but the pigments changed. 

Mr. Ramanatha Ayyar said that in Madras some studies were made with regard 
to jassid resistance and that it was found that the incidence was greater in the 
months of November, December and part of January. It was also found, as in 
the Punjab, that hairiness Was not a good criterion for resistance ~o jassids, but 
# WIlS clear that jassid resistant strains could easily be Q,-ed. He said he had haif
a-dozen strains which would completely resist jassid and referred to a cross, which 
was in the F6 generation, between U-4, an imported strain from South Africa and 
Cambodia, a completely jassid resistant strain probably in the whole of India. 
He continued that his experience in the studies of factors relating' to" immunity of 
Cambodia t;.oiton to stem toeevil'(pempheres amnis) led him to think that investi.gu,
tions with regard to finding out the criteria for resistance might not take one very 
far in economic work. b~ the case of pempheres he had tried entomological means 
of control, but found that breeding resistant strains seemed to give more hopeful 
results. In the Punjab the difficulty seemed to be that the insect incidence was not 
uniform year after year, but he opined that by finding O'lft a region where the 
incidence might occur year after year and by carrying out breeding experiments in 
that region it would be possible to evolve a strain which would be economically 
useful. He did not in any way decry the study of other cn.aracters, but if the 
work 'was to be done in the shortcs' time, he thought that by c'ros~ing with resistant 
types it was quite possible to &volvc a s!rain resistant to jassid, as Mr. Parnell was 
able to do in South Africa. 

Rao Saheb G. L. Kottur thought that hairiness was not a sufficient reason fo'l' 
jassid resistance, but it had something to do with othe', factors. In the case of 
Cambodia cotton there were two types, one with dark green leaves and the other 
with yellow green leaves, and the latter was found to be susceptible while the former 
was resistant. He made a cross between the susCeptible type of yellow green leaves 
with the hairy Cambodia, and the F1 was Found to fie very resistant although both 



Were susceptible. Again in regard to hairiness there were difference, in tl~ charaC:
ter of the hairs ds for instance in the case of Oambodia cotton he found that in 
some plants the hairs were coarse, in some soft and in some others there were the 
~o called "stinging hairs." There were also great differences between the hairs of 
the various types. Plants with stinging hairs were more resistant than .oft Mired 
plants. . 

Mr. F. W. Andrews said that in the Sudan there was trou"ble in the cotton of the 
black cotton soils under irrigation where Egyptian Sakel was grown particularly in the 
northern parts of the area. Red leaf appeared late in the 8eason and work on it 
8e.emed to indicate that it did not cause much damage. It hal been aS8umed thal 
jassids are partially responsible for this reddening of the leave8. 

Dr. Nazir Ahmad referring to the. data given on the incidence of ja8sid on 
different varieties, wanted to know whether data were available on the .ame variety 
9ro'wn under different conditions which might result in different degrees of healthi
ness of the plant. Taking the same variety, either 4-F or Mollisoni, he enquired 
whether there was any difference in the attack of jassid on very healthy and un
healthy plants. 

Mr. Arza) Husain replied that he did not know about the ob.ervation. made in 
oiker parts but that he proposed to try the ezperiment in the Punjab during the 
current year. 

Dr. Nazir Ahmad suggested that if the conditions of the plants were different, 
tAB differences in the degree of emergence also should be found out: The effect oj 
different manures might make the plants so healthy as to resist the attack . 

. Prof. C.l. George remarked that the damage by jassid was over·estimated at Ooim
batore as from hisezperience he thought that the damage from jassid was very .light. 

Mr. Ramanatha Ayyar pointed out that when Prof. George was at Ooimhatore only 
resistant type like Oambodia was being grown; since then susceptible varieties were 
also being tried for breeding purposes. 

Mr. Wad enquired whether the resistant variety would be found to be 80 all ove1 

India. 

Mr. Mohammad Arza) replied that the Sottth African variety U-4 Was immune 
. to jassid in .South Africa, bid when it was brought to the Punjab it waf very 
susoeptible. 

Mr. Wad obse.rved that in that case other factors might not be quite BO itnimpor
tanto 1/ differences regarding them were really found, it might be possible to devise 
means by cultural methods also to adapt these resistant Btrains to other area~. A. 
',egards the opi1llion of Mr. Ramanatha .4yyar that chemical and entomological methods 



were not likely to lead to practical results in the shortest time, the speaker considered 
that this type of work, although not immediately prtJjitable, might be so in the long 
run and such work should not therefore be relegated to the background. 

Mr. Hutchinson drew attention to the difference in resistance of the same 
variety in different places as shown by the fact that U -4 broke down under Indian 
conditions while Oambodia did not do so, whereas in South Africa Oambodia was 
acknowledged to be less susceptible than U-4. He observed that so far as relative 
resistance was concerned it was the same in India and South Africa. 
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Pempheres affinis Fst. is well known as a destructive weevil stem borer of both 
exotic and indigenous cottons occurring in vast areas in South India. "The history 
of the species coupled with the course of its distribution seem!'! to indicate that it haa 
come into prominence with the introduotion of an exotic variety of cotton, namely. 
Cambodia from its native home Cochin-China, and with the spread of its cultivation 
the insect has also increased its range of distribution. Hence the information aa to 
whether the pest is introduced or indigenous is indispensable for an economic worker 
in order to decide upon the proper course of action. This aspect of the problem haa 
not been tackled hitherto and it is the purpose of this paper to present the results of 
a brief study of the same. It may be stated that this note is of the nature of a pre
liminary report and the conclusions drawn are therefore essentially of a tentative 
character. In discussing this problem it is necessary to touch upon in some detail 
the history, distribution, seasonal occurrence and food plants of the species which 
form the main source of evidence in support of the proposition. 

HISTORY OJ!' THE SPECIES AND DISTRtBUTION. 

Since the original description of the species by Faust (1898) the first publisbed 
account of this insect appears to be by Lefroy (1906) who has described it for the 
first time alii "the cotton stem weevil" occurring in Bihar. The next reference to the 
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inseot is by tbesameauthor (1909)nnderthe name-r'Phylailis" wherein he has made 
the first record of its presence in South India. Fletcher (1913) refers to the inseot 
as being restricted to Ooimbatore district. He again (1917) records its occurrence in 
Ouddapah in Madras. - RamakriBhtia XiYar (1919) and Ballard (1922) have recorded 
its spread into many ~f the cotton growing diatricts of the South. 

Recent studies by the writer have shed new light on its distribution and ecologi-
01101 associations. It is now known definitely to occtJ,l' in cotton or an allied food plant 
like Bhindi in the whole of Ooimbatore district, the'whole of Ramnad district, the 
southern portions of Tinnevelly district, North and South Malabar, Southern border' 
of South Oanara and portions of adjoining native _states, of Oochin and Travancore. 
In Malabar and South Oanara the insect has been noted as breeding in Bhindi and 
not in cotton. Previous records include Salem, Trichinopoly and Madura. The 
pest has been observed by the writer as, breeding in hill tracts like Mudgole agency 
in Vizagapatam and Manantoddy (2600 ft.). 

The weevil has not been observed as a pest of cotton in other Provinces in India. 
It has been observed to infest Bhindi in Pusa Sasa Musa in Bihar, D«;lma Dun 
in the United Provinces and Surat in Gujarat. From Dema Dun.it has been xe
oovered also from Urena lobata, Hollyhock, Sida rhombifolia and _Sida acuta. Out~ 
side India this weevil has been recorded as a pest of cotton in Burma and the :Philip: 
pines. Negative reports have been received from Indo-China, F.M.S., Oeylon, New 
Zealand, Queensland, Australia, Brazil, Uganda, Oyprus, Malta, Kenya, Kh8rtoum~ 
Pretoria, Egypt, Rhodesia, Java,Buitenzorg, Canada, Jamaica, Barbados, Nya:;;a: 
land, Hawaii, British West Indies, Guiana, Antigua, Greece, France, Russia, 
~ddleAsia, North Caucasus, South Eurasia,and 1!r~~is~ Solomon Islands. 

OTHER SPECIES OJ' PE!l{PHERES KNOWN.· 

___The genUs PeIllpheres as it exists to-~ay comprises only five known specie~ 
as follows. * 

Name of Species. 

P. amnis Fst. 
P. hapena Pascoe. 
P. pleurostigma Fst. 
p~. picta Heller. - - -
P. trilineata. 

Known distribution. 

-India,Philippines, -BUrma. -
--Singapore, Mala~ca; :philippines. 
India. 
_ TemLsserin, (Lower Burma). 
_Batchian (Dutch East Indies)~ 

The genus is seen thus to. be confined to Indo-M~layan region.- ''I'Me_eof the five 
species are restricted to Indo-Burman Zona and two species are known in India . 

• The 'writer is indebted to U. S.- B\lfeaq of Entomology antI British Museum for tIPs iqfol"llla~ioq.--
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, .. Hetlce the genus may be regarded as IDdianot Indo-Burman m origin. 

SEASONAL HISTORY AND SOUBCES OJ' INFESTATION. 

The insect is probably capable of occurring throughout the year and can thea
f!lti9ally have about five to six generations provided the crop is kept on indefinitely. 
In a normal -season beginning with September and ending with March there, 
appear to be three generations, the third being rather indistinct. . 

September 
October 
November 
D.eoember 
January 
February 
March 

TRENl> or WElilVILINi'1lSTATIO:N IN ~OTTON 1935-36. 

Month. 

1935 
1935 
1935 
1935 
1936 
1936 
1936 

COJMBATORE. 

No.ofpIanta 
examined. 

1200 
3158 
803 

1381 
1228 
1577 
869 

Percentage of 
attack. 

Nil 
3.2 

23.2 
28.4 
65.1 
'17 2 
91.1 

It is seen by the end of the cotton season there i, a great reduction in live Pempheres 
.population as also in its natural enemies. There appear to be three probable sources 
of infestation in the first generation of the succeeding crop, (a) local off-seasonal 
survival of Pempheres adults, (b) from local alternate hosts infested, (e) migration 
from adjoining fields of country cottons. Evidence so far obbincd goes to emphasise 
the first two as the more potent causes under Coimbatore conditions. 

Parasites ana Predators,,,,"":""A word about these may not be out of place. Four 
Himenopterousparasites and a predaceous mite have been definitely noted on the 
pest. The mite:"""Pediculoides ventricosus Neupt. is a nuisance in the laboratory 
and may be dismissed as of no value in its control. The four parasites are l1) Spath
ius Sp. (Braconidae), (2) EuderusSp. (Enlophidae), (3) Aplastomorpha calandrae 
How. (Pteromalidae), and (4) Eupelmus Sp. (Eupelmidae).Among these Spath
j~ Sp. seems to be more promising although Euderus Sp. happens to be more numer
ous in certain seasons. The maximum percentage of total parasitism has not exceed
ed 5% at the end of the season. In the first generation they are scarce. After 
the. thUd brood they become rare. T~eir oC9urrence is irregular and erratic. _ 
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Food plants.-Since its discovery 88 a pest of cotton by Lefroy (1906) its range of 
food plants has been on the increase so that the list of known hosts is now fairly long 
and varied. Ballard (1922) lists about thirteen food plants and states that it has 
been noted to breed on all except three. The recorded food plants Irul.inly belong 
to two families, Malvaceae and Tiliacae with the exception of Dombeya angulata. 
(Sterculacae) and Cannabis sativa. (urticacae). The data obtained from recent 
studies may be summarised as follows. It has been actually seen to breed on the 
following alternate hosts, Bhindi, Malvastrum coromandelianum, Sida acuta, Sida 
spinosa, Sida rhombifolia, Sida glutinosa, Urena lobata, Oorchorus olitorius, Oorcho· 
rus trilooularis, Hollyhock, Hibiscus vitifolius. Besides, a few infestations similar to 
those ofPempheres have been noted in Abutilon glaucum, A. hirtum, Sida cardifolia, 
Triumfetta rotundifolia. Among these cotton and Bhindi may be considered as 
preferred hosts and the rest as occasional or accidental. The intensity of infestation 
may be reckoned in the descending order of enumeration. 

Its original T!abitat.-The present state of our knowledge on this question may 
be gauged from the opening sentences in one of the latest publications (Madras Agri
cultural Journal, Vol. XXII. 1934, p. 206) on this problem. "It is not definitely 
known when and how this pest was introduced into this country; in fact it is even 
difficult to say whether it is one of the introduced forms at all." 

The question of the original habitat of Pempheres came into prominence and 
relevant evidenco was obtained for the first time by the writer in the course of a 
survey in North Malabar in December 1930. The main centres of investigations 
were ecologically very diversified and included many tracts entomologically unknown 
and unexplored. These areas comprise heavily forested and hilly tracts isolated by 
barriers from any cotton. In altitude these varied from sea level to nearly 3000 ft. 
In these localities as in the rest of Malabar cotton cultivation is absent except on a. 
few hill slopes. Cotton plants from such localities were found to be free from Pem· 
pheres; In certain localities like Pudupadi at the foot of Wynaad hills and Kallar 
in Kasaragode t9.luk, the strains of Cambodia, Bourbon, etc., grown for trial at the 
instance of the Cotton Specialist, were also free from the pest. Various species of 
Sida, Hibiscus, Abutilon and Tree cottons were also free from its attack except Bhindi, 
(Hibiscus esculimtus). Bhindi plants invariably showed phenominally heavy Wes· 
tation of Pempheres. The weevil was discovered in heaps in Calicut Taluk, Pudupadi, 
Manantoddy (2600 ft.), Tellicherry and Thiruvangad, Cannanore and surroundings; 
Plenty of adults, pupae, prepupae, grubs of all stages were recovered. As many as 
twenty adults and as many of the other stages were obtained from a single old stem. 
Consignments of such stems caged in Coimbatore laboratory yielded numerous wee~ 
viIs.· Such abnormally heavy infestations have never before been observed ill any 
of its food plants including Cambodia cotton. Again the heavy incidence· in Bhind" 
and its total~bsence in adjacent cottons appear to be o~ significance. 

11 
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This discovery stimulated further search in other parts of Malabar as also in a few 
other. districts. The following observations made by Mr. V. Margabandu, Assistant 
Entomologist in the soheme, provide additional data in support of the proposition 
advanced. Ina suburb of Pollachi in Coimbatore district, a notable cotton growing 
.centre, both cotton and Bkindi were seen to harbour the pest. In villages, Velanth... 
valam and Kozhinjanparai in the eastern border of Coohin State, Bhindi was infested 
-but cotton was free. In Trichur Government Farm, Blzindi and a Cambodia crop 
of two years' standing showed attacks but the first year Cambodia crop was free. 
Other localities like Kollengode, Ottapalam, Perunthalamanna (S. Malabar) all 
showed infestations in Bhindi. It has been noted in Bhindi in Coimbatore and Ram
nad district. In other provinces, it has been observed to breed in Bhindi in PUB& and 
Sasa Musa in Bihar, Surat in Gujarat, and Dehra Dun in the United Provinoes. An 
analysis of these observations brings out. the following facts. 

(a) Ocourrenoe of weevil in Bhindi in areas where cotton cultivation is un~ 
known as in Tellicherry, Cannanore, Manantoddy and Dehra Dun. 

(b) Its occurrence in Bkindi in such distant and obsCure comers and hill 
traots like Manantoddy in Malabar, Mudgole in Vizagapatam and Dehra 

.Dun in the United Provinoes. 

(c) Profuse breeding of same in Bki'ldi in Tellicherry, CannatlOre and 
. Manantoddy. 

(d) Presence of weevil in Bhindi and its absence in cotton grown for trials, 
e.g., Pudupadi, Kallar, Anakapalle. 

(e) In places where cotton is of recent introduction weevil is found in BAif/d/. 
and an older orop of cotton and not in a younger crop as in Trichur which 
appears to indicate the transition from Bhindi to cotton by gradually 
acquiring a taste for the latter. 

(f) The weevil occurs in both Bhindi and cotton in areas where cotton culti
vation has been carried on for years as in Coimbatore, Pollachi and 
Ramnad districts. 

According to flora of British India, Bhindi was probably wild in India origin
aUy. The weevil appears to have been primitively attached to Bhindi and it may 
be more appropriately renamed as the Bhindi stem weevil. 

THE IhsTORY OJ' THE RIsE OJ!' PEMl'HERES AS A CorrON PEST. 

Evidence now available seems to warrant a brief statement of the hypotheaia 
which looks tenable. The species Pempheres affinis is confined to India, Burma 
and Philippines. Three species out of five occur in Indo-Butma region .and itt 

... 
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primitive host is a native of India. The species is reported to be absent in Cocrun
China. It looks reasonable, therefore, to assume that the weevil is indigenous to 
India and that ohanging agricnltural conditions brought about by the introduction 
and rapid extension of Cambodia ootton-a preferred food plant and an ideal all round 
host-it slowly acquired a taste for this exotic cotton and from this habit it enlarged 
its tastes to other ootton varieties. A simple explanation might now be offered for 
its multiplication into pest proportions due to abundance of food and favourable 
climate coupled with absence of natural enemies which it might have escaped in the 
course of its transference from its primitive habitat of Bhindi to its new environ
ment of cotton fields. 

More extensive ecological researches are needed for further elucidation of the 
.problem but the observations recorded above may form the basis for planning 
ra tional methods of biological control particularly with reference to the source and 
selection of lil,uitable parasites. 
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DIscussioN. 
Mr .. Rainanatha Ayyar, in introducing the paper, acknowledged that ke wa, noC 

Q/n. Entomologist, and said that the only reason why he came forward to Bay a fe1D 
words was that the work was being conducted under his charge. Pemphere, did 
ilamage in Southern India, especially on Oambodia colton,. by burrowing into the 
stem particu7:arly into the hypocotyl portiM of the plant, as (J ,esuU of which the 
plant produced a number of galls. If the 'tissue regeneration 'It'a, not guick, tTte 
plant s'IJ,Ccumbed and the mortality in many cases rose up to 25%. In tM case of 
weevil attacked plants that managed to live the yields were reduced from 10-25% 
aue to the mere incidence and the production of galls. One of the remedial measure, 
tried· by the Maaras Government was the promulgation of "The Pest Act" i'll part, 
of the Madras Presidency. But owing to '1Jariation., in the agricultural and meteoro
logical factors in certain tracts the Pest Act C()uld not be enffYfced there strictly, 
with the result the object aimed at by the Act was not Q/Chieved fully and control by 
biological and breeding methods was resorted to. Mr. Krishna Ayyar working 0'11 the 
biological aspect of the problem had come to the conclusion after (J survey of the 
distribution of the insect throughout tne Presidency, that pempherel wa. not an intro
duced insect but it was an indigenous one probably affecting Hibiscus species. A. 
regards parasites, four different types were found and the maximum percentage of 
tot?l parasitism seemed to be 'l)ery low, being only 5% at the end of the seaso'll. The 
Parasitologist was, therefore, Se'Ta to various parts of India to import parasites which 
would be useful for the control of the pempheres, and he had brought dow'll a fe1D 
spec~es which are under study. He said that it was too early to say anything about 
the work so far done and that hc would be thankful if more profitable line. of work 
could be "Suggested. 

Mr. Richaris pointed out that if the author of the paper was not present much 
of the value of the discussion was lost, and said that he wished that tke autho, could 
give his own experience and not through some other person who was doing work 
on guite a different problem. ' . 

The President observing that the point raised by Mr. Richards was of some 
importance expressed his view that in future conferences no papers Bhoula be read 
unless the author or ihe joint author 'Was present. He invited the view. of the 
members of the Oonference on the guestion. 

Dr. Nazir Ahmad said that the Oonference was suggested by him alter ke viBiled 
the Empire Ootton Growing ·Oonference in England in 1934. The practice there 
'Was, as was done here, to di'l)ide the work into various sectionB and that il the author of tJ 

paper 'Was not present hiB paper was generally taken as read unleB8 the rnenWer' 
presel1t 'Wanted special discussion on it in view of itB importance. The Bame proce
dure may be followed here. 



Mr. Hutchinson agreeing with the views expressed said that the object of COlt

ducting the Oonference was for exchange of views and the experience of the various 
workers, and that if the author was not present the object would be defeated. 

Mr. Ramanatha Ayyar, while expressing agreement with the view put forward 
said that owing to administrative difficulties, sometimes it might not be possible for 
the authors of papers to attend the Oonference. I'll the case of the particular paper, 
however, he could speak, because he was in charge of the scheme. 

Rao Bahadur S. S. Salim~th observed th(1,t one of t~ administrative difficulties 
tvas that some could not get travelling allowance to attend the Oonference. 

The President summing up said that the whole essence of the Oonference 
was personal discussion. There were ample facilities for discussion and if an 
author undertook to present a paper, he must be present or if two people were work
ing together on the same piece of work, there was no objection to the paper being a 
joint one. He look it to be the general wish of the Oonference that they should not 
consider any paper unless the author was present himself. 

This was agreed to, 

The President remarked that Mr. Ramanatha 'Ayyar was closely associated with 
tht! work on the stem weet,il in the Madras Presidency and that if there were any 
questions which members wished to ask him, he would be able to answer. 

Mr. Richards said that some statements in the paper on the amount of worle 
done and data collected were definitely anticipations and he wished to know how'much 
evidence there was for the reasoning adopted in the last two sentences itt the penulti
mate paragraph of the paper under discussion. He considered that it was not a 
question of transference of parasites by being taken from one portion of the field to 
the other, but it was by shifting within the same local·ity. He would very much like 
to know what the author had in mind when he stressed about transference, as the idea 
was completely new in biological control. Another point was that on the examination 
a few months after the discovery of pempheres in certain areas, the author had 
assumed that there was sufficient evidence that this was indigenous. The whole point 
of this enquiry into pempheres and biqlogical control was that in its source of 
origin it might be possible' to find an effective parasite. If the case was e.stablished 
after afew months' work that India was the source of origin, then the question of 
biological control of the pest might be dropped. He opined that it was a sweeping 
conclusion of a few months' work, and that the points raised by him could be clari
fied only by personal discussion with the author. 

The President observed that the oomm~nts should be forwarded to the ·autlwl 
for eliciting more information.o)I< 

This was agreed to. 

• Addilional inJormrUion Bi7ICS r6f16illea Jrom ,he QuITtor iB prinled lIB Qn tJPpaMdi tJ' Ihe end. 
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WATERING EXPERIMENTS ON COTTON 
AT THE 

COTTON RI~SEARCH STATION, RISALEWALA, LYALLPUR, 

BY 

M. MOHA'MMAD AFZAL, 

COTTON ,RESEARCH BOTANIST, LVALLPUR. 

The 'Punjab has perhapa the biggest irrigation system in the world. Of the 
·total oultivated area of about 30 million acres, about 50% is irrigated from oanala, 
wells, tanks .and other sources of water supply. The canala, however, are by far 
the biggest souroe of irrigation, supplying water to more than 70% of the irrigated 
area;. the ~tal oanal irrigated area. being about 10 million acres. 

The Punjab oanals haye turned vast desert areas into llourishing agrioultural 
distriots. It is also in these oll.nal colonies that some 65% of the total cotton crop of 
this Province is produced. Further the total bulk of the Panjab Amerioan crop i. 
produced under canal irrigation. 

l ,In ecolbgical relation to. the cotton crop, the climate of· the oanal colonies may 
be described as hot and dry d~ing the period of sowing, germination and early growth, 
1.e.; during April-May-June,. followed by a sh.ort spell of monsoon weather daring 
late July and.Augast, whenmos~ of the vegetative growth takes place. The Inain 
.Jl.owering season (September-October) is mild and dry. The picking season, i.e., 
N.ovember, December and early January, oan become very oold. The summer 
rainfall; as has already been said, is usually confined to the later part of July and 
August and there is a general expectation of light showers about Christmas. The 
rust frost usually occUrs during the third week. of December. There are nil froste 
after 15th Febrn~ry. Dar~g. summer, hot winds are very common and there are 
Ilsually 10 to 15 severe ',dust storms. . . . 

The canal water supply is plentiful thr.oughont the year. The authorized diJ.. 
charge of the I.ower Chenab Canal which feeds the Lyallpur o.oI.ony--the .oldest and 
pi.obaptt':the :'~Ost prosperoUs of the canal.ool.onies-~ 9900. cusecs in ,abi and 11,000 

" 
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cusecs in klwlrif. The duty of water on this canal is 352 acres of which the permis
sible cultivation is 264 acres. This would mean that the canal authorities guarantee 
irrigation to 75% of the cultivated area. The high level of prices of agricultural 
produce during post war years, coupled with a lack of proper appreciation of the 
water requirements of various crops, induced the cultivators to sow areas much in 
excess of the permissible. The inevitable result was that on account of a larger area 
under crops than was justifiable on. the basis of water supply, all crops received less 
water. In order, therefore, to study the water requirements of cotton a Watering 
Experiment on 4 F was started in 1928l}.s a part of the Punja.b Botanical Research 
Scheme, financed jointly by the Indian Central Cotton Committee and the Punjab. 
Government. Another object of this experiment was to test Milne's suggestion that 
heavier applications of water during September, October and November. would 
mitigate the bad opening of bolls in Punjab American cottons. 

The systems of irrigations under experiments were as follows :
Type I. Irrigation after every three weeks .. 
Type II. Irrigation after every four weeks. 
Type III. Irrigation after every five weeks. 
For the first five years of the experiment these 'three types of waterings had 

both ridged and flat beds. 
Type IV. First two irrigations were given at all interval of three. weeks ~nd 

subsequent irrigations after every fortnight. . , 
Type'V. (Started in 1930) First irrigation 3 weeks after sowing and subso. 

quent irrigations as for type VII. ' 
Type VI. (Started in 1930) Irrigations as for type VII with two lateirriga.c 

tions. 
Type VII. Zamindari irrigations. 
A cultivator in a nearby village. .was taken as the standard and water waif 

applied to these .beds on the dates that this cultivator irrigated his cotton. 

It may be mentioned here that the holdings, in general, are not large and lIeveral 
farmers have to ta.ke turns of water from the same outlet. The normal interval 
between successive tu,rns is 12 or 13 days. There are sometimes canal Qlosures which 
upset this rou,tine. An average programme of irrigation to cotton followed by the 
Zamindars is as follows :-

The first irrigation is given 7 weeks after sowing followed by 3 irrigations after 
an interval of 3 weeks. The last two irrigations are given at an interval of two. weeks. 

The programme of irrigations Waf! disturbed by the 1rIonsoon. rainfall and suit-r 
able adjustments had to be made. 

Th& quantity of water applied at each irrigation was measured by melUlS of 
Cipolletti Weirs, 
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The area of each experinientalbedwas 1/10 acre, and to· avoid the efIect or 
16teral seepage, non-experimental stripS 9ft. broad were left blltween the experi. 
mental beds. There were 8 to 10 roplications in difierent years. 

The details of irrigations are given in Table I. 
'. 

TABLE I. 

Irrigations and Rainfall. 

year IF IR lIF lIR IIIF IIIR IV v VI VII Rain
fall. 

N 7 7 5 5. 5 5 10 6 

1928 VV 16.39.14.89 12.39 11.55 12.50 11.24 24.54 14.59 11.7 
T 28.10 26.60 24.10 23.26 24.2 22.95 36.2 26.3 

N 6644339 5 
1929 VV 17.84 17.78 11.15 12.85 9.38 9.,0322.58 13.97 8.64 

T 26.5 '26.4 19.8 21.49 18.00 17.67 31.2 22.6 

N 7 7 5,5 5 5 9 6 7 5 
1930 VV 16.58 18.81' 13.11 14.03 12.43 13.86 21.78 16.33 13.96 11.36 5.43 

T 22.0 24.2 18.5 19.5 17.9. 19.3 27.2 21.8 19.4 16.8 

N 664: 4 3 3 7 4: 6 5 
1931 VV 17~95 17.88 11.84 11.76 8.97 9.0320.8411.0817.79.15.1515.73 

T 33.7 33.6 27.6 27.5 24.7 24.8 36.6 27.4 33.5 30.9 

N 7 7 5 5 4: 4 10 7 8 6 ' 
1932 VV 20.07 19.89 14.2914.22 12.00 12.06 29.25 20.06 23.11 17.15 6.72 

T26.8 26.6 21.0 20.9 18.7 18.8 36.0 26.8 29.8 23.9 

N 6 4 4: 9453 
1933 VV' 18.03,.. ,11.96 11.96 26.97 12.1314.89 8.98 13.05 

T 31.1 25.0 25.0 40.0 25.2 27.9 22.0 

N 6 5 
1934 VV 17.99 15.03 

T 23.5 .. 20.5 

N 7 5 
1935W 21.09 15.07 

T 24.7 18.7 

4 
- 12.09 

17.6 

4: .. 11.85 .. 15.4 

9 7 8 6 
~6.92 20.94 23.95 17.83 5.48 
32.4 26.4 29.4 23.3 

10 7 7 6 
30~02 21.02 21.02 17.93 3.57 
33.6 24.6 24.6 21.5 

,N-No. of irrigations. 
W-Aore inohes of water applied through irrigation. 
1'-tote.l ~ \qohes 9f water avplied (ir~tion + rainfall). 

" 
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. Counts of flower production and boll.matw.:ation were kep~ i,n all years.:FuIl 
.data are not given hero, but it may be mentioned that the correlation co-efficillJl~ 
betweon water applied and flowers produced was insignificant. The flowering .and 
boIling and boIling and watering were, however, correlated. 

rfw=0.232 
rbw=0.346Jt 

rfb=0.831 xx 

The yields obtained from the various beds in different years is given in Table II. 

TABLE 11. 

Tabulated yields in lbs. per acre of Watering Experiment. 

Types. 

I Flat 
I Ridge 
1I Flat 
II Ridge 
III Flat 
III Ridge 
V Flat 
IV 
VI 
VII 
S.E. 

. 
1928 1929 1930 1931 1932 1933 1934 1935 

444 1069 
465 1078 
339 920 
368 1000 
382 709 
371 799 
751 1139 

541 921 
+60 +67 

1603 
1522 
1044 
1087 
1058 
1006 
1624 
1339 
1250 
1336 
178. 

892 845 
878 916 
88{i 1100 
711 978 
181 1031 
599 1027 
919 1153 
875 1276 
796 1043· 
828 922 

+36 +78 

1581 1360 823 

1339 1259 823 

1399 1128 445 

1491 1811 1210 
1358 1559 1112 
1402 1497. 976 
1389 1110 1005 
+77 ±100 +93 

Average 
1928-35 

1077 
972 
964 
829 
867 
760 
126~ 

1270. 
1I61 
995 

+75 

The statistical examination of this table wjll be dealt with .later; only broad oonclu-
sions are gi ven here :- . . .. .. . 

'fypes I, II and III are comparable. It may be said that ridge sowing ~ersus 
fiat sowing has given indifferent· results and the extra cost of ridging and hand sow
ing does not seem to be justified. As regards flat beds, there was no significant diff
erence in yield during the two years, 1928 and 1934. During 1930 and 1933, type 
I was significantly better than, both types II and III, while during 1931, both types 
I and II were significantly better than type III. The year 1932 presents a peculiar 
case; the application of greater quantity of water depressed the yield. This was 
on account of the occurrence of very early frosts in this season and heavily watered 
beds having become late suffered more than those which had received less water 
and were therefore earlier in ripening. 

On the average of eight years it may be said that the crop which was irrigated 
after every three weeks gave a heavier yield than the crop irrigated at longer intervals. 

12 
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. Type IV is iIi a olass by itselt. It reoeived the heaviest irrigation and exoept 
during three years (1931, 1932 and 1933) gave the highest yield. The explanatioa 
for these lower yields as compared. to the beds with lesser irrigations during th618 
particular years is to be Bought in the fact that unusually high rainfalls in 1931 and 
1933 masked the effect of difierential irrigations and this type probably suffered 
from excessive water. During 1932 frosts occurred early and crops which had be
come late on account of abundant water supply suffered much moro than those 
which were early. . 

Types V, VI and VII are again comparable. Type V is significantly better 
than either one or both or the other types in three out of six years. It is also signi
ficantly better on the ~ver~ge of six years. This finding has a grcat agricultural 
importance. The Zamiiula'l's of the Punjab are in the habit of delaying the first 
irrigation for.5 or 6 and sometimes even 7 weeks after sowing. This expcriment 
has, on the contrary; proved that one irrigation early in t.he season is very 
beneficial. It may also be noted that irrigation water is easily available at this 
time of the year and the Zaminda'l's can easily afford to apply an irrigation. 

Late irrigations, on the other hand, do not materially increase and indeed some
times depress the yield. Waterings after 15th October are not required and need 
not be applied to 4F. 

Statistical study of the analysis of variance and co-variance tor the amount of 
water applied and the yield obtained show that yield is, in general, correlated with 
the amount of water. The co-efficient of correlation for the years 1928-35 being 
O.617xx • The data are givell in Tablll III. 

TABLE III. 

Analysis of variance and co-variance (y-w) 

.Source of :p.,. Sum of Built of floducts. Co-effioient 
variatioD. squares squares of 

y w correlation. 

Within years 44 1379786.9 1034.09 23330.8 .617u 

1928 4 27738.0 20.31 685.9 .9131: 
1929 4 89216.8 60.81 2138.2 .9l1u 

1930 ' 6 322814.0 76.19 3643.7 .7341: 
1931 6 16411. 72 108.14 593.4: .445 
1932 6 122747.4: 198.28 1164.0 .236 
1933 6 43041.4 215.46 2018.0 .661 
1934 6 382351.9 156.66 5868.3 .7601: 
1935 6 375465.7 198.24 7214.3 . 837Q 

.. 
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'he insignificance of the correlations for 1931,1932 and 1933 can, as suggesW 
above, be explained on the basis of very heavy rainfall in 1931 and 1933 and very 
early frosts in 1932. 

Considering the whole data it Olay be stated that within the limits of the present 
experiment, higher yields were obtained with heavier applications of water. . 

From a consideration of Tables I and II, it may be broadly stated that on the 
average 24 to 28 acre inches of water are required to mature a good crop of 4F • 

. As regards the second object of this experiment, namely, to find out the efIect of 
irrigations applied late in the season on the bad opening of bolls, it may be stated that 
the difIerentialrespon..<l8 could not be very well studied. The year 1928 was the 
only really bad season and all the beds showed a fairly even amount of bad opening. 
It cannot, however, be definitely stated that late irrigations would help in materially 
decreasing the extent of bad opening. . 

The teohnological properties of cotton produced under various systems of watet· 
ings were determined by the Director, Teohnological Laboratory, Matunga, during 
the last five years of the experiment and the following information has been taken 
from the Teohnological Reports on these samples. . 

I shall confine my remarks to the following characters : 
(i) Mean fibre length as determined by Balls sorter. . 
(ii) Mean fibre weight. 
(iii) Fibre maturity. 
(iv) Spinning counts. 

These characters are dealt with· separately below but are given together in 
Table IV. . 

(i) Meanfibre length. 
Variations in the lint length of a pure strain of cotton may be ascribed to en

vironmental variations. Adverse climatic conditions result in reduced lint length. 
A reduction of as much as 3.7 m.m: in staple length has been noticed in St. Vincent 
in years of excessive rainfall which results in partial waterlogging of soil. The 
optimum amount of irrigations would, therefore, tend to produce the best fibre. 
Taking types I, n and III into consideration, it will be seen that more frequent 
irrigations are oonducive to the production of longer fibre.' Type IV which received 
the highest amount of irrigation gave indifferent results and a somewhat poorer fibre 
in years of heavy rainfall. From among the variations of the "Zamindari" type of 
watering there is not much to cho03e. 

There appears to be a general trend towards an improvement in this character 
during the five years under discussion. This is perhaps on account of the generally 
good environmental conditions obtained and the good handling of the crop. 



: (ii) Mean fibre weight; .. 

'Consideiirig Eypes 1, 11 and III it is seen that except during 1934, there waa a 
general tendency for the- fibre not to increase with the additional supplies ot water 
to the crop, thUs tnaking the fibre coarser.Tjpe IV which received the heavie.s' 
quantity of water again gave indifferent results possessing very fine fibres in 1933 

,and very coarse indeed in 1932. It has not been possible to discover the causes 
'for this behaviour. Types V, VI and VIr also did not give any consistent results •. 

The discordant behaviour of this character of the cotton fibre,'in this experi
.mant, shows that the enVironmental factors other than the quantity of water applied 
.to the crop have a preponderating etlect. The data preselltcn here a.re, howtlver, 
:sufficicnt to show that Harland's opinlon that "the small hair weight and con
'sequently neppy character of the Punjab American cotton is possibly due to 
excessive water'J 'is' not justIfIed . 

. (iii) Fibre maturity; , 

Fibre maturity seems to be well correlated with irrigations and generally in
creased with irrigations. 

Of special interest is type V and it is pretty clear that an additional watering 
three weeks after sowing is very beneficial. This finding is very important and 
shows that the system of delaying the first inigation in vogue at present is very 
faulty. By giving an irrigation early in the season the Zamindar can reap a bigger 
and better harvest. 

1933 is outstanding in giving very higlt figures for maturity. It may be re-
called that during this year there was plentiful, well distributed rain,. frost was 
very late and this was a year of record cotton crops in most parts of the province. 
Thus the crop enjoyed very good climatic conditions which iB reflected in the high 
matutity figure. . 

(iv) Highest Standard . Warp Oounts. 

'. The spinning perf<.>rmance: in anyone year, does not show much variation in 
different types, but type IV gave a somewhat better performance than the rest. 

The best year so far as this character is concerned was 1934 when the perform-
'ance of,4F exceeded all expectations. . 

Table IV is also noteworthy from another point of view. There appears to b~ 
very little interdependence between the four characters mentioned. It is already 
\VeIl known that the spinning performance of cotton can only be judged by nothing 
'short ofan actual, spinning test a.n~ the figures presented in Table IV lend additional 
weight to this' opinion. . -

" 
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TABLE IV. 

Fibre Properties from Technological Reports. 

Fibre Type Season. 
Property. of 

watering. 
1931 1932 1933 1934 1935 

I 0.74 0.77 0.76 0.83 0.80 
II 0.70 0.77 0.73 0.79 0.81 

Balls Sorter Mean 
III 0.69 0.76 0.73 0.76 0.77 

(inches) 
IV 0.72 0.78 0.78 0.84 0.84 
V 0.73 0.78 0.76 0.82 0.81 

VI 0.72 0.78 0.76 0.82 0.83 
VII 0.72 0.77 0.77 0.80 0.82 

I 0.153 0.160 0.158 0.137 0.151 
II 0.1.61 0.156 0.142 0.148 0.156 

Mean fibre weight 
III 0.146 0.143 0.139 0.155 0.156 
IV 0.163 0.176 0.129 0.149 0.150 

per inch (10-6oz) V 0.163 0.153 0.136 0.154 0.157 
Vl 0.153 0.148 0.144 0.153 0.128 

VII 0.161 0.143 0.145 0.153 0.141 

I 40/24 44/42 61/25 33/36 46/31 
Maturity II 34/22 41/44 53/34 34/36 47/30 

III 27/25 49{40 49/40 35/36 47/32 

% age of maturo J 
fibres 

- IV 41/20 52/35 60/29 44/32 47/34 
% age of immature, V 50/21 43/45 57/34 40/30 46/26 

fibres VI 43/20 36/50 57/28 42/28 49/26 
VII 41/16 56/32 32/35 44/34 

I 18 24 231 30t 26 
II 18 231 22t 29t 24! 

Highest Standard III 171 24 24 29! 21! 

Warp Count. IV 19 251 22 34 28 
V 181 24! 23 32 29 

VI 18 26 23 31! 281 
VII 20 25 .2J 31 27 



DISCUSSION. 

Mr. Mohammad Afzal, in introducing the paper, said that watering experi
ments on Punjab-American 4F Ootton were started as a result of the recommenda
tions of Mr. Milne who carried out a very thorough survey during 1919 and 1921 
of the cotton failure problem . . M'r. Milne came to certai'll tentative conclusion. 
and formulated the theory that the proper application of water during Septentlwr, 
October and November, i.e., during the time of flowering and opening of boll., was 
mainly responsible for mitigating the bad opening of boll.. When tile cotton 
research section was started this theory was put to test. Watering experiment. on 4F 
were started to find out whether more water during the laUer part of the year would 
help the cotton plant. Incidentally this_ data wa. also expected to give information 
on the· water requirements of the crop. The ,'ariations in watering treatmer.' were 
as given in the paper. Digressing for a moment he said that the ordi1UJry practiC6 
of the cultivator was to delay the first irrigation very considerably. The cultivator 
sowed some time at the end of April or the beginning of May and did not give 
water for Ii to 7 weeks after sowing. The general belief among the farmer. was that 
the Zonger the first irrigation was delayed the heavier would be the yield. TAi. idea 
also was tested by giving water three weeks after sowing. The technique of the 
experiment was that each experimental bed consisted of 1/10t" of an acre. Di.fIicully 
was at first experienced in applying water in measured guantilies, but later on it 
Was overcome and exact quantity was given to the variOUB bed.. The measurement 
was done by means of Oipolletti Weirs. Between every two bed. there wa. a non
experimental strip of 9 feet broad growing three rDWs of cotton .0 that there mig"" 
be no lateral seepage. The number of irrigations and the amount of, wate, applied 
through irrigation and the amount of water by rainfall flom the 1st of May to 31d 
December is given in Table 1, and the -yields in Table II. The number of 
irrigations were divided later on into three types, viz., waterings after 3, 4 and 6 
weeks and the conclusion drawn was that watering aftet· three weeki tllroug'lwut the 
crop season gave. ··the best yield on the average of 8 yea". Type 4 which got the 
highest quantity oj water in these experimen!. gave the highest yield. . 

The most imp01'tant pari of the experimeTd wa. i" typ~ 5, 6 and 7 whicA were the 
fJa,1'iations oftAe "zamindari" system. For type 5 one irrigation wall gi'l:en in addition 
to zantindari early in the season. Type 6 had two irrigation. mO'f6 than the zamindari 
crop but late in the season. Type 7 was zamindari irrigation. Type 5 was beller 
than type 7 and there was hardly any difference between types 6 and 7. Two 
irrigations in the later part of the season Were not a. beneficial a. one irrigation 
early in the season. This finding was of very great economic importance beoause 
early in the season during the mot£ths of April, May and early June plenty of irrigfJ
tion water was available. By tAat time the zamindar had harvested his wheat crop 
while later on in ~hellear, in September, October and November. there was dearth of 
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water a8 {here were two competing crops, viz., . 2'ona and Wheat. The experimen, 
Aacl definitely been t(,seful in that direction. 

Mr. Hutchinson, refe"ing to the last column of Table III giving the co-e.ificiellt 
of co'f'felation, enquired whether he might take it as of high significance and whether 
w4tering experiments were carried out on the same land or, on different lands by 
rotation. 

Mr. Mohammad Alzal replied that actually all the experiments were carried out 
in different lands in rotation. 

Mr. Hutchinson asked whether there was any progressive trend in yield on 
account of different waterings when they were given ~o the same block in different 
numbers and also whether high quantity of water spoiled soil conditions. 

Mr. Mohammad Afzal answered that he had not done that experiment. 

Dr. Nazir Ahmad referred to the technological part Qf the paper and said that 
at the bottom of page 7 it was stated that "There appears to be very little interde
pendence between the four characters mentioned. It is aJready well known that the 
spinning performance of cotton ca~~ only be judged by notlting short of an actual 
spinning test and the figures presented in Table IV lend additional weight to this 
opinion." This, he said, was not correct. It was true that these results d1'd not 
show any interdependence between the spinning 'fUality and fibre weight pet inch. 
Buj the position was quite different with the mean fibre length. If the results for all 
the seasons from 1931-1935 were taken into consideration the c.orrelatio'fl between the 
two was highly significant. Agai1~ it was highly significant for 19{35, and also 
significant for 1934. He thought that· the statement should be modified. He also 
pointed out that in such cases where only one variety was considercd it was necessa1Y 
to· take into account the effect of season, A general statement of the kitld made by 
Mr. Mohammad Afzal would be mislead'ing. Again, it was said on page 6 
that higher yields were obtdined with heavier application. of water. It would be 
more correct to say that higher yields were· obtained with the particular plan of 
irrigation adopted in the experiment. It was not the total amount of water given that 
was so much important as the number of irrigations aml the spacing between each 
irrigation. He therefore suggested that this statement should also be suitably modified. 

Mr. Mohammad Afzal agreed to the suggestions. 

Mr. Wad asked whether it would not be better if irrigation experiments were con
d'ucted with an idea to ultimately regulate the soil moil3ture by restoring its ·losses to a 
certain level. The periods, extent and methods of regulating would depend upon the fluc
tuations of the season and the' quantity of water available. Th.en the problem would 
~(l understood much better. A slight add·ition to the estimated lJuantity of u'ater 
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would Mve to be made according.Oto the ability oj tke soil to absorb it and transmit 
it to lower- layers because anything that remained on the upper layer would be .. 
. waste o"wing to evaporation losses. IJ the intervals when irrigation was required to 
restore soil moisture in each successive period oj the season could be lound out they 
could provide a standard Jor the cultivators to economise their water requirements • .. 

Mr. Dabral· said that he had carried out similar experiments in Sitlll. 
He did not offer any criticism on the paper but wished to point out how in slightly 
different soils different results might be obtained. The conclusion.in the first 'water
ing was that 3 k 4 inches was optimum. Regarding the variance during tke course 01 
the season he agreed tkat the soil moisture was better judgcment 01 the water require
ment oj the coiton crop. He did experiments on that basis and a"ived at (I metW 
which gave an increase in yield oj say 20% to 60% itl C6rtain seasons. That 
meth1>d was to water at long intervals during the early Blages oj the growth and 
then as the plant grew bigger, to decrease the intervals Jrom 15 to 10 days. Thi, had 
g'iven very good help to the plants. The interval was based on the physiology 01 
'the plant and on the moisture content oj the soil and it actually gave increased 
yield. He thought this system was very good Jar the ordinary cultif)ators. Tke only 
point was that in lands where the crop had been standing Jar a long' time the 
Qriginal moisture content oj the soil was a Jactor to be considered and the system 
would have to be adopted, to suit local conditions, but in a Province like Sind where 
"Tainfall could not be counted upon the method had worked very well. Another point 
"Was,that in the Punjab the water requirement was 26 to 30 inches while in Sind 
~t teas. higher from 35 to 40 inches. 

Mr. Mohammad Afzal, refe'1"1'ing to Mr. Wad's point oj soil moisture, adrniUd 
J'h!J,t he had done no work ·0'!,6 that phase of the problem Jrom the ryota' point 01 view. 
,The AgficuUural Ohemist has done considerable amount oj work Irom tke other end 
4 the problem. He took samples oj all beds getting different "types", oj irrigation 
·every week throug7wut the season up to a depth 01 9 Jeet. He did this work Jor 
three years through the special staff engaged by- the 'Indian Oentral OoUon Oom
mittee Jar this work. A great mass of data ?bas collected, but the chieJ conclusion 
.a'1"1'ivid at was that it was very difficult to estimate correctly the' soil moisture con
tents oj a whole field. No deductions had so Jat been made Irom this data. Regard
ing Mr. Dabml's point of varying the intervals he thought that it was (I sou,ul one 
but it had to be tested and seen wkeihe'l' it waR workable. In the Punjab, it was 
not workable because, as already mentioned, people gal their turn oj water only at 
an interval of 13 to 14 days. Sometimes water was available when the crop did 
not require it and when it requ~red water. it could not be obtained. So it was very 
difficult to fix any hard and Jast rule Jar general application. 

Dr. Burns enquired whether there was any eviden~e as regards the effect oj thi. 
on. bad. opcni'4!l or oikerwise. 
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Mr. Mohammad Afzal replied tlutt as 1928 was the last year of serious cottQil 
failure he was unable to say. 

The President mentionea that this partiCular set of experiments was laid out 
in (Yl'de; to find out what 'was the most suitable generatcanal rotation for the Chenab 
Colony, an important cotton tract. Canals had' to be run on a comparatively rigid 
system because large volumes of water were involved. A proposal had been made 
for a more elaborate set of experiments on the water requirements of crops to be 
carried out at Lyallpur with the aid of a grant from the Imperial Council of 
Agricultural Research. The set of experiments now under discussion represented 
an attempt to fi)nd out in an important area what would be the best metlwd of 
applying water and how far the Irrigation Department could adjust supplies to the 
water requirements of the plant. It was by no means a theoretical question. 

Mr. Wad said that he was simply suggesting the utilisation of some of the 
data regarding soil moisture which the author had already got for three years. It 
might be interesting to apply the recent cOnception of pF scales to this moistu'fe 
determination and see what could be got out of it. pF scale indicated the derFee 
of a moistness just as pH showed acidity. The availability of water for growth 
may thus be measured and graded .... 

Mr. Mohammad Afzal remarked that he would simply send the data and lYlr. 
Wad could clarify the same. 

Mr. Wad agreed to clarify the moisture data if. sent to him and said that 
samples of soils taken from the fields would also be needed for the purpose. . 

,Rao Saheb S. H. Prayag, referring to. the spinning performance, pointed out 
that in certain parts of the N asik District one or two irrigations were given for 
cotton. Samples of suc1, cotton and also of unirrigateil cottons were sent for spin
ning tests and it was found that in tke case of irrigated cotton the staple became 
coarser and the spinning capacity went down by less than two cments than in the 
dry cotton. 

. • Schofield, R. K. (1935) "The pF of the water in Soil." TraM,3rd In!. Oong. Soil Sci.,Ox/ord, 
England, Vol. II, 'PP. 37·48. 
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I. INTRODUCTION. 

·Attempts to grow long stapled and superior varieties of cotton in Sind have 
been made ever since the middle of the last century. After the opening of the 
Jamarao canal in 1900, the question of cultivating exotic cottons in Sind was taken 
up in right earnest. Seeds of varieties from Egypt were grown. in portions of the 
districts commanded by the Jamarao canal and very good results were obtained 
during the years 1904 to 1906. In 1906, the British Cotton Growing Corporation re
ported most favourably on the quality of the Egyptian cotton in Sind and expre88~ 
ita willingness to buy all the cotton WOWD, from the E~tian seed. Durin~ s~~-
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sequent years, however, the Jamarao canal did not function properiy and ~ater was 
not available early enough so as to sow the Egyptians. Several varieties of American 
cotton including Triumph, Black Rattler, Texas Big boll, etc., were tried as they had 
a shorter growing season. Triumph gave some promise but the others failed. Trials 
to grow varieties of 4F, 285F, and 289F from the Punjab were, however,. more 
successful. These varieties have formed the bulk of the American crop in Sind-up 
to the opening of the Barrage canals in 1932. 

The Indian Cotton Committee (1919) considered that experiments with the 
Egyptian and American cottons in Sind, though . in the past they had ended in 
failure, showed that these varieties could be successfully cultivated in the Provinoe. 
Their opinion about the prospect of establishing these varieties is quoted below. 

"We are emphaticalty of opinion that the fundamental cause offaUure has beeil 
the unsatisfactory character of the irrigation. Provided a perennial supply of water 
can be assured, we hold the view that there is no other part of India which ofiers 
such hopeful prospects of the successful cultivation of long staple cotton. The 
climate and soil are in every way most suitable and all that is wanted is water at 
the right time and in sufficient quantities." 

With the opening of the Lloyd Barrage at Sukkur and its canal systems, the 
above limiting factor has been removed. Experiments for testing the suitability 
of long stapled Egyptian and American cottons under the new conditions were laid 
out at the Agricultural ,Research Station, Sakrand, mainly with a view to breed out 
a hardy and well adapted type from amongst the above groups. The present notes 
give a few observations made on the behaviour of the exotic cottons grown at Sak· 
rand and the problems they present on the larger subject of acclimatisation. 

II. MATERIAL. 

Representative varieties from a majority of the cultivated species ot G-enus 
Gossypium growing in widely difierent parts of the world have been tried at Sakrand 
ever since 1926. The most important of them are given in the following list. . . 

A.-Egyptian types (G. barbadense) 

1. Sea Island 

2. Boss III 
3. Ashmouni 
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B.-American types (G. hirsutum) 
,1. Acala Ardamore ,l Imported from 
2, Hart's Ville J America. 

!: ~!5F } Punjab Americans. 
'5. 289F 
6. Cambodia 
7. U4 and other types 

C.--:lndian types (G. Neglectum) 
1. 27W. N. 

Madras. 
South Africa. 

Sind Desi. 

In ,addition ~o the above, plants belonging to other Asiatic cottons ftoni 
different localities in India were also grown and observed . 

. All, the groups differ from each other both morphowgically and genetically. 
They were grown in adjacent rows on replicated plots under similar climatic and soil 
~nd.itions*. Observations on their development and growth were carried on through
out 'the season. The response which each type of cotton gave to the local climate 
~nd soil in the matter of germination, growth, flowerin~ and fruiting was recorded 
and studied. 

III. RESULTS OF OBSERVATIONS. 

SEEDS AND"GERMINATION. 

The Egyptian cotton seeds are all naked. The Americans are from light to 
'intensely fuzZy, while the local Desi is very fuzZy. The fuzz on the Beeds of the 
Desi cotton is closely fixed to- the seed-coat while it is more .loosely attached in 
the case of the American cottons. This morphological difference influencel the rate 
of absorption of water by the seeds when put in the soil. There is also a greater 
chance of.saprophytia fungi and bacteria entering the seed through the fuzz in the 
Americans when the seed is put in the soil. Viability tests both in the laboratory 
and the field have shown that 27 W. N., the local Desi, glves the highest per cent of 
germinations. There is a lesser percentage of partially developed and empty seeds in 
this variety than in the others. Kalar or soluble salt in the soil is a major factor in 
local adaptation. Experiments both in the laboratory and the field have shown 
that almost all varieties fail to germinate in concentration of salt higher than 5 to 
1 p.c. of dry soil. There is a negative relation. between the rapidity of germination 
and the' salt' content of the soil. 

The average temperature of the irrigated Boil during the sowing season varies 
from 800 to 98°F. The seeds of all varieties germinate very well within this range. 
The percentage germination and the time taken by the seed to germinate are given 
in the following Table. 

• During the first few years, tbe plante studied wele grown for me by the Botanist. Agrioultural 
l\escarcb Stationt'Sakrand, in his plant.breeding area. . 
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TABLE I. 

Germination of seeds in different varieties of cotton. 

Name o~ variety. 

Egyptian. 

1 

{

Sea-Island 

Boss III 
Ashmouni 

Imported {Hart's Ville 
Amerioan Acala 

P . b (4F 
llIija. -{ 285F 
AmeIlcan l289F 

27W.N. 

Average Average 
p. o. of No. of 

germina- days taken 
tion. for 

2 

59 

69 
66 

66 
78 

57 
73 
55 

85 

germina
tion. 

3 

5.6 

5.8 
6.0 

6.2 
6.0 

5.8 
5.9 
6.1 

5.4 

SEEDLING STAGE. 

Average 
weight 
of 100 
seeds _ 

in gms. 

4 

9.04 

8.74 
9.68 

11.73 
11.08 

8.70 
7.31 
9.28 

5.25 

Remarks. 

5 

Period of sowing 1st 
week of May. 

Average temperature 
of soil at 6" depth 
during the period 

90°F. 

P. C. moisture in the 
0-6" layer of soil 
15%. 

Depth at whioh seeds 
are planted 2". 

The ootyledonary leaves vary in size according to the weight of the seed. The 
third leaf appears after about 11 days of sowing and almost simultaneously in all 
varieties. The rate of elongation of the hypoootyl in the Egyptians and the imported 
Amerioans is higher than in the Punjab Amerioans and the Desl oottOil plants. 
The seedlings of all varieties grow vigorously. . During this stage three faotors of the 
environment oome into play (1) the white ants begin to feed on the seedlings and 
destroy them in large numbers. They prefer the Egyptian plants to the Ameri
oans and the latter to the Desi. (2) Certain percentage of seedlings die on a.ccount 
of da.mping oft due to some fungoid atta.ok near the surface of the soil. The Egyp-
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tia~ and the Americans are mor~ susceptible to this kind of injury than the Desi. 
(3) Large number of seedlings die on account of very high temperature at the sur
face of the soil. Here also, the local Desi plant is less susceptible than the exotio. 
As the seedlings develop, air temperature and the insolation become the limiting 
factors for growth., When the mean maximum temperatures during a period of 
about a week reach values higher than HO°F, the leaves of the Egyptian cottons 
orinkle and assume an unhealthy appearance. It is remarkable that the smooth 
leaved American plants like Acala and Hart's Ville stand high temperatures muoh 
better at this stage. Among insect pests, different kinds of caterpillars appear at 
this time but they do not exhibit any partiality towards any group. 

EARLY VEGETA.TIVE GROWTH STA.GE. 

When the cotton crop is sown by the middle or end of April, the early vegetative 
development is subjected to severe climatic conditions. In all varieties, the plants 
wilt every afternoon and remain in that condition till late in the evening. Under 
similar conditions of soil moisture, etc., the Egyptian plants begin wilting the earliest 
of all. On many days the leaves and tender shoots become flaccid soon after about 
ten to eleven a.m. When high temperature is accompanied by strong winds, the 
leaves become permanently injured and get deformed. There is general curling and 
drying of leaves. and malformations and ..abnormalities of the laminer tissue. 
resembling the leaf curl virus-disease of Sudan. 

The effect of the severe climatic conditions during this phase of plant growth 
has in some cases been considered responsible for permanent injury to the plant. 
The general prejudice against too early sowing of cotton on account ot its yielding 
greater percentage of badly developed b011s and sometimes in its complete faifure, 
is explained on the basis of the after effects of a severe climatic complex coming in 
operation at the end of May when the early sown crop is in its preliminary vegetative 
Btage~ Experience has shoWn that provided there is enough of moisture in the lOil, 
the seedlings survive the shock due to climate much better than the well estab
lished plant. Almost all varieties suiJer on account of the severity of the climatic 
conditions during this critical period, but there is a varietal diHerence in the degree 
of ultimate damage. The Americans suffer the most, while the Sind Desi is 
affected the Jeast. The Punjab Americans seem to be more susceptible to this 
kind of injury than even the imported American varieties. 

Of the insect factors, white ants are the most important at this stage. There 
is a 'distinct selectivity shown by this pest. The ~ollowing Table gives comparativell 
the damage done by white ants to different varieties o~ cotton throughout the season. 
',fhe largest n~ber of plants ,die during their ~rly vegctative stage. 
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TABLE II. 

Darrwge by white ants in different varieties of cotton. 

Varieties. 
~ 

Egyptians. American.C!. Desi. 

Boss III. Ashmouni\ Acala 4F 2S5F 289F 27W.N. 

% of plants dead 

I during the season 90 86 55 49 56 32 
per unit area: 

I. 
It is difficult to explain the reasons as to why the white ants prefer an Egyptian 

plant to any other. Many probable causes have been suggested including the 
fact that climatic severity weakens l.he vigour of the exotic plant and thus makes 
it more susceptible. Observations, however, tend to show that the nature of the 
injury by white ant is purely mechanical. The strong wiry character of the roots 
and shoots of the Desi plant offers a greater resistance to the mandibles of the in· 
sect than others. In this connection, the relative quantity of ash in the tissues 
of the different varieties given in the following Table seems to offer a probable 
explanation. 

TABLE III. 

Percentage of ash in the leaves of different varieties of cotton. 

Varieties. 

-------------1-----------------·--------
Egyptians. Americans. De.~. 

-------------1----------------·_---------
Boss Ill. Sea Acala 4F 285F 289F 27 W.N. 

Island. 

% ash on dry matter: 15.95 13.40 17.45 20.70 20.25 18.10 25.2 

The capacity to resist damage due to white ants appear to be related directlr 
t~ the rercenta~e of ash in the leaves. .. 



On ordinary soils which are free from large quantities of kalar or soluble 
salts all varieties develop well. ' When however the concentration 'of the soil 
solution in the upper layers' begins to go higher so all to be injurioull a 
oertain amount of varietal difference in tolerance of. saltll is exhibited. The Deri 
27 W. N. has been seen to thrive better under the condition of salt-land where the 
Qthers f~U. T.h~ ~Qwth r~te of the shoots and roots in this variety is comparatively 
greater and its root habit a little different. The tap foot grOWl vigorously down 
before throwing oft strong later~ls. In the Americans and Egyptians there is a simul
taneous development of the whole root systE!m. IJ;l an ~xact pot experiment where 
known quantities of injurious aalts were added to good soil, the response ot27 W. N. 
to sodium chloride and sodium sulphate (added as salts) was a little more favour
able than others. 

MAxIMUM VEGETATIVE GROWTH STAGE. 

As soon as the maximum and mean temperatures fall by the end of June, all 
varieties enter their vegetative phase with great vigour, even though sown on widely 
different dates. During July and August the temperature and relative humidity 
are near the maximum for metabolic activity. The relative growth rate of the main 
axis. in terms of the efficiency index calculated frOlll the initial and final height is 
given below. 

TABLE IV. 

Vegetative development oj the varieties oj cotton at Sakrand. 

Name of variety. 

1 

Sea Island 
Boss III 
Ashmouni 
Acala 
Hart's Ville 
Cambodia 
4F 
285F 
289F 
27W.N. 

A .... e Average Average A -"e No Average No. Average No. 
h v:eht of relative rate diameter at ;-'-" • of rnonopo. of ll)'lllpodial 
I e~ h n of elongation zero node of 0 nodes ~n dial branches bra.nooo. OQ 

p ~.turew e of the main main axis. the mam on the main the main 
....... • axis 'b' • ODIII. axis. am am. 

2 

131.4 
144.0 
153.1 
89.4 
92.7 

193.8 
105.3 
88.7 

120.5 
134.0 

3 

.2556 

.2477 

.2603 

.1981 

.2292 

.2998 

.2294 

.1935 

.2457 

.3078 

4 

2.38' 
2.45 
2.52 
1.90 
2.11 
2.32 
2.30 
2.35 
2.65 
2.10 

5 

47.8 
50.4 
49.2 
34.0 
33.8 
41.0 
40.9 
38.5 
45.3 
47.0 

6 

21.8 
18.8 
15.3 
8.1 
7.2 

30.0 
14.8 
4.5 

13.6 
17.7 

7 

33.S 
28.5 
31.4 
25.5 
24.0 
2.0 

33.0. 
30.2 
31.5 
22.0 

.'11' Calculated from the formula H=Hoebt where H=final height, Ho=initial height, 
e=relatlve growtb rate, e=base of the N&Jl81'ian log., allc1 '=Il~ber ot Ilara-
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Generally, varieties with monopodial habit of branching continue growing at a 
higher rate for a longer period than those with sympodial habit. 27 W. N., the 
Egyptians and the Cambodia have shown the highest rate of stem elongation. CQm,~ 
paring the vegetative growth of the Egyptian plant in Sind with that it has in itS: 
home, i.e.~Egypt, vide Balls (1915) and Baily and Trought (1926), the Sind plant i~ 
faster to grow, the main axis and branches getting too long and slender.' They 
droop down when fruits develop on them. The long vegetative period has also th~ 
effeot of delaying the sucoessfulperiod of flowering and the maturation of bolls: 
In the case of Cambodia the vegetative period is prolonged very muoh and the 
flowering starts very late in November after whioh the factors for boll maturation 
become unfavourable. Thus in the. case of these two exotics, the primary effect 
of the looal climatic condition is to increase the vigour of the vegetative system 
which, though 1t does not inhibit flowering and fruiting, yet delays it considerably 
and as suoh does not allow their normal performanoe. 

The American exotio varieties like Acala and Hart's, Ville which are genetically 
sympodial types respond to high temperatures very favourably and in the matter of 
early growth of shoots and roots are ~ven better than the Punjab Americans. The 
Desi plant like the Egyptian grows vegetatively for a longer period but matures 
its bolls at a quicker rate than them. The growth of the roots follows that of the 
shoots. In Acala and Hart's Ville, concurrent with a cessation of growth in the 
main axis and development of the bolls, the roots stop further development. 

During the latter part of the vegetative pnase the rapid appearance of jassids 
brings in a new and important factor into the environmental complex. As soon as . 
oloudy weather begins to appear in July and showers of rain come, this pest domi
nates over all other factors. Ail glabrous varieties are attacked by the hoppers in 
large numbers and within a short spaoe of time, the whole charaoter of growth is 
changed. On acoount of the sucking of sap from the leaves, discoloration sets in, 
the ohlorophyll mechanism is disturbed and they turn yellow, red, brown, and copper
red. The effect of jassidsin reducing yields is observed more on varieties which' 
have early fruiting habit. Detailed observations at Sakrand and elsewhere in Sind 
have shown .that 'jassids' is the limiting faotor in the successful aoclimatisation 
of .long stapled but short season exotic American cottons. It is interesting to 
note that some of the South Mrican types, which are hairy and monopodial, are 
thus more resistant to the permanent injury of jassids and have greater promise 
of adaptation in Sind. 

Kalar(soluble salts) continues to be the major soil factor at this phase of 
growth also, but plants which have escaped its harmful effects during the first stage 
become callous to itS presenoe. Roots have by this time developed to their 
maximum and the salts at the surface cannot injure them., 

14 
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REPBODUCTIVlII PluSH • 

. The 'appearance .of the first fruiting bra!lch (generally called the aympodium) 
on the main axis is the first indication of the reproductive phase. It is determined 
by the morphology of the type and is correlated with earliness or lateness of the fruit
ing season. The following 'Table gives the time which the different types take to 
come to the fruiting stage under the local soil and climatic conditions when the 
normal sowings are done by the last week of April. 

TABLE V. 

Relative earliness oj cotton f)arieties. 

No. of Number of days from sowings to , 
nodes on Remarks. 
the main Appear- Appear- Boll 

axis at ance of anca of setting. 
which the first sym- first 

fust, podium on flower. 
fiulting the lOain 
branch axis; 
arises. 

~ 

1 2 3 4 I) 6 

Sea Island 24.4 67.0 76.0 135 Late. 
Boss III 25.3 60,7 91.0 135 Late. 
'Ashmouni 16.9 45.4 85.8 135 Late. 
Acala, 6.5 29.1 61.1 100 V. early. 
Hart's Ville , 6.6 31.5 58.9 100 V. early. 
Cambodia 40.0 !i~5·.0 131.0 190 V.late. 
4F 7.6 34.8 69.8 115 Normal 
285F 5.8 30.4 52.3 105 Early. 
,289F 10.8 33.7 71.0 120 Normal. 
27 W. N. 17.9 43.7 69.3 110 NormaL 

, The figures in the table show that" ,th.e 'best adapted varieties (Punjab Ameri
,can and Desi) are neither too early like Acala. nor too late like the Egyptianaand 
,Camb9dia. The _ Pesi plant does begin its flowering late bu.t its fruiting and 
picking seallOn is abqost simultaneous with ,the fWljlllb AIuericailll. ThUll the 
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!towering and the bolling habit is one of the most important factors, in sucoosst'ul 
acclimatisation. This point has always to be kept in' mind both when breeding 
out a superior type or in devising cultural and manurial treatments. 

The effect of climatic conditions on the maturation of bolls and varietal 
difference will be seen from the following Table. 

TABLE VI. 

Number of days taken by the boll to mature fully from flower., opened in tM 
months July to October. 

Name of July August September October Remarks, 
varieties. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

Sea-Island 53.1 59.9 ,65.8 
Boss III 44.9 53.2 64.6 
Ashmouni 47.2 51.5 56.6 
Acala 46.4 37.5 46.1 60.8 
Hart's Ville 44.1 41.7 46.9 61.9 
4F 43.7 48.6 63.8 
285F 40.7 42.9 58.8 
289F 39.3 43.0 64.4 
27W.N. - 36.8 43.8 52.7 

, The mean daily temperatures specially the night temperature~ from August 
onwards are continually falling and seem to be responsible for the increasing delay 
in the matu,ration p'eriod of the boll. 

NON-Dll:I1ISCll:NCE 01' ANTl1Elts. 

Shrivelling of anthers in flowers and oonsequent failure of pollination observed 
in almos~ all exotio varieties grown in Sind both before and after the holl setting 
period is definitely a response to local climate. Tliere are no records of this pheno
menon a P:Pearing in the native homes of these varieties. Trought (1928) has observed 
it in the Punjab. The majority of the flowers opening before the months of July 
and August show complete failure of the anthers to shed any pollen. During the 
boll setting period (August to Ootober) the dehiscenoe is good and anthers normal. 



Later on again a greater proportion of flowerS have shrivelled anthem which do nc~. 
open at aU. Non-dehiscence of anthers like the shedding of flowe1'8 and bolla ia . 

. however never completely absent from these plants in Sind. Weather and internal; 
correlations between the different growing points seem to be the' causes of this pecu
liar behaviour. It has never hindered normal setting of bolla, an'd ('an only be con
sidered as a contributory cause of, the huge amolint of shedding of lIowers and bolla, 
that occur in aU varieties of the cotton plant. It is however important to note 
that Fl plants from hybrids between G. hirsutum and G. barbadense types or of 
those within the same species do not' exhibit non-dehiscence of anthers to the extent 
the parents do. 

BOLt SETl'ING AND YIELD. 

Table VII gives the inherent dif'ferences in characters which d~termine, the 
yielding capacity of the dif'ferent varieties. Provided the number of plante per unit 
area and the vigour of plants represented by the number of flowers per plant were the 
same in all. varieties, the yield per unit area would be proportional to the product 
at the number of bolls per plant and the weight of seed-cotton per boll, given 
in column 4 below~ 

TABLE VII. 

, .. 
Percentage Betting 7)1 bolls and weight oj cotton per .boll in varietie8. 

Nam~·~f.' No. of bolls Weight of Product of Remarka. 
varieties. ' per 100 flow-' seed-cotton ' columns 

ers opened. per-boll. (2 x 3) 
, 
.~~. 

, 

'1 '2 3 4 5 .) 

-
Sea-Island 23,6 1.43 33.75 
Boss III 32.6 1.61 52.49 
Ashmouni 33.6 1.63 '54.'17 
Acala 19.4 -3.04 1)8.97 

. Hart's Ville . 19.8 2.95 58.41 
4F 22.4 2.75 61.6 

'.~ :. : 285F 15,.3 ~.82 43.~3 

:.-.289F (Sind. Sud:Jlar) 28.3 2.34 • 66,22 
~ 

. .2'lW-...B . 36.~~ 1.87 68.26 • :s" •• ~:: .l . ,~ •• 
;'c' 

.. I 
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Inasmuoh as the environmental conditions during the vegetative stage do not 
allow of a uniform stand and vigour to all varieties, the yield per unit· area from 
each variety changes considerably from season to season. The superiority of the 
local Desi cotton thus lies not only in its power of resistance to all unfavourable soil, 
climate and insect environments during the early phases, and enabling it to bring a 
larger number of vigorous plants per unit area to the fruiting stage, but also iIi 
giving a greater quantity of seed-ootton per unit number of flowers. 

QUALITY OF LINT AND SEED. 

The influenoe of the three oomponents of the environmental oomplex (climate, 
inseot and soil) on the quality of the oommeroial produoe is a vast subjeot of an all 
absorbing interest. It has been observed that the Sea Island ootton possessing 
staple length of Ii to 2 inohes in its original home has never produoed staple 
longer than Ii" to Ii" at Sakrand. In Sind, the cotton growing areas oan be 
divided into three climatio zones. The behaviour of the 100801 and the exotio varie
ties in these three regions)s interestingly different. Generally, the seed of ootton 
produoed by a variety under the soil and olimatio conditions on the right bank of the 
river Indus is heavier than the one produced on the left bank. At Sakrand; the 
ginning is slightly lower than at Mirpurkhas. Soil seems to be playing a very im
portant part in influenoing quality. Teohnological tests carried out on two samples 
of lint from the variety (Sind Sudhar 289F) grown at Sakrand on soils differing ill 
certain important respeots revealed a difference of 4: counts between them. 

Amongst the inseots, the bollworms whioh attaok green developing bolls, ad· 
versely affeot the quality of lint and seed by foroing premature opening and yielding 
immature cotton. 

IV. GENERAL DISCUSSION, 

The summary of observations given in the foregoing pages indicates the extent 
of the possibilities of the different ·groups of cottons to get acolimatised successfully 
in Sind. The three oomponents of the looal environment (1) atmospherio factorll, 
(2) the soil oonditions, and (3) the insect pests, all make their relative influence felt; 
in the different stages of plant growth. 

The- ootton plant is s;id to respond to nflw environment by showing abnormal 
behaviou.r during the first few years. A majority of the exotic varieties tried at 
Sakrand did not, however, show suoh .behaviour. A few exotio strains of theG. 
barbadense group showed a straggling habit· with malformation of leaves, etc., 
during the summer months. This seems to be a temperature effect, as the strains 
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that have been considered well acclimatised, exhibit these characters even noW. 
The higher growth rate of the main axis and branches of the Egyptian and Cam
bodia cottons as compared to the behaviour in their original homes influenoes their 
subsequent history to a very great extent. The critical temperature for the onset 
of the reproductive phase is another important faotor in local adaptation. EveD 
in the looal varieties, the boll setting period commences only after the tempeliatures 
have fallen below a certain maximum. The age of the plant or its time of sowing 
are not so important. The Cambodia and the Egyptian oottons prefer a lower range 
of temperature for their fruiting than the Americans or the Desi. This delay in the 
starting of fruit development pushes the crop far in the winter, when very low temper
atures further inhibit the opening of bolls and under frosty condition8 even kill the 
whole crop. Insect pest, notably White ants and jassids, are the other important 
limiting factors against the success of the Egyptian plants. Cambodia cotton can 
resist them well but is rather late to fruit. It is important only 88 a base for hybri
disation with an earlier but less hardy type like Hart's Ville or Acala. The long 
,!Itapled Americans (G. hirsutum) have to contend against the insect environment, 
specially jassids. Their response to the local climate is very favourable but thq SUB

ceptibility to jassids and the habit of very early maturity makes them ill-adapted. 
They are also useful as bases for orosses with other types. 

The soil environment along with the facilities of irrigMion and consequent con
'trol of the water factor is admirably suited for almost all kinds of cottons in the 
world. The inherent difIerences in root system are immateria1, as with con
trolled supply of water, oultural methods calf easily be devised to suit them. The 
De.,i plant. (27 W. N.) bas the habit of thr~wing off lateral roots all along the length 
pf,the tap 'root as it goes on growing down in the soil. The exotics belonging to 
the Americans, Egyptians, and the herbaceum group of Asiatic cottons have the 
habit of throwing off laterals only from certain limited zones on the main rOot and 
inducing growth of the branches in various directions. The Desi root system thus 
gets an advantage in BOils with kalar (soluble salts) at different levels below the soil 
surface. 

The problem of acclimatisation of exotic varieties in new places has also a wider 
interest to the plant geneticist, physiologist and ecologist. All over India. efforts to 
introduce new and superior varieties of cotton have been made and the results have 
all emphasised the complexity of the problem. The Upland American cottoIl8 have 
been considered unsuited to rainfall tracts of the black cotton soil zones and the 
lcause ascribed to the ill adapted root system of the exotics. Probably, the water 
requirement of these oottons at the critical periods is higher and in spite of a perfect 
root system the' soil is unable to support it. Sampson (1911) reports fot Madras 
.that in 1907, ". year of heavy showers in the latterl'art of the picking leason. the 
'Cambodia plant responded very readily to those and gave a yield greater even thaD , . 
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that of the indigenous blaok cotton soil oottons. The insect environment has been 
givon a seoondary place, but the reports of trials of Upland cotton in almost all 
Provinocs in India. have shown that a rough leaved variety does better everywhere 
than a· smooth leaved one! This indicates that a variety which can ward off jassids 
is better suited. 

Besides acclim~tisation, there are a number of practical problems like sterility, 
deterioration in the quality of staple and ginning, etc., and the periodical failure of 
crops, which are at present evading solution. It appears that an approach to their 
proper understanding can be made through a detailed .analysis of the three oompo
nents of the environmental complex and.. their effect on the expression of the various 
genetio factors which determine the specificity of the various types. Turesson (cf. 
Barton-Wright, 1932) has aptly termed this combined physiological, ecological 
and genetical work as "genecology." It has been suggested· by him (1922,1923) 
th'at the response of a certain genetic constitution to the selective action of environ
ment is different in different plants. A factor for dwarfness and its allelomorph for 
tallness may not have a great range in character e~ression in one species while in 
other species the variability of the expression may be great. Hence in the first 
phase, selection of the phenotype will adversely affect one factor, while in the.second 
case, where the phenotypic range of one genotype is great, the differentialselection 
between two factors will be less intense (vide Sansome and Philip, 1932). Lunde
goardh (1931) has emphasized the importance ofthe physiological character of the 
geno~ypes in survival of species and adaptation to different environmental condi
tions. Ample. evidence is forthcoming to show that intensity of assimilation, respira
tion, and osmotic pressure, etc., have specific tendencies a~ these are related to 
some morphological characters. The plasticity of these characters determines the 
adaptability of plants to new surroundings. The cotton plant in India, of all agri
cultural crops, gives the greatest scope for experimental ecology, or "genecology" 
as termed by Turesson. Investigations on the above lines are likely to lead to 
results of great practical value and fundamental importance. 

V. SUMMARY. 

The influence of the environmental factors (soil, climate and insect) on the 
growth and fruiting, etc., of a number of cotton varieties grown at Sakrand has 
been trac~d and compared. • 

Out of the soil factors, kalar is the most important and the local Desi has the 
easiest means of tolerating it to a comparatively greater extent in the field. 

Temperature during the vegetative and the reproductive phase is the most 
dominating atmospheric factor. A majority of the Americans anq the ~esi Qottoq 
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plants show·normal behaviour upder looal oondition, but the Egyptians are not.o 
well at home. Their vegetative organs grow at a rapid rate, beooming lanky and 
weak. The flowering period starts later and the fruiting is adverse)y aftected. 

White antsdurlng-the early phases and jassids during the later ones are the 
main faotors of the inseot environment. The Egyptians and the smooth leaved 
varieties of the American types suffer the most on their aooount. 
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DISCUSSION. 

Mr. Dabral, in introducing the paper, said thai "representative varieties 01 
Egyptia~ and American cottons from a majority of the cultivated species oj 
Genus Gossypium growing in widely different parts of the world had been 
tried at Sakrand ever since 1926. The most important of these were G. Hirsutum 
G. Barbadense, G. Neglectum and other Asiatic cottons. All the groups 
differed from each other both morphologically and genetically. They were grown in 
adjacent rows on replicated plots under similar climatic and soil conditions. 
Observations on their development and growth were carried on throughout the season. 
The response which each type of cotton gave to the local climate and soil in the 
matter of germination, growth, flowering and fruiting was recorded and studied. 
Viability tests both in the Laboratory and the field had shown that the local Desi 
gave the highest per cent of germination. Kalar or soluble salt in the soil was a 
major factor in local adaptation. Experiments both in the Laboratory and the field 
had shown that almost all varieties failed to germinate in concentration of salt 
higher than 5 to 7 % of dry soil. There was a negative correlation between the 
rapidity of germination and the salt content of the soil. The a-verage tem
perature oj the irrigated soil during" the sowing season varied from 800 to 
98° F. The seeds of varieties germinated very well and the seedlings of all varieties 
grew vigorously within this range. During this stage three environmental factm's came 
into play. (1) The white ants began to feed on the seedlings and destroy them in 
lm'ge numbers. They prefer-red the Egyptian plants to the Americans and the latter 
to the Desi. (2) A certain percentage of seedlings died on account of damping 
due to some fungoid attack near the surface of the soil. The Egyptians and the 
Americans were more susceptible to this kind of injury than the Desi. (3) A 
large mtmber of seedl-ings died on account of venJ high temperature at the surface of 
tlte soil. Here, also, the local Desi plant was less susceptible than the exotic. As 
the seedlings developed, air temperature and insolation became the limiting factors 
for growth_ It was remarkable that the smooth-leaved American plants like Acala 
and Hart's Villc stood high temperatttres much better at that stage. When soWing 
took place 'by the middle or end of April, the early vegetative development 'was 
subjected to severe climatic conditions. When high temperatttre was accompanied 
by st-fong winds, the leaves became permanently injured and got deformed and 
there was general curling aiul dryi/ig of leaves. The effect of the severe elimatic 
condition-~ during that phase of plant growth had, in some cases, been considered 
responsible for permanent injury to the plant. Experience had, howet'er, shown 
that, provided there was enough of moistu;e in the soil, the seedlings survived the 
shock dudo climate much better than the well established plant. Almost all vaJ-ieties 
suffered on account of the severity of climatic cond-itions during that critical period, 
but there was a varietal difference in the degree of ultimate damage. The Americans 
suffered the most, while the Sind Desi was affected the least. The Punjab-Americans 

IS 
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seemed to be more 8U8ceptible to t1wJ kim! of in}"'!! tha,. et'6" the imported ..4mericall 
f)Q,neties. OJ the insect factors, "lAite ants were the most importafll at tkat .tage. 

'There was a distinct selectiVity show" by the pest. 1; was dijficult. to' explain the 
'\reasons why the white ants prefef'red the Egyptian plant. to any other. Many 
'probable' causes had been suggested including the fact that climatic .everity weakenetJ 
'the vigour of the exotic plaht and thus made it more .usceptible. Ob.fflJa.tionB, 
'however, tended to show that the nature of the injury by the white ant was purely 
mechanical. The strong wiry character of the roots and .'hoots of the 
,Desi plant offered a greater resistance 10 the mandibles of the insect than other,. 
In that connection the relative quantity of ash in the tissues of the different varieties 
seemed to offer a probable explanation. On ordinary soils wl,ich were free from la''96 
quantities of kalar or soluble salts all varieties developed well. The Desi had been 
;.een to thrive better under the condition of salt-land where the other. failed. The 
'growth rate of the roots and shoots in that variety was comparatt"vely g16atef' and it, 
'root kabit a little different. When the maximum and mean temperatur" fell by the 
end of June, all varieties entered their vegetative phase with great vigour even thaug'll 
sown on tOidely different dates. The temperature and relative humidity were near 
the maXimum for metabolic activity during J ulyand August. Varieties wilh mono
podial habit oj branching generally continued growing at a higher rate for a longer 

'period than those with sympodial habit. The Desi, Egyptian. and the Cambodia 
'had shown the highest rate oj stem elongation. The long vegetative period had al.o 
:fhe effect of delaying the successful period of flowering and the maturation, of boll •• 
'The American exotic varieties of Acala and Hart'. Ville, which were generally 
'sympo(Jial, responded to high temperature. 1'ery favourably and in the matte'l of 
· early growth of shoots were even belter than the Punjab-Americans. The Desi plant, 
like the Egyptians, grew vegetatively for a longer period but its boll~ matured at a 
quiclce.,. rate than those of Egyptians. The rapid appearance of jassid brought in a 

'new and important factor into the'environmerdal 'complex duting 'the .. latter part of 
the vegetative phase. 'When the cloudy toeather began to appear in July Qi1d shQwer. 
lof rain came, this pest dmninated over aZZ otlier facJ,o.rs. All glabrous £aneties were 
'attacked by the hoppers in large numbe1s and within a short space of time the wlwle 
· character of growth was changed. Detailed observations at Sakrand and elsewhere 
'in Sind had shown that jassidwas the-limiting factor in the succe.sful acclimatisa
'tion of long stapled but short season exotic American cottons. It wa. inteTesting 
to note that some of the South African type. wnich were hairy and monopodial and 

· were thereby more resistant to the permanent injury of jassids, had greater promise 
of adaptation' in Sind. Kala;, continued to be the major soil factor in the initial 
stage of growth but plants ·which hiJd escaped its harmful effect. during the first 

'stage throve well afterWards.' The appearance of the fir" fruiting branch on the 
main axis was the first' indication of 'the reproductive phase. The best adapted 

'varieties-Punjab-American and' Desi-were neither too early like Acala, nor too 
late· like EgY1!..tians and Oambrxlia:The Desi plant began its flpwering late but it, 



fruiting and picking season was almost simultilneo~s with the Punjab-Americans. 
Non-dehisCence of anthers 'had never hindered normal setting of bolls, and cnuld only 
be considered as a contrtbutory cause of the huge amount of shedding of flowers and 
bolls t'hat occurred in all varieties of the. cotto", plant. It was, however, important 
to note that Fl plants from hybrids between G. hirsutum and G. ba1'badense types or 
of those within the same species lid not- exhibit non-dehiscence of anther~ ,to the 
extent their parents did. His observations as regards boll setting and yield showed 
that inasmuch as the environmental conditions during the vegetative stage did not 
allow of a uniform star,d and vigour to all varieties, the yield per unit area 
from each variety changed considerably from seaso" to season. There again the local 
Desi cotton on account of its power of resistance to all unfavourable soil, climate and 
insect environments during the early phases' was enabled to· bring a larger numbe,· of 
vigorous plants per unit area to the fruiting stage and also to give a greater 
quantity of seed-colton per unit 9/'umber of flowers than t71.e rest. A vast subject 
of all-absorbing interest was the influence of the tkree components of the 
environmental. complex (climate, insect ami soil) on the quality of the commercial 
produce. It had beCl/' observed that 'tTie Sea Island cotto'", possessing a staple 
length of Ii" to 2" in its original home had never produced staple longer than 
11" to If' at Sakrand. The cotton growing areas in Sind could be divided into 
three climatic zones. In these three regions the be'haviour of the local and exotic 
varieties was interestingly different. The bollworm, attacked green developing bolls 
and adverselY affected tlte quality of lint and seed by forcing premature opening and 
yielding immature cotton. 

Mr. Hutchinson said t'hat there was a statement which was found in tAe 
introduction of almost every article 01/, cotton groWing in Sind, viz., that t'he climate 
and soil were in every way suitable to the growing of long staple cotton. He asked 
Mr. Andrews whet7ter in Egypt alld the Sudan they got similar conditions in the eartt! 
stages of the growing season. 

Mr. Andrews replied that he could not answer Jor Egypt but the Sudan had a type 
(lJ soil very similar to that in Sind and it was irrigated by flood inundation canals. 
Sowing took place in September ~znd the temperature never reached the Sind levet, 
being only about 1030 to 1050 maximum. 

Mr. Hutchinson thought that it was worthy 'of a certain amount of empliasi, 
that, so far as he knew, the whole of the species Gossypium barbadense was grOWt~ i,. 
much more mild cl'imates thal' were found i,~ Sind and also the proportion of the 
species which was annual and anything like early enough for Sind was ver1/ sn/,Qll. 
He thought it was worthy of consideration whether t'hat species was about the least 
likely, to suit Sind conditions and whether it was· not probable t'hat the peop16 
who were working in Sind always suffer to some extent from the troubles involving 
'he losa of Btand in the early Btages ~cl the lateness 0/ the crop later on. Thea: 
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!bas -on.eprnllt, an.d the of,her to:" the num~e, of n!Jdeg given in Table V. 
column 2. The number on the &0, Islan.d toas 24, BOBB III 25, Ashmouni 16 and 
Oambodia 40. That was rather amazing. He enguired whethe'l any investigation, 
hail been made on the effect of the length of day (m the earline81 of the first fruiting 
'branch in those types. 

. Mr. Dabral replied that he was studying that prbblem and referred to page 104. 
The height of Oambgdia on the 31st August was 6t'. 

Dr. Nazir Ahmad refe11ed to the bottom of page 103 where it was stated that the 
capacity tOfesist d'amage due to white ants appeared to be related diredly to the 
percentage of ash in the leaves and enguired if any data were available or. the poi",t. 

Dr. Burns observed that plants with hard root system suffered from bad opening. 

Mr. Dabral added that hirsutum types also Buffered. 

Mr. Ramsaran Koshal referred to the stateme~t on page 102, tnz:

":Experience has shown that provided there i. enough of moisture in the 
soil, the seedlings survive the shock due to climate much beUer than the well 
establis'hetl pla,u" 

ttnd asked whether that could be avoided if the amount of initial supply of water WIl3 

increased. If the amount and distribution of initial sucking were regulated there 
would' be evidently a larger amount of moisture present. He asked whether the 
in:itial s()aking could not be regulated . 

. Mr. Dabral replied that whatever higher aose was given, in about ten· day, the 
upper layer dried up and the humidity was affeCted. That did not much mitigate 
the atmosphere. 

Mr. Ramsaran Koshal asked whether it would be beneficial to give initial 
soaking in two instalments of 4" each ... separated by an interval of about a fortnight, 
01 a large dose (8") at (me time. 

Mr. Dabral answered that the method suggested did not at all come it!. Sind 
agricultural practice was such that the seed was sown after a month of the ,oaling dose . 

.Mr •. Mohammad Afzal said 'that Mr. Dabralhailstated in his paper that all the 
4merican and Egyptian types suffered from non-dehiscence of anthers. The'le was 
similar trouble in the Punjab. Recently, however, ,anothe'l observation had been 
made. The Punjab-American types usually have clear coloured anthers, but OccahUm
aZly()ne came acrpss plants with?JeZlow poZlen. It had been observed that BUCh plants 
With yellow pollen dehiscecl their, anthers much earlier in the Beason than their sister· 
p~_wUbC1'eampollen. He wondered if Mr. Dabral had n~ticed a . simila1(/j,ili9 
ill ~ind. ' . 

" 
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Anotne-r point was that Mr. Dabral had laid great stress on the resistance to 
jassids. While discussing an earlier paper Mr. Dabral had made a similar point 
and had now said the same thing over again that if there were plants which produced 
sym,/,odia later in the seaSOn the jassid could be avoided and good yield obtained 
simply because the plants were late (1II!d mainly monopodial and that the first 
8ympodial node was higher up. That was not the speaker's expe1'ience. One of 
his earlier types 43-f was, like Desi cottons, given its first picking on or about the 20th 
September, while 4-F W.1S given its first picking on 7th or 10th October. 43-F 
starts producing flowers, along with Desi co~to'ns, from the middle of JUl'f and 
u.sually gives a very high yield. It is resistant to jassids in spite of the fact that 
it is aj~ early maturing cotton. He had other varieties, both early and late matur
ing, which were definitely susceptible to jassids. He therefore thought that a strong 
point need not be made of inducing jas~id resistance by merely delaying sowing and 
postponing the appearance of the first sympod-ium. 

Mr. Dabral, in reply to the first point, referred to the sente1~ce in his paper on 
page 108, viz., "It is, however, important to note that Fl plants from hybJids between 
G. hirsutum and G. barbadense types or of those within the same specie.~ do not 
exhibit non-dehiscence of anthers to the extent the parents do," and said he could • 
not give a prediction in Mr. Afzal's case. Sind hirsutums had creamy pollen and 
he could not say what the Punjab yellow pollens were like, but certainly Sind F 1 
hybrids got their dehiscence much earlier. As regards the other poillt, he was 
certainly not an authority on jassids, but very hairy plants saved themselves in 
spite of severe jassid attack and the glabrous variety which was early in flowering 
succumbed. The glabrous variety might get no resistance from its leaf, but if it 
was late in matur·ing, it was not affected so badly. 

Mr. RamanathaAyyar stated that the range o/variation in the position of the 
first sympod·ial node in Cambodia was about 7 to 17 in the Madras Presidency. The 
statement that i1l Sind Cambodias produced sympodial branches at fortieth nodes 
seemed to him to be rather puzzling. He had tried some Broach cottons at Coimba
tore and he found in all cases that the difference in the readings obtained at Surat 
and Coimbatore was between two to three nodes and not so high as between 17 and 40. 

Mr. Dabral explained that he tried Cambodia in Sind only during the last two 
years and he had a definite account of it. It might happen sometimes tkat wken 
they grew a variety in a new place sympodial types showed abnormal behaviour 
during the first few years. 

Rai Sahib Kalidas Sawhney wanted eo know when the Cambodia was soWn. 

Mr. na1tral replied that it was sOWn in May. 

Rai Sahib Kalidas Sawhney suggested that this abnormal beluiviour miq'At be 
du.e to dijJerence in the time of sowing. 
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Mr. Ramanatha Ayyar said that with regard to the suggestion of Rai Sal.ilJ KaliJtU 

Saw7mey he knew asa matter of fact that Cambodia had been .tried througoout. the 
ywr in the Madras Presidency, and that the range of variation of node had not 
exceeded from 7 to 17 .. 

Rai Sahib Kalidas Sawltney pointed out that April in Coimbatore and April 
in Sind could not be compared. Climatio conditions varied in different place. in 
the same· month. . 

The President proposed that the manner of publication 0/ the papers read and 
of the Proceedings of the Conference should be seuled. lie suggested that the best 
way 'Would be to circulate to all speakers a complete summary of the discussion 0)6 

the subject concerned. On receipt of their replies and comments, the Proceeding. 
'Would be edited, pl·inted and supplied to members of the Conference. 



COTTON AGRONOMY 

Paper No.5. 

THE COTTON LEAF AS AN INDEX OF Tffii: PHYSIOLOGICAL 

REQUIREMENT OF THE COTTON PLANT 

BY 

B. M. DABRAL, 

COTTON PHYSIOLOGIST, AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH STATION, SAKRA:t.'1>. 

While moving in fields of cotton in t.he countryside, one is etruck with the large 
. amount of variation in colour and size displayed by the leaves of the cotton plant 
under diJIerent conditions and during the different stages of its growth. It is some
times diffioult to believe that t.he crop one is inspecting in a locality belongs to the 
same strain or variety of cotton which has been observetl elsewhere. The cultivators 
themselves are struck with the differences that are apparent to the eye and very 
naturally seele guidance as to their causes and remedies if and when associated with 
disease or poor yields. The present note gives a few of the changes in leaf colour 
and size, etc., that are commonly met with in the cultivated areas of Sind. 

All variations from the normal colour and size of the leaf, observed in the 
different types of cotton, can be grouped under the three heads given below. 

A. Abnormalities and malformations. 

B. Wilting and drying, etc. 

C. Changes in colour. 
. 

The details·of the variations met with under each, along with their probable 
associations and causes I are given in the following paragraphs. 
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A. ABNORMALITIES AND MALFORMATIONS. 

1. Llwr CRINKLE AND LEAl' CtmL. 

The Egyptian and the American cottons with glabrous leaves when in their 
early vegetative growth show a peculiar deformity of the lear laminae and borders. 
The Egyptians show it to a greater extent. The borders of the leaf incurve towards 
the mid-vein and break at various plaoes. The mature leaves look very unhealthy 
and the growth of the plants is partially ohecked. These symptoms appear mostly 
during the months of May and June when the mean maximum temperature is above 
110 OF. Damage by the leaf caterpillar is alao an additional associated faotor, 
espeoially among the American plants. Leaves whioh originate after June do not 
exhibit this charaoter and it is therefore probable that the abnormality is an index 
of the effeot of high temperatures on the smooth and glabrous varieties of cotton. 

2. LAMINAR MALFolWATION. 

In plants belonging to the Egyptian . groups, leaf crinkle and leaf curl are some
times acoompanied with malformation of the entire lamina. The surface of the leaf 
is thrown into many undulating folds; and warty gatherings of dark green twues 
appear over the whole surfaoe. 'fhe SymptOIns resemble those described for the 
"leaf ouri" virus disease in Sudan .. These symptoma continue up to the end of July. 
Zinnia, sesamum, sunflower and a few other garden plants also IIhow similar maItor
mations of their leaves during this period. 'fransverse section of the aftected ootton 
leaf shows an abnormal arrangemeI).t of the chloroplastids and their general enlarge
ment. It is very likely that this is a genuine virus disease. It is however worth' 
noting that unlike many virus diseases, it appears more during periods of bigh 
temperature than during cooler weather. 

3. CYSTOSIS OR STENOSIS. 

The symptoms associated with this type of maItormation are well known all 
over India.. In Sind, they have been observed only on the Desi (0. Neglecturn var 
roseurn) types. More often, the symptoma appear late in the S68son and are confined 
to a few branches only. The affected branches produoe very small leaves, all crcwd
ed together on the stem. They are dark green in colour. Vegetative and flower
buds arise in large numbers. The flower-buds have abnormally large bracts and 
sepals while the petals and other essential organs are suppressed. Very few flower. 
open on such plants or branches. There is a seasonal difference in the appearance 
of thalle symptoma but the exact causes are not known. 

4. DIMINUTIVE LEAVES. 

Sometimes in a crop SOWD very early in tbe season there is observed a diminu· 
tion of size of the leaves appearing after July or August. There is no crowding of 
branohes bu\ the number of leaves inoreaSes and the plant looks unhealthy. 
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The flower-buds, flowers and bolls are smaller in size and the percentage of badly 
opened bolls is increased. In an experiment on 4F (punjab-American) cotton where 
flowers were plucked away just as they opened, the plants responded in the above 
manner. The looal Des? variety shows this character to a greater extent than 
'au}" other. The probable reasons seem to be some internal metabolic diRturbanco 
due to prolonged vegetative growth. 

5. RANK VEGETATIVE GROWTH. 

It is obSl'rved that theDesi cotton when grown in a new locality or on very rich 
80iltp"ows almost in a wild manner:- The main axis goes on throwing off monopodial 
branches only, and the sympodia, if at all, arise very high. 'They are generally 
abortive. If suoh plants survive tho winter, a crop of flowers- and bolls is given 
during tho next season. The phenomenon can be compared to reversion to the ances
tral trce habit under stimulus of extra fertility of the land. 

B. WILTING AND PRYING. 

1. AFTERNOON WILTING. 

During summer (April to Septemher) the leaves and tender shoot,s of almost all 
varieties of cotton droop down in the aftern90n. They revive late in tIle evening and 
are again freEh on the morning of the next day. This daily wilting ofleaves is due to 
excess of transpir~tion over absorption of water by the roots during the day and 
helps to counteract the harmful efIects of high tempe!,ature and exceSE!ive water loss. 

2. WILTING, YELLOWING AND SHEDDING OF LEAVES. 

Very often, the afternoon wilting is followed by changes in the colour of, the 
leaves anrl their shedding. 'I:he period during which the plant remains in a wilted 
condition every day goes on increasing as the plant get.s older. The roots grow deeper 
and longer but are slender and sparsclv branched. The branches of the plant 
are also siender. The leaves get yellow· and finally shed to the ground. These 
symptOIns have been found to be associated 'with the.sandy and coarse nature of t~e 
soil near the surface and indicate the necessity of applying larger doses of water and 
mlluuring with neavy organic matter. 

- 3. WiLTING WITHOUT, YELLOWING OF LEAVES, ETC. 

Und~r certain circumstances, the prolonged afternoon wilting is not followf>d 
by tIle usual yellowing imd shedding of leaves. The leaves, on tho contrary, take 
on a dark green colour and remain attached to thc plant. 'rhc plants get stunted 
and deyclop very few fruits. The root system of plants under these circumstances 

16 
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is entirely different, The tap root does not go vertically down but is bent side
ways at about 9" to I} teet layer below th" surface. and the laterals are poorly 
developed. The moet important diftercnce is however observed in the structure and 
shape of the tap and the branch-roots. Under normal conditions thcy are cylindrical 
in form but Under the above conditions they bC('ome wedge-shaped or flattellQil. 
The internal vascular ring also becomes bilateral in shape inst~ of the usual cir
cular one. This deformity in root structure apparently suggests that there is BOme 
mechanical pressure exerted on the young rootlets at certain layers in the BOil. This 
pressure indicates the presence of a hard pan in the soil probably formed during the 
growing period and connected with irrigation practice. Application of water to tho 
wilting cotton crop under the above circumstances does not help to any extent. This 
phenomenon is th~ a very important jndex of soil changes due to irrigation and 
rllquires more critical and thorough study. 

4. SUDDEN WILTING. 

The damage by white ants at the hypocotyledonery zones of the plants or its 
tap root are the main causes of sudden wilting of the whole plant observed in cotton 

. fields during summer. Root-rot also makes the plant wilt suddenly but more oCten 
the wilting proceeds slowly from a few branches to the whole plant. Sometimes 
after heavy irrigation on harder and kalar soil a large number of plants wilt sud· 
denly. On examination, the roots' are found constricted at two to three inches 
layer below the .soil surface. The plant is, as it were, strangled to death by pressure 
(~s in 3 vice) due to the-expansion of the BOil mass after irrigation. 

O. -CHANGES IN COLOUR AND FORM OJ' LE.u, ETC. 

There are many types of colour changes exhibited by the leaves of the cotton 
plant during its course of life and their classification in accordance with 8880Ciated 
factors is very ~cult. Widely difi.erent stimuli result in similar rCllponse by the 
plant. 'There are however a few distinguisliable symptoms which can be dealt with 
separately. 

1. RED-LEAl' (ORANGE-RED TO CRIMSON-RED). 

At the end of the season, in November and December, almost aU varieties of 
the American and Egyptian cottons change the colour of their leaves. The pheno
men on is akin to the autumnal pigmentation of wild plants BO common in sub-tropi· 
cal and temperate regions. Lowering of temperature and senescence of the leaves, 
etc., and the resultant .metabolic changes in the leaf sap are responsible for 
this display of colour. -
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2. RED-LEAF (YELLOW-GREEN TO YELLOW-RED). 

In almost all cotton growing areas of Sind, there are large stretches of soil 
where the crop looks yellow-green from an early stage in its growth. Reddening of 
leaves appears earlier on such a crop. It is sometimes difficult to believe that the 
crop standing on such areas belongs to the same variety as the one which has normal 
green foliag~. The yellow-green plants ultimately yield barely half as much as the 

• normal ones. Analysis of the plant and soil have shown th3t the symptoms are 
associated with a deficiency of the soil in the matter of its nitrate content and soluble 
salts. Itjs a very important indication oftha deterioration of soil and as such very 
useful to agriculturists. 

3. CHANGES DUE TO INSECT PESTS. 

Jassids by their direct and indirect injury modify the colour and shape of the 
leaf considerably. Curling of the leaves, gradual yellowing of the leaf fr<>m the 
border towards the centre, followed by reddening or drying to copper red colour 
are the usual progressive changes consequent on jassid attack . 

. Aphides and white-ilies induce secretion of glistening honey dew.on the ventral 
surface which later on turns black on account of the spores of fungi mould that 
appear on thia surface. Thrips dot the surface of the leaves with dark brown 
patches while certain kinds oi'caterpillars eat away the succulent tissue a.nd leave 
the surface as a network of veins. Fungi and Bacteria attack the leaf in the wake 
of the insect pests and further patch its surface witll necrosed areas imparting 
varying shades of colour to it. 

MISCELLANEOUS. 

In addition to the above, splashes of red, variegated and mottled patches, etc., 
suggesting virus diseases or oiher symptoms due to soil deficiency, etc., appear 
occasionally. Sometimes partial to fully white (albinic) leaves are a Iso observed to 
ariso during the early vegetative stagds of the different varieties of cotton. 
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DISCUSSION. 

Mr. Da~ral aft.er making a passing reference to ,he fir" part of ,he paper which 
wa, mostly'Concerned',witla Egyptianl ,aid thal the impottanl point whicA M would 
disctus was ihe wilting 'of cotton plafiU in Sind. He dou1Jted whether tM willing 
of the cotton plant every afternoon after 11 a.m. which was commonly complained 
of by the cultivator, was due to deficiency of water in tM 11011 as ,ucla. In int1e8ti.
gating this complaint he obsen'etl' thal thought1ae platatl were green enotlgh and
soil moisture was lufficientthe plants were ,tiU Wiltillg. He jUBl took up 1M 
roo( system and found ,hal for ,ome reasOn or other there teal a deformatiota 
of the roots, the tap arid brad roots becoming wedge-I'llaped or JlaUened. TM 
future problem to be tackled in this connection t.OOUld be the effect of imgalio" on 
the upper layers of soil. AI regards the c'llanges in the colour of the IMf they mig"" 
be due to many causes, such as adverse effect, of the ,()il, insect damage or the 
deficiency of plam food in 'the ,oil tohich might be local. In Sind tAt. colour 
change might be due to a certain deficiency tohile in' '()me other place it mig"" be 
due to l()me other deficiency. ' 

Dr. Sankaran, referring to the statement 0'11 page I) of the paper't'hat "l'lle 
yellow-green plants ultimately yield barely half as much fU t'lle normal' ones : 
analysis of the plant and thesml lave shown t'llat t'lle sympt()ml are aBlociated toilh 
(J deficiency of the soil in the matter of its nitrate cO/ttent and ,oluble ,al"," expressed 
his view that the chlorophyll content ()f the IMtJes could be associated more toilh 
the pale colour, in which case, unless' the chlorophyll content was lower, it would 
lead to diminution 'in the assimilable aaitJity tohich would entirely account for t'lle 
lower yield. He, therefore, toould like to k'f/.OtO if Mr. DOOral hadfTl,(1,(/,e a ,tOOy of 
the chlorophyll content of IUCh leaf as well as the:as~imilable activity. 

Mr. Dabral replied that in fact he. tried thal method, but that curi()'UBly enougla 
he found that the CIlrbohydrate potency toa; equal to, and the depth of ,he mfsopliyll 
toas nearly three-fourths of the gree;, 'zeaf.: That teas a tJerY crude method of 
investigation but the yield in those place,' ~s graduaUy diminished and the whole 
trov.ble was toiIh the protein content. There teas disparity of ,Wrage of protein and 
as a f'esult there toas definite difference in nitrogen contenll of t'lle ,tem, boll, leaf, 
roo" and ,'lie sml. He wa" therefMe, of opiniO'll t'llat though there might be /t~ 
other ingrifdients deficient, nitrogen deficiency looked to be the major factor. 

Replying to a query from Mr. Afm'. Husain regatdi.1g t'lle Itatement 011 

page I) of the paper that "Aphides aJid tehite flies induce ..secretion of glistcnire9 
honey dew ()n the ventral 8Urface which later on tur", black on account of the 
spores of fungi mould that appear 0-11 this 'ur/ace," Mr. Dabra. nplai,ied thal 
different kinds of insects gitJe different reactions in the planl8. 
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Dr. Burns remarked that the paper was a valuable one i1l 80 far as it laid 
stress on the necessity for good field observation as a basis for more exact laboratory 
toork later. 

Professor Dastur said i1l his investigations of the red leaf problem ill the 
Punjab he had been making some analysis of the leaves from the lJlants whieh were 
badly open and which had reddened leaves, and also plants which had green leaves. 
To his surprise it was found that the nitroger, content of the leaves, roots and stems 
of badly opened plants was higher than the nitrogen content of the plants that had 
opened well. He did not know '0hether the total nitrogen that had been estimated by 
Mr. Dabral was protein nitrogen or inorganic nitrogen. He was certain that the 
nitrogen content of the plants, so fa', as he could speak from his analysis of three 
samples, 10as higher in the badly opened plants thar~ in the well opened plants. 
He could not, at that stage, ~ake any attempt to explain the differences but he was 
trying to find out tohcther this total nitrogen consisted more of inmganic or protein 
nitro,qCl&. About the nitrate content of the soil he had not made any estimation but 
so far as ,he had read various reports in Sudan and other places, during those years 
when yields 10ere lO'W the soluble nitrates in the soil were not deficient. He had 
al~o carried out experiments (J;nd found that in those areas when the crpp was bad 
the soluble nitrates in the soil were not low. Nitrogen might be one factor, but 
there were other factors also in the soil which might be cQ.-operating 'with it. 

Mr. Dabra) stated that he sent samples of colton from green plants and yellow 
plants to. Dr. Nazir Ahmad who found that higher spinning performance was 44's 
in case of green pl(J;fits and 40's in the case of yellow plants. The soil deficiency 
was the cause of the difference ~n counts. 

Mr. Wad desired to know what soil observations had been made •. 

Mr. Dabra) explained that the moisture percentage a-nd the total soluble salts 
9cere ascertained and that it was found that they were mare under green plants than 
under yellow olles. No physical corwtituents had been take" into account. 
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. Intrcduction.-Before describing the various aspects of cotton agronomy dealt. 
with by the Sind Agricultural Department, it will not be out of place to give a brief 
historical review of the development of cotton cultivation in Sind. There is suffi
cient evide.pce to justify the statement that cotton has been in. cultivation in the 
Province from ancient times. In Pre-British times, it was not grown as a commer
cial crop nor occupied extensive areas in any part of Sind. Every farmer cultivated 
a few gkuntas to an acre of his land, under cotton. The seed cotton was ginned on 
wooden hand gins at home, and spun on 'charkha', and the professional weavers of 
which a large class is yet in existence iii. Sind, weaved a son ohough cloth called 
"Jori," which was used for making garments for the agricultural classcs. The 
females used a similar cloth after dyeing in various colours or printing in various 
designs. Mter the British conquest of Sind, facilities of irrigation were extended 
to a large part of the country, 'by the. excavotion of new high level canals and 
remodelling olthe old systems and as a result of these efforts cultivation. of cotton 

. gradually expanded. The crop became a commercial product and cotton was 
largely exported to foreign countries. • 

During this period, the agronomy of cotton received considerable attention and 
certain centres, e.g., Bhitshah, a village situated north of Hyderabad.acquired fame 
for the excellence of cultivation. for the high quality'Qf seed, and high yields. Ridge 
method of sowing cotton, applications of large quantities of cattle. manure, top
dressing with leala, earth and thorough intercultivations, were the special featurl's 
of the Bhitshah tract. Selected bolls of cotton fJ'PIIl tht} 2nd and. 3rd ~ickjnga were 

, 
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collected by advance~ growers and ginned on hand gins. The seed so obtained was 
sold at double the price of ordinary machine ginned seed. The importance of the 
seed was recognised by the cultivators who c~me from long distances to purchase 
the seed at a high price. Usc of this seed meant half the seed rate. The Agricul
tural Department was established in Sind in 1904, and with its inception, the founda
tion stone of agricultural research was laid. The cotton crop on account of its im
portance as a commercial crop received its foremost attention, and as a result, 
diverse improvements in various directions have since been m!\de. Since the opening 
of the Lloyd Barrage and Canal Systems, the cultivation of cotton has made an 
unprecedented expansion in the Province, and now it occupies nearly 8 lacs of 
acres against about 3 lacs of acres cultivated in pre-Barrage days. 

SEASON AND CLIMATE. 

Cotton is essentially a klw,rif crQP in Sind. It cannot stand the low temper
aturesof the month of January which destroy the crop almost entirely. It is also 
affected to a greater or less extent by the hot dry blast and high temperature (112'!)F. 
to 120°F.) of the month of May. Between these two limits, i.e., from June to Decem
ber, the crop grows vigorously and yields well. The limited range of the season 
restricts the introduction of long season varieties in Sind and only admits of the 
cultivation of the short season varieties. Recent successful findings as regards the 
advance (April) sowing of cotton under the conditions of perennial irrigation, have 
enhanced the season of growing cotton by 3 months, whereby the cultivation of 
superior stapled varieties of cotton has been made possible. The months of July 
and August when the elimate changes for the better constitute the most favourable 
period for the rapid growth and profuse bearing of the plants. A heat spell is often 
experienced in September when temperature rises to HO°F., or 112°F., bllt the early 
maturing types do not as a rule suffer from its adverse efiects, having already largely 
completed the sexilal phase. The late maturing types however suffer from the spell, 
in having their flowers and recently fertilised bolls scorched. 

Rain-fall is an "insignificant factor in the cultivation of cotton in Sind. Cloudy 
weather, however, sometimes callSes serious harm, when it is continuous, by delaying 

- the bursting of bolls and encouraging diseases and pests in the crop. The normal 
rainfall is about 5 inches, all of which falls in July and 1tugust. 

SOILS. 

Sandy soils or shallow soils over-lying a deep layer of sand are absolutely un
suitable for cotton cultivation. On the other hand cotton fails almost entirely in 
soils excessively charged with "Kalar" which are generally very stiff and impermeable. 
Between these extremes, the crop can be grown on aU kinds of soils. Loams are by 
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far the' best isoils for the 8uceesafuiCultivation of the crop. Soils charg~d wit1i moder· 
ate' quantities of salts, though stiff in texture under careful management and irriga
tion, yield heavy out-turns ot cotton. Deep soils are always considered to be rich 
and lasting in fertility. Sandy loams are easily exhausted under ordinary conditions 
of cropping but with sufficiently large doses ot manure they yield remarlmble results. 

PREPARA'J'ORY Tn.u~E, SOWING AND SEED-~TE •. 

Under pre-Barrage conditions, water was available from June to tho middle of 
September, aodin consequence of the short season,' the cultivator WM obliged to 
resort to the most elementary and simple practice of sowing khariJ crops in time. 
It consisted of cutting down and burning the scrub growth at the advent of thq sowing 
season, applying two irrigations called "bcha" and "pucca rej," scattering seed 
on the irrigated. field at the rate of 30 to 40 Ihs. per acre and stirring the BOil with a 
plough.' Advanced growers 'gave two to three ploughings to the land in dry state 
before the advent of sowing Beason, crushed clods by hand or by passing woodcn 
rollers, threw up ridges and furrowB by-hand or with a plough, dibbled the seed on 
ridges at sowing time and irrigated' the furrows for enabling the crop to germinu.te. 
Tbis type of grower used Belected Beed almost invariably; applied large quantitics 
of manure to the fields and usually gathered a rich harvest. But such grow"r, nrc 
very limited in number and are more or less confined to Bhitshah tract only. 

The study of the agricultural practices, commonly followed in the cotton grow
ing tracts of Sind, revealed a number of problems of cotton agronomy to be urgently 
explored. The most obvious method of increasing the fertility of soil was to test 
and introduce dry ploughing of lands in the 011 season, in order to enable the soil 
to weather and aerate, as ~lso to destroy the weeds and scrub growth which usually 
Bpring up in fallow, landS. Moreover the loose condition of the !IOil enablcs larger 
volume of water to penetr~te deep down which is a distinct advantage from the point 
of' view of irrigation economy. The operation is now adopted by the cultivator.J io 
t~e distric~ and is gradually extending. 

'The proad-cast Bowing obviously involves the minimum of tillage, and hcavy 
seed rate to ensure a good germination. Instead, a couple of ploughings and plank -
roIlings followed by .drilling of seed was found to be the most successful method 
of sowing the cotton crop. The ploughings aod plank roIlings produced optimum 
conditions of Boil tillage which favoured a uniform germination and healthy growth. 
The drill deposited the seed at the desired depth in the moist laycr, whereby the seed
lings developed their early growth much more vigorously than the broad-callt sown 
crop and demanded subsequen~ irrigation after long intervals. A long yokc (5ft., 6ft., 
or 7 ft" according to the spacing between the rows) was the only change which the 
cultivator had to make in his outfit to adopt the method in his practice. Duc to the 
extension of sowing season consequent upon the availability of watcr from April 

" 
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the drill method of sowing cotton can now be practised with ease. This_ met~od 
is also largely responsible for the maintenance of clean fields and destruction of 
weeds. 

Results of experiments carried out for several years have demonstrated that 
sowings of cotton can be suoce!!sfully carried out from April to the middle of June. 
The earlier sown crop no doubt receives a certain amount of set-back during the 
40 hot days, but it soon recovers from its adverse effeots and in the end stands taller 
than the later sown crop. The later sown crop (15th May to 15th June) on the 
other hand is moderate in height and bears as many or an even larger number of 
bolls than the earlier sown crop. For long season varieties, e. g., Sea Isla.nd and 
Boss II!., March sowings have been found to be advantageous. The long range of 
sowing season of cotton under the condition of limited supply of irrigation water 
enables the cultivator to take full advantage of the available water supply and also 
to practise advanced methods of cultivation, which were denied to him under 
inundation conditions for lack of sufficient time. 

The problem of spacing between the rows and between the plants in the row 
has also been carefully_ studied. Bushy varietieS', e.g., 289F and 4F, demand a 
larger space in both directions. Closer planting of these varieties interferes with the 
normal habit of their branching and induces the plants to grow unusually tall 
with the ultimate disadvantage of bearing fruit towards the top only. A well spaoed 
crop branches abundantly right from the bottom and enables the plants to carry a 
larger crop of fruit to maturity without assuming high stature. Three to three-and
a-half feet between the rows and one to one~and-a-half feet betweEln the plants in 
the rows seems to be the most satisfactory space for this type of cotton. Sindhi 
and Egyptian are by habit tall growing varieties and as such 2t feet distance 
between the rows and 1 to Ii feet between the plants has been found to be an 
appropriate space for them. 

The seed rate of cotton, which the cultivators generally practise, is one bag for 
4 acres; i.e., 30 Ibs. per acre. In stiff and "kalar" lands, where germination under 
broadcast sowing is invariably defective or there is danger of excessive thinning by 
white ants, the seed rate is enhanced to 40 Ibs. per acre. Broadcast sowing is mainly 
responsible for the higher seed rate inasmuch as many seeds fail to germinate due to 
lack of contact v.ith the suitable environments or to falling under heavy clods. On 
the other band, machine ginned seed, which is sold in ungraded state to the cultivators 
and contains from 14 to 40 per cent of crushed seed, must be proportionately heavily 
seeded. Grading of seed is therefore a very necessary item of work for controlling 
the seed rate ofthe crop. On the Agricultural Farms the seed rates of graded seed 
in vogue are 161bs. for Desi (27 W. N.), 201bs. for Egyptian, and 24 Ibs. for 289F 
and 4F. This seed rate is also high and the resulting crop is generally thinned to 

17 
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tlle extent or about 30 to 50 per cent when it is about a foot or a loot-and-a-ball 
~bove ground. This problem requires still further investigation chiefly with regard 
to th~ percentage of unsound seed which is found in excess in the local seed in lome 
yea~s. 

M.uroruNG. 

As a rule, Sind crop of cotton is not manured. though every cultivator is fullY 
alive to the importance of manuring cotton. The exception to this rule is the Bhit
shah tract wl1ere manuring is a common feature of ootton cultivation. The reasons 
for this inability are diverse, but one important reason is lack of sufficient supply 
of manure due to absence of preservation facilities and small cattle population in the 

. cotton tracts. Cultivation of fodder crops is now rapidly dwindling down on account 
of the tendency of the Zamindars to cultivate larger percentage of the holdings under 
cotton crop. This tendency is bound to reflect adversely on the future supply of the 
cattle manure. Experiments have, however, demonstrated that cotton crop res
ponds to organic manuring in a remarkable manner. On the other hand, half the 
otganio dose with 20 to 30 lbs. of nitrogen in the form of sulphate of ammonia has 
enhanced the yields to a considerable extent. The economic aspect of the applica
tion has also been fully studied and found satisfactory. Green manuring of cotton, 
by sowing juar (Oyamopsis Psoraloides) in the intermediate spaces of the drill80wn 
crop and burying it after 6 weeks' growth has been successfully carried out on.some 
farms with beneficial results. . 

VARIETIES. 

The important varieties of cotton which have been successfully cultivated in 
Sind are of short to medium long stapled types. Sind N. R. (27 W. N.) is a selection 
from Desi cotton which has established itself in Sind on account of its hardiness and 
suitability to diverse conditions of soil, treatment, season, etc. The second and 
rather superior stapled variety which is largely grown in Sind is Sind-American 
(4 F-98), a selection from the original4:F imported from the Punjab. This variety 
is also fairly hardy and well suited to local conditions. The Sind 8oolta, (289 Fl) 
is the latest production from the Punjab 289 F and has since its introduction by the 
Department spread far and wide in the district. It is a longer stapled cotton but in 
other respects it differs little from the 4: F variety. Among the exotic cottons, the 
Sea Island and the Boss. ill. 16 are 10bal products of the original stufi and are being 
tested in various tracts for their yield and suitability. These varieties are seriously 
attacked by white ants and other dise2ses (Jassids) and demand far more careful 
attention than the Sind 8oolta, (289 F ) and 4: F regarding cultivation, irrigation 
and manuring, etc., hence their expansion in the Barrage zone is likely to be very 
limited for the time being . ... 
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CRoP MIxTURES. 

It is utlual with the cultivator of Sind to sow the cotton seed mixed with a smail 
quantity of juar or maize, and a few melon creepers along the borders. In certaiI). 
localities sesame and juar are sown in light patches or along the borders. The 
maize and juar are cut and fed to cattle in green state, but in some cases, 
maize is allowed to mature cobs which are used in the dietary of the cultivators' 
filmilies. Melons in the neighbourhood of towns fetch some income to the cultivators, 
but in other places they are locally consumed. Most of these s~b-crops disappear 
frvm cotton fields by the end of August, after which cotton crop is seen occupying 
the whole field. 

ROTATIONS. 

In pre-Barrage days, cotton together with kharif cereals occupied 1/3rd to 1/5th 
of each holding, the percentage depending upon the available srlpply of water. As a 
result there was practically a compulsory system of fallowing of the land in vogue. 
The landR cultivated once came under cultivation after a lapse of 2 to 4 years. This 
Bystem of farming did not stand in need of a rotation as the period of fallow was suffi.~ 
ciently long to enable the lands to recuperate their fertility under the strong sun
Bhine of Sind. In Jamarao tract, where irrigation conditions before the Barrage 
were more or less perennial, a system of rotation was in force. Cotton was cropped 
in the 1st year after which the land received a full year's fallow and had bajri or 
wheat in the 3rd year. With the advent of perennial irrigation consequent upon the 
working of the Lloyd Barrage and canal systems, a definite system ofrQtation has to 
be adopted to ensure succes.<iful cultivation of crops. Under the project scheme, 
4 crops are proposed to be cultivated in 10 seasons (i.e., 5 years). Cotton and khan! 
cereals will be cropped in the 1st year in the kharif season, wheat in the second, 
third and fourth years in the rabi seasons and a year's fallow in the fifth year. If 
the lands are kept well tilled in the fallow seasons, it seems possible to maintain 
the land in a fairly good Btate of fertility under this rotation although deficiency of 
organic matter may be revealed by the yellowing of crops and gradual decline in the 
yield. The Department of Agriculture in Sind has under test a number of other 
rotations which promise to give better results as regards the end in view, viz., the 
maintenance of soil fertility. The important feature of these rotations is the intro~ 
duction of berseem cultivation in the rabi season. This leguminous crop possesses 
a very valuable quality of improving the fertility of the soil on whioh it is grown 
and provides a nourishing green fodder for the stock whose maintenance on the lands 
is one of the important means of increasing the supply of organic manure. The 
remarkable effects of the cultivation of berseem are realised when cotton isgrowD 
after the berseem harvest and burying down of its stubble in the land. Its cultiva
tion is now spreading in the Barrage areas, with considerable momentum. 
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lNTERCOLTIV A.TIONS. 

Under ,average conditions, the Sindhi cultivator gives one or two boeings with 
the 'kburpi'(a hand tool) to his broadcast sown crop. The first boeing is given 
before the first irrigation and is called "Sulci Gud." It consists of merely removing 
the' weeds which germinate on the land after the Beed is BOwn. The second hoeing is 
given during the rainy season, i.e., July and August, when due to repeated watering. 
2r rains, extraordinary growth of weeds springs up in the fields. Both the hoeingl 
cost approximately Rs. 8/- to Rs. 10/- per acre. But these hoeings are not efficient 
.and the soil gets hardly any stirring at all. The crop is noticed to have been stuck 
up and is of pale colour, lacking in vigour and freshness. The drill SQwn crop on th. 
other hand can be easily mtercultivated with bullock drawn implements whereby 
the soil is stirred to a depth of 4 t~ 5 inches and plants at once assume dark-green 
oolour and grow vigorously. This interculture is a very cheap operation, which 
the cultivator can practise as many times as the crop permits, with the least difficulty • 

. The introduction of.this method of interculture by the Department is largely respon
sible for the reduction in the cost of production of the cotton crop, as also for the 
enhancement of the yield, obtained as a result of healthy growth arising from the dee p 
intercultivations given to the crop during its growing period. Technically it is the 
aeration of the soil and larger room for root expansion which lead to the healthy 
and vigorous growth of the plants. This method of intercultivation is now being 
practised by the cultivators even in their broadcast sown crops in various localities 
jn the Barrage areas. In practice three in.tercultivations have been found to be 
quite enough for obtaining good results. No intercultivation is given during the 
fiowering stage -of the plants. 

IRRIGATION OF COTTON CROP. 

The problem of irrigation of cotton crop has received a great deal of attention 
~nd numerous experiments extending over several years have been performed by the 
Department, partly with the financial help of the Indian Central Cotton Committee, 
and partly with its own resources. The normal irrigation .arrangement consi!lts of 
applying the initial soaking of 8 acre-inches in two doses to the land before Bowing 
the seed. When the land dries up sufficiently, the preparatory tillage is given to 
the land and· seed is sown. The first irrigation is applied 30 days after BOwing and 
the subsequent irrigations are applied at intervals of 15 to 20 days until the middle 
of October after which no more irrigations are found necessary for the welL-being 
of the crop. There is sufficient experimental evidence to show that irrigationa 
beyond. the middle of October are wasteful and rather tend to retard the opening 
of the mature bolls already borne by the crop, by stimulating undesirable fresh 
\"egetati've growth. On the other hand the late irrigations involve reduction in the 
acreage of ,abi cultivation, whic4 is an economic lose to the farmera. 

. '" .'. ~ ,~ 
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Experiments on the intervals of irrigation carried out in the Physiologicat sec
tion have shown that waterings at longer intervals during the earlier growth period 
of the crop followed by frequent waterings at shorter intervals during the reproduc
tive stage of the plants make a better programme of cotton irrigations than uniform 
system of irrigations applied at fixed intervals. The results of these experiments 
are significant and conclusive. The new system of irrigation has now been extended 
to large areas in order to test its practical applicability under ordinary conditions 
available in the country. 

PESTS ANI> DIS:F)ASES. 

The important pests of cotton crop'Il!et with in Sind are (1) Spotted Bollworm 
(2) Pink Bollworm, (3) Jassids and White-fly. ,These pests are universal all over 
Sind and only in bad years cauSl1 serious damage to the crop. Other diseases of which 
the origiD. is obscure and which also cause whole-sale failure of crop in certain years 
are (1) Red leaf in American and Egyptian cot.ton, (2) Tirak, i.e., bad opening of 
bolls. The latter appeared at Sakrand in 1932 ahd seriously damaged the American 
varieties of cotton. Detailed investigations of these diseases at this time when 
cotton crop is rapidly extending in the Barrage areas· are urgently necessa~y in 
order to prevent, if possible, sudden outbreaks and whole-sale failures. 

COTTON PICKINGS AND FINAL HARVEST. 

FroI¥l August onwards up to ~bout the middle of October, the activities ~Hhe 
plants are diverted from the vegetative growth to the reproductive phase. .D_llPn8 
this interval nothing need be done to disturb the active formation of flowers and ;t>:oIIi,. 
The pickings are obtained almost at monthly intervals from October to December. 
~he crop is usually picked, after the dcwfall has dried, by women folk and con-ected 
on hessian cloth or mattings until the end of the day when it is transported to opea 
godowns and stored. Clean picking is urgently to be impressed on the pickers ,who 
are generally careful only for the quantity of the picked material to obtain larg~ 
share for their daily wages. But the grower thereby suJfers in obtaining a low price 
for the poor quality of his produce and so it is in his interests to see that the material 
is picked as clean as possible. 

The last but not the least important point to note here is the cutting of the cot~ 
ton sticks after harvest and ploughing up of the land to eradicate the roots of the 
plants. This operation is absolutely necessary to prevent carry-over of the varionil 
pests'and diseases to the next year. On the other hand, the ploughed.iIp. ~onditioi1 
of the field will enable the soil t9 recuperate its fertility by natural weathering--pr~ 
C6sses aDd soil aeration. . ... ~.~:: .. - { 
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The Province of Sind forms the western-most part of the great Indo-Gangetio 
plain. The whole country is ll.at and has a low absolute altitude. Here the river 
Indus ll.ows from North to South and divides the Province into two neady equal 
halves. 

It is an arid land of extremes of temperature, with its long hot summers from 
April to November and its cold winters when frost is almost an annual feature. 
The rainfall is scanty, the average being 3 inches per annum, all of which is received 
during the summer months in light showers. 

The soils of Sind, which are both made and maintained by the river, are however 
.ery fertile. They are deep, calcareous alluviums, mostly loamy, with a low water 
holding capaoity and are slightly alkaline in reaction. For a virgin soil, they are 
poor in nitrogen and organic matter. The soil profile is undefined and structurelcss. 
A striking characteristic of these soils is their lack of uniformity over any distance, 
the surfaoe soils varying considerably from spot to spot. 

Under these soil and climatic con.ditions, the agriculture in the country, in 
absence of rainfall,· depends entirely upon irrigation. Consequently, only along 
the uncertain banks of the river and in certain places to which water could easily 
be led by canals did any serious Dultivation prevail. And what cultivation 
did exist was extensive in nature and struggled against an irregular supply of 
:water. :mvell then cotton cultivation was an important item OD the cultivator', - . 
programme. " . 
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With the building of the mile-long Sukkur Barrage, however, the old conditions 
di.appeared. With the 10 great canals, eaoh a river in itself, with their thousands' 
01 miles of distributories reaching the farthest end of the territory, a muoh larger 
area has been brought under. oultivation. The old uncertainty is replaced by If 
constant and regular supply of irrigation water. 

This certainty of a regular water supply has given rise among others to two 
faots with whioh we are now concerned. The area under cotton which was only 2.5 
lacs before has risen to 9 lacs of acres and over, within three years of the completion 
of the Barrage and is still rising, while the Barrage Project contemplated under 7. I) 
lacs of acres as the ultimate intensity to be reached in third derade and after. Fur-· 
ther where almost aU the two and odd lacs of acres under cotton were sown to the 
short stapled local varieties, now there are 4 lacs of acres under the local and 5 lacs' 
of acres under the superior American and Egyptian varieties. 

'I'hese facts are significant and show first that cotton cultivation, already pro
minent, has leaped into an amazing and incredible importance in the country, and 
secondly that in addition to the indigenous short stapled varieties, more favourable 
oonditions are now available for growing the superior American and Egyptian 
staple oottons. 

But there are two soil fa<;tors in the country whioh militate against the suoce88-
ful growing of th,:lse superior cottons. . One is the white ants and the other is th& 
presence of kalar (salts) in the soil with which we are now concerned. 

Salt lands are very common in Sind. There is hardly a round acre ot' cultivable 
area whioh does not include some patch or other of salt land. There are also 
vast stretches of salt lands sometimes running into hundreds of acres. A salt 
content of about 1 to 2 per cent in these soils is very common but some spots there 
are which contain as much as 7 to even 10 per cent of total soluble salts at the sur
face. The salts ate distributod throughout the profile with usually a higher concen~ 
tration at or ilear the surface. These soluble salts consist chiefly of sodium chloride 
and sodium sulphate. Sodium carbonate is almost absent. Therefore the kalar, 
lands in Sind are not the true alkali soils but may more properly be described as' 
saline soils. 

As the presence of salts in soil beyond certain limits is injurious and even fatal 
to plants, these salt lands have to be reclaimed before the ordinary crops can be 
successfully grown on them. 

Durmg work direoted towards finding methods for the reclamation ofkalar lands 
and subsequent growing of cotton, a few facts observed pertaining to the cotton: 
plants grown 011 blat hmdiJ under recl&m&tioll alld thl) salt" are herewith presented •. 
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, ~~RtoZeranoo oj coUon.-The nature olthe injury done by these salta to the yari. 
ous 9roPS-\s not clearly undsl'stood. But it is certain that different crops as well al 

djjferen~.v~Jietjes of the sa~e orop 6.xhibit ditIerenceE! in their capacity for toleranco 
01 thes~ .salts i:lqhe ~oi) •.. 

The local varieties of all crops grown in Sind are'abl~, presumably by adapta
t~on, to withstand higher percentages of soluble salts in the soil Wherea. a 0.2 
perc~!lt soluble salts in the soil is.generally considered to be harinlul to crops. at 
~~krand as elsew~ere in Sind, crops like jowar, wheat and even cotton can grow 
f~rl'y' well in soils containing as much as 0.5 per cent oUotal soluble salts, mostly 
cop..~~:;ting of sodium salts. The high calcium content of the soil and the irrigation 
agricu~tur!} conditions seem ~o be responsible to an e~tent for this higher degree of 
t9~erance. 

The following is an interesting Table-

CottOn (Desi) 
Jowar 
Wheat 

Grop. % salts in soil 
tolerated. 

0.52 
0.62 
1.00 

(Injurious) 

(.2-.3) 
·(.25-~35) 

(.3-.5) 

% salts that are 
injurious •. 

0.78 . 
0.91 
1.47 

. The different varieties of cotton were soWn on saline soils fQr 3 years in 5 repU. 
cations. It was foUnd that the Desi selection 27 W. N. grew: very well and of tho 
Americana 285~Fi showed better results than 289-F and 4F-98. 

~ '. -,,' , . 

Promptlld by. an experiment where some African salt bushes were found to 
absorb large amounts of alkali salts from saline floil, the ordinary crops grown on 
these soils were also analysed for the sodium salts removed by thElse from the 1!0iL 
Ii was found that-' -

Bajri removed 193 lbs. of NaCI per acre. 

. cotton 
~" 

126 .. .. .. .. .. . - , 
jo~ai. " 

124 .. .. ., .. ., " . .. 
while wheat .. only 25 .. " .. " " 

" .: Tkecotton cropa~' !Jnaii!. to teclamation;-Of the many methods tried for tho 
purposes of reclamation, the application of ch~mical correctives gave very indiiIer
e»t ~~~ults, .while yh~ ~eQlla~cal. pr~cess of leaching the salts. do~ . 19 th~ lower .. . ,. .' , 
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layers of the soU with adequate doses of water oonsistently resulted in oonsiderably 
reduoing the salt contents of kalar solls. Then on leaving the lands fallow, the 
salts driven down returned to the surface and accumulated more or less to the for
mer degree. With a view to prevent or minimise such re-accumulation of salts, a 
number of crops were grown on kalar soils which had just been leached. It was 
found that leaching resulted in greater benefit to the land if immediately followed 
by some crop. 

And of the crops tested for this purpose, ootton was found to be superior to 
others (jowar, bajri, etc.) as in the plots where cotton had been grown, much less 
salts returned to the aurface than in others. The di:£(erence in the' effects is due, per
haps, first to the superior shading effect of cotton and secondly, to the greatly de
oreased quantity of water available to rise to the surface as the deeper and more 
extensive root system of cotton intercepts the water during its upward movement 
to a greater degree and transpires larger quantities of it through the leaves. 

The water requirement of cotton on saline soils.-A11 the older irrigation schemes 
have taught that a judioious use of water is vital for the continued productivity of 
irrigated lands. The dangers of the misuse of water in Sind are twofold, viz., the 
rise of the water table and the development of salinity. Hence the minimum quan
tities of water necessary to grow normal crops, consistent with the maintenance of 
the physical condition and the fertility of the solls, have been determined by care
fully oonducted field experiments. 

These experiments were laid on both salt free soils and on saline soils which had 
just been given leaching doses of different intensities. The results showed that 
once the salts have been leached down, it is possible to obtain as good crops of cotton 
on the previously saline lands as on salt free soils with equal quantities of irrigation 
water. On the total, however~ the saline soils needed more water by that amount 
which was required for the preliminary leaching. The actual yields of 4F-I8 in 
lba. of seed-cotton per acre were as follows :-

1932 1933 

Quantity of Sweet Kalar SW6!lt Kalar 
water given land land land land 

46.5 1160 1408 1840 1685 
37.4 640 1120 1536 1616 

IS 



.' There are' slight indications that the cotton plant. perhaps prefers .. ,slightly. 
~~,soi1 to,one tJompletely free from sOluble salts. 'Tho elIect of these aalta iIll!lOil 
Olj.,th.e,~quality of li.breis bOt yet studied. 

: ,.i Otm,tinuous'cotton on saZine soils.-A part of a katar area which was treated 
to- ~1MCliing' dose has. been kept under continuous cotton for the last seven years 
and the plots are given no manure or other treatment. The elIect of such ~ cropping 
with cotton after cotton without any system of rotation, on both the l!IOil fertility 
Q,o.nsti'tuents~:b.d the yields of ~tton" are being'observed. 

:'l'116, yields obtained are:-
-~ .; (. 

" -In Ibs. per acre of seed cotton of 27. W.N. 
.... ~'_h ... :. • .'j ---------

1936- ' "'1931 -1932' 1933- 1934 '1935' " -;1936- ,. . 
.. 939 *93 1251') 1088 973 .1133 

: ; . <\: .. ""!""~ 

, .Lr • :'. , , , 
',i, ,This,repeate!l growing of cotton on the same area .has not affected either the 
fertUity constituents in, the Boil or ,the yields obtained from year to year. • The 
v!l!rj~tion!l.in:rielqs,are,at~butable more to the seasonallluctuations thaD to any 
diminiShed productivity of the 'soil.' ' , 

SuInming up, the sait lands of Sind' are Just saline Boil.s:and can be.rendered fit 
to 'grow beth the local and the superior varieties of cotton by giving an aClequat' 
leaching treatment prior to Bowing. All the varieties of cotton now being grown in 
Sm.d-6re~fairlv resistant to salts in the Boil, the Desi ootton being comparatively more 
resistant tha~ the Americans, which imi Buperior to the Egyptian&. The cultivation 
of cotton immediately following a leaching treatment is very effective in minimising 
the return to the surface of the salts once washed down by leaching. The water 
requirement of the {lotton crop is more on saline than on sweet soils by just that 
amount which is necessary to leach down the major part of the injurious salts in the 
Boil. Qnce this leachirig is done, the cotton crop thrives on the leached so11 at least 
sa well as it does on a salt free land and, perhaps, even relishes a certain amount of 
these salts in the soil. And lastly, a oontinuous cropping with cotton after cotton 

. for seven years in succession on an originally leached saline soil has so far shown no 
ill efteCt 'either on thelJQi.l (,loW)tituents or the croll yield. 
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DISCUSSION. 

Mr. Ramanatha Ayyar said that in {ne experiments conduct~ 0'11 cotton-jowa; 
rotatien ill the'Madras Presidency he had come across an interestingobservaticm 
that when cotton followed jowar the sO'l~1 contained a greater percentage of sodium 
ion •. The bad effeds of thAt conditio~& were remedied to (J certain .extent by growing the 
succeeding cotton thick or by applying gypsum or by leaving the land fallow till th~ 
next sowing season and then' ploughing the land and SOwi11g the crop. By these 
methods he' . was able' to reduce' the injurious ejfeds of increased sodium ion conten~. 
It may be possible that if any of these methods, were tried in Sind, perhaps the 
alkaline effect might be reduced. 

Mr. Dabral explained that sodium chloride and sodium sulphate were always 
found along with calcium carbonate. Under these conditions sodium could not form 
that particular kind of bad effect. The rotation in Sind was not jowar and cotton and 
80 the question did not arise. Mr. Shama Iyengar used to grow jowar and wheat, 
jowar i'l~ kharif and whea.t in rabi season and the yield of wheat went down to 300 
Zbs. where it used to be 1000 Zbs. In (}Tder to find out the cause of this the land was 
left fallow jor One year and it was surprising that the yield in this case was much 
more thal~ 1500 lbs. This was also a very interesting feature which was being 
investigated. The sodium content of Sind soil was not so bad as calcium was always 
present there. 

Mr. Andrews enquired whether Mr. Dabral', reference on page 2 of his paper 
If) the leaf crinkle disease of Egyptian cottons was the same as il~ the Sudan. 

Mr. Dabral explained that leaf crinkle i11 Sind was a sort of laminer malforma· 
tion and was confined to Egyptian types. During hot weather a S01t of collection 
of the undulating folds of the laminer tissues was observed. There was nothing of 
the type of leaf crinkle referred to by Mr. Andrews. 

Mr. Andrews pointed out that leaf curl disease t(Jas not common in India, but 
there was whitefly in Sind. He had found the leaf curl disease 016 hollyhocks in the 
Punjab and as this disease could be transmitted frmn hollyhocks to Egyptian cotton, 
in introducing Egyptian cotton in Sind there was every possibility of introducing 
leaf curl d·isease also. 

Mr. Hutchinson stated that the genefltZ subject of the introduction of diseases. 
Was rai~ed by Mr. Richards it. the Agricultural Research Sub-Oommittee, and if that 
su1>ject was going to be con.'1idered, this disease might also be added along with that. 
H 6 wished to know if there w~ any Z·ikelihood of introducing Egyptian Beed for 
research purposes in Sind. 

Dr. Burns said that he understood Mr. Andrew8 to hat/e already located the 
disease in hollyhocks. 



Mr. Andrews 8aid tll/./J h'Jllyhocks JONlted all altemative host. &e tDef'e oJ 
course Egyptian varieties immufre 'to this disease. 

,to II guer1l1rofn'lJr. Burns whether thetra1/,sfer from hollyhockl'o cotto" lad 
PCCU1'f'eel i;tl- ,Ae Sudan Mr. Andrews anll'Wered in the gjJi;rmaliw. 

Replying to Mr. HutchinsollMr. Andrews 8aiel tkat some American tJarieties 
'Were susceptible to leaf curl disease awl some were not. 

. . 'the P,esideni said tke guestio" of 'he e$lension oj tM letJf curl disease fro. 
loZlyhock to cotto» might 66 coMidered b1l !,M AgricultW'al .llel6arci Su1i-Oommittee. 

This was agr6etl to. 
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Subject-So Paper on Spinning Tests Data by Mr. M. L. PateJ. 

Reference from the Plant Breeders' Conference held in August, 1936. 

Mr. M. L. Patel introducing tlte discussion sai that the first main question for 
consideration was wltether or not the superiority of an improved type as found 
consistently at the Laboratory was reproducible, wholly or partly under prevalent mill 
conditions,' or tohat difference in COUllts between the original and improved types 
would be visible under mill conditions, because the improvement in spinning pe.rformance 
effected by the breeders along with other economic characters was usually limited 
,to 6 to 7 counts. If the results at the Labot'atory are not reproducible under mill
conditions then the consumer should have this knowledge and be guided only by the 
Matunga Laboratory results. The next important question was whethe1" it was pos
sible that the superiority of 1027 A. L. F. over 1..1.. L.B. in regard to count strength 
product seen consistently in the Laboratory would be turned into inferiority when both 
.were tested under similar conditions in one individual mill. Though in all cases 
the samples sent to the Laboratory and to the mills were identical the differences 
between 102'1 A.L.F. and 1.A.L.B. were not visible in the mills. Such was also the 
-case with the Punjab cottons, f01 the difference of 8 counts (36-28) in favour of 38F 
over 43F found in Matunga Laboratory tcas not visible in the mills, though the 
difference in the ca86 of a Ve1'y inferior cotton like D. O. 13 was visible. As regards 
Sind cottons the superiority of 289Fl (Sind Sudhar) over '285F2 and 4F-98 
of 5 and 14 counts respectively as found in the Laboratory vanished in the mills ; 
the count st1'ength product for 30 counts being 1451, 1623 and 1559 1bs. for 
289Fl, 285F2 and 4F-98 respectively, according to the mill test. In fact 289Fl 
(Sind Sudhar) which was a supf,'fior variety according to the Laboratory was 
found to be irife1'ior to the other two in the mills. The second important point was 
that cottons having a staple length of 0.87" and above with moderate fineness, aid 
not show relation with spinning value in indigenous cotions. This seemed to be true 
not only for Broach H erbaceum but also for Verum cottons of J algaon and probably 
also of A kola. The consumers paid price for cotton according to the staple lengt], 
-and fineness by hand tests. This method was also practised by the breeders in tMir 
selection worlo. He said that he found from the spinning results of selections made 
-either from the local tJariety or from crosses, that cottons which had a staple length 
oJ 0.87" and above did twt show correspowling increase in spinning value. ThWi 
those characters for which the merchants paid a premium when translated into yarns 
·cUd not give higher spinning value, and on the cont1'ary cottons which had even 
ehorter staple tll(Jn 1027 A.L.F. sometimes spun "better. Thus it UJill be seen, he 
continued, that the merchants did not pay sufficient premium for the cottons which 
would spin better due to the characters unlcnownfor the time being. Thus one more diffi
culty was as to which cha,acters should be selected for higher spinning becaus6 staple 
len[}th and fineness, which are the usual characters made use of in selection wO'rk, 



wAen bred into different C'losses succumbed and did not give better iuality. Tlwugl 
Surat 102'1 A.L.F. was tke longest Indian cotton in tke w7wle of India and 01 re
gards fineness probably it WQ.S not inferior to other India" cottom, it teal no& known 
exactly wkerein lay tke defed int his cotton whether in length of staple or in JWre 
maturity to make its spinning performance lower than what it should be, commensurate 
with its fibre charaders. 1, had, however, been found, ke said, thal. eM" coU0711 
wkich were spinning 45 counts were valued at Rs. 40/- higher than BroacA tuid at 
Zeast Rs. 20/- Zower than 102'1 having staple characten 8Uitable fot 32', only. I,. 
other words cotton spinning 4-5's was fJalued about RI. 20/- lower than that which had CI 

staple only for 32's. Really if tke former was not marketed at a higher price it was no 
good to the cultivator. This he said was his COtltentWtt and tke o.tMr cotton breeddf', 
might consider whether as a result of the imprpvement& which they· had eJJedeil the 
premium obtained over the standard basis of Broach was proporticnwU to the 'pinning 
tJalue of their cottons pMticuZarly in parity ·with American cotton. B, cited att 

instatu:e of Broach-Desi 8 cotton which was reported to spin from 3'1 to 40 counts. 
Whereas Broach-Desi 8 cotton fetched a premium of RI. 40/- to RB. 60 oft Broac1a 
which is cZas8ed as suitable for 16's to 20'. only, BroaM-Deai 8 actually 
feJ,c"hed Rs. 10/- to Rs. 20/- lower than 102'1 A.L.F., capable 1o Bpin 32'.. I,. c0n

clusion he wisM8. to know whether it was possible to reproduce the results obtait_ 
in tke Laboratory at least partly or eve,l in some ratio when tke representative 
samples are tested under identical conditions on tke same machinery of a single mill 
BOthat if tke consu~s arB convinced. of getting higher Bpinning of imprOtJerl coUonB, 
they would Come forward to pay the proper price. 

Dr. Nazir Ahmad referring to the points raised by Mr. Patel .aid that As pro
posed to deal with them one by one, as it would help to clarify the positima. Tke 
firstpoint wai a comparison of the LolJot'aWry test result, with mill test results. 
This was a point regarding,which Mr. Patel wrote to Aim some time ago. When M,~ 
Patel compared the LaboratM1I tests he (Dr. Nazir Ahmad) WOl not surB if M,. 
PateZ took into consi4eration aU the factors involved 'n Buch a comparison. The 
~xad conditions under which a test was carried out played an important part and for 
purposes of comparison it was fI.ecessar1l that the different tests should be made under 

, identical or neaily the same conditions. Apart from the difference in the two .ample. 
of the same coUon, a d·iJJerence in the type of machinery used, the treatment gitJen and 
the lIettings,speeds, drafts, twists employed would aU hat'e an eJJed Oft the final 
result. The difficulty was thal. whercas in the Laboratoi'Y these condititm. were per
jectZyaefinite, they diJIered considerably from mill to mill and eoon in the BamemiU 
at diffe;rent times. TherefQrB in the very first instance a certai,. amount of confusion 
would arisB by inacltJertently comparing two ,esults one of which teal obtained urukf 
definite conditions.~d the other '-"nder unknown and possibly diJIerent conditionl. 
If Mr. Patel were to gwe an assurance that the same conditions were maintained in 

.the miUs as in the f:aboraWrY the fuution would become a little eaIier to tackle. The 
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slrengtT, of the yarns spun from a cotton depended upon a number offactors besides 
the cotton itself. It depended, for instance, em the settings and twist used in the ring 
frames or on whether the cotton was spui~ from double or single roving or whether it 
was spun on a high dmft 0'1' the ordinary system. Thete were a large numfJer of 
processes tMough which the cotton underwent from the first machine in the blow-room' 
t, the spinning frame and each process was capable of exerting a certain amount of 
influence on the strength of the yarn. The cumulative effect of these processes might 
be quite large, and therefore the results af the tests in different mills might show con
siderable variatip'YI. 

Apartfrom this, the mill tests usually were perfmmed on large size samples; either 
a whole bale or a sample of 200 or 100 lbs. was tested in a mill; wllereas in the Labor
atory tests tcere usually made on 10 lbs. samples. Tests could be made at the Labor
atory on 100 Zbs. samples, but would be difficult for cotton breeders to supply so 
much lint" of each strain and this procedure would result in a severe restriction oj 
t'he number of strains which the breeders would be able to raise on the" limited area at 
their disposal. Secondly, more time would be taken for testing a 100 lbs. sample and 
without considerable additions to equipment and staff he (Dr. Nazir Ahmad) would 
not be able to complete, in the course of a ,year, tests on so many samples as at present. 
Ifhe werlJ asked what effect the size of the sample had on the strength of yarns, 'he 
would say that the same attention could not be paid to a large as to a small sample. 
The reg'ularity of the scutcher lap was much greater with a small sample and it was in 
the scutcher lap that the foundation of the yarn strength was laid. The more regular 
the lap the stronger the yarn ultimately spun from the cotton. Again the carding was 
also better with ci small than with a large sample, and that factor also tended to give 
a highe1' result in the Laboratory. In these respects the Matunga Laboratory was getting 
similar results as the Shirley Institute which also had cmne face to face with the 
same problem. He saw from the report of the Lancashire Indian Cotton Committee 
for 1935 that they adjudged 289 F as capable of spinning up to 46's standard 
wm'p counts but no mill in India would spin this cotton into higher than 30's warp 
counts. Again, the Sind American and Cambodia were adjudged by the Shirley In~ 
stitute as capable of spinning up to 46's and 30's respectively, but these estimates were 
h'iglier than the actual mill practice f01' the reasons already explained. In the case of 
short stapled cotton the position might be modified by the fact that a mill might insert 
a somewhat higller twist while the Laboratory has to adhere to certain standard twists. 
The strength of ya'rn as will be seen from a paper which he will read at this Con
ference depended on the twist inserted and the effect was more pronounced with the short 
that~ with the long staple coltons. 116 order to maintain uniform basis of c;omparisO'Yl 
certain twist standards have'been adopted. In the mills, however, they smnetimes'use 
fairly high twist multipliers for coarse counts. Therefore, from coUons like' Bengals, 
Zow quality Oomra or C.P. No.1 which would spin 8's to 10's in the La'boratory a mill 
might spin 12's to ]4's by inserting more twist. Therefore, unlesll all thoQe lactor~' 
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we known ,,1 was futile to make any strict comparisons. Even if alZ the conditiom 
oj"tesHn. iJ mill wet"e knoWll, the fact that the Labomlory testl wer6 mad" on ,mall 
size ,ar",pZes would introduce a certain amoullt of diffe:ret&ce. T'M difficulty ill estim
ating' the magllit'l.ld8 of this difference was enhanced .by the fact thai flO OM 

01' two mills Could be regarded as possessing (J $tandard equipmcnl tdielt tDOO14 
represent all. He stated that the conclusion that in all cases the mill 'eIlul~ 
diJfered from the Laboratory resultl was not quite correct. He produad data whic1t 
showed that wh·ile there were cases of disagreement, in othe, cases the LO.boratory 
results agreed closely with the results of mill tests. In order to olwiats tliae 
diJIiculties the procedure foll()foed, by him nowadays was to request the cotton 
breeder to send a large sample of the cotten. alld he af'Tanged Jor tests toilh 
One or two up-to-date mills which possessed equipment. IJ these Ie .. !s wet"tJ carried 
out in a mill which had inefficient blow-room machinery or the cards or the .pinning 
frames were not properly looked after, quite different results might be obtained. 

Anoihet" poi"t worth mentioning was that whereas in. the Laboratory 50 test& oJ 
each yarn sample were made in the mills sometime.. only 10 to 20 tests were made '0 
that the mean value was less accurate. This introduced another element of difference. 
Still anothet" point to be taken into consideration was that while the humidity in tM 
spinning and testing rooms of the Laboratory was maintain.ed between 65% ani 
70% R. H. during the dry season, in some of the mills suffici.ent atlelliion was not 
paid to it while in the others it was regulated properly. The cou·n,t .trengtl of tAt 
yarn. depended to some extent uport the prevailing humidity, These .OU1ceS oJ 
differences between the mill and Laboratory were inherent In tke nature oJ the test& OM 
had rwt been overcome eithet" by the Shirley Institute or by the Matunga Laboratory. 

48 regards the characters responsible for spinning quality, taking the whole 
ran.ge of Indian cottons from the Bengals up to the be.st quality Punjab-American 
cotton, it was knowl. that as a rule the longest staple cotton was capOhle 0/ spinning 
the highest· standard warp Count$. The Shirley Institute found a nmilar relation 
for "he Empire cottons. TIte next important properly was the fibre weight per inch 
which was a measure of the fineness oj the fibre. Dr. Turner and Mr. Venkaiaraman 
analysed the results for ovet" 100 standard Indian cottOn8 covering ftearly ten 
seasons. They found that in roolo cases the spinning performar~ 0/ a cotton could· 
be predicted faifly accurately from these two properties. It mean. that, the range 
hail noW been M"OWed iIown to 30% which is a great step fortlJard. Experimenu 
ar8 being conducted at the Laboratory to solve the mystery oJ the remaining 30% 
cases by examiningothe1 properties .uch as wax COT~tent, maturity, etc. It was 0/ 
course possible to select a small sub-range of cottons which proved the exception to 
a general rule. Mr. Patel had d,'awn a.ttcntion to thi fact that the correlation .eemed 
to disappear in cotton .. possessing a staple length 0/ 0-87- and above; and, as 
8pVJll ,.anpe tcas important to t'f&e cotton breeder, the point deserved in.ve.st~at.un.. 

" 



All ·regards t'he third point tkat cottons selected on th,e· ba8isofgua~ity di~ 301 
fetch suJli()ient premiums ira the market it should be remembered that liM other co~ 
modities, cotton followed t'he ordinary laws of 8upply and demand; If there- waa ". 
variety whick was ~lJell established in tTie market, there toaS always a certain amoum 
of hesitancy in replacing it by another.· The well-established variety had, 80 to say, 
a vested interest and it offered resistance and it was possible that if a new and 
better strain might not get the premium which it deserved in the first few years, 
as time passed the millowners were bound to recognise its merit and purchase it at 
a sufficient premium. Therefore, it tcas somewhat rash to be guided by the results 
of a few years. Impatience in these things did not pay in the long run. He had 
known cases where a new variet'y which was sent by him to a mill was so much 
liked by them that they wanted to_ know hdw much of it was available in order that 
fhey might purchase the whole. lot. If the variety was really very good, it would 
gain an imr.nediate market " but if the difference was small it would take time for 
the results to percolate to the millowners. These, he thought, were ·the four points 
raised by Mr. Patel, but if there were any points left over, he would be glad to 
explain or clear them. 

Rao Saheb Kottur pointed out that cotton breeders were producing improved 
varieties of cotton but the millowners were not taking advantage of· them. Also ill 
the area under his jurisdiction there were mills in H ubli wMch had not got ev6'1' 
sufficient machinery to carry out proper spinning tests. That was pne of the 
reasons !why the grower was not getting better prices for his staple cottons. If there 
was deterioration in cotton these millowtlers would raise a huge cry and condemn 
the Agricultural-Department. 

The President remarked that the Indian Oentral Ootton Oommittee had taken 
special steps to ensure that reports on technological tests reached as many millowners 
a.~ possible, in order that the capabilities of new and improved cottons might clearly be 
~rou9ht before them. It had further been decided to appoint a Special Sub-Oom
mittee of the technical heads of the Spinning· Departments of the various mills to 
discuss each repmt as it came out. A proposal was also unrJer consideration for 
the appointment of a liaison officer on the staff of the Technological Laboratory whose 
fU"Qclion would be to keep in toucT. with the various mills. 

'Mr. Hutchinson stdted that at Indore he had no di.fficulty in correlating the 
Laboratory tests of plant breeding material with mill results. He was really interested 
ill Mr~ Patel's results and would like to ask one or two questions about them. He 
felt that' Mr. Patel's most serious trouble was not so much that the tests of the mills 
and the Technological Laboratory did not match, but that they did not rUIl in' the 
same order, that was to say, that Dr. Nazir Ahmad was cor,vinced that 1027 A..f..F. 
WlM better than 1A whe·reas the millowllers did not see any· difference in the valuation 
between them. It seemed to him quite possible that with the much greater accur~lI 

19 
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tlata 'if co'l.lU posSibly be Aoped to get in eM mills, tM Labortdory migAt &. dettctiftg 
factors which affected tM spinning tlalue whicA wet'e not detectable in tM mills. B. 
eflquwed wMtkr Dr. AhmaJ Aad worked ow tM correlatiOn 'between tM ji'fm G1Id 
s'pinning Pf'opertieS in tM Laboratory data and tM mill data and, if .0 wAetAet' tMr. 
was any agreement between tM lAboratory and mill data. 

I " 

. Dr. Bazir Ahmad explained t'hat heW not worked out the correlation between 
the Laboratory data and the mill results, ana he doubted very much if it would pro1J. 
a f1uitfulliltte 0/ investigation. Some 0/ the mills were outside Bombay and /Is dill 
not know all the conditwns under which the tests were made. A, regards tAe .ec0n4 
point the only satisfactory way of solving it was' actually to carry out a well designed 
e~periment by taking AalJ-a-dozen cgttons covering a fairly wide range ana .electing 
a few mills and make tests on fulZ baZes of the same in the mills and the Laboratory. 
OtherWise, he feared tAat data randomly collected would not lead to any definite or 
,.~Uable conclusions. 

" Mr; Hutchinson observed tAat it would appear tAat in thefiner Aerbaceum cotton, 
with which Mr. Patel was concerned improvements were obtained which Dr. Ahmad 
expressed as quile definite 'Under Laboratory conditions, for which, liow.ever, 'no corres
pOnding approval could be got in the mills; and even allowing for po.sible ma;gin 
for miZZtests, unless Mr. Patel could get a premium for theimprooed quality wAich 
the Technological Laboratory datawrifirmed, Mr. Patel could give 'Up this line of work 
Otnd' go, in for yield. TAaewould be really unfortunate. He 'lwpedtkal it would be 
possible to see some way of determining what kind of quality it Was worth' lweeding 
provided it could be arranged with the mills to spin 'Under mill Cdt".clition,. There 
again it was a large problem. It appedred as if Yr. Patel was in a .erious diffi
culty from the practical point of view and unless the improved flooZity fetched a betlef 
~riQ8 Mr. Patel was wasting his time and money. 

. . Dr. Kazir Ahmad explained i7uJ,t if therf! was a difference of about 4 coont, 
beiween two cottons in the Laboratory 'I'e&ults this would probably not be reflected in 
t"he mill test and if reflected at all it would possibly be in the fewer lwea1cages wAich 
the' mill might get. Supposing one cotton spun 26's and the other 30', in the 
Laboratory they would 'Use both for spinning 24's in a mill. In one case they 
might get fewer lweakages tAan in the other. Mills usually proceeded by step' of 
~bout. 4 counts. 

, " Mr. M.L. Patel asked whether. the mills spun two cottons, one iocal and the 
other improved, and Considered them 'Useful for the same count. The latter would flol 
give higher counts 'Under the same mill conditions • 

. ' . The President pointed out tAae tkere was no mil' in Bomba., 0; AA~ W 
Carry out these tests, 

.... 



Dr. Nazir Ahmad, referring to the differences between. 1A Long Boll and 1027 
A.L.F., said thal1A Long BoU had /J higher ginning percentage with a slightly 
higher yield than 1027 A.L.F. and the mills were also aware of the difference in 
the spinning quality of these two cottons. Mr. Kasturbhai Lalbhai, f01' instance, 
was definitely against 1A Long Boll. It was a question of appearance also; 1027 
A.L.F. was the brighter of the two cottons. The merit of a cottan should be judged by 
its colour and freedom from neps also and not merely by the oount-strength product 
of us yarn. 

Mr. Hutchinsonfelt that plant breeders were apt to over-estimate the count~ 
strength product and overlook a number of other very imp01'tant things. Mill opinions 
might perhaps be reconciled m01'e closely with the Laboratory rep01'ts on close exam

- .ination of some other parts of the tables as well as the count-strength products. 

Mr. Mohammad Alzal, endorsing the opinion of Mr. HuJchinson, said t~at it 
would not be of much use to go by the Laboiatoty tests alone. these tests should 
be used for the preliminary elimination of strains. When two or three best strains 
have been selected, the breeder slwuld arrange for a mill test through Dr. Nazir 
Ahmad. The finat selection of the best strain should be made~from Dr. Nazir 
Ahmad's opinion coupled with the mill opinion. He cited his tJxperience witA 
Lyallpur 43F and 38F. Several new strains were te.~ted at Lyallpur for four 
01' five years and from these tests 43F and 38F appeared to be the mdst promis
ing. At this stage Dr. N azir Ahmad was requested to arrange f01' a mill test 
of both these cottons which he very kindly did. Final selection of 43F was made 
by taking into consideration both the Lab01'atory and mill tests. Referring to Jubilee 
cotton he said that he sent a small sample to Dr. Ahmad, another to the Shirley 
Institute and a bale to a mill. The three tests agreed quite well. What he wanted 
to stress was that the breeders at the end of their tests of a definite st·rain must always 
get the mill opinion. 

Mr. Nanjundayya, referring to Mr. M. L. Patel's st.atement, that he (lIb'. Patel), 
improved the length of cotton but did not get a proper price, tlJished, to know how 
Mr. Patel had assessed the fineness. 

Mr. M. L. Patel replied that it was based only on the fibre weiglt per tmit 
length. 

Mr. Nanjundayya exptained that tlM fibre weig~ per unit length was a com
plex of two quantities, tliz., the originaZ cell diamet6'l ana the degree of thickenin!J. 
Strictly speaking in defining fineness one had to take into account the wall-thickness 
in relation to the oelZ diameter, though it has ROC been possibZe to adolpt it in routine 
fibre tests. Ie was, however. interesting to note ,hat Peirce and Lord had found that 
fineness of cell was the primary determinant of yarn strength. In evolving n~ 
.'rai". the breeders generally attach the greatest importance to the lengtA o/.tap"", 
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fineness being incidental. I, ood been SMwIl that ,lOng staple cmwn8 we'/'t more 
1ffl.iform in diameter and theshm-t, staple mars fl,nijutm ill len,gth. In the case 0/ 
60th,the 19n9 and s1wrt staple cottons, it, wouU appear toot breeding for fil'lenf!~11 toitA 

'due regard t,o maturity factor would pay at lease for the latter. It toa8 a Wfll-kfl()tl)ft 
fact t'hat of two cottons, having the same ZengtA and fibre-toeig'ht per unit lenglA, the 
one wth a smaU diameter with noTmal maturity WQIJ better, than the one w7lich 1utd 
Zarge qeU diameter and less thickening. He suggested. that Mr. Pawl might try to 
breed f01 ,intrinsic fineness, i.e., cell diameter. It would be scen, he, contin'IUd, 
from Dr. Turner's bulletin on the "Ginning percentage, Lint Index, etc .... tool the 
tJariation,in 'weight along the length of a singleJibre was enoTmOua lor Sural 102'1 
A.t;F. It might be worth while for Mr. Patel to go into this point a8 uniformity 
many fibre property WO'ltld be a valuable asset. 

, Mr~ M. L. Patel said that the breeders could not 'be expected to study 1M Aair 
w~ght along the varying length of fibre. They had to go b1l the average jibre weight. 
,If variati.on in weight along the length 0/ a single fibre was ~he character whicA 
,determined the spinning value of a cotton it would be of no use to breederll for seleo
tion f01 highe1' counts. When a new cotton was introduced in a tract it got a 
premium not in the beginning but later on when it got established. He pointed out 
,hat 1027 A.L.F. ,had been introduced in SUTat district for the last ten yea" and 
was, well known to the consumers and. still in spite of the increasing production of 
this cotton, from year to ycar the milZowners were not paying mrire premium Jor 
Surl!'t cotton., As Mr. Hutchinson ~ put it the poillt lor consideration was no' 
the Bole difference betweet£ the spinning value of the mills "tlnd the LaboratO'l'Y but 
the relative spinning capacity of the two types, the local and the improved. I'll, one 
.ittgle ,mill the improved type B.JJ.8gave oon,istently better results than the local 
one. It WQIJ capable of spinning 40'8 against the 14's to 16's of the local, and 
premiums paid for it were only Rs. 40/- to Rs. 50/- and that too 'lIrith the bes( 
organisation to 'market it. These were the actuaZ facts which . had to be faCl!-d in 
introducing new cpttons. There was 1.Wgentnecessity to convince consumers of tM 
real spmnilng value of the improved types as they would not offer good prices tm 
they:were convinced of their real value. So long aB there was II p,,trlicuZar type (If 
cotton. which spun ,high counts he did not understan~ why they bougla American 
cotton and paid higher prices for the same. Counts. 

Mr. Mohammad Afzal pointed ·ouC that lilT. Patel was con/wing tM. isllW! 

when he talked of prices merely. in relation to spinnino perJormance. Several/actor, 
are resppnsible anil the spinning performa~ is 01,lvone oj thetn. He cited the 
'CaSe of 47F Gnd. 43F. The former would spin 50's. while 43F is capable. oj tml, 
4f)~8;:'. Buf 43F. is.a much brighter eotton, alld gets bette1: prices. Sometimes, bever, 
","o]ffl'prem.iums ClJuldbe obtairt.ea. CQrresponding, W .lluJ impr()1}emen'in ,[Armin,. 
"pq,lit1/\ !Hf i,,~nced the case oj J~ecot.ton which clOtdd Bpin .18', .'" .comparetl 



to ~'s to 8's oj Mollisoni and said that thc Jormer '1:0,8 selling at practically the saltU! 
price as 4F. It would thus appear that proper premiums could be obtained w1aetl 
any spectacular improvement was showl~ in the spinning quality, but ot'herW'iseJ,. 
the case oj minor improvements it would be some time before the mills got to know oj 
the real worth oj the colton and pay proper premiums. He continued that it took 
four years for the merits of 43F, which could spin 40's against 20's of 4F, to lie 
'JITope-rlyappreciated. Selling at a discount over 4F two years ago, 43F was note 

fetching a premium of about a rupee per maund over 4F. Still the premium WtlS 

_Mt commensurate with its spinning quality. 

Mr. Ramanatha Ayyar, re-marking that the experience in Madras was different 
from that of the PUll jab, said that Karungarmi strains introduced about 30 years 
ago, which could spin 28's against 14' s of ordinary U ppam, were not getting the 
proper price though spinners had been well aware of the improvement effected "' 
spinning qualitY. 

Mr. V. G. l'anse, endorsing the remarks of Mr. Ramanatha Ayyar, said that in 
Oentrallndia the OambodUt variety which was introduced about 20 years ago, with 
a spinning capacity oj 20's against 10's to 12'$ of local cotton, was ?wt getting 
more than 15% premium over locaZ cotton, though the improvement in the spinning 
capacity was 70 to 80%. 

Mr. Hutchinson observed that if appeared to him that many breeders had gb! 
an exaggerated idea oj the vaZue of the improved quality to the spinner. He said 
iluzt there was no question ,hat Cambodia cotton in Central India was getting tM 
full premium as based on world market rates. 15% premium was all that it toa$ 

tclot'th to the spinner because he could import cotton from America or Kampala at it 
cheapet· rate. He thought that the Cotton breeders must cut down very considerably 
their idea of the commercial vaZue 01 an increase in the spinning performance. 

Rai Sahib Kalidas Sawhney, concurring with Mr. Hutchinson, said that. 
difference of a few counts between locaZ cotton ana an improved type might be qNtu 
definite and marked to tile "-breeders whereas it might.. not so appear to the miU,.. 
This,he explained, was aue to the fact that some of the mills specialised onl,l in 

, spinning certain ~unts, sag, 20's, and if eotton c{!pable of spinning 30', was offered 
to them they would not pay more than what they tJJOt(,ld pay for a cotton spi""iftg 
20's, for they did not spin 30's. But ,ha, did not mean that there was any d4ed ~ 
the cotton. He expressed his 9pinion that it would be more paying to the cultivators 
if marked, improvem6fl.t was. effeCted in the yield of coUon provided the spinner did 
not get anti caUS8 Jor complaint as to ,he spinning perJO'rmance oj that particular 
tJarietll. For example, if a mill spun 24's and if an improved cotton which c:ovU 
Bpin 24', was supplied, the miZls would hafJe no complaint and the cultivator, tooVW 
6e much more benefited b1l improving the 1Iield of cotton. 



.. :~IDl~, BllrnS pointetl oul that the only thing that mattered wu ehe price and if 
$it:r4 or American happened to be cheaper t'hey would be bought ,n preference 191027 
,4~L,.P., though.it was a Ii'!,s' class cotton. 
,\.,\ .... 
'I. , '. l't,f;r. M~, L~ Patel expresseathe view tha, if coZour or any other character oj tM 
~~ ,~o!1-ld compensate Jor the spinning value the ,breedet8 .hould go in for "Ull 
~ara~t(lr: '{Ie •. "'owever., desired to know whether it wou14 b~ a permanen.tfeatuTe 
f~'!~ ~etter coloure!-'cott~n .w..oul4 Jet~ a better price o~ would be, egual to tile .pinning 
value of certain number of counts of ,the improved quality. In hil opinioa ,118 
breetl.~r~ shoultl i~tr~tluce that character which wouUfetch a premium. 
~ ~(.:",. " : -. -:. . j ~ • 

: ' :' ',The, Presidelit in su/mining up the discu"sion 8aid that it JJPpeared to Aim tTult 
TJOtton: breeders mus"t be careful to diStinguish' between the marketing of cot lot. tWl tA4J ,,{ces ~UfJted in it particular. year from 'the intrinsic value of Cotton 'fJ8 ,lwwn 'b; 
actual spinning tests. This was guite d'istinct from the guestionoJ tM diJIerence 
in tesJ results obtained. in individual mills a-M t:n the Technological Laboratory. 
1M fjalu'e 'of ~nycotton Jor a particular year was ,affected by the 8upply' oj that 
botton: in retation'to the ,demand for it. For example. during the last few yea" there 
AiUZ been a .wide fluctuation between the price of the. Broach contract and ,he pricCJ 
'6/ AmeriCan Cotton. in M-IJerpool 0' . New Y ork~ Merchanl$ normally took Broa~ 
as being approximately eguivalent to 90% of the quotation' Jor strict' low mitUling 
4,marican,in Liverpoolfor the co'l'responi-ing date aM took thi8 aB the ezpor,t parity, 
~",t experience showed that· this percentage though approzimatel1/ correct 0'1& the 
average ~ad varied ir,om, about 8D to 95 over a 8eries of YeMs: Secondl1l t'liere lOa, 
at pr~ent ,an import duty on American cotton which meant that atl1l colton, whic1 
Wl2.uld spin. above a certain {JOUnt tended to obtain a marketed premium over cottor. 
'fhichwould no.tspin quite so higA a count. There IOas (I definits gap in the relation 
oJ prU:es for.,~iffe1'ent v"rieties. w.hic'h neithe; miU reports nor technological reporll 
could entirely explain. The object of the Laboratory was to assist cottOn breeder. 
(Ina 'fJgri'culturaldepartments gcnerally' in planning G long term policy, for cotton 
lHeeaingw(iS net;eSsarily a slow process. Much 'had been .aid about, the coU?n 
~,.eede1' 'adjusting his policy to supply ana demand but in point of fad, it took .ome
fAing like.joUTteenyears to creat~~ new cotton and bring it into generat cultivation. 
rhe ; :f.aboratorYli'ssiste4 cotton breedcrs by #eating coUon under .~ndard eonditio,." 
both to compare cotton~ with cachpther and to Gscerlain how individual cotto", tKMied 
from 7Iear, to yeaf'. _ 

:When making any, comparison between the ,.esults oj mill eestI and test; in W 
Spinning La'borqtory it must be. borne in min4 t'hat mills diJJet greoJ1lJ bolA in 
machinery ar.il in ejJiciency and moreovet' milZ reguirementl wr1l frtYm year to yetJr. 
WnY"millmanager's <opinion of tJ cotto» was apt to be lMa,ed 1Jg thertale oj tAB 
cotton market ~t the moment.· \' -
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Every' cot~on '/weeder 'needed in tM first plcice to knoW which of ike mdn y' 8t~~in~' 
on which '1Ie was working wll1'e worth cOntinuing awl multiplitJation; As the result or 
many years' work directed to ascertaining which oj tke measurabl~ c'karacters oj cOtton 
ulere of importance in determining its spinning quality, Dr, ,Turner, and subsequll1ltTy 
Dr. Nazi., Ahmad, 'had arrived at a prediction Jormula. As painted out by Dr. 
Nazi, Ahmad, fibre weig'ktand fibte le:ngthwere oj predominant importance in j).U1ging 
ci' tUlW . cotton when a Jarge range of cottons was taken into account. Working in Ii 
narraw range other' clW,racters 'had to be CfJnsidered and the Laboratory wa.~ now' 
iJi/udying other characters of cotton in relation to spinning quality. There was;' 
however, every possibility of tke physical properties of Indian cottons being of great 
importance in distinguishing between the first and second best of a par!icular group~' 
Thill of course was a further refinement, the first object of the Laboratory tcas to 
ensure t'kat no cotton with-unsatisfactory spinning characters was introduced into 
general cultivation. 

Dr. Nazir Ahmad, referring to Rai Sahib Kalidas Sawlmey's point about going 
i'n predominantly fot yield, said t'kat so far as prices were concerned there was a tU8~le 
bet wee" the grower and the consumer and which ever side won the Laboratory seemed 
to get the blame Jrom the other side. He considered t'kat it would be a retrograde step 
to neglect quality and to fix all attention on high yield and ginning out-turn and t'kat 
he would require very strong arguments to change his opinion. A factor which would 
give an indication as to the type of cottons that would be required more and more 
was the trend in the manufacture of yarns of different countS'. The relevant figures 
for India and Japan were indeed illuminating. In India during the period 1914-
1935, while the production of counts 1-10' s a'nd 10-20' s. remained practically steady 
the production of 21's to. 30's went up from 156 million lbs.to 287 million lbs., 
30-40's from 80 mill-ion Zbs. to 112 million Zbs., and above 40's from 200 to 258 
milliol1 lbs. The net result of disregarding quality would, therefore, be that the 
Ilidian mills would import more and more of American and African cottons to 
supply their needs for counts above 20's. The same was the case with Japan. 
During the same period the productian of 1 to 20's counts increased from 534 to 
634 lbs., 21 to 40's from 143 to 632 millian. tbs. and above 40's from 46 million to 
157 million lbs. As Japan was India's best custonUlr importing about Ii million 
bales every year it would be a mistake to disregard quality as Japan. would then 
turn to other markets for her supplies. 

Rai Sahib Kalidas Sawhney, rising on a paint of explanat-ion, as his observa
tions seemed to have been. misunderstood, said that what he meant was that in improv
ing the cotton of a particular area attention shauld first be concentrated on the 
impravement in lint yield without losing anything in the quality which VJas already 
grawn. At the same #me, ke con#nued, he did no' mean to say that attention 
fhauld not be paid t~ fualitf. Spinning tests 0/ the Labpratory wauld be helpful in 



deoidiAg cAe rlil1erenoe betwee" cAs improved ,tNi,. antl eM ,"au. alNtJd, ~"9 . 
.(, " matter 0/ fact improventem 0/ fooZity aros. (I'll lat« Ilage only wAd "0 otAer. 
improvemenC <lOuld be effected, .fnotler diffiCulty md toilA hi imprwing eM fualit, 
tPQ., 'M# (I, .oon aa tAs object was achieved, 'Bay in tAs caH 0/ G(J()f'Gft' .pin,.,,., 
30',1, if fwtOW,y lost certain of ita original cAa,actet-. tAneby ,lim alao cams i,dq 
competition witl II very large prOOuclioi' Jrom America and AJrica. J.. II ruull 
tqhe,. there werefluctootiona in the prOOuctio,. oj American coUon it toG. very difficuU . 
to ensure (I proper premium/or it. To put it mote clearly if tM ,pin»ing fualil, 
of. Caorarai, whose productio1J was about 100,000 bales, IIW inOffCIIJed to 40', i, 
would come in competition with goOO cotton of otler count,ies, probably resulti"g in 
,dower pnce Jor both. • 

Dr. Na'zir Ahmad obsef'1Jed tliat tDhile eacA ClJ8e should be decided 0" itl fAt't'iU 
after due consideration of aZZ the points, Ais opinio1J. lOa. that at (I lims whe,. other 
countries were deooting c01l8iderable attention to improvement of 'loolity this a,peeI 
qf cotton breeding mqst not be neglected if' 1 TUlia. 
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. 
I. INTRODUCTION. 

It is a well known fact that the insertion of twist in the roving is one of the 
integral processes in the manufacture of yarns. As the ootton fibre itself is only 
about an inch or at the most two inches long, it has to depend on twist as II. binding 
factor. T4e number of turns per inch in II. yam will thus determine the extent to 
which the hairs will adhere to one another in II. roving or II. yam. In the former the 
twist inserted is just enough to hold the fibres together, which can therefore be 
pulled apart easily. In the latter, however, owing to the greater tWist inserted, it is 
not possible to separate tv/\ fibres so easily. In other words, whereas in a roving 
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under tension most of the fibres slip, in an ordinary yarn, mos1i 01 them break and. 
only a few slip, the relative proportion of the two depending upon the twist inserted. 
Beyond a certain limit no fibres at all will slip and the insertion of further twist will 
not add anything to the grippage of the fibres in a yam. 

If very little twist is inserted in a yam the angle made by the fibres with the axis 
of the yam is nearly equal to zero and no stram is required to pull the yam apart. 
When twist is inserted, the fibres are bent spirally and make an angle with the aDs 
of the yam, which increases with the degree of twist. The limit up to which this 
angle could be advantageously increased so that all the fibres in the yam break is 
called the limiting angle and the number of turns per inch inserted is called the 
limiting twist. If the twist is increased beyond this limit the yam begina to curl 
and loses its feel. Eventually the yam-strength ceaSes to increase and begins 
to decrease. Thus, beyond a certain limit, twist has an adverse instead of a 
beneficial effect, and it becomes a matter of the greatest practical and theoretical 
importanoe to find out this limit for diHerent cottons and different types of yarns. 

Twist is never uniform along the length of a yam, which breaks under tension at 
its weakest point. The number of turns at one point may be as much as two to three 
times that at another point in an ordinary commercial yam. Thus, besides the 
average value, the distribution of twist along JI, yam is the next important factor. 
The irregularity in twist is caused by several factors such as variation in the fibre
properties, the variation in the number of fibres in a cross-section of t}!.e roving, tbe 
variation in the spindle speed, etc. Some of these factors are peculiar to the cottons, 
while others depend upon the treatment given. Thus, the uniformity of the roving 
and consequently the regularity of twist can be improved by blending the fibres by 

. combing, doubling and redoubling, etc. In a comparison of the e1iects of twist, 
therefore, it is necessary that these factors should ,be kept as nearly constant as 
possible. The results of an investigation carried out to determine the eftects of 
twist on the properties of yarns spun from certain short-medium, medium-long and 
long-staple cottons is described in: this report. 

II. PREVIOUS WORK. 

Mortonl found by direct experiment on 15 cottons that the shape of the curve 
is as in Fig. I, which represented the relation between twist and strength. It 
showed that the strength increased up to a certain limit and thereafter began to fall 
down. He2 further examined the various factors which are responsible for this 
particUlar shape.. He found that the pressure se~ up by the twist between two fibres, 
the cliriging power and the nature of the fibre-surface including hair convolutions 
are some of the factors which determine the e1iectiveness of the binding factor. 
He further opined that "the efficicmcy of spinning is also an important factor in 
deterinining the' fo~ of thiEJcurve. 

" 
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Oxley3, has also drawn similar curves and considered in some detail the nature 
of the relationship that exists between the number of turns per inch and the tensile 
strength of yarns. The effects of twist on cotton yarns of Middling cotton are shown 
graphically in a paper by Mercier and Schoffstall, 4o who point out that the maximum 
strength in lea-test is reached at a twist-multiplier of about 4.25, whereas in the 
single-thread testing the maximum is reached at a twist multiplier of 5.25. This 
has been partially explained on the ground that the single thread result represents 
the average of high, low and medium values while the lea strength is an: average of 
medium and low breaks of the threads composing the lea. Wardell5 found for a 
208 yam spun from Upland cotton, 1".[1&" in s~aple, that the limit twist factor was 4.75, 
that the elongation and contraction increased with the twist and that the yams of 
maximum strength were also the most uniform. Eiben 6 after discussing the vari
ous factors which modify the strength of yarns with the insertion of twist, gives a 
formula of limited application for the critical co-efficient of twist. 

Thus, it will be seen that although considerable work has been done, it has not 
so far been possible to lay down a general formula which should give the optimum 
twist constant from a knowledge of the fibre-properties of a cotton and the treat
ment given 1.0jt. At present, this constant must be determined in each case by 
aotual trials. That it varies with the class of the cotton is a matter of common expe
rience. Morton2 found from his tests on fifteen oottons of about 1,1/16" staple, 
spun into 249 counts, that the optimum twist constant for the maximum lea test lay 
between 3.4 and 4.4 and between 3.4 and 3.8 for 10 out of these 15 cottons. Single 
thread tests showed higher optimum twist constants for the same cottons, 14 out of 
15 gave values lying between 4.1 and 4.7. He also found that single thread strength 
irregularity inoreased by 43 per cent when t.he twist oonstant was inoreased from 4 
to 7. Forseith obtained the value of about 4.5 for 139 yarns spun from 7/8" striot 
Middling Uplands. Balls7 using a series of 13 cottons slightly longer than 1 1/16' 
staple, found the optimum twist constant to be of the order of 3.75 as determined 
by the single thread test, while Winterbottom's tests on 209 combed yam spun from 
Brown Egyptian gave a value of 5. In the Technological Laboratory8 the maximum 
st.rength for anyone count of Cambodia cotton within the range of 20B and 60B, was 
given by using one or other of the twist constants 4.25 or 4.5, but with the 
shorter cotton, Mollisoni, spun within the range 6B and 16B, the strength went on 
increasing up to the twist constant 5, which was the highest used. 

There is one aspect of the efl;eot of twist on yam strength to which a referenoe 
shOUld be made here. Probably in a majority of cases, such fabric properties as 
appearance, "feel, uniform dye absorption, durability, etc., are more important than 
mere strength. Thus, a stronger cloth need not necessarily be a better cloth and the 
stronger yarn does not always give" a stronger cloth. Corser and Turner' found 
that, in certain structures of cloth, single as well as double yarns should be soft twisted 
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to produce the strongest fabric. In many cases, the twist which gives the strongest 
ya,rns does not necessarily yield· the strongest cloth while mere tensile strength in 
cloth may be incompatible with other desirable properties. For instance, in some 
cases, extensibility is more important than strength itsel£, while in others sonnesa 
may be more desirable. While a full discussion of these points is beyond the scope 
of this investigation, it is necessary to bear in mind the fact that there are other 
qualities besides tensile strength which also constitute criteria for assessing the 
merit of a yam or a fabric. 

III. SCOPE AND OBJECTS OF THE PRESENT WORK. 

In the present tests, the cottons have been divided into three classes: (.) short
medium staple, (ii) medium-long staple, and (iii) long staple. They were spun into 
suitable counts with varying twist constants in order to find out whether it would be 
possible to demarcate the optimum twist constant for each class; bearing in mind the 
other properties such as fibre-weight, convolutions, hair-friction, hair-strength eto. 

We should also state here that eftects due to twist are somewhat clliIerent for 
the carded and the combed yarns. We know that the combed yarns are more regu
lar, their fibres are better arranged, they lie more nearly parallel and straighter, are 
more uniformly mixed and contain a smaller percentage of shorter fibres. Thus the 
combed yams may be expected to require less twist for attaining the maximum 
strength. In order to study the effects of twist on combed yarns as well, the two 
long-staple cottons, Egyptian Giza 7 and Sind Sea Island, were spun both into 
carded and combed yarns with varying twist constants. 

The prhnary object of this investigation is to find oqt the limiting twists for the 
different counts of (i) short-medium staple, (i~) medium-long staple, and (ii.) long 
staple cottons which would yield the best strength results. The investigation is 
restricted to the variation of twist in the ring-frames only, and is thus an extension 
of an earlier work done on two cottons, Cambodia and Mollisoni, which is described 
in a previous bulletin.s Furthermore. in the case of two cottons. yarns were alBo 
spun with the same twist into different counts to estimate the slippage factor. 

IV. COTTONS USED IN THE TESTS. 

The first series of experiments. an account of which was published in Techn~ 
logical Bulletin, Series A, No. 17. were carried out on the two Indian cottons 
Cambodia Co. 1 (295), which is a fine medium-long staple cotton from Madras Presi
dency, and Mollisoni which is a coarse and short-staple Desi type of Northern India. 
In the present series of experiments. P. A.. 4F and Superfine Oomta were chosen to 
represent the short-medium staple varieties; A. R. Kampala. A. R. Busoga and A. R. 

" 
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Jinja to represent the medium-long staple varieties, and Sind Sea Island and Egyp
tian Giza 7 to represent the long staple varieties. The results of the fibre tests on 
these oottons are given below. 

TABLE I. 
Fibre Particulars. 

1. Fibre-Length Distribntion (Balls Sorter) : 

Percentage. 
Mean group-length SHORT-MEDIUM I MEDIUM-LoNG I LONG 

in eighths of an 
P.A. 

Super-
A.R. A.R. A.R. I Sind 

Egyp-
inch. fine Sea tian 

4F 
OOInra. 

Kampala Busoga Jinja 
Island. Giza 7 

2 1.3 .. 0.1 .. .. 0.9 . . 
3 3.0 3.2 0.8 1.6 0.9 1.4 0.9 
4 6.5 9.2 1.8 2.4 1.6 2.8 2.4 
5 15.8 28.0 . 3.3 3.0 2.2 4.3 3.6 
6 28.5 39.7 5.5. 4.9 4.0 6.0 4.7 
7 31.5 16.0 11.5 9.8 6.8 8.5 7.3 
8 10.8 3.9 21.9 18.6 13.7 11.4 12.5 
9 2.6 .. 25.9 26.1 24.9 15.6 18.9 

10 ., .. 18.2 20.8 24.6 l7.9 24.8 
11 - .. .. 8.0 9.6 14.6 15.9 15.6 
12 .. .. 3.0 3.2 5.4 9.9 6.9 
13 .. .. .. . . 1.3 4.0 2.4 
14 .. .. . . '.' . . 1.4 .. 

2 . Mean Fibre-
Length (inch): 

(a) By Balls Sorter 0.77 0.71 1.07 1.08 1.14 1.14 1.14 
(b) By Baer Sorter 0.78 0.73 1.07 1.08 1.12 1.16 1.14 

3. Mean.Fibre-
Weight per inch 
(millionth of an 
ounce) 0.143 0.219. 0.142 0.142 0.135 0.118 0.135 

Mean Fibre-
Strength (oz.) 0.144 0.224 .. .. .. .. .. 
Clinging power 

(oz.) 0.00736 .. .. .. .. .. .. 
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It will be seen that the short-medium cottons are about 3/4-long, those in the 
medium·long group are from 1 1/16- to 1 l/S- long, the Jinja cotton being somewhat 
longer than the other two cottons, while those in the long staple group are longer 
than A. R. Kampala and A. R. Busoga. Thus, these cottons cover a range of 3/4-
to 1 1/6". The range of fibre-weight per inch, excluding Superfine Oomra and Sind 
Sea Island, is much narrower, all these cottons possessing values of about .140 x 
10-6 oz. Superfine Oomra is much coarser, while Sind Sea Island is somewhat finer 
than the others. . 

V. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS. 

_ The details of the machinery employed in these tests are given in another bulle
tin.10 The blow-room treatment was different for some of the cottons than for others 
as follows: The samples of 4F and Superfine Oomra were passed through Lattice 
Feeder, Crighton Opener (twice), Hopper and Scutcher (3 times), those of the three 
African cottons were passed through Hopper bale opener, Horizontal cleaner, Crigh
ton, Gridded dust trunks, Cage exhaust, Hopper feeder and Scutcher (twice). while 
tlle long staple cottons were passed through the Hopper bale opener, Horizontal 
cleaner, Gridded dust trunks, Cage exhaust, I!opper feeder and Scutcher (once only). 
The samples of short-medium, and medium-long cottons were given two £eada of 
drawing and spun from single hank roving, while those of the long staple cottOnl 
were given three heads of drawing and in 60's and higher counts were spun from 
double hank roving. The comber loss for each of these two cottons was about 151CYO' 

The procedure adopted was as follows: The 35 lbs. sample of 4F was divided 
into four portions behind the slubber to give four nominal. hank rovings, viz., 3.5, 
4.:3, 4.~ and 5.4. These were spun into counts ranging from 20'· to 86'· with 
twist constants varying from 3! to 5!. A similar sample of Superfine Oomra 
was'-divided. into five nominal hank rovings, viz., 1.7, 1.9, 2.4, 2.5 and 3.1 
and spun into counts ranging from 8's to 16's with twist constants varying from 
i to 51. The three African cottons were spun into 40" counts only using the 
twist. constants, 3!, 31 and 4, while Giza 7 and Sea Island were spun into 
50'~ a,nd 60's carded and 60'1 a~d '10'8 comlied ~arns with twist constants varying 
frOm 3to 4. Thu.", it will be seen that as -regards the cottons, counts and twists, 
a fairly_ wide range has been covered. Furthermore, 4F and Oomras were spun 
with a constant number of turns per inch into different counts in order to fltOOy 
the variations in strength, eta., due to a variation in counts alone. 
c. ~ . f; 

VI. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS • 

. The yatts obtained were eXamined for eve~e8s, lea breaking strength, single· 
thread strength and ballistic work of IUpture. The methods employed in these 
tests. are described in another bulletin.l0 We shall now discuss these results ac
oording· to eaoh yarn eharacteristic • 

... 
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(1) Yarn Brea~ages. [Table II.] 

(i) Short-medium Btaple cottons, 4F and Superfine Oomra.-Yarn breakages 
in the ring frame would be expeoted to inorease with the oounts and deorease with 
twist. These effeots are more strongly marked with Superfine Oomra than P. A. 
4F. In the latter ootton, the breaks are oomparatively-few up to 26's oounts, but 
are fairly numerous in 30's and the insertion of twist up to a twist multiplier of 5 does 
not reduce their number. In the 36's, however, higher twist is associated with fewer 
breaks. Both.30's and 36's are beyond the spinning oapaoity of this cotton, and the 
use of hard twist does not apparently bring the number of yarn breaks within the 
economic limit. With Superfine Oomra the number of yarn breaks is quite small in 
8's and lO's counts. In 12's counts the breaks are fairly numerous up to a twist 
multiplier of 4!, but there is a gradual decrease until for twist multiplier 4£ and 
higher for which they are quite few. Thus 4£ may be considered as a suitable oon
stant for spinning this cotton into 12's/14's counts. In 16's counts the number of 
breaks also shows a decrease with increasing twist, but even with the highest twist 
multiplier used, the number is outside the limit of economic spinning. 

(ii) For the three medium-long staple cottons A. R. Kampala, A. R. Busoga and 
A. R. Jinja, the use of any of the three twist multipliers 3!, 31 or 4, for spinning 40's 
oounts did not make any appreciable dif{erence to the number of yarn breaks in the 
ring frame, which were few in each case. 

-
(iii) When we examine the number of yarn breakages in the ring frame for the 

long staple cottons, Giza 7 and Sea Island, we find that there is a downward trend' 
both for carded and oombed yarns as the twist constant is gradually increased 
from 3 to 4. However, the rate of decrease is very small for twist multipliers 
beyond 3! which may, therefore, be regarded as a suitable constant from this 
point of view. 

(2) Yam Evenness. 

!Ii considering the results for evenness class it should be remembered that the 
estimate of evenness is based upon a hand and eye examination of the yarn and 
therefore cannot be so accurate as the determination of other yarn characteristics 
which is done with the help of suitable instruments. These results of yarn exami
nation for evenness are given in Table III. It will be seen that in 26's 
Punjab-American 4F gave fairly even yarns up to a twist multiplier of 41, but 
that with higher twist multipliers the yarn.'! became fairly even to uneven. Althougb 
the 30's yarns were fairly even, yet the 36's yarns again were fairly even to uneven 
no matter which twist multiplier was employed. Thus, the use of an excessively 
high twist multiplier tends to reduce the evenness of yarns of this cotton oJ' at lea~t 



TABLE IL 

Ritlfl Frame Yarn Breakages per 100 spindles per 1wur. 

t Twist Multiplier&. 
Cotton. 

I I I I I I I I I 1,51 I 0 3 31 3l 31 4: 41 41 41 5 51 51 
, 

P.A •. 4F 20 .. .. .. 0 16 0 · . ·10 .. . . · . · . 
26 · . . . . . .. 12 4 20 12 24 8 4 · . 
30 .. . . .. . . .. 36 17 53 50 . . I .. · . 
36 · . .. .. .. .. . . 65 42 23 47 .. · . 

Superfine Oomta 8' · . .. .. .. 0 11 · . .. I 0 · . .. · . 
10 .. .. . . .. 9 27 0 · . .. · . · . · . 
12 .. .. o. . . 65 51 36 0 29 15 15 29 
14 .. .. .. . . .. .. 36 15 2~ .. .. .. -g 

16 .. .. .. .. .. .. . . 206 182 91 · . .. 
A. R. Kampala 40 .. . . 4 

I 
15 5 

I 
.. .. · . .. 

I 
.. . . .. 

A.R. Busoga 40 .. .. 2 0 0 .. · . .. · . . . .. .. 
A.R. Jinja 40 · . .. 7 12 10. .. .. .. .. . . .. · . 
Gi~a 7 Oarded 50 32 18 14 13 5 . . · . .. .. ' .. .. · . 

" 
60 64 65 23 16 14 .. · . · . .. .. .. · . 

Oombed 60 27 6 18 14 15 .. · . .. .. · . .. .. 
" 

70 25 27 18 14 12 . . .. .. · . • · . · . .. 
Sea Island Oarded 50 50 42 10 8 9 .. · . · . .. .. .. . . 

(Sind) .. 60 50 52 18 15 23 .. · . .. .. .. .. .. 
Oombed 60 27 23 12 3 18 .. .. · . .. .. .. .. 

n 70 15 22 15 12 21 .. · . .. · . · . .. · . 
I 
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does not bring about any improvement. Unlike P. A. 4F,8uperfine bomra did not 
show these effects to an equally marked extent. It gave even to fairly even, 
8's, but fairly even 10's and 12's, no matter which twist multiplier was used. In 
the two higher counts the yarns were fairly even to. uneven, showing that. even if 
they attain sufficient strength by the use of excessive twist, they are undesirable 
on account of their poor evenness class. 

For the medium-long staple cottons, the yarns spun with twist-multiplier 4 
appear to be somewhat more even than those obtained with the other two twist 
multipliers. Between the other two twist multipliers there is not much to choose 
as with A. R. Busoga 3f gave more even yarns than 3! while with A. R. Kampala, 
the lower twist multiplier gave the more even yarns. Thus, within the small range 
of twist multipliers employed for these cottons, the yarn evenness is. only affected 
to this extent that the twist multiplier 4 gives slightly more even yarns than the 
others. 

The two long staple cottons, Giza 7 and Sea Island, gave equally even yarns in 
each count irrespective of the twist constl).nt employed between the range 3-4. Thifl 

holds both for the carded as well as the combed yarns. 

(3) Lea Strength. 

The values of the lila strength corrected for actual counts and humidity are given 
ill Table IV for the short-medium, medium-long and long staple cOttOIlS. 

(i) Short-medium staple cottO'ns, P. A. 4F.-It will be seen that in 20's counts 
the strength increases by about 10 per cent when the twist constant is raised from 
3f to 41. But with a twist constant of 41 the strength has suffered a decline. Thus 
41 or 41 may be taken as the optimum twist constant for spinning this cotton into 
20's counts. In the higher counts of 26's, however, the strength varies within the 
small range of 3 Ibs. when the twist constant is gradually raised from 4 to 5!, with a 
peak value at 41 or 41. Similarly, in the 30's and 36's counts the peak value is 
obtained with a twist constant of 4!, while the variation in strength is again very 
small. Now both 30's and 36's are definitely outside the spinning capacity 
of this cotton, while under mill conditions it is extremely doubtful if it would 
spin satisfactory 26's. We thus find that, if this cotton is spun above its 
spinning. capacity, the insertion of extra twist beyond that given by a twist 
factor of 41 does not appreciably increase its lea strength, while for the counts 
for which' it is ordinarily regarded suitable a twist multiplier of 41 to q gave the 
peak value of lea strength. 

21 



. TABLE IlL 

Mean values of "Evenness Olass." 

~ 
Twist Multipliers. 

Cott.on. 
. 

0 3 I 31 I 31 I 31 I 4 I 41 I 41 I 41 I 5 I 51 I 51 I 51 0 . . 

; 

P.A.4F 20 .. .. .. 4- 4 4- . . 3 .. .. . . · . 
26 " . . .. " 5 5 5 5 6 6 5 · . 
30 " .. .. .. . . 5 5 5 5 .. .. ~ .. 
36 " .. .. .. . . . . 6 6 6 6 . . · . 

Superfine Oomra. 8 " .. . . " 4 4 . . .. 4- .. , . , , 
10 . . .. .. .. 5 5 5 . . .. . . .. · , , 
12 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 .. .. .. . . 
14 .. .. .. .. . . . . 6 6 6 · . .. · . 
16 " .. .. " . . .. .. 6 6 6 . . · . 

A. R. Kampala 40 " . . 5 6 

I 
5 .. .. I . . " 

I 
.. .. 

I 
· , 

A. R. Busoga 40 .. .. 6 5 5 .. .. .. . . · , · . · , 
A. R. Jinja 40 .. .. 6 6 5 .. .. I . . .. .. .. " 
-Giza.7 Oarded 50 5 5 5 5 5 .. .. . . " · . · . · , 

" 
60 6 6 6 6 6 .. .. " .. .. .. · , 

Oombed 60 3 3 3 3 3 .. - .. .. . . .. · . · , .. 70 4: 4 4 4: 4 .. .. . . . . · . .. · . 
:S ea Island Oarded 50 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- . . .. .. .. .. .. 

j 
· . 

(Sind) II 60 4: 4: 4: 4 4 .. .. .. .. · . , . , , 
Oombed 60 3 3 3· S 3 .. . . .. .. .. .. . . 

" 70 4: 4: 4: 4: 4 .. .. .. . , .. .. .. 
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Superfine Oomra.-Unlike 4F, in Superfine OOInra the lea strength registers 
an increase at almost every step as we proceed from the twist multiplier 4 to 5£, 
the only exception being the 12's yarns spun with 51 and 51 twist multipliers. In 
8's counts there is an increase of 17 per cent when the twist multiplier is raised from 
4 to 41 and an increase of 80 per cent when it is raised to 5, in the 10's counts an 
increase of about 60 per cent from 4 to 4! twist multiplier; while in 12's counts 
the increase is about 80 per cent with a change in twist multiplier from 4 to 41- and a 
maximum increase of 130 per cent when a twist multiplier of 51- is used. It will be 
seen that the lea strength increases very rapidly at first, but more slowly as we 
go higher up in the scale of the twist multipliers until after 51 it is practically constant. 
Evidently, at this point the slippage tendency of the fibres has been stopped. In 
the 10'a counts a twist multiplier of 4! may be regarded as sufficient to give yarns of 
satisfactory strength, but if this cotton should be spun into 12's a twist multiplier 
of at least 5 is necessary. In the higher counts of 14'8 and 16's even a twist multi
plier of 5 to 51 does not give sufficiently strong yarns, although the yarn strength 
continues to increase. These counts are evidently beyond the capacity of this 
(otton, and the use of excessive twist would probably introduce certain undesirable 

. features. 

We will now discuss the results obtained for the yarns which were spun inta dif
ferent counts, keeping the number of turns per inch constant for each count. These 
yarns ranged in counts from 20's to 32's with 21.25 turns to the inch for P. A.· 4F, 
and from 8'8 to 14'8 with 14 turns to the inch for Superfine Oomra. 

When the rupture of a yarn at a point takes place, a certain fraction of the fibres 
present in the cross-section break, while the others merely slip past one another. 
The relative proportions of the fibres which snap and those that slip depend prin~ 
cipally upon twist, type of cotton and actual count. Tne force required to break a 
yarn is, therefore, spent partly in breaking a certain fraction of the fibres and partly 
in pulling the remaining fibres apart. If 

N=Total nllmber of fibres in the cross-section at the point of rupture of the 
yarn 

p=the fraction of fibres which break 

S=the strength of individual fibre 

T =the single thread strength of the yarn, then 

T=p. N. S. + (l-p) N. f. 

where fmthe force required to pull apart the fibres which do not break. 
(1) 

At ordinary twists the foroe required to break the- fibres will far exoeed that 
. required to pull them apart. C?nsequently the first term on the right hand side of 



Lea Strengths (lbs.) CO'ITecteiJ for humidity and counts. 

; 
,,}, Twist Multiplier. 
-<" 

Cotton. ~ I I I I I -I I I I I I 8 3 31 31 31 4 41 4j 4! 5 51 51 51 

~.A.4F 20 . . .. .. 72.4 75.8 79.1 .. 76.4 .. .. . . . . 
26 ',' .. .. . . 51.7 52.2 53.2 53.4 52.1 52.3 50.0 .. 
30 .. .. .. .. . . 41.2 .42.9 40.6 40.6 .. .. . . 
36 .. .. .. .. .. . . 32.2 31.5 31.5 ' 30.4 .. . . 

Su~erfi.rie -Oomra 
------ 94.6 ---- ------8 .. nO.l 169.5 

10 .. .. ... .. 66.8 85.7 104.2 .. .. .. . . . . 
12 .. " .. " 41.1 57.5 75.2 88.5 91.7 93.0 94.7 94.2 
14 .. . . . . " " .. 50.7 64.9 73.4 .. · . .. 
16 .. " .. " .. .. .. 42.2 57.1 63.2 " 

., 

---w--.. -' -- 38.3 42.7 -- ------------
A. R. Kampala 39.8 
A. R. Busoga 40 .. .. 40.1 42.6 44.5 .. .. .. . . .. " .. 
A. R •• Tinja 40 .. .. 39.0 39.6 42.5 " .. .. •• .. . . . . 

50 40.9 ---------- ----
Giza 7 Oarded 32.9 38.8 40.8 41.4 .. .. .. .. .. · . .. 

60 27.0 29.2 31.8 31.0 31.9 .. .. . . .. · . , .. .. 
Oombed 60 30.0 34.6 36.6 37.2 36.7 " · . .. .. .. · . .. 

.. 70 22.9 27.2 29.1 30.1 27.9 .. · . . . .. . . ... .. 
37.2 ~ 38.5 - .. - -- ----

Sea Island OmYied 50 35.a 39.1 · . .. · . .. .. 
.. 60 25.5 30.2 30.8 31.7 31.3 .. · . . . . . · . .. .. 

(Sind) Oombed 60 34:9 36.7 37.8 38.1 38.5 .. .. .. .. .. · . .. 
" 

70 27.0 28.3 29.0 29.1 28.9 .. · . .. .. .. . . .. 
j 
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e/luation (1) will be more important. At very low twists, however, the slippage 
factor may become comparable to the grippage factor. By inserting the values 
of the various constants in the right hand side of equation (I) we can calculate the 
yam strength and compare it with the actual value. The number of fibres in the 
cross-section may be calculated from actual counts and fibre-weight per inch,the 
fibre-strength was actually determined, the slippage factor 'p' for P. A. 4F wsa 
taken from the work of Turner and Gulatill described in another bulletin, while as 
a first approximation we can take 'f' equal to the clinging power of the cotton. On 
doing 80 we obtain the values for single-thread strength which are given in the 
following Table together with the values found by direct test. 

TABLE V. 

P. A. 4F coltcm. 

Number of 
Single-Thread Single-Thread 

Count 
fibres. 

Strength Strength 
(actual) (oz.) (calculated) (oz.) 

32 116 5.45 7.49 
28 132 7.16 8.36 -
25 148 8.61 9.87 
22 168 10.28 11.75 
20 185 11.66 13.34 

It will be seen that the two sets of values lie fairly close to one another showing 
the fundamental soundness of the line of reasoning adopted by us. It will, however, 
be notired that the calculated values are in all cases a little higher than the actual 
values as if a oonstant factor were operating which has. not been taken into con
sideration. 

Sinoe in these yarns the number or turns per inch has been kept constant, we 
may.assume that the binding force due to twist alone will remain practically con
tanto The other binding force between the fibres is that due to their mutual lateral 
pressure whioh will depend upon the number of fibres present in the cross-section 
and whioh is represented by 'f' in equation (1). In order to make a rough estimate 
of its value, we may assume that 'p' is the same for the dlllerent yarns, i.e., the 
same fraction of fibres is broken in each case. The value of 'p' is taken from the 
32's yarns as giving the best agreement between the observed and the calculated value 
of single thread strength and oomes out equal to 33, which is m good agreement 
with that found by Turner and Gulati. Substituting this value in equation (I), 



"·6 find the following values for the binding due to· the lateral pressure exerted 
by the fibres on one another':' 

Count. Number of fibres. f. 
32's 116 
28's 132 0.89 
25's 148 1.58 
22's 168 2.30 
20's 185 2.81 

It is remarkable that cf' is found to vary linearly with the number of fibres and the 
straight line giving the best fit enables us to calculate the value of the binding force 
on a single fibre. This comes out to be equal to .0372 oz. Now the clinging power 
of this' cotton is .007 oz. which is roughly 1/5 of the value found here. It must, 
however, be remembered that the clinging power is found by pulling a fibre through a 
pad without any twist, while here the fibres are pulled apart in a bundle which is 
twisted and in which consequently the cohesion of the fibres will be several times 
greater than in a pad. Furthermore, for the sake of calculation it has been neces
sary to assume that the binding due to the lateral pressure of fibres was zero in the 
32's yarns-the finest yam spun in this series. This assumption js not atrictly 
justified, and if we had inserted some figure higher than zero for this binding, it would 
have reduced the values for the other yams. 

We could apply a similar treatment to the results obtained for Superfine Oomra, 
provided its clinging power was known. Since the value. of its clinging power was not 
available at the time of writing this bulletin, we may calculate the factor cf' in a way 
similar to that adopted for the P. A. 4F ootton. In this case, the percentage of fibres 
which break is taken as 16.5. This is about half of that taken for 4F, but it must be 
remembered that twist in these yarns is 14: turns per inch as against 21. 2 for 4F. 
Turner and Gulatill found thatf or 13.3 turns to the inch the average percentage 
of broken fibres in 5 cottons was 16.9 in 20'a counts and thus our valu8 is in reason
ably good agreement with theirs, though for the lower counts into which this cotton 
has been' spun this percentage would probably be Jess than 16. On aubstituting 
these values, we obtain the following values for 'f': 

. Counts. Number of fibres. 
14i 173 
12 201 
10 242 
8 302 

'f' 

2.54. 
6.48 

12.61 

which gives 0.1 as factor accounting for the binding due to tbelateralpressure of the 
fibres. rhis is considerably higher than that obtained for 4F, but we should expect 
j~ to be .50 in view ·of Oomra peing a shorter and coarser cotton • 

... 
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(it) Medittm-Zong siaplecoltWls.-The lea strength, the ballistio work ot rupture 
and the single thread strength show a progressive increase with twist in the twist 
multiplier range of 31 to 4: for all the three cottons, A. R. Kampala, A. R. Busoga 
and A. R. Jinja spun into 40's counts. The yarns spun with a twist multiplier 
4: gave about 3-41bs. higher lea test and about 2-3 inch-lbs. higher ballistic test than 
those spun with a twist multiplier of 3}, while the difference between these and the 
yarns spun with a twist multiplier of 3! was generally quite small. Thus, so far as 
the criterion of strength alone is concerned, a twist multiplier of 4 appears to be 
better for these oottons than a lower one, though it is possible that other considera
tions such as the appearance and production of yarn, etc., may favour the selection 
of a lower twist multiplier. Furthermore, judging from the small rate of increase of 
yarn strength with twist in this region, it seems highly probable that the peak value 
of strength has very nearly been attained. There is thus a marked difference be
tween these and the Superfine Oornra cotton for whioh the strength increased rapidly 
in the region of twist multiplier 4 and the peak value was reached only with a twist 
multiplier of 51. 

(iii) Long stap16 cottons. (a) Oarded and (b) Oombed.-The results for these 
cottons are given in Table IV while in Table VI the percentage differences in lea 
strength classified according to treatment (carded or combed), cottons (GIZa 7- or 
Sind Sea Island) and counts (50's-60's or 60's-70's) are shown. A study of 
these Tables yields several interesting results. 

TABLE VI. 

Percentage Variation 

3 to 31 31 to 3! 3! to 31 31 to 4. 

I. Tfeatment. 
(i) Carding .. .. +12.4 + 5.3 + 0.1 + 0.4 
(ii) Combing .. .. +11.0 + 4.6 + 1.5 - 2.1 

II. Oottons. 
(i) Giza 7 .. .. +15.0 + 6.8 + 0.6 - 1.0 
(ii) Sind Sea Island .. + 8.4 + 3.1 + '1.1 -0.6 

III. Oounts. 
; (i) 50's carded and 60's 

combed .. +11.0 + 4.8 + 0.6 -0.1 
. (ii) 60's carded and 

70's combed +12.5 + 5.1 + 1.0 -1.6 
- -- ... -. - -- '-'-



It will be seen' that there is a sharp inorease in yat'n-atrength when a twist mul
~lplier of 31 is employed instead of 3 and a less sharp increase when a twiat. 
multiplier 'Of 3} is used instead of 31, the increase being greater tor the oaTdltd 
than for the combed yarns and greater for Giza T than tor Sind Sea Island. 
Now, these two cottons have practically the same mean fibre-length. but 
Giza 7 possesses a somewhat higher fibre-weight per inch. It would, there
fore, appear that . for these long staple cottons the influence of twist in
creasing the yarn-strength is. more marked with the cotton possessing • 
higher fibre-weight per inch. This would probably be due to the coarser cotton 
possessing either greater ribbon width or more convolutions per inch and con
sequently the binding effect of twist would be greater in it than in a finer cotton. 
Furthermore, it will be seen that if the twist multiplier is raised from 31 to 3f. the 
yarn-strength increases by only a small amount, and that the insertion of furthor 
twist with a twist multiplier of4, actually pulls down the lea strength by a small 
amount in all cases except ono. Thus, although the peak value of Jea strength 
is reached with a twist multiplier of 31 both for carded· and combed yarns, 
the difference between these and the values obtained. with a twist multiplier 
of 3} is so small that the latter may be used with practically equally good 
strength results and the rurther advantages of higher production and softer 
yarns. We saw above that the twist multiplier for peak value of lea strength 
which stood at 51 for the short staple Oomra was reduced to about 4 for the 
medium-long staple African cottons while for the long staple cottons it is further 
brought down to 31. The use of a lower twist constant. 31 or 3, however, pulls 
down the yarn-strength by an appreciable amount, while if a twist multiplier 
of:3 is Used, the lea-breaking strength may, on the average, be 12 to 18 per cent 
less than the peak value. 

So rar 'as the two ranges of counts (50's to 60's or 60'. to 70's) are con
cerned, the effects are practically the same, as shown by the last two rowl of 
Table VI. 

(4) Single T'k1'ead St1'engtA. [See Table VII.] 

(i) Slwrt-Wtedium staple cottons. As for theles test results. the single thread 
strength also increases steadily with the increase in twist constant from 4 
to 51" in the 12's counts. spun from Superfine Oomra. For P. A. 4F. however. 
the rise occurs only up to a twist const.ant of 5 in the 26'. counts after 
which a decline in single thread strength sets in. Thus. the optimum twist 
constant according to the' single thread test results for 26'. CQunts of P. A. 4F • 
cotton is found to b~ 5, 

... 



TABLE VII. 

Single Thread Strength (In.) corrected/or humidity and counts. 

Cotton. 

/

2 I Twist Multiplier. 

j '--3~1-3!~1-3!~1~3-!~1-4~1-4-!~14-!~1-4!~1-5-1~5-1~1-5!~1-5!-
P. A. 4F 20 .. .. . . 9.50 9.98 10.46 .. 11.67 .. ., .. .. 

26 .. ... .. .. 6.75 7.30 7.55 8.01 8.53 8.17 8.36 .. 
30 .. " .. .. .. 6.39 6.82 6.61 7.06 . , . . .. 
36 .. .. .. . . " 5.23 5.52 5.41 5.14 " .. -- ----------- 23.77 ------Superfine OOInra 8 .. .. .. .. 15.35 17.50 " .. .. .. 
10 .. .. .. .. 10.70 14.16 16.15 " .. .. ' .. .. 
12 .. .. .. .. 9.97 11.32 12.10 13.99 14.36 14.34 14.38 14.54 
14 .. .. " .. .. .. 9.81 12.13 11.86 ., .. '.' 
16 .. .. . . . . .. .. . . 9.47 10.04 10.92 

~ 
.. 

A. R. Kampala 5.78 6.3l ------40 6.09 .. 
A. R. Busoga 40 .. .. 5.93 6.35 6.55 .. .. . . " . , .. 
A. R. Jinja 40 .. .. 5.98 5.93 6.60 .. .. .. .. . . .. . . 
Giza 7 Carded 50 4.66 4.89 5.52 5 .• 60 5.76 ---- ----------.. .. .. .. ., .. .. 

" 60 3.61 4.12 4.09 4.20 4.44 .. .. .. .. . . .. .. 
ComlJed 60 4.17 4.82 5.33 5.18 5.35 .. .. .. .. . . .. ... 

" 70 3.65 3.68 4.18 4.32 4.01· .. .. .. .. .. . . . . 
Sea Island Carded, 50 5.02 5.57. 5.96 5.95 16]8 

'.' 
(Sind) " 60 4.07 4.49 4.51 4.82 4.68 . . .. .. . . .. .. .. 

60 4.99 5.03 5.19 5.57 5.58 .. .. " .. . , ... .. 
Combed 70 3.92 4.03 4.50 4.40 4.28 .. .. " .. . . .. ... 

" 
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(ii) Long staple coUons.-It was observed from the lea testa for these cottons 
that either 31 or 3f can be regarded as the optimum twist constants. The single 
thread strength results show that this holds good for the combed yarns from both 
cottons and for carded yarns of Sind Sea Island. Only in the 50's and 60'. carded 
yarns of Egyptian Giza 7 the single thread strengths are found to increase steadily 
np to· 4 twist constant. This slight departure, however, is not important and 31 can 
be considered as suitable twist multiplier for these cottons. especially when they are 
combed. 

(5) BaUistic W(Yfk of rupture. We shall now consider the results of this test which 
is a joint measure of both strength and extension. [See Table VIII.] 

(i) Blunt-medium staple coUons.-The change in the ballistic work of rupture of 
the P. A. 4F yarns spun with di1Ierent twists is generally small, being only about 51 
per cent. in the 26's yams with a change in twist multiplier from 4 to 41. There
after a slight decline in t.he ballistic test is noticed showing that 4f may be considered 
as giving the best ballistic results for this cotton in tho 26's counts. 

Unlike the lea test results, the rise recorded in the ballistic results of 12'. counts 
of Superfine OOIDra cotton is small, the maximum occurring with 41 twist constant, 
while the increase from 4 to 41 twist multiplier gives a percentage increase of only 
7 per cent. Thus,.both for 4F and Superfine Oomra. 41 twist multiplier gave the 
best ballistic test results in 26's and 12's counts respectively. 

(ii) Medium-long staple cottons.-The results of the ballistic tests for these cot
tons vary in the same manner as observed for the lea test results, the twist multiplier 
• giving the maximum valua. It is not possible to state definitely from these results 
whether we should expect a further increase with a higher twist multiplier, but in 
view of the fact that the increase observed for tho change in twist multiplier from 31 
to 4: is very small, the twist multiplier 4 rna y be regarded AS giving the best ballistio 
test results for these cottons. 

(iii) Long staple cottons.-In the 50's carded yarns of both cottons. the ballistio 
strength mcreases steadily as the twist constant was raised from 3 to 4. But, in • 
60's caraecry~rnS the twist mUltipliers 31 and 4 gave practically the same results 80 

that the former can be regarded as optimum for this count. 

. :For the combed yams of Sind Sea Island cotton, there is a steady tendency for 
the ballistic strE!Dgth to increase up to the twist multiplier 4. For 60's of Egyptian 
Giza 7, however. the ballistic strength falls after tho twist multiplier 3f. while in 70'. 
31 and 4: gave practically the same results. Thus for Sind Sea Island combed yarns. 
the twist multiplier 4 may be regarded as giving the best ballistic test results while Cor 
Egyptian Giza. 7 a lower constant, namely 31, is sufficient to serve the same purpost". 



TABLE VIII. 

Ballistic Work of Rupture (inch-lbs.) corrected for counts aria. humidity. 

Twist Multiplier. 

Cotton. 
3 I. 31 I 31 I 3£ I 4 I 41 I 41 I 41 I 5 I 51 I 51 I 51 

P. A. 4.F 20 .. .. .. 143.1 150.7 151.5 .. 154.4 .. ., . . . . 
26 .. .. .. . . 98.8 102.6 103.2 104.4 102.2 103.8 104.0 . . 
30 .. .. .. .. .. 89.5 90.6 91.1 90.8 ., .. . . 
36 .. .. .. .. .. .. 72.8 72.4 72.6 7l.1 .. .. 

-- --t------ ---- ------
Superfine Oomra 8 293.4 316.5 346.5 

10 .. .. .. . . 210.3 226.3 233.4 .. .. . . . . .. 
, 12 .. 180.3 181'6 186.9 192.7 187.0 189.5 192.2 190.8 .. .. . . 

14' .. .. .. . . .. .. 155.5 162.4 166.4 .. . . . . 
• 16 136.5 145.2 148.5 .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . . 

40 -- -- 73.2 74.8 76.6 
----------- --

A. R. Kampala . . .. .. .. .. .. ., . . . . 
A. R. Busoga 40 .. .. 78.4 80.0 80.2 .. .. .. .. ., .. .. 
A. R. Jinja 40 .. .. 77.2 7B.1 BO.8 .. '- . .. .. . , . . . . --------------
Giza 7 {}arded 50 60.7 61.9 65.9 67.1 68.6 .. .. .. .. ., .. " 

" 
60 50.2 50.8 51.3 52.6 52.6 " .. .. .. . , .. . . 

Combed 60 54..4 56.3 5B.9 60.4 59.9 .. .. .. .. .. . . .. 
" 

70 4B.7 49.3 50.3 51.7 . 51.7 .. .. .. " .. . . . . ------------Sea Island Carded 50 59.7. 61.7 65.4 67.1 69.4 .. f .. .. .. . , . . .. 
(Sind) 

" 
60 50.2 50.5 52.9 54.2 54.1 .. .. .. .. ; . , .. . . 

Combed 60 54.2 55.5 57.4 60.6 62.8 .. ., .. .. . . .. 
" 

70 48.1 48.0 49.2 49.7 50.3 .. .,. . . .. . . . . .. 
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VII. SUMMARY. 

The object of the tests described in this report was to study the influence of twist· 
on yarn strength and to find, if possible, the optimum twist constant for each cotton. 
The cottons' selected covered a wide range of staple length, extending from the short 
stapled Oomra to the long stapled Sind Sea Island. The long staple cottons were 
spun both into carded and combed yarns, while the short staple cottons were alsO 
spun with the same number of turns per inch into different counts to estimate the 
slippage factor.as distinct from the grippage factor. The following conclusions are 
drawn from the results of these tests. 

(1) Yarn breakages.-In th.e counts which are definitely beyond the spinning 
capacity of P. A. 4:F ~ the uSe Of hard twist doeS not appreciably reduce the number of 
yam breaks. For the medium-long staple cottons, yarn breaksges in the ring frame 
in 40's counts spun with 3! twist multiplier gl!ove satisfactorily few breakages which 
did not decrease by using a higher twist multiplier. In the case of the long staple 
cottons the ram breakages decreased up to a twist multiplier of 3! after which they 
were sensibly ·constant. 

(2) Yarn Evenness.-The use of a high twist in the P. A. 4F yams either failed 
to 'cause any improvement in evenness or had a deleterious effect. On the other 
hand, Superfine Oomra gave equally even yarns with the different twist multipliers 
in 8's, 10'8 and 12's counts. In the higher counts, the yarns became uneven and the 
insertion of twist even if it increased their strength, could not pull up their evenneBB 
claSs. With the medium-long stapled cottons, the yarns spun with twist-multiplier 
l were lound to be somewhat .more even than those obtain¢ with the two lower 
twist multipliers. 

The two long staple cottons gave equally even yarns in each count irrespective 
of ~he twist multiplier employed within the range 3-4. This held both for the carded 
and the combed yarns. 

(3) Lea Strength.-A twist-multiplier of 41 or 4! may be taken as optimum for 
;t?A. 4F spun into 20's counts while m the higher counts such as 30's and 36's evell 
:the insertion of high twist does not give sufficient strength. For Superfine OOlnra, a 
twist multiplier of 4! may be regarded as suitable for spinning it into 10's counts, 
While a twist multiplier of 5 is necessary for spinning it mto 12's counts. Tho higher 
~ounts 14's and 16's are beyond its spinning capacity and high twist tails to impart 
sufficient strength. 

It is noteworthy that the force required to pull apart the slipping fibres in a yam 
is found to be directly proportional to the number of fibres in the cross section. The 
value of the binding force on a single fibre for P. A. 4F cotton was estimated to be 
0.0372 oz. which is roughly 5 times the value of its clinging power. We should ex-
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pect this difference owing to the tact that in a. yarn the fibres are in a. twisted bundle. 
The value of the binding force on a. single fibre for Superfine Oomra. was estimated 
as 0.1 oz. This is highcr than that obtained for P. A. 4F, but one should expect it 
in view of the latter cotton being a longer and finer one. 

For medium-long staple cottons a. twist multiplier of 4 gave the best results in 
40's cOWlts, but the difference in strength between this and the lower twist multi
plier of 31 was small and other factors such as the appearance and production of 
yam, etc., should also be taken into coosideration. 

With the long staple cottons it was observed that the influence of twist, as an 
aid to increasing yarn strength, was more marked with a coarser than with a finer 
cotton. The peak values of yarn strength were obtained with 3t twist multiplier 
after which there was a small decrease in most cases. But the difference between 
these values and those obtained with 31 twist multiplier was so small that the latter 
multiplier may be used with equally good results and the further advantages of a. 
higher production and /lofter yams. 
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DISCUSSION. 

Dr. Bazir Ahmad, summarising tlle resules oj tAe pape1 under consideration. 
said {nat twist generally increased the s'f'ength oj yarns. In tlle preparation stage. 
~ tlle fly frames a very small amount of twist toa8 inserted in tlle roving in onler to 
Tceep thefibres together, fo, at that stage if more than tM barely mi"imum twise tea. 
~nserted, it interfered with the drafting process which did not taTe. place ImOOthly 
and ejJiciently. This applied to the three fly frames, 1M .lubl»ng, tM ',Ihf snll tllS 
'lomng frame. In the spinning frame where tM yarn wa.t 'p"n su./ficiet,t twist toa6 

jn,86rted so that the yurn might have the requisite strength. the twist inserted depend
ing on the count of yam and consequently sn the type oj cotlon tUlea. The twl 
inserled in the spinning process was mea.suf'ed in terms oj a Jador caned the 'twist 
multipl'ier.' The actual number of turns per ;"Itch insetted in ,. '!lam lOa. git:en by 
'he twist mUltiplier multiplied by the square root oj tlie count of the yarn. For 
;"~sta,."ce, in spinning 16's with Q twist multiplier of 4, the number of tUmB per 
inch inserted was 4 X 4, i.e., 16. For medium staple cotto"" it too8 customary. 
although there IOaS no stOillilard practice, to employ the twist multiplier. of 4 alid 
41, for Zong staple cottons a twist multiplier of 31 or 4, and for Itill longer 
cottons like Scikel and Sea Island a t,wist multiplier of 31 and et'etl 31 lOa. 
employed. The reason why, so far as possible, tM twist should be kept low was that 
high twist reduces tlie softness and CIIetlneBS of yarns besides lowering the produclioo. 
If, for instance, 20's yarn were spun toith the multiplier 31, about 8 018, lOOuld be 
obtained 'Per hour per spinale. If the (wist multiplier was increased from 31 to 4, 
the prod'uclion would fall down to about 7 ou. It should be tloted in oofiJJidering 
tlte performance oJ an improved variety that a 1m'll may ,;.01 spi", it into as 'high a 
count as it c.(}uld be spun, as for specia~ reaS0168 the mill might sacrifice Btrength for 
the sake oj production. BOt' instance, if a cotton of 15/16" 1000g Btaple i. capable 
of spinning 30's a mill might decide to spin O1lly 24'. from it a,id get higher pr0-

duction. The main object before a mill manager was to maTce profies either by pro
duci'ng finer yar"s or by increasing production. 

He cont'inued that this paper fDaS in the nature of an effort to stimulate 
discussio16 o-n the res,ides of some tests given on page 5 which were carried 00' o-n 
three types of cotton, short-medium, medium-long and long Btaple cottons. For Bhort
medium Punjab-American 4F and Superfine Oomra were .elected, Jor medium-lullg 
three African coUons (Kampala, Busoga and Jinja) and for wng lltaple Sind Sea 
Island anI/, Egyptian Giza 7 were spu·n with differenl. twists. The mean fibre
lengths of these were :-4F: 0.77," Superfine Oom,a: 0.72," Kampala: 1.07", 
Busoga: 1. 08," Jinja: 1.13", Sifld Sea Island: 1.15" and Egyptian Giza: 1.14". 
The various twist multipHewtUled in spinning were ihown ilJ Table 11 on page 8. 
Punjab-American 4F WM spun in counts from 20', to 36', with different twist 
multipliers ranging from 31 to 51 Superfine OOtnra in 8'B to 16', tl>ith twis' 
multipliers rangillg from 4!0 51 ; the three African. in 40'. toitli twist multiplier. 

" 
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ranging from 3! to 4 and the long staplecoUot/s were spun, with twist multipliers 
ranging from 3 to 4. Discussing the effect of twist on spinning behaviour he said 
it would be seen from p. 7 that with short staple coUon when higher twist was 
inserted, it definitely reduced the number oj breakages up to a· tWist multiplier of 41 
but beyond that the breakages remained Jairly constant. As ;egards the effect of 
twist on yarn evenness the results summarised on pages 7 and 9 SMW that when 
Oomra was spun in 12's, 14's and 16's by inserting extra twist, although the yarn 
strength increased up to a limit, the yarns became progressively uneven, which 
was an undesirable Jeature. The results oj strength tests given in Table IV show 
that the lea strength oj 8's yarns spun Jrom Oomras With a twist multiplier of 4 
was 95 lbs. but with a twist multiplier oj 5 the lea strength rose to the high figure 
oj 170 los. It 'was this large increase in strength with t'wist which Was a special 
feature of the sMrt staple cottons. In 12's counts, spun with the medium twist 
multiplier of 4, the lea strength was 41 lbs. but with the twist multiplier oj 5 it 
increased to 92 lbs. Thus it was possible to spin Oomras up to 12' s counts by 
in.~erting sufficient twist in it, though the evenness and production oj the yarns would 
be reduced. With Punjab-American 4F the strength in 20's count went on increas
ing slowly Jrom twist mttltipUer 3£ to 41, while in 26's and 30's counts there was 
hardly any change in the yarn strength. With Sea Island and Egyptian cottons 
the maximum strengr;h toas reached at a comparatively very low twist multiplier of 
3! and beyond that there was a decline in strength. Some yarns were spun in 
different counts with the twist multiplier so adjusted that the number oj turns per 
ir.ch was the same. Itmednt that the binding Jorce oj the twist was the Name on 
the fibres in the various yarns. A simplc Jormula from single-thread strength, given 
on page 11, was then developed from the following considerations, namely that when 
the yarn broke the Jorce required to break it was partly spent in breaking a certain 
fractior~ of the fibres and partly in pulling the remaining fibres apart. Taking the 
val·ue of the latter as. approximately equal . to the clinging power oj coUon and the 
value of the. percentage oj broken fibres Jrom a previous int'estigation oJ· the Labora
tory, the strength of the yarn could be calculated as shown on page 13. A Jairly 
good agreement between the calculated and actual si1!gle-thread values was 
observed which was most encouraging. This was only a beginning and iJ the 
proportion oj fibres which broke in yarns oj different counts spun, with different 
twists was known and also the manner in which '/' was related to the clinging poWer 
of the cotton the breaking st;ength of the ya·rns could be calculated. 

Mr. M. L. Patel said that a similar experiment carried out at the Shirley Institute 
in the case oj DhollerCls, the results oj ~('hich were given in his paper No.5 (Supple
mentary Note)* shotoed that the twist Jactor of 4 and 5 gave (llmost tke same strength 
ill 16's ai,d .ZO's, As a result oj these tests the opinion was expressed that tM 
cotton tested 1(la.~ s1titable Jor spinning into warp counts from 20's to 24's, which 

* Not Print1ld. 
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appea;red to be rather high for D'lwlleras. Furthef', Wagad cotton spun in MatungCl 
Laboratory toas adjudged suitable for spinning 12's to 16', while l4 tke Shirley 
Institute with a t'wist factor of 4 to 5 it was found suitable for 2()', to 24', dnd ,ke 
yarns'spun with tWist factor "5" being in every case beUef' t'han the corr68ponding 
yarns spun with twist Jactor "4". 

Dr. Nazir Ahmad said tkat yarn evenn68S was judged by the eye and was t'here
Jore subject to errors of personal judgement. 

Mr. Hutchinson wished to know whether there could be any comparison between 
the spinning value On tke peak of tke twist strength curtle and tke highest It4nda,tI 
warp counts. 

Dr. Nazir Ahmad said that the gradient oj the curve from. strength at tke highest 
. standard warp count and the strength at tke peak 'Value would probably be different 
Jor different coUons. At present sufficient data was not available, but ke wO'uld bear 
in mind the suggestion made by Mr. Hutchinson and would look into the point raised 
by him when sufficient data were available. 

Mr. HutchinsQD dealing with the difference between the results oj the Shirley 
Institute . tests and t'lwse oj the Laboratory said that for pu;poses of comparillon 
Dr. Ahmad had laid down strict conditions to be observed in all tests as otherwise 

. they would not serve thei, purpose, w/lereas tke Shirley Institute t68t, were probably 
done with a view to seeing how far Indian coUons could meet Lancashire need, anti 
how by special adjustment in processing, cottons which were not normally considered 
in the Lancashire range could be brought into the Lancashire range.. In comparing 
the Shirley Institute figures with the Technological Laboratory- figure, fO'l' Indian 
cottons, it s'lwuld be borne i" mind that the same figur68 of the Institute were fIOt 

ava1,1able and it was found very difficult to compare them with tke Matunga tests. 
In short, he said that the Shirley Institute tests were carried out rather to determine 
what was the top level economic spinning with all suitable aajustmentB that could 
be made, whereas the !J!atunga tests were carried out to determine what wa, the IPp 
level economic spinning under certain rigidly specified condition,. 
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INTRODUCTION. 

In the oourse of an investigation into the oauses of deterioration of Broach 
Palej cotton at the Technological Laboratory, Matunga, among other tests, Bright's 
congo-red test for damaged fibres was also carried out. The results of_ this test 
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showed conclusively that micro-organisms played an important role in the deteriora
tion of tlllir cotton while it was stored at Bombay. An attempt was, there!ore, 
made to isolate the different fungi and bacteria present on this ootton. The relative 
abundanc~ of eaoh organism was estimated and it was further determined whioh of 
the most prevalent forms were known oellulose deoomposers. The present report 
thus deals with (1) the results of the, congo-red damage test; and (2) the syste
matio study of the fungi and bacteria present on the ootton. 

PART I. 

Ci) The Congo-Red Damage Test. 

The applioation of Bright's oongo-red test enables one to distinguish the nature 
of damage to cotton fibres resulting from fungi, machinery, heat and sulphurio acid. 
The degree of damage in each of the four types is also detectable as slight, moderate 
and severe. The distinguishing features of the test, atter Bright, are tabulated 
below. -

Appearanoe of Hairs. 
, 

Degree of Attacked by Exposed to Damaged by Treated with 
damage. fungus. Heat. mechanical sulphurio 

means. acid. 

1. No damage Stained pink Stained pink. ,Stained pink Stained pink 

2. Slight Narrowmul- Broad simple Surface 
damage. tiple red red spiral 'bruises. 

spiral bands. bands. 

3. Moderate Stained Narrow mul- Deep outs. Irregular red 
, damage. evenly red. tiple red patches. 

spiral bands. 

4. Severe Stained red Stained red .. 
damage. and oracked. and outicle 

singed. 

The daniaged fibres seen in t~ cotton could be referred to two categories 
;only, viZ., mechanioal and fungal, "because the cotton in question was raw and had 
been subjected only- to machine-treatment in the gin ane! the baling press. Table 

... 
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t. summarises the results of this test carried out on the original sample in the month 
of April 1934 ; and two samples after storage for six months in October. The two 
stored samples consisted of material from the top and the middle of the same bale; 

It will be seen from Table I below that the original sample had 69% undamaged 
hairs and 31 % damaged hairs. Out of the latter only 4% were damaged by fungi. 
In the stored samples the number of undamaged hairs fell to 48 % and 46 % in 
the top and the middle samples respectively, while the number of damaged hairs 
increased to 52% and 54%. This increase, it will be noted, was wholly due to a 
remarkable rise in the number of fibres showing fungal damage. Apart from the 
nature and appearance of damage indicated by the congo-red technique, fungal 
mycelia and spore-heads growing on the fibres were actually observed. A direct 
evidence of fungi attacking the cotton fibres was thus available. 

TABLE I. 

Damage Test Results. 

Damaged fibres. 
Samples. Undamaged fibres. 

Mechanically. By fungi. 

1. Original 69% 27% 4% 
2. Stored: 

(a) Top of bale 48% 23% 29% 
(b) Middle of bale 46% 19% 85% 

N ote.-300 fibres were tested for eaoh set of values. 

The gradual fall in the number of hairs showing mechanical damage from 
original to the "middle" material of the stored bale is somewhat anomalous. In 
the absence of any difference in machine-treatment, the fall in these values could 
only be explained on the basis of the limitations of the technique. Fibres showing 
two types of damage, i.e., meohanical as well as fungal, had to be· classified only in 
one of the two categories. If the mechanical damage was more pronounced than 
ilie fungal, the fibre was classed as mechanically damaged; and in case it was more 
fungal than mechanical the fibre was classed under fungal damage. Since the 
mechanically injured fibres are known to attract the micro-organisms more than the 
intact fibres, it was no wonder that the fungal attack masked the mechanical dam
age; and thus led to the classification of fibres, originally placed under mechanical 
damage, among those showing fungal damage. . 
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'l'hedifference in the values of top and middle material of the stored bale is 
Aot significant in the case of undamaged and mechanically damaged hairs; bllt it 
~ppeared to be a little too much for fibres showing fllngal damage. Obviously it 
is due to richer growths of fllngi in the middle of the bale. Thaysen ll (1924) also 
found that "heart-damage" in the bale originated from miorobiotio action. 

(ii) The Temperature and Moisture O(mditi~1I8 at Bombay. 

The remarkable increase in the hairs damaged by fllngi in this cotton at Bom
bay indicates that the moisture and temperature oonditions were oonducive to fun
gal growth. The moisture2a content of this ootton as observed in April (1934) 
was a little over 4%. Dllring the monsoon it rose to 8%. The average temper
ature during April was 85°F. which gradually came down to 80"F. in September. 
This oombination of moisture and heat· resulted in ftmgal damage to an additional 
20% of the fibres. Armstead and Harland S (1923) observed that 7.8% moisturo 
content . produced but slight growth of fllngi on cotton in England. The trade 
people in Bombay seem to be aware of the fact that Broach cotton does not de
teriorate so rapidly in England. Although the moisture condition is the same in 
the two oountries, yet the deterioration seen in Bombay is lacking in Engla.!ld. 
The explanation appears to lie in the temperature conditions. In England it is 
usually 45°F. in April, and it gradually rises to 60°F. in August and September. 
These values and the range of temperature are decidedly lower than those 
prevailing at Bombay. It may therefore be ooncluded that the temperature and 
moisture conditions which are favourable for fungal growth are as much to blame 

.lor the deterioration of the cotton at Bombay as the fllngi. 

The optimum oonditions of temperature and moist11!~ approached in a sample 
stored over water (not touching it) in a closed jar during the months of November 
and Deoember at Bombay. The cotton which was lying in almost saturated humi
dity, at a temperature varying from 85°F. to 78°F., had completely changed its 
colour in two months, was exceedingly tender and was full of fllngal growths. 

PART II. 

(i) The Systematic Study 0/ Fungi aM Bacteria. 

This study involved careful microscopical examination of the cotton and the 
micro-organisms grown in cultures from the cotton. The cotton was examined in 
(1) its ordinary state; and (2) after sto.rage of a two gramme sample for a month 
over water in a closed jar. The examination of the ordinary ootton showed the 
presence of a large variety of organisms and also revealed their association with 
"stained" and matted parts of the lint. The sample stored over water proved useful 
in detecting the fungi which are capable of rapid growth on increase in the moisture 
oontent of cotton. The change in the colour of the cotton on such .torage beoame 

... 
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more and more pronounoed as the fungal growths advano6d. Culturing of the 
fungi on speoial media· was resorted to for isolating. the different speoies for the 
purpose of identifioation. 

This prooedure of the study was oonsidered neoessary beoause not only did the 
findings at each step reveal different stages of the very oomplex life history of dif
ferent fungi, but also served as ohecks on each other. In fact, any local oontami
nations oould not be excluded otherwise; and some of the many forms discovered 
might not have been detected at all. The findings of thiS study are summarised in 
Tables Il, ITI. and IV. 

(ii) Discussion of Results. 

(a) The ordinary'stored sample. 

Table II shows the results of microsoopioal examination of stored ootton from 
the top IJ.nd middle of the bale. Ten preparations, eaoh oontaining 50 to 100 fibres 
were systematically examined from each sample. In either case fibres for the first 
five slides were taken from "stained" and matted lint; while for the remaining five 
slides, they were pioked at random from olean !into 

TABLE II. 

Showing the estimated abundance of different micro-organisms 
detected in microscopical examination of Broach Palej cotton. 

Names of morpho- Top Material. 
, 

Middle Material. 
logical units of 
fungal stages. Matted Clean Matted Clean Remarks. 

and white. and white. 
"stained." "stained." 

1. Myoelia On 94% On 24% On 70%. On 40% They were mainly 
fibres. fibres. fibres. fibres. of two types, sep-

tate and aseptate; 
each oomprising 
colourless and 
yellow forms. 

2. Spore-heads 20 on one Nil. Ion one 3 on one They were of the 
slide only. slide only. slide only. type of oonidia 

borne on conidia-
phores as in As-
pergi/lus spp. 
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TABLE II. contd. 

Ns.mes of morpho- Top Material. Middle Material. 
logical units of 
fungal stages. Matted 

and 
"stained." 

3. Spores. 
(a) round. Numerous 
(b) oval: 

(e) Long spindle Few 
shaped. 

(d) ellipsoidal Nil. 
4-cellad. 

(e) contained ~ Rare. 
1I.ask-

shaped Asci. 

(f) very small, Nil. 
round, hya-
litis,-growing 
on short and 
fine branch-
Ing mycelia. 

(g) Zygospore. Rare 

, '(h) Oogonia Rare. 
(Resting). 

(if Yeast-like' Nil . 
. cells. 

llnloeboid mark- Nil. 
ings on the 

. ,fibres (possibly' ..... bacterial 
-growths). 

" 

Clean 
white. 

Few. 

Nil. 

Rare 

Nil.' 

Numer-
OUB on 

one slide 
only. 

Nil. 

Nil. 

Nil. 

Few. 

Matted 
and 

"stained. " 

Clean 
white. 

Numerous 
Rare. on one slide 

and rare on 
another. 

Numer- Numerous. 
OUB. 

Rare Nil. 

Ni.l Nil, 

Nil. Few,on 
one slide 

only. 

Nil. 'Nil. 

Nil. Rare. 

Nil. Numer-
ous. 

Few. Few. 

Remarks. 

A8pergillUl and 
Penicillium type. 

N emat08pora ap. 

Stemphylium-like. 

A8comycetes. 

.A.ctinomycu ap. 

Mucorap. 

Phycomycetes. 

Moniliaceae. 
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Mycelia, spore-heads, and spores of different shape and size were met with in 
va.rying numbers. The myoelial threads were differentiable into two groups, namely 
(1) Septate and (2) .Aseptate. Eaoh one of these types was further divisible into 
(i) yellow ooloured and (ii) colourless varieties. The-spore-heads were only of the type 
met with in the genus Aspergillus. In all nine types of spores were seen. With the 
exception of oval and round spores, the other types were only rarely met with. 
One of these types was exclusively seen in the top material and another one was 
met with only in the middle material. As the spores are easily detachable, it is no 
wonder that they were thrown oil the fibres in the process of mounting them for 
microscopical examination. Their' numbers, therefore, are not of much conse
quenoe in estimating the abundance of a fungus from a material like cotton. It was 
possible toiden~ify them to some extent on the basis of their, colour, .shape and siz&-
such identification is shown in the above Table. ' 

Myceiial growths of fungi are the only structures which can adhere to the fibres. 
It is from them only that the harmful enzymes probably get excreted .and' which 
degrade the cellulose. As pointed out by Galloway4 (1930) in the study of cotton 
fungi and Waksman5 (1931) in the study of soil forms, exact numerical estimates 
of the abundance of fungi,' species by species, -is an impossible task. However, 
without differentiating the types 'of fungi it is possible to denote such infections 
numerically by the' number of _ infected fibres. Such' values have been glven in 
Table II. They show that whereas the infection is present in both "stained'" arid 
clean lint, it is distinctly of a more intense order in the stained lint; and that olean 
lint from the middle of the bale has again more abundant infection than that from 
the top of the bale . 

. The "stains" seen in the matted lint were cream, yellow. brown'and pinkish. 
Possibly they represented different combinations of fungal infections. ;rhe matted
ness is obviously induced by the presence of fungal growths in one of two ways. 
Either it is due to the binding eilect of mycelial threads or it results from the 
action of gummy5a. secretions of the fungal growths. Some amoimt of mattedness 
is also associated with immaturity of fibres. Possibly here too it is due to the pre
sence offungi which are said to find better food materials6 from the immature fibres 
in the form of dried up protoplasm and hence thrive on them. This discussion 
leads to a question: Is it the immature hairs which attract the micro-organisms 
or is it the micro-organisms which corrode the fibres internally and make them 
look like immature hairs! It is shown by Gulati1 (1936) by discussing all the 
evidence in hand that the latter too is possible at least in some portion of the 
fibre. 

(b) Thesample storea ove, water. 
The data on this sample are given in Table III. The fibres for this study 

were picked up at random because the whole sample had turned brownish and dis
tinction of "stained" and clean lint was not possible. In this case of storage over 
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water, it was noticed that black mildew appeared on the third day on the surface 
of lint facing water. The black spore-heads gradually difiused into the maaa of 
ootton. After a week some blue growths of A. Mer and dark green growths 01 
PfJn.icilZium sp. were also observed; the former round leaf bits, and the latter on the 
lint. The cotton ultimately assumed a dirty brownish tint with DWIieroUa tiny 
dark spots, and also dirty greenish specks of a distinctly larger size. The former 
were spore-heads and the latter were perithecia. 

TABLE ill. 

s1wwing fungi thriving in excess oj moisture on (J ,ample oj 
Broach Palej Ootton stored over water for one month. 

Fungal Structure. 

1. Mycelia. 

(a) Septate 
(~1 oolourless 
(ii) coloured 

yellow. 

(b) Aseptate 
(i) colourless 
(ii) yellow 

~. Spore-heads. 

(a) Conidia on coni-
. diophores. 

(~) . Aspergillus niger 
(ii) . Penicillium sp. 

{b} S,Porangia of 
Mucor type. 

Ie) Perithecia 
(i) with tubular } 
(ii) Asci with long 

. paraphyses. 

" 

Estimated number of fibres 
attacked and other fungal 

structures in 10 slides. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Seen on oent per cent fibres. 

2 7 
398 •• 

5 2 

5 .......... .. 
10 0 200 56 15 .. 

102 12 6 O. 1 

.• 1 1 .; 40 10 28 18 22 I} 

Remarks. 

Represent 
Ascomycete. 
Deutromycetu 
Pkycomycele8 

and 
Actinomycetu 
all mixed' 
together. 



Fungal Structure. 

3. Spores. 

(a) round coloured 

(b) oval 

(e) Long spindle
shaped. 

(d) Ellipsoidal, 4-
celled. 

(e) Asci containing 
6 or more spores. 

(I) Hyaline, round, 
very small ~pores. 

(g) Zygospores 

(h) Oogonia resting 
and active. 
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TABLE III~ontd. 

Estimated number of fibres 
attacked and other fungal 
structures on 10 slides. 

1 2 3 4: 5 6 7 8 9 10 

} Num"OU8 on overy mid •. 

. .................. . 

21 .. 1 ........••... , 

.. .. 1 .. .. .. 1 .. .. .. 

2 

over over 
1 .. 300 15 300 .. 10 

Remarks. 

Aspe'Tgillus, 

Penicillium and 

Mucor spp~ 

N ematospMa sp. 

Stemphylium-like. 

Ascomycetes. 

Actinomyces. 

Mucors: 

Phycomycetes 

Bacterial forms were either spirillae, bacilli, or oval flagellated. 

As shown in the above table all the fibres were attacked by mycelial growths. 
The spore-heads too were distinctly numerous. Spores of round and oval type were 
also numerous on every slide. The spores of stemphylium sp. and the oogonia of the 
Phycomycetes were also more frequent than in the ordinary sample. Spores of 
NematospMa and those of Actinomyces were strikingly absent. These forms appear 
to be adversely affected by the excess of moisture. 

The black mildew consisted of ASpeTgillus spp. and MUCQ'f hygrophilus. The 
dark green specks were conidial heads of Penicillium sp. and perithecia of two 
~ypes. One of the perithecia containing tubUlar Asci having eight spores in each 

H 
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asous, had a mouth and neok. It was later .on identified as C1laetomium sp. The 
second type of peritheoium was a dark round struoture, had no opening, and had 
long and ooiling paraphyses. This form remained unidentified. 

Out of the thriving fungi, Penim"llium sp. had the most abundant growth, 
arid its spore-heads were the most numerous. Mucor hygrophil'UI came next on the 
basis of the number of sporangia. Aspergill'UI niger and A. ruber spores too were 
quite numerous. The oogonia of Phycomycetes were also seen frequently in this 
material. They :usually grew from septate, yellow myoelia whioh olustered round 
spher~oal or oval peritheoia. The latter oontaindd innumerable spores whioh when 
mounted in water turned dark purple in 24 hours. This material thus led to the 
identifioation of forms flourishing in exoess of moisture. 

Besides the fungi noted above spirillae and bacteria were also seen in this 
sample. Baoteria were of two types, (i) rods, and (ii) oval flagellated types. 

(c) C!ultures of fungi and bacteria. 

The information available from the study of oultures is summarised in Table IV. 
Plain Agar and Czapek's solution agar as modified by PrindleSwere the media uaed. 
Whole fibres, out fibres, and the latter shaken with sterilized water were used for 
inooulation. The out fibres ~haken with water yielded the largest number of 001-

onies, some 13 different types, on Czapek's solution agar. Dry inoculations of whole 
and out fibres .on Czapek's medium brought forth only 4 speoies of fungi. The 
reason apparently was that only fungi growing on the surfaoe of ootton fibres found 
aooess to the medium. Some of them grew fast and oovered up the available sur
faoe and further did not let other forms show up in distinot colonies. In the oase 
of out fibres shaken with water even the forms found in the interior of the fibre bits 
were probably exposed and so had a fair chanoe of establishing oontact with the 
.culture medium, and therefore grew out in independent colonies. As the control 
with ~terilized water did not show any growth, there was no reason to suspect that 
some of the 13 fungi were extraneous infeotions. 

. It will be noted that only four species of fungi grew on Plain Agar. They were 
three species of the genus Aspergill'Ul, namely A. !liger, A. sydowi and A. ~; 

. and a Muoor, M. hygrophil'Ul. 

Three types of baoterial colonies were also obtained on this medium. They 
were all three baoilli. Type 198 was· derived from white oolonies j type 19b froOl 

" 
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yellow colonies, and type 19c from brown colonies. All the three were Gram 
negative. With the exception of type 19b, the other two readily stained with 
Gentian violet. 

The thirteen species of fungi grown on Czapek's medium are shown in Table IV, 
and the number and character of their colonies are also described. It will be noted 
that some species seen on ordinary cotton, namely, Actinomyces sp., Nemarospora sp 
and Chaetomium sp. did not grow on either of the t"Ml media. It is also interesting 
to note that the three bacterial types also did not grow on Czapek's medium. This 
medium, however, revealed the presence of three fungi which were not recognised 
otherwise from the examination of ordinary cotton. They are two species of Dema
tiaceae and one of Tuberculariaceae. 

Judging from the number of colonies of the different fungi the outstanding 
frequency of A. niger is noteworthy; Moniliaceae, 5 of Table IV ranked second, 
and Mucors came third, while Penicillium sp. merited the fourth place. 

Out of a total of 18 fungi, only five were completely identified because they 
happened to bQlong to the common genera described at some length in the Textile 
literature. For want of good descriptions, suitable illustrations, and authentic 
specimens for comparison, the identification work could not be carried any further 
than the naming of family groups. Identification work is often risky without 
gettting in touch with experts dealing with systematic mycology. Records of all 
the species of fungi were, however, made in the form of Photo-micrographs. 

(d) The decomposing power of fungi. 

Reference to the literature shows that some of the fungi found on Broach· 
Palej ootton have well known powers of decomposing cellulose. Thaysen and 
Bunker 9 state that the genera Aspergillus, Penicillium, Stemphyli'llm and Chaeto
mium have positive powers of decomposing cellulose. They are all present in this 
material. Glilloway (1930), however, remarked, that such generalizations are not 
quite safe, and he found that difierent species and strains of various genera behave 
differently towards oellulose deoomposition. A. niger and A. sydowi which were 
also observed on Broaoh Palej cotton are stated to have moderate decomposing 
power, while A. ruber has no such power according to Galloway. In the present 
case, the only safe conolusion that can be drawn from the preliminary identification 
work, is that among the fungi found there is no dearth of forms capable of 
decomposing oellulose. Further work is necessary for fuller identification of 
the species detected and for determination of their role towards decomposition 
of cellulose. . 
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. TABLE IV. 

A List 01 Mganisms isolated Irom Broach Palej cotton showing the organisms 9rOtJm on cultura 
media, the characte'r 01 thdr colonies and their power 01 cellulo86 decomposition. ~ 

Number of colonies. I 

r ames of fungi. • 
Czapek's I 

Plain solution. 

A Agar mOdi-, 
gar. fled by 

Prindle. 

lspergilZus niger. 8 221 

" 
sydowi. 1 ... 

" 
ruber. 3 3 

'encillium sp. .. 4 

loniliaeeae, Hyal~' .. 18 
Iporae macronemae, 
p-east-like spores. 

'homaeeae. .. 1 

)ematiaceae, .. 1 
Stemphylium sp. 

" 
Amerosporae. .. 1 

nacronemae, rourid 
)r oval spores, single or 
n chains. 

Dematiaceae, Dictyos- .. 1 
porae, macronemae, , 
6 to 8 celled spores. 

.... 

Character of colonies on 
Czapek'a medium. 

Black spore-heads, mycel-
ial growths ; Reverse 
crumpled sheet. 

.... 
Grey blue spore-heads, vel-
vety growth; Reverse 
blood red. 

Greyish green spore-heads, 
overgrows A niger. 

Pink round, gelatinous 
colonies. 

Power of cellulose 
decomposition. 

Mter 
Galloway 

Moderate. 

" Nil. 

Not known. 

" 

MterThays 
and Bunke 

>- Positive. 

" 

Not know 

Dirty cream, overgrowing a _ 
" " colony of Dematiaceae. 

Dark dirty purplish, watery " 
Positive. 

colony. 

Dark brown in the centre, 
" 

Not know 
edges. pale. 

Dark brown tending to " .. 
black watery. 
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Number of colonies. 
Power of cellulose 

Czapek's 
Character of colonies on 

de(lomposition. 
Names of fungi. Plain solution 

Czapek's medIum. - Agar modi-Agar. 
fled by Mter Mter Thays 

Prindle. Galloway. and Bunke! 

TubercuIariaceae having 
hard round astoma-
towi sporodochia. .. 2 White, dense web-like' 

" " colony bearing hard 
tubercle-like sporodochia 
which are transplantable. 

N ematospora sp. .. .. . ... " " 
Mucor hygrophilus. 1 5 Rhizoid colony, cottonymy-

" " -celial growth rising 1 cm. 

" 
racetnOsus. .. 1 

" 
rather low-lying. " " 

Phycomycetes. .. 1 Light brown, tubercular " " 
Endomycetaceae. .. 1 Light brown, powdery .. ., 

.Actinomyces sp. .. ,;. . ..... Strong • Positive. 

Ohaetomium sp. .. .. . ... " " 
Perithecia with long 

~otknown. ooiling paraphyses .. .. .. . ... Not know 

Bacteria. 

~. White colonies. 8 .. . ... 

b. Yellow oolonies. 1 .. .... 
c. Brown oolonies; 2 .. 
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CONCLUSIONS. 

1. . Fungi are largely responsible for the deterioration of Broach Palej cotton. 
, 

2. Bombay conditions of moisture and heat are conducive to growths of fungi 
in the monsoons, and therefore these environments are as much to blame 
ali! the infection of fungi for the deterioration of this cotton. 

3. For the study of fungi growing on cotton, it is necessary that they should 
be studied extensively from the cotton itself first, before attempting to 
grow them in cultures. 

4. The stained and matted parts of lint were discovered to be seats of heavier 
infection of micro-organisms than the clean lint. The middle of the bale 
also!leemed to be a more favoured site than the top. 

5. In view of the well-known cellulose decomposing powers of some of the 
fungi detected anq .~~eir abundance. 9n this cot~Qn. their rolo towarelt 
deterioration cannot be doubted. 

6. Further experiments are necessary to study the decomposing powera of 
all the different fungi observed in this study. 

7. The fungi and bacteria detected in this cotton after storage over water 
and on special culture mewa, are listed below. The identification of 
8Omo of these forms could not be carried beyond the family grou~: 

FUXG1. 

1. Aspergil1;u.9 niger 10. Dematiaceae type 

2. A. syo,(YU}; 11. Dematiaceae type 3 
3; A. ruber 12. Moniliaceae 

4. PeniciUium Spa 13. Phycomycetes 

5. M ~ kygropkilus 14. Endomycetes 

6. M. racemosus 15 Actinomyces spa 

7. N emaWsporfl Spa 16. Unidentified Peritheoium 

8. Okaetomium Spa 17. Tubercu1ariaceae 

9. Dematiaceae type 18. Phomaceae 
, 
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BACTERIA. 

1. Oval bipolar baoilli forming 
white oolonies. 

2. Baoilli forming yellow oolonies. 
3. Bacilli forming brown oolonies. 

8. In the oo~se of this work a new type of fungal attack on the fibre has 
been observed which forms the subject of a separate paper, 
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DISCUSSION. 

M:r. Gulati introducing his paper said that Broach 'Palej cotton wa, examined 
befo-re . and after storage with a view to detecting any deterior~io", of fibre ,tructur, 
induced by storage. Congo-Red Damage Telll was employed for this purpose. Ie fOal 

found that while tMre were 69% undamaged hairs in tke original sample, there were 
only 48% t/,ndamaged hairs in tM stored cotton. It was in tke course of thi, study 
tMe a new type of damage, hitkerto unrecorded, was found. It was of the nalure of 
internal corrosion "offibres and was tke subject of a separate paper. . • 

The results further showed a tendency to illet'eased damage in the heart of the 
baZe. ..4. stUdy of the collditions of mmsture and temperature during the period of 
storage revealed that 7'8% maisture content, which was found by Armstead fIII,d 
Harland in 1923 to be capable of very slight growth of fungi on cotton in Engla-nd, 
Beemed to provide suitable conditians for such groiDthin Bombay. This reaistance to 
fungi in England "in the corresponding period could be ascribed to t'he lower tempera
t'Are in England than in Bombay. While BombaysMwed fJ fJariation in tempertJ
turefrom 850 in April to 80°F. in September, England recorded 45° and 600F. 
during tke corresponding montM. It might, thet'efore, be concZuded that tke tempera
ture and mmslure conditions which were favourable for fungal growth were as much 
to blame for the deterioration of cotton in Bombay as tke fungi. Tke fungi and 
bacteria p,'esent in this cotton were studied (1) directly from tke cotton (2) after .toring 
the cotton over water for a month in a closed jar and (3) in cultures grown on .pecial 
media. The identification of some of these forms could not be completed for want of 
requis·ite apparatus and literature. Fuller indentificatwt& of tkese forms could be only 
possible in a well equipped Laboratory with the Mlp of expert systematists. 

Mr. Gulati thel~ iZl-ustrated his paper by exhibiting lantern slides • . 
Dr. Likhite while appreciating tke very interesting paper presented by Mr. Gulati 

on. tke fungi founn, in bales of stored cotton expressed his opinion that most (If 
tM fungi found in tke list were not limited to cotton only. For instance tke 
Aspergillus niger was found "in cotton smls everywhere. It was also found in onionl 
so also Pencillium sp. and several of tM fungi mentioned in tM list were also smZ 
fungi. Most probably tMY were carried along with tke bolls and stored there and 
wken they found suitable conditions in the heart of tke bales tkey .tafted decomposi
tion. But from t'his pmnt of view he did not krww MW it could be ckecked by other 
meth~ds; He referred to a recent theory that a certain fungus ~ be kept under 
control by tM presence of certain other fungi and enquired whether Mr. Gulati 1uul 
tried any reactions' of the k.ind. 

Mr. GuJati explained that reactions of that kind were not tried, but said that ke 
knew· that some of these fungi WeTe cMcked by nematodes in tM so-iZ. They kept tke 
growth 01 these lungi under contro~. Cotton, wken open, being CJ sort of fluffv sub-

, 
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.iance was liable to infection not only by contact with the soil but also by air. Ootton 
WIU a very good recipientfor catching infection while hanging on the plant or when 
Btored in a heap. Apart from toot, handling by the people who pick cotton was 
another Booree of infection. Insects infesting bolls, pass their faeces over them 
resulting in the infection of the bolls. Even in closed bolls the fungi get in along 
with the insects and the cotton is infected even w~ile it is inside the boll. Thus the 
infection came from four sources, mz., throug'h (1) insects (,2) handling by the workers 
(3) ai; and (4) soil. 

Mr. Hutchinson asked what the extent of the damage was commercially and w'hae 
deterioration in terms of price took place. 

Mr. Culati answered that while he did not know the exact deterioration in price, 
he found that the colour of the cotton was affected making it yellow 0; brownish. 

Mr. Wad wanted to know whether the fungi weakened the fibre and whether the 
cllecking organism was likely to save the fibre or in addition to the original organism 
might further affect the fibre. He poiflted out thai in the latter case that check would 
'lOt save the cotton. A cotton bale c01tta·ined a mixture of mature and immature fibres 
and as there was thus sufficient food in it for the organisms as toell as mo·ist and warm 
conditions, discoloration must follow. 

Mr. Culati answered that the fungi and bacteria weakened the fibres in several 
ways. They were capable of boring from the surface to the lumen of the fibre and 
also from inside Ollt. Again they were capable of eating all cellulose matter from 
inside the fibre leaving only tTlin and weak cuticular tubes. 

Whether the check1'ng organism wnen introduced would furtner weaken tlle fibre 
depended upon the power of cellulose destruction of tne organism. If it nappened to 
be of the destructive type, its introdllct·ion in tlle bale to check otller fungi cannot be 
beneficial in its effect. Tile growth of micro-orga/dsms discoloured the cottOt&. 

Dr. Likhite wished to know w7lcther the internal fungi itsclf weakened the heart. 

Mr. Cutati asserted that internal infectio,& of micro-organisms toeakened the 
fibres by eating away the cellulose matter. 

Mr. Wad pointed out ihat there was also a likelihood of chemical deterioration 
when mature amZ immature fibres were incUbated under humid and moist conditions, 
tl.'hich mig'ht create a favourable medium for the growth of fungi. Because, immature 
fibres contained cl!em·icals senl>-itive to such enmronm/!'nts yield·ing products which 
may chemically toea ken the mature fibres in the bal.e so t'hat they also become suitabl.e 
'or tlie attack of the organisms. He enquired wliether this had been tested as mature 
fibres not subjected to such a deterioration would resist cnemicaZ deterioration while 
immature fibres m1'glit be morc readily decomposed. 
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Mr. Gulati explained that it toa8 a Bon oj biochemical deterioration caused by 
the. presence' oj . the Jungi whic.", decomposeil the cellulose oj the fibru reB1dting '" the 
Jormation oj Bome org(Jlnic acids. 

Dr. Likhite asked if Mr. Gulati Jound the Jungi more in watered' bales 80 -tOOt 
'by reilucing the water in the bales the Jungi could be checked. 

Mr. Gulati answered t'hat water also carried injection. 

Dr. Likhite remarked that the water was introduced intO the bales by txzpour. 

The Presiden' (Dr. Burns) enquired iJ no experiment had been carried om about 
infection throug"" water in the cotton. . . 

Mr. Gulaii admitted that he had not attempted it. 

Dr. Likhite recalled his own experience that almost all the soill oj Gujarat lIad 
'been affected. by nematodes. TheBe nematodes did not check the g1'otot'h oj the Jungi,.on 
the contrary the Jungi grew almost side by side wit'h the nematodes in the Gujarat Boil. 

Mr. Gulati said that this was due to their common association. The nematode. 
fed on these fungi thoUgh the fungi were not annihilated. 

Mr. Nanj1indayya referring to Mr. Wall's statement that immature fibres were 
open to chemical decomposition said that immature fibre contained practically no 
, secondary thickening of cellulose, and as such was tWt liable to be chemically decom
posed 'mOre than t'he mature fibre Ut,less it was bio-chemical decomposition. 

Mr. Gulati said that immature fibres ca;ried more nitrogen content, and were, 
therefore, more heavi~y infected with micro-organisms than the mature fibres. 

Dr. Nazir Ahmad explained that'the usual method oj distillguishtng between the 
rnature ana immature fibres was to swell them in caustic soda, but once t'Ms treattfumt 
was applied it was 1Wt possible to separate one type oj fibres from the other Jor chemi
cal analysis, etc. 

The Presiden' (Dr. Bums) referring to the explanation that nematodes lived on 
fungi asked iJ this bacteria was in any way similar to that found by ProfeBBor Dastur. 

Mr. Gulati said t'hat as M had not Bee" ProJessor Dastur'B organisms he Wall 

unable to answer the gluery: 
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Cotton improvement work in any area may have one or several objects in view. 
The production of a type giving higher yield than the existing variety is perhaps thE' 
commonest and the primary object. It benefits the grower directly, provided, of 
course, the new strain is not inferior to its predecessor in ginning out-turn and spin-. 
ning qualities. The breeding of strains with higher ginning out-turn, earlier matu"! 
ration, more resistance to diseases and pests, greater capacity to stand heavy or late 
rains or vagaries of other environmental factors, and. better spinning performanoe 
than the existing varieties, are some of the other ends to which the ootton improve
ment may be directed. But as a very large part of the crop is destined for spinning, 
it will be readily.conceded that ';'hile improvement is being effeoted. in other charac
ters, no deterioration should be allowed to take plaoe in spinning properties.· Fora 



correct appreciation of the possibilities of the new strains, it is necessary to 
possess an accurate knowledge of their spinning properties as compared with those 
of the varieties that they are intended. to replace. We should know definitely that 
when their produce reaches the manufacturer. the new types will give him no caWle 
for complaint or incur his displeasure. Comparative bpinning tests conducted by 
the Cotton Committee's Technological Laboratory in Bombay or by the Shirley 
Institute in Manchester are the best existing means of judging the spinning value 
of new strains. However, cotton plant is very sensitive to changes in environment 
and often shows pronounced reactions to them. It is, therefore. neither possible 
nor desirable to base one's considered judgements on the spinning results of 
one season or of samples grown in only one locality. Comp81ativ6 experi. 
mental spinning has to be done in several successive seasons and on samples 
grown in a number of places. 

Work for the improvement of Hyderabad-Gaorani has been in progress for the 
last six years. Of the numerous selections made and tested for yield and spinning 
performance, two strains, Gaorani 4 and Gaorani 6, have now reached a stage when 
a final choice has to be made between them for extensive cultivation. The results of. 
their spinning tests for the last four years and for six localities in one year are sum
marised in Tables I and II. The results of their spinnings in specified counts in 
successive seasons are given in Table In. From a study of the data presented in 
these tables, it will be seen that although the magnitude of variation in spinning 
performance is great, yet the new strains retain their iuperiority over local Gaorani 
in all the seasons and in most of the places. However, the spinning performance of 

both the new strains for one place (i.e., Latur) shows a marked falling oft as 
compared with other sites. It is difficult to judge from one season'. result. 
how far this fall is due to the unsuitability of the new types to the oonditiona 
normally obtaining at this place. Leaving Latur aside for the present, it does 
seem that in Gaorani 6 we have a strain which can safely be considered as 
somewhat Buperior to the local variety • 

.. !rhe question needing a decision is whether on the available evidence the final 

.election of Ga~rani 6 as a better cotton is justified or not. It must be stated clearly 
that Gaorani 6 has the other attributes of greater yield, higher ginning out-turn and 

earlier maturity than the local. 
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Strain 

or 
variety. 

Byderabad-Gaorani 

Caorani' •• . -

Gaorsni 6 .. 

TABLE I. 

Results of spinning tests toitk Hyderabad-Gaorani, Gaorani 4 ana Gaorani 6 grDtDfl at 

Parbhani in successive years from 1932-35. 

I Fibre.length Fibre Waste 
(inch) weight percentage. Yam 

break· per inoh. agel Tu1'll8 Counte Lea Neps 
Year. . (Mil- per 100 ~ actual. strength. per 

BaJl's Baer's lionth Blow Card spindles (lbs.) yard. 
sorter sorter of an Room. Room. per ounce.) hour. 

.. 1932 0.83 0.81 0.162 6.D 8.7 55 19.73 23.7 59.3 2.0 

1933 G.84 0.82 0.173 4.1 8.3 23 19.73 24.0 57.1 1.5 

1934 0.81 0.82 0.181 4.1 7.8 5 19.73 23.6 72.6 1.0 

1935 0.79 0.82 0.162 6.2 8.2 50 19.73 23.9 56.2 2.0 

.. 1932 0.86 0.86 0.165 4.4 6.7 13 21.86 . 29.4 45.8 1.8 

1933 0.86 0.86 0.164 4.5 8.0 14 19.73 23.9 65.3 3.0 

1934 0.86 0.86 0.178 3.13 7.2 J5 23.26 33.0 46.0 1.5 

1935 0.86 0.86 0:151 4.8 7.4 20 21.86 30.1 43.7 3.0 

.. 1932 0.85 0.84 0.157 4.4 7.0 41 25.28 39.8 :i7.g 1.8 

1933 0.87 0.84 0.151 4.5 6.7 20 21.86 29.8 48.8 1.8 

1934 0.85 0.85 0.154 3.6 6.7 12 25.28 40.0 39.9 2.0 

1935 0.82 0.78 0.147 6.6 6.9 J9 25.28 40.5 36.7 2.2 

. Higheat 
standard 

warp counts 
forwhioh 
adjudged 
_uitabl .. 

:-.-..& 

24'_ 

24'. 

26'. 

23's 

28's 

26's 

34's 

27's 

38's 

30's 

41'. 

38's 

..... 
co' -



TABLE JI. 

Results of spinni11fl tests With Hyderabad Gaorani, Gaorani 4 t.I'lIclGaorani 6 9rO'Wn at si:l: localities in 1934·35, 

t Hyderabad-Gaoram. . I Ga.rani 4. I Gaorani 6. 

'a ::8 'Ii '0 .. j -"51 '0 .. 'a 'i 'il 

~ 11 ell .. 'il -8 .. 
:8 -= j = "d a 1 = -= i £ '1'1 

. ~ 
... .... 

,~ ;3 of .3 ! ito1 
I:;) ~ ! I:;) M 

~ Z 

:' Fibre length (inoh:) , 
0,'80 Eall'. lorter , , 0'81 0'84 0'85 0'79 0'82 0'84 0'86 '0'88 0'88 0'87 0'83 0'85 0'86 0'86 0'88 0'82 

I 

Eaer lorter .. 0'82 !O,81 . '0'84' O'SO 0'82 0'82 0',86 0'84 0'86 0'86 0'80 0'80 0'85 0'83 0"86 0'86 0'82 
I 

Fibre we~ht ~er inoh 
(Million, .0 an i 

ounoe) .. .. 0'181 0'177 0'172 0"189 0'168 0'180 0~178 ' O~183 0'175 0'187 "163 0;19~ O'i54 o'l6e O'10e 0'188 O'i02 . 
:Blow Room 1088 (%) ., "I ,-, 10'0 7'8 9'8 8" 3'3 ,,' 6'9 5'!! 5'6 5'" 3'6 3'1 5'8 "I "7 
Card Boom 1088 (%) •• "8 6'9 8-0 8'1 8" 8'7 "2 "0 "3 6'S 7'4 S'l 6'7 6'S 6'6 6'8 8'8 ' 

Yam breakagel per 100 
'pindlee per hour • , 0 10 13 20 20 14 15 7 ., 8 17 27 12 5 ~9 19 13 

TUlIII per inch .,111'73 21'S6. 21'86 21'86 21'S6 111'73 23':6 21'86 23'26 23'26 21'86 19'73 ~5'28 25'28 25'28 25'28 21'86 

Coante adual .,23'8 ~9" 29-6 29-7 30'9 24'S 33'0 30'4 34-4 33'7 29" 24'1 flo'o ~9'O ~II" 40'9 29'8 

lea ,trength (Ib .. ) .,12'6 62'3 63'0 46'7 42'11 67'S 46'0 62-4 .", 46'1 64'11 59'6 311'9 40'11 ~8'1I 31'5 58" 

Nep. per yard ., 1'0 0'8 I" 1'8 1'8 1'8 1'0 I'll 2'11 1-8 1'0 1'0 2'0 I'll 0'8 2'0 1'0 

Bighel' ,tendard wad: ~ " 

counte for whir 
, adjudged lultabl. ., 16's U', _32', 2S', 28'. 25'. 34'. ~Ij'. IT. 35'. 33's 26'. 41', 40', 3S', 36', 35" 

~. 

II 

= 3 

0'82 

0'80 

0'1'79 

"4 

"5 , 
I 

20' 

21"86 

~II'6. 

~2'7 

1'0 

31'a 

..... 
co
OD· 
o •• ' 
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TA~LE:I1I. 

, l!-esu/ts olspinf!in9..t~8ts fl!!th Hyderabad-Ga<wani, Gaorani 4 and Gaorani 6 

in specified counts in successive Beason,. 

1 Yam Highes~ 

break- I~ndard ... 
Variety Lea Neps warp Q - Tume per Counts or . 1'1 Year • agee per strength psr oounts for 

~ strain. .! 100 inoh. aotual. Ibs. yard . whioh 
§- spindles adjudged 
t'3 

per hour 
sui~ble. .. 

Hydernbad-
Gaorani 20 1932 21 17.98 19.4 79.8 2.2 

1933 47 
" 

20.0 74.1 2.0 
1934 0 

" 
20.3 78.1 0.8 

1935 21 
" 

20.1 73.4 1.8 
; .. 

24 1932 55 19.73 23.7 59.3 2.0 24 
1933 23 

" , 24.0 57.1 1.5 24 
1934 5 23.6 72.6 1.0 26 

" f ~. 

1935 50 23.9 56.2 2.0 23 
" 

30 1932 50 21.86 29.5 38.7 2.2 
1933 53 

" 
29.8 37.5 1.8 

1934 13 
" 

30.2 41.0 1.2 
1935 36 

" 
30.3 34.9 1.2 

Gaorani 4 20 1932 47 17.98 19.4 92.1 0.8 
1933 36 

" 
20.2 78.9 2.8 

1934 0 
" 

20.3 89.9 1.5 
1935 21 

" 
20.1 81.4 2.5 

24. 1932 36 19.73 24.1 69.6 1.5 
1933 14 

" 
23.9 65.3 3.0 

1934 
1935 9 19.73 23.9 65.0 3.5 

30 1932 13 21.86 29.4 45.8 1.8 28 
1933 60 

" 
30.2 38.5 3.0 26 

1934 13 
" 

30.2 54.0 1.0 34 
1935 20 

" 
30.1 43.7 3.0 27 

34 1934 15 23.26 33.0 46.0 1.5 
.. - - - . - - . 
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TABLE III.-contd. 

Results 01 Spinning test. witA Hyderabad-Gaorani. Gaorani • (17111 Gaorani tJ 

in .pecifi~ counts in .uccessiWJ 't48on1~ 

-
1 Yarn 

High., . 

break. ltaadq 
Variety 

~ agee per Tumaper Countl Lea Nelli warp 
or Year'. 100 inoh; actuaL Itrength per oountlfor 

strain. i spindles 
, It.. , ard• whioh 

perhoul adjodglMl 
8 luitable. 

.' 

, 
Gaorani 6 2,0 1933 31 17.98 19.9 89.5 1.5 

1934 36 
" 20.0 116.6 2.5 

1935 0 " 
20.0 102.7 2.5 

30 1932 20 21.86 30.1 60.1 2.0 38 
1933 20 " 

29.8 48.8 1.8 SO 
1934 0 " 30.4 63.8 3.0 41 
]935 33 

" 
29.2 63.3 3.0 48 

40 1932 41 25.28 39.8 .... 37.9 1.8 38 
1933 68 " 

39.4 27.1 1.5 30 
1934. 12 

" 
40.0 39.9 2.0 41 

1935 19 " 40.5 86.7 2.2 38 

44 1932 34 26.75 45.3 30.7 2.6 
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DISCUSSION. 

Rai Sahib Kalidas Sawhney said that this was not a record of original research 
in the technique of spinning tests but was merely an attempt to collate the results of 
comparative spinning tests carried out. on samples supplied to the TecTmological 
Laboratory. His aimin bringing forward this subject was merely to invite the opinion 
of people who were more conversant with technotogical research and finding out if he 
had reached a stage to select a good strain. The second point on which opinion was 
invited was the greater variation from SeaSO'Il to season in the spinning performance of 
new strains as compared with the seasonal variation in the spinning performance of 
tTta local variety. Table I showed the spinning records of the local Gaorani for four 
years. All these samples were grown at one place under controlled conditions so that 
the results could be compared with the results of diffe·rent varieties. In that table the 
results for Hyderabad Gaorani, Gaorani 4 and Gaorani 6 were arranged in or
der. From the last column giving the Mghest standard warp counts, it w()Uld be seen 
that the range of variation for Hyderabad Gaorani during these four years was very 
narrow as compared with tTte range of variation for the other two types, H yderabad Gaorani 
being suitable for 25's to 26's, Gaorani 4 for 26's to 34's dnd Gaorani6for 30's to 41's. 
I n all seasons it was interesting to note that the relative positon of the three varieties 
remained unchanged in regard to spinning quality. As regards the range of variation 
for the same three varieties for one season but grown in different localities ,cattered 
over tlte Gaorani area, he found that it was 25's to 32's for local Gaorani, 25's to 37's 
for Gaorani 4 and 31's to 41's for Gaorani 6. The lea strength for specified counts 
in different areas also showed a similar variation. 

Dr. Nazir Ahmad said that the question raised by Rai Sahib Kalidas 8awhney 
at the bottom of page 2 of his paper could be answered by an analysis of the dula. He 
could have done so had he known that this question was coming up for discus&1on. If 
Rai Sahib SawTmey would supply him tv·ith all the data available with him, he ·wouU 
gladly assist him in coming to a conclusion on this important point. 

Mr. Hutchinson considered that a good enough consistent improvement as 
compared with the local variety had been reoorded at least in parts of the Gaorani 
area. In the area where the local spun tlie lowest the improved strains showed little 
or no improvement so that it looked as though the improved strains were quite likely 
to be better in the better parts of tlte area and would tlOt improve in the inferior parts 
of tlte area and that would probably int'olve a very careful enquiry as to t~e 
relatit'e local adaptation. The interesting point was that the new rtrains varied 
considerably more f"lOm season to season and from place to place in the same season 
than the local type. He referred to the Report of the Hyderabad Cotton Survey Scheme 
and said tl!at the most impmtantfact wh'ich might be correlated was that Hyderabad 
Gaorani as normally marketed contained not only - Bani but 30% of kirsutltm and 
it was 'U)orlh while stuiying the data from the point of the relative uniformity 
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of behaviour of pure strains and mixtures. It WlU guite po.sib16 tkat though G mix· 
ture might not give as good a resUlt as a selected pure strain, a properly designed 
mixture might give a reguZar behaviour from season to season. He expre88ed hi, view 
that the properties of mixtures were very important in cotton growing in India. There 
'Were t'Wo cotton producing area. in India of Upland and deshi mixtures-the Gaot ani 
tract and the Malwi tract of Central India. At lea" in OentralIndia the local mill 
people 'Were sufficiently familiar with the mixture to be guite content to maintain it. 
They knew the mean behaviour and paid the full fWemium for tM mixed quality 
grown, so that any irreguZa,-uy in the mixture did not arise. It would be worth 
investigating 'Whether a more uuiform behaviour could not be obtained from season to 
season and from place to place with the mixed grown type than the pure type, alld if 
this 'Were done measures could be taken to grow types which would behat.e uniformly. 
It 'Was also 'Worth noting that an enqu,iry recently made into the relations of botanical 
species and varieties to spinning value brought out the fact that the G. A,boreum 
cottons like Karunganni.! and N ortherr", 'Were much less tJariable from season to season 
thatt the Northern arboreum cotton. He was aware at the time of the ef/quiry that Bani 
was a mixture. The other types were pure strain, and there seemed to be some 
evidence in Zitemture that the South Indian cottons did not vary Sf) much from Sea801l 
to season as some of the North Indian cottons. . 

Dr. Nazir Ahmad, referring to the growing of mixturell advocated by Mr. Hutch
inson, said that tM opinion of the consumers should be ascertained lU he felt that they 
would be deji·nuely agninst such tendency as it would open the door for certain mal
practices. Watering on the one hand and mixing on the other formed two vcry great 
drawbacks to the reputation of Indian cottons, one in the Oentral Province. and the 
other in the Punjab, and a policy of the kind suggested by M,. Hutchinson should be 
recommended only after deep and mature consideration. As regards the beha"wur of 
different strains there was a good deal in 'what Mr. Hutchinson said. If a mixture 
was made of two components A and B and it gave a. uniform behaviour, it could only 
be pos.,ible either by the two components behaving in a uniform manner, or the 
variation in A in one direction being neutralised by tke variation in B in 1M 
opposite direction. So far as purely theoretical considerations were concerned, it would 
be 'Warth while studying such mixtures in which one of the two component. was kept 
constant. 

Mr. Mohammad Afzal, referring to the fact the local Gaorani had always been 
spinning less than the improved Gaarani said that this WlU probably due, apart from 
greater length of lint of the imfWoved Gam ani, to us low jibre weight. But low jibre 
'Weight might have been induced by the presence of IJ greater proportion of immature 
lwirs. He instanced the c;ase of Punjab OoUons 'Where tJariation in spinning per. 
formance of improved types was more than in the case of deshi. Ie would thus appear 
that the vo;riatiol' in spinning performance of the improved Gaorani types toas 
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probably due to the presence of a gre.ater proportion of immature 'hairs which varied 
from year to year. 

Mr. V. G. Panse said that variation in spinning value was related to the degree 
of adaptation of a type to a tract. In Central India the local mixture was rnqde up 
of Upland and deshi components which gave less percentage of variation over a 
series of yea-rs. Another type was Malwi 9, a pure selection obtained from the mix
ture. The local mixt-ure gave about 2% and the Malwi 9 about 3% error, and 
Oambodia which was the most ill-adapted type gave as high as 9% standard elror. 

Rai Sahib Kalidas Sawhney explained that the point raised by M'i. Hutchi-nson 
that some of the new strains might not be as well fitted to the different pa1'ts of the 
Gaorani Mea had been brought out in his second paper, where he had stated that 
Gaarani 4 and Gaorani 6 did not seem to be well adapted to the south-western part 
adjoiniltg the Sholapur d-istrict where the spinning performance of the local variety 
was the lowest. Tn that area Gaorani 6 had given slightly higher performance as 
compared with the local but Gaorani 4 had not given any improved perf01mancc. 
Regarding the second paint relating to mixtu1-e of new sJrains, he_ said that an 
expe1'iment with improved strains and their mixt~lres was already being conducted. 
For this purpose Gao.,ani 4 and Gaorani 6 were grown in small replicated plots 
alongside a mixture cOllsi8ting of Guarani 4 and 6, half and half, and another 
c01!taining 40per cent of each of the two pure strains and 20 per cent of American; The 
local variety was also included in this test. Lint samples from this experiment would 
be sent to the Oommittee's TechnOlogical Laboratory shortly. Thu.~ results of fibre 
tests flJould be available for the local variety, for pure Gaorani, 4 and 6, for half and 
half mixture of the two and for 40 per cent mixture of each of the two pure strains 
with 20 per cent. of American. This experiment would be repeated for a number of 
years~ The idea at the back of the exper-iment -was to find whether or not, in a given 
locality, mixtures of pure st-rains gave more uniform spinning performance over a 
series of years tha1~ tlte pure strains themselves. Rega-rding M-r. Mohammad Afzal's 
point that the g-reater variation in the spinning performance of the new strain might 
be due to tlte highe-r variation ion the perc'entage maturity of fibres from season to 
season in the new types as compared with the local va.,iety, he said that he 
had had no opportunity of examining this point till then, but tllat he would make (I 
studu of thP. data ,!(JZZP.r.tP.,z h.J t7U'. Tp.r.Au(JZ(Joir.al Labo'raio'1u. 
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I. INTRODUCTION & SUlIMARY. 

It has been known for a long time that cotton is one of thOse crops which are 
sllsceptible to considerable variations in quality under different BOil and climatic 
conditions. Since the very inception of the Technological Laboratory in 1924, 
tests on the spinning value and fibre properties have been carried out, year after 
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year, on a number of standard Indian cottons, which are grown in different parts 
'Of India. The importance of these tests was early recogni~ed by Turnerl -(1927), 
and later stressed by one of us, Nazir Ahmad2 (1931). In course of time these 
records will form an eltcelIeht material for the study of weather factors on the quality 
of cotton. In this respect the work of the Laboratory relating to tests, under known 
and reproducible conditions, on the same varieties grown from pure seed for which 
full agricultural details are available, is unique among the sister institutions of the 
world. For the present, data to the extent of 13 years only are available, and these 
have been examined with a view to finding out (a) the secular change in quality, (b) 
the influence of rainfall in causing the annual variation. Fisher's method3 of fitting 
polynomials has been employed for the analysis of the data. Fifth degree polyno
mials are fitted to the weekly totals of rainfall every year. These provided six con
stants, which specified the average and the distribution of rainfall throughout the 
season. -The secular trend in the rainfall distribution values as well as in the quality 
data was eliminated by fitting polynominal of the second degree, and on the residuals 
thu~ obtained the multiple regression equation was worked out. On account of 
the small n~ber of years for which the quality data are available, each cotton could 
not be treated separately, but certain cottons were grouped together in accordance 
with the locality of growth and distribution of rainfall. The following four groups 
of cottons are discussed in this paper :-

(a) Verum 262, Nagpur and Akola, C. A. 9. 

(b) Wagad 8, and Surat 1027 A. L. F. 
(e) Jayawant, and Nandyal 14. 
(d) Hagari 1 and Gadag 1. 

From the results curves have been drawn to show at any particular period of the 
year, the benefit or harm to cotton of an additional inch of rain over the average. 

From the analysis of the results the following conclusions can be drawn :-

(l) Rainfall is an important weather-element controlling the quality of ootton. 
It accounts for about 1 to i, the total annual variation (obtaiz!ed after removing the 
effect of secular change) in quality. 

. (ii) Rain in the last stage of ripening, i.e. 'the picking period' is harmful. 

(iil) In the maturation period, additional rain is beneficial. Rainfall during 
this ~eriod is associated with hIgher temperature, and it is probably the moist heat 
that IS JlSeful for the proper thickening of the fibres. 

(iv) In the case of cottons, Verum 262, C. A. 9, Wagad 8 and Surat 1027 A. L. F., 
t.he growing period may be divided into two parts-in the first half i.e. in July and 
August additional rain is beneficial, while in the second half i.e. in September and 
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October it is definitely harmful. On the other hand for cottons' like Jayawant, 
Nandyal, Hagari 1, ahd Gadag 1 additional rain is harmful throughout the 
growing season. This is due to the fact that most of the rain falls prior to BOWing 

and during the sowing period; consequently the soil is Ilaturated with moisture due 
tQ the residual effects of previous rain. It is suggested that well designed field 
experiments should be carried out at Dharwar and Nandyal Agrioultural Stations 
with a view to finding out the optimum conditions of sowing. 

(v) The 'Rainfall curves' in fig. 12-15 provide a useful index to the application 
of water by irrigation in any year of partial failUle of rain. In cottons which are 
partly rain-fed and partly irrigated, irrigation water should not be given in equal 
amounts and in equal intervals of time, but should be properly adjusted with the 
amount and distribution of rainfall. 

II. METHOD OF INVESTIGATION. 

. A.-Introductory:-The prediction of the quality of cotton from weather ele
inents·presents a very complex problem due to (a) difficulty of specifying weather 
(b) lack of comparable data. The environmental conditions of a growing plant 
can be satisfactorily expressed in terms of instrumental observations (such as rain
fall, maximum and minimum temperature, soil temperature, hours of bright sunshine, 
dew point, direction and force of the wind) of a modern meteorological station. Al
though long records of some of these instrumental observations are available, at 
some of the cotton growing centres,· equally long records of values specifying quality 
of cotton crop are not available to make fu11 use of them for prediction purposes. 
Consequently, we are compelled for the present, to select one or two important foo
tors from the weather sequence. Of tho various weather elements which might be 
expected to influence tbe growtb and quality of cotton, raiIifall and temperature may 
be regarded as the most important ones. The average values of rainfall (as pub
lished in the official records) are of little help in the study of crop-weather relation
sbip, . for it is the distribution of rainfall in a specified period that has a niore pro
J).ounced effect in determining the good or bad quality of a ClOp. 

, Since a set of annual values generally show a trend in one direction or the other, 
before any crop-weather relationship is attempted, tbe crop data must be examined 
with a view to eliminating slow changes tbat might ba7e taken place in tile COut'Be 
of time~ This will be more fully discussed under 'Secular change', but it should be 
sufficient to state bere that the residuals, obtained after eliminating the slow changes, 
if any, in a crop record, are tbe proper values suitable for correlation with weather' 
factors. 

, -The Indian Central Cotton Committee Technological Laboratory was established in 1924. and 
since then accurate records of quality of I:otton grown in the principal ootton centres of India are, 
available. 

.... 
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Of the weather elemonts, we will first consider rain, which provides a sufficiently 
complex sequence in our climate. The general distribution of rainfall could be repre
sented by a few monthly or bi-monthly averages, if the rainfall were approximately 
evenly distributed in Buccessive weeks. But rainfall in India is generally concen
trated in short spells, separated by variable rainless periods. Consequently, the 
values for different periods in successive years are not necessarily equivalent. The 
great importance of this point will be appreciated more fully from the following table 
giving the values of rainfall totals for 4 and 8 week periods and commencing from 
1st July each year, for the Agricultural Research Farm, Nandyal. 

TABLE 1. A. 

Four-weekly totals of rairifall-N andyal. 

Period 1924-25 25-26 26-27 27-28 28-29 29-30 30-31 31-32 32-33 33-34 34-35 

1 8.07 6.89 4.57 6.85 12.98 1.44 2.75 1 .. 93 1.62 4.24 3.43 
2 3.19 5.69 1.87 4.27 4.77 2.90 2.08 2.09 .5.31 9.46 6.05 
3 4.87 5.16 9.67 6.20 3.57 1.48 5.28 7.89 2.59 6.20 4.77 
4 2.81 11.86 1.97 5.19 5.35 8.40 4.32 7.16 0.72 3.82 2.08 
5 2.10 0.42 2.22 0.84 0.79 3.18 2.65 3.97 0.62 2.44 
6 0.23 0.88 0.10 0.13 0.34 0.44 2.25 
7 0.26 0.05 0.01 0.05 0.62 
8 0.40 1.10 0.19 .. 
9 0.13 0.24 0.40 

10 0.81 0.05 0.26 0.50 0.05 1.35 

TABLE 1. B. 

Eight-weekly totals of rainfall-Nandyal. 

Period 1924-25 25-26 26-27 27-28 28-29 29-30 30-31 31-32.32-33 33-34 34-35 

1 11.26 12.58 6.44 11.12 17.75 4.34 4.83 4.02 6.93 13.70 9.48 
2 7.68 17.02 11.64 11.19 8.92 9.88 9.60 15.05 3.31 10.02 6.80 
3 2.33 1.30 0.10 2.22 0.97 0.79 3.52 2.65 4.41 2.87 2.44 
4 0.66 1.10 0.24 0.01 0.05 0.62 
5 0.81 0.05 0.26 0.63 0.05 0.24 0.40 1.35 
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The four-weekly totals are combined to give eight-weekly totals of rainfall and 
these are given in Table 1 B. In this manner we get 5 values fOf each Beason and 
these could satisfactorily represent the wholesesson if the distribution of rainfall 
within the corresponding eight-weekly period were similar from season to season. 
We find, however, that this actually is not the case. Thus, although the 1st eight 
weekly period in 1926-27 and 1932-33 gave approximately the same values, yet the 
values for the four-weekly totals for these years are different. For instance the 
first four-weekly period in 1926-27 recorded about 21 times as much rain as the se
cond four-weeldy period, while in 1932-33 the position is reversed and the second 
period gave more than three times the rain than the first period. Thus, in 1926 
heavy rain fell in the first four-w~ekly period, while in 1932 the order is reversed 
which cannot be supposed to have similar effect on the growing plant. This clearly 
shows the necessity of dividing the season into finer subdivisions, e.g., weekly 
values if possible. But we cannot use weekly values directly for correlation 
purposes, for sufficiently long records of crop data are not available. Even if 
sufficiently long records were available, the immense labour involved in the 
solution of regression equations would prevent us from adopting such a method. 
We have consequently adopted an ingenious method devised and used by 
Fisher in the study of 'The Influenoe- of rainfall on the yield of wheat at 
Rothamsted'.4, 

B. Pisher's method of fitting Polynomials. -. In this method the relevant infor
mation is contained in a number of 'rainfall distribution values' obtained by fitting 
orthogonal polynomials to the weekly totals of rainfall for each season-thus making 
full usa of the meteorological data and yet reducing the constants to a small num
ber. Thus, if we fit polynomial of the fifth degree to the weekly totals of each season, 
we get six constants which specify the average value and the distribution of rainfall 
throughout the season. These rainfall distribution values serve two purposes;
(1) to give the secular variation of rainfall from season to season (2) forma set of in
dependent variables for evaluating the regression equation between the yield or 
quality and rainfall sequence. It may be mentioned. however, that before using 
them for corre~ation purposes, the secular change (as in the crop data) should be eli
minated. The regression co efficients thus obtained enable us to determine the 
change of regression function ,oith time which is a special feature of thi. method. In 
this manner curves can be drawn showing the benefit or loss to the crop of an addi
tional inch of rain over the average. Thus'if rl. r2. fa .•.•..•. ral are the 
quantities of rain (i.e., weekly totals) jor the 31 'Weeks during which the crop cycle 
may be completed, the linear regresaion of fibre-length upon rainfall would take the 
form- . 
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where 81, 82, a3, ..... ~ .... 831 are the regression co-effi.cients. lf infinitely small 
subdivisions of time be taken, the regression equation would be replaced by the 
l'egression integral-

T 
L=c+/ ardt ..............................• (2) 

o 
where rdt is the rain falling in the time elementdt. 8 is now the continuous function 
of time, and represents an 'objective physical quantity'-namely the average iu
('rease or decrease in length due to an additional inch_ of rain in the time limit COll

sidered. 

If time is measured from t.he mid-point of a series_of terms, a is given by :-

where 

and 

-= 
D2 

D6-n2 n4 
'114 -n: 

n2 n6-,.n: 
n4-n~ 

n2 n8-D4 116 t 3 + n4 n8-n: 
D2 D6-n! 112 D6-n~ t) 

........ (3) 

1 
14 (3n2-13) 

3 

D4 D8-D: 1 (4 " 
n2 n6-n: ]008 I5n -230n~ + 407) 

The six co-effidents A, B, C, D, E and F are obtained from the six partial regression 
.coefficients bl, b2, b3, b4, b5, and h6, evaluated by correlating the quality 
residuals with the l'ainfall distribution value residuals by dividing them by factor 

(r!)2 . -
of the form-(2r)1 n (n+l) ........ (n + r) 

(r=O, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5) 

27 



TABLE 2. 

Secular Ohange in Bombay Cottons. 

H.S.W.O. Fibre-length. Fibre-weight. 
~ -; 

Cotton Variance Degrees Sum. of Mean Sum. of Mean Siun of Mean 
due to of freedom squares. square. squares. square. squares. square. 

Jayawant Deterioration 1 2.40 2.40 .000882 .~OO882 .000829 .000829-
Slow cbanges 1 2.31 2.31 .001860 .001860 .000835 .000835-
Residual 6 21.51 3.59 .004547 .000758 .000928 .000155 
Total 8 26.22 '007289 .002592 

Gadag 1 Deterioration 1 13.83 13.83 .000328 .000328 .000045 .000045 
Slow changes 1 0.62 0.62 .000303 .000303 .000006 .000006 t:J ... 
Residual 8 128.46 16.06 .006642 .000830 .000754 .000094. 0 

Total 10 142.91 .007273 .000805 

Surat Deterioration 1 28.48 28.48'" .000159 .000159 .000456 .000456 
1027 Slow changes 1 2.89 2.89 .003834 .003834 .000047 .000047 

A.L.F. Residual 10 61.71 6.17 .007976 .000798 .001289 .000129 
Total 12 93.08 .011969 .001792 

:Wagad 8 Deterioration 1 0.08 . 0.04 .000058 .000058 .000036 .000036 
Slow changes 1 2.15 3.92 .000057 .000057 .000010 . .000010 
Residual 8 23.95 3.32 .004376 .000547 :005967 .000746 
Total 10 26.18 .004491 .006013 

• Indicates signifioanoe for 15 per oent pomt. 
•• oo •• oo 1 .. .. 
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TABLE 3. 

Secular change in Punjab OoUons. 

H.S.W.O. Fibre-length. Fibre-weight. 

Cotton Variance due to Degrees of Sum of Mean Sum of Mean Sum of Mean 
freedom. squares. square. ~quares. square. squares. square. 

289F. Deterioration 1 126.59 ]26.59** .005531 .005531** .000?50 .000250 
Slow changes 1 9.44 9.44 .000746 .000746 .000320 .000320 
Residual 8 52.70 6.59 .005487 .000686 .001744 .000218 
Total 10 188.73 .011764 .002314 t.:l ..... ..... 

4.F·t Deterioration 1 0.94 0.94 .000027 .000027 .001837 .001837* 
Slow changes 1 27.78 27.78 .000748 .000748 .000874 .00874* 
Residual 6 129.78 21.63 .007825 .001304 .002025 .00038 
Total 8 158.50 .008600 .004736 

Mollisoni Deterioration 1 3.64 3.64** .000663 .000663 .0001265 .000126 
Slow changes 1 1.05 1.05 .001188 .001188 .0000002 .. 00q002 
Residual 8 5.31 0.69 .004313 .000539 .0030400 .000380 
Total 10 10.00 .006161 .0031667 

-----
t EfEect of olimate on lint samples has been used. 
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Thearithmetio of the evaluation of 'rainfall distribution valu(Js, with special 
reference to Indian conditions' is given in Appendix I. 

III. SECULAR CHANGE IN QUALITY OF INDIAN COTTONS. . 

Each of the standard Indian cottons (whioh provided the material for this 
investigation) has been grown from year to year on the same farm and has 
been tested for quality at the Teohnological Laboratory~ When the annual 
figures for highest standard warp counts and fibre-properties are examined it is 
found that the nature and extent of va.riation is different for the different 
cottons. Part of this variation may be due to the progressive changes brought 
about by the gradual exhaustion of the soil in oertain essential plant nutrients, 
weed infestation of the field, the adaptability of the seed to the special soil 
condition, etc., etc. Allowance should therefore De made for this variation 
before we study the effeot of weather factors. This 'secular change' in a set of 
annual figures can be represented adequately by a polynomial whose degree is 
small compared to the number of observations in the series. In the 'present 
investigation as we do not possess more than 13 values for anyone cotton, we 
have used polynomial of the second degree only. The total variance is thus 
analysed into 3 factors (1) deterioration or improvement, (2) slow changes, (3) 
annual causes. The results are given in tables 2, 3, 4 and 5, olassified in 
aocordance with the province in which the cotton is grown. 

TABLE 2. 
(See page 210) 

Of the four Bombay cottons, only Jayawant and Surat show any appreciable 
secular trend. In Jayawant, both deterioration and slow changes are significant 
for 5 per ccnt point for fibre-weight. The values of X' a anu X' 3 (given in 
Appendix) arc both negative-showing the tendency towards the development of 
finer fibres. ·This is probably due to the exceptionally low values of fibre-weigllt 
in the years 1933-34, 34-35. For Surat cotton the mean square for 'Detqrioration' 
is more than four times the residual (based on 10 degrees of freedom) and it is 
significant. Since the sign of X' 2 is+ive, there appears to bl) a tcndoncy for 
jmprovement which may show up when larger number of anllual valueil become 
available. Both Gadag I and Wagad 8 have indicated no secular chango in their 
lint properties-length and weight or in the spinning values of the yarns spun 
from them. . 

TABI;E 3. 
(See page 2] 1) 

All the Punjab cottons have shown progressive change during the period under 
investiga.tion. More than 65 per cent. of the total variance in highest standard warp 
counts of 289Jj' is accounted for qy a single degree of frceq.om-improvement (since 
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the sign of x' 2 is+ive). This is largely due to the two very low values 34 and 32; 
but. even when these are excluded and the results are analysed for the remaining 
nine years, this effect (i.e., slow improvement) is significant. 

289F (9 years. 1926-27-1934-:35) 

excluding the years 1924-25, 1925-26. 

Source of variation Degrees of 
freedom. 

Improvement: 1 
S ow change: :} Residual 
Total 8 

Sum of Mean 
Z squares square 

21.60 21.60 

71.67 J 
25.96 3.7085.8815 

24.29 
47.56 

For the tests of significance the degree of freedom for slow change is combined with 
residual-5% value of Z is .860; the observed value .8815 being greater, shows that 
there is a definite tendency for the development of better quality of cotton with the 
progress of time in spite of the fact that fibre-length values have indicated a slow 
deterioration. There appears to be slight improvement in 4F as reflected from the 
fibre-weight values; X' 2 is-.04286+ .018, showmg the development of fine staple. 
Mollisoni has also indicated a slight improvement in quality-the mean square for 
'Deterioration' is significant; X'2' .(=1.9069+.83) is+ive and more than twice 
its standard erro~. 

TABLE 4. 

(See page 214) 

I.ike 289F, the U. P. cotton C. A. 9 has indicated a remarkable improvement 
in the spinning performance as reflected by the highest standard warp counts value, 
for the different seasons, and likewise a deterioration in the fibre-length values. The 

large sum of squares-both fora single degree of freedom-deterioration (101.40) and 
for the total (162.00) are due to the two very low values 28 foreach of the two seasons 

1924-25 and 1925-26. Both the Verum cottons have shown a slight tendency for the 
decrease of staple length, X'2 for Nagpur variety is-.055+ .028, and for Akola 
variety it is-.0387 + .018. The effect of this tendency, however, is not reflected in 
the highest standard warp counts. It may be noted, however, that these results 

are based on only' 9 annual values, consequently very dcfinite conclusions cannot 

be arrived at, with regard to secular change in quality. 



TABLE 4. 

Secular Ckange in U. P. and O. P. Cottons. , 

, 

Degrees H. S.W.C. Fibre-length. Fibre-weight. 
Cotton. Varianco due to of 

freed.om. Sumo! Mean Sum of Mean Sumo! Mean 
squares square square. squares. squares. square. 

-
C.A..9 Deterioration . 1 101.40 101.40** .002160 .002160 .000002 .000002 

Slow changes 1 6.29 6.29 .000070 .000070 .000456 .000456· 
Residual 6 54.31 9.05 .001126 .000188 .000671 .000110 ~ .... .... 
Total .. 8 162.00 .003356 .001129 

Verum262 Deterioration 1 1.07 1.07 .003081 .003081 .000015 ·.000015 
Nagpur Slow changes 1 4.52 4.52 .000126 .000126 .000001 .000001 

Residual 6 27.97 4;66 .004482 .000747 .000820 .000137 • 
I Total 8 33.56 .007689 .000836 

Verum262- Deterioration 1 ] 07 1.07 .001500 .001500· .000010 .000010 
AkoIa Slow changes 1 2.31 2,31 .000267 .000267 .000407 .000407 

Residual 6 31.51 5.25 .001789 .000298 .000571 .000095 
Total 8 34.89 .003556 .000988 
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TABLE 5. 

Secular Change in Madras Cottons. 

H.S.W.C. Fibre-length. Fibre-weight. 
Cotton. Variance due to Degrees of 

freedom. Sum of Mean Sum of Mean Sum of Mean 
squares. square. squares .. square. squares. square. 

Cambodia Co. 2. Deterioration 1 13.83 13.83 .0'00294 .0'00294 .0'0'0738 .0'0738** 
Slow changes 1 0'.0'3 0'.0'3 .0'00105 .000105 .0'00092 .0'0'0'092 
Residual 8 128.87 16.11 .0'03092 .0'00386 .000588 .0'00074 
Total 10 142.73 .0'03491 .0'014]8 . 

to 

Hagari I. Deterioration 1 0'.23 0'.23 .0'00178 .0'00178 .0'00269 .0'0'0'269 
t..o 
01 

Slow changes 1 0'.34· 0'.3.4 .0'0'1118 .001118 .0'0'0541 .0'00541 
Residual 8 99.98 12.50 .007395 .0'00924 .001533 .• 000192 
Total 10 10'0.55 .008691 .0'02343 

Nandyal14 Deterioration 1 45.83 45.83** .000058 .0'00058 .0'00014 .0'00014 
Slow changes 1 14.88 14.88 .000447 .0'00447 .0'00104 .0'00104 
Residual 8 37.29 4.66 .0086e5 .000108 .000633 .000079 
Total 10 98.00 .009170 .000751 

Karunganni C. 7. Deteriorat,;,on .. 1 .0'8 .08 .00013] .000131 .000]66 .000166 
Slow changes 1 27.9~ 27.99 .000004 .000004 .0'00328 .000328-
Residual 8 27.57 3.45 .001938 .0'00242 .000461 .0'00058 
Total 10' 55.64 5.56 .002073 .0'00955 
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TABLE lS. 

(See page 215) 

Table 5 gives the results obtained by fitting polynomial of the second degree 
to the 11 year data (from 1924:-25 to 1934-35) for H. S. W. C., length and fibre-weight 
or each of the four Madras cottons.. It will be noticed that Cambodia and Hagari I 
have shown practically no secular change in the period under consideration (al
though such a change may become noticeable if data extending over a longer period 
become available), while the other two cottons N andyal 14. and Karunganni C 7 have 
indicated a distinct change-the former indicating a definite "improvement" in 
quality, while the latter show!la marked tendency towards a slow change. Both these 
trends are found to be significant when tested by Fisher's Z test. Their tmportance 
can be seen easily from Fig. lA, where the values of relath'e variance- for all the 
cottons for which It yea.r data is available have been plotted. Thus about one 
half of the total variation observed in the values of H. S. W. C. for N. 14 is accounted 
for by a single degree of freedom--·Deterioration, while for Karunganni C. 7 more 
than half of the total variance is covered by a single degree of freedom--slow changes. 
Reference to Table I in the Appendix will show that the value of X'I for the formol' 
and X'. for the latter are both positive and significant. Thns X'I for Nandyal14 ia 
6~769+2.15, and X'. for Karunganni C. 7 is 5.2907±1.91 indicating an improve
ment in quality in both the cases. This improvement in quality may be due to the 
adaptability of the seed to the soil conditions, but it is difficult to 8BBign definite rea
sons for this change. It is interesting to observe that the secular change, so prom i
nent in H. S. W. C. values ofNandyall4:, is not shown by either of the fibre-proper
ties-length and weight, although for Karunganni the significant "slow change eftect" 
in H. S. W. C. values is 8BBociated with a significant change in the fibre weight values. 
The value ofX's is -.0181+.0075, indicating that there is a tendency for the 
development of finer staple. . . 

It may be emphasised that no definite condusions can be obtained for the nature 
and extent of the secular change in quality from the short series of values available 
at present but since slow changes are suspected, we have eliminated their in1luence 
from the crop record in order to obtain a more homogeneous material for correlation 
with weather factors.' 

It should also be noted that the data analysed in this paper relates to sample 
grown from pure seed under the supervision of highly qualified officers on Govem
ment farms.· These results, therefore, are not strictly applicable to the trade crop 
which is grown under vastly different conditions, and in which an improvement or 
deterioration may take place owing to factors 'not envisaged in this paper . 

• Relative varianoe 100 x ~m of square due to each cause. 
(Mean)1 
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IV. DlSTlU~UTION 9F RAINFALL IN THE COTTON GROWING DISTRICTS OF 

. INDIA. 

The area under cotton cultivation in India approximates sonie 30 million acres. 
This area, huge as it is, is not concentrated in one 'belt' like the U. S. of America, 
but is distributed over a 'vast country in which the incidence, intensity. and dUration 
of rain is widely different in different provinces, and sometimes considerable varia
tions occur in the various districts of the same province. Consequently, it is to be 
expected that with a crop like cotton, which depends .so much upon the rain, the 
BOWing and picking periods would be different in the different cotton-growing'~ 
tI'icts. It is necessary, therefore, to select an area sufficiently small to ensure reaSOD" 
able uniformity as regards these factors. A stu.dy of the nature and distribution 
of rainfall in the principal tracts where the standard I.ndian cottons are grown isa 
necessary prologue to the investigation of the effect of weather on the quality of 
cotton. Its purpose is two-fold.-

(a) It gives abitd's eye-view of the incidence, intensity an~ duration of rain
fall and maybe used by farmers and investigators as a rough guide for 
any crop grown in that distript. 

(b) The more immediate purposes from our point .of view is that, owing to 
. the paucity of data relating to quality ofeotton, any single cotton ·cannot 
. at present lle1llledfoI .:the .study of _effect of .weather; consequently-we 

have to combine a few cottons, and the distribution of-rain in the different 
tract gives a olue as·to whioh· ~tt?ns ~re ~ui~able. for this purpose .... 

In order that the distri1)l~ti9n_ ()f r!Lin.in different tracts. or in. .diIferent years of 
the same traot may bo comparable, the time of incidence of rain is reckoned from a 
definite stage in the life history, of the plant. The commencement of rainfall in the 
cottOl]. season (for the purpose of this investigation) is taken to be abolIt 5 weeks 
before the. sowing of the seed. This procedure is all the more necessary as we have 
to combine two or more cottons, which may have different sowing and picking 
periods: . 

In order to obtain the distribution of ram in any tract, polynomials of the fifth 
degree were fitted to the weekly means for various years for which the figures for 
quality were available. The values of the polynomial together with the observed 
mean'values for ,each week are plotted in figures 2-11 for the ten standard Indian 
cottons; It will be noticed that the 'cotton -season' which may be regarded as lasting 
from the sowing to the picking period, is very different for the cottons.e. A. 9 and 
Verum 262 (N agpur and Akola) as compared to the 9ther1J for which it.is cQnsider~ 

2~ 
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ably longer. Consequently, we may divide these cottons primarily with respeot to 
the length of the cotton season into two groups :-

(1) C. A. 9, Vernm. 262, (Nagpur), Vernm 262 (!kola) tor whioh the total 
efieotive period may be taken as 31 weeks. . 

(2) Nandyal14, Hagari 1, Karunganni C. 7, Jayawant, Gadag I, Surat 1027 
A. L. F., Wagad 8,-for whioh the total period may be taken as 41 weeks. 

Now, with regard to the second group it may be seen from the generalshapeol 
the cUrves that the distribution of rain, and consequently its efieot upon the crop i. 
very~erent for the different cottonS. Henoe t'urther sub-division :. neoeBBary. 
It will be noticed that there is very little rain in the sowing season ot Surat 1027 
A. L. F. and Wagad 8 while there is plenty of rain during this period of Nandyal and , 
Jayawant. Consequently, these pairs of cotton must be placed in separate group., 
otherwise the elIect of one will be neutralised by the other. _ This is made clearer 
if we calculate from the polynomial,curves the rain in the first five 4-weekly perioda 
eXfressed as the percentage of the total rain. The results are given in Table 6. 

TABLES. 

Percentage distribution 01 ,ain in 4-Weekly period, 01 differeM cottoM. 

4-weekly Jaya- Nan- Hagari 
Karon .. Gadag 

period. Surat Wagad8 want dyal.14: I ganni I. 
C.7. 

1 4-.92 6.87 21.36 24:.69 8.57 8.84 13.66 
2 29.26 32.38 17.58 24:.16 17.06 21.70 26.68 
3 30.08 31.85 18.16 21.50 25.57 19.92 . 24:.15 

4 21.01 15.11 17.21 16.02 24:.97 12.70 15.70 
5 10.57 8.63 13.00 8.98 16.50 6.10 'l.19 

Above 20th we~k 4.16 5.16 . 12.68 4.65 7.33 30.74 12.62 

From table 6 it is evident that of the four Bombay c~ttons, Surat and Wagad 
8 registered 5 to '1 per cent' of the- total rain in the first four-weekly period, while in 
the case of Jayawant over one fifth of the total rain oftha season fell in this period; 
consequently it is not advisable to lump all Bombay'cottons in one group for inve&o 
tigat~ the elIect of rainfall on the 'lu.alio/. Furthermore e~lllination will.how 
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that Jayawant is l!lore analogous in this respeot to Nandyal14, where as much at! 
one quarter of the total rain fell in the first four-weekly period. The most suitable 
combinations, therefore, are:-

(a) Wagad 8 and Surat 1027 A. L. F. 

(b) Jayawant and Nandyal 14. 

In both groups the peroentage distribution of rainfall for all the 5 four-weekly 

periods are olosely similar for eaoh of the two oottons. We further note that the 

peroentage rainfall distribution for Gadag I is similar to Hagari 1 and aooordingly 

these two oottons may form a separate group. 

Karunganni C7 has provided a remarkably different distribution and stands by 
itself. tt should be partioularly noted that about 30 per oent of the rain falls in the 
period after the 20th week. This is due to the bursting of the North East monsoon 
whioh oocurs late in the season. Sinoe this cotton is usually reoeived at the Tech
nologioal Laboratory for testing in the months of April or May, it is highly probable 
that the stock reoeived oonsists mainly of the first pioking only. Consequently we 
oan regard the cotton season for it as extending over 31 weeks, thus eliminating the 
pseudo-efieot of high rainfall in the picking period. The only standard Indian ootton 
,with which it could be oombined is Cambodia Co. 2. But there We are confronted 
with the difficulty that the full data is available only for the six seasons subsequent 
to 1929-30 which is not enough for ,the, purpose of this investigation. We may, 
therefore, leave these cottons for the present in the hope of taking them up again 
when data, extending over a; suffioiently long period is available. Thus, the final 
division of ~he various standard Indian cottons into groups for the purpose of study 
of theefiect of rain on tbe q,~ality of cotton is /1S, follows: ' ' 

Cottons. 

(a) Verum 262, Nagpur & Akom, and C. A. 9 
(b) Wagad 8, and Surat 1027 A. L. F. 

(e) Jayawant, Nandyal ~4, 
(d) Hagari 1 and Gad~g 1. 

'" 

Cotton season. 

31 weeks. 

41 " 
41 
41 

" 
" 

V. SECULAR CHANGE IN RAINFALL DISTRIDUTION VALUES. 

The rainfall diStribution values have been obtained by fitting polynomials of 
tho fifth degree to the weekly totals of rain at each of the cotton growing districts, 
These ale given in Tables II; III and IV in the AppendiX. ' The values of a.' indicate, 



the aveIa.ge rairifallper week, the values of b ' indicate the average rate of increase or 
~ecrease of rain Q.u.r:ing this peri,od, c' and d' specify the parabolio_and cubio terme 
of the rainfall sequence, while e' and f' are higher terms involving more complex 
features of the distribution. In order to find out whether there are any progressive 
changes in the quantity and distribution of rain from season to Beason, the rainfall 
distribution values were treated. in the Same manner as the data for quality wero 
analysed jn Part III. Polynomials of the second degree were fitted to each aeries 
~f rainf~ll constants, and the values of X' " X'. which are the proper criteria for 
secular change, were thus obtained .. These are given in tables 7, 8 and 9. In 
brder to judge the significance of these terms, values of standard deviations 
obtained from the sUm ohquares after eliminating the effect of X'I and. X'. aro 
also given for each cotton and each rainfall distribution constant. 

TABLE 7. 

Secular Ohange in Rainfall Distribution Mlue. 

-Ca) Verum262-N~gpur & Akola, C. A: 9 cotton,. 
~,~t ________ ~ __ ~~~ __________________________________ ~ 

Cotton 

Verum 262 
Nagpur. 

Verum 262 
Akola. 

C.A.9 .. 

Mean 
X', 
X/a 
Standard, 
deviation. 

Mean 
X'II 
X'a 
Standard 
d~viation . 

• Mean t' 

X.'. 
X' I •. 
Standard 
d~viation. 

a' b ' c' d' e' f' 

1,4980 -.2011 -.3714 .1349 
,.1434 .0871 -.1133 -.0203 

.2539 -.1946 -.0179 .0558 

.4457 .1627 .1299 .1285 

.0264 -.0469 

.0493 .• 0358 
.0801 -.0463 
.0769 .0515 

.9769 --.1031 -.2427 

.3159'--.2067 -.1416* 
-.0413 --.0975 .0033 

.1821 .1385 .06726. 

.0649 .0070--.01144 

.1526· .1051~.06106 

.1135 --.030~.08310· 

.0682 .0419 .03132 

.9577 '.0674 -.2991 -.01011 .1060--.01578 
• -,-.6578~ .0635 .2443*--.06494-.1052 .0347 

.0830 -.0884 -,.1362 .0047G .0609 -.0093 

.2091 .08934 .07822 .06065 .04155 .03290 

Of the three cottons given in table' 7, Verum 262 (Nagpur) doe&' not show any 
progressive change. Some change is indicated -for Varum 262 (Akola) for which X'. 
for 0' and d' and X'. for f' are significant. ' But the most remarkable secular, ohange 
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espeoially for a' and 0' is shown by C. A. 9, for whioh the values of X'. are highly 
signifioant. .In an unohanging series the values of X'. and X' a vary about zero in an 
approximately normal distribution. Slow ohanges in the original series are 
indioated by the high positive or negative value of X'. and X'.. If suoh ohanges 
are suspeoted and ooour it is neoessal'Y to eliminate them in order to obtain varianoe 
due to random oauses. It inay be noted, however, that definite oonolusions with 
regard to the nature and extent of progressive ohanges oannot be obtained from 
the short-series of values at our disposal. 

Cotton 

Wagad8 

Surat 1027 
A.L.F. 

). 
TABLE 8. 

Secular c'kanges in Rainfall Distribution Values. 

(b) Wagad 8 and Surat 1027 A. L. F. 

Mean 
X'! 
X's 
Standard 
deviation. 

Mean 
X'I 
'Xl 
Standard 
deviation. 

a' b' '0' d' e' f' 

.6723 -.3450 -.owa .1668 -.1197 .01618 
-.2041 .0658 .0460 -.0392 -.0051 .01783 
-.0884 .00001 .0929 --.0957 1-.0297 .03897 

.3302 .1758 .0818 .12598 .09779 .05948 

1.0245 --.4728 --.0703 .2465 --.1528 .02361 
.4272 --.1517 -.1043 .1401 --.0636-,01142 

~.1613 .0704 --.0052--.01726 .04619--.04270 
.2799 .1478 .11985 .10277 .09757 .07378 

In the case of Wagad 8 and Burat, none of the rainfall constants indi98te aI1-Y 
significant seoular ohange although Some of the values of X'II are rather large. The 
variande olthe total rainfall measured by a' may be' divided into two parts (a) that 
due to slow ohahges(b)thatdue to random oauses. Thus for Surat 1027 A.L.F. the 
varianoe estimated from the residuals of the polynomials of the 2nd degree is 94.8 
per oen't of the vhriaIl.oe of the original series, So that 5'.2 per cent of the total varianoe 
in annual va1ues ofrain may be ascribed to slow changes and the remaining (94.8) 
to the ohance fluotuation of eaoh partioular year. Thus there . is_ some rea~Qn ~ sus
peot that the different years are not wholly independent. but some obscure cause_is 
liable to ohange the mean by small amounts in either direction·for a number of con
seoutive years. In order to get definite evidenoe on this point 13 years are Dot 
enough, and it is hoped that more definite information may be possible when data 
for a larger number of years becomea available. 
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TABLE 9. 

Secular Change in RainfaU Distribution Values. 

, ,(c) Jayawant, Nandyal H, Hagan I &; Gadag I 

Cotton 

J'ayawant Mean 
,X'. 
X', 
Standard 
deViation 

Nandyal14 Mei.m 

.Ha~ari I 

Gadag I 

X', 
X', 
Standard 
deviation. 

Mean 
X' .. 
X'~ . 
Standard 
deviation. 

Mean 
X,-

, it 
X' a 
Standard 
deViation. 

a' b' c' d' e' f' 

.6101 -.2505 .0460 .0628 .0209 -.0201 

.3115 -.0784 -.0432 .0430 .0258 -.0094 
~.0980 ~.0624 .0781 --.0744- -.0247 1r0175 

.1636 .0884 .04486 .03390 .03343 .04090' 

.5147 -.2715 .0658 .0431 --.0212 --.01255 
-.2089 .13301-.01840 .02136 -.02985 .03795-

.0569 .01104 .04543 .00033 -.00251 ~ .04882-

.1438 .08927 .06211 .05010 .03399 .01835 

.37036-.14355-.02355 .07973 -.01845-.02909 

.00973 .01926 .04129 --01773 .00629 .01478 
--.00381-.00846 .05349 .00063 ~.04047 .04522 

.1210 .06746 .04248 ;05328 .03528 ' .02630 

.38718-.15018 .03864 .06827 --.03709 .00745 

.04109-.00172 .01135-.01030 .02403 ,000384 
--.03(47 -.05183 .03240-.06191 .00i98 .OO90U 

;1290 .0575 . 02845 .1152 • .03042 .02197 

Inthisgroup,X'.ofd' for Jayawant. and X'., X', or f' for Nandyal are 
aignificant. Thus, ~here, is evidence of slow changes in each or the groups of 
cottons studied c0118equently'in order to,get a more homogeneous material subject to . 
ofumce lluctuations'only, we- have eliininated, the 'efiect or these seoular changes 
and the residuals thus obtained are used for correlation purposes. 
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VI. RAINFALL.AS AN IMPORTANT WEATHER-ELEMENT TO ACCOUNT FOB 

ANNuAL V A.BIATlON IN QUALITY OP hmlA.N COTTONS. 

In order to aBS6S8 the influence of rainfall in causing the annual variation in 
quality, it is necessary to corrclate the quality residuals with the residuals of the 
six rainfall distribution values a', b', 0', d', e' and f'. For this purpose, first the 
crude sum of squares and products is formed for eaoh ootton from the figures of 
rainfall distribution values given in tables II, III & IV in the Appendix. These 
arc separately tabulated (Appendix Tables V, VI, and VII) so that they may be 
utilised for further investigation when data for a few more years become available. 
To these, oorrections for the mean are applied in the wual m&nner, while oorrections, 
for the secular ohange are applied by subtraoting from them the sum of squares and 
produots of the values X'I and X'. given in Tables 7, 8 and 9. The sums of squares 
and produots 1)£ the residuals of the Independent variables thus obtained are given 
in tables 10, 11 and 12. 

Cotton 

Verum 
262 
Nagpur 

Verum 
262 
Akola 

C.A.9 

TABLE 10. 

Sums 01 Squares and products of residuals 01 Rainfall constants. 

(a) Verum 262, Nagpur and Akola, C. A. 9 cottons. 

a' b' 0' d' et. f' 

a' 1.1~2120 --.145013 --.325303 ,r.048928 .148717 --.041045 
b' --.145013 .158779 .001095 --.111636 ~.003011 .042545 
0' --.325303 .001095.101267 .Gl7103 --.046213 --.000624 
d' .048928 --.111636 .107103 .099043 --.020944 --.033062 
e' .148717 --.003011 --.046213 --.020944 .035514 --.000191 
f' --.041045 .042545 --.000624 --.033062 --.000191 .015928 

a' .190039 .096055 --.043338 -.057217 -.008004 .000626 
b' .096055 .115168 --.054786 --.051607 .019605 -.008294 
0' --.043338 -.054786 ,r.027144 .024963 --.010607 .002667 
d' --.057217 --.051607 .024963 .027925 -.008374 --.000125 
e' ---.008004 .019605 --.010607 --.008374 .010533 -.000620 
f' .000626 --.008294- .002667 --.000125 --.000620 .005885 

a' .262316 .058427 --.061826 --.031464 .014209 .019508 
b' .058427 .047887 .002302 --.023468 -.002593 .009863 
0' --.061826 .• 002302 .. 036713 .008730 -.013136 --.005265 
d' --.031464 --.023468 .008730 .022071 .001244 --.009940 
e' .014209 --.002593 --.013163 .001244 .010357 .000350 
f' .019508 .009863 --.005265 --.009940 .000350 .006495 
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Since the.data is available for.a comparatively small number of years for. eaoh 
cotton, we combine the ~esidual'-imm of squares- and prodllOts for th~ cottons given 
in each of the tables 10, 1l, .and 12, to ~btain the corresponding sum of squares and 
products for the groups '(a), (b), (c) and (d)-mentioned on page 219.' Itshowd be 
~oted, however, that this method cannot give the same precise information about 
f:achcotton as a Iarge_numbe~ of years ~eated separately is capable of 4oing. but, 
under the circnmstances..already explained it is the best that can be used. t Con·. 
sequently, the, results, of the present investigation should be regarded a first· 
approximation for the cottons within each specified group. -- . 

TABLE 11. 

Sum oj squares and prOd1l{:t~ oj resid~8 oj ra·inJall Oonstants. 

(b) Wag!ld 8 and SU.rat 1027. A. L. F. 

d' 
. ". ~, 

Wagad s- a'" '.872248 ---'.441099 ---'.082028 .325577 ·~.222331 .005426 

-. --

.b' ~.441099 .247349 .008547 ......:.156145 ':~33653 -.027033 
-e' --:.082028 .008547 .. 053538 -:.043736 -:.007743 .033695 
d' .. 325577 ---:.1561~5 ---:.043736.126973 -..076017 -.008068 
e' -.222331 .133653 -.007743-.076017 ;076508 -.024087 
,£' . +..005426 -.027033 .. 033695 --:.008068 --;.024087 .028307 

Surat 1027 a' 
. A. L:F. b~ 

'.-. .:-

4-.783350 -:.332818-:.132730 .244268 --.092459 --.045667 
--.332818 .288375 -.033415 -:-.106413 .• 114368 --.035410 

0' -:-.132730 -:-.038415 ,.143640 --.059800 ...... 063235 .077602 
.244268 --.106413 --.059800 4-.105609 --.044094 --.021112 

,e' -':.Q92459 +.114368 ---;,.063285 ....;.044094 '.095208 --.050640 
. - ,f' --.045667 -;0.035410 . ,077602 -...021112 -.050640 .054429 

. d' 

t An allowanCB can be made for the dilIerence in the mean-valuee of rain at different ltatiou. 
.by inoluding the product of the station mean and individual mean each 1l'&BOn, as _n iDd8JIeoden$ 
-variate, but lo,!: want _«>.f ~~nt: re90~d$ this haa not been d0!!8- _ ~~__ _ .. _ _ _ _ ~ 
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tABLE 12. 

Sum oj squares and product8 of residuals of rainfall IJOn8tants, 

(o) Jayawant, Nandyal H, Hagari I & Gadag I, 

Cotton. a' h' 0' p' e' f' 

Jayawant a' .160591 -.074811 -.016882 .020040 -.011581 .011450 
h' -.074811 .046909 .010835 -.005658 .006038 ~.003233 
0' -.016882 .010835 .012072 -.005607 .006695 .001007 
d' .020040 -.005658 -.005607 .006896 -.004774 .003897 
e' -.011581 .006038 .006695 .004774 .006707 -.004464 
~ .011450 -.003233 .001007 .003897 --.004464 .010036 

Nalldyal14 a' .165461 --.092335 .022041 --.010819 .013272 -.011871 
b' -.092335 .063751 -.027205 .016142 -.009363 .005533 
0' .022041 -.027205 .030861 -.031648 .008792 --.000607 
d' -.010819 -.016142 ....... 021648 .020079 -.010870 .001989 
e' .013292 -.009363 .008792 --.010870 .009241 --.003603 
f' -.011871 .005535 -.000607 .001989 -.003603 .002693 

Hagari I. a' .117050 --.059051 -.001102 .038172 -.030566 .018034 
b' -.059051 .036408 -.005340 -.016026 .016517 -.009110 
0' .001102 -.005340 .014439 -.011000 .002238 .002109 
d' .038172 -.016026 -.011000 .,022709 -.013216 .004772 
e' --.030566 .016517 -.002238 --.013216 .009957 -.004679 
~ .018034 --.009110 .002409 .004772 -.004679 .005532 

Gadag I a' .133134 -.039435 .008463 .024.062 -.008816 .003219 
b' --.039435 .027451 --.000239 -;-.008429 .002493 -.001827 
0' .008463 .000239 .006478 .001486 .001632 .002382 
d' .024062 -.008429 .001486 .010611 -.004862 .003683 
e' --.008816 .002493 .001632 -.004862 .007403 --.002373 
~ .003219 -.001827 .002382 .003683 -.002373 .003862 

In order to find out the regression of quality of cotton on the rainfall oonstants, 
Fisher's Matrix Method' is adopted, which is described in detail by one of us else
where (Koshal, 1934). The four matrices fodhe four groups of cottons are give 
in table 13. 

~9 



TABLE 13. 

Matriz of multipliers for evaluating regression co-efficients. 

~ Cotton a' b' 0
' 

d' e/' fl 

(a) Verum 262 a' 2.282291 .807648' 7.357065 ~.013359 2.,65946 1.287645 
Nagpur and b' .807648 15.714238 4.930024 24.819319 12.468868 14.684410 
Akola, C. A. 9 0' 7.357065 4.930024 37.164913 1.760805 25.581299 5.081146 

d' -.013359 24.819319 1.760805 54.794818 23.703668 45.378623 
e' 2'.65946 12.468868 25.581299 23.7Q3668 51.038171 22.388725 
f' 1.287645 14.684410 5.081146 45.378623 22.388725 ' 83.470199 

(b) Wf.'gad 8 a' 258.7522 730.2306 730.6028 714.1454 326.0074 240.4839 
and Burat b' 730.2306 2122.1109 2196.3064 2258.8892 1111.4283 802.8180 
1027 A. L; F. 0' 730.6028 2196.3064 2492~2073 2736.91i9 1564~3019 1038.5761 

d' 714.1454 2258.8892 2736.9119 3257.4784 2056.1026 1376.4172. to:» 

e' 326.0074 1111.4283 1564.3019 2056.1026 1511.2669 983.2140 ~ 
~ 

f' 240.4839 802.8180 1038.5761 1376.4172 983.2140 711.3441 

{c) Jayawant a' 37.8849427 62.4290391 -5.1754349 -83.2377655 -78.2300321 -20.9627528 
& Nandyal14 b' 62.4290391 112.8255113 --2.0724661 -137.8721395 ~137.3547223 -41.5694750 

0' -5.1754349 -2.0724661 97.0710233 94.6510299 -36.6197999 ~9.820079 

d' --83.2377655 -137.8721395 94.6510299 348.6619414 233.0540367 5.6800126 
e' --78.2300321 --137.3547223 -36'.6197999 233.0540367 388.3555861 161.7575693 
£' --20.9627528. -41.5694750 -69.8220079 5.6800126 161.7575693 187.4665860 

, {d) Hagan 1 a' 16.3590502 15.0587489 --18.8376736 -27.5531268 3.1350362 17.2658873 
'and Gadag 1 b' 15.0587489 43.7134194 6.2949132 -5.9458018 -19.5632370 4.2796418 

0' -18.8076736 6.2949132 132.5557539 89.3879466 -37.2727430 --126.1582006 
d' -27.5531268 -5.9458018 89.3879466 148.3859730 40.7745168 -93.1192029 
e' 3.1350362 --19.5632370 --37.2727430 40.7745168 169.1799772 79.«32961 

,r 17.2658873 4.2796418 --126.1582006 --93.1192029 '19.4432961 280.1613225 
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TABLE 13, 
(See page 226.) 

Matrix 0/ Multiplie18 f()'f evaluating regression co-ejflcients. 

The criteria used for specifying quality ot cotton are (i) spinning value as indi
cated by the highest standard warp oounts (0) (ii) fibre-length (l) (iii) fibre-weight 
(w). Of these the first is the most important and the latter two have been selected 
in virtue of their high correlation with the first. In order to find their regression 

. on rainfall constants, we need the products of their residuals and residuals of rainfall 
distribution values. For this purpose, the crude products of quality data and a' 
b', 0', d', e' and f' given in tables II, III and IV are obtained. These products are 
sepArately tabulated (Appendix-Table VIII) for use in f!lrther investigation of a 
similar kind. These crude products are corrected for the mean, and then correc
tions for the secular change are applied by subtracting the products of the corres
ponding values of X'I' and X'. given in Tables 7, 8 and 9 and table I in the Appen. 
dix. The sums of products of residuals thus obtained are given in table 14. 

TABLE 14. 

Sum of sqltares of residuals of quality data and rainfall constants. 

, Cotton 

Verum c 
262 1 

. Nagpur w 

Verum c 
262 1 
Akola w 

C.A.9 0 

1 
w 

Wagad80 
1 
w 

• 

a' b' c' d' e' f' 

-2.2491 .2937 .5831 .1310 -.5403 .0707 
-.030775 .004628 .007584 .004838 -.009517 .000375 
-.001189 .000130 .001057 .002437 -.002618 --.000701 

-.5089 -.1205 .1789 .2880 -.1405 -.2808 
--.014078 --.0]0602 .005404 .006178 --.001655 --.000339 

.004484 -.001679 .000431 -.000399 -.001005 .001077 

--3.2293 -.5711 .6128 .1568 -.1518 -.2231 
-.012003 -.004508 .000590 .002400 .000760 --.001960 

.003673 .001436 -.003230 -.002029 .001506 .000721 

2.8574 -1.0648 ........ 07443 1.1322 -0,3492 -0.4084 
.016689 --.001762 .003220 .006361 --.003071 -.000875 

--.033400 .017658 .002450 -.012932 .010227 ~.000962 
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TABLE 14.""""COnld. 

Sum of squares of residuals oj quality data and rainfaU constants. 

Cotton 

Surat 0 

1027 1 
A.L.F. w 

Jayawant c 
I 
'W 

Nandyal 0 

14 I 
w 

Hagari I c 
I 
w 

..,.. 
Gadag I c 

I 
w 

a' b' 0' d' e' f' 

2.9834 -.6880 -1.3991 1.2753 -.0592 -.6824 
.009704 '~.005785 --.003901 .009143 --.005275 --.006230 

--.014923 .001023 .010328 -.006765 --.001762 .004600 

--1.187323 .390041 .30729 --.29245 
--.015436 .009191 .004323 --.001323 

.008024 -.004864 -.000463 .000332 

.14609 .01554 

.003040 --.000183 

.000600 -.000633 

--1.29727 .71796 --.14767 --.11887 .09173 .06578 
--.008115 .000431 .003866 --.004628 .002917 -.000973 

.001713 -.000697 --.000811 .002083 --.001569 .000212 

-1.16665 .78089 -.18255 .08308 .13368 .05241 
-.015001 .006359 .000164 -.002683 .002386 --.001360 

.002879 --.003681 .001179 .000253 --.001194 --.000655 

--2.163603 1.219117 --.433605 --.482411 -.327651 --.108196 
-.007609 .005508 --.002849.001601 -.002333 .000787 
--.004110 .001816 .000568 -.000176 -.000780 .001225 

These sums of products, for the difierent cottons are then added to give the 
corresponding sum of products appropriate to its group. The six sums of producta of 
cach group are multiplied in order with the values in the first column of the corres
ponding matrix given in table 13. The 8um of these products gives the regression 
on a'. In a similar manner if the same six sums of products are multipliod 
with the values in the second column of the matrix, the sum ot the resulting products 
gives the regression on b'. In a similar 'manner the regression on c', d', e' and'f' 
are obtained by multiplying with the values in 3rd, 4th, 5th and 6th columna respec
tively of the corresponding matrix. The partial regression co-efficients thus ob
tained are given in table 15. 
These regression eo-efficients can be used for two main objectll'!-

(i) To stu~~, the influence of rainfall in accounting for the annual variAtioJl 
.in qua ·ty. - . . .. 
(ii) To study the tegrcssion of quality on 'rainfall at <lifferent periods ot tbt 

.... season. 



TABLE 15. 

PartiaZ Regression of q,tulZity of coUon on rainfall constants. 

'Group of 
cotton. 

Ve~262 
Nagpur & Akola 
C.A.9 

Property 
specifying , 

quality. a' 

c --6.651402 
1, ~.0686805 

w -.0012219 

h' 

--6.762430 
.0312009 

-.0148005 

Regression on 

c' d' 

-17.402558 -15.217703 
;.,.....2178502' .1655279 
~.0626001 -.0058722 

e' f' 

--24.259803 --35.238020 
-.1910392 .0569510 
-.1107145 .0430399 

lVagad 8 and Surat c -10.7736321 --53.4653670,~106.8720902 ~153.3194809 --136.5842919 -92.4463436 
1027 A. L. F. 1 -.3193140 -.9099310 -1.1625785 --1.367578 -1.1061258 -.801884 

w .0414076 .2561760 .6809083 .9106834 .8683386 .4469485 

Jayawant & Nandyal14 c -11.8557006 -9.7679762 --27.2617888 -18.3655269 45.9905991 46.2582280 
1 -0.2803531 -0.3513213 0.1961618 0.7156738 0.9604267 0.2350166 
w -0.0880778 -0.1992745 0.1309252 0.4494334 0.1671664 -0.1059425 

Hagari I and Gadag 1 c --3.3423569 39.3295144 -27.8775909 -37.1783209 -80.1322403 34937.9501 
1 -0.1205645 0.1643172 0.1175371 0.2072271 -0.2836761 -0.0563343 

w -0.0795569 ~0.0485491 0.2514554 ' 0.0791139 -0.3176703 -O.2~~77R9 

• 



TABLE 15. 
-(See~pag8 229.) 

Now, if the annual vari~tion in the value of highest standard warp counts is 
ascribable_ to a large extent to the influence of rainfall, the mean square due to the six 
regression co-efficients should be significantly greater than the residual,vhich is dlle 
to the deviations from the regression formula. . If the sum of the squares due to 
rainfall be denoted by R then R=l:p. 

where 

where 

Pl=bjl:q a" 
Pa=b.l:q b" 

bl " ....... _ ••• b. are the partialregi'essionl on a" .......... f" 
q = quality re!lid~l. _,_ 

a" ••..•• r .f~ are the rainfall constants after removing the secular change. 
, 

The quantity R is subtracted from the total sum of squares due to annual causes to 
obtain the residual, The complete analysis of variance for the four groups of ,?ot
tons is givell in table 16, which also includes factors showing th, relativ4 importance 
of the various rainfall constants, ' , . . . 

FroIJl this analysis it transpires that a' is an important constant, although it 
'\nay be noted that it represents only about one half ot the total annual variation due 
to raiil1'all and the other half is provided by the eonstants b' ••. -••••• f'. If only the, 
average values of rainfall for different seasons were at our disposal half the infor
mation provided by the rainfall sequence would b~ lost, which shows that in order to 
assess the proper significance of rainfall influencing the quality of co~ton, further 
knowledge of its distribution is essential. 

TABLE 16, 
,Analysis oj variance-Importance oj rain/aU constantl. 

(a).-Verum 262; Nagpur d AkoZa, and O. A. 9.-

Degrees of SIltD of 
Variance due to = freedom. squares. 

Regression on a' only. 1 21.6803 
l b' ...... f' 5 23.6108 ,,-

.,. a' .. 1 ••• 1' 6 -~j5,2911 

" a' ... ~ .. d' 4. ,25.5456 
,. a' ..... , .. e' 6 30.4:150 

Residual 12 68.4989 
Total 18 113.7900 ... 

Mean 
square. 

21.6803 
4.7222 
7.5485 
6.38M 
6.0880 
5.7082 
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TABLE1~. 
I " 

Analysis oj"variance-Importance of rain/aU constants. 

(b ).7.urat qnd Wagad 8,-
Degrees ot Sum of Mean 

Variance due to: freedom. squares. square. 
RegresSion on a"only 1 20.6061 20.6061 

" 
·b' ....... f' 5 26.7621 5.3524 

.~ - '" a' •••.. ;f' . 6 47.3682 7.8947 

" 
a' ••• ' ••• d,' 4 34.8447 8.7112 

" 
a' e~ 5 35.3539 7.0708 

Residual 12 38.2868 3.1905 
Total 18 85.6550 

(c}!.--Jayawa'1!l and Na,w,yal14.-
. Variance due to : 

Regre~ioii on a' only 1 18.9332 18.9332 

" 
b ' •••... f' 5 17.6029 3.5206 

" 
a' •••... f' 6 36.5361 6.0894 .. a' •••.. ·.d' 4 24.9733 6.2433 

" 
a" ...... e' 5 25.1217 5.0243 

Residual 8 22.2707 2.7838 
Total 14 58.8068 . 

(i).).-Hagari 1 and Gadag 1 ...... 
Variance due to : 

:Regression on a' only 1 44.3298 44.3298 .. b' ...••• r 5 91.0782 18.2156 .. a' •.•••• f' 6 135.4080 22.5680 .. a' ...... d' 4 75.7702 18.9426 , , 5 131.0510 26.2802 " 
a ....•. e 

Residual 10 93.0444 9.3044 
Total 16 228.4524 

,The mean square due to rain is in every case over Ii times that due to residual 
and iIi: the case of groups (b), (c) and (d) it is~ over two times the residual. On the 
whole, about! to i of the total annual variation is accounted for by the single weather 
'element, rain.. This amount is fairly large, when we remember that quadratic terms 
of taiilfa.ll have been left out for want of long records. It should be noted, however . . , 
that the meail square due to six degrees of freedom provided by the rainfall sequence 
is not signmcantly greater than the residual. The residual is based upon a small 
llumber of degrees of freedom (8 to 12) and the effect is likely to become significant 
.when larger number of years for each cotton become available. Furthermore, froin 
the analysis of varil\Ilce tables for the four groups of cottons, it is clear that, next to 
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a', the important rainf'all constants are e land 1'.80 that the great arithmeticallaboUl 
involved in reta~ing the six l;8inf'all distribution val~es a', b ', 0'. d' •• ' and I' II 
justified. 

vn. INFLUENCE,OJ!' ~AINFALL .T DlFFEBENT PERIODS OJ'THB SEASON ON 

THE QUALITY OJ' COrrON. 

As stl!ted on p.228 the second use of the regreBBion co-efficient. is to ca10ulatt tb, 
effect of an additional inch of raip. at different times during thl' progress of the season. 
For, this 'purpose the six regression co-efficients are divided by factors of the form. 

(rl)2 -' 
and (2r)! 31.32 .......... 't' • (31+r) for 31 weeks. 

(r!)2 , 
(2r) I 41.42 ...... . ,,(41+r) for 41 weeks. 

in order to obtain the constants A, B, C, D, etc. From these, eqUation (3) on p. ~09 

is evaluated by substituting the values of the terms nJ'~ eto. appropriate to 
nl' 

31 and 41 weeks respectively. The course of the regression function a is plotted 
in figures 12-15 where t is the time in seven-day interval measured from-the 
central point of the season. Thus, t runs from -15 to + 15 for 31 wqeks and-20 
to +20 for 41 weeks. 

It is neoessary to bear in mind that the curves in fig. 12-15 not only indicate the 
effeot of rain as -suoh, but of all the weather conditions associated with it. Thu. 
rain in the pioking period would be aBBociated with the diminished sunshine, which 
may interfere with the final ripening and drying of the fibres. Heavy rain near the 
sowing operations may either wash away the soil nutrients or may interlog the pore 
spaoes,thus modifying the soil aeration and hindering the proper germination of the 
seed and.the subsequent growth of the plant. All these factors are incorporated in 
the total effeots of rain ehown in the figures. 

Let us first consider the curves for H. S. W. C. From the iltudy of all the four 
graphs the following .conclusions may be drawn : 

(i) Rain III the last stage of ripening i.e.~ 'picking period' is harmful. 
(i~) In the IIlilturation period, additional-rain abo~e the normal is, beneficial. 

This positive effeot is found in all the three graphs, and occurs in the 
winte,r "months-November to. January .. Rain during this period is 
asso'oiateq with higher temperature and it is probably the moist heat 
that is most beneficial to the, proper thickening of the fibres. 

iii) The' gro~g perio~ can be, divided into two parts; the first period after 
sowing i.e., the period of rapid vegetative growth,and the second period 
which includes the 1lowering.stage; In the case ofVerwn 262, C.' A. 9, 

"SlUat +O~7A. L.ll'. a~d,Wagad 8t ',additi<mal inQh of~~ ~ beneficial iD 
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the first period, i.e., in July and August, while it is harmful in the months 
of September and October. The case of Jayawant, Nandyal14, Hagan 
I and ~Gadag 1 is somewhat <Imerent as additional rain is harmful 
throughout the growing season. This is probably due to the fact that in 
the case of these cottons most of the rain falls prior to Bowing and 
during the sowing period; consequently the soil is saturated with 
moisture due to the residual effects of the previous rain. The case is 
similar to that of over-feeding; additional rain instead of doing any 
good leads to a definite harmful effect. In view of these results it 
would be instructive to carry out well designed field experiments at 
Dharwar and Nandyal Agricultural Stations with a view to finding out 
the optimum conditions of sowing the cotton. An outline of the field 
experiments for elucidating the effect of weather on crops which may be 
followed with advantage has been given by one of us (KoshaI1935)6. 
It would be desirable to determine both yield and quality so that the 
relative influence of rainfall upon each may be ascertained. 

The slope of the length curves in all the three graphs is in the same direction 
as the curve for counts, but that of a weight cw "e is in the opposite direction. Thus 
the high positive correlation between spinning value and length, and the high nega
tive correlation between counts and weight, and fibre-length and fibre-weight is 
clearly indicated. 

These graphs are of great practical importance-especially for irrigation problems. 
The effective use of irrigation water is one of the vital problems which confronts 
the agriculturist in the irrigated areas. A knowledge of the best time of application 
of water to a crop materially assists him in making the most economical use of water 
supply. It sometimes happens that irrigation is given at a time when the plant does 
not need it, consequently the water supplied is not only wasted, but may actually 
decrease the yield and quality of the crop. The graphs 12, 13, 14 and 15 provide 
the necessary clue for the application of irrigation water on account of the partial 
failure of rain. In cottons which are partly rain-fed and partly irrigated, irrigation 
water should not be given in equal amounts or at equal intervals of time, but should 
be properly adjusted with the incidence and intensity of rainfall. 

Let us nQw study the graphs in greater detail in order to bring about the 
peCUliarities of the cottons within each group. Fig. 12 shows the effect of additional 
inch of rain at different times of the year on the quality of cotton for the three varie
ties, viz., C. A. 9, Verum 262 (Nagpur) and Verum 262 (Akola). Reference to table 
II (in Appendix IV) will show that the mean values of spinning performance for these 
cottons are diJIerent. Thus, the mean spinning values for the Nagpur and Akola 
s::.mples of Verum 262 are 24.8 and 21.1 respectively, while for C. A. 9 it is 34.0, a 

30 
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'value which is about 50% higher than the other two cottons. This ddterence is also 
reflected in the meanvaluos of fibre-Iength.and fibre-weight. In order to make 
:aIlowance for this disparity in the mean spinning value of the various cottons, a 
:]lercentage graph has been constructed and is .hown in fig. '12a. It obviates the 
Doo6.8sity of adopting diflerent scales for the spinning value and the two fibre-proper
ties studied in this paper. 

The 'count' graph starts with an average loss of about 1 % and rapi<ijy reaches a 
maximum loss of about 1.7% in the middle of May; about ~ fortnight before the 
sowing operations. During the next few weeks the average lOBI rapidly decreQIIC8 
until in the middle of June, about a fortnight after sowing, the additional one inch 
of rain or irrigation water is beneficial. This beneficial effect of rain lasts for about 
six weeks, with the maximum advantage of about 0.4 % in th~ middle of July. From 
the .middle of August onwards, the harmful eftects are again witneBBed, and tLe 
'curve rapidly falls until in mid-September it registers a maximum damage of about 

. 'I %, after which the loss diminishes rapidly. reaching again the positive region in 
mid-October, when the maturation period starts. During this period, which lasts 
ror about a month, the curve rises rapidly registering .a maximum benefit oC about 

. 0.6% in the first week of November, and then rapidly falls, croBBing the neutral axis 
~arly in December. 

Thus there are two regions when the additional rain or irrigation water is harm
ful to the growing plant, one a short time before sowing and the other a comparative
ly longer one, about a month after sowing, i.e., during the Jater stages of growing; 
while there are two periods when excess of rain or additional irrigation is beneficial. 
These ocour immediately after so\\-ing, i.e., during germination and the initial stages 
of growth, and during the maturation period when the lengthening and thickening 
processes of fibre take plaoe. Let us now examine the fibre-length and fibre-weight 
curves in order to find out how far the changes in these characters are reflected in 
the spinning performance of the cotton. It should be noted that tibre-weight is 
negatively correlated with H. S. W. C., consequently positive effect (i.e., increase in 
weight) would correspond to deterioration in quality. The fibre-length l'urve starts 
with a maximum damage of about 2% and slowly rises till about the sowing period . 
it reaches the positive region; on the other hand the fibre-weight ourve rises rapidly 
assuming +ive value within two weeks and records a maximum damage of about 0.7% 
about the middle of June, just when the beneficial eftect on length becomes evident. 
It shows that extra rain before sowing leads to the extra thickening of the fibres a( , 
the expense of the lengthening process; with the final loss of quality of cotton. 
However, the slow improvement in length from May onwards isrcHected in the rising 
ourve of the H. S. W. C., which reaches its first maximum about three weeks after. 
the length ourve, when opportUnely enough the trend in fibre-weight is also ill a 
favourable direction. Following the course of the fibre-weight ctll'Ve it will be 
noticed tlutt the peaks and depressions do not corrc!'lpond in position to the dcprcs-
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sions and peak in the 'count' curve but occur about 3 or 4 weeks later. Thus, the. 
first crest in fibre-weight curve occurs about the middle of June, followed by a trough 
about the middle of August, whilo the crest in the count curve ·occurs a month earlier 
about the middle of July. In the length ourve the maximum benefit of about 0.15% 
occurs during the sowing period, after which it steadily diminishes till about the 
middle of August it enters the negative region, but the loss remains practically steady 
for the next two months, the average value being 0.15%. Thus, during the sowing 
period and for a few weeks after, extra rain tends towards the development of length 
and fineness of staple, both of these factors contributing towards better quality of 
cotton. In the months of September and October, however, extra rain retards the 
lengthening process and increases the fibre weight accompanied by an appreciable 
decline in the quality of cotton. It should be noticed, however, that in this region 
the chango in the H. S. W. c. is rathe~ greater than that which can be accounted for 
on tho basis of variation in length and fibre-weight alone, showing the operation of 
some other factors as well. 

Fig. 13a shows the percentage changes in the spinning value and the fibre-pro
perties of Surat 1027 A.L.F. and Wagad 8, due to an additional inch of rain or irri
gation water given at the di1Ierent periods of the season. A characteristic feature 
of the tracts whore these cottons are grown is that there is very scanty rain 
(about 5%) before sowing, followed by heavy rain (about 25%) in the next four weeks. 
These cottons are more susceptible to seasonal changes, and there are large and 
well defined periods in which the rain has a beneficial effect. There are two well de
fined depressions and two peaks in the 'count' curve, but Wllike the previous case it 
is the positive region which occupies the greater length of time. The crests and 
troughs in the fibre-length curve occur in almost the same position as the 'count' 
curve; but in the fibreweight curve the crest occurs about a fortnight in advance 
of the corresponding depression in the 'count' curve. The count curve has a strong
ly marked depression in early June, when the loss is about 0.8% It is followed by 
thii first maXimum in the middle of August when the rain is beneficial to the same 
extent. The second minimum occurs in early October with a loss of 0.2% only, 
followed by a maximum benefit of about 7.5% .. The benefit in winter months as 
indicated by the graph is largo for the co-efficient a indicating the effect of additional 
one inch of rain over the average is + ive and high. However, the practical out
come of this effect is small, for the average quantity of rain which falls during this 
period is very small. Thus, the average rain por week during the three winter 
montlls, November, Decomber and January is .03" for Wagad 8 and .07" for Surat 
1027 A. L.F., consequently the net benefit to the crop of the variations in the rain 
which Occur in this period would be proportionately small. But the potential 
effect is there, and it would be instructive to give a large dose of water by irrigation 
in this period and study its influllnce on: tho spinning quality. Perhaps, the position 
will be clearer if we find the effect of an additional 10 per cent of rain in the months 
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of August and January (4 weeks each) where the regresSion function a inay be regard
ed as fairly constant. Its 'Value for the former period may be taken as +0.8% and 
for the latter about +7%. Now the average weekly rain for these periods for Surat 
l027 A. L. F. are 2.485" and .062· respectively. consequently the benefit of addi-

, tionall0%of rain would be about 0.2% and ;04% for the respective periods. Thus 
in spite of the smaller value of the co-efficient a. the net benefit is grea"ter for the month 
~f August, where heavy rain falls and greater fluctuations occur from season to season. 
It should also be noticed that, as in the previous case, the improvement in the spin
'Ding value in the cold weather is greater than that warranted by the changes in 
length and fineness of the staple showing that in this region the extra rain or water 
acts beneficially through channels other than length and fibre-weight. 

Fig. 14a gives the percentage change in the spinning value and the fibre-proper
'ties of Jayawant and Nandyal. and- fig 15a for Gadag 1 and Hagari I cottons 
due to an additional inch of rain _or irri/!ation water received by.the crop at 
different parts of the season. The characteristic feature of the tracts in which 
these cottons. particularly Jayawant and Nandyal, are grown is that there is 
heavy rain prior to the sowing operations, so that the soil is already over-saturated 
'with moisture. Consequently, it is to be expected that extra rain during growing 
·season would be harmful. In fact the 'count' curve shows that throughout the 
-growing period, additional rain is harmful. It is only in' the flowering and first 
half of the maturation period that wet" weather is found to be beneficial to quality. 
-The fibre-weight curve resembles that of the previous graph -for Surat and Wagad 
8, but the troughs and crests in it occur a few weeks later than the co.rresponding 
:crests and troughs in the count curve. 

. The count curve for Jayawant and Nandyal14 shows a minimum of damage 
ab(:lUt the middle 01 July, when the loss is 0:6% only. It is followed by the 
maximum damage of about 1. 6% in the growing period. This harmful effect is 
'associated with the changes in the fibre-length and fibre-weight, for the minimum 
and maximum of their respectIve curves occur just in this period. -Thus. heavy 
September rains or additional irrigation in this period will lead to the development 
-of ,snorter and thicker fibres with consequent loss to quality of these cottons. 

VIII. THE .PREDICTION OF SPINNING VALUE FROM RAmFALL SEQUENCE 

The regression co-efficients given in table 15 of Section VI. will now be used 
for the prediction of spinning value of a cotton from rainfall distribution data 
and it will be seen that some very interesting results. are obtained.' It may be 
mentioned that as the number of seasons for each cotton is small, it may not 
be possibl't always to attain very great accuracy. It is. however. hoped that 
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TABLE 16&. 

Prediction1)f Spinning Values from Rainfall Distribution Values. 

Burat 1027 A.L.F. and Wagad 8. 

Theoretioal Values Dillerunoel 

Cotton Season. Observed 
Rainfall without Rainfall Rainfall without Rainfall value 

. eliminating and seoular elimina ting and ""cular 
secular change ohango secular chango ohange 

. 1923-24 30 • 30.705 30.900 -0.705 . ....;0.900 
1924-25 32 30.922 30.531 1.078 10496 
1925-26 26 27.702 27.275 -1.702 -1.275 
1926-27 32 33.284 32.158 -1.284 -0.158 

SUrat 1927-28 30 31.481 30.805 ' ...... 1.487 -0.805 
1027 1928-29 32 30.321 29.260 1.679 2.740 

AL.F 1929-30 34: 32.436 31.682 1.564 2.318 
1930-31 29 30.184 29.530 -1.184 -0.530 
1931-32 30 33.065 32.804 -:-3.065 -2.804 
1932-33 31 33.044 33.152 ~2.044 -2.152 
1933-34 37 35.123 36.100 1.877 0.900 
1934-35 34 31.523 33.258 2.477 0.742 
1935-36 34 ' 31.231 33.553 2.769 0.447 

1925-26 12' 12.442 12.218 -0.442 -~.21R 

1926-27 14 14.415 13.713 -0.415 -0.287 
1927-28 15 15.454 15.013 -0.454 -0.013 
1928-29 15 14.692 14.430 0.308 0.570 

Wagad 1929-30 12 13.007 12.739 -1._007 -0.739 
8 1930-31 12 12.566 12.407 -0.566 -0.407 

1931-32 16 15.151 15.088 0.8·19 0.912 
1932-'33 13 13.510 13.688 '-0.510 ~ -0.688 
1933-34 16 16.232 16.490 -0.232 -o,49J 
1934-3{) 14 11.714- 12.433 2.286 1.567 
1935-39 12 11.827 12."101 0,.173 -0.781 

" 

Total deviation with-. 
out regard ,to sign (d) 30.157 23.918 
Residual sum of squares 54.274: 38.269 
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when enough data for a sufficient number of years becomes available, the re
gression formula as a means of future prediction will be placed on a much 
sounder basis. This hope is strengthened by the fact that the agreement for the 
peripd under investigation between the observed and calculated values is fairly 
close with the exception of a few values as indicated by th:l figures in tables 16a, 
16b and 16c. The theoretical values are also calculated from the regre&sion 
equation obtained without eliminating the secular change. From a comparison 
of the two sets of theoretical values the influence of the secular change is at 
once apparent. Not only is the residual sum of squares (and also the total 
sum of deviations without regard to sign) smaller, but in most cases the theore
tical value agrees more closely with the observed spin!ling value when allowance 
is made for the secular change. 

Table 16a gives the results for the two Bombay cottons, Surat 1027 A.L.F. 
andWagad 8. Reference to table 2 in Section III will show that in Surat about 
30% of the total variability is due to the secular change, while in W agad8 only 
a negligible amount (about 8%) can be ascribed to it. This is reflected in the 
difference between the observed and caloulated values given in the last two 
columns of the tahle. Thus the values of d (total deviation) differ by about 22% 
(that with secular change being less). Of the individual values, it is interesting 
to note that the extreme variations in the quality of cotton are well accounted for by 
the extreme variations in climate as indicated by the principal weather element
the rainfall sequence. Thllil, corresponding to the highest and lowest values of 
Surat 1027 A.L.F., viz., 26 and .37, for the y!lars 1925-26, and 1933-34, the 
theoretical values are 27.3, and 36.1 respectively. Similarly the theoretical 
values corresponding to 34, for the seasons 1934-35 and 35-36, are 33.3 and 
33.6-a fair agreement-showing the importance of the removal of secular change 
in crop and weath~r data, prior to correlation. 

Table 16b includes the results for the cottons Jayawant and· Nandyal 14, 
and 16c for Hagari 1 and Gadag 1. Reference to tables.2 and 5 of Section III 
will show that for Jayawant about 20% and for Nandyal more than 60% of 
the total variation is due to secular chimge. Hagari 1 and Gadag 1, however, 
show no secular change, although the total variation is fairly high. The in
fluence of secular change for Nandyal 14 and Jaywant is well reflected in the 
values of the residualoum of squares, which are reduced from 6i,I6cr, . to 22,209, 
or about one third of that when the secular change is not eliminated. 
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TABLE 16&. 

Prediction ,Qf Bpinning Values from Rainfan Distribution Values. 

Surat 1027 A.L.F. and Wagad 8. 

Theoretioal Values Dillerenoea 

Cotton SeaSOD. Observed 
Rainfall without Rainfall Rainfall without ' Rainfall value 

, eliminating and secular elimina ting and lICOular 
secular change ohange secular change change 

: 1923-24 30 . 30.705 30.900 -0.705 ;~0.900 

1924-25 32 30.922 30.531 1.078 1.496 
1925-26 26 27.702 27.275 -1.702 -1.275 
1926-27 32 33.284 32.158 -1.284 -0.158 

Stirat 1927-28 30 31,487 30.805 ' --1.487 -0.805 
1027 1928-29 32 30.321 29.260 1.679 2.740 
AL.F 1929-30 34 32,436 31.682 1.564 2.318 

1930-31 29 30.184 29.530 -1.184 -0.530 
1931-32 30 33.065 32.804 -3.065 -2.804 
1932-33 31 33.044 33.152 ~2.044 -2.152 
1933-34 37 35.123 36.100 1.877 0.900 
1934-35 34 31.523 33.258 2,477 0.742 
1935-36 34' 31.231 33.553 2.769 0.447 

1925-26 12' 12.442 12.218 -0.442 -~.21R 

1926-27 14 14,415 13.713 -0,415 ·0.287 
1927-28 15 15,454 15.013 --0.454 -0.013 
1928-29 15 14.692 14.430 0.308 0.570 

Wagad 1929-30 12 13.007 12.739 ..:....1 .. 007 -0.739 
8 1930-31 12 12.566 12,407 -0.566 -00407 

1931-32 16 15.151 15.088 0.819 0.912 
1932-33 13 13.510 13.688 '.:.-.0.510 - -0.688 
1933-34 16 16.232 16,49() -0.232 -O.49J 
1934-35 14 11.714- 12.433 2.286 1.067 
1935-36 12 1I.827 12.707 0.173 -0.787 

Total deviation with-
out regard to sign (d) 30.157 23.918 
Residual sum of squares {j4.274 38.269 
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TABLE 16b. 

Predidioo of Spinning Values from RainfaU' DisfNbutioo Values. 

Nandya.114 a.nd Jayawant (Dharwar). 

Theoretical Values Difterenoes 

Cotton Season Observed Rainfall with· Rainfall Rain fall with. Rainfall 
value. out eliminating and secular out eliminating and seoular 

secular change change seoul&r change change -

1924-25 32 34.768 33.733 -2.766 -1.733 
1925-26 32 32.243 31.244 -0.243 0.756 
1926-27 34 33.283 32.193 0.717 1.807 
1927-28 31 32.445 31.056 -1.445 0.044 
1928-29 31 31.721 31.395 -0.721 -0.395 

Naudyal 1929·30 35 34.935 33.978 0.065 1.022 
14 1930-31 35 35.209 34.407 -0.209 0.593 

1931·32 30 30.800 31.754 -0.800 ~1.754 

1932·33 37 37.'895 38.81j -0.895 ':""'1.812 

1933-34 37 35,441 36.835 1.559 0.165 
193·1-35 40 35.036 38.584 4.964 1.416 

1926-27 39 38.202 38.016 -0.202 -0.016 
1927-28 38 38.952 37.351 -0.952 0.649 
1923-29 38 41.118 39'.366 -3.118 ~1.366 

1929-30 40 38.827 39.507 1.173 0.493 
Jayawant 1930-31 37 37.592 37.252 -0.592 ~.252 

(Dharwar) 1931-32 40 39.534 38.632 0.466 1.368 

1932-33 35 35.201 36.670 0.799 -0.670 
1933-34 39 38.454 38.60& -Q.454 -0.608 
1.934-35 42 ~9.119 4l.627 2.881 0.373 

Total deviation with-
out regard to sign (d) 25.023 17.292 

Residual sum of squares fn.160 22.209 
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TABLE 16c. 

PreJiction ojSpinni'llg Values frrrm Rainfall Distributio/' Valuu. 

Hagari 1 and Gadag.1. 

Theoretical Value. DifferenOM .. 
. Cotton Season Observed Rainfall without Bainfe.ll Rainfall wi thout Rainfall Value 

elimina. ting and secular elimin&ting and secular 
secw&r cha.nge oh&nge aeoular change ohange 

1924-25 30 29.155 28.364 0.,845 1.636 
1925-26 30 31.140 31.050 -1.140 -1.050 
1926-27 27 .27.875 27.904 -0.875 -0.904 
1927-28 29 28.121 28.647 0.879 0.353 
1928-29 24 .25.807 26.439 -1.807 -2.439 

Hag:u:i 1929-30~ 27 28.288 28.698 -1.288 -1.&98 
1 1930-31 36 28.668 29.336 7.332 6.664 

1931-32 30 30.398 30.744 -0.398 -0.744 
1932-33 25 27.697 27.413 -2.697 -2.413 
1933-34 28 26.829 26.687 1.171 1.313 
1934-35 29 30.976 29.721 -1.976 0.721 

1925-26 30 29.102 30.055 0.898 -0.055 
1926-27 38 55.285 36.277 2.715 1.723 
1927-28 38 37.141 38.017 0.859 -0.017 
1928-29 26 27.136 27.601 -1.136 -1.601 
1929-30 32 34.625 34.067 -2.625 -2.067 

Gadag 1 1930-31 35 35.266 34.782 -0.266 0.218 
1931-32 29 30.289 30.113 -1.289 -1.113 
1932-33 30 27.970 27.181 2.030 2.819 
1933-34 30 29.420 28.615 0.580 1.385 
1934-35 33 32.823 32.147 0.177 0.853 
1935-36 30 31.927 32.155 -1.927 -2.155 

Total Deviation with-
out regard to sign (d) 34.910 33.947 
Residual sum of squares 101.973 92.913 
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0.69 (L37 0.08 

,S'l 1 1 J 1 
S' , 2 19 4: 2 1 
S'3 190' 10 3 1 
S', 1330 20 4: 1 
S'5 7315 35 5 1 
S'8 33649 56 6 1 

TABLE 17. 

CALCULATION OF RAINFALL DISTRIBUTION VALVES. 

Jayawant. (Govemmpnt AgricultUl'aI Farm, Dhsrwar, 1932-33.) 

'. Week No. SI S2 .83 8, S5 86 

1 1.14 1.'14 1.14: 1.14 1.14 1.14 
2 2.03 3.17 4:.31 5.45 6.59 '1.73 
3 2.93 6.10 10.41 15.86 22.45 30.18 

'4 2.38 8.48 18.89 34.75 57.20 87.38 
5 1.96 10.44 29.33 64.08' 121.28 208.66 
6 '0.45 10.89 40.22 104.30 225.58 43'.'4-
7 0.55 11.44 5l.66 155.96 381.54 815.78 
8 3.43 14.87 66.53 222.49 604.03 1419.81 
9 1;22 J6.09 82.62 305.11 909.14 2328.95 

10 ' 1:35 17.44 100.06 405.17 1314.31 3643.26 
11 o:M ' 11.82 117.88 523.05 1837.36 5480.62 
12- 0.14 1'1.96 135.84 658.89 2496.25 7976.87 
13 0.85 18.81 154.65 813.54 3309.79 11286.66 
14 3.01 '21.82 17&.47 990.01 4299.80 15586.46 
15 '2.41 24.23 200.70 1190.71 5490.51 21076.97 
16 4.09 28.32 229.02 14:19.73 6910.24 27987.21 
17 1.47 29.79 258.81 1678.54 8588.78 36575.99 
18 ,3.8~ 33.68 292.49 1971.03 10559.81 4:7135.80 
19 3.311 37.07 329.56 2300.59 12860.40 59996.20 
20 0.40 37.47 367.03 2667.62 15528.02 75524.22 
21 0.27. 37.H 404.77 3072.39 18600.41 94124.63 
22 0.16 37.90 442.67 3515.06 22115.47 116240.10 
23 37.90 42.67 3515.06 22115.47 116240.10 527968.86 
24 
25 .. 

--~-- ' ~ - ~ ,-- -.- - .-- -.-.- ------r:-----.--.---. ~.----- r -.~ --
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Now with the help oUhis table and the totals given at the end of the 22nd week, 
the values of 81 ,82 ,8a ,etc., can be easily obtained. 

81 =37.90+0.69+.37+0.08 

82 =442 .67+19X37.90+4X .69+2XO.37 .+.08 

8a =3515.06+19X442.67+190X37 .90+lOX .69 

3x .37+.08 

=39.04 

=1166.35 

=19134.88 

84 =2211Q.47+19+351506. +190X442.67+133X37 .90 

+20x .69+4. X37 +0.08 =223431.29 

85 =116240.10+19X22115.47+190X3515.06+ 

133 X 442.67 + 7315 X 37.90+35 X 69 

=2070311.11 

86 =527968 .86+19X1l6240 .10+190X22115.47 + 

1330X3515.06+7315X442.67+33649X37.90 

+56X.69+6X .37+.08 = 16126968.95 

On a calculating machine, the process of calculating each 8 is a continuous one and 
all the six values may be obtained in a few minutes 

From the values of Sl , 82 , 8a , ...... 86 , six series of quantities a, b, c, d, e 
and f may be obtained from the following equations:-

1 
a=-~ 81 n 

b 1.2 
=n' (n'+l) 82 

1.2.3 
c=n' (n'+l) (n'+2)8a 

d 1.2.3.4 8 
n' (n'+I) (n'+2) (n'+3) 4 

1.2.3.4.5 8 
e= n' (n'+1)(n'+2)(n'+3) (n'+4) 5 

f 1.2.3.4.5.6 S 
n' (n'+l) (n'+2) (n'+3) (n'+4) (n'+5) 6 
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.. 
Tho co-effioients of SI , S2 , ••.•.• S6 are readily obtained from table 18 thus of 

41 weeks: 

a= !!.... = 39.04 =0 952195 
41 41 . 

b=~ 1166.35 1 354646 
861 861 . 

8a 19134-88 ~ 
c=12341 =-12341=1.530513 

d= ~= 223431.27 =1 645890 
135751 135751 • 

85 
e 1221759 

86 
f=9366819 

2070311.11 1 694533 
1221759 • 

16126968.95 1 721712 
9366819 " 

From these the rainfall distribution values a' ........ f are evaluated in the 

usual manner from the following equations:-

a'=a 

b'=a-b 

c'=a-Sb+2c 

d '=a~b+l0c-5d 

e '=a-lOb +30c-S5d +14e 

f'=a-15b+70c-14Od+126e-42f. 
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TABLE 18. 

Table 1M checking polynomial calculations. 

8' • 1 8'2 S's 8' • 8' 5 8' 6 
----

I 1 1 1 .1 1 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 3 6 10 15 21 
1 4 10 20 35 56 
1 5 15 35 70 126 
1 6 21 56 126 252 
1 7 28 84 210 462 
1 8 36 120 330 792 
1 9 45 165 495 1287 
1 10 55 220 715 2002 
1 II 66 286 1001 3003 
1 12 78 364 1365 4368 
1 13 91 455 1820 6188 
1 14 105 560 2380 8568 
1 15 120 680 3060 11628 
1 16 136 816 3876 15504 
1 17 153 969 4845 20349 
1 18 171 1140 5985 26334 
1 19 190 1330 7315 33649 
1 20 210 1540 8855 42504 
1 2] 231 1771 10626 53130 
1 22 253 2024 12650 65780 
1 23 276 2300 14950 80730 
1 24 300 2600 17550 98280 
1 25 325 2925 20475 118755 
1 26 351 3276 23751 142506 
1 27 378 3654 27405 169911 
1 28 406 4060 31465 201376 
1 29 435 4495 35960 237336 
1 30 465 4960 40920 278256 
1 31 496 5456 46376 324632 
1 32 528 5984 52360 376992 
1 33 561 6545 58905 435897 
1 34 595 7140 66045 501942 
1 35 630 7770 73815 575757 
1 36 666 4683 82251 658008 
] 37 703 9139 91390 749398 
1 38 741 9880 101270 850668 
] 39 780 10660 111930 962598 
1 40 820 11480 123410 1086008 
1 41 861 12341 135751 ,1221759 

41 861 12341 135751 1221759 9366819 

Table 18 can be used for other purposes as well. Thus, should it be necessary 
to modify the old ~d by the insertion of a new value or alteration or omission 
of any of the old va ues, the whole process of successive summation need not be gone 
through ab initio, but appropriate corrections can be applied (with the help of table 

. 18) to the old values of a', b', c', etc., in order to obtain the corresponding new values. 
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APPENDIX II. 

USE OJ/' CHECK-SUM IN POLYNOMIAL CALCULATIONS. 

The rainfall distribution values obtained for the difterent years for anyone cotton 
may be checked collectively by a single process involving check Bum. For this pur
pose, weekly totals for all the years (check sum) are obtained, and from thsse the 
values of a', h' c', etc., are calculated in the same manner as for the record of 
eaoh year separately. These valueJ of a' ••••.•.• f' should be equal to the sum 
of the corresponding values ·of a' ......... f' for the di1terent years comprising the 
check sum. 

The accuracy of the values of X'" X'. for the di1terent rainfall distribution values 
for each cotton can also be ascertained by a 'check sum.' The sum of a', b', 0', d' 
e', f', for each year'is calculated, and for the series of values thllS obtained, X'. and 
X's are evaluated. These should be.equal to the sum of the corresponding values 
of X'lI and X'. for the six rainfall constants . 

. The sums of squares and products of rainfall distribution values may be checked 
by the use of check sum in the usual manner, and the method was extended to check 
the sums of squares and productS of residuals obtained aft.er removal of secular 
change. 

APPENDIX III. 

THE CALCULATION OJ/' POLYNOMIAL VALVES. 

,For the purpose of drawing graphs it is sometimes desirable to obtain the poly
nomial values corresponding to each weekly record. This can readily be done by the 
process of successive summation by forming oolumns of d,ijIerences. For this pur
pose, first a series of terminal values are calculated from the rainfall constants by the 
help of the, following equations :-.....• 

5 -6.7.8.9.10.11 
tJ.Y(n~_I) (n'-2) (n'-3) (n'--4) (n'-5{ 

A ,_ 5. 6. 7. 8. 9 (' 11£') 
UY-(n'''':-I) (n'-2) (n'-3) (n'--4) e + 

A 3 . . --4. 5. 6. 7 d" «£') 
LlY . (n'-I) (n'-2) (n'-3) ( +ge + 

A 2= 3.4.6 (c'+7d'+27e'+77f') 
Lly (n'-I) (n'-2) 

A y= 2.3 (b'+5c'+14d'+30e'+55f') 
Ll . n'~1 
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The process of evaluation of terminal values is illustrated in table 19 where 
;he terminal values for Jayawant cotton are given at the foot of the table. These 
were calculated from the mean values of a' ........ f' for the nine seasons 1926-27 
-1934-35. Before building up the column of differenoes, it is desirable to insert 
;he 11th, 21st, 31st and the. last valuq of eaoh oolumn, directly by oalculation. For 
,his purpose table 18 may be used. The appropriate co-effioients with which to 
nUltiply the terminal values are indicated by figures in the ascending order, starting 
rom the figure in 8'. which corresponds to a figure one less than the position of the 
;alue to be inserted in the difference column. Starting from values 10, ~O, 30 
Ind 40 these co-efficients ,are shown by line-steps in order to obtain the 11th, 
:lst, 31st value of each difference column, and 41st (i.e., last) polynomial value. 
:hus, the 11th, 21st and 31st values of the 3rd difference column are given by:-

11th value = ~ 3 +10 1\ 4 
+45 ~ 5 

Y Y Y 

21st value = ~ 3 +20~ 4+190~ 5 
Y Y Y 
345 

31st value = ~y+30~y+435~y 

rhile the ~orresponding values.for the 2nd difference column are given by:-

. 11th value _ ~2 y+l0~3 y+45 ~4 y+120 ~5 y. 

21st value = ~2 y+20~3 y+190~4 y+1140~5 y. 

31st value = ~2 y+30~3 y+435~4 y+4060~5 y. 

:n a similar manner the 21s1l and the 31st polynomial values can be inserted 
vhile the last polynomial value which provides a final check on all tho calculations 
B given by :-y+40~y+780~'y+9880~ 3y+91390~ 'y+658008~Sy. 



Week 
No. 

1 

5 

10 

15 

20 

25 

30 

35 

i 
I 

[ 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 
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~ABLE19·'· 

Ca'tculation of Pol!Jnomial.Values.: 

Jayawant (Governfuent 'Agricultutal·Farni, Dharwat) 

Mean Weekly rainfall for years 19Z6~27-'-1934..a5. 

-- , 

1.426 1:5649 i 
1.445 1.3632 .20170 
0.953 1.2280 .13515 .066546· 
1.773 1.1450 .08300 .052155 .0143912 
1.393 1.1015 .04356 .039441 .0127135 
0.994 1.0862 .01524 .028320 .01l1211 
0.684 1.0897 -.00347 . .018706 .0096138 
1.218 1.1037 -.0139'9 .010515' .0081917 
0.608. 1.1213 -.01765 .003660 .0068547 
0.739- 1.1370 -.OW70 -.001943 .0056030' 
1.541 1.1464 -.00932 -.006379 .0044363 
0.945 1.1459- .00041 -.009734 .0033549' 
0.948 1.1334 .01250 -.012093 .0023586 
1.465 1.1074 .0260& -.013540 .0014475 
1.471 1.0672 .04021 ---'.014162 .0006216 
1.256 1.0129 .05425 -.014043 -.0001192 
0.948, 0.9454 .06n52 --.013268 -.0007748 
1.2_79 0.8660 .079,g -.011923 -.0013453 
0.699 0.7764 .08953 -'.6l'0092 -.OC1l8305 
1.098 0.6791 .09739 -.007862 -.0022306 
0.046 0.5764 .10271 -.005316 -.0025456 
0.018 0.4711 .10525 -.002541 -.0027753 
0.037 0.3662 .10487 .000379 -.0029199 
0.113 0.2647 .10151 .003359 -.0029794 
0.079 0.1695 .09520 .006312 -.0029530 
· . 0.0835 .08605 .009155 -.0028427 
· . 0.0092 .07424 .011802 -.0026466 

0.180 -0.0509 .06008 .014167 -.0023654 
· . -0.0948 .04391 .016166 -.0019990 
· . -0.1210 .02620 .017713 -.0015474 
· . -0.1284 .00747 .018724 -.0010107 

0.144 -0.1168 -.01164 .019113 -.0003888 
· . -0.0864 -.03043 .018795 .0003183 
· . -0.0383 -.04812 .017684 .001l106 
· . 0.0256 ~-.06381 .015696 .0019880 
· . 0.1021 -.07656 .012745 .0029506 
.. 0.1874 -.08531 .008747 .0039983 

0.093 0.2764 -.08892 .003616 .0051313 
0.301 0.3625 -.08619 -.002734 .0063494 
0.446 0.4383 -.07580 -.010386 .0076526 

:Fourth. 
, difference_ 

.0016776 2 
5 
9 
2 
5 

.0015924 

.0015072 

.0014221 

.0013369 

.001251 

.0011666 

.0010814 

.00099~2 

.0009111 

.0008259 

.0007407 

.0006556 

.0005704 

.0004852 

.0004001 

.0003149 

.0002297 

.0001446 

.0000594 
-.0000257 
-·.0001109 
-.0001960 
-.0002812 
-.0003664 
-.0004515 
-.0005367 
-.0006219 
-.0007070 
-.0007922 
-.0008774 
-.0009625 
-.0010477 
-.0011322 
-.0012180 
-.0013032 

78-
1 
5 
8 
1 
4 
7 
1 
4 
7 
o 
3 
7 
o 
3 
4 
1 
7 
4 
1 
8 
5 
1 
8 
5 
2 
9 
5 
9 
9 
{; 40 

41 I 

\ 

0.673 0.49472 -0.56375 -.1942272 .00904104 -.00138842 6 

Tota] 25.013 25.0116 Fifth difference :-.000085168. 

Having obtained a skeleton of the table by inserting a few values (iJ.zdicated by bol( 
type) in et\oh difference oolumn, the intervening figures may be filled up with grea 
rapidity and oonfidenoe by sucoessive summation. The special advantage ofthi 
prooedure.is that mistakes are avoided, for if a small mistake is made in one oo]uror 
its comrriulative effect is oarried forWard in the silccessivecoliunns With the resu' 
that it becomes a laborious job to locate the mistake and correot the subsequeJ 
figures afterwards. 



APPENDIX IV. 

TABJ..E I-Values of X': and x' ,-Quality Data. 

H.S.W.C. Fibre-length. Fibre-weight. 
Cotton 

X'. X'. X' I X' S X'. X' 8 

Bombay Jayawant 1.549202 1.519440 0.029692 0.043125 :--0.028792 :--0.028900 
Gadag I -3.718531 0.785066 :--0.018111 -0.017396 0.006677 0.002470 
Surat 1027 A. L. F. 5.337021 1.698559 0.012607 0.061919 :--0,021349 :--0.006884 
Wagad 8 +.286044 -'-1.467737 0.007627 :--O~007517 0.006003 0.003085 

N) 

Punjab 289F 11.250950 -3.071989 :--0.074369 
,;. 

0.027315 0.015827 :--0.017894 to 

4F :--0.968252 5.270584 :--0.005165 0.027349 :--0.042862 :--0.029559 
Mollisoni 1.906944 -1.023986 0.025744 0.034470 :--0.011245 0.000420 

U. P. and C. P. C.A.9 10.069798 -2.507096 :--0.046476 -0.008367 0.001290 :--0.021360 
Verum 262 (Nag-

pur) 1.032801 2.127244 :--0.055510 0.011216 0.003869 :--O.000B46 
Verum 262 1.032801 -1;519449 :--0.038732 0.016331 0.003096 0.020166 

(Alcola) 

Madras Cambodia --3.71852Q :--0.170643 -0.017161 0.010241 :--0.027173 0.009586 
Hagari I :--0.476731 0.580275 :--0.013347 :--0.033435 0.016405 -0.023263 
Nandyal14 6.769638 3.857104 0.007627 0.021145 0.003719 -0.010201 
Karunganni C. 7 0.286044 5.290654 :--0.011447 0.002040 0.012875 :--0.018177 

~-



TABLE II-RAINFALL CONSTANTS .AND QlJ.Ar.ITY DATA. 

(a) Verum 262 Nagpur & A.kola j O. A.. 9. 

Cotton Seas;n Rainfall Distribution Values Quality Data. 
a' b' c' d' e' f' H.S.W.C. Fibre- Fibre-

, le:tJ,gth. weight. 
Verum 262 (Nagpur) 1926-27 1.649 -.450 -.334 .179 .110 -.113 24 .84 .167 

27-28 1.681 -.328 -.370 .277 -.058 -.074 26 .88 .194 
28-29 1.119 .011 -.287 .014 -.025 -.036 26 .86 .193 
29-30 1.294 .014 -.368 -.034 .020 .035 21 .81 .166 
30-31 0.993 -.252 -.207 .181 -.053 -.038 26 .82 .186 
31-32 1.858 -.141 -.539 .092 .078 -.021 25 .83 .176 
32-33 1.441 -.349 -.319 .309 -.016 -.115 23 .82 .180 
33-34 2.246 -.242 -;-.587 .110 .156 -.057 24 .77 .18~ 
34-35 1.201 -.127 -.332 .086 .026 -.003 28 .83 .183 
Mean 1.4980 -.2071 --.3714 .1349 .0264 -.0469 24.8 .829 .1814 

Verum 2~2 (AkoJa) . 1927-28 0.827 -.011 -.189 .026 -.050 -.041 19 .83 .189 
28-29 0.873 .012 -.197 -.000 -.037 .006 23 .84 . .168 t.:I 

29-30 0.762 -.268 -.095 .128 -.081 .029 :n .84 •. 176 o. 
0 

30-31 0.843 -.005 -.266 -.025 .069 .060 18 .80 .170 
31-32 1.348 .135 -.336 -.076 .005 .006 21 .78 . .174 
32-33 0.861' -.113 -.256 .092 .043 -.032 25 .82 .163 
33-34 1.112 -.258 -.218 .092 .011 .012 21 .80 .184 . 
34-35 l.008 -.159 -.300 '.147 .067 -.079 22 .80 .165 
35-36 1.158 -.261 -.327 .200 .036 -.064 20 .80 .195 
Mean 0.9769 -.1031 -.2427 .0649 .0070 -.0114 21.1 :812 .1760 

Cawnpore American 1924-25 1.307 -.026 -.517 .050 .222 -.066 28 .90 .147 
C.A.9. 25-26 1.334 .006 -.394 .030 .107 -.023 28 .87 .132 

26-27 1.065 .099 -.388 -.087 .138 .027 34 .88 .164 
27-28 1.153 .205 -.240 -.012 .108 .001 30 .86 .158 
28-29 0.539 .028 -.121 .048 .037 -.060 40 .89 .149 
29-30 0.896 . -.024 -.325 .031 .118 -.019 34 .87 .165 
S0-31 0.968 .139 -.272 -.033 .102 -.016 37 .86 .IM 



___ ~ ..... vv.m:)j . .8.1Yl't) AND QUALITY DATA. 

(b) Surat 1027 A.L.ll. and Wagad 8. 

Rainfall Distribution Values Quality Data. 

Cotton. Season. 
a ' b' c' d' e' f' H.S. W. C. Fibre- Fibre-

length. weight. 
Sumt 1027 1923-24 0.590 -.303 -.027 .176 -.129 .019 30 1.00 .190 
A.L.F. 24-25 1.003 -.406 -.156 .254 -.075 --.031 32 0.95 .184 

25-26 0.697 -.414 .161 .036 -.102 .075 26 0.92 .215 
26-27 1.535 -.736 -.129 .433 -.237 -.016 32 0.98 .lS0 
27-28 0.856 -.350 -.064 .140 -.099 .060 30 0.94 .lS6 
2S-29 0.639 -.255 -.084 .137 -.051 .004 32 0.96 .184 
29-30 1.177 -.658 .048 .313 -.334 .123 34 0.97 .180 
30-31 1.007 -.525 .001 .234 -·.212 .097 29 0.94 .201 
31-32 1.302 -.485 -.232 .322 --.106 -.025 80 0.90 .175 

t-:l 

32-33 0.910 -.440 -.083 .292 -.188 -.005 31 0.94 .190 c...,., 
I--' 

33-34 1.306 -.441 -.257 .295 -.028 -.116 37 0.99 .169 
.. 34-35 1.279 --.669 .012 .2~)6 -.281 .119 34 0.96 .183 

35-36 1.107 -,465 -.104 .277 --.145 .003 34 1.01 .168 
Mean 1.0245 -.4728 -.0703 .2465 -.1528 .0236 31.6 0.958 .1848 

Wagad 8 1925-26 0,490 --.306 .102 .023 -.074 .063 12 0.79 .232 
26-27 0.870 -.353 -.151 .260 -.072 -.074 14 0.80 .238 
27-28 1.295 -.708 -.003 .373 -.320 .076 15 0.77 .170 
28-29 0.616 -.243 --.092 .145 --.060 --.010 15 0.80 .215 
29-30 0.348 -.177 -.003 .078 -.059 .009 12 0.76 .195 
30-31 0.473 -.261 .019 .096 --.087 .034 12 0.78 .257 
31-32 0.532 -.235 --.071 .154 -.050 -.062 16 0.80 .225 
32-33 0.833 -.482 .034 .233 -.233 .081 13 0.84 .240 
33-3'1 1.057 -.504 -.107 .335 --.186 -.036 16 0.80 .199 
34-35 0.520 -.302 .064 .084 -.104 .054 14 0.78 .232 
35·36 0.361 -.224 .052 .054 -.072 .043 12 0.78 .216 
Mean 0.6723 -.3450 -.0142 .1668 -.1197 .0162 13.7 0.791 .2199 



TABLE IV-RAINFALL CONSTANTS AND QUALITY DATA. 

(c) Jayawant, Nandyal 14, Hagari I &; Gadag 1. 

Rainfall Distribution Values. Quality Data. 
Cotton Season 

a' b' c' d' e' f' 
H.S. Fibre- Fibre-

W.C. length weight. 

Jayawant (Dharwar) 1926-27 .441 -.272 .075 .021 -.013 -.018 38 .88 .180 
27-28 .542 -.233 .100 .022 .012 -.010 38 .88 .174 
28-29 .508 -.200 .080 .070 .018 .029 38 .96 .186 
29-30 .42~ -.217 .009 .037 .024 -.059 40 .92 .181 
30-31 .505 -.093 .017 .101 .047 -.063 37 .96 .175 
31-32 .774 -.277 .047 .093 .040 .008 40 .93 .183 
32-33 .952 -.402 -.011 .100 .038 -.057 36 .92 .194 
33-34 .790 -.314 -.021 .117 -.040 .026 38 .90 .147 
34-35 .550 -.247 .118 .004 .062 -.037 42 .94 .140 

Mean .6101 --.2506 .0460 .0628 .0209 -.0201 38.6 .921 .1733 

Nandyal14 1924-25 .500 -.249 .105 .031 -.010 .001 32 .89 .161 
25-26 .819 -.410 .040 .051 .003 -.034 32 .88 .159 
26-27 .432 -.273 .070 .050 -.055 .000 34 .94 .172 
27-28 .636 -.325 .070 .032 -.007 -.037 31 .88 .176 
28-29 .680 -.447 .186 -.052 .036 -.050 31 .92 .168 
29-30 .381 -.152 -.030 .086 -.012 -.043 35 .92 .169 
30-31 .381 -.214 .043 .058 -.047 .007 35 .86 .167 
31-32 .520 -.265 --000 .124 -.078 -.013 30 .85 .187 
32-33 .331 -.183 .05. .004 .002 -.013 37 .91 .156 
33-34 .491 -.232 .113 .023 -.028 .019 37 .89 .163 
34-35 .491 -.237 .076 .067 -.037 .025 40 .94 .171 

Mean .5147 -.2715 .0658 .0431 -.0212 .0125 34.0 .898 .1681 
---~------------------

Hagari I 1924-25 .409 -.205 --.014 .112 -.067 -.008 30 .86 .154 
25-26 .321 -.071 -.050 .069 .005 -.019 30 .82 .132 
26-27 .406 -.177 -.055 .119 -.040 -.050 27 .82 .188 
27-28 .328 -.155 -.011 .055 - 007 -.028 29* .85* .167* 
28-29 .336 -.153 .037 -.009 .026 -.052 24 .84 .186 
29-30 .416 -.138 -.101 .134 -.022 -.065 27 .84 .175 
30-31 .298 -.093 -.032 .070 .010 -.044 36 .91 .166 
31-32 .309 -.104 -.053 .089 -.012 -.028 30 .86 .172 
32-33 .463 -.181 -.043 .098 -.027 -.025 25 .82 .175 
33-34 .604 -.253 .035 .134 -.083 .039 28 .80 .171 
34-35 .184 -.049 .028 .006 .014 -.040 29 .83 .167 

Mean .3704 -.1435 ·-.0235 .0797 -.0185 -.0291 28.6 .841 .1685 
-----

Gadag I 1925-26 .403 -.230 .042 .040 -.029 -.006 3@ .82 .135 
26-27 .236 -.134 .047 .042 -.048 .027 38 .81 .161 
27-28 .472 -.088 .027 .086 -.087 .003 38 .86 .150 
28-29 .473 -.141 .073 .103 -.005 .019 26 .82 .146 
29-30 .323 -.169 -.010 .095 -.070 .006 32 .84 .148 
30-31 .203 -.060 .005 .058 -.015 -.003 35 .88 .153 
31-32 .437 -.154 .076 .091 -.044 .020 29 .80 .154 
32-33 .527 -.192 .017 .116 -.035 -.012 30 .81 .131 
33-34 .539 -.224 .036 .062 -.038 .015 30 .81 .153 
34-35 .263 -.091 .044 -.020 .013 -.029 33 .79 .147 
35-36 .383 -.169 .068 .078 -.050 .402 30 .84 .162 
Mean .3872 -.1502 .0386 .0683 -.0371 .0075 31.9 825 .1494 

* Calculated values. 



TABLE V-CRUDE SUMS OF SQUARES AND PRODUCTS: RAINFALL CONSTANTS. 

(a) Verum 262 Nagpu, ~ Akola; O. A. 9. 

Cotton a' b' c' d' e' f' 

Verum 262 a' 21.413170 -2.974175 -5.353907 1.878762 0.532638 -0.679817 
(Nagpur) b' -2.974175 0.590280 0.687063 -0.375695 -0.063583 0.142063 

c' -5.353907 0.687063 l.356173 -0.4.'32530 -0.141636 0.152899 
d' 1.878762 -0.375695 -0.432530 0.266324 0.014629 -0.093292 
e' 0.532638 -0.063583 -0.141636 0.014629 0.050650 -0.013292 
f' -0.679817 0.142063 0.152899 -0.093292 -0 013292 0.039134 

~ ------ <:>1 
~ 

Verum 262 a' 8.889348 -0.871771 -2.221738 0.556807 0.088013 -0.115855 
(Akola) b' -0.871771 0.263074 0.199364 -0.154430 -0.005602 0.023046 

0' -2.221738 0.199364 0.577196 -0.137996 -0.040878 0.036040 
d' .0.556807 -0.154430 :.-0.137996 0.101998 0.008244 -0.025563 
e' 0.088013 -0.005602 -0.040878 0.008244 0.022971 -0.005192 
f' -0.115855· 0.023046 0.036040 -0.025563 -0.005192 0.017699 

----
Cawnpore a' 8.955989 0.590617 -2.81184:0 -0.075503 1.002087, -0. 140lO0 
American b' 0.590617 0.100669 -0.151705 -0.034150 0.049684 0.003318 
C.A.9 c' -2.811840 -0.151705 0.920144 0.019439 -0.332487 0.046965 

d' -0.075503 -0.034150 0.019439 0.027231 -0.001280 -0.010804 
a' 1.002087 0.049684 -0.332487 -0.001280 0.126262 -0.018925 
f' -0.140100 0.003318 0.046965 -0.010804 -0.018925 0.010028 

.. i _._-



-TABLE VI-CRUDE SUMS Vi!' -SQUARES AND PRODUCTS: RAINFAIili-CONSTANTS. 

(b) Surat 1027 A. L. F. & Wagacl 8. 

Cotton a' -b' 0' d' e' f' 

- I 

Surat 1027 a' 14.635648 -6.706364 -1.112809 3.590298 -2_.162683 0.270854 
4' 

A.L.F. b' -6.706304 3.152943 0.414227 -1.644357 1.066816 -0.181849 

0' -1.112809 0.414227 0.218806 -0.299658 0.082810 '0.057430 

~' 3.590298 -1.644357 -0.299658 0.915689 -0.543673 0.053712 
t-:I 

e' -2.162683 1.066816 ~.082810 -0.543673 0.405091 -0.098810 £! 

f' 0.270854 - 0.181849 0.057430 0.053712 -0.098810 0.063633 

Wagad 8· a' 5.893197 -3.005805 -O.20t501 1.575663 -1.109306 0.118004 

b' -3.005805 1.560953 0:065392 -0.791799 0.587686 -0.087269 

0' --0.204501 0.065392 0.066494 --0.080456 0.013458 0.035611 

d' 1.575663 --0.791799 -0.080456 0.443785 -0.298359 0.017196 

e' -1.109306 0.587686 0.013458 --0.298359 0.235095 -0.044332 . 
t' 0.118004 -0.087269 0.035611 0.017196 -0.04-1332 0.033024 

--'. 



TABLE VII-CRUDE SUMS OF SQUARES A1lID PRODUCTS: RAINFALL CONSTANTS. 

(e) Jayawant, NandyaZ 14, Hagan I and Gadag I. 

Cotton a' h' c' d' .e' f' 
Jayawant a' 3.617355 -1.468908 0.214577 0.385435 0.113582 -0.103634 

(Dharwar) h' -1.468908 0.621949 -0.094383 -0.145947 -0.041549 0.041761 
c' 0.214577 -0.094383 0.039090 0.012711 0.012298 -0.005541 
d' 0.385435 -0.145947 0.012711 0.049749 0.009974 -0.009176 
e' 0.113582 -0.041549 0.012298 0.009974 0.011910 -0.008921 
f' -0.103634- 0.041761 -0.005541 -0.009176 -0.008921 0.014073 

Nandyal 14 al 3.126726 -1.656984 0.401133 0.228719 -0.100567 -0.088053 
bl -1.656984 0.892671 -0.225750 -0.109726 0.049909 0.048595 
cl 0.401133 -O.2257f)0 0.080916 0.009172 -0.006109 -0.008170 
d' 0.228719 -0.109726 0.009172 0.040960 0.021548 -0.003131 ~ 

el -0.100567 0.049909 -0.006109 -0.021548 0.015073 -0.001935 
g 

fl -0.088053 -0.008170 -0.008170 -0.003131 -0.001935 0.008248 
Hagari I. 

e 
a' 1.626020 -0.643635 -0.096828 0.362806 -0.105535 -0.100510 
bl -0.643635 0.263509 0.032181 -0.142262 0.046121 0.036727 
c l -0.096828 0.032181 ,0.025103 -0.032348 0.005113 0.012973 
d' 0.362806 -0.142262 -0.032348 0.092945 -0.029538 -0.020975 
el -0.105535 0.046121 0.005113 -0.029538 0.01538~ -0.000511 
£1 -0.100510 0.036727 0.012973 -0.020975 -0.000511 0.017104 

Gadag I. a l 1.785233 -0.677188 0.172267 0.316733 -0.165985' 0.034646 
bl -0.677188 0.278240 -0.065765 -0.117990 0.063468 -0.014610 
c' 0.172267 -0.065765 0.024077 0.028379 -0.013698 0.005846 
d' 0.316733 -0.117990 0.028379 0.065823 -0.033273 0.008719 
el -0.165985 0.063468 -0.013698 -0.033273 0.023138 -0.005360 
fl 0.034646 -0.014610 0.005846 0.008719 -0.005360 0.004554 



TABLE VIII-CRUDE SUMS OF PRODUCTS OF RAINFALL CONSTANTS AND,QUALITY DATA. 

, Cotton a' b' c' d' e' f' 
Verum c 332.493 ·-46.21.6 -82.404 30.309 5.578 -10.4:47 

262 1 11.13912 -1.54744 -2.75730 1.01286 0'.18592 -0.35192· 
Nagpur w 2.445385 -0.337580 "':"0.605935 0.222585 0.040689 -0.077094-

I 

Verum c 185.489 -19.777 -46.079 12.602 1.345 -2.392 
262 ,I 7.11407 -0.75793 -1.76295 0.47646 0.04494 -0.08299 

Akola w 1.552022 -0.167612 -0.384326 0.105147 0.009786 -0.0189]6 
Cawnpore c 282.985 20.928 -88.114 -3.603 31.072 -4.678 
American 1 7.49725 0.52002 -2.34568 -0.07359 0~83300 -0.12672 

C.A.9 w 1.303478 0.095129 -0.406796 -O.OlE965 0.144229 -0.020493 
Surat c 426.043 -195.718 -30.861 103.321 -63.140 8.890 

1027 1 12.76989 -5.89500 -0.88157 3.08171 -1.90768 0.28883 
A •. t. F. w 2.438849 -1.132472 -0.156359 0.582795 -0.368011 0.061886 t.:) 

----"-- or 
Wagars---' c 104.442 -53.141 -3.009 26.451 -18.473 1.983 Q) 

1 5.86457 -3.00816 -0.12695 1.45810 -1.04496 0.13975 
w 1.591330 -0.816502 -0.031294 0.390070 -O.2i9332 0.038409 

Jayawant 0 210.855 - 86.769 16.321 21.445 7.397 -6.951 
(Dharwar) 1 5.05586 -2.06755 0.38101 0;52359 0 .. 17804 -0.16794 

w 0.953660 -0.391671 0.070284 0.099178 0.033157 -0.032242 
Nandyal14 0 190.016 -99.897 24.519 16.143 -8.042 -4.181 

1 IL07700 .!...2.68119 0.65497 0.42128 -0.20664 -0.12360 
w 0.952087 -0.502403 0.120355 0.081834 -0.040819 -0.023342 

Hagari I 0 115.491 -14.450 -7.588 25.206 -5.706 -9.092 
1 S.(}086 -1.32141 -0.21997 0.73501 -0.16705 -0.27216 
w 0.689411 -0.269158 -0.043018 0.147683 -0.034345 -0.055369 

Gadag I c 133.555 -51.529 13.111 23.471 -13.432 2.514 
1 3.50791 -1.35i21 0.34720 0.62278 -0'.33964 0.06831 

"'''''41 _ n~l"A.'7 i'l13'98 
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DISCUSSION. 

Dr. Nazir Ahmad, summarising the analysis carried out on the results, available 
at t~ Laboratory, oj tests made during the last ten years on about 10 standard Ind-ian 
cottOIlS, said that with one exception the cot/ons known as standard Indian cotto liS had 
been grown at Government agricultural farms. These were grown from the same seed 
stock under as neatly the same conditions as possible alld tile tests had been made on
these cotions with greater thorougTmess titan on tile ordinary agricultural samples. In 
each case the tests toere made on duplicate lots wkile the number of tests were also 
greater than on ordinary agricultural samples. These tests were originally started 
with the main idea of correlating fibre properties with spinning value. Rainfall and 
temperature data were available for several of these cotions and therefore an effort 
was made to find out the effect of rainfall dis!ribution and temperature on the fibre 
propert-ies and the spinning quality of these cottons. Fisller's method of fitting 
PolYl&om-ials was adopted. In this metllod tile relevant information was contained 
ill a number of 'rainfall distributioy, constants' obtai ned by fitting o-rthogonal polyno
mials to the weekly totals·of rainfall' for each season, thus making full use of the 
meteorological data and yet reducillg the constants to a small number. AltTwugh tile 
rainfall data was available fot a number of tllese farms over a large number of yearll 
the corresponding data for cotton fllas available for abom ten years only. Tile data 
fot a penod for which both sets of values were available was taken into account for 
tT~e purpose of this -investigation. Fljth drgree polYlWmials were fitted to the weekly 
totals of rail/fall etiery year. TTds pro-vided six constants wMch specified tile 
at'erage value and tT,e distribluion of rainfall tllroughout tile season. Tile seculat 
mriation of rainfall from seasol6 tl) smson as well as of tile quality O'f colton was 
eliminatetl by fitting ortTlOgonal polynomials of the seco-nd degree. Since the data 
was available only fOt about ten years, certain important cottons tl'ere grouped to
gether in order to have a sujJicientlylnrge number of values for correlating qtVJlity with 
ra-infall. The cottOIlS seleetr.d were Veruln tNagpur), Verum (Akola), G.A. 9, Jaya
want, Nandyal U, Gadag 1, Surat 1027, rIagari 1, and Wagad 8. The results of 
variation in the quality of COttOI~ rnigllt be due to the effect of season, to a secular 
ella,.ge brought about by gradual exTtaustion of tile soil, to the gradual infestatwn of tile 
field or to tTte adaptabil-ity of the seed to tTte soil. The diagramsfaci.llg pages 210 and 
211 of tTw paper show the result of elimination of secular c7~ailgefrom the total varia
t-ion. The shaded portiolls gave the deterioration or improvtment, the black POrt-iOII 
tT~e slow cTuinges that Awl taken place du'I'ing the period arzd tTle tl,hite portion tile 
allntVJl t'al'iation. TTjis tJ.'hite portioll u'as correlat,'d to the rainfall distribmioll 
after eliminati-ng from it the effeet of secular cTlange. In order that the results 
obtained in diffe.-rent traels O'r in dijJerC"nt years for the same tract might be com
parable, the time of incidence of rain u'as reckoned from a defitlite stage in tile life 
history of the plant. TTle commencement of rainfall in (he codon seasO'n (for the 
purpose of this ,·r.vestigation) tfaS tal'en to be abotll 5 teeeks brfore the 80tt-ing of the 

3~ 
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sed!. The data relating to the regressi{)n formulae are given on page. 230 and 231. 
There were siz C(msta1!ts of which la' connoted the mean rainfall. Althoug'll " 
represented onZy one 'haZf of the total annual ooriation due to rainfaZZ it fD(JI tM 
most-important One a1nong the six. Next in importance were the constant. e' and I.' 
The mean 'square due to rain was in every case over 11 time. that due to 
residual, and in the case of Su;at and Wagad 8 it was more t'han twice the residual. 
Orrthe, whole, about 1/3 to 2/3 of the total annual vanation was accounted lor by 
the ,single weather element, rain. However, the mean square, due to si:lJ degree. 01 
freedom provided by the rainfall sequence was not significantly greater t'han the 
residual. The residual was based upon a small number 01 degree. oj Jreedom (8 to 
12) and the effect i8 likelY to become significant when result. for a larger ntimber 01 
years fo; ea:ch cotton become available. The following conclusion. were deduced 
from a study of the curves showing the influence of additional inc'll 01 rain at differ
ent times between the sowing and the picking periods :-

(1) Rain in the last slage of ripening, i.e., picking period i, 'harmful. 

(2) In the maturati016 period, additional rain above the normal i. bene
ficial. This positive effect is found in all the four graphs, and occur. 
in the winter 1nonths-November to January. Rain during this period i. 
associated wuh higher temperature and it is probably the moist heat that 
is most beneficial to the proper thickening of the fibres. 

(3) The growing period can be divided into two part. ~ the first period after 
sO!oing, i.e., the period of rapid vegetative grO!Oth, and the secona period 
whi.ch includes the flowering stage. Additional inch 01 rain in the case 
of Verum 262, 0.A.9, Surat 1027 A.L.P. and Wagad 8 is beneficial in 
the first period, i.e., in July and August, while it i. 'harmful in the 
months of September and Octobcr. The case oj Jayawant, NandyaZ 14, 
Hagari 1 and Gadag 1 is somewhat different as additional raill is 

-harmful throughout the growing period. This i. probably due to the 
fact that in the case oj these cotto'"s most oj the rain Jall. during the 
sowing period; consequently the soil is saturated with moisture due to 
the residual effects oj the previous rain. The case is similar to that oj 
over-feeding; additional rain instead oj doing any good leads to definiu 
harmJuZ effects. 

Each curve was also discussed in greater detail whicl gave the percentage 
increase or decrease in the highest standard warp count. due to the effea oj an 
additional inch oj rairJall. It was Jound that the c'hange in the spinning 1Jalue oj 
the cotton was not completely explained by the c'hange in the fibre length and fibre 
weight, showing t'hat the total change in the spinning oolue was due to the operation 
oj other Jactors as well. These results gave inJormation as to theb~Bt course to be 
adoptedwkele water for irrigation was available, or for tJ st'ldy of the failure of the 
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CI'Op due to early rain or late rain or due to its untimely occurrence. The second 
important consequence of this work is to calculate the effect on the spianing quality 

.. of cotton merely from the weather data. This aspect of the work was very recently 
done and it had not yet been concluded. In some cases where abnormal results were 
obtained, which could not be explained in terms of variation infib-re properties, they 
could be explained if the ra.infall dist-ribution was taken into accou;;,t. For example, 
1925-26 was a very bad year for Surat 1027 A.L.F. which spun only up to 26's 
standard warp counts whereas in 1933-34 it spun up to 37's. The variation in the 
fibre prope.,ties did not account for this difference of 11 counts, but if raiufall was 
taken into corlside.,ation, in 1925-26 the calculated value was 27's and in 1933-34 
it was 36's. Similarly Gadag I i·n 1927-28 gave the highest count of 38's, butfell to 26's 
in 1928-29 and this could not be accounted for by fibre properties, but was accounted 
for by the rainfall distribution. . 

The President rem'Jrked that it toas atl exceedingly important paper. Tlw 
conclusions related ve.,y closely to agricultural practice. He su.ggested that this 
pape., might be discussed along with Rai Sahib Kalidas Sawhney's paper. 

Mr. Ramanatha Ayyar commending the paper as a very valuable one giving 
ttseful information for both breeders and agronomists expressed the desire that 
Dr. Ahmad might pj'oduce more papers on similar lines. Dr. Ahmad, he obs.erved, 
had combined some cottons owing to paucity of data und(}r each individual 
type. In the third g·roup * he had combined Jayawant, Nandyal 14, Hagan 
I and Gadag I. Botanically Jayawant and Hagari 1 belong to herbaceum group, 
Nandyal14 to arboreum, and Gadag 1 to hirsutum group. When the relative 
response of the two species, drboreum and herbaceum to rainfall was considered he 
had his own doubts whether they could be combined. For instance, arboreums wer~ 
very good on mixed soils whereas herbaceums thrived well on black coUon soils as 
in the Nandyal tract. Herbaceums did not like heavy raitifall, ill the initial stage 
whereas heavy rainfall did not affect arboreu1nB when grown_ under the same con
ditions. Agriculturally too, in years of very heavy rainfall arboreums gave better 
yield than herbaccu1nB. It was therefore doubtful whether it would be desirable to 
combine different species of cotton when it was knowj~ definitely that they did not 
form random samples of the same population. Even with regard to duration they were 
dijferent " for insta1lce ,,'hel' they were SOwn sim·/tltalleoUdly, herbaceu1nB flowered later 
and their pickings were over earlier than "(l the case of arboreu1nB. Referring to the re
mark on Karunganni cottons, he observed that Karungalmi 0 7 was sown only after the 
15th October and {he pickings were 0ve...r by May. The samples thut were sent t~ the 

·In the paper as now inoorporated, thia group has been split up into two, N., (0) Jayawant an4 
Nandyal14 and (d) Hagari 1 and Gadag 1. 
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1ecknoiogical Laboratory represent practically the main pickings. The Jew POUMS 
gJt after M.ay might represent about 5% to 10% oj the total produce and in certain year •• 
no kapaa were got at all after May. The siatement that "Oon8e~uentl!/ we can regard the 
cotton season for it a.~ exteniling over 31 week3, thus eliminating the p8eudo-effeel oj high 
rq,infalZ in the picking period" re~uired revision. He thought it would be beUer to 
consult local officers with regard to that point as they would be able to Jurnish the 
necessOllY inJormation. The statement on page 236 that "Fig. 14a gives the percentage 
change in the spinning value and the fib1'e-properties oj J ayawald, N andyal atul 
Hagari I cottons due to an add-itional inch oj rain or irrigatioll water received by 
the crpp at different parts of the season" seemed to indicate that the authors belietlfid 
that an inch oj irr'igation water was e~ual to an inch oj rain water. But it was 
well kno-wn that thei; effects 'U!ere different. RFferring to the oonduBWn on page 233 
viz., "The case of Jayawant, Nandyal 14 and Hagari I is somewhat d-iJJerent 
as additional rain is harmful throughout the growing Beason. ThiB iB probably due 
to the Jact that itt the case oj these cottons most of the rain. fall. prior to sowing and 
during the sowing period ; conse~uentl!l the soil iB saturated with moisture due to 
the residual effects oj the previous rain," lie stated that his experience oj the 
N andyal trael was different. There was, no doubt, a rainfall oj a Jew inches b10r6 
sowing bUt the major portion oj it was received only during the sowing period. It 
was only after the onset oj heavy rainJall that sowings oj any coUon were thought oj 
in that tract. 11. ,egard to the conclu.sion that "In view oj these results it would be 
instructive to carry out well-designed field experiments at Dharwar and Nal"dyaZ 
Agricultural Stations with a view to finding out the optimum conditions pJ sowing 
the cotton," he said, speaking about the N andyal Agricultural Station, ihat the first 
crop to be sown at Nandyal was cotton. IJ ootton sowing was postponed to a late,. 
date, he was afraid no crop would be got. As an agriculturist II.e would rlpt risk hia 
name by sowing that crop late because it was known that even a di.fference oj two days 
or even a day in sowing had a great effect on yield, and especially so in localities wher. 
the crop defi'nitely depended upon rai1tJa~Z, e.g., the Hagari and Nandyal tracts where the 
first opportunity should be taken to soiO the saed at the earliest moment. III Jact ill 
years' wlten rainfall was low sowing' in ' dry lalul was preJerred in order not to mis. 
the seaS01l. This practice was common in Bellaryani Tinnevelly districts. The 
sowing period was based upon years of experience aid if Bome experiment in regara, 
to sowing was' 'to \ be t-ried one might be sure of courting failure which would affect 
the worker's reputation in the tract. 

~\' 

.r 
. Rao Saheb Kottur said that lie was growing Jayawai/,t and Gadag cottous 

cOittin'Uously for a number of years in the Dharwar Farm awl that his observations 
on the crop Were that Climatic conditions and. rainfalZ affected the two cottons e~ually. 
His doubts about the expe"iments arose from the fact that the samples for experi
ments were taken merely from Govert.ment farms where the cultivation waB such that 

, all the rail1.all was utilised on account of good cultivatioi., awl that was not the 
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Case for the country,~ide where con1itions were different,' and only a small po.rtwn 
of the rai·", wa~ u!ilised for the crop due to defective cultivation, He could not.say 
how far the re~ult8 would be applicable to the country.~ide. 

Mr. Hutchinson drt3w a!tention to rainfall figures for the four cottons included in 
the southern'group and observed that there was a lot in what Mr. Ramanatha Ayya~ 
hai said. Garlag and Hagari had a diatinc/' type of rainfall distribution from Jaya
want and N dndyal, From the CUi'ves on pages 220 and 222 it would be seen that the 
incidence of rain at the beginning was quite different in the two curves and he sug
gested that it might be worth while separating Hagari and Gadag from Jayawant' 
and Nandyal.* 

Mr. Koshal stated that they h'ld al·ready been separated and would be includecl 
subsequently in the paper. 

The President enquired whether any of the figures rejwesetbted the rainfall a 
month previous to sowing, 

Dr. Nazir Ahmad replying to the first point raised by Mr. Ramanatha Ayyar 
said that the combination of certai·Jl cottons was inevl:table owing to the pa'ucity of the 
data for each cotton. That was one reason why he had raised this point in the 
Oommittee also that even where the cultivation of a standard cotton is discarded for 
ecO/wmic reasons it sho·uld be continued to be grown so that in a·nother tea yearl! 
time there would be enough data to apply this method to each cotton by itself without 
combining it with others. So far as divis·ion of four cotions into two sub-groups 
was concerned, subsequent to the writing of the paper the four cottons had been 
separated into two sub-groups and oun·ng to lack of time the results could not be 
included in the paper. He was thankful to Mr. Ramanatha Ayyar for his offer to 
send Karunganni samples. As regards rainfall and irrigat'ion, he entirely agreed 
with Mr. Ramanatha Ayyar that on.e inch of rail"fall should not be regarded as 
equal to one inch of irrigation water. On page 232 that po..int had been stressed by 
saying that "It is necessary to bear in mind that the curves in figs. 12-15 /'iot only 
i'fldicate the effect of rain as such, but of aU the weather conditions associated with 
it," Therefore, that distinction was present in the authors' minds and would be 
clarified when sufficient data were available in 5 or 10 years' t'ime. As regards the 
suggestion that the experiment was not based on agricultural practice he observed 
that t4tlless one deviated frou6 that practice no experiments could be carried on. In 
reply to the point raised by the President, he said that the effect of rainfall occurring 
5 to 6 weeks prior to sowing had been worked out. Referring to the pO'int raised 
by Bao Saheb K{Jttur, he statt!d that experiments had been carried out on samples 
from Government farms because they were selected cottons for which data were available 
and also because one could be certain of tllB purity of seed. In samples from the 
cultivators' fields the purity of too seed was often. doubtful. If rain. was not utilised 

• In the paper a! now iDcorpora.ted. this suggestion has been gi VeD effect to. 



to tM sam~ ezlenf ill cultivators' fieldsar iiI GOvef'nment farms. perAaps tM applic4. 
tion of the formula, would not be 100% true in the case of 1M farmer,' fields. H8 
could upt see kdw the difficulty could be overcome as tM introduction of tM factor 0/ 
impure seed would lead to greater uncertainty in the results. 

The President observed-that on account of the possible bearing on 1M !lUutioJl 
oj forecasts, any hlJlp got from th~ results would be regarded w valuable,alld con· 
siderin!l the present state of foreca~ts M wonclet-ed how Jar results could be applied 
to p:J.rticular conditions that might arise in J"rture seasons. H8 thought tAat tM 
inJorm1.tion was ver!l valuable and th!],t tM general trend oj the indicatio1ll tow 

• very. helpful. 

Dr. Nazir Ahmad stated tAat in addition to making tests on ,amplu from 
Government farms tests on traile samples also were made. 80 Jar only 1M resultl oj 
fou, to five years were avsila,ble but in tM course 0/ another five yea" it might b8 
possible to apply this method to trade cottons iJ reZ8Vant rainfaU data u aroilable. 
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COTTON PROBLEMS OF HYDERABA,D STATE 

BY 
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COTTON RESEARCH BOTANIST. 

The average aDnual area of cotton in Hyderabad State is about 3,500,000 acres 
and the annual production about 480,000 bales of lint. Among aIr the crops grown 
in the State, cotton ranks second in acreage, jowar (Sorghum vulgare, Pers.) being 
the only crop with a large area. At the current prices, the State's annual production 
of cotton is equal in value to about 41 crores of rupees, and since the vast bulk: of 
the crop is grown for export, its importance to the State as a source of fresll wealth -
cannot be too greatly emphasized. Problems relating to the cultivation of cotton 
in Hyderabad are many and of varying importance. It is proposed to mention in 
this note the most urgent of them. rhe advice of the members of the Confer
ence regarding their solution will be greatly appreciated. 

Cotton is grown in the State partly in the south-west monsoon and partly in the 
mildly cold, dry weather following it. In the Marhatwadda districts of Aurangabad, 
Parbhani, Nanded, Bhir, Osmanabad, Bidar and northern part of Gulbarga, cotton 
is sown with the setting in of the south-west monsoon in June and the crop is har
vested from October to December or January. In Raichur district and southern 
part of Gulbarga, which form part of Karnatak, from eighty to ninety per cent of the 
crop is sown in August and September and harvested in February and March, where· 
as the remainder is grown as a khari! or autumn harvested crop. In Telingana cot
ton is raised chiefly as a khari! crop, but in practically every district about ten per 
oent of the area is planted with late-sown varieties. The seed for the late sowings is -
planted in September and the orop is picked in March and April. In districts grow
ing ootton in both the seasons, the early and late sown crops are often found growing 
in the same village, and sometimes 'Oven in neighbouring fields. In such places it 



is not unoommon to find a cultivator putting down a part of his land to one crop and 
a part to the other, specially if his holding happens to include hoavy black as well as 
light sandy soil. 

o The practice of growing cotton as both kharif and tabi (spring harvested) crops 
is responsible for the multiplicity of varieties in cultivation. It also enhances the 
difficulty of maintaining them pure either in the field or in the ginning factories. 
Furthermore, the long period in which crops remain standing in a locality and the 
absence of a universally observed 'close season' between the successive crops enable 
the insect pests !!nch as the spotted and pink bollworms, specially the former, to 
continue their activities unchecked. Here we have a statement of three major 
problems arising out of a single cause. They along ~ith others are dealt with in 
the subjoined paragraphs. 

A.-There are at present four distinct· varieties, or, correctly speaking, mixtures 
of varieties in culpvation:-

(1) Gossypium. neglectum, Tod. var. rosea predominates in the crop of 
Aurangabad and Parbhani and of large parts of Bhir, Osmanabad and Adilabad, 
which are not included in the _Gaorani Protected Area. The annual area under this 
short-stapled mixture is about 2,000,000 acres and represents about sixty per cent 
'of the total cotton area of the State. The produce of this tract is marketed as 
Hyderabad Oomras and is fit for spinning 8-10's counts. Although ,osea is a late 
maturing variety, yet owing to the absence of frost it suiIers no check in the matura
tion of its produce. It gives a high yield and possesses a fairly good ginning outturn. 
Another important point about it is that its flowering period is of a short duration 
and it matures practically the whole of its produce before the date on which the Gov
ernment revenue falls due for payment. In consequence of these characteristics, 
this variety has successfully ousted Bani cotton which was formerly grown extensively 
in these districts. 'However, Bani or inclicum plant has not completely disappeared 
from these areas; even now it fO:rn;l& from ten to twenty per cent of the crop. The 
American variety is the third important component of the mixture and forms from 
five to ten per cent of the plant-population. Efforts for the improvement ot this 
short-stapled mixture have been subsidiary to the improvement of Hyderabad-Gao~ 
rani (mentioned pelow), for which the Hyderabad Cotton Research Botanical Scheme 
has been primarily' sanctioned. BaniUa and Verum 262 have been imported from 
Khandesh and, J3erar respeotively, and tested in Aurangabad and Parbhani districts 

. for three suooessive years, but they have not been found suocessful in either of them. 
Their yields, specially in years of heavy rainfall, have been markedly lower 
than those of the local mixture .. ·Banilla has also shown a deterioration in spinning 

: prope~es: . Improvement of the local variety by straight selection has been limited 
,by the. shortage of sta1t available. ,The little work that it has been possible to d(J 
~~~in3 _th~ l'a~t fe.w ;rears has J>roduced, two likely strain'J, ons of ,olea (Ham 3~ 
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and one of indicum (Gaorani 12). Like the local variety, both the new strl\ins are 
relatively late maturing, but whereas Havri 3 is equal to or a little better than the 
local in yield and ginning outturn, Gaorani 12 is better in spinning properties and 
market value (5-.10 per cent 'on') but about ten per cent lower in yield than the 
local. The average staple length, the ginning outturn and the highest standard warp 
counts for these new strains as compared with the local mixture are as follows:---

Variety or Ginning Staple Highest standard. 
Strain. percentage. length. warp counts. 

Local 32-34 .76 inch 9's 
Havri 3 35-37 .78 

" 
l1's 

Gaorani 12 .. 31-32 .79-'82 
" 

20"s 

As yet no seed of Havri 3 has been issued to the cultivators, but Gaorani 12 occu
pied in 1936-37 a oompact block of 800 acres in a village near Parbhani. The yield 
has been fairly satisfactory, and seed sufficient for 8-10 thousand acres will be avail
able for the next season. It is for consideration whether the distribution of the 
seed of Gaorani 12 should be continued, or in consequence of its lower yield than 
the 100al, the extension of its cultivation should be stopped. It may be mentioned 
that the distribution of the seed of Gaorani 12 for the increased area will not be diffi
cult beoause the Government seed is issued as a taqavi loan. Opinion is also invited 
regarding the advisability of recommending Havri 3 as a substitute for the local 
variety. 

(2) Hydembad-Gaorani, the finest of the Hyderabad cottons, was formerly 
the principal variety of the whole of the Marhatwada division, but at present it is 
grown in Nanded (excluding Hadgaon taluka) and Bidar districts, eastern half of 
Osmanabad, and Mominabad and Nirmal talukas of Bbir and Adilabad districts res
pectively. The crop of Hadgaon taluka of Nanded district contains about forty 
per cent of ro.~ea, but is marketed in Nanded, where since 1932 Government 
arrangements exist for its separate ginning and pressing. 

The annual area under Hyderabad-Gaorani is about 900,000 acres and the 
annual production about 100,000 bales of lint, the vast bulk of wbich is used by the 
Indian mills. Its chief stations of export are Nanded, Umri, Bhainsa and Latur. 
In 1927 the Gaorani tract was notified a Protected Area. 

The principal botanical components of Gaorani are indicum and hir81.ltum species 
oocurring in the proportion of 4;1 or 70;30 in the different talukas. .It is fit for 
spinning 24-30'8 standard warp counts. However, this variety has three prominent 
defects: its normal yield of seed cotton is poor (about 200 pounds per acre), ginning 
outturn is low (25-27 per cent only), and because of the small size of bolls, the 
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picking, of its produoe in a clean state is difficult. The produotion of strains free 
from these defects is the principal purpose of the Committee's Botanical Research 
~cheme in Hyderabad. 

, .selection of desirable plants from cultivators' crops of reputed Gaorani localities 
wa!lstarted in 1929. Since then a number of strains possessing the desired chara,,", 
ters have been produced and tested against Umri Bani, the best known and standard 
trade type. As the result of comparative tests for three years at Parbhani and two 
years at three places in the Gaorani Protected Area, two strains, namely Gaorani 4' 
and Gaorani 6 were selected in 1934 for trial on a larger scale. Gaorani 4 is a heavy 
yielding type, has a ginning outturn of 29 per cent. and is equal in spinning properties 
to the best Umri Bani grown at ot around Umri in Nanded district, but is about ten 
days later than the local mixture in the maturation of its crop. Gaorani 6, though a 
heavier yielder than Umri Bani, is somewhat less prolific than Gaorani 4, but on the 
other hand it has a ginning outturn of 30-31 per cent and has been judged suitable 
f~r 30-40's counts as compared with 24-30's of Umri Bani. Also, it is earlier matur
ing than the local by about ten days and seems to do well in areas of heavy rainfall. 
Accordingly, in 1935-36 Gaorani 4 was planted on about 900 acres in a vilJage ten 
mile!!. north of Nand ed, and Gaorani 6 on 500 acres at a place sixty miles east of 
Nanded, 'in Madhol taluka where rainfall is usually heavy. U~ortuna.tely, the 
attack o(Spotted, Bollworm in 1935-36 was unusually severe at and around Nanded. 
Gaorani 4, suffered very badly from it and did not fulfil the hopes that it had raised 
early in. the season. This was a clear setback. On the other hand, Gaorani 6 did 
w:ell and gained admirers amongst the growers as well as the traders. In the cur
rent season (1936-37) Gaorani 4 occnpies 3,000 acres in villages south of Nanded. 
The crop promises good yield but it remains yet to be seen how much of it actually 
materialises. Similarly, Gaorani 6 covers 6,000 acres in a group of villages in Mad
hoI taluka and about 100 acres near the town of Nanded. So far the variet, 
has behaved satisfactorily in both these places. However, it is not yet known what 
effect the abnormally heavy rains (seven to eight inches in one week) in the present 
month (November) have had on this strain or on Gaorani 4. 

Besides the places mentioned above, these strains along with a few others were' 
tested against the local variety at the Committee's Variety Testing Station at Latur, 
whichis~ninety miles lOuth-west of Nanded. In only one season the seed could be 
flown at the normal time, and in that year (1935-36) none of the new strains gave a 
significantly higher yield than the local variety, which at this place consists of a 
mixture of seventy per cent indicum and thirty per cent Airstdum. 
, 

Furthermore, in 1934-35lint samples of Gaorani 4, Gaorani 6 and the local variety 
from five different localities were tested by the Committee's Technological Labom
tory, Matunga. Gaorani 6 was adjudged suitable for 30's to 40's warp cou~ts. tho 
\"_4 '-. 
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Sample from Latur being fit for only 30's. On the other hand, Gaorani 4 from lout' 
localities was found fit for 30-35's counts, but its sample from Latur was found 
definitely coarse-stapled and was deemed suitable for only 25's counts as against 
24's of the local variety of the same place. 

Thus it will be seen that although the evidence collected so far inside the Protec
ted Area does not prove the definite superiority of anyone strain to the exclusion 
of all others, yet it points fairly clearly to the following broad facts, which may prove' 
helpful in making the final choice :-

(a) A number of the new strains of Gaorani produced and tested at Parbhani, 
(which is outside the Protected Area) have repeatedly given significantly 
higher yields than Umri Bani grown alongside them, but when tested 
within the Protected Area, at places which are from thirty to one hundred 
miles away from Parbhani, they have not shown the same high perform
ance everywhere. It does not seem likely that it will be possible to 
obtain one pure-line strain which will give equally good results in the 
whole of the Gaorani area . 

• ,b) It seems probable that Gaorani 6 will suit the northern, central and 
eastern portions of the Protected Area. 

(c) For the southern and the south-western portions a strain better adapted 
to a relatively low and uncertain rainfall is required. It should 301.;0 be 
able to give a fair crop even when sown two to three weeks after the 
normal sowing period. Such a strain is more likely to be produced 
from the local crop itself than from that of the more favow:ably situated 
northern and central parts of the Gaorani area. 

, It is of interest to note that in August last the Indian Central Cotton Committee 
recommended to the Government of Hyderabad that a Cotton Research Station 
should be established at a central place (preferably Nanded) in the Protected Area 
itself, and that the Gaorani improvement work should be shifted to it. The Com
mittee also ~pproved the proposal to start breeding work at its two Variety Testing 
Stations to supplement the trial of strains produced at Parbhani. 

(3) The ""'ari! crop of Karimnagar and the northern half of Waranga! district 
is included in Hyderabad Oomras, but its major component is indicum instead of 
rosea. The area under Gaorani in these two districts will be a little over 100,000 
acres. .As yet it has not been possible to undertake any pure line breeding work 
for the improvement of the local variety, but during the past three years the new 
strains, Gaorani 4, Gaorani 6 and Gaorani 12 produced at the Cotton Research Station, 
Parbhani, have been tested against the local variety, in replicated plots at the Govern
ment Experimental Farm at Warangal. The experiments though not conclusive 
point strongly to the superiority of Gaorani 12 over the' local in more than one 



r~spect. tn yield, i£ not better, it is at least equal to the local. in ginning outtllln it. 
is better than the latter by 3-4 per cent j in spinning properties it is equal to the 
local. It is proposed to have a larger area of this variety next season at the Govern
ment· Farm and also to sow a few demonstration plots in the cultivators' fields of the 
two districts. 

, . TherabicropofKarimnagarandnorthemhalt ofWarangal is composed largely 
Qf kerbaceum or of a late maturing inclicum type. No selection work has yet. been 
possible to undertake for the improvement of these rabi varieties and as the area under 
them is small, it does not seem worth while to take up this work. However, it 
does appear advisabie that, firstly, the rabi sowings should be discouraged in this 
tract, and, secondly, if rabi sowings cannot be avoided, they should be confined to 
one variety (preferably a strain 9f inclicum), which should be similar to the khan! 
str~in in staple length and ginning outtum. 

(4) Cocanadas (Gossypium obtusifolium, Roxb. var. Oocanada) is grown on 
ebout 30,000 acres in Nalgonda district and the southern half of Warangal. This 
variety is grown largely as a rabi crop, though a small area is sown in the south-west 
monsoon also. The average annual production is about 3,500 bales of lint. No 
iInprovement work has been done with this cotton so far, but it is proposed to test 
Gaorani 12, which is a somewhat late maturing strain, as a possible substitute. 

(5) Kumpta (Gossypium kerbaceum, Linn.) is grown on about 400,000 acrel 
Annually in Raich~ district. and southem part of Gulbarga. In 1929 the south
western portion of Raichur with nearly 100,000 acres under cotton every year was 
notified as a protected area, and with a subvention from the Indian Central Cotton 
Committee the distribution of the seed of Jayawant and Gadag No.1, two improved 
strains produced by the Bombay Department of Agriculture, was started. This 
extension work has now gone on for six years and the area under the improved varie
ties has gradually increased to about 30,000 acres scattered all over the protected 
area. Jayawant matures its crop a fortnight later than the local Kumpta, and needs 
late rains in order to give the best results.· It has been tried in the eastem part of 
Raichur but has not been found better yielding than local Kumpta. Therefore, 
Jayawant has not found much favour with the cultivators of the eastem part of the 
distriot. On the other hand, during the past few years seed from Hagari in Madras 
Presidency has been gradually inva.ding this tract. The exact area under this seed 
is not known, but it is understood to be increasing everY year. 

For want of trained assistants and funds, not much work has been done to im· 
prove local Kumpta. From. the numerous plants selected from the cultivators' 
fields during the botanical survey of the oottons grown in the district, two high
yielding single-plant strains have been developed. In 1935-36 both these strains 
yielded better than Hagari, Jayawant and local Kumpta and gave higher ginning 
ollttum than the latter two. These new strains along with a few other. a re again 
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being tr.ied in the current year at the ~vf',rnment Experimental F~un, Raichdt. 
The Indian Central Cotton Committee at its meeting in August 1936 sanctioned funda 
for the pursuit of this work at Raichur during the next five YeaD!. It is proposed 
to conduct comparative tests with a number of strains from Bombay and Madras 
Presidencies against local Kumpta and the single-plant strains isolated from it. The 
distribution of Jayawant seed in the protected area will continue until a more 
sltitable strain becomes available to replace it. 

B.-The next important problem is the rapid multiplication of pure seed of 
improved strains and its extensive distribution to the cultivators. The demand for 
improved seed is created by sowing demonstration plots in the cultivators' fields and 
alongside their own cropiJ. The seed for the demonstration plots is supplied free. 
and the orops are sown, tended and harvested by the cultivators themselves. 

Adequate facilities exist for the rapid multiplication of 'self ed' and first genera
tion seed. In addition to an area of forty to fifty acres sown each year to cotton at 
the ~vernment Experimental Farm, Parbhani, 'eight to ten acres are available annu
ally at each of the two Variety Testing Stations financed by the Cotton Committee. 
The propagation plots at the Variety Testing Stations are planted exclusively with 
'selfed' se~d and at the ~ve<nment Farm, Parbhani, with partly 'selIed' and partly 
first generation seed. These plots are usually manured with well rotten cattle dung 
or farm compost at the late of five to ten cart10ads per acre. The seed is dibbled by 
hand, the holes are spaoed one foot in the row and two feet between rows, and only 
two seeds are sown in each dibble. By the use of a wide spacing* and low seed rate 
a large area is covered with a limited quantity of seed, and the manuring of plots 
ensures a fairly good yield. The technique runs smoothly up to this stage but the 
subsequent multiplication of the Farm seed presents grea~ difficulties. No large 
seed farms have been established as yet by the Government and thejagirs and other 
private estates do not possess large compact blocks of cotton under unified control 
Recourse has to be made to the small grower. The Agriculture Department selects 
one or more villages at oonvenient centres and with the help of Revenue Offioials 
distributes on taqavi the seoond and subsequent generations' seed in separate bloch 
to all the oultivators therein. No other seed is permitted to be grown in such vil
lages. The distribution of seed is done by the taqavi staff of the Agriculture Depart
ment working under a Deputy Director. Financial aid on taqavi loan for the inter
oulture of the crop is given to growers in the villages taking improved seed for the 
first itme. The crops grown from this seed are 'rogued' by the taqat:i and propaganda 
ltaff, the produce is marketed and ginned under departmental supervision, and the 
required quantity of pure seed is purchased for the ~vernment. This scheme is 
yet in its early sta..cres and the difficulties met with relate chiefly to the marketing 

• The Donnalspacing for cotton ftrieties grown in the State is about 18 inahes between tha 
rowa. Plete in the drill·rows are Dot spaced regularly. In t.he abaenoe of ,binning. the 'stand' id 
a.ually thillk. 



ot the crop. The cultivators are generally indebted to brokers who finance the 
:crop not only in the Villages selected for the multiplication of improved seed but 
also in many others besid~ them and which are not growing improved seed at pre
sent. The grower usually takes the produce to his own broker (who is also the money
lender). It is often difficult to persuade the broker to store, market and gin small 
lots of pure crop separately. Attempts are being made to overcome this difficulty, 
but suggestions from members who have had to do this type of work in similar cir
cumstances will certainly be helpful. The location of the seed-multiplication centre 
at a place having only one large ginning factory that purchases cotton on its own 
account, the establishment of the Co-operative Sale Society for the financing of the 
crop, and the holding of one or more auctions at a convenient place, where the culti~ 
\rators could dispose of their produce to one large buyer without disturbing rela.
tions with 'their brokers-are some 'of the measures under trial, but the final choice 
of means still reinaius to be made. ' , 

a.-The third major problem i.s the control or the activities of the pink and 
spotted bollworms. In the course or the investigation financed by the Indian Cen
tral Cotton Committee during the past four years it has been found that these two 
Insects are responsible for the destruction of about twenty per cent or the potential 
annual crop. This ~ a serious loss to the grower and it is urgent that measures be 
adopted for the control of the pests as early as possible. It is now definitely known 
that the spotted bollworm continues its activities from one season to the next by 
spending the hot weather on the stray stand-over plants in the cotton fields and 
alternative host plants (both cultivated and wild), whereas the pink bollworm passes 
the same period as a long cycle resting larva either in the soil, or in kapas that may 
be stored from the end of one picking season to the beginning of the next. The 
existence of ,ubi and khariJ crops in neighbouring fields in the sonthem and eastern 
dis~ricts of the State, and the practice of letting the plant stalks remain standing in 
tho' field for long after the final picking is taken, are responsible for the continued 
activity of the pests over a much longer period than would be posaible if only the 
kha'fiJ or the 'fabi crop was grown in a locality or if the cotton plants were removed 
immediately after the final picking. The study of the effects of the likely control 
measures is now in progress. 
. I ' 

D.-The extension of area under true. breeding of improved strains of. Gaoram 
has brought to light yet another problem which is likely to assume importance in 
the near future. Fusarium wilt as a major pest does not exist in a large part of the 
State. It is only in some of the villages adjoining Berar, Khandesh and Dharwar 
that wilt of cotton occurs as a major affliction. Even in these border villages the 
disease is serious in onlysuch of them as have repeatedly imported and planted sow
ing-aeed. from the Wilt infected tracts. The villages in the interior of the main cot
tori growing districts of the State are as yet practic&lly free from the malady; orill 
rarely does one come across a field in which the cotton crop shows signs of the exi .. 
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tence of fusarium wilt. Pests and diseases ha.ve so often in the past been the un' 
doing of true breeding of improved strains of cotton that even the rare occurrence of 
wilt in this State has to be taken as an indication of the way in which the wind 
may be expected to blow. Accordingly, since 1934 an effort has been made totest 
all the new strains for their resistance to wilt in a heavily infected plot at the Cotto~ 
Resea.rch Station. Although a large majority of the strains succumbed readily to the 
disease, yet we have now on hand a few resistant types belonging to different v~rie
ties. Their resistance under optimum conditions for wilt-infection has not been 
tested ,as yet, but it is proposed to get them submitted to such a test in the CottQIl 
Committee's glasshouse erected for the purpose at Poona, 

E.-Another problem awaiting solution is the production of a suitable quality 
ootton for an area of 300,000 acres, that has been brought under perennial irrigati0l?: 
by the construction of the Nizam Sagar Dam on the river Manjera in Nizamabad 
district. At present rice and sugarcane are the principal' irriga.ted crops an~ the 
introduction. of another lightly iITiga.ted field crop in the rotation is an urgent neces
sity. A little lterbaceum cotton is already grown in the district as an unirrigated. 
orop on black soils. It is sown in September or October and harvested in March 
and l\.pril. The yield a.s well as the ginning outturn iLre low. It has been found by. 
experience that in the conditions obtaining in Nizamabad district this variety does 
not respond adequately to irrigation. Consequently, during the past few years 
preliminary experiments have been conducted at the Government Farm, Rudroor 
(Nizamabad distriot), to determine the suitability of a number of long-stapled v¥ie
ties, both indigenous and exotic, as irrigated types in this tract. It has been· found 
that Amerioan cottons sown in September, or immediately after the end of the south
west monsoon in October, suffer heavily from jassids and do not grow suocessfqlly. 
When sown in the beginning of June, they are adversely affected by the temporary 
water-logging that results from the heavy rains in that month and the one next after 
it. Crops sown from six to eight weeks before the onset of rains seem to get well
established in the soil and do not suffer from the heavy rains so much as the crops 
planted in June after the arrival of the south-west monsoon. The pre-monsoon 
sowings appear to do specially well on chalka (red coloured, granitic) soil, which forms 
about three-fourths of the commanded area. However, a good deal of further work 
remains to be done before a large area can be brought under this crop: The fr&:' 
quency ofiITigation, the quantity of water to be applied at each watering, the 
optimum date of ceasing irrigation, and the most suitable rotation for the crop are 
some of the ohief problems that await study. They will be tackled when preoccupa
tion in other directions permits their being taken up, or when the required 
addition~ technical assistance is forthooming. 

F.-Another problem that has been under investigation during the past four 
years is the possibility of growing unirrigated ootton on chalka soil in Telingana Divi-
8ion. At present very little cotton is grown on the chalka soils of this tract, J OW"' 
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bajri (Petinisetum typllOide:um, Pers.) and castor are the p~ncipal crops in cultivation. 
'rh~ introduction of a cash crop like cotton would add materially to the cultivators' 
income. Experiments conducted at the Government Farm, Sangareddi (Medak 
district) and the trial crops grown in some of the cultivators' fields have shown that 
it. is l?o~sible to grow remunerative crops of rain-fed cotton on deep c1wJka soils. 
Here again a new strain of Gaorani, namely Gaorani 12, has given the best yields. 
Gaorani 12 is a deep-rooted, sturdy plant. Its ginning outturn is thirty-two per 
cent and its fibre is fit for spinning 20's standard warp counts. It is now proposed 
to plant next year a large number of demonstration plots in the cultivators' fields 
in order to initiate the farmers into the growing of this crop. If the eftort to groW' 
oo~on on a large scale on chalka soils of Telingana proves successful, it will improve 
II great deal the economio condition of the Telingana farmer who is in SOle need of 
a money-making crop. . . . 

G:-Lastly, a botanical survey of the cotton crop of the State was started in 
~93r ~~ completed in June last. Much useful information regarding the types 
grown, their proportionate occurrence in the difterent districts and cultivation prae-' 
tlces relative to cotton growing has been collected. This will help the Department 
of Agriculture .in formulating a well-considered and co-ordinated policy of cotton 
research in the State. 

. From the foregoing paragraphs it will be evident that the most important prob~ 
leIilS facing cotton work in Hyderabad State are those relating to, firstly, the prodne. 
tion of improved strains to replace the existing mixed varieties, all of which suftet 
frOni one or more defects; secondly, .the maintenance of a supply of the pure seed 
of each improved type, and the increase of its cuJtivation. by the growers; thirdly, 
the control of bollworms that do extensive damage under existing conditions; fourth
ly, the cultivation of irrigated cotton in areas commanded by the Nizam Sagar Dam; 
and fifthly, the extension of cotton growing to chalka soils in'l'elingana. All of tho 
problems are engaging attention in varying degrees and something has already 
been ~one regarding each. However; a good deal more has still to be achieved be
f~re the average farmer can receive the full benefit of the cotton research in progress 
or planned. 
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DISCUSSION. 

Rai Sahib Kalida! Sawhney, in introducing the pape-r, said tkat the Hyderabad 
State occupied the cel1ire oj the peninsula anel as such it presented a mixture oj tM 
flgriculturaZ problems of the I!or,h as well as of tke soUth. EiplainiJtg 'his paper 
with magic lantern 1I1'ides TIC said that the Hyaeuibad State grew O'ver 3! million 
QCTes oj cotton and that 90 per cent of the coUon crop was sown in 'the khara season 
find tM remaining 10 per cen' in the rabi season. Norma.lly cottot& was grown in 
,116 State i1' both kharif and rabi, i. e., practically Jor ten tnontTtS in the year, but 
,here were differences in varieties grO'1on. Exhibiting a map of Hyderabad State, 
sTIOwing the distri,bution of commercial t'arieties he said that the nortlt-eastern and 
north-western parts of tTle State formed' the tract wllere shott staple cott01l8 
( Hyderabad Oomras) were gr0'101l. Tlle cenital portion was tlle Gao-rani area, 
the COt/Oil of wTtich kad a staple of 7/8" to 15/16". The area on the left hand 
bottom corller of the map represented the sO'1lthem part of Gulbarga and Raichur dist,-icts 
where Kumpta and the sTtOrt staple Mungan cottons u'ere grov:n. In the south-eastern 
corner Coc.andas was ill cultivatiotl. ThUs Hyderabad shared her problelltS with 
lJeror ana the Central Piovinces in tlte north, Khandesh and Karllf1tak in the toest, 
and Madras Presidency in the south. Her cotton problems were 910t thereJore easy. 
There were Jour different varieties grown in separate areas and in different seasons. 
In the third map exTlibited, there were two areas tnarked 1 and 2. One represented 
the Gaorani protected area, where medium staple cotton was grown, and the other a 
.mall atea comprising about 100,000 acres declared as RaicTtur-Kumpta protected 
area where the seed of Jayawant cotton was being distributed. The practice of grow
ing cotions both as kharif (trld rabi ct'op was responsible for the multiplicity oj the 
toariet'ies in cultivation. There was at the same time the difficulty oj maintaining 
them pure, becattSe, for example, Mungari corton in the Raichul' area was grown 
alongside the Kumpta COU01l although the t'wo cottons were soton at different times of 
tAB year. Whe1~ they 1(Jere brought into the market, there was nothing to p"event 
their bcing mixed. Similarly, in the 1wrth-eastern areas a number oj oorieties were 
grow;, and it was difficult to keep them pure. Another difficulty was that cotton 
crops remained standing ill the field during a greater part of the year and this 
enhanced the difficulty of controlling the Pink Boll-worm and the Spotted Boll-umm. 
Dealing first with the short staple area which annually covered about 2 million acres 
he stated that the cotton growl. in this area was a bad mixture of the tVlrioUS forms 
of Gossypium arboreum oor. neglectum and Gossypium hirsutum; OJ the neglec
tum types, fonn8 bengaJensis formed about 70 per cent oj tlle mixture, Jonna indica 
about 15 per cent, and tlle remainder consisted of Gossypiuni hirsutum alld the 
other forms of arboreum. The work O'n the improvement oj these short staple cottons 
was started as subsidiary to the improvement of Gaora1Ii tVlriety and a~ a result two 
pure strains, 1imnely, Havri 3 and Gaorat.i 12 (as ment'io,oed on page 3 oj the printed 
paper) were produced. As regards the three main characteristics oj cotton, mz., 
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,inning percentage, highest .standard warp counts aneZ staple let/gtA, tke local tJariely 
W t.I ginning percentage oj 32-34, t.I stap16 'length oj . '16" a7t4 was fit Jo; .pinning CI 

warp yarn oj 9's cowit. Havn -3 hacl a ginning percentage oj 35-3'1, with a .tap~. 
length oj ''1S'' and cou'trl be spun into 11',' count. Gaora"i 12 1uid a ginning pwr
centage oj 31-32 aneZ a staple of ''19''-'S2''toith tke highest standard warp count oj 20',. 
Gaorani 12 gave a slightly lower. yieZrl t'han the local mixture but was disti,wtly 
8uperior in spinning performance. It was Jor consideration whetAer tke distributima 
of Gaerani 12 shou'trl be continUet1. II hacl already been taken to /I stage oj 300 acres. 
The other questionfor consideration was tke growi1ig oj short ·staple roseum cotton 
which wotiU give the cultivator immediate benefit but it was fJery dO'tlhtjul whetAer i1l 
the long run it would be profitable. In tAe Gaorani area, as a resuJt of 4 or S years' 
work, two new strains Gaorani 4 and Gaorani 6 Aacl been evolfJed. In 1936-37 
Gaorani 6 occupied 6,000 acres and there was seed sufficient for 50,000 acres in tA. 
",ezfseason but before beginning its distribution he wanted to take the opinion oj the 
Oonference on the subject. His ",ext point was that if a mUltiplicity of oorieties waf 
allowed to continue as at present it would be tJery difficult to maintain the tJarielies 
pure. He wanted to try the new Gaorani strains in areas in w7Jich other oorieties 
were being grown at present and if anyone of them gave satisfactO'l'!/ yield and 
.pinning performance, the Oommittee shouZrl try to ;epZace tke local mixtures by thi. 
strain. As regards the problem ofmultijilication aneZ distribution of improved pure 
strains to cultivators, he said t'hat aclequate facilities existed Jor the rapid multipU
cation of selfed and first generation -seed but the subsequent large scale multiplicatio7a 
was difficult as there were not many Gov!*'nmellt seed farms or large private estates 
under unified control. Summarizing tke steps at pre8ent taken to' distribute seed oJ 
improved strains, he said t'hat a few village.s were selected in 1936 for one Btrain 
which was grown to the exclusion of other varieties. Thus the area under this strai" 
formed a compact block which facilitated roguing of the crop and the marketing oJ 
tke produce. Referring to the problem of the control of the Pink and Spotted Boll
worms ke stated that in the course oj the investigation financed by the Oom1nitt~ 
during the past four years it hacl been found tkat the two inslJCls were responsible for 
the dest1'uctio"of about twenty per cent of the potential annual crop. The 
investigation had indicated certain measures which should be tried on a large 
scale before it could be definitely said that they toere sufficient to control the 
pests. Such large scale trial of the likely control measures would be ~e shortly. 
With the extension of tke area uncler improved strains several other problem. had 
arisen, which were not thought of before. Generally IIpeaking, theT8 was not muc7J of 
fusarium in the Hyderabacl State but in the areas adjoining the wilt areas of BerM, 
East Khandesh and Dharwar ,here were some tracts which were wilt infected. There 
were also ind·ications that wilt would probably become one of the major problems in 
Hyderabad. In view of this danger work was started on breeding wilt resistant 
typeS and a few strains kacl beel& evolved which under fieZrl conditions gave indicntion. 
of their wilt-1'esistance. One of them wa. tested under rigorous condition. in Poona . - . 



but had succumbed to 'wilt. It was intended to try the other strains as welZ under 
similar controlled conditions. Another problem awaiting solution was the productiOn 
'of a suitable quality cotton for the area of 300,000 acres that had been brought under 
perennial irrigation it, Nizamabad district. In this area rice and sugarcane were 
at the moment the only principal crops besides jowar. The experiments conducted 
there 1vith some American 17arieties of catton had produced one or iwo strains which 
if sown in March, before the monsoon, gave a good crop, with a yield of 800 to 1,000 
lblJ. of sced cotton per acre. Another problem under investigation was the possibility 
of growing cotton in areas having chalka soils, in which the ffla·in craps grown were 
castor and jowar, neithel of which was really a casn crop. Experiments had belln 
carried out to find out whether any existing strai·ns of cotton or any new strains from 
outside could be introduced in those areas. Tlte last four years' experiments had 
shown that Gaorani 12 gave fairly good yield on chalka sails. Yields of 600 to 800 
lbs. pcr acre had been obtained on this sail under rainfed conditions. Lastly, the 
botanical survey of the crop of the Stale had beel~ completed only recently and the 
recommendations were before the Indian Central Cotton Committee and the 
Government of Hyderabad for their consideration. Data were available tchich would 
enable the Hyderabad State and the Indiar. CentraZ Cotton Committee to lay down 
the future lines of work. 

Mr. Alzal Husain wished to know what happened to the pink boll-worm 
in cases wllere there were two crops and whether it went from one crop to the other 
immediately. 

Rai Sahib Kalidas Sawhney replied tltat the indications wel'e that from tM 
kharif crop it immed·iately transferred itself to the rabi crop in areas wltere rabi and 
kharif were grawn side by side, The pink boll-worm SPelit the hal weather in Ii 
restive state it. the cracks in the sail and later on with the onset of the south-west 
monsoon tke long cycle moths emerged and started breeding on the stand-over crops 
wMch to a grl.'ater or smaller extent were present everywhere up to the end of July. 
The kharif crop was sown at the end of June, and the attack on tMs was started by 
the insects present in the 'stand over cotton.' 

The President enquired what was meant by the stand-over crop. 

Rai Sahib Kalidas Sawhney replied tliat'in Hyderabad State leases of lands 
Were renewed annually about the middle of April and after the tenant had harvested his 
crop he did notfeel any respo,mbilityto clear the land of the standing plants. He left the 
cotton land uncleared and the next tenant did not care to plough it for jowar till the 
middle of July. First at the beginning of May the tenant cleared pnly tM land just 
required for cotton and the land for jowar was neglected so that there was practically 
"'p t? the end of J uZy a good deal of area under standing cotton stalks from t"~ 
previow season. . 



·Dt.Nazir Ahmad said that the differences in the 8pinning pel!ormalW6 4 tAd 
three cottons mentioned on page 3 of the paper might b6 ignored for all practical 
purposes. GMrani 12 had a lower ginning percentage and from th6 mill poi", oj 
view there was not Bufficient improvement in guality. IJ it could be raised by Jura,er 
selection to a 20's class of cotton, as spun under mill conditions, then the disadvan
tage in ginning percentage might be counterbalanced; but as it Btood, its utility was 
doubtful. As regards Gaorani 6, Gacwani 4 and Local 116 thought it would b8 
wOrth while conducting well-designed experiments on those three cottons in addition to 
the tests that have already been made. If Rai Sahib Sawlmey wished, th8 ,pe4ker 
could help him in Zayingdown the outlines of a well-designed experiment to 80lve tM 
problem'1'egardin,g yield, ginning percentage and Bpiltning 'lual·ity. Rtiferring to tM 
point whether the practice of growing the two cottons side by 8ide Bholild be continued 
or whether only one variety should be estabiished in the GMrani area, lie 8aill that if 
the effect of growing the two varieties side by Bide was to reduce their resultant 
variability, then there was something to be Baid for it, but if the cotton8 were .uch 
that one of them was very susceptible to wilt and the other was not, thell it was not 
wise t(l adopt this praotioe. If growing one variety was going t() give better results, 
he advised going in for it by all mean8. AU the consumers of Indian ootton', 
both here· and abroad, looked forward, to uniformity as one of the desirable 
characters, i. e., uniformity fro~ season. to season. When he d·iscussed this problem 
with the representatives of the Lancashire .millowner8 in 1935,they informed lIim 
.among other things that the supply they got should be as uniform as posswle; 80 tMe 
if ,one year they spun the cotton up to a certain count, they 8houlel, be able to do 80 in 
the 8ubse'luent years. In their various representations to the Committee also t'hey ka4 
stress6d this point. So far as consumer, were concerned they would pay G better 
premium/or a-cotto16 which showea uni/ormity ingualitll wi!h time and the cotto,. 
breeders should take this factor into conBitleratiM.-

Mr. Jlutch1nson tIl01J1l"ht that the problem of growing two cotions ,ide by side tDaI 
d little difficult as it ilid not mean on the same land, but sirIe by side in the ,a1M 
viUages alw in different seasons. It meant that rabi Kumpta could .not be grotDn i,. 
kharif nor kharif Mungari in rabi with the resuZt that there were two varieties in two 
seasons. They had to .be ginned in th4 same ginnery in the 8eaBon and t},,!-trouble 
was that as they were very different in ·guality there was every inducement to miz 
them: The dijficulty could be got over by growing two varieties of the 8ame guality. 

Mr. Venkataraman said it tDouTJ be interesting to know the grade,'. valuatio,. oJ 
tAd cottons intlie~ of the difference in their. spinning per/on,.ance. 

. Mr. B. P. Deshpande referred to Rai Sahib Kalidos Sawlmey's remarTr.s on t1&6 
tifJect of the spotted boZl>-worm on the cotton crop and enguirea if any Wor,M Was bei~ 
done to as~ertain the extent of the carry-over of the pest through the .tMlrlM,g CftJP· . 



'Rao bahadur Kottur referring to'the Committee's recommeiulation, a,s1ner;iioi'/e;l 
0.'" page 5 of the paper,that a cotton breeding station should be established with a 
untral place in the Gaorani protected area, said that his own experience u'as that 
'such a necessity could be avoided by sub-dividing the tract i,tto two or three divisions. 
'At one time it was supposed alld Dr. Howard himself toa,s of opinion that Orte station 
for the whole of India would suffice but that opinion did iwt hold good now. N () 
doubt there should be as many new stations as necessary but to multiply breeding 
stations in the same tract would be very expensive and he 'wanted to know the opin'ion 
of tile Conference on that point. It was necessary to have testit,g stations in every 
Bub-tract but he thought that the varieties should be supplied from the central breeding 
station. 

Mr. Koshal drew attention to the difference in the spinn'ing perfo1"lnance of 
Gaorani 4 and Gaorani 6 and Gaorani Local grown in different places and said 
that if similar experiments were carried out for a number of season,9 in two or three 
districts more it would be possible to find out the interaction between varieties and 
places, and varieties and seasons. It would then be possible to recommend a suitable 
"ariety for a given area under general cultivatiol1 .. 

Rai Sahib Kalida! Sawhney, in reply to the first point of Dr. Ahmad and the 
point mentioned by Mr. Koshal, stated that replicated trials with a number of varieties 
added. to the local cotton crop of each place had been carried out for the last three or four 
years in six or seven places. The total number of experiments carried out was 17 in three 
years and he had. sent in for discussion at the Agricultural Research Sub-Committee 
a short nota describing them but unfortunately it reached too late for 
indusion in the agenda. Of the tu'o new strains, Gaorani 4 !lave significantly 
higher yield than the local variety in as many as 13 out of 17 trials, and 
Gaorani '6 out yielded the local in 11 trials. In only one place the local 
txJriety gave a significantly higher yield than Gao/ani 6. Thus the trials 
Buggested. had already beet~ carried out 'during the last three years and the 
odds were heavily i" favour of the improved varieties. Samples of lint had been 
'6Sted for quality. Every time both the improved strains had given higher performancg 
than the local fJariety. Answering Mr. Venkataraman's query regarding grader's 

-valuation he said. that the local cotton tvas valued a few rupees 'off' Oomras, Ham 8 
Rs. 10/- 'on' Broach, and Gaorani 12 about Rs. 25 'on' Broach. As regards the 
point raisea by 1Ifr. B. P. Deshpande regarding the carry-over of Spotted boU-worm& 
he said that th~y bred contint!ously on the stana-over crops throughout the year. 
Referring to the d.ivision of the h'act into different areas he said. that the GaoT{tni 
protected area was divided into two distinct areas, one in the north-east tohich had a 
heat,,!/ rainfall ana the other in the south-west witla a di~tinctly lower rainfall. 111 
both the areas there were testing stations. Experimettts were carriea out at these 
testing stati(ms and a number of other sites ana it was found that under the conditions 
obtaining in the south-west nOll8 of the neto-.atrains fulfilled expectations. He ditl. 
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tio~ t"in" t7la~ one ·strai,. would be suitable Jor ~71 lhe areas. .A. guit6 II ia" 
number oj strains had been tried in the areas aM as 'hey were J{)UM t~ 6ehatJe tJery 
differently, he thought it necessary to start local breeding work at leas' in ,,,
south-west where, as mentioned already, the rainfall was low at compared witla ,,,
rest of the area. Finally, regarding the testing oj strains Jor the Raichur area, he 
mentioned that such tests had, been carried out with Jayawant and HagMi 1. Th. 
test of two years showed that whereas Jayawant was suitable for the W68U"" portio" 
oj the district, i. e., the area adjoining immediately the Dliarwar district, it wai not 
suitable for the eastern portion. of the dist;ict where the rainfall was distinctly les •• 
J ayawant was a late variety requiring more rainfall. So far a, H ~ari 1 wtU 
concemetl it had been tried for two years. In one season the diJTerencs between 
Hagan'and the local cotton was not significant and in the other. Beason Hagari wa. 
ali9htly better. Th.e experiments were still being carried out a?'ld a large number of 
types have recently been collected from the Bombay and Madras Presidencia for 
being tested at the Ggvernment Farm, RaicTtur. ' 



COTTON MYCOLOGY 

Paper No.1. 

BREEDING FOR WILT RESISTANCE IN COTTON. 

BY 

B. N. UPPAL, 

PUNT PA~OLOGIST TO THE BOMBAY GOVERNMENT. 

INTRODUCTION. 

Wilt in cotton is caused by Fusarium vasinfecl,um, which, though a facultative 
saprophyte, is highly specialised in its parasitic relations. Whilst cotton wilt has 
been shown to be due primarily to the parasitism of this fungus, the fact that 
severely diseased zones in a field shift in location from one year to another clearly 
indicates a relationship between the disease and environmental conditions, and the. 
paramount importance of these factors in determining its severity. Indeed, this 
relationship of environment, especially soil temperature, is so sharply limited that 
little or no wilt will be caused in a susceptible variety regardless of the prevalence 
of the parasite in the soil if the soil temperature is unfavourable. Although this is 
a basic conception in the parasitism of soil-borne facultative saprophytes, yet it is 
generally so vaguely understood as to preclude a correct evaluation of its relation
ship to brel'ding for wilt resistance. Most of the work on the breeding of wilt
resistant strains of cotton and other crops in this country has been done without 
adequate consideration of the paramount importance of the limiting environmental 
conditions, with the result that there has been much confused thinking about the 
meaning of wilt resistance. 

Wilt resistance in cotton is mainly affected in its expression by two important 
factors: degree of soil infestation by the pathogene and Boil temperature. Assum-

-The work herein reported is finanoed by the Indian Central Ootton Co~~ittee and is b3in •. 
done in ooU,boratioll with the Qotton ~reedelli at aroaoh aQd Jal~aoQ. ~ 



lng uniformly severe Boil infestatIon, adverse soil temperatures can induoe temporary 
resistanoe in plants of the suSceptible variety resembling the "lIIherited" resistance 
shown by the immune variety at all temperatures. If, on the other hand, suscep
tible types of cotton are grown in infested soil in a range of optimum soil tempera
ture (about 25° to 27°C.), all plants must wilt. This, however,does not happen 
under field conditions "where variations in soil infestation by the parasite and in tho 
seasonal climatic oonditions preclude uniformly severe testing for resistance." 

It is sometimes argued that, although complete immunity is the ideal, selection 
for wilt resistance under field oonditions is a sufficiently satisfactory basis for the 
isolation and fixation of resistant strains. This view-point is unoonsciously based 
on the wrong assumption that field selection provides as uniform a basis of testing al 

pot culture. It is therefore essential to define resistanoe or immunity with respect 
to the optimum environment, and all degrees and standards of :tesistance must be 
measured in terms of the standard "environment" and not the variable environ
ment as is obtained under field conditions •. For we must recognise the basic conoep
tion in plant pathology that "disease" in plants is "the resultant ot the interaction 
of a plastic host and a plastic parasite" modified by. the po~nt influence of the en
vironment. The relation of environment to the development of Fusarium wilt 
diseases is fundamental to the whole question of disease resistance, since the term 
"resistance" here assumes different meanings when usod with respect to varying 
enviroIWlent. If this be so, then i~ follow!! that the field-selected str~ must vary 
iD, their wilt reaction according to seasonal conditions and the amount of infestatioq 
oj the /loil by the p,athogene. For.example, the highly. wilt-resistant strain of 
Oa}anus indicus, Type 80, developed at Pusa, when tested in wilt sick soil at Arbhavi 
Farin, s)if'fered '40 to 60 per cent mortality from wilt. Selection for wilt resist~nce 
in, cotton, as has been done in the Central Pro~ces and elsewhere, has therefore 
11,0 permanent value, as field selection does not provide any real basis of distinction 
between "disease resistance" and "disease escape," and the ,selcction and fixation 

.ef the slrcalled resistant strains under such conditions leads to the perpetuation of 
"mixt~~" of strains varying in genetic constitution and consequently in degrees of 
resistance. It is ob"ious therefore t4&t the great need in the study of wilt resistance 
is thl) qevelopmeI).t of a technique whereby comparable results may be obtained at 
different ~imes. 

ill. cotton wilt air temperature plays an important part in the expression of wilt 
symptoms. Whilst' the fungus may invade and establish itself in the root tissues at 
lower temperatures (about 20°C.), its further invasion of the root system and upward 
ascent into the stem leading to wilting and death of the aerial parts is large} y depen
dent on favourable air temperatures (260 to 30°C.). Under adverse conditions 
susceptible plants may pass off as resistant to wilt, but may 8Uc~umb to the disease 
u!t:q~so.Q.S IQore f~vour~ble,tQ'wilt or under mororigoJ:ousJy ()ontrollectcondition8 of 

" 
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infection. This situation may be further complicated by variation in soil infestation, 
8S it is evidently not possible to provide such uniform conditions of infection in the 
field as in pot culture. It is thus obvious that selection for wilt resistance under 
field conditions is hardly an adequate basis for distinguishing a truly resistant 
from an apparently resistant plant. 

It is also a common observation that field-selected wilt resistant strains of cottQn 
fail to maintain their resistance when grown in another locality where environmental 
oonditions are quite difIerent. For example, B. D. 8, which shows a high degree of 
resistanoe in field oulture at Broach, suffered a heavy degree of wilt attack when 
grown in severely wilt sick soil near Ankleswar. The wilt-resistant strains deve
loped in the Central Provinces, N. V. strains in Khandesh, etc., have shown similar 
reaotions. This behaviour is easy to explain u; it is .realised that the so-called 
"strains" are merely "mixtures" varying in genetio. oonstitution and oonsequently 
fn degrees of resistanoe. Under favourable oonditions of infeotion they behave 
like susoeptible strains, but in the absenoe of these oonditions they may show appa-
rent resistance. . 

In the development of wilt.-resistant varieties bf cotton, it is also essential to 
study the genetic variability of the pathogene. In the vascular Fusat'ia this varia
tion is expressed in culture charaoters and to ·a large extent iIi. parasitism. Isola
tions of F'4sarium vasinfectum from the cotton-growing areas in the Bombay Presi
denoy,have failed to reveal any differenoes in respect to pathogenicity, and this 
absence of selective parasitism in the cotton wilt fungus grf'atly simplifies the prob
lem of producing resistant varieties. There· are indications, however, that the 
Khandesh strain of Fusarium vasinfectum has slightly higher temperature relations 
for the development of wilt than the Broach or Dharwar strain. The variations 
in oultural oharacters, on the other hand, fluctuate within type limits, and are not 
B vital faotor in the problem of selection and breeding for resistance to cotton wilt. 

METHOD 01' TESTING. 

It is evident from the above discussion that the isolation ahd fixation of strains 
resistant to Fusarium wilt diseases should be done under the optimum conditions 
of infection. Such a technique was developed. in connexion with ouiwork on the 
isolation of wilt-immune types of sann hemp, and thismethod has shown promise of 
equally good Success in breeding for wilt immunity in cotton. Before desoribing 
the results on the production of wilt-immune types in B. D. 8 a~d other cottOns, the 
method used in their isolation will be briefly discussed. 

The technique involved in the production of wilt· immune . strains of '. cotton 
provides for the testing of promising strains in three sta.8os. 

35 
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•• The Cotton Breeders produoe pr~!Ung ~ wilt 
resistant strains suitable. for their respeotive 
areas in' a thoroughly and uniformly inf~ 
Jield.' , 

At Poona under optimum conditions of infection 
immune types are being re-selected from the 
highly resistant materials furnished by the 
Breeders. 

The Cotton Breeders will finally test the atraint 
selected at Poona in their respective areas for 
wiltimmunit:r and other agronomio characters. 

. Stages '1 and IT will now bedesoribed in $Ome detail. 

l3tage 1. In:, order to make reliable comparative tests, it is necessary to use • 
.pli?~ which.,has been thoroughly and uniformly infected with the wilt organism and 
is relatively free fr(!m other soil-borne diseases affecting cotton. A highly susoeptible 
variety of cotton is grown year after year to intensify the existing infection. In 
~dditlon. wilt compost, prepared by mixing young cotton stalks with ohopped natur
ally. infected cotton plants and to which large quantities of the wilt organism grown 
oli cotton meal in "giant" Erlenmeyer :flasks have been added, .is spread evenly 
over the surface and then harrowed into the soU. A plot receiving thia treatment 
for a few years will be found to be very suitable for the preliminary field selection. 
The plot should be located in a region where the climate and soil are such as to favour 
the rapid ,development of wilt. As. has been pointed out above, these conditions 
,are' absQlutely essential in order to secure the development of wilt in most or all of 
the susceptible ~dividual8 with sufficient rapidity to e~lJle their elimination. 

, Cotton strains possessing desirable agronomic characters are tested under the" 
conditions for a number of years until a strain showing a high degree of resistance 
under field conditions is secure<l. These field tests are intended to provide for re
sistant strains from which to re-select immune types in the second stage of more 
:rigorous testing tinder controlled conditions of infection. 

. Stage 11. The highly wilt-resistant materiahsecured nuder field condition8 

'is then put to a mote'rigorous test in a glasshouse in which a uniform temperature 
of 25 to 27~C. (the optimum range of infection) is maintained. The wilt organism 
is multiplied in large quantities on cotton meal in Erlenmeyer :flasks, and appropriate· 
quantities of this inoculum are mixed ,uniformly with sterilised black soil j the in
oculated soil is allowed to lie in large iron trays for about a fortnight and is 
occasionally watered and turned Qver in ofder to permit of the maxiinum growth 
of the organism. ' , 
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The ptogeny of each resistant plant is then tested separately in infested soil in 
small tubular pots, each pot containing not more than two to three seeds. The 
index of soil infectivity of each pot is so adjusted that the progeny of a single selec
tion is never tested in a BOil of lower infectivity than that of the previous year. In
dividual pots are examined every day, and all plants showing wilting o~ clearing 
of leaf veins or mottling are pulled out; the presence or absence of the fungus in 
such plants is finally determined by isolation in the laboratory. This process of 
drastio eliniination is continued for six weeks or more, and at the end of this period 
only suoh plants as appear perfectly normal are transplanted to a thoroughly and 
uniformly wilt-infected bed. In actual practice a small-sized plot measuring 
50 ft. X 50 ft. has been found to serve the purpose well. At the end of the season 
all plants are split open and examined for the vascular discoloration of the root and 
stem, and plants showing such discoloration are classed as diseased and rejected. 
The selfed seed of healthy plants is again tested in the glasshouse under conditions of 
optimum infection, and this process is repeated until a wilt-immune type is fixed. 
It is evident that this procedure is precisely the same as a plant breeder employs 
in breeding for certain morphological characters, with this difference, however, that 
when the objective is a physiological cbaracter such as wilt immunity, it is impera
tive that selection should be done under optimum conditions for the development 
of wilt. 

SELECTION OJ' WILT IMMUNE TYPES. 

B. D.8. Broach Desi 8 (B. D. 8) is a strain produced by the Cotton Breedei 
at Broach. Since it has been grown for many years in a wilt-infected bed at Broach, 
it has developed a high degree of field resistance. This strain was therefore selected 
as a possible source for the isolation of a wilt-immune type. 

SEA.SONS 1932-33 AND 1933-34. 

In 1932 and 1933 the selfed seed of the single plant selections was sown in in
fected soil in pots; but no attempt was made to regulate fluotuations in soil tempera
ture. Of 932 plants grown from the selfed seed, only 159 plants survived the disease 
~ut showed mottling or clearing of leaf veins indicating the presence of the fungus 
in the vascular tissue. The survivals were transplanted rather late in the season 
and were therefore ratooned. Of these. only 39 plants produced seed: . 

SEASON 1934-35. 

The selfed seed of the 39 plants was further tested in pot culture at Broach. All 
cultures developed leaf mottling and. with the exception of cultures B. D. 8-6 and 
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B. D. 8-26. suffered varying percentage of ~ortality from wilt. The number 01 
survivals in each case were, transplanted in the infected field at Broach. The 
results arer,ecorded ~n ,Table I. 

TABLE I. . .1 

Results of tests in pot culture of B. D~ 8 at Broach, 1934-35. , 
" 

No. of Per cent;' ' No. or 
Culture. effective of plants trans-

plants.' 'deaths. planted. 

B.D. 8-3 23 25.8 3 
B.D. 8-4 J6 37.8 1 
RD. 8-5 12 8.3 6 

B.D. 8-6 ,14 O.p 14 
B.D. 8-7 41 43.2 5 

B.D. 8-8 49 10.0 16 
B.D. 8-9 23 73.1 1 
B.D.8-IS 20. 75.0. 1 
B.D. 8-14 14 14.3 7 
B.D. 8-15 IS 23.i 7 
B.D. 8-16 '9 11.1 8 
B.D.8-n ' ~8 '(11.6 . 1 

" 

B.D. 8-19 14 35.3 3 
B.D. 8-20 8 50.0 2 
B.D. 8-21 17 23:6 2 
B.D. 8-23 22 13.5 5 
B.D. 8-24 79 11.4 34 
B.D .• 8-25. 26 3.8 16 
B.D. 8-26 15 0.0 14 
RD. 8-~7l 19 79.5 1 
B.D;8<29 14 21.6 6 
B.D. 8-31 6 33.4 3 
B.D.8-32B 12 58.1 1 

. B.D. 8-38A . 9 55.6 1 
B.D.8-39A 5 0.0 t 

" 
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TA.B~ I.-:-contd. 

Results of tests in pot culture of B. D. 8 at Broach, 1934-35. 

No. of Per cent. No. of 
Qulture. effective of plants trans-

plants. deaths. Plan~ed. 

B.D.8-39B 2 0.0 2 
B.D. 8-40 4 75.0 1 , 
B.D.8-42B 8 20.0 S 
B.D. 8-43 16 37.2 '3 
,ij.D.8-44A 2 50.0 l' 
B.D.8-14B 17 35.4 3 
B.D.8-46A 7 28.6 3 
.B.D.8-46B 4 0.0 i. , 
B.D. 8-74 3 66.6 1 
B.D.8-76B 8 87.5 r 
B.D.8-79A 6 16.7 , .. .-': ",~ 

B.D.8-8IB 2 50.0 - . '. .' t> 
B.D.8-82B' 4 0.0 .Z 
.a.D.8-83 4 0.0 ,;i 

Season 1935-36 

In the season 1935-36 the progenies of the wilt-free cultures, B. n: 8-6 and B.D. 
8-26 and a few other pro~g cultures wer~ *ested in pots. The selfed seed from 
the single plants was sown in small tubular pots (a seed in each pot) containing' 
sterilised 'soil to which a definite quantity of the inoculum had been' added. l'he 
pots were kept in a glasshouse in which the air temperature fluctuated from 20 to 
27°0. Daily, observations were made for a period of 45 days, and the plants that 
wilted were incubated to make sure that death was due to Fusarium vasill/eclum. 
Of a total population of 711 plants thus tested, 38 plants survived the disease at the 
end of 45 days (Table II). Au outstanding feature of the survivals waS that 26 
plants were absolutely free fro~ leaf mottle, whilst the rest developed this 8)1l1ptom 
only a few days before the ~onclusion of the test. All the 38 plant& ~~e tr~ns
planted in the heavily infected bed, and a small quantity of the fwigus growth 
was also plaoed near the roots of each seedling to intensify the existing infection 
ill the Boil. . ' \ . . 



TABLE n.· 

') 

No. of Per cent. No.ofplanta 
Culture. effective of transplanted. 

plants. infection. 

B.D. 8-6-27 10 50.0 8 
B.D. 8-6-28 4:7 4:6.8 19 

B.D. 8-6-35 17 23.5 10 

B.D. 8-6-38 29 62.1 2 
B.D. 8-26-81 72 95.8 0 

I. 

B.D. 8-26-82 138 99.2 1 
BP~ 8-26-~ 6 

" 
100.0 0 

B.D. 8-26-84 20 95.0 0 

B.D. 8-26-85 8 75.0 '2 

B.D. 8-26-86 3 .100.0 0 

Bl>. 8-26-89 4:2 97.6 0 

B.D. 8-26-90 4: '/5.0 0 

B.D. 8-26-92 4:3 97.7 0 

B.D~8-lS23 5 60.0' 0 
, 'B.D; 8~5-26 18 83.3 0 

B.D. 8-14-66 Uf 73.3 0 

B.D; 8-14-67 5 60.0 0 

B.D.8-U-t>8 3 100.0 0 
B.D. 8-3142 29 82.7 0 . , 

. B.D. 8-39-116 20 85.0 0 

.' B.D. 8-43-131 16 100.0 0 . -
. B.D.: 8-4:3-132 25 96.0 O· ,. 

I""." • . 

rm, 
N. B.-·'IDfeotion" includes deaths and. luoh plante AI IhoW' leaf mottle bd do Do'.iaftriabll 
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TABLE II.~ontd • 

. Reaults of tests in poi culture of B. D. 8 ai Poona, 1935-36. 

No. of Per cent. No. of 
Culture. efiective of planta trans 

plants. infection. planted. 

.B.D. 8-44A-133 30 100.0 0 
B.D. 8~44B-134. 16 75.0 0 
B.D.8-44B-135 8 100.0 0 
B.D.8-44B-136 57 98.2 0 
B.D. 8-46B-4 2 100.0 0 
B.D. 8-83-9 23 , 82.6 1 

Total 711 38 

wilt. 
N.B • ...:. .. Infeotion .. includes deaths and such plants·as show leaf mottle but do ~ot invariably 

At the end of the season all plants were examined for root discoloration. The 
12 plants which had developed leaf mottle rather late during the period of the glass
house test showed the browning of the vascular bundles and were consequently re
jected. Of the 26 plants that had shown no mottling during the 4.5-day test in 
the glasshouse, 12 plants were found to show slight discoloration of the roots, and 
were also rejected. Selfed seed was collected separately from the remaining 14 
healthy plantae These planta were :-

. Culture 

B.D. 8-6-27 

B.D. 8-6-28 

B.D. 8-6-35 

Healthy plants 

2,13 
17,18,21,37, 41, ~5, 60 
3, 4, 9, 13, 26 

Season 1936-37. 

Seed from these single planta was tested in infected BOil as in the previous 
season, with this difierence, however, that the temperature of the BOil in pota in the 
giassholUl8 was maintained at 25 to 26°0.; the temperature sometimeS falliri.g .. io 
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23°0. in the early hours of the morning. Under these optimum conditions of in. 
fection the percentage of death was extremely low, but leaf mottle was still in evi
.;l~nce. This Sifggests' th&: development ot a very high; degres of resistance in the 
:>lants. sinc~_ most of the plants with mottle did not sufIer from wilt. 

'-, " ;' 

.': Table In shows the' percentage of infection, expressed partly: as' wilting but 
mostly a9 mottling, which occUrred in the :progeny of each plant. At the conclu
sion-of the 50-day test in the glasshouse, out of total population of 12,338 effeotive 
plants, unIy 17 plants remained free from leaf mottle and were lbokin~j perfeotly 
healthyo These plants h~VIf been transplanted in the intect&dJlBd lit tho.:.current 
season. 

TABLEJII • 

. ' . ' -
Results of tests 10 pot culture of B.D. 8 at Poona, 1936-37. 

::--..; 
No. of 

L; 
Per cent. No. of plants 

Culture. efiective of ' tran8pla.nt.ed. , " 

plants. infection. 
Jt •• 

B.D. 8-6-27-2 972 100.0 0 , 
• .i

f
' " 

)3.D. 8-6-2r-13 1024: ' ~OO;O} 0 

; ,B.:O~8-6-28·17 886 :100.0 o ~ , 
'" B.D. :8-fh28-lf8 574 100.0 0 

.. : ~, .~. 1 CJ ( :' 1 

~OO;O .0,,,. ,,;,B~.8-6:~8-~1 1135 

B.D. 8-6-28-37 896 100.0 " O~ 

B.D. 8-6-28-41 606 100.0 0 

B.D. 8-6-28-45 ,529 99.8 1 
B.D. 8-6-28-60 864 100.0 0 

B.D. 8-6~35-3 1 ~520 99.8 1 
B.D. 8-'6~35-4 741 ]00.0 0 

B.D. 8-6-35-9 '609 97.5 L5 

B.D. 8-6-35-13 ~Ulh . .. 100.0 0 
• 1.0 •• y . .;. ~ ~ 

B.D. 8-6-35-26 1570 100.0 0 
t.Li}!""':'! ~_., ~,. M ~.r c: r _ r· •. : r-' ".;-9 -:1 

'!jtbJ. ~'ini~trl;to~~ -ip'91~dee deaths 'andsu'ohflants all sh~w i~ ~ot~~- .~ui dd)i~ .nvariablr 
.. ile';-",~ "._ .••.. _0 "",-,,: ',- - -.' .' ,,-, " • ~ 

.... 
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Crosses witT, B. D. 8. Several crO$ses of p'.D. 8 with other cotton strains have 
been t-ested for wilt resistance under the optimum conditions of infection in the glass· 
house, and promising selections have been made.. It is· not proPO!l6d to discuss 
thell6 results-in this paper. 

N. S.12. New selection 12 (N. S.12) is adistrlct selection and highly resis· 
tllnt to wilt under field conditions. .. 

Season 1934·35. 

Five strains of N. S. 12 were tested in pot culture at Broach. Many plants 
survived the disease and remained free uom any leaf symptoms (TablelV) .. The 
survivals were transplanted in the infected field and selfed. The peculiarity of this 
selection is that susceptible plants show clearing of leaf veins only under optimum 
conditions of infection, but under other conditions a small portion of the cotyledon 
may show yellowing. 

TABLE IV; 

Results or tests in pot culture or Nt S. 12 at Broach, 1934-35. 

No. of Per cent. No. of plants· 
Culture. efiective of deaths. transplanted. 

plants. 

N.S.12·1 91 14.3 ~3 

N.S.12·2 40 15.0 10 
N.S.12-3 38 20.8 10 
N.S.12-4 40 22.5 10 
N.S.12-5 54 0.0 45 

Season 1935-36. _ .. -. 

The progenies of the wilt-uee culture, N.S. 12-5, and two other cultures, N. S. 
12·2 and N.S. 12.3, ,vere further tested at Poona in pot culture in a glasshouse in 
which air temperature fluctuated from 20 to 27°C. Daily observationa were made' 
for a period of 4-5 days, and at the conclusion of this test, only 51 plants were uee 
from leaf yellowing and looking normal (Table V). These plants were transplanted . 
ill the infected bed very late in the season. Of these, 16 plants were rejected af; : 
tbe end of the season, as they showed slight root discoloration. Three plants did . 
not produce flowers and were ratooned. . 

30 
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TABLE V. 

c Results of .testa in poi culture of N. 8. 12 Ii 'oona, 1935-36. 

Culture. 

N.S.12-2-71 
N.S. 12-2-73 
N.S. 12-2-74 
N.S. 12-2-75 
N.S. 12-2-78 
N.S.12-2-80 
N.S.12-2-153 
N.S.12~~81 
N.S.12-~82 
N.S. 12-3-83 
N.S. 12-3-84 
N.S.12-~86 
N.S. 12-3-87 
N.S. 12-5-101 
N.S. 12-5-106 
N.S. 12-5-107 
N.S.12-5-108 
N.S.12-5-109 
N.S.12-5-238 
N.S.12-5-239 
N.S. 12-5-240 
N.S.12-5-245 
N_S~ 12~5-246 

No. of effective 
plants. 

156 
.39 

9 
9 
7 
9 

13 
138 

67 
23 
~3 
'18 

,1(l 
163 
33 
14 
12 
11 
3' 
14 
17 
92 
19 

. ' 

Per cent. of 
infection. 

83.3 
84.6 
77.'1 
66 •. 6 
59.1 

100.0 
92.3 
91.3 
86.6 
52.1 

100.0 
97.4 
93.7 
75.4 
93.9 -
85.'1 
'15.0 
90.9 
91.2 

100.0 
76.5 
68.5 
94.7 

No. of planta 
transplanted. 

21 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

21 
1 
1 
o 
1 
1 
o 
o 
IS 
o 

-N.B.-" Infection" inoludes deaths and suob plant. as show 1e&f yellowing but do 110' 
ml'ariably wilt, . 

Season 1936-37. 

Selfed seed from the· 32 healthy plants was tested in pot culture in a glasshouse 
under conditions of optimum soil tempera~e (about 25° to 26°0.). .As in B.D. 8, 
wilting was not much in evidence, but most of the plants showed leaf mottle. At 
the end of the 50-day test, only 27 plants were free from leaf mottle and were trans-

. planted in the infected bed (Table VI). These results suggest that selection under 
controlled conditions has resulted in the accumulation of I high degree of resistance· 
~&a~ .. 

... 
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TABLE VL 

Results 01 tests in poi culture 01 N.S.12 ai Poona, 1936-31. 

Culture. 

N.S. 12-2-71-12 
N.S. 12-2-71-19 
N.S. 12-2-71-21 
N.S. 12-2-71-25 
N.S. 12-2-71-45 
N.S. 12-2-71-58 
N.S. 12-2-71-61 
N.S. 12-2-71-92 
N.S.12-2-71-103 
N.S. 12-2-71-115 
N.S. 12-2-71-118 
N.S. 12-2-71-121 
N.S. 12-2-71-147 
N.S. 12-5-101-26 
N.S. 12-5-101-31 
N.S. 12-5-101-51 
N.S. 12-5-101-76 
N.S. 12-5-101-90 
N.S. 12-5-101-98 
N.S. 12-5-101-100 
N.S. 12-5·101-105 
N.S. 12-5-101-118 
N.S. 12-5-101-120 
N.S. 12-5-101-135 
N.S. 12-5-101-144 
N.S. 12-5-101-146 
N.S. 12-5-101-165 
N.S. 12-5-106-25 
N.S.12-5-107-10 
N .S. 12-5-238-34 
N.S. 12-5-245-13 
N.S. 12-5-245-21 
N.S. 12-5-245-41 
N.S.125-245-62 

No. of effeotiv8 Per cent. of 
plants. infection. 

14 100.0 
124 97.6 
84 100.0 

285 100.0 
7 100.0 

390 100.0 
455 100.0 
294 100.0 
101 100.0 
406 100.0 
525 100.0 
195 100.0 
57 98.3 

741 100.0 
169 96.6 
142 100.0 
571 100.0 
413 100.0 
361 100.0 
280 99.3 
272 100.0 
361 100.0 
284 100.0 
344 100.0 
473 100.0 
287 100.0 

.630 99.8 
687 99.8 

1125 99.9 
469 99.4 
868 100.0 
641 99.8 
925 99.3 
Ul 99.8 

No. of plants 
transplanted. 

o 
3 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
1 
o 
6 
o 
o 
0, 
o 
2 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
1 
1 
2 
3 
o 
1 
6 
1 

It. Bt-ClInfeotion" inoludee deaths and auoh plante 18 ahow leaf mottle but; do Dot lavariabl7 ...ute 
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Work in the Southern MaratlllJ Qou,1i1JTg.-Work on the above linea is proceeding 
at Dharwar with a view to the selection of an immune type in Kumpta cottons. The 
work at Dharwar, though suffioiently well advanoed, sufiers from the disadvantage 
~hat there are no faoilities at Dharwar for testing promising selections under optimum 
cop.ditions of infeotion in a glasshouse. With the provision of a glasshouse tbis 
w,?rk can be brought to a speedy conclusion since the Cotton Breeder has excellent 
'material from which immune types may be seleoted in the course of a few years. 

Work in Khandesh.-The wilt-resistant strains developed by the Cotton Breeder 
at Jalgaon have not proved a promising material from which to re-select immune 
types under controlled conditions of infeotion. There are indications, however, 
that selection in N. V. strains in a highly wilt-infeoted bed at JalgaoD is resulting 
in the acoumulation of a. high degree of field resistanoe in these strains, which are 
likely to provide a source for the isolation of a wilt-immune type. 

In the meantime seleotions for wilt-resistance are being made in 8traint of 
Gossypium arboreum var. neglectum, (Gossypium neglectum) collected from all over 
the country including Burma, with the ultimate view to crossing a wilt immune type 
with one of the best N. V. selections of the Cotton Breeder at Jalgaon. 

Season 1935-36. 

Million Dolla,.-This strain was tested in pot culture at Poona in a glasshouse, 
the air temperature of which fluctuated from 20 to 27°C. Daily observations were 
made for a period of 45 days, and 72 plants survived the disease at the end of this 
period. :The survivals were transplanted in the infected bed, where 11 planta died 
and in 8 cases death was due to Fusarium tJasinfectum. Of the remaining 55 planta, 
38 produced flowers and' were self-pollinated; the rest were ratooned.· 

Season 1936-31. 

The selfed seed of the 38 plants was further tested in pot culture in a glasahoUSG 
where the air temperature fluctuated from 20 to 26°C. Daily observations were 
made fcii a period of 50 days, and at the conclusion of this test, 129 planta were free 
from lailf mottle and have been -transplanted in the infected bed in . the current 
1!~~~o~ (Tab,(VJIJ, . . 

" 
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TABLE VII. 

Results of teats in pot culture of Million Dollal at Poona, 1936-37. 

Culture. 

M.D. 2 
M.D. 3 
M.D. 4 
M.D. 5 
M.D. 6 
M.D. 7 
M.D. 8 
M.D. 9 
M.D. 10 
M.D. 11 

'M.D. 12 
M.D. 13 
M.D. 14: 
M.D. 15 
M.D. 16 
M.D. 17 
M.D. 19 
M.D. 21 
M.D. 22 
M.D. 25 
M.D. 28 
M.D. SO 
M.D. 33 
M.D. 34 
M.D. 40 
M.D. 44 
M.D. 45 
M.D. 46 
M.D. 49 
M.D. 52 
M.D. 53 
M.D. 55 
M.D. 56 
M.D. 58 
. M.D. 65 
M.D. 67 
M.D. 69 
M.D. 72 

No. of effective 
plants. 

61 
46 
20 
48 
o 

12 
o 

94 
6 

42 
28 
50 
21 
28 
81 
61 

108 
42 
79 
24 
31 
27 
34 
21 
79 
14 
o 
o 

28 
15 
16 
26 
34 
9 
o 

33 
o 
6 

Per cent. of 
infection. 

93.4 
60.9 

100.0 
79.2 
0.0 

100.0 
0.0 

96.8 
100.0 
95.2 

100.0 
90.0 

100.0 
100.0 
82.7 

100.0 
98.1 
90.5 
'60.7 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
91.2 

100.0 
92.4 
42.8 
0.0 
0.0 . 

42.9 
53.S 
9S.7 

100.0 
94.1 

100.0 
0.0 

100.0 
0.0 

100.0 

No. of plants 
transplant.ed. 

4 
18 
o 

10 
o 
o 
o 
3 
o 
2 
o 
5 
o 
o 

14: 
o 
2 
4 

31 
o 
o 
o 
3 
o 
3 
8 
o 
o 

16 
5 
1 
o 
2 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

N. IJ,-" Iufeotion" inoludes deaths and suoh plante Ie ehow leaf ~ottle but do Qot invariably wilt. 



GENETIC BASIS 01' BESISTANCB. 

It has been shown that resistance to Fusarium wilt diseases may be inherited, 
and that ~he factorial basis of this inheritance may differ in di1Ierent plants. At 
least two distinct types of inheritance have so far been recognisediIl'this group of 
plant diseases. The first type is represented by pea wilt, caused . by Fusarium 
Bolani var. martii f. 2 (Fusarium martii var. ,nai), in whic}l immune and susceptible . 
plants fall in two disoontinuous classes, and immunity is 4ue to a single dominant gene. 
In the other type more commonly represented by flax wilt, caused by Fusarium lini. 
resistanoe is complex genetically, pointing to transgressive segregation. The first 
type can be readily fixed in a homozygous condition by seleotion, whilst the second 
type is not so fixed by repeated selection and is influenced apparently by environ
mental conditions. 

Recently, however, it has been shown tha~ resistanoe in cabpage to:Fusarium 
conglutinans is of both' the types. Type A resembles the resistanoe in peas to wilt 
and is controlled by a single dominant gene; whilst Type B like the resistance to 
flax or tomato wilt shows a more complioated relation. "In field trials, progenies 
containing type B vary in the amount of resistance displayed, ranging up to com
plete freedom from disease symptoms." "In greenhouse trials over a range ohoil 
temperatures, type A remains stable, while type B resistance vari~ in degree in dif
ferent progenies and breaks down wit~ rise in soil temperature 'jmtil it is usually 
completely suppressed at 24;°0." Thus, ina cabbage like Wisconsin Hollander re
sistanoe is of type Band is controlled by modifying factors. These' {actore for re
sistanoe are different in type and reaction from the single dominant factor controll

,ing resistance in the homozygous resistant (immune) lines (Type A). It has been 
suggested that the factors for resistance in .Wisoonsin Hollander IIore .not dominant 
b1Jt are cumulative in eiiect. 

In the case of cotton the position is somewhat similar to that in cabbage. 
Fahmy in Egypt has shown that in certain varieties of Egyptian' cottons such as 
Giza 7 and -Giza 2 (or the fixed immune strain Myco 4), wilt immunity is a unit 
character which, in crosses of immune with susceptible individUals; benaves as a 
dominant Mendelian character. There is, however, another typ~ of'leaistance, re
sembling the resistance of Wisconsin Hollander cabbage to Fusarium .cohglutinanB, 
which is of an intermediate type. The study of the progenies of crosses between 
immune and heterozygous (containing type B. resistance) individuals shows that 
resistance is controlled by cumulative genes. The resistance of heterozygous indi
viduals. can be increased. by seleotion in self-pollinated lines; but w.hetber a resis
tanoe equal to that of immlme lines can be developed as a result of the aoeumulation 

.. of modifying genes has not been determined. 
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As regards the genetics of resistance in Indian cottons, it is still early to offer a 
definite explanation. There are, however, clear indications from our work that 
wilt res~tance in Indian cottons is not due to a single immunity gene but may be 
controlled by cumulative genes; as is ~h~ Ca8«:' in Egyptian_ cottons or type B resis
tance of Wisconsin Hollander cabbage. It still remains to be determined whether 
repeated selection of individuals free from leaf mottle in self-pollinated lines under 
optimum conditions of infection in, ~heglll.88house _will ultimately result in the pro
duction of lines possessing resistance of the order of type A. Nevertheless, it is true, 
as bas recently been suggested by Mr. J. B. Hu~hinson, that if a single immunity 
gene had e#Sted in cotton stocks grown in wilt sick areas in this CQUllt.ry,it would 
have been readily fixed, and undoubtedly "the absence of naturally selected immune 
strains in wilt sick areas provides- a very strong -evidence against the single immu
nity gene theory." However, whatever be the mode of inheritance of wilt resi,q
tnnce in Indian cottons, it is evident from the above discussion that better results will 
follow in the isolation and fixation ufstrains homozygous for complet~ resistance 
jf selection is made under opti~~ .C'OnditiC?~ ~(in!ection. 
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V. DISCUSSION. . 
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I. INTRODUCTION. 

There has always been some misunderstanding of the spheres of work of geneti. 
cists and plant breeders. The former are regarded as concerned only with the 
theoretical side of the subject while the latter are regarded as practical men with no 
time for pure science. In actual fact most of the recent progress in knowledge of the 
genetics of Gossypium has been made by workers closely concerned with the breeding 
of better cottQIIJi and we hope to show that further progress depends larsely on the 
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extent of co-operation oetween cotton geneticists and cotton breeders. Harland 
(1932a) and Kearney (1930) have given excellent accounts of the state of knowledge 
of the genetics and botany of Gossypium and it is not proposed to deal with the 
work summarised by them. 

II. INHEIHTANCE OF QUA.LITATlVE CHARACTERS. 

Examination of recent literature shows that the following characters are in
herited in a simple Mendelian manner :-

CHARAOTER. 

Anthocyanin 

Crumpled 

Corolla colour 

Sterility 

Female Sterility 

Petaloidy. 

Pollen colour. 

37 

FAOTOR. 

Y 
Yp 
Y 

stg. 

FPD. 

1. 4siaeio Outtons. 

EFFEOT OF FA01:0R PAIR. 

Red ") 
Red leaf } Multiple 
Red calr:t - allelomorph 
Spot series. 
Spotless 
Ghost spot 

Complementary for 
crumpling. 

YellOW} Multiple . 
Pale allelomorph 
White series. 

Fertile-Sterile 

Normal-sterile 

N ormal-petaloid 

Yellow-white 

AUTHOR. 

Hutchinson (1932b) 

Hutc~on(1932a). 

Hutchinson (1931) 

Hutchinson &; Gad
kari (1935.) 

C. Vijayaraghavan, 
N. Keshava Iyen
gar &; M. Venkoba 

Rao (1936.) 

Ramanathan &; 

Sankaran (1934.) 

-Ramanathan &; B. S. 
'Iyer (1933.) 



'CHARACTER. 

• --

Leaf shape. 

Leaf nectaries 

Lint colour 

Glabrouslintless 

Hairy lintless. 

Seed fuzz. 

Chlorophyll 
deficiency 

FACrOR • 

LB 
LL 

LL 
L 
L 

NB 

K 
Dl· 

D2 

HQ 

HL 

T 

CllA. } 
CBlI 

v 
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EFFECT OF FACTOR P.AIR. 

Mutant Broad. 1 
Mutant I Multiple 

Intmn,diate J alIelo-
Laciniated morph 
Narrow. series. 
Broad. 

Present-absent 

Khaki-white 1 
Light brown- ~ Duplicate white .. 
Light brown- j white. 

lintless. Hmy linted-
giabroUB l 

Hairy lintless 

J Hairy linted. 
HL HL lethal 

Tufted-fuzzy. 

2. New World cottons. 

Green-chlorophyll 
deficient, duplicate 
genes. 

Green-virescent yellow. 

AUTHOR. 

Hutchinson (1934c) 

Leake (1914) 

Hutchinson (1934c) 

. 

Alzal & Hutchinson 
(1933) 

Hutchinson (1935). 

Stroman & Mahoney 
(1935), Harland 
(1929c), (1932c). 

Harlascher & Kil
lonsh (1931). 
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CHARACTER. FACTOR. EFFECT OJ!' FACTOR PAIR. AUTHOR. 

Red plant body Rl } Red-Green. Duplicate 
McLendon (1912), 

genes. Thadani (1923), 
R2 Ware (1927) 

Harland (1929c) 

Cluster habit. C· Normal-duster. Thadani (1923). 
Short fruiting SH Long sympodia-short Kearney (1930) 

branches. sympodia. 

Crinkled dwarf. Cr. Normal-crinkled Harland (1916) 
(1918) 

Hairiness HT Hairy-glabrous Harland (1929 c) 

Leaf shape OK Normal } Multipl, Shoemaker (1909) 
0 0 Okra allelo~orph Harla'nd (1929b) 
Os Super okra senes. 

Corolla colour yB } Yellow-cream Harland (1936b) 
yn Duplicate genes. 

Petal spot ST Full spot ) 
SI Intermediate 

diate spot. Multiple Kearney (1924) 
>-allel0n,t0rph Harland (1929c) 

SW Weak spot senes. 
S· Extinguished 

spot. 
So Spotless ~ 

Pollen colour P Yellow-oream Harland ( 1929 c) 
Q Dark yellow-pale 

yellow. 

Lintless. Linted {uzzy-lintl(>ss Griffe & Ligon 
(1929) 
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CHARACTER; FACTOR. EFFECT OF FACTOR PAIR. AUTHOR. 

Lint colour KH} K.1laki-white; 
KB duplicate genes. Harland (1935). 

GL Green-::-eream or white { Harland (1929c) 
Ware (1932b). 

Seed fuzz. N Naked-fuzzy (Upland) 
rThadani (1923) l Kearney (1927) 

Carver (1923) 

, T Tufted-Naked (Peruvian) Harland (1929c) 

8M Less fuzzy-more fuzzy Kearney (1927) 
(Peruvian) 

F!I1 Tufted-fuzzy (upland) {carver (1929) 
Harland (1931&) 

-

Seed fuzz. colour G GrEfen-white Carver (1929) 

BB Brown-white. 

III. I~E~ITANCB OF QUANTITATIVE CHARACTERS. 

Th.e -elucidation of the inheritance of quantitative characters has always been a 
difficult task for the geneticists. A considerable mass of data exists on the genetio 
analysis of such characters as earliness (node number) (Ludwig 1931, Ramanathan 
1930, Harland 1929a), annual-perennial habit (monopodial and sympodial habits) 
(Leake 1914a), lint length (Kottur 1923, Kearney 1926), lint looseness (Fletcher 
1907), ginning percentage (Leake 1914b), seed fuzz (Harland 1932a, Hutchinson 
1935b), seed weight (Balls 1919, Hutchinson 193(0), size of the bolls (Kokuev 1935). 
Their studies unifoID!-ly reveal multiple factor inheritance with monomodal 
frequency distribution in F2. Such characters as lint index, seed weight and lint 
length are probably affected by large numbers of genes and in an ordinary population 
exposed to natural crossmg many such factors may be present in a heterozygous 
condition. Wherever characters of agricultural value have been subjected to 
genetic ~alysis.· "blending" or quantitative inheritance has been demonstrated. 
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Fisher (1930) has shDwn that this type .of inheritance,depending .on the segregatiDn 
.of many fact Drs .of small individual effect, might have been predicted frDm a cDnsider
atiDn .of the actiDn .of selectiDn. It is therefDre clear that the elucidatiDn .of the 
prDblems invDlved in "quantitative" inheritance is the mDst impDrtant task .of the 
geneticist whD hDpes tD assist the practical breeder. 

a) IAnkage and correlation. 

The genetic analysis .of character cDrrelatiDns is .of great impDrtance tD the plant 
breeder. Firstly, where linkages .occur, it will be .of value tD knDW in which types 
desirable oharacters are present in the cDupling phase, as in hybrids invDlving such 
types the desired character cDmbinatiDns will .occur in greater number than in hy
brids invDlving the repulsiDn phase .of linkage. SecDndly, frDm the PDint .of view .of 
the develDpment .of breeding techniqub, it is essential tD knDW the eflect .of linkage 
.on the inheritance .of quantitative characters. Thirdly, it is manifestly useless tD 
spend time endeavDuring tD break assDciatiDns between characters which are 
physiDIDgically gDrrelated. On the first pDint, very little information is available. 
In the Old World cDtton the knDwledge regarding it is summarised (from Hutchin
Eon's papers) below :-

~ } Series .} 

Tuft mDdifier 
A gene for long lint 
A gene for low density .of hair. J 

R Series 
.Genes affecting lint length 
Seed weight genes 

Tuft 
Seed weight genes 
Y Series 
Lint length genes 

~ 
J 

} 
} 

IfH_hlr, AB, Ne-ne, dD nDt belong to any .of the abDve groups. 

Harland (1929c) and Thadani (1923) record several cases .of linkage in New 
World CDttOns. While reviewing, the work .of the Genetics Department, 'Irinidad~ 
Harland (1932a) describes five factDrs that have been identified affecting the distri
bution .of fuzz .on the seed coat. . An impDrtant discDvery in this cDnnectiDn is that 
both fuzz and lint are not to be considered alone, but as part .of the general hairiness 
mechanism .of the plant. 



Concerning the effect of linkage on the inheritance of quantitative characters 
"nothing of importance is yet known except the chromosome numbers. 

There are a few observations scattered in the"literature which are probably to 
be interpreted in terms of physiological correlation. The most decisive data are 
those given by Hutchinson (1931) for the correlation between intensity of yellow 
colour in the corolla and petal length, which he showed held between 1l0wers of the 
same plant as well as between those Qf different plants in segregating families. A 
rather different type of physiological correlation is the negative correlation between 
nod~ number and bud shedding observed by Evelyn in Sea Island ootton (see Hut
ohinson 1934b). In this case it appears that the development of fruiting branches 
before a certain stage in the growth of the plant is compensated by increased bud 

/ shedding. Brown's (1935) negative "correlation between ginning percentage and 
seed weight may perhaps also be included in t'his" group. 

On the group of problems included in this section, the plant breeder lias wider 
opportunities of collecting information than the geneticist, and it is very much in his 
oWn interest that he should study and publish all relevant data that may be gathered 
from his material. 1 

(b) Inheritance of disease resistance:-

Few problems are or such direct interest to the plant breeder as the genetic 
analysis of disease resistance. Fusarium wilt (Fahmy 1931-34, Ware 1932, McRae 
1922-23), Blackarm disease, (Stoughton 1928), aphis attack (Burt and Haider 1921), 
etc., are among the more serious causes of damage to the cotton crop. Fahmy 
(1931-34), has carried out an extensive investigation on the inheritance of resistance 
to wilt disease of cotton, He started with the hypothesis that the inheritance of 
wilt resistance was controlled by a single factor pair. Even in his first paper, how
ever, he reported results which were in con1lict with so simple a theory, and in his 
later publications he assumed multiple factor inheritance. Understanding of his 
results and their genetic interpretation is somewhat hampered by misleading use 
of the term heterozygous. It is essential to remember that "heterozygous" defines 
the genotype, and not the phenotype. Fahmy's writings give the impression that 
he regarded as heterozygous any plant the progeny of which gave under controlled 
conditions more than one type of reaction to wilt infection. While heterozygotes 
will usually give offspring showing more than one type of reaction to wilt infection, 
similar results can quite easily be obtained in progenies homozygous for a group of 
factors which confer resistance but not immunity. 

Conclusive evidence of the insufficiency of the single factor hypothesis to explain 
the behaviour of a wilt immune x wilt susceptible cross is given by Fahmy (1934) 
in his Table IX. On the single factor hypothesis, the resistant and susceptible plants 

" 
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ooourring in F2 and later generations should be simple reoessive (differing, presum
ably, in minor faotors), and should therefore give no "immuneness" among their 
progeny. Fourteen F 4 families were raised from resistant plants in F3 families whioh 
sogregated in a manner similar to the F2. In only one family were there no "im
mune" plants, and in six of lihe fourteen, over 50 per oent of the plants were 
"immune." 

A simple schem~ oan be devised on the multiple factor theory of inheritance 
which will oover satisfaotorily all available data. In Fig. I is a diagram illustrating 
a linear relationship between number of genes (assumed to be of equal value and to 
show no dominanoe) and the phenotype resistanoe:ofthe'plant. There are assumed 
to be ten faotor pairs for resistanoe, giving a maximum of 20 genes in_the homozy
gote with the greatest resistanoe. The extent of resistanoe is plotted on a soale with 
unknown units from 0 to n, sinoe the only available estimate of resistanoe is peroen
tage of "immunes" whioh depends on the oonditions of infeotion. Aooordingly, 
four scales of peroentage "immunes" are included for different intensities of attaok. 
The first is for where infeoti~ is absent, and naturally gives 100 per oent "immunes" 
at the base line (no resistanoe). The seoond (normal field virulenoe) is taken to 
represent normal virulenoe in infeoted fields, and for the sake of illustration it is 
assumed that plants oarrying eight genes will be "immune" to attaoks of this inten
sity. Below eight the peroentage of plants apparently "immune" is assumed pro
portional to the number of genes present. Plants with more than eight genes are 
assumed "immune" in all oases at this level of virulenoe. Plants with 12 or more 
genes are assumed to give 100 per oent "immunes" under oonditions of heavy plot 
infection, and with 16 or more genes under the most virulent oonditions obtainable, 
and similar soales are plotted for these levels of infeotion. Then the peroentage of 
"immunes" in a population of plants oarrying a given number of genes oan be 
determined by drawing a horizontalline from the point on the resistanoe line oorres
ponding to that number of genes. The points where it outs the immunity soales will 
then give the expeoted peroentage of "immunes" under the oorresponding infeotion 
conditions. 

Though lIuoh a diagram is no more than a very muoh' over simplified illustration 
of the type of behaviour whioh may be expeoted, it illustrates satisfactorily the main 
points to be noted in the available data conoerning the genetios of wilt resistanoe. 
The first point to note is that plants oarrying more than 16 genes for resistance 
have a margin of safety und!3l' all conditions, and if, for example, there were 16 
faotor pairs for resistance, the Fl between the complete dominant and the complete 
reoessive would be 100 per oent "immune," even in the absenoe of dominanoe. 
Seoondly; within suoh a framework gene systems oan be devised whioh will give 100 
per cent immunity in the Fl of an immune X susoeptible cross, and 75 per cent 
immunes: 25 per oent resistants + ilusoeptibles in F~ withou,t in any way oonfliot-
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ing with the interpretation of the multiple faotor- inheritanoe observed in orosses 
between resistant and susoeptible. . Moreover, it will now be olear why it is not 
possible to say from the behaviour of a progeny whether the parent was homozygous 
l)r heterozygous. A plant carrying 10 genes for resistance may be a I) X 5 homozy
gote, or any kind· of a heterozygote up to 10 X O. If it ia a homozygote, among 
its progeny grown under oonditions of maximum virulence, 62.5 per cent will bo 
"immune.'~ The distribution of the number of genes for resistance per plant in the 
_ofispring of a 10 X 0 heterozygote can be obtained from the binomial distribution 
Xl + I), 10 and is given below. The peroentage of "immunes" under conditions 
of maximum virulence is given for numbers of genes from 0 to 20 in the third column 
below. and in the fourth oolumn is given the contribution of each olass to the 
"immune" component of the progeny. These are obtained by multiplying together 
phe figures of the se.!ond and third columns. 

Contribution 
, Nuinber of Per cent. of to progeny 

:g~nes. Frequency. "immunes." "immune" olass. 
(%) 

0 0.0000 0.00 0.00 
1 0.0000 6.25 0.00 
2 0.0002 12.50 0.00 
3 0.0011 18.75 0.02 
-4 0.0046 25.00 0.11 
5 ·0.0148 31.25 0.46 
6 0.0370 37.50 1.39 
7 0.0739 43.75 3.24 
8 0.1201 50.00 6.00 
9 0.1602 56.25 9.02 

10 0.1762 62.50 11.02 
11 0.1602 68.75 11.01 
12 0.1201 75.00 9.01 
13 0.0739 81.25 6.00 
14 0.0370 87.50 3.24 
15 0.0148 93.75 1.39 
16 0.0046 100.00 0.46 
17 0.0011 100.00 0.11 
18 0.0002 100.00 0.02 
.19 0.0000 100.00 0.00 
20 0.0000 100.00 0.00 

1.0000 -62.50 ----
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In all, 62. fS per cent of the progeny will be "imm~e"which is exactly the same} 
as if the parent were a 5 X 5 homozygote. A similar calculation shows that if the; 
plant were a 6 X 4 heterozygote the percentage of "immunes" in the progeny woUld: 
be 50.75. Only by growing a group of F3 progenies will it be possible to decide· 
whether the original plant was homozygous or heterozygous. In the former case, 
the F3 families will form a homogeneous group with approximately 62.5 per cen.t; 
"immunes" in each family. In the latter, they will be heterogeneous, the percentage 
of immunes depending on the number of genes for resistance carried by the F2 ,pa:.:ent., 

It remains to comment on the interpretation of partia] failure of "immunity" 
in homozygotes exposed to infection under conditions of maximum virulence. It 
is often argued that if conditions of maximum virulence are ensured genetically, 
immune plants will survive and all others will succumb. The illustrations. given. 
above are based on the assumption that even under the most virulent conditions a 
"proportion of a group of plants homozygous for partial resistance will be apparently 
immlme." This appears to be a reasonable expectation, and one that can be 
fairly easily cuecked. It is well known that even with the most uniform genetic 
material and the most favourable environmental conditions, fluctuation still persists 
in all plant characters, and it is only reasonable to suppose that where genotypic 
resistance and disease virulence are delicately balanced, small differences in, for 
example-seed weight in the host or strain virulen(Je in the fungus will tip the balance 
between immhnity and breakdown. 

It may be noted that some evidence has been obtained of correlation between 
wilt resistance and plant characters. Ware (1932 a) found susceptibility associated 
with earliness. Ansari (unpublished data) in cotton wilt studies at the Institute of 
Plant Industry, Indore, found strong correlations between certain root characters 
and percentage of survivors in the substrains of Malvi 9.' The progenies with a 
higher percentage of survivors had (a) greater number of laterals and (b) longer and 
thicker laterals throughout the length of the tap root, particularly in the upper 
region. Such knowledge is of value in facilitating selection for wilt resistance. 

(c) Back-crossing. 

The principle involved in the use of the back-cross technique is the simple olle 
Q.f reducing the amount of genetic variance in the material in which selection is to be 
practised. It is of value when it is desired to breed a strain deriving a great prepon· 
derance of its genotype from one parent, and only a small proportion from the other, 

There are two main applications of the back-crossing technique. One is in 
intervarietal crosses, when it is desired to improve one strain· by the introduction 
of one, or a few genes, from another. The best example-is that given by Evelyn. 

3S 
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(1934a) of the transference of red plant body from the perennial Red Kidney to the 
annual Sea Island V. 135. The second is in interspecific crosses. where the enormous 
variability of F2 and later generations reduces almost to nothing the chance of obtain
ing·balanced..Vigorous. stable types. In such"case.s Harland (1934b) has shown that 
single genesbr small groups of genes can be transferred. from one species-to another 
by baok-crossing without serious disturbance of the specifio balanoe. 

(dl Pure Line'. 

In cotton attainment of 'pure lines' is a difficult task. The recent improv ... · 
lJ).ents in plant breeding technique have 'shown that the so-called "pure linea" res
pond to selection. 

In ~. 135, pure for 59 mm. lint length, a strain resistant to Angular leaf spot 
disease was evolved and the mean number of bo~ per plant was raised from 50 to 
70, without impairing the length and quality of the lint (Evelyn 1934b). Another 
instance of the effect of selection in a strain selfed for several generations is provided 
by Malvi 9 at Indore, in which the mean number of bolls per plant of the selected 
progenies was significantly higher than of all the progenies examined in the same 
year. Vigour in Malvi 9 and ginning percentage in Malvi 1 are other characters 
whiQh stilll'espond to selection (Hutchinson and Kubersingh 1936). 

The exploitation of tlie potential response of a population to selection depends" 
on ~he efficiency of the technical methods employed. If the methods applied are 
not sensitive enough much of the genetic variability may remain undetected.. That 
is what happened in Malvi 9; There was a large amount of genetic variability avail
able in 1928, for characters on which selection was being practised.. It was not. 
e~loited and remained undetected until more sensitive methods were adopted in 
1~34-35. Much of it was lost from within families by increasing homozygosis. 

(e) Acclimatizaticm. 

Modem genetics has shown the importance of genetic variance in successful 
acclimatisation. Much of what is usually called "new place effeCt" is change by 
selection in residual variance present in what may have appeared. to be a "pure" 
strain. This residual variance is ascribed to heterozygosis in factors of no selection 
value in the environment from which the strain was brought. Student (1934) be
lIeves that a type having only a limited genetic variation may with change of environ
ment be changed very considerably by seleotion. The history of the introduction 
of American cotton into India and Africa (Harland 1932d) clearly demonstrates the 
inadequacy of this residual variance in fairly pure Commercial varieties to allow 
of adapta~ioll to' ~ large change in environmental conditions. Alm~ all successful 
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Sew world. types in Mrilla and India are descended from introductions made beiore 
Ameril}8n varieties were stabilized and purified when their genetic variance was 
sufficiently great to allow of very considerable adaptive changes. Fresh introduc-

, tions into new areas should consist of variable material from near the centre of origin 
of the type or hybrids made with the definite object of providing a large amount 
of genetic variability. 

IV. INTERSPEClJ!'IC HYBRIDIZATION. 

Opinions differ regarding the utility of interspecific hybridization from the 
economic point of view. It is claimed by Russian workers (Vycotskii 1930, Vyscot
skii 1932, Kanash 1932) that interspecific hybrids particularly between Upland 
and Egyptian cottons offer great possibilities. Harland (1934b) came to the conclu
sion that even the best of the Upland and Egyptian hybrids were seldom as good 
as either parent. It is DOW realised that much fundamental work in genetics has to 
be done before the value of interspecific hybridization to practical plant breeding can 
be realised. Part of the difficulty felt by cotton breeders in dealing with interspecific 
hybrids lies in the fact that very little work had been done until recently to indicate 
the degree of genetic relationship between the various species. 

(a) Genetic concept of the species. 

The work of Harland (1932a and 1936a) is of particular importance in this con
nection. The transference of genes between different species of New World and 
Old World cottons carried out by Harland (1934b) and Hutchinson (1934a) respeo
tively lend support to the view that specific differences result not from differeij.ces 
in any particular factors but from differences in average gene content and that the 
latter must be in dynamic and not in static equilibrium. The individual genes 
drift into or out of the species according to their seleotive value relative to the 
genotype as a whole and to their mutation pressures (Hutchinson 1934a). 

,(b) Species crosses and polyploidy. 

The wide distribution of the genus Gossypium under diverse cultivated and wild 
conditions in different regions of ·the world has necessarily resulted in the evolution 
of a number of species, the mutual relationships of which may be anything from close 
to very remote. 

More olosely related species cross with each other with facility while the others 
either fail to cross or give sterile hybrids. 

Fertile crosses: The C;>ld World cultivated species G. arboreum and G. her~um 
hybridisQ freely with each other and yield perfectly fertile hybrids. 



Similarly the New World cultivated species G. barbadens6, O. AirStdum andG. 
religiosum inter-cross with ease and the hybrids are fertile. 

The cultivated American species cross freely and give fertile hybrids with the· 
26 chromosome wild species, G. tomentosum, G. Darwinii and G. taitenae. They 
hold out the possibility of the introduction through back-crosses, of genes for 
hardiness and disease resistance into the cultivated New World types. 

Sterile crosses: Apart from the interspecific crosses mentioned above speciea 
'i)rosses in the genus Gossypium were regarded as perfectly steril~. Recent work, 
particularly that of Harland (1932 and 1935) and Skovsted (1935), has shown that 
many other interspeoifio crosses are partially fertile. . 

Crosses between Asiatio cultivated speoies X American cultivated species have 
been made: Zaitzev (1922-23), Desai (1927), Nakatomi (1931), Longley (1933), Patel 
(1933), Kanash (1932) and Feng (1935). Their hybrids were sterile. Harland 
(19320 and 1935) obtained two hybrids between G. barbadense and G. arboreum. 
One had 52 ohromosomes while the other had 39. The former was sterile but the 
latter gave some good pollen whioh was used to cross back to the American parent. 
By this prooess of baok crossing to the New World species he obtained plant. with 
chromosome numbers varying from near 52 to 65. Many of the forms so obtained 
. were sterile either on the female, the male or both sides. The fertility of the progeny 
'increased with further baok-crossing 80 that in the fourth baok-cross selfed progeny 
all the plants were fertile and were by then stabilised on the 52 chromosome basis. 
By this. process. of repeated baok-crossing Harland was able to transfer the Asiatic 
gene R on· to the Amerioan background and found that it is a member of the spot 
.allelomorph series of the latter. 

Thus the above work has demonstrated the possibility of introduoing an 
Asiatio gene or II part of an Asiatic ohromosome into an Amerioan cotton. 

Hutchinson (Skovsted 1934a) suocessfully orossed the Asiatio speoies G. arbt;
.f'eum and G. Aerbaceum with the wild Mrioan species G. anomalum. These hybrids 
have been sucoessfully baok-crossed repeatedly to G. arboreum with the result that 
balanoed fertile types have been evolved. . These show certain anomalum genes on 
'the arboreum baokground. 

Skovsted (1935) points out that the following hybrids between New World 
,~ottons (n=26) and three wild American 13 chromosome species have proved suffi
ciently fertile to afford material for the use of practical plant breeders: 

ew or >.< G. Armourianum N W Id . {G. aridum 

(n=26) G. trilobum 

n=13 
n=13 
n=13 



These partially Certile interspecific hybrids offer the chance of introducing 
xerophytio habit and capaoity for disease resistance into the New World cultivated 
group. .' 

• 
Completely sterile crosses: Leake and Prasad (1914a), Mzal and Trought 

(1933), Hutchinson (1932, 1934) have reported that bybrids between the cultivated 
Asiatio species of G08SYpium and G. Stocksii a wild species from Sind were perfectly 
sterile. 

Skovsted (1935) has explored extensively the pPBBibilities of species hybridisa
tion in the genus. All interspecific hybrids wbich he tried other than the ones 
mentioned above were perfectly pterile, died in the seedling stage, or were impossible 
to obtain. 

Polyploidy: The occurrent'e of sterile hybrids opens up another field of acti
vity for an optimistic plant breeder. The rare occurrence of a tetraploid by dupli~ 
cation of chromosomes' in experimental cultures has been observed in other crop 
plants. Cotton breeders may look upon the sterile hybrids as precursors of the 
amphidiploid forms that may originate from them. 

The role of , polyploidy in plant breeding must be viewed with caution. There 
is no doubt that polyploids in some crop plants are distinctly better than diploids 
and that a true breeding type of cotton with a higher chromosome number than t~9 
normal may prove 'USeful. But it win not neceBBarily be so. The be3t that can be 
said is that an attempt at polyploidy is a shot in the dark. 

V. DISCUSSION. 

In the preceding pages the contributions of theoretical genetics to the equip
ment of the cotton breeder have been summarised. It is now necessary to discuss 
the more general bearing of genetics on the control of plant breeding material. In 
breeding work the control of variability is the main factor. To quote Hutchinson 
(1934a) "where there is no genetic variability there is no gain to be made by selec
tion and conversely where there'is considerable genetic variability the risk of dete
rioration is always present." This variability is not made up of large and easily 
identified gene differences and the geneticist has so far contributed little to an under
standing of the laws of its behaviour. Fisher (1930) has established the fact that the 
fluctuating variation usually associated with the inheritance of quantitative charac
ters can be satisfactorily explained by the Mendelian laws. He has further sbown 
tbat "the greater part of the variability which provides the material upon which 
natural selection and the human breeder work should be made up of the contribu
tions of gene differenoes of small individual magnitude." Fisher and bis co-worker 
(1932) have discussed the statistical methods by whioh the evaluation of genetio 
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variance ,and the extep,t of dominance· and the estimation of the number ot genel 
concerned in the inheritanca of a particular character may be attacked. That is aU 
that has been done in this direction, but even at this stage the plant breeder can 
obtain guidanc~. The possibilities of selection are directly proportional to the gene
tic variance of the material and therefore care should be taken to conserve the vari
ance until ~he mean value has been raised to the required value. Mnch valuable 
material has been lost by the misguided selection of lines with low variance and i' 
is rather fortunate ~hat the attainment of a "pure line" is a difficult matter. 

The phenomenon of dominance enters as a complicating factor in plant breed
ing work, reducing the efficiency of the breeder's estimate of the genetic value of an 
individual. Associated with this is the problem of hybrid vigour. ' In cotton hybrid 
vigour or deterioration as a result of self-breeding is, only important in interspecific 
crosses. Two theories have been put forward to account for hybrid vigour (1) that 
it is due to the accumulation of a large number of dominant vigour factors in a 
single heterozygote and (2) that it is due to the fact that in general the heterozy. 
gotes of vi~ur factors are more vigorous than their corresponding homozygotes. 
The relative absence of hybrid vigour in cotton as compared with other plants may 
be the consequence of the absence of dominant factors (Hutchinson 1934a). A 
proper understanding of it is of great importance if interspecific' hybrids ar~ to b~ 
uploited successfully in breeding work, 'and the problem merits the close attention 
of, geneticists. . 

The analysis of the cotton crops of the Malwa and Nimar tracts of Central India 
recently carried out by Hutchinson and Ghose (1937) opens up further p088ibilities 
of improvement in plant breeding efficiency. ,They have extended the study 01 
genetic variance to include an investigation of the influence of two difierent environ
ments on the relative frequencies of the main crop constituents, and have shown that 
~ crop survey is likely to provide extremely valuable evidepce concerning the typea 
,best suited to, a particular tract. In opposition to ourrent plant breeding policy, 
which favours Verum strains for the production of quality cotton in the Central 
'Provinces and Khandesh, they concluded that selection should be canted on in th, 
Malvense co~ponent of the Nimar crop, and the Verum component should be dis
_~arded on account of its low survival value. In Malwa their analysis revealed 
-BerioUB error~ hi the current estimates of the composition of the crop, and demon
.strated the 'powerful effect of natural selection in maintaining the orop,oomposition 
.against the'pressure olthe introduction of Roseum seed by human agenci~. ;rhe 
.value of Buch information for the planning or breeding work was recently demon~ 
strated when a scheme for the improvement of the Dholle,aB cottons of Western 
1ndia was drawn up on the basis of information gathered in the' course 0' crop atudy 
,tours ill the DhoZlerru,tract. . . I 

" 
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SUBJECT--4. Inheritance of Wilt Resistance iri Indian Cottons. 
Questions arising out of the Plant Breeders' Conference held in August, 1936. 

DISCUSSION. 
Dr. Uppal opening the discussion said that the subject of cotton wilt breeding 

had aroused a certain amount of controversy as regards the best method of selection, for 
wilt resistance, although it appeared from the lucid note of Mr. Hutchinson that the 
points of difference were not fundamental. This controversy originated as early 
as 1929 when the question of formulating a general policy for breeding for wilt 
resistance was discussed in a Oonference of officers of the Bombay Agricultural De
partment held at Poona. There were two divergent points of view, and by mutual 
agreement Dr. Burns and the speaker referred this matter to two scientific workers, 
one a geneticist and the other a plant pathologist. Both these scientific workers had 
themselves done a considerable am01knt of work on breeding for disease resistance, 
and ill one case on wilt resistance in particular. Both these workers expressed 
themselves generally in support of the speaker's (Dr. UppaZ's) point of view. In the 
meantime he was called tepon to breed san'll hemp for wilt resistance, and wilt in sann 
hemp was caused by the same fungus as in cotton. Using the technique developed in 
connection with sann hemp wilt which he would describe further on, he obtained a neU) 
variety of sarin hemp immune from wilt. In 1931, he was engaged on cotton wilt 
breeding work and tW(} years later, thanks to the I mpe1ial Council of Agricultural 
Research and the Indian Central Cotton Committee, he had an opportunity to study 
firsthand the same problem in Egypt, and the associated work on cabbage, peas, etc., 
in the United States. 

A wilt in cotton was caused by Fusarium vasinfectum, a fungus which leads a 
saprophytic e'xistence, but on the retur'n of favourable condit,ions reSumes paraSitic 
activity. This was a fundamental conception in plant pathology and on this basis his 
7Ohole technique was based. This conception had been very vaguely understood With 
the result t'hat there was much . confused thinking as to what really wilt. 
resistance was. Wilt resistallce was affected' by two important factors, one 
was the degree of· soil infestation by the parasite and the other was the sott 
temperature. Assuming that there Was d uniform soil infestation by the parasite 
under unfavourable temperature conditions, a temporary resistance in plants of 
susceptible varieties might be brought about almost resembling the resistance shown 
by an immune variety. On the other hand, if a susceptible variety tvas grown 
in an infected soil under optimum temperature all plants Wilted. 

It had been argued tltat alt7wugh complete immunity for toilt resistance was an 
ideal, selection under field conditions was quite satisfactory. He opined that this was 
basccl on a wrong assumption. since the cotton wilt fungus wh~ch,' under ordinary 
conditi01is lay quiescent in the soil, assumed parasitic activity when environmental 
conditions were favourable and not otherwise. That meant that the definition of wilt 
immunity or wilt resistance must give the respective standard environment under 

39 
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which complete deatk oj t'he plam Could be broug'ht about. TAB relation oJ entliron
mertf to t'he development oj wilt resistance was Jundamental to t'he' wools. queltion 
because resistance assumed a dif/ere,1J, meaning when standard environment tJaM. 
If. ·this was so, t'hen it Jo,llowed that t'he field selected strains must flar!/ in t'heir 
resistance accordi,,!g to seasonal conditions and the amoum oj inJestatiot& oj the soil. 
For example,. the resistam strain oj pigeon pea developed at PUSIJ w'hen tested on 
A,bkam Farm suffered mortality up to 30 to 40%, showing thereby that entlironmental 
conditions and inJestation oj the soiZat Arbhavi were quite different Jrom what t'he 
conditions were at Pusa. Ii appeared to kim t'hat it would not be possible to 
distinguisk a' really resistant from an apparently resistam strain unless selection Jo, 
wilt resistance was done under standard conditions oj enmronmem. It waf very 
important to have a .standard technique under which selection Jor wilt resistance could 
be done so t'hat . t'hese resul" could be compared at aU times. Another imporlanl 
matter was in relation to t'he air temperature; the plam iohick was s·usceptible mi,q'ht 
pass off as a resistant plant under ailverse' temperature conditions. Still anot1l.er 
Jactor ~nvolved was the genetic variability oj the parasite. It was Jound, however, 
that there' was no, evidenCl} that t'he causative organism showed selective pathogenicity 
and this simplified t'he breeder's work oj selection. 

Passing on to 'his met!Wd oj testing, 'he said t'hat t'here were t'hree stages. T'he 
fitst s1age began with the. selection by the cotton breeder oj strains wkich were wilt 
resistant and agriculturally desi~able in other respects. . T'he satisJactory strains toere 
then passed on to him at Poona where t'heBe strains were tested in tJ series oj soil 
temperature tanks"ana in ·glass-houses under optimum conditions. T~ progeny oj 
each resistant plant was then tested separately in inJested soil in small tubular pots, 
each pot containing nOt more than two 0; three plants: T'hese were kept for 45 or 60 
days under conditions oj optimum inJeCtion, and any plams showing wilting 01' 

clearing oj leaf veins 0'1' mottlil~g "were pulled out. Only those plants which ditl not 
show any symptom oj ~'lt eitMi' in t'he form of deatk or of mottling oj leaf veins 
were transplanted in "a uniformly ~1t injected bed.' By this process 'he 'had 
isolateil a new anil very 'highly resistant strain aJterone year's work from 'hig'kly resis~ant 
materialseZecteil under field conditions. He said t'hat 'he lad obtained strains whick, 
when tested cit Poor/IJ in glass-houses, showed very Zittle deat."" Last year there was hardly 
5 to 10 per oont death, thougk most oft'he plants showed leaf mottling but such plants 
were r~ected. Out oj about 12,000 planis tested this year under t'heBe conditions 11 
plants whic'h did not show any symptom of wilt had been transplanted and t'heir reaction 
would be tested next 1Iear. IJit wereJound that after a few gene'fations selection was no 
longer able to modify t'he character oj wilt resistance, t'he conclusion would be o'bvi.cnu 
that "the genes in the rdee 01' swain had become homozygous and no further Chattg6 

was ;possible. He would t'hen cross with anot'hetf resistant strain to introduce 
different genes belonging to the series of multiple factors determining resistance. 1,. 
this way a large number oj genes would be introduced with t'he result thal the 

" 
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cluvtacter oj wilt resistance would be established on a much higher level titan in the 
parent plants. He would then pass this strain on to the cotton breeder for final tcst. 

Dealing with the genetic basis of wilt resistance he said that resistance to wilt 
disease was of two kinds. The first type was represented by pea wilt in which the 
resistant ana. susceptible plants fell under two discontirmous classes while the second 
type was more commonly represented by flax wilt. It has been shown that in certain 
pIa/Its like cabbage these two tYpt!8 of rcsistance were possible, one resembling 
resistance in peas to wilt, and the other resembling flax or tomato wilt. Whatever 
be the mode of inheritance of wilt in cotton, he opined that if strains having a wide 
margin of safety were to' be secured, selection must be done under optimum conditions. 

Mr. Hutchinson introducing his paper explained that the main idea of the authors 
in writing this paper was not to provide yet another s'ummary of the present state of 
Mendeliall characters in cotton, but to give an indication of the lincs on which genetic 
work on cotton ltad been and would be of value to plant breeding. 

As regards the ,:nheritance of quantitative characters he emphasised that, in so far 
as characters which were of vital value to plattt breeders were concerned, such 
characters were expected to be controlled by a large number of genes of small indi
vidual effect with cumulative action, and. it would not be possible to get large 
jumps. A point of fundamental importance was that the the01etical geneticist was 
tempted to gf) off on $imple genes that uJorked (Jut very easily. He thought that it 
was partly due to the fact that those who rediscovered the Mendelian theory were not 
mathematicians and that they consequently stuck to things which minimised mathe
matics in genetiCs and were unconsciously tempted to overlook the fundamental aspect of 
the Mendelian theory, viz., that it is an application of statistics. He continued 
that it tvas no good being an economic geneticist if statistics were to be avoided. It 
was found in nearly all cases that the characters concerned were controlled by a 
large number of factors of small individual effect and it was not possible to identify 
them. He thought that it would be no good to have a oomplete chromosome map of 
cotton. If, however, the location of every gene in the whole chromosome map affecting 
the plant was known, it might be impossible to sort' them out at one time. If it was 
1I0t possible to sort them out, because of their smallness in relation to the environ
mental variation, it was no good to spend. time on trying to deal with them one at a time. 
The laws of mass action on. genes should be und.erstood and it was only by the 
application of such laws that genetics could be applied to plant breeding. One such 
law was obviously the law of linkage. When maltY genes foere concerned they must 
be grouped into 13 independent groups; and. within those groups there was no genetic 
independtmce. The main thing being investigated at the moment at the Institute of 
Plafit Ind.ustry was to study the genetic tJariance or the magnitude of the variability 
on accoulLt of genetic causes. Another fundamental part of the work was to sort out 
tke genetic part of the variability from the f'16vironmental part as unifQrm. cortditionB 
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couU ,wt be obtained. No accurate methods of determining toketker tkere was any 
gen~tic variabilitv remaining in pure strains were available. If t'ke1e wa. genetic 
variability tke strains would respond to selection and if t'kere was flO .election t'hey 
might deteriorate. Tkat this was a real eC01wmic menace was sTwwn by wool luzppened 
to tke West Indian Sea Island strains wken the controZ by tM Imperial Department 
of Agriculture was relaxed. In four years tke Sea Island cotton waB co,lSiderably 
deteriorated aM the types of cptton became unsaZeable in tke market, and tkat wa. dUB 
to internal genetic deterioration. It took about two years to get it back again tlnd 
this showed the rate at which .deterioration set in in compCl'ratively pure BtraiM. 1, 
was desirable to be able to determine the magnitude of the genetic variation botA from 
the point of view of safety to avoid possible deterioration aiUl alBo to delelmine 
whether further selection could be attempted. No answer could be given to the question 
whether selection should go on furtker unless it could be determined wket'ker genetic 
variabiUty which would give the possibility of improvement remained in tke strain. 
0'1' not. Anotker thing in which the study of genetics had been of great importance 
in cotton breeding was the study of the species as related to genetics. It wa, only 
possible. by breeding and hybridisation to see wkat the genetic relationshipB were 
betWeen the different forlnB of ecotwmic crops, and it was necessary to supplement the 
economic classification with the genetic classificatioll. He thought that in tkat resJpect 
coUon was far ahead of most othe, crops, and more was known about genetics of cottons 
than of any otker tropical crop. Largely as a result of Harland'. work in tke We8t 
Indies it has beer~ possible to build up a sckeme for tke re-classification of tke genus 
on grounds which would give confidence to tke plant breeder ir. his choice of material 
or crossi.",gwithin different species. He said that so far aB 1~ waB.aware tkere waB 
no well-authenticated case of success in crossing what were known aB genetically 
different species. It 'Das known that cros,ses between Uplands and Egyptians had 
always Jailed. The Russians claimed considerable success in this direction, but 
Harland differed. There was evidence which showed tkat success could only be 
attained by .1:1 very special technique of regular back-crossing gradually to get a few 
good factors from one species attacked to tke genotype of the otker. If interspecific 
crossing, was to be tried it had to be first decided as to which species were to be 
improved. and the amount which would be brought in from tke other species should 
also be reduced to the minimum. 

Coming to the problem of wilt resistance he said t'hal there was no g'leal 
fundamental difference between Dr. Uppal and hilnBelf. Dr. Uppal's opinion was 
based on the faot that genetics had shown that in some cases wilt immunit,l behaved 
as a ur.it ckaracter. but the figures for cotton. did twt support it. If single factor 
inheritance were to be .demol~trated only one type of behaviour· should occur. If 

. three' domina-ni genes flJerepresent tke behaviour in F2 might. be 00'1'11 likely single 
factor'segre,qation. In F3 of tke immunes, one-third mud breed true, and two-third. 
must segregate in one ratio, viz •• the F2 ratio. From Fahmy's data it would be 

, 



Seen tTwt the ratio in segregating F3 varied from 5 to 95% immunes. As fur a.s tltlj 
fundamentals of this problem were concerned, M said that it seemed to him that 
there were two needs, the first was to determine whether tM mat6'1ial was horrwzygous, 
and the seccnrl was to set up standards of testing. As far as homozygosity 
was concerl/,ed, it was quite possible that a strain might be homozygous which 
would accord a certain amount of wilt susceptibility, either on Dr. Uppal's 
classification of anything which showed any discolO1ation or in a classification 
of plant which died of wilt. It was w01thy of consideration whether for comm6'1cial 
purposes, strains which were homozygous for complete immunity flOm wilt 
even under the most rigid conditions of weather should be aimed at. If B.D. 
8 which was highly resistant, proved to be homozygous even with the most rigorous 
selection, it would not, be possible to get beyond 5% discolomtion. It appeared 
to him toot it was not necessary to inter-cross the t·arious strains of B.D. 8, 
because for all practical pur poses and under commercial conditions the stmin would 
serve the purpose well. One more point of importance wa.~ that interdependence had 
been shown between wilt resistance and comm6'1cial charactcrs, and therefore it was 
said that it should not be difficult to breed the commercial characters and wilt resis
tance in one and the same strain. SU1'pos1'ng there W6'1e ten factors for wilt resistance 
and ten factors for staple length, only one iu, a million could combine all these factors. 
He said toot it was just from that poil'~ of view of the overwhelming difficulty of 
successfully introducing all the factors into one type that he was emphasising the 
fact that these strains ·with 5% 'mortality, provided they were homozygous, wwld 
suit Ve11j well. He continued that one of the things that this C01lference might V6'1y 
well recommend to the Agicultural Research Sub-Committee was that strains should 
tlot be distributed until some test had been made of the homozygosity for wilt resis
tame. It was intercsting to know that though the Bombay Department of Agriculture 
was all for imm'unity, the Department Q.(;tually practised it by breach. The Depart
ment had put up a scheme for the extension of a resistant strai·n and presumably the 
Department was of the opinion that the resistance of the strain which was one of its 
most important characters, would be retained. He expressed the hope that it woUld 
be possible for Dr. Uppal to improve that straii6 and get it immune. In the meanwhile 
provided that 'Jarila' cotton was practically homozygous for wilt resistance,it migM 
be extended by all means. Taking 25 single'plants of 'JariZa' some having show" 
discoloration in roots and others llaving shcW11 complete immum:ty, if these were grown 
in replicated plots in highly irifectedfields and if there was a difference in heterozygosis, 
different proportions of infection in different plants would be obtained. He wanted 
to emphasise that it walt a matter of standards. of comparison. It did not matter 
very set'iowly MW intense the wilt infection tL'aS. If wilt infection was liigT.· and 
uniform, . it was not necessaty. toot it should be optimum, beeau.~e there was· every 
reason to believe toot strains which succumbed to a certain extent under one conditio" 
would succumb more under more intense conditions. Provided the resistance was 
8U.fficient lor CQmm6'1cial purposes, the plant might be regarded. as tJ commercial 



proposition. Where pure sulphuric acid would be preferred, in very manyea.u oom
merciaZ BUlphuric acid, 95% pure, woUld.be acceptable; simiZarly in 1M case oj 
toiltresistance, 95% would do provided there wa, flO breaking down. In tM Central 
Province, strains had maintained high resistance for a number of years. He thought 
that Dr. Uppal's staMard of compariso" being a pZa,1t pathologist'. standard undet 
optimum oonditions of ir.Jestation, was definitely the bellt, but it Was a more ezpensiw 
staMard of oomparison than the standard of oomparison of the behaviour oj a suscep
tible strain in alternate rows. What he wanted to emphasise was the ftW for 
standards of oomparison in such wilt breeding work ur.det field oondilions. Another 
point of Dr. Uppal was that the Type 80 developed at Pusa, suffered from 40 to 
60% mortality from toilt when tested in will sick soil at Arbhavi Farm in Bombay. 
wherefrom he (Dr. Uppal) had ooncluded that it must 'have bee" a mU!;ture. The 
speaker disagreed and failed to see how it oould be a mU!;ture as under differenl. 
envirollments it behaved differently. Environments changed and it was not necessary 
to presume that the genotype was not pure. TM cultivator could be benefited by 
getting strains which were oompletely immune, btU the first stage was the most t'alu
able one. An extra 5% would not make a great difference. The reaBO" for 'having 
an extra 5% was that there ,was a risk of the 95% resistant strain breaking down 
but he thought that this oould be overoome by tests for homozygosity. Regarding the 
rww,rks of Mr. Kotfur about the necessity or otherwise of a central breeding station 
for d-istribution. work, the speaker understood that Sir Albert Howard was in favour 
of breeding all oottons at Indore. The speaker was emphatically of opinion that it 
WaB not possible. He oonsidered that in these matters it was much more important 

. to know the be'haviour of a strain in the area in which it teas to be grown than to 
know fJ.,hat it would do at a central station. The answer to such pleas for a central 
In-eeding station was whether it would be possible to specify the oondilions and 
whether they oould be reproduced at the central stations. He concluded that it was 
much easier to go to the place where the thing was to grow and to let nature do its 
own sele~ions. 

Mr. V. G. Panse observed that a ,uew technigue was advocated to ensure uniform 
and severe oonditions for testing the material thorpughly. As regard. uniform con
ditions, if progenies were tested in replicated ezperiments for resistance to wilt antI 
the result" showed significanl differences in wilt mortality, then possibly they really 
differed;"" re8istance a,ld there WaB no danger of disease escapes being multiplied. 
Therefore, to ensure uniformity, he believed that replicated tests wo'Ula answer the 
requirements. The secmlil point was regarding the Beverity. Dr. Uppal 'had Baid 
that he got only seventeen pla1£ts out of severaZ thousand. that he tested. The 
dijficulty Zay in the fact that oommercial characters were as important, or 
more importald in certain cases,lhan a 100 per cent wilt resistance. Regarding 
the- .,centialProvinces- and JaZgaon strains, it was qui~ pZain that their 
mortality in I'keirnative tracts had never exceeded 6 or 7% and he believe4 t'kallUC1l 
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strains were economically more valuable than any 100% immune strains with in;' 
ferior commercial characters. The fact that these strains broke down at Indore 0'1 

other places did not decrease their value in their areas, because the e'1Wironmental 
complex differed in different tracts. 

Rao Saheb G. L. Kottur said that field selections were supposed to be tempor
arily resistant, but he had obtained a dozen wilt resistant selections in about 12 years 
which were being tested for wilt resistance at Dharwar and none of them had broken 
down in resistance. They showed a resistance of 95 to 99%. It was therefore suf
ficient to say that even when field selections were made it was possible to get 1wmozy
gous strains which would retain their wilt resistance. Another point was that the 
selections made in the Centtal Provinces and other places broke down when transferred 
to different places. He hail obtained selections made in the Central Provinces and 
Broaoh and when they were tested at Dharwar for a number of years their behaviour 
was not much different from their original places. As regards field selections, in the 
beginning he obtained Verum 262 which was not as pure as it ought to be. Con
tinuing he said that he made 24 seleotions out of which two showed more wilt than 
the otkers. There was a serious situation of wilt when distribution was begun in 
Southern Mahratta Country and there was some hesitation in taking a cotton which 
was not wilt resistant, but later on the cottons proved successful. About the standard 
of selections, it appeared that Dr. Uppal rejected all plants that showed mottling. 
The speaker harl seleoted strains in pot culture which snowed mottling, but at a 
further stage two strains were resistant. To find out the resistance the fun!lus should 
enter the plants and the plants should be able to stand them and kill the fungus. 
Some strains that were tested showed the entry of the fungus but the latter was not 
able to do any damage to the plar.ts. Dr. Uppal had given stages for the selection 
of the material to be supplied by the breeder and that material snould be evenly 
selected. The breeder would ultimately have to take to crossing, though all the stages 
to be followed when crossing had not been given. At any rate to combine all the 
characters of wilt resistance was a very difficult and expensive propositian. 

Mr. Ramiah said that after listening to Dr. Uppal and Mr. Hutchinson, as a 
breeder with some experience he had to admit that the ideal immunity which Dr. 
Uppal was, trying for was the thing to be worked up to. Btlt breeders could not 
ign01'e the possibility of utilising the field resistance in the available material. Speak
ing from his experience with another crop, rice, he said that even the genic c01nposi
tian. with regard to the resistance to certain fungus seemed to vary with different 
varieties. When an apparently susceptible variety was crossed with different resistant 
types, the results showed that the inheritance of. resistance was simple in some and 
complicated in. others. That showed the ideal form of breeding immune types would 
prove rather a laborious process. A particularly apparently immune type which might 
be bred in one tract might fa·iZ under different conditions. He suggp.sted, as a sort 
of compr01nise, whether it· would not. be possible to improve the conditions of 'swcep. 
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tibility even under field conditions, i.e., making the conditions not so rrigorons as 
could possibly be managed in a laboratory under ideal conditions, but certainly mot'e 
rigorous than what was usually obtainable in the field. He instanced a particular 
form of providing conditions favourable for the plant to get the infection evolved in 
consultation with the Mycologist in Madras. The method consisted in surrounding each 
progeny with infected material and also spraying the progenies of crosses with spare 
suspensions at d11ferent stages of the crop so that the progenies that stood out abso
lutely resistant until the end might be selected. The result was that within the 8;"rt 
pet-iod of 8 or 9 years it was possible to isolate absolutely resistant forms not only 
ttnder the cond'itions they wer, e bred for but also in different parts of the province. 
The particular disease he was referring to was Picularia Oryzae. Summing up he 
swid that though the breeding of immune strains under ideal conditions might be a 
thing to be worked for, he felt that there was a definite case for making use of the 
field resistance which breeders came across. 

Mr. Dabral wished to know whether tEnder standard conditions immurdty was 
tester! in getting the flmgus into the plant 01' into the soil only as real immunity was 
obtained when fungus got into the plant and then died or became ineffectual. 

Mr. Wad queried as to what was the difference between resistance and immunity. 
Whether it was the ability of the plant to escape from the fungus, since if the fu-ngus 
could enter the plant it seemed to be merely a difference ·in degree. 

Rai Sahib Kalidas Sawhney, referring to Mr, Ramiah's point that in the field it 
might be possible to produce artificially r1:gorous conditions than were ordirwrily met 
with, instanced a case of the importation of seed of a wilt resistant type from Jal
gaon. It so happened that one portion of the 8eed was sown in the open in a wilt 
i1ifected plot and the other portion unde1' a tree in the same plot. The plants grow
i-ng in the open showed a high resistance-their sttrvival being 90 to 95%, while the 
plttnts under the shade pf the tree succumbed to the extent of 15%. Fu.rther selec
tions had be(;n made from the plants sunJiving nnder the tree. Their resistance to 
wilt under similar rigorons conditions in the field will be studied in the next season 
in order to find ont whether by this means it is possible to evolve a strain showing 
greater res·istance than the parent which was itself fa'irly resistant to wilt. 

Mr. M. L. Patel said that Broach Desi 8 was selected as early as 1926. The 
breaking down of the plants due to wilt attack referred to by Dr. Uppal '1J)as due to 
the impurity of the seed and not due to the breaking down of wilt resistance. Cul
tivators imported seed illegally from the north of the ri'ver N erbudda from the crOl) 
of the cultivators ginned in factories; when it was first tested by the Agricult·ural 
Department for wilt resistance, it showed high wilt resistance. 

Mr. Ramanatha Ayyar refetTed to the tests carried out in Madras on w'ilt resis
tance in gram. The method consisted in sowing in each boZe 2 seeds one from the 
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susceptible and the other from the standard strain having a . different morphological 
character from the susceptible type (J,nd comparing the death rates. This method 
afforded. an easy . way .of . comparing two varietie8 under uniform condition.'] oj 
infection. . 

Mr. Ansari thought that Dr. Uppal was not against testing under field condi
tions and he had gone a step further in making selections under optimum ctmditio'fls, 
and one' important objection to that was that a lot of valuable material was lost while 
testing under optimttm conditions. In the second sentence of 'his paper Dr. Uppal 
mentioned that "whilst cotton wilt has been shown to be due primarily to the parasi
tism of this fungus, the fact that severely diseased zones in a field shift in location 
from one year to another clearly indicates a relationship between the disease and 
enm:ronmental cond7'tions, and the paramount importance of these factors in determin
·ing its severity." His own experience at Indore 'Was that in the same field in the 
same zone a greater intensity of wilt attack was obser-ved than in other zones from 
year to year. Again, Dr. Uppal had stated that he grew in 1935-36 what were found 
best in 1934-35 but it was not understood why he had taken cultures B.D. 8-14, 
B.D. 8-31, B.D. 8-43 and B.D. 8-44 when he had better ones in B.D. 8-8, B.D. 8-25, 
B.D. 8-16 and B.D. 8-.'24, which certainly showed greater resistance. 

Mr. Andrews said that the work that Dr. Uppal was doing was undoubtedly 
the ideal to a-im at. He thought that the method of field selection should, however, 
be carried on ~~ntil satisfactory 1'(!,sults had been obtained by the longer and more 
efficient proceS8 of Dr. Uppal. Field selection would provide for a particular district, 
strains thlJ,t were wilt-resistant mtl], satisfactory from the cultivator's and millowner's 
point of view. F'rom these field selections, Dr. Uppal could then, by his special 
methods, .select strains that would be immune under any climatio conditions. 

Dr. Badami drew attention to Dr. Uppal's select-ion B. D. 8-6 which 
had no deaths as pointed out on page 6 of the paper, to further selections which gave 
mortality up to 87% as giveJ6 on page 17, and still further selections which gave 97 
to 100% mortality as mentioned on page 10, and said that from these statements he 
gathered that while trying to select plants resistant to disease only D,·. Uppal seemed 
to have selected plants that had escaped attack; out?f the la1:qe ,:,umbgr of plants 
selected, only 17 plants were taken, and B.D. 8 and ~ts progeny mtgnt altoge!her .get 
wiped out in the process. Similarly in one or two years more the other .strams also 
might disappear and in the course of fou.r or five years and after spend~~6g so muck 
money ·under ideal conditions the work mtght have to be start,ed over aga~~. On :he 
other hand what Mr. Hutchinson said was to let nattlre do ~ts own 8~lectwns, whu:h 

was pmctically ideal. In Mysore work was start~d on f!ve tYfwal con~me=~! 
varieti"s which were pla;tted on latin squares. I} ~mmttn~ty mtw was a p. . 

. ht var from year to year but the link was practically the same and the vanatwn 
~t~ltV atiack was from 5 to 95%. Some of the var'iet-ies were supposed to be very 

~o 
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good from a commercial poinf of vietti and crOISSe! were giving tJMJ interesting rfJIultl. 
He suggested that fo1' tke present breeders might get on with thei, work on .electicnv 
which were not highly susceptible. That was, in his opinion. more useftd eka" 
undertaking problems of an acad!$mio character. . 

The President obse'l'1Jed that the outcome of tM discussion went back to d letter 
from .M.r. Hutchinson in which he harl brought to tM notice of the Indian 
Gentral Ootton Oommittee t.~at there were certain different point' of vietti in regarrj 
to breeding for wilt resistan~ and that work could be done from both eke .tandpoi,&ts. 
Tnere had been a considerable difference in the two point' of view but tke diBcussion 
had led to a point which harl very much in common. What the Indian Central 
Ootton Oommittee wanted was a Bart of statement as to where the1J 'tood from the 

• point of view oj" theory as far as experimental evidence went at present. what were 
the BOUnd lines to follow with regard to work in future, and w~ether the question wa. 
of breeding for 100% resilStance in tM most rigid conditions. The tkeory bor, 
on a good deal of breediflg proble1ns and if from the final remarks oJ the two 
speake'TIt a sta~ement of the Oommittee', positio", could be got, ke thought it would be 
very helpful indeed, not only with regard to wilt resistance but also with regard to tM 
position genetally. 

Dr. Uppal dealing first with Dr. Badami's point "egarding mortality oJ plants. 
said that all the experiments of 1934-35 were not made under standard candition. 
and his work began from the last season only. Whether field ,election waf a desi,.. 
able test or not, was an important point generally expressed. He did not deny tM 
desimbiZity of field tests at all. Field selection was the basis oJ hil own test. 
Without field selectidn all the plants would die in pot culture and he. therefore, built 
up their resistance u/lder slightly more rigorous conditions. When a .train 1w.d 
attained a certain amount of resistance which was high enough, he went up a further 
stage and tested it under environmental conditions whick he could regulate. Roo 
Saheb Kottur had certain strains whic'h sMwed mottliltg which indicated t'hat Jungus 
hail entered the pZilnt.9, ana if those pla.ds were put in his glasshouse they would die. 
That could not be termed homozygosity. He was 'building up' ku strain. in pot 
culture as uniformly and thotottghly a.i possible. In (J year or two, 'he said, he had 
selected a strain whic'h was not possible urider field ctmditio-nll, as field selection did 
nofgive a su.fJicient margi" of safety. In the case (If B. D. 8, A6 had been aflle to 
select a strain from the very 'highly resistant material passed on to Aim t'hi. year. 
Seventeen wilt free plants karl been selected under. optimum condition. Jrom very 
highly resistant material. 

The most importa,tt thing to consider was that ;,J tke reaction oJ a particUlar 
strain was to be tested against another, the poi,tt of. what was tM standard oJ field 
test must be discussed. Testinfl under field conditions was being done in all ,orl8 of 
manners and if the standard 01 field testing was once defined, most oj the di.fficultie. 
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would disappear. If rigorous conditions pf infection were pravided and iF the clin/atic 
conditions were lIuitabte, any strain that stocd up to those conditio,lts was the 
material with whicl, further work cauld be carried on. TIle optimum conditions of 
field test should be dtfined. If in a particular re,qion wilt appeared more frequently 
or in early ~ta[Je8 of plant growth, that ?oas the region wll£re test pl(jts should be 
located. 

Rao Saheb Kottur had raised the point that he had got certa'in strains which stood 
'Up to the extent of 99%. Those strains required testing under conditions where 
there was more uniform and rigorous soil infestation. There were certain regians in 
the Southern Mahratta Country where plants showed a higher amount of susceptibility 
and the test plots should be located it. those areas. As regards the point that out of 
12,000 and odd plants only 17 plants survived and the others died out, he said that all 

. those plants did not die out; actual deaths amaunted to 5 to 10 per cent, and the 17 
plants were those which did not show even Zeaf mottling. As a result of the work during 
the last two years he could not put a strain in the d'istrict and in a year more possibly he 
might get better strains in which the r.umber of plants with leaf mottl'ing would be 
very small. 

With regard to Mr. Patel's query, as to whether the plants showed a high amo'unt 
of resistance and how far the commercial characters were interfered with, he said 
that he had not done any work 01l that problem. 

He was thankful to Mr. Hutchinsonfor enlighteni/lg him on the subject. There 
were certain differencr,s in their points of tJiew tohich he had tried to recancile as much 
as posllible, but if Mr. Hutchinion could say that his homozygosity of 80%, 90% or 
100% was with respect to a particular environment, then there was no difference 
between them. If that point was conceded wilt rCo)'ilitance must be talked of as under 
particular enmranmellts and in general entJiranment. When all the strains were 
tested under a standard enmronment the maximum number of possible genes would be 
got and tMy would determine the character of resistance. He was only tryillg to 
improve on tl~ method of field test sitoce field test did not allow him to go furtller 
than that at prese;,t. If a particular strain survived under most rigorous conditions 
of infect'ion, it possessed a higher margin of safety when grown under field conditians. 

Mr. Hutchinson said that hs hail a resolution to move and that Dr. Uppal hail 
agreed to second it. The discwsion had been extremely fruitful in that they had 
con~ to an agreement. Ht& entirt&ly accepted Dr. Uppal's request to define environ
mentfor homozygosity. It was generally agreed that 95% resistance meant very nearly 
immunity. As practical breeders, they should accept 95% resistance provided it was 
/la/e. He suggested that strains should be tested and shown to be practically homozy
gOtlll under the ,nost heavily infected C{Jloditions I;' the field because it was necessary 
to be safe il6 distributil'lg a strain. He also suggested that Dr. Uppal might help in 
protJiding breeders With higldy resistant stallilards and possibly with a resistant but 
not immune slrai" of known behaviour utuler his own CO'lUlitiOll3. If he could get 
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a 'strain with 80% resistance, it might be a useful standard for breede1l in testing 
homozygosity: That would enable them to tie up the two thin.Qs togethe,. They 
could ask Dr. Uppal as opportunity aross to provide them with standard straiM 
against which tests under field conditions could be C(Jnducted. That would enable 
them to standardise the conditions under which they worked. Oomplementary to thl 
testing for homozygosity it was not reasonable to ask Dr. Uppal to take Btrain. and 
try and squeeze the maximum immunity into them· unleSB they hail the necessary 
'Variability to· bear the same. He thought that in the resolution it should be put on . 
record tltat Dr. Uppal was not expected to try and select for im,unity i~~ anything 
unless he could show that there was genetic variability to work tolth. He moved the 
Jollpwing re!olution:-

"This Conference agrees that the breeding of strains immune to wiU under 
optimum conditions is the ideal to aim at. For agricultural distributioD, resis
tance of the ordeI: of 95% under heavily infected field conditions is satisfactory, 
provided that the strain has been tested and shown to be practically homozygous 
for that degree of resistance to wilt. 

The Conference recommends that 
(1) tests for horilozygosity should be applied before a resistant strain 

. is released for. distribution, 
(2) the Pathologist should also conduct tests for homozygosity and Deed· 

only' select in material shown to be heterozygous, 
(3) the conditions under which field tests are being carried out should 

be described .and standardised as far as is practicable." 

Dr. Uppal seconding· the resolution said that there was ,eall!l 'Very little differ
ence in his point of view and that oj Mr. Hutchinson and that he was glad that 
Mr. Hutchinson had put' them in the Jorm of a resolution. If conditions under 
which field testsJw,d to be done were defined he would have no dijJiculty at all. He 
was only concerning himself with strains which showed varying wilt reactions because 
they were not komor/ggoUs . 

. The President observed that the resolution was for a particular purpose and that 
the question had ,bee7~ referred to the OonfereMe by the AgriculturaZ Research Sub
Oommittee. There was no other subjeCt in the whole oj the agenda which required 
a resolutwn andtne resolution in this, case was the easiest way of crystallising the 
general opinion. He regarded it as a very good example of the way in which grneticl 
and plant, bredingwere helpful in solving a bajJling questUnh In this case genetiCl 
had been helped by plant breeding and he would suggest that member. might, whe" 

- they got home, study' very carefully the conception of the relative themes wlliCh ha4 
been put Jorward so clearly by Mr. HUtchinson and /i,iilcolleagues. There was 0118 . 

statement which seemed to bear 'Very definitely not only 011 breedit'g bUt on' evolution 
and that was in Mr. Hutchinso,.'s paper on page 12 under 'Genetic cOncept of' the 
spec~'; in the last sentence Mr. Hutchinson said that "the i~,dividual genu drift 
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a tolwlfj and to their mutation pressur~s." That su,med to go a 10:lg way to sol~e 
plant breeding problems. It bore upon the distribution of cottons and it t.Cas likely 
tf) affect the whole of the ge"etic technique. 

The resolution was put to the vote and carried unanimously. 

The following note was subsequently .received from Mr. Hutchinson:-
A Note on Testing Cotton Strains for Homozygosity in Wilt Resistance. 

Cotton plants react in three ways to the attack of Fusarium wilt. Some resis 
so completely as to show no signs of attack whatever. Others are attacked and 
show such symptoms as mottling of the leaf and discoloration of the vascular tracts 
of the root and stem, but survive and produce a crop. Others again are killed, 
death occurring at any stage from the seedling to maturity. Without making any 
assumptions concerning the relative importance of environment aIldge_n9typein 
determining the reaction, plants may be classified into 'free', 'surviving' and 'killed' 
acc9rding as they fall into the first, second or third of the above classes. _ . 

In a constant envi~onment, a pure line would be expected to give only. _one-
type of'reaction, the type depending on the factors for resistance carried and the' 
virulence of the parasite attack. Unfortunately, the attainment of absolute con
stancy in environmental conditions is impossible, and all that can be achieved is_the 
reduction of environmental variation to a minimum. There will always remain • 
beyond control such faot.ors as differences in embryo weight and germination vigour, ~ 
and where the balance between resistance and parasite attaclr is close, these factors ~ 
will resUlt in two or three types of reaction even in homozygous strains. It follows 
that t~e occurrenqe of more than one type of behaviour in a progeny is no- proof 
of heterozygosity.. . . 

To test for homozygosity it is required to know whetner plants in-- the-
same progeny giving' different wilt- reactions differ genetically, or were _ 
merely subjected to slightly di1ferent environmental influences. If the strain is . 
homozygous, the difference between the 'free'and 'surviving' classes can b~ due 
only to environmental causes affecting the virulence of attack, and no . significant' 
differences in the proportions of the three cl3sses are to be expected between pro
genies of· 'free' and 'surviving' plants. If, on the other hand, the strain is hetero
zygous, the 'surviving'-'class will contain a greater proportion 'of segrt'gates with 
few resistant genes than the 'free' class, and in a test involviDg a number of pro
genies, those from 'surviving' parents will give C?n .the average a higher proportion 
in the 'surviving' and 'killed' classes than those from 'free' parents. 

" . - . -

. It is first necessary for the plant breeder to determine whether his strains ar.a 
sufficiently homozygous for wilt resistance to be distrIbuted without risk of break-
dowll, by segrl3gO:tion under field conditions. For this purpose a ~epli<iated,progen.Y. _ 



row trial (see Hutchinson and Panae, in press·) is the most suitable form of 
test, and should be carried out under heavily infected field conditions. It may be 
suggested that ifa number of families or sub-strains of the same strain are avail
able, they may be tested in a "compact family block trial" (Hutchinson and Panae, , 
loco cit.) in the hope of isolating (a) homozygous families which may be bulked 
,for immediate distribution and (b) heterozygous families which will respond to 
further selection' under controlled conditions. 

Material selected for resistance under such field tests can be paasad on to 
the pathologist for further selection. Tests for heterozygos~ty can then be made by 
simpler methods, since uniform conditions for infection are provided throughout 
the testing period and environmental differences will be minimised. The most 
suitable test is probably a simple X 2 test for homogeneity. 

The use of the X 2 ,test is illustrated below on fifteen progenies from Table II 
of'Dr. Uppal's paper. 

Culture. -

BD8-G,-27 
BD8-6-28 
BDS-6--35 
BD8-6-38 
BD8-26-81 
BD8-26-82 
BD8-26-84 
BD8.:.26-89 
BD8-26-92 
BDS-'5-26 
BD8-14--66 
BD8-31~ 
BD8-39-116 
BD8-43-131 
BD8-42-:-132 

Total 

Results of Pot Cultures of B. D. 8, 1935-36. 
ElJective No. 01 plants Infected. II 
plants. Obs. Exp. 

10 5 S.5 
47 22 39.9 
17 4: 14.4 
29 13 24.6 
72 69 61.2 

13S 137 117.3 
20 19 117.0 
42 41 35.7 
43 42 36.5 
IS 15 25.3 
15 11 12.7 
29 24: 24.6 
20 17 17.0· 
26 16 13.6 
25 24 21.2 

541 459 459.5 

X2 for homogeneity"",197.4 
n=14 

~.5 

-17.9 
-10.4 
-11.6 
+7.8 

+19.7 
+2.0 
+5.3 
+5.5 
-0.3 
-1.7 
-0.6 

o 
+2.4 
+2.8 

-0.5 

Contrlbutloa 
&01. 
9.6 

53.5 
49.8 
36.4 
6.6 

22.0 
I.S 
5.3 
5.5 
0.0 
1.5 
0.1 
0.0 
2.S 
2.5 

197.4 

. P very small indeed. 
There is, therefore, conclusive evidence of heterogeneity in reaction to FtUat1um 
attack. The progenies fall into three groups. All progenies of B.D.8-6 gave large 

• HutchbJ,son, J. B. & Panse, V. G., Studies in Plant Breeding Teobnique: n. The De8ig1l of 
Field 'res ... of Plant; Breeding materiaL Ind. J. Agrio. Sci., In p_. 
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negative deviations from the mean percentage of infection (hi~her resistance). Pro
genies of B.D. 8-26 gave large positive deviations (higher susceptibility), while the 
remainder were about average in reaction. 

Progenies with less than ten effective plants have been omitted {rom the 
example for simplicity. In using the X2 test where small progenies are included, 
it is iml'ortant to use Yates' correction where the expected number in a class is 
less than five (see Fisher, Statistical Methods, Edn. V, Section 21.01). Where a 
three-fold olassification (into 'free,' 'surviving' and 'killed') is being tested, the 
expectation in OM class is likely to be small even when the progenies are fairly 
large, but the additional information provided is likely to compensate {or the 
slightly greater labour involved in using Yates' correction. 

It is worthy of note that the temperature conditions of the 1935-36 experi
ment reported by Dr. Uppal, which were several degrees below the optimum, 
were much more suitable for demonstrating heterogeneity than the optimum 
oonditions of 1936-37, which were severe enough to result in almost complete in
fection. Separating the 'killed' from the 'surviving~ class would probably 
give satisfactory data for a test of heterogeneity on the 1936-37 data, but the 
comparison provides a good illustration of the fact that while optimum conditions 
for infection provide the most rigorous basis for selection, controlled conditions 
which are below the optimum may give a better test of whether or not selection 
is worth continuing. 



Paper No. 3,-

SOME ASPECTS -OF COTTON BREEDING WORK 
IN INDIA -

BY 

V. RAl'rU.NATHA AYYAR, 

dOTTON BREEPING STATION, COIMBATORE. 

. Lack ot adequate demand for the short stapled cottons produced in India- has 
no:w created a situation which. calls -forth serious considerations from 1!o11 perso~ 

, -interested in this industry for finding a solution. When ~his question is examined 
,from the point of view of a breeder, there emerge two important points on which 
an authoritatiye opinion from a body of cotton workers will be valuable.-

(a) It is obvious that longer stapled types are to be evolved. In doing so, 
the breeder has to take into account that his new types will have to face very severe 
competition from other countries. It should not be deemed that such a condition 
is only a temporary phase. The present indications are that it is likely to persist 
for a considerable period. Russia, China, Brazil, Peru, Argentina and Australia 
are focussing their attention in extending the areas. Large regions are being opened 
up rapidly in Africa for cotton production. A five year plan has been programmed 
in Manchuria by Japan with a view to make herself independent, if possible, of other 
countries in her- l;equirements of lint. The United States of America cannot for 
long continue the present self-imposed restriction in production. Along with such 
extensions in the total area, many countries are forging ahead in augmenting the 
yield per acre. It is reported that attempts made in California to produce three 
bales of lint per acre have met with success over large areas (Davidson 1936). 

In this world-wide race for tne production of quality cotton, it is only the coun· 
tries that can raise cotton at the lowest cost can stand out to the end. If India is 
to keep her head above water, improvement of quality alone will not be adequate. 
She must strive by every means to reduce the cost of production per unit area. In-
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creasing the yield per aore, lowering the picking charges and reducing the cost. of 
irrigation in the case of irrigated cottons are the main direotions in which develop
ments can be sought. It is needless to point out that of these, enhancement of yield 
is the most effective. The paramount and constant aim of the breeder should, more 
than ever, be to effect improvements in quality in conjunction with those of yield. 
To attain this end, it is imperative ,that selections are made even from the 
beginning on the basis of final yield which could have been brought about by 
earliness or drought and disease resistance or inherent high productivity or by some 
other faotor. 

J would not have stressed this commonplace subject, but for the existence 
of a school of thought in India which holds· that betterment of quality must be the 
first oonoern of the breeder and that it will prove in the long run most profitable to 
the grower. I have only to state that the latter principle does not work well in 
actual practioe. At any rate such has been the experience in Madras. Strains 
with high quality were evo~ved and grown in large areas in 'Karunganni' and 'North
ems'tracts. But the premia obtained by the grower were not adequately encouraging 
to extend their areas rapidly. Kapadia (1936) has shown by studying the relation
ship between cotton prices and fibre length in various varieties, that "marginal 
premia paid in respect of quality tenders are more apparent than real, for the yield 
and ginning outturn of these varieties are so low as to nullify the advantages of 
higher prices per pound."* Jackson (1936) reports that only a premium of 15% was 
obtained for his cottons with large improvements of quality. I may also men
tion that such a condition does not seem to be peculiar to India. In the United 
States of America, where the farmers are more educated and progressive, and where 
marketing-methods are highly developed and organised, studies made in the local 
markets of Texas, Louisiana and Arkansas States have revealed a r.imilar state 
(Ashton 1935). 

(b) All the short stapled cottons grown in our country belong to the Asiatio 
group. Numerous breeding experiments conducted on this group at the several 
Research Stations barring perhaps those done in the Central Provinces and Berar 
and Surat seem to indicate a general tendpncy for improvements in lint length to De 
attended with a reduction in yield or ginning percentage. These are suggestive of 
the poor limits inherent in the Asiatic cottons With regard to the combination of lint 
length and yield. According to Todd (1934) 89.5% of the Asiatic group is below 
7/8" while only 9.7% is under this length in the Americans, The above distribution 
gives roon). to interpret that in schemes of improvement of quality, work on Ameri
can types will prove more profitable. A study of the world's trend with regard to 
the types favoured for cultivation in new areas points out to the same direction. 

• The. oorrectness of this statement has been questioned by lIlr. R, S. Koshal and frof PO' 
MahalanoblS on the ground that it has been froIn biase4 da~. .. .. . •• 

*1 
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.In Sudan: the cultivatiDn Df native cotton was prDhibited when American typea were 
-l>egun to be grown on a large acale (Huddleston). Countriea like Russia and China 

. ~lIVhioh were Dnce having large tracts under Asiatio CDttons are changing Dver to the 
-American types. Wherever cDtton cultivatiDn is being exteuded al in Brazil, Argen
tina and Manchuria, attentiDn is being CDncentrated Dnly Dn the latter group. 

, Besides, investigatiDns made by IyYsngar and Turner (1930) have ShDwn that 
the number Df fibres per seecJ in the standard CDttons derived frDm the Asiatio grDUP 
rsnged frDm 2500 to 10600, while thDse frDm the Americans have frDm 7000 to' 14900 
fibres per seed and that the fDrmer types dO' nDt shDW much imprDvement in finenesl 
with increase in fibre length, while in the latter, fibres Df IDnger lengths generally 
PDllSess less fibre weight per inch. Again the fact, that oultivated American varie
ties areallDpolyplDids with twice the number of chromDsomes Dfthe Asiaticl is jUlit 
suggestive Df the pDssibility Df their being physiDIDgiCally mDre advantageDus than 
the diplDid Asiatics, and alsO' Df meeting with duplicate genes fDr lint length and 
yield which will nDt· ShDW the associatiDn we find nDW between these twO' 
Ilharacters in thE! Asiatic cDttO'n. The existence Df several varieties characterised 
by high yield and IDng lint, as in many Df the. types grDwn in Egypt and Cali. 
tomia, lends SUpPDrt to' the cDnclusiDn that Americans as a grDup are better lint 
p.rodncing machines than the Asiatics. In additiDn, the pioking charges fO'r the 
American types are, Dn aCCDunt Df their bigger bO'lI size, IDwer than in the Asiatic 
strains, which is an impDrtant cDnsideratiDn from the PO'int, Df view Df the grO'wer. 
Efficient prDductiDndemands the utilisatiO'n Df efficient varieties. The -Indian 
eugarcane industry wDuld nDt have been what it is to-day but fDr the transfer 
pf O'ur allegiance frDm the indigenDus types to CDimbatore crosses, whO'se main point 
pf superiO'rity is their high acre yields. ' 

Against these favDurable PDints, certain disabilities experienced in the grDwing 
Df American CDttons have to' be examined. It is cO'mmO'nly repDrted that they are 
less baray, later'in maturing, mO're susceptible to waterlO'gged cO'nditiO'ns, 
mDre prDne to 'cDttDn failures' 'and red leaf blight, and mDre inclined to be neppy. 
Besides they are, fDund to' require earlier sDwing, larger number Df irrigatiDns and 
greater care in general cultivation. A strDnger argument agQinst ,their adoptiDn 
is furnished by the fact that several attempts made \n: acclimatisation since ] 788 
at great expense Df time and mDney by the East India CDmpany and by the several 
LDcal Governments have all ended in failure except in the case Df the Punjab and 
Dharwar Americans. Dixect hybridisatiDn experiments carried . out recently at 
Dharwar and CDimbatDrehave met with the same fate. The recommendatiO'ns 
of Mackenna's Indian CO'tton CO'mmittee Df 1919 O'n the questiDn Df expansion 
of American CO'ttons were advisedly cautiDus. The RDyal CO'mmissiDn on Agri
culture in India emphasised that wDrk Dn the improvement Df indigenO'us crDFa 
should take precedence over thDse. of eXDtics, 

... 
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These ~aluable experiences and weighty statements might make us halt and 
ponder. We have to remember, however, in that connection that most of the types 
imported in those days were from the Southern States of the Unit«t States of 
Am€:rica where they were under cultivation for a number of years. During the cOlUlle 
of such acclimatisation they would have lost, as pointed out by Harland (1932), many 
oC the genes that would have been useful for adaptation to Indian conditions. It is 
also doubtful whether any attention was paid to compare the ecological conditions 
oC the respective regions prior to their introduction into India. The history of the 
successful development of Cambodia in Madras and Egyptians in Sind indicates 
that if that had been so; such trials would have yielded more fruitful results. The 
disappointment met with in the hybridisation experiments ,should not be wondered 
at as they were between species with different genic makeups which failed to estab
lish the harmony amongst genes necessary for proper development (Harland 1936 
ii) and as no back-crossing was tried. 

Our knowledge on the breeding technique has advanced considerably since 
these trials. Breeding centres and workers on cotton in India have oflate increased 
in numbers. There is also at our disposal a wealth of highly useful plant material 
made up of different geographical races not known before. The Russian expedi
tionists have reported that they came across in Mexico, Gautemala and Columbia 
"numerous early and productive types, forms suited to mountainous tracts, maritime 
lowlands and sandy places, ecotypes growing on the banks of rivers, lakes and also 
in swamps" (Mauer). Harland 1936 (i) and Kearney (1936) speak of the existence of 
valuable forms in South America and around the Gulf of California. Some of these 
types may be useful for the evolution of American forms which will be able to 
withstand the saturated soil conditions obtaining in the black· soils during the early 
phases of plap.t development. Again if the hardiness of indigenous cottons is to 
be transferred to the American cotton, the availability of the arboreum hirsutum 
crosses effected by Harland (1932) and possibly also of the Asiatic American crosses 
obtained at Broach and Surat may be exploited to the full by further 
orossing a_nd back-crossing. All these facts place the problem of improvement of 
American cottons on a new footing. Incidentally I may mention that the crOsses 
tnade by Harland Were distinotly early, though susoeptible to jassids when grown at 
Coimbatore, and are worthy of trial in other parts of India. 

It wOllld thus appear that one of the solutions for the problem of short staple 
Cbttons in India is to replace the Asiatic types by suitable American strains and that 
with this objeot in view it will be necessary to assemble an exhaustive collection of 
cultivated, and wild American types imdtest their potentialities both by themselves 
and as parents for crossing. 
. . 

This leads me on to the subject· of ch_oioe of parents for hybridisation. The 
breeder ciroUlllSCribed as he is- with regard to time, space and staB, is at his wit'. 



'ei,ld at tha~ time. lIe is handicapped for want of a well tested method to enable 
him to say early with confidence that a particular crossing would give him desirable 
. combinations in the F2 and later populationS. The time honoured method of trial 
and error is too time consunling. Russian workers advocate. that extreme geo
graphic races and the corresponding wild ancestors of the cultivated plants should 
be selec~d as parent for crossing (Plant Breeding ut the Soviet Union 1933). It is 
often said. that thxeeway and double crosses lead to valuable results. Furthez 
appreciable differences are noticed even among reciprocal crosses. I have generally 
founfl that whenever Cambodia strain Co. 2 is used as mother, the progenies are more 
vigorous. Similarly the nature of the pollen source may influence the behaviour 
of the later generation. Some crossings result in transgressive variation which is 

· claimed by a few workers as highly valuable for selection. The problem of heterosis 
complicates the position still further. East (1936) states that crosses between un
related autogamous varieties show more of heterosis. The problem in such oaBel 
reduces itself into one of finding the ~est way to assess the e1Iects of heterosis. II 

· there any simple and quick method to follow in such cases' My experience is that 
it is desirable to concentrate work among crosses that do not manifest heterosis. 
Again we are at a loss to know the methods that will be most useful and speedy for 
the study of the progenies, The bulk sample method of Harland (1932) has the 
merit of simplicity; but the prqblem here is how to eliminate the worthless with 
reference to yield. Good yielders cannot be spotted out early for selfing. Depen
dence oli vigour alone is too risky while making bulk samples for raising next gene
ration; In such cases the breeder has to wait for selection till the bolls develop. 
This often leads him to choose naturally pollinated plants, the perfol1nance of which 
is of doubtful nature. A comparative study of the performances of brothers in repU-

· cated rows (Mendelian method) even from F3 onwards will be a better criterion for 
, the selection of the good yielderS, but it is time consuming And labour exacting. 

, 
In this connection it Seems desirable to deal with the question of standardisa

tionof breeding technique. During my visit to the BeveIal cotton breeding centres 
in India I .found wide differences in the methods adopted. I fully realise that there 

, exist weighty reasons for such a condition, that there are large lacunae in our know
ledge which make breeding as muoh an art as science (Hutchinson and Kubersingh 

,1936) and which may justify toO a certain extent the existence of variation and 
that diff~rences in the aims of the breeders and in the nature of the material 

· handled necessitate Jesorting to diverae plans of work. I still think that there are 
directions where standardisation of method will prove beneficial and lead to saving 
of much time and energy. I may suggest for the present the. following points :-' 
. , . 

Satnpllhg tnethods for the determination of lint length and ginning percentage, 
the level of importance to be attached to the study of phenotypic characters in breed· 
Ing soheines,.a~d the type of observation to be lIlade on them, selection of ancillsr)' 
charact~1'II' to yield, general method of selection or plants in the segregating popu14. 
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tiOll8, the best procedure for obtaining good stand in progeny row trials, the degree 
to which purity in characters is worth pursuing. In cases where definite lines cannot 
~e chalked out, at least a rough working plan may be drawn. 

Another point which requires elucidation is the level of fertility that has to be 
maintained in the breeding plots. The higher standard of cultivation practised in 
general on the agricultural stations sometimes affects the performances of the 
strains when they are tested under cultivators' conditions. It was experienced at 
Coimbatore that two gram strains whila being tested Qn Government Farms for three 
seasons gave increases from 15 to 25% over the control. When they were tried on a 
village 8 miles away from the farms, they did not show their wonted superiority 
over the control. The chief reason for the divergence in behaviour was that on the 
farm the previous crop of cotton was pulled out earlier and a fallow period intervened, 
while on the cultivator's areas, the cotton plants were removed only a few days 
prior to the sowing of the gram. Similar differences occ~ with regard to the rota
tion, manuring, preparatory cultivation and the frequency of irrigation between the 
method practised on the farm and by the ordinary farmer. These operate as selec
tive agencies in heterozygous populations with the result that some of the strains 
selected on a well cultivated farm proved to be misfits when tried outside. It may 
be said that such types will stimulate the cultivator to adopt a higher standard of 
oultivation, but the various factors that influence the Indian cultivator in his hus
bandry preclude him from taking the anticipated step. It would therefore seem 
desirable to grow the several cultures in environments akin to those obtaining in the 
neighbourhood on a careful farmer's land. 

A similar precaution seems to be essential with regard to the preservation of 
seeds of economic strains. It is certain that when these are under cultivation for 
a number of years, their genetic constitution will not be the same. as what it was at 
the time of their isolation on acoount of the sieving effect of natural selection. In 
";ome cases it may lead to a cry of deterioration. Such contingencies can be easily 
met by holding a portion of the original seed material and by carefully multiplying 
them whenever their \itality is likely to be lost by' ageing. A practice like 
this will not only save much breeding work later on, but also lead to the maintenance 
of uniformity in quality for a long time. 

'to sum uP. the following points are presented now for your serious considera-
tion. . 

1. Whether it is not desirable, in view of the low potentialities of the Asiatic 
cotton types with regard to the combination of quality alld yield, to re-examine the 
question of evolving suitable American types by taking up on all stations extensive 
work in crossing the existing American varieties grown in India with different geo
graphio raoes and wild types. 



2. What ia the method for aeieoting parents that ~ill give desirable combin&tio1\ 
in their progeni~s , ' ' 

3. Is it advisable to standardise the breeding m~tliods practised in India (rond. 
if·so. on: wha.t ~ines can it be done'efficiently 1 . 

4. 'I,s it neoessary to maint&in'bigh d~gree'ot fertility in breeding plota , 
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DISCtlSSION. 

'~i~ 'Ramaoatha AYfa~ opening the discussion mads !J lrrifJ 6urveiloj the tren4 oJ 
flotton preduction in the 'World aWl rejeri'ed to the attempts' being made i'R. man'll 
countries to reduce the cost of poduction of cotton. He instanCedt'he trials being 
made in t'he U. S. A. to introduce eotton piching machines and said t'hat the 
potentialities of cheap African native labour was also a factor to be reckoned with, . 
which might result in the cost of production of cotton in Africa bein!J much lower 
t'hatl in India. Oonsideri'M} the. total. world area u,nder cotton and the tertdency in 
many countries t(J produumore cotton from unit area and to reduce the cost of 
'production 'he was of opinion that unless India also made parallel attempts at 
reduction in cost of production 'her position as, a cotton producing country would be 
threatened. It was therefore necessary to take st()ck of the position to see w'hether 
cotton worle in, India was proceeding on right lines. Referring to the two groups of 
cotton, the Asiatics and the Americans, 'he said that it seemed to kim t'hat the 
Asiatio group had nol gOl as much potentiality with regard to combinati01' of. quality 
and quantity as the American group. In the Asiatic group attempts at increasing the 
length of staple generally resulted in a general fall in t'he yield at least so far as his 
o!Jservations in t'he Madras ,Presidency were concerned, t/JMreas in American 
cottons there wets always a good combination of yield and quality. He dre!UJ 
attention to the world trend in regard tq the development of cotton types as shown by 
countries liks Ohina, Russia and also Africa, which were once grO'wing mainly 
Asiatic groups of cotton to give up Asiatic cottons in favour of American cottons. 
He therefore put it for consid!J1'atio" whether in India also it f!Jould not be fruitful to 
examine t'he field for the study of American types along with studies on Asiatic cottons. 
He ascribed the failure of various attempts at introducing American cottons in 
India to the introduction OJ type.s acclimatised in the U. S. A. or in South America 
or in Egypt, as during the course of acclimatisation it was very likely t'hat they might 
have lost many of their genes tvMch would have been 'helpful for adaptation to Indian 
eonditiorts. He suggested that trials might be made in India with certain types 
grown ill OentraZ America and northern parts of South America and reported by t'he 
Russian Expeditionists to be VerlJ good with regard to quality and yield. 

T'he choice of parentd for hybridisation work t/Jas another point for consideration. 
a8 ehe breeder was often confronted with the difficulty of deciding as to which parent 
tqoulJ give the favourable material in the progenies for selection. It was true that 
much difficulty might not be experienced if breeding worle teas confined to only 
par/mts which differed i,l one 01' two gMes but in such cases there would not be 
t.lariability sufficient to give a good combination of yield and quality. He suggested 
thaltke cyclic method of crossing between differerlt pare,lts adopted il/, U. S. S. R. 
appeared to be more promilling. He added t'hat from his visit tl) a number of 
breeding centres in India where he happened to see several breeding methods adopted, 
7+8 / elt tkqt it ~s toort4 whi~e to s~~~dardis~ (J81'tI:li~ ~hods, especially in regarq, ~9 
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the points mentioned at the bottom oj page /j (lJ Ai. paper a. it wOtlld save mtlcla time 
aM. eneJfgy. T'ke last point on wkicA 'ke required elucida~ion Well w1letker ., w. 
desirable to kave tke breeding 'plots ,in a AigA level pJ cultivation (J8 was ioM at 
present .in t'ke experiment stations. As Btrains selected under tJery /atJOurabl. 
conditioM, wMn transported to ryots' fields, did not bekave in tM same way as they, 
did when tried in the e~periment stations, he' considered that the standard oj; 
cultivation oj the breeding plots should be only On II level wilA tkat oj 1M' ryotl': 
cotton fields.' " " 

, Mr. Hutchinson commenting on tke points raised said tkat ke could no' aZtoget1ler 
agree. with Mr. Ramanatha Ayyar that the Americans WeJfe 80 8upe'fior in potentialitiea. 
He also dissented from the tJiew that attempt8 made by the East India Co. in 
introducing AmeJfican cotton8 into India suffered 8eriously from the importation oj 
too'Un'ijorm rnaterials as at that time theJfe being no systematic plant breeding work in 
the U. S. A. it was to be expected that theJfe would have been 8uJicien,t tJariability in 
the material that came to India to indicate roughly at least where American cotton. 
might be expected to s~eed. He thought that the presettt extension oj American 
cottons in India probably indicated the Umits oj 8uccessJul cultivation 0/ American 
cotton in Ind'ia. He consideJfed that the amp'unt oj time and energy that had been 
spent on searching for improved material in American cottOt/,8 was /ar greateJf ill 
proportion to the res'ults obtainedthereJrom than what 1Iad been 8pent on looking /or 
improved and superior types or of exploring the range of variability available in 
Indian 'cottons. Again it was f[uite right to condemn the Asiatic cotton. because in 
most of their cultivated ,types longeJf Unt wall associated with lewer yield. From 
statistics it u'as found that there was no negative correlation ir. F2 between lint 
length and ginning percentage, a!:ld it was indeed encouraging for the man who kopetl 
to combine the two. Referring to the statements that Russia, China, Brazil, 
Argentine and Manchuria were all concentrating on AmeriCt!-n cottons, the mistake 
was realised at least it, a,e case of Russia as evidenced by recer.t 8ummaries of 
Russian work admitting the mistake of throwing away indigenous cottons, and 
foreshadowing a reversal of policy. As regards China he 8aid that he learnt from II 

reliable source that it was extremely di.tficult _ to introduce American cotton. ita 
rotations because of their long growing season. In the face of these facts, he thotlfJht 
that Mr. Ramanatha Ayyar's plea that everybody was going infor American cottons waJ 
not altogether justified. In Argentine only American varieties were cultivated but 'ke 
however pointed out that where the two species occurred in nature, it wats probably 
correct to say that by far the most satisfactory improvement in cot,ton cultivatwn has 
resulted from' the selection oj annual types in Barbadense rather than from t'he 
introduction of the hirsulumsJrom North Ammca. He was also 0/ opinion that the 
best even oj the annual Brazilian cottons were mostly predominantly religiosum in 
ancestry. Hefelt that theJfe was a great deal to be said infavour 0/8tudying the variabi
lity of indigenous cottons more not only in India but in Burma arulin Africa. Studies 
c# Indo1(} ... BhO'U/ed that the votential 1Iielding capwit1l was 'at '8481 ell 9reat in the 
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northern negledums u,nder black 80il conditions as it was in the best acclimatised 
American cottons, and the neglectums realised a greater proportion oj their potential 
yield under ordinary conditions than American cottons could do. It was true that 
this did not apply under all conditions, as in the case of Cambodia in South India. 
At the same eime he would not dream of 8ubstit'f,tting an American in the black soil 
areas, because he thought that there was a very wide range of conditions in India for 
wllich the Indian cottons were far more suited for yield and quality than American. 
He contended that there was far more potentiality for improvement in the indigenous 
species tha), in the introduced ones. As regards the choice of parents in hybridisation 
which was an important matter, effort8- were being made to provide material for 
studying this quest'ion in the Bengals Cotton Improvement Scheme at Ganganagar. 
He said that Dr. Fisher had told him some years ago that this question might be 
app/'Oached by the diallel crossing method. He suggested that after crossir.g the types 
the relative values of whiCh were to be investigated, with two or three common parent 
types only those which raised the lower pare/~ts most in F 1 were to be retained. 
Describing the experiment designed at Ganganagar he said that the procedure was to 
take Mollisoni, A. 19 and C. 520, three Northern Bengals types, and use all the finer 
quality Burmese types as parents in crossing with all the three of them and then to 
compare the F l' S of all the three crossed types ,and see which of the Burmese 
finer types raised the value most OIl tlte average of the three f.,'rosses in Fl. This 
method, so far as he was aware, had not been tried out in plant breeding. As regards 
the level of potentiality of a particular plant it was important to note that unless a 
fairly high level of fertility was ensured uniformity of conditions at least in black 
soils which tllas necessary to get any kind of comparati've tests, could not be 
controlled. For instance at Indore the practice was to have the experimental plotlt 
free from perennial weeds, with a very high level of minimum fertility free from 
waterlogging, and a spacing of two feet between ,rows and one foot in the rOws was 
adopted. which was greatly different from the commercial spacings, simply because it 
was necessary to have uniform conditions which would -enable the 'Plants to be 
examined satisfactorily. He thought that it would be necessary to maintain in the 
experimental plots a considerably higher standard of cultivation than -t!mt of th~ 
cultivator in order to preserve the requisite cond'itions for comparative testing in 
selections. He concluded that certain definite limitations had to be accepted in plant 
breeding work -in order to ensurc uniform cond'itions for comparative purposes. 

Mr. Nanjundayya drew attention to page 3 of the paper under discu.ssionwhere • 
reference was rM,[e to the investigations of Ayyangar and Turner (1930) in regard to 
the number pf fibres pe" seed in ~he standard cottons derived from the Asiatic group 
asagai'nst those from the AmericaitB and said that it would be seen from thatb'ulletin 
that the number of fib"es per seed had little or practicaluJ no relation to ginning 
percentage. As regards the other point t~at in Asiatic cottons as the fibre length 
increased the fi/6eness did not improve w/~ereas in Americans, fibres of longer length 

f2 
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possessed less fibre weight' per inch, M .aul that this observation referred to 
different group lengths only in the same cotton. Further lIesu!J!Jestetl thaCit was possible 
that the staple length of cotton might increase withol,t the hair weight per unit Zeftgtll 
showing any decrease. He requested Mr. Ramanatha A.yya'C to enlighten him tu to 
the exact bearing oj lIis statements on the subject matter under discussiP'IJ. 

Dr. Badami said that so far back as 1920 he hail tried the method BUggested by 
Mr. Hutchinson, taking many A.merican types for the purpose oj cr08sing. The best 
results were obtained by crossing Oambodia with Perumanum. He considered that 
the suggestion was a valuable one and if put into practice wnultl lead to good 
results. Referring to the question whether it was necessary to maintain high degree oJ 
fertility in breeding plots he said that if O'f'dinary fertility was kept in the '011, 
usuaUy those' plants that hatl a very mgO'f'ous root system explored CJ larger ,areCJ 
giving a higher yield. When such strains were distributed 00 the ryots for two or three 
successive seasons, the soil, became exhausted and thg cry of deterioration oJ the 
,variety was raised. If a vigorous tiariety were to be distributed, a better system oj 
cultivation and manuring hatl to be advocated. He cOI~inued that if ezperime1'" 
were ca1'1'ied out on fertile plots generally those strains whose root system oj the 
surface 'was muck more than the, deep root system woultl give higher yieltls. Thil 
would result in the elimination of deep-rooterl strains in many cases, on putting 
them it~to poorer soils. When a drought OCCUN'ed the plants wouZtl suffer and wouZtl 
give poor yields whereas the local varieties would thrive. He opined that CJ stage 
must come ill breeding operations when strains sMultl be tested tUlCler the two system. 
in th~ experimental plots to see whether they were capable 0/ growing in both the 
conditions of ordinary and higher fertility. Provided time and facilities were 
available it wouZrl even be better always to· study the development of the root system oj 
de strains under test. 

, M~. DabraI desired to know w'hether a high ZeveZ of fertility sMuZtl be maintained 
while breeding Jar normal conditions. He thought that multiple experiments mighl 
be designeil for each variety laying down definite conditions of growth for each variety. 
Supposing a variety had been evolved with a certain rate of watering and a cereaill 
grade 0/ nitrogenous manuring and a certain sowing date, by having a table 0/ sucA 
factors for each variety it wouZrl be p08sible to know the effect 0/ the various co,~itio7U 
on it and its capacity to utilise tAe treatments to tis advantage. 

Mr. Mohammad ArzaI thought that' the multiple experiments suggested by Mr. 
Dabral were theoretical and highly improbable propositions from a practical 
breeder's point of view. T"e reason was that most of the zamincla" to whom the 
varieties were given out knew nothing about cultivation as understood by the brwle" 
and if one hoZrling contained both, ric" aM poor lands it w<ntU not be pos8ible fo, 
Agricultural Departments to recommefld a type No. 1 to be sown on CJ very ric" la"d 
with ten, waterings, and a No.2 type to be sown 011 a medium land wit" Jive 

... 
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waterings, and a No. 3 type to be sown 01. a poor land, etc., as these types would be 
mixed in a year or two. 

Mr. Koshal refe'l'riltg to the conclusion of Mr. Kapadia (1936) ii' regard 
to the relationship between cotton prices and quality of cotton quoted on page 2 of the 
paper, inviter! the attention of Mr. Ramanatha Ayyar to the recent issue of SAN KY A, 
V ot. 11 No. 4 where the speaker had written that this conclusion of Kapadia was 
based on incorrect data and defective statistical methods. He thereflJ1e suggested 
that the relevant statement in the paper under discussil)1t might be modified 
accordingly. 

Mr. Wad reverting to the point raised by Mr. Dabral said that if the idea waS 
to secure a strain which would stand a n9rmal cultivatm's conditions and at the same 
time would respond to intensive cult'ivation wherever it might occur, the object c(.Uld 
bc achieved by cho(,sing a strait6 which would do well both under poor and fertile 
conditions; he did Mt thinl. that there should be different strains for different s(jils i'll' 
the same region. 

Dr. Nazir Ahmad enquired Whether it was net a fact that apar:t from the areas 
which Were already under certain American types, many types had been tried in 
other areas and proved a failure. His impression was that at present t.here were 
greater chances of success by selecting frpm the indige,lOus types rath(fl' than by 
trying imported types. It spmetimes 'happened, as in the Central Provillces aj'~ 
Sind, that when a new type was tried in a given area, and the samples are seia tlJ 
.the Laboratory, in thefirst year or two it gave very encouraging results but'afterwards 
it gradually felt off j whereas there were pther types which may not give equally good 
results in the first few years, but or~ the Whole gave more ~stant and. uniform 
results. He, therefore, suggested that in selecting new varieties some attention sllOtiW, 
also be paid to those which gave more uniform results over tke experimental period. 

Mr. Ramanatha Ayyar said that while he was glali to know that the potentiality 
in Asiatic 9"oups of cotto" was as wide as in American types, his experience was 
otl~erwise and that he would be thankful if Mr. Hutchinson could supply such 
matenaZs. With regard 1.0 China he pointed out that he had received a letter only a 
few days ago from Mr. Chell stating that they in Chit6IJ were defil.itely gl)ing in jor 
American types because in sandy loamy soils American types were found to do 
better than AS'iatic cottons. * 

Mr. Mohammad Afzal intervening said that thoBe might not be American types 
because as Jar as he was aware American types could not grow on sandy soils. 

·Subeeq~ent ~ tW:s CoufeNnoe, a letter was reoeived by Mr. Ramanatha Ayyar from the Direotor 
of the All·Uw.on SOlentifio Cotton Research Institute, Sojns Nihi, Tashkent, wherein the Director writes 
"In the oo~ton industry of the U.~. S. !:l-. the Asiatio cottons had been substituted by the American 
and Egyptian cottons of our seleotions SlUoe 1925. lD. our conditions the Asiatic cottons whioh were 
available to ns up to the p.esent time could not compet-e with our'selected, high yielding and long 
Bbpled American BUd Egyp\ian oottons." ' 
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Mr. Ramanatha Ayyar continuing .aiil that the metAod .uggeswl by Mr. 
HutcAinson as to tAe choice of parents might be tried. With regard ,.) tAe maintenanclJ 
of a high level of fertility, which was being done in the breeding station, in Madras, 
he said that tAere 'Were instances wAere the strains did not thrive well unde1- very 
stringent conditions. Regarding tAe pl'lim raised by Mr. Nanjundayya, he explained 
that he had referred to the bulletin of Ayyangar and Turner only to .11010 that tlit 
limit 'Was higher in regard to Americans as the t&umber of fibres per.eed in 
Americans 'Was 149001 'Whereas in the Asiatic cottons it wa& only 10600. The otAer 
point that Asiatic types did not show much improvement in fineness with increase in 
fibre length 'Was stressed by Mr. Hutchinson in. his paper and iJ importance was to be 
attached, to the solution oj fibre dimensions the fibre should not be thick in diameter. 
Replying to Mr. Koshal's point he said that he had not .een Mr. K08kaZ', 
contributiOl), and that only after seeing it' 'Would he be able to say u;hethcr it was 
necessary to modify the statement unaer fluestion. As regards the co,1tention that 

• American cottons had been tried in a number of places and found to be a Jailure, h! 
.aid that tAere 'Was no reas;m why fresh attempts should not be made as he believed 
that the materiaZ tried in the early stages was perAaps limited. He instanced tM. 
success in Madraso! Oambodia cotton,a recent introauctioll of American type, and 
Buggeswl that if freshmateriala were tried, good results might posBibly be obtai1l£d. 

Mr. Ansari obs~eil that a tendency to introduce American type" a. in Persia 
,should not be taken to support the iilea that American rutton. 1100 more genetu 
tJariability than the indigenous cottons. His experience was that American cottom 
did not dg so well in Persia .as the indigenous cottons. TAe. examination of thE 
materials s1¢we~ that iniligenoUBcottons in Persia hail more ge1£etic variability amJ 
were more resistant to disease than the American cottons. American cotton IL'a. 
hPfi.1n n'1'n9JJ'1I. in Pe'1'sia sim'fJlu more out of fancu than for their intrinsic value. 
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The back-cross method has come in plant breeding practices very recently 
Its usage for fixing the desired characters in animals is of long standing. We have 
known it under different names of "grading," "improvement of scrub cattle by in
tensifying the blood of a particular sire," etc. 

The original usage of back-crossing was for determining the genotype of an 
individual in relation to the parental constitution, and also for testing linkage inten
sities in the repulsion 'Or c~upling phase. Usage preferred the recessive parental 
form for certain genetic reasons. This usage still holds world recognition. Its 
analytical use, however, has been considerably expanded by geneticists in recent; 
years. 

The objeot of this paper is. to discuss mainly in broad terms the desirability at 
otherwise of the adoption of the back-cross technique in crop improvement bi 
synthetio breeding. 

BRIE:&' REVIEW O:&' LrrERATUBE. 

Harlan and Pope (1922) have shown)ts utility in plant breeding and specially 
in the breeding of small grains. Briggs (1930) has pointed out its utility in breeding 
wheats resistant to bunt. Harland (1932) has emphasised its necessity in crosses 
involving wide genetio differences where the object is to secure only a few aoolima .. 



tization genes from the wild or indigenous parent. Some discussion on this subject 
is seen in papers of Watkins (1934) and Harland (1934) read at the Second Conference 
on Cotton Growing Problems held in London. Savitzky (1934) has shown some 
important achievements due to its use in sugar beet crosses. Briggs (1935) has 
described the theoretical aspect as well as the advantages of this method. Ita use 
in the improvement of cotton has been discussed in the minutes of the Plant Breeders' 
Conference held at Bombay on the 14th August 1936 under the auspices of the 
Indian Central Cotton Committee. 

DISOUSSION. 

It is a matter of common knowledge that a back-cross increases the proportion 
of the genes of the back-croBs parent in the population of the hybrid material, and 
repeated back-crosses make the whole population to a considerable extent like the 
recurrent parent. Before adopting back-cross method for the improvement ot any 
crop, one has naturally to enquire as to whether a high proportion of genes of one 
parent alone is absolutely necessary or not, while synthesizing the beat qualities 
of two pure lines and whether it would' be possible or not to secure the same from a 
straight cross 1 The answer to this enquiry would depend considerably upon the 
types of crosses involved. The crosses mentioned below need consideration in this 
connection: 

(1) Intra-varietal. 
(2) Inter-varietal. 
(3) Inter-specific. 

The necessity or otherwise of following the back-cross technique for each of the 
abov~ mentioned crosses will now be considered separately. 

(1) I ntlfa-varietal. • 
Crosses involved here are between two pure lines· of the same variety. The 

differences between the two parents met with here are in few characters only as the 
parents possess many things in common. The object of such a cross can be the 
replacement of a few characters in the desirable parent or to synthesize the best 
qualities of both. The bringing in of a few characters in the desirable parent would 
require back-crossing once or twice but the nature of variations in the intra-varietal 
crosses is generally so simple that straight crossing alone will achi~ve the end in view 
in most of the cases. . . 

(2) Inter-varietal. 
Here two types of crosses are generally involved, one between closely related 

\ta.rieties and the other between widely related ones. In the former the variations 
In physiological, morphological and economio characters though more than those 
found in, the intra-varietal hybrids would be much less than those found in crosses 

" 



between widely related ones. Croslles between closely related varieties, th~refore, 
stand on a footing more or less like the intra-varietal hybrids. The breeder is gener
ally anxious in maintaining the main varietal characters of the local ~r the more 
suitable variety in crosses between. widely related varieties. It is in such a case 
that the back-crossing with the desirable parent once or often according to the 
necessity is going to help the breeder in maintaining his main varietal characters 
and stabilizing them. -

It is worth while to consider here the possibilities of achieving the desired results 
only by the straight cross method as against back-crossing. Theoretically it is 
possible to secure in F2 of a straight cross the desirable combinations provided the 
population is large enough. In practice, however, one finds many handicaps in 
time, staff, and space for work on a large scale. Back-crossing helps in this respect 
as it is enough if the breeder grows proportionately a smaller population due to con. 
siderable reduction in genetic variability brought in by it. 

The transference of specific characters like resistance to disease, insect pest or 
an easy diagnostic character from a widely related variety or from a different species 
to a variety which has been found good in all other respects has been proved to be 
easy by back-crossing by some worker~. With the exception of factors linked 
with the characters to be transferred, it is possible to preserve the original charac
ters of the variety by following this method. Even in the case of linked factors, 
contmued back-crossing would aflord an opportunity for the occurrence of cross
overs as the linkage is rarely absolute. 

Its use is specially advantageous to keep up many intangible physiological 
and morphological characters which break up so much in segregating generations 
that it is difficult to recapture them in desired combinations. 

(3) Inter-specific. 

This also stands on the same footing as the crosses between widely related varie
ties with the main difierenoe that the gulf in the physiological, morphological and 
economic characters would be here still much wider. 

Here alSd two types of crosses are involved as mentioned under inter-varietal 
hybrids. Crossing between closely related species is found at times very easy, while 
it has been found very difficult between widely related ones even after laborious 
trials. The hybrids coming under the latter category have been found mostly in
compatible inter se and generally self sterile. The use of back-crossing has been 
found indispensable in such cases to maintain specific balance and establish fertility. 
Haldane (1934) has opined that "the technique of back-crossing is particularly valu
able in species crossing in which the F2 from a species is hybrid, when the progeny 
are definitely poor doers and of little economio value." . 



Often in plant breeding schemes on account of the limited varietal wealth or 
the . local resources. it becomes necessary to introduce outside types. These exotio 
types may.not be-and generally are not found-suitable when introduced in tracts 
having different environmental conditions. It, therefore, becomes necessary to 
cross endemic forms with the exotic ones both for acclimatization and for the im
provement of the local material. Both the objects can be speedily aohieved by 
back-?rossing keeping in view in selection the desirable characters in back-croBS 
generations. 

The workers in the field of cotton are particularly interested in a successful cross 
between Old and New World cottons. Hutchinson has clearly explained in the 
Plant Breeders' Conference (1936) citing Harland's work that the breeding of stable, 
vigorous intermediates from an interspecific cross is not practicable witqout regain
ing most of the genetip balance of one parental species and that it could bo accom· 
plished with reasonable speed and efficiency only by the back-cross method. New 
World cottons have been shown by Skovsted (1934)1 to be amphidiploid-allopoly
ploids. Skovsted (1934),2 therefore, recommends a parent with a higher number of 
chromosomes for back-crossing to secure fertility in view of the fact that the maxi
mum amount of pairing of" non-homologous chromosomes derived from different 
parentage is facilitated thereby. 

The whole field of inter-specific hybridization in Trinicums, Secale, Avena' 
Prunus, Primula, Nicotiana, Roses, Zea, Euchlena, etc., is full of examples of the 

• repeated use of back-crossing. Due to its use derivative types have been obtained 
in many cases, and it has become possible to get an insight into the real nature of 
related plant organisms. 

The back-cross technique, however, bas certain limitations. It would have a 
limited use in crops which show harmful effects of inbreeding. Its application is 
difficult in crops wherein the .production of seed by artificial crossing is limited and, 
therefore, requiring considerable time and expense. Unless sufficier.t back-croBS 
seed is grown, there is always a danger of losing some genotypes which may ulti
mately prove a limiting factor in the achievement olthe goaL Even in crops wherein 
the crossing may not be difficult, there will not be as large a back-cross population 
as an easily obtained population from a "selfed" generation of a straight cross. 
The appearance of the characters due to recombination or due to fact'or interaction 
is also likely to be delayed to subsequent generations by the back-cros8 method. It 
considerably reduces the genetic diversity of the hybridized material and hence 
limits to a certain extent the scope of selecting characters appearing due to recom
bination or due to factor interaction. 

According to Skovsted (1934)2 one point to be borne in mind in repeated back~ 
crossing of inter-specific crossea is that one missed any chance of getting new poly
f.>loids, 
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CONCLUSION. 

The technique of back-crossing though of long standing is 'new so far 8S' its appli
oation in the improv~ment of crops by breeding .is concerneq. It may be possible 
to ,get by a straight cross the combination of a few desired characters simple in their 
nature of inheritance. Back-cross method, on the other hand, is specially advaU;', 
tageous in the following cases :-:--

(1) The transference of a few genes from one species or variety to another. 
This can be greatly facilitated if the heterozygoteg can be distinguished 
in a vegetative stage. 

(2) Regaining specific balance. 

(3) Keeping up many intangible physiological and morphological characters 
which break up so much in segregating generations that it is difficult to 
recapture them in desired combinations. 

i'here does not seem any disadvantage of the back-cross method except certain 
limitations in its use. Intelligently followed, this method may give quicker results 
in the breeding of certain crops particularly in those wherein hybrid seed can be 
easily had. 
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DISCUSSION. 

Mr. J. S. Patel read -bis paper. 

n. President saUl tkat as a considerable flumber oj Plant Breeder. lIal mucla' 
aperience oj tke ~hod dealt with in the paper, flO discussion on " teal neceuat-lI. 
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I. INTRODUCTION. 

The reoent emphasis by the Russian sohool of plant breeders on tile importance 
of thQlough stllWes of the origin and distribu.tion of crop plants has directed atten· 
tion to the phytogeography of the genus gossypium. Zaitzev (1927), Harland 
(1932 an<l1936) and Hutohinson and Gho!!e (1936 in press) have clarified the more 
important 'specifio distinctions among tho cu.ltivated cottons. The {lomenolature 

- used in this paper is that of Hutohinson and Ghose (I.e.). Harland (1932) and 
Skovsted (1935 b) have contributed to oUr knowledge of the limits of the genus by 
their studies of wild species, and Skovsted (1933,1934,19358. 1935b, 19350). Davie 



(1933, 1935) and Webber (1934 & 19;}6) have revealed the main outlines of ita oyto
logy. Sufficient information is available, therefore, for a review of the preaent state 
of our knowledge of its distribution and rece~t evolutionary trends. 

II. OUTLINE. 

Gossypium is exceedingly widely distributed, and representatives of it are found 
in all continents of the world, and truly wild species in all continents except Europe. 
It falls naturally into three ,main divisions,' (1) The wild and cultivated cottons 
of the Old World, with n=13 chromosomes. (2) The cultivated American cottons 
and three wild 'Species from islands in the Pacific with n=26 chromosomes. (3) 
The wild cott~ns of the New World, with n=13 chromosomes. 

The changes in the distribution of the cultivated species which have resulted 
from the spread of cotton cultivation in historic times have caused much confusion in 
the literature of cotton botany. The two most important theories involved in this 
confusion are that the Levant cotton (G. herbaceum L.) has contributed by hybridi
aation to the modem stock of G. hirsutum L. (Watt 1907), and that types of the New 
World cultivated species are indigenous in Africa [Watt (1907) and others]. The dis
covery that Old World and New World cottons will only cross with extreme diffi
culty, giving sterile hybrids, and the determination of their chromosome numbers, 
effectually disposed of Watt's theory of hybridisation. Disproof of the theory that 
some New World. types~hiefiyof G. religiosum L.-:-are indigenous in Africa is 
more difficult, but all the available evidence indicates that they were introduced 
after the discovery of America. Zaitzev (1927) concludes as follows: "It is true 
that Gos. punctatum [G. religiosum L. of Hutchinson & Ghose (1. c.)], is widely spread 
in Africa but it is douhtless a specicS brought over riom America, though partly 
it has run wild in some places of Africa (similar to other American species). The 
living samples from Nigeria and Abyssinia. in our collection show the perfect simi· 
larity and identity of the African forms of G08. punclatum With the forms of Colum
bia and partly Venezuela. The greater diversity of fOrIns of this species in Columbia 
shows, however, that this country is the first source." Similar arguments apply 
with equal force to the problems of the origin of New World species now to be found 
in other parts of the Old World. All introductions too old to be definitely traced 
lie on the track of the early Portugubse and Spanish'navigators, and are more satis
factorily explained as having originated in the New World countries visited by them 
ihan as having arisen locally. 

. 'Oilee. it. is ,recognised tl1at 'the' 26 chromosome types now naturalised in the 
Old, World are post-Columbian' introductions, it becomes clear that the Atlantic 
Oclian forms, a sharp natural division ,in the distribution of the genus. No 'such 
hatural division exists, in th~Pacific region. Primitive, probably wild"types of G. 
~rborcm'tl have been collected in the PhilipPines, the Malay A!chipelago, Java and the 
('.eIeb~'[:WAt' (1907), described &13 G. obt'U8iJolium andG. Nifnkipg var. Bani, and 

" 
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iaitzev (1927)]. The wild G. taitense ParI. is native in Fiji, New Caledonia, and 
Tahiti. Watt (1907) regards Baron's specimens from Madagascar, and Vidal's 
No. 2185 (wild) from the Philippines as belonging to this species. Baron's speci
mens are undoubtedly G. religiosum L, and are not indigenous, so that the distribu
tion of G. taUense can be confined to the Pacific region. Under the circumstances 
a re-examination of Vidal's specimen is necessary before it can be said with confi
dence that the distributions of G. arboreum and G. taitense overlap in the Philip
pines. In Hawaii, G. tomentosum Nutt. is endemic. On the American side of the 
Pacific, G. Klotzianum Andss. and G. Darwinii Watt are endemic in the Galapagos 
Islands. Furthermore, the wild cottons of America with 13 chromosomes are indi
genous in the Pacific coastal, and neighbouring regions of the United States of 
America and Mexico. 

The distribution of the species of GosSYP;'Utn is shown on Maps I-IV. Post
Columbian extensions of the distribution of New World species in Asia and Africa 
have been omitted. 

III. NEW WORLD CuLTIVATED SPECIES. 

The researches of Zaitzev (1927) and Mauer (1930) based on collections made by 
S. M. Bukasov and othel'S in Mexico, Gautemala, Columbia and Venezuela in 1925 
and 1926, and of Harland (1932), based on the collection at the Cotton Research 
Station, Trinidad, have added greatly to our knowledge of the relationships and 
distribution of the cultivated 26 chromosome species. There are two main groups 
of these: (1) The Central American group, which the Russian workers include 
in a single species, G. hirsul·um L.. Its region of greatest variability is on the cen
tral plateau of northern Mexico, and the Pacific coastal regions of Mexico and Gaute
mala. On the plateau the population is made up of early annuals of the American 
Upland type. Further south, and on the coast, the perennial types referred by Har
land (1932) to the "Bourbon group" (G. religiosum L.) predominate. From the 
State of Chiapas, in Mexico, Mauer (1930) describes a wild type which he identifies 
as the G. Palmerii of Watt (1907) and the G. microcarpum of Todaro (1877). On 
morphological characters and on the fertility of crosses 'with Upland, he refers it 
also to O. Airsutum L. (2) The South American group. Mauer (1930) states that 
in Columbia the cottons of the Central American group preponderate at lower alti
tudes (below 1,000 m.) and east of the Central Cordillera. Above 1,000 m. and 
west of the Central Cordillera, the South American group, which he, Zaitzev and 
Harland agree in referring to G. barbadense L., preponderates. The area of the South 
American cottons extends south on the western side of South America to Ecuador 
and Peru. East of Panama, the South American group and perennials of the Central 
American group occur together along the Spanish Main, in the West Indian islands 
and south to the cotton growing tracts of Brazil [Mauer (1930) and Harland (1932) J. 

The spread of cotton into most of what at present oonstitutes the American 
cotton belt was brought about by the early English settlers [Kearney (1930)1 



Aceol<UD.gto Watt (1907), the first cotton grown was the Levant species (G. Aerbaceum 
L.) but this was rapidly replaced by G. hir8utum. There appears no reason to doubt 
that th~ original stock of G. hir8utum on which the cultivation in the American colo
nies was based [See Watt (190?) p. 19] was Central American ini>rigin, imdit was 
not long before further improvement was gained by direct introduction of seed 
from Mexico, a process which has continued ever since and has provided many of 
the more important American varieties now in cultivation. The success of the 
annual forms of the Central American group (G. hirsutum) in the American cotton 
belt has caused the perennial forms (G. religioBum) to be neglected. They are of 
little importance in commerce, only contributing the Marie Galante cotton of the 
West Indies and the Moco of Brazil. Harland (1932) separates them as G. purpll
rascens, Poir., but all examination of the types in the Linnean herbarium showed" 
fohat th~-p.ame G. religio,sumL. musll take precedence. 

All the wild species of Goss!Jpium, and all the more primitive forms of cult i·. 
vated spe<?ies are perennial. Except on the Mexican plateau, the widespread pre
Columbian spinning a.nd weaving of cotton [for details, see Kearney (1930») must 
have been based on the cultivation of perennial types. The distinction between 
the annual and perennial forms in the Central American group is a natural result 
of evolution in response to environmental stimuli. To the south of the Caribbean 
sea and in the coastal "regions of Central America, perennial cottons flourish. On 
the central nlateau of Mexico and in the southern United States, in a conti nental 
climate, with cold winters, only annual cottons can survive. A similar development 
of annual types has gone on in the South American group, but in response to the 
stimulus of human, rather than climatic, se1ection, has resulted in the develop
ment onhe annual Sea Island and Egyptian varieties. Sea Island is the result 
of the selection by natural and human agency together, of annual cottons from the 
~ariable perennial G. barbadense stock. The stock was imported into the Sea I.: 
lands.' and neighbouring coastal regions of South Carolina and Georgia by European 
settlers who migrated from the colonies of the West Indian Islands to those of the 
main land. The superiority of the selected annual strains of the Sea Islands over the 
:perennial types of the West. Indies was realised by Sir Daniel Morris, and they were 
broughtJ>ack by him, and their cultivation was developed by the Imperial Depart
ment of Agriculture in the West Indies. The suocess 'of the Department in the 
struggle against the pests and diseases which had destroyed preVious cotton oulti
vations in the West Indies was largely due to the" close season rendered possible by 
the adoption of the annual type." . 

The first New 'World cotton to be cultivated in Egypt was Jumcl'a perennial 
G. blJ'l'badense. The introduction of Sea Island from Georgia and.Carolina resulted 

"1t 

~ The esta.blishm.ent and protection of Sea Island ootton in ths West Indiea ie on! of the 
finest aOhievements of scientifiG oontrol of all. agricultural orop. n·iI" reoorded ia d., .. iI . iu ,be 
.. olumes of the Wee' Indian Bu1letiD. 
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in natural crossing, and the advantages of the annual habit for ease of cultivation 
and control of pests led to the· selection of annual types from the hybrid material 
[see Ba?s (1919) ]. 

IV. OLD WORLD CULTIVATED SPECIES. 

The cultivated cottons indigenous in the Old World belong to two species, G. 
arboreum L. s.nd G. herbaceum L.. Their distribution and development have been 
subject to the influence of·man for so long a period that it is not possible to deter
mine with certainty their original limits. The existing knowledge of the subject is 
summarised by Watt (1907) and from his work the following conclusions are drawn: 

Cotton (G. kerbaceum L.) is not indigenous in the Mediterranean region, and 
probably owes its introduction there to Mahomedan conquests in the 
9th and 10th centuries. 

Cotton (G. arboreum L.vat. neglectum) was unknown in China until the 7th 
century. 

All the old records agree in stating that the early cultivated cottons ofIndia 
and Abyssinia were perennials, arid not annuals. 

Evidence of the antiquity of cotton manufacture in India is given by Gulati and 
, Turner (1928) who identified cotton fabrics from Mohenjo-daro, the date of which is 
estimated as about 2750-3000 B.C. and in the Sudan by Griffith and Crowfoot (1934) 
who brought together references to and descriptions of cotton fabrics of the Meroitic 
age. Those found by Prof. ReisneJ; in 1922-23 were in graves dated by him approxi
mately 300 B.C. to 300 A.D. 

G. arboreum and its varieties are distributed throughout the rain-fed sav~nnah 
· countries between the Sahara and the Congo forests in Africa, in Abyssinia and 
Madagascar, t1n:oughout India, Assam, Burma, Malaya, Siam and French China, 
the East Indies, China and Japan. Truly wild perennial types are found scattered 
throughout the range of the species, except where cold winters or long dry seasons 
prevent perennial growth. They have been recorded from Abyssinia and neighbour
ing regions of the Sudan, Arabia, Madagascar, India (Kathiawar, Gujerat and the 
Deccan), Malaya, Java and the Philippines. Cultivated perennial fo:r:ms are found 
in the same areas and the relationship between them and the wild, Bub-scandent 
fo:r:ms with worthless lint which are found in hedgerows, on abandoned ruins, and 
on waste lands, are so clear as to have led the older botanists to the conclusion that 

· the latter are the degenerate descendants of escapes from cultivation. The annual 
forms classified as var. neglectum and var. cernuum are found in regions where cold 

· wintersl or a monsoon climate with a long and hard dry season make the cultivation 
· ,(If llerennials di.fficult or imfossible. Trul;r wild~ual fotmS arE) not known, 
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E'volution within the species has t'ollowed the same oourse as 'within the New" 
world species, namely the development of annual varieties in response to tho seleo
tive t'orces of cultivation in areas of short season. A study of the distribution of 
the various forms of G. a'l'boreum var. neglectum reveals the existence of a series of 
separate centres of development of annual types (Hutchinson and Ghose, in press). 
In G •. a'l'boreum forma indica of South India, most of tbis development is recent, and 
has ~es~t~d more t'ro~ human selection for agricultural oonvenienoe than from any 
~nsUltabihty of the climate t'or the growth. of perennials. It resembles in this res
:pect the development of Sea Island and Egyptian cottons. It is possible to trace 
~wibh some confidenoe a developmental series from perennials of the Nadam type 
to the annual Karungannis in the south, and to Cooonadas, then Northerns, and 
finally to Bani in the northern part of the Madras Presidenoy. Except in Bani, 
development has not progressed so far as in the northern India neglectumB (of forma 
bengaZensis), whioh are adapted to a more extreme type of season, and when grown 
in Central India, most of the annual oottonsof Madras develop into bushy. much 
branohed shrubs resembling the perennials from which they sprang. It is interest
ing to compare this behaviour with the behaviour, when grown.in Russia, of New 
World cottons adapted to a short day [Mauer, (1930) ], and it is strong evidenoe in 
favour of the independent origin of the negZectUmB of forma bengaZen8is in northerQ 
and forma indica in southern India. . 

The neglectums of forma bengalensis appear to have developed in Assam, and 
Bengal, from the same perennial stock as gave rise to var. c~nuum and to have 
spread throughout the Ganges basin and Central India. In their evolution in rPI
ponse to the selection pressure of a short season they resembletbe Upland cottonl. 
Perennial cottons are common in parts of the Chittagong Hill Tracts, and are found 
along the foothills of the Himalayas as far as the eastern districts of the United 
Provinces, where the type assigned by Gammie (1907) to G. inte'l'medium Todaro is 
still grown on small scale. The cotton from which the famous Dacca muslins were 
made was'of this type. It was fine, but short in staple and low in ginning percen
tage, and was triennial (Price in Retum 1847). Price (loc. cit.) states that in 1844, 
when the Dacca muslin industry was rapidly declining, both the triennial and the 
. coarse annual cottons were being grown in the Dacca district, and it is a safe infer
ence that the invasion of the Gangetic plain by coarse annuals ot' G. arboreum var. 
negZectum forma bengaZensis from the hilly tracts of eastern Bengal and Assam com
menced when cheap machine-made cotton goods from England began to compete 
successfully with the fine hand-made local muslins. The area covered by the neg
leQtums of forma bengaZensis has been very greatly increased in the last century. 
The introduction of power gins resulted in a premium being readily ofIered for high 
ginning percentage. No corresponding premium was ob~ainable .for better ~uality. 
and even to-day, when the great bulk of coarse cotton on the Indian market lB caus
ing considerable anxiety, an increase in ginning percentage from 30 to 31 pays the 
oqltrvata.: as well as an increase ot' about 20 per cent in spinning value. The nanow-
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leaved, white-flowered Roseum type common in neglectum bengalensis had much 
higher ginning percentage than the southern Bani.· The bengalensis mixture was 
therefore favoured and encroached on the southern (indica) area, and a great cotton 

. growing tract, comprising the Central Provinces, Berar, Khandesh and Nimar, 
. changed over from medium-staple to coarse-staple. This raises an interesting point 
of contrast between forma bengalensis and forma indica. In general the southern, 
types (forma indica) are from medium to fine in staple, with a comparatively low 
ginning percentage, while the northern types (forma bengalensis) are medium to 
ooarse in staple, with a high ginning percentage. Hutchinson and Govande (1936 
in press) have recently shown that the differences between forma bengalensis and 
forma indica in hair characters and spinning value are as great as occur between 
species. 

At the beginning of the present ~century the northern neglectum bengalensis, 
which had displaced the southern neglectum indica so successfully in the Central 
Provinces and Khandesh, was introduced into the he1baceum tract of Kathiawar, 
and, under the name Matthia, has spread until it contributes a very large proportion 
of the Dholleras crop. In the Punjab the development of the canal irrigation system 
has resulted in a great increase in the area under cotton, and this has been divided 
between the northern neglectum bengalensis* and introduced types of G. hirsutum 
(Upland). These extensions have all involved increases in the amount of coarse
stapled Indian cottons, and at present constitute a source of serious weakness to 
India's position in the cotton markets of the world. In considering means of im
proving the position, it should be remembered that, while the types of neglectum ben
galensis are predominantly coarse in staple, and high ginning, these characteristics 
have been greatly favoured by the selective agencies of the last hundred years, during 
which period a premium was always obtainable for ginning percentage, but was 
much less readily given for quality. Ginning percentages higher than 28 were very 
rare in India in 1840. [See Return (1847).] The types of neglectum indica of south 
India usually gin at present from 25 to 30, whereas the range of ginning percentage in 
northern India is now from 28 to 40, showing a much greater response to selection 
than in south India. There is no reason to doubt that selection for quality in neg
lectum bengalensis will lead to considerable improvement [See Hutchinson and 
Kubersingh (1936)] but the plant breeders engaged on the problem will do well to 
remember that the recent increase in ginning percentage has been gained largely by 
an increastl in hair-weight, which involves coarseness. If success is to be obtained 
in the improvement of quality without incurring serious losses in ginfling percen
tage, selection for hair-fineness must be accompanied by selection for an increase 
in the number of hairs per unit area of seed coat. 

• It is an interesting example of the confusion into whioh the nomenclature of cotton had 
falIe!l' that Mollisoni. the broad-leaved. white-flowered northern neglectum predominant in the 
Punjab. has usually been assigned to G. indicum a name only applicable to the south Indian types 
DOW inoluded in G. orboreum (see Hutchinson and Ghose (1936 in pre~) ]. 

H 
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There appear to be two other centres of development of annual types of G. ",bo
reum conoerning which less information is available. The neglectum cottons of 
Burma and Indo-China (G. arbO'l'eum var~ neglectum forma burmanica) have been 
developed by selection for the annual habit from among perennial G. arbO'l'eumI of 
the same area. Somewhat inadequate oolleotions of material from Burma revealed 
a great range of habit-types from perennial (G. arbO'l'eum var. typicum) to annual (G. 
arboreum var. neglectum), and also great variability in quality. In comparison with 
the two groups of neglectums found in India, the neglectum. of forma burmanica are 
of interest and value in that types have been selected from them whioh combine 
~ing peroentage up to 40 with lint up to 1" in staple, and reasonably nne. 

~he introduotion of ootton cultivation into China took plaoe between the 11th 
and 13th centuries (See Watt 1907), and it is stated in Chinese reoords thai it was 
introduoed from rndia by two routes. The· northern cottons of the valley of the 
Yellow River were carried overland, from Bengal and Assam, while the more 
southern oottons of the Yangtse valley were brought by sea from Indo-China. In 
response to the short growing season'of China and neighbouring regions the devel
opment of the annual habit has prooeeded to a degree only exceeded by the earliest 
forms of G. herbaceum var. typicum· from the equally short season tracts on the 
north slopes of the Pamirs. Monopodial development is oompletely suppressed, 
and sympodial fruiting ~ranohes arise at a very early stage. 

The northern types of the valley of the Yellow River are very coarse, as would 
be expeoted in view of their introduotion overland from Bengal or Assam, and they 
may be placed betweel} G. arboreum var. neglectum forma bengalensis, and G. arboreum 
var cernuum. The oottons of the Yangtse valley, whioh were introduced by the sea 
route, are finer, and belong to.G. arboreum var. neglectum forma burmanica. 

In Afrioa G. arboreum var. typicum forma soudane'n8is ooours in Abyssinia, the 
Anglo-EgyptiauSudan, and the Frenoh Sudan. G. arboreum var. neglectum forma 
soudanensis, olearly olosely related to G. arboreum var. typicum formasoudanensis, 
is also found in the Frenoh Sudan, Oubangui Chari, and South of Lake Chad, and in 
FrenohWest Afrioa (Dahomey & Mossi) and Nigeria. [Chevalier (1936) Rev. de 
Bot. Appl. d' Agr. Trop., in press]. Chevalier (1936) reoords that negleclum sou
danensis was formerly oultivated, but its lint is no longer often used. The plant 
is regarded~~s. a fetish, and is used medioinally. 

Finally,~f two perennial types of G. arboreum obtained from Madagascar, one 
.produoed its first sympodium at about node 20, while the other did not develop a 
fruiting branoh on the main stem until about the 50th node. I am indebted to M. 
Perrier de la Bathie for the information that the former (earlier) type is that origin
aUy oultivated by the Malagasy before the introduotion of New World types, while 
the latter is truly wild. This illustrates the first stage in the development of a 
neglectum • ... 



The distribution and relationships of the African forms of G. lIerbaceum L. have 
been greatly clarified by Chevalier (1936), who re-arranged his material according to 
Hutchinson and Ghose's (1936) classification. He did not find typical G. herbaceum 
L. var. aJrwnum Watt in the French African colonies. The typical form of this 
variety is confined to the bushveldregions of South Africa from Bechuanaland to 
Mozambique. The herbaceum cotton of North Africa is G. herbaceum L. var Jrute
scellS Delile. Chevalier (1936) states that this is the cotton which was cultivated by 
the negroes of the whole of tropical Africa. (except those of the great forests) before 
the introduction of American species. He records its survival in the cultivations 
of the negroes in the French Sudan, the regions south of Lake Chad, Dahomey and 
neighbouring territories, Senegal, Nigeria, and oases in the Sahara, and adds that 
it still survives in Nubia, where Delile first collected it. The most important of 
Chevalier's,observations, however, is that in fallows and abandoned cultivations, 
types intermediate between var. aJricanum and var. frutescens are constantly to bo 
found, especially in north Bornu, showing that the two varieties are as closely 
related as the wild and cultivated forms ofG. arboreum. As in the latter, the devdop
ment of the cultivated species has been by selection of forms which produce fruiting 
branches earlier in their life history, and have better lint. Chevalier's description of 
intermediates explains the records of the occurrence of G. herbaceum var. africanum 
from Bornu and Kordofan. There is no doubt that G. herbaceum var. ajricanwn 
is wild in the South African bushveld, but Chevalier (in correspondence) states that 
it certainly is not wild in West Africa, and var. Jrutescens is always found either 
in, or in association with, negro cultivations. The absence of any record of indige
nous wild or cultivated cottons in Tanganyika is remarkable, and I have been 
unable to find any record of an indigenous cotton between Zambesia and Nubia. 

In India, G. herbaceum var. Jrutescens is distributed throughout the cotton 
growing tracts of western India from Cutch to Madras. The centre of variability 
in India is Gujerat (see Patel (1920) and Hutchinson and Ghose (1936 in press)] 
where there occurs almost the whole range of. forms found in th~ variety. In Guje
rat the predominant types are bushy, with a. number of monopodia! branches. The 
Wagad'type, typical of northern Kathiawar and Cutch, has much less monopodia! 
development, and round bolls which hardly open when ripe, characteristics which 
indicate an approach to G. herbaceum var. !ypicum of the areas north and west ofthe 
Indus river. South of Gujerat in Kanara, the Deccan, and Madras, the jrutescens 
cottons (Kumpta and Uppam) have also developed an earlier and much less branched 
habit than is exhibited by the Gujerat types. G. herbaceum var. typicwn is found in 
Afghanistan, Iran, Russian Turkestan, Ba!uchistan and Iraq, and has been distri
buted since the Mohammedan invasions of the 9th and 10th centuries, in the coun
tries round the Mediterranean [Watt (1907)]. Its centre of variability has been 
located by the Russian workers in northern Iran, and Afghanistan [Chemyakovs
kaya (1930)]. Its early habit and lack of monopodia! development, together with 
its .llorthern distribution, indicate relatively late develoJ>ment. The Wagad type 
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of G. herbaceum var. frutescens, with the closed boll and early habit so common in 
G. herbaceum var. typwum, provides a link showing the line of development by which 
the latter has developed from G. herbaceum var. frutescens or its cl08e relatives 
in response to the selective influences of a northern climate with a short season. In 
G. herbaceum var. typicum are found the earliest fruiting types of cotton known. 
Some strains from the northern slopes of the Pamirs develop the first fruiting branch 
as early as the first node above the cotyledons. 

The distributions of G. arboreum and G. herbaceum overlap in India, and in 
parts of the Madras Presidency the two species are grown together in mixed crops 
of Uppam and Karunganni. It is a striking fact that, even though the 171 hybrid 
between them is remarkably vigorous and productive, hybrids of later generations 
are rare, and the integrity of the two species is maintained unimpaired. Evidence 
obtained from Fils and la~er generations of similar hybrids grown under experimental 
conditions leads to the conclusion that the breakdown of the specific balance by 
segregation [see Harland (1936)] results in the appearance of types, the grltat 
majority of which are unfit to compete with the parental species. 

V. WILD SPECIES. 

Two wild species of Gossypium are indigenous in Africa, G. triphyllum [Oien
Jugosia triphylla (Harv.) Hochr.] 'of South West Africa, and G. anomalum Waw. 
& Peyr. Concerning the former little is known. It is assigned to Gossypium by 
Chevalier (1933) and Skovsted (1395 b). G. anomalum was originally described by 
Wawra and Peyritsch [in Sertum Benguel., S.l1 (1836) vide Wittmack (1928)] Crom 
material collected in Benguela, but subsequent records of its occurrence are Crom 
the arid steppes, thorny zones, and stony lands on the southern borders of the Sahara 
[Ch~valier (1933)]. Chevalier (1933 & 1935) gives a good account of the present 
state of knowledge of the species, but it is not possible to assent to his speculations 
concerning its relationships with the cultivated' Asiatic cottons. 

G.StockBii is indigenous in Sind and south eastern Arabia. 

G. ,anomalum & G. Stocksii have,. similar chromosome complement to 'that 01 
the Asiatic cultivated cott~ns [Skovsted (1935 b)], and they will hybridise with 
them. Hybrids of G. Stooksii with cultivated Asiatic cottons are completely sterile. 
Hybrids of G. anomalum are slightly fertile. These species are of particular interest, 
in that G. anomalum resembles G. arboreum in many characters and G. 'Stocksii 
resembles G. herbaceum in the same ways. The parallelism is striking, and 'forms 
an admirable example of the "law of homologous series" referred to by Zaitzev 
(1927) in his discussion of the relationships of cott,?n species. 

All the other wild species at present assigned to Gossypium are indigenous to 
the lands bordering on the Pacific. Of 13 chromosome species, Skovsted (1935 b) 
places G. Davidsani';' Crom Southern California and G. Sturtii Crom Australia in is0-
lated clhsses. Presumably G. Robin-Bani, also a wild Australian species, is related 
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to G. Sturtii. G. trilobum, G. Harknessii, G. Armourianum, G. aridum, and G. Klotz
chia,num form a group to themselves. Hybridisation between cultivated New World 
cottons (26 chromosomes) and G. aridum and G. Armourianum is easy, and gives 
fertile hybrids [Skovsted (1935 b)].' 

The wild 26 chromosome cottons are all found on islands in the Pacific. G. 
tomentosum is endemic in the Hawaiian islands, and G. Darwinii in the Galapagos 
islands. G. taitense is indigenous in Fiji and Tahiti, but the limits of its distribution 
are not well defined owing to confusion between it and wild, or escaped, naturalised 
forms of G. religio8um. All three species give fully fertile hybrids with the cultivated 
26 chromosome cottons. 

Of great interest and importance is the problem of the origin and relationships 
of the 26 chromosome cottons. From crosses between them andditI~j ent types of 
13 chromosome cottons, and from a comparison of their meiotic behaviuuI v.ith that 
of a triploid Asiatic cotton, Skovsted (1934) concludes that the set of 26 consists of 
a set of 13 homologous with that of the cultivated Asiatic cottons, and a set of 13 
homologous with that of the wild 13 chromosome New World group. He supposes 
that the 26 complement has arisen by chromosome doubling in a hybrid between 
types related to the Asiatic, and wild New World 13 chromosome cottons respec
tively. Gates (1934) and Davie (1935) favour the view that the formation of the 
26 complement is the result of crossing between New World 13 chromosome species. 
Davie (1935) finds difficulty in accepting the theory that Asiatic cottons or their close 
relatives have entered into the ancestry of the New World Cottons, in view of the 
fact [well estab,Iished by Kearney (1930) and others] that cotton was cultivated and 
spun in America before its discovery by Columbus, and he puts forward the sug
gestion that they may have arisen as a result of crossing between G. mexicanum or 
G. braziliense and wild American cottons. As G. mexicanum is only a form of G. 
hirsutu1T6, and G. braziliense a form of G. barbadense, this suggestion falls to the 
ground. Harland (1935) argues that the New World allopolyploids probably arose 
in the manner suggested by Skovsted, in the Pacific region when the re was a land 
connection between South America and the East Indies. The cytological evidence, 
and the distribution of the species in and around the Pacific agrees better with this 
'theory than with any other. Consideration of the distribution of species having a 
complement of 13 chromosomes of the Asiatic type leads to the conclusion that only 
O. arboreum or its prototype is likely to have existed in the Pacific region at the 
time of origin of the 26 chromosome cottons. 

VI. DISCUSSION. 

The history of the oultivated species of cotton provides an example such as is not 
often obtainable, of oonsiderable evolutionary progress in historic times. Annual 
cottons of the Upland group have probably existed on the Mexican plateau for a 
long period, but the course of evolution is olear. From perennial shrubs, glabrous 



Of nearly BO, with small leaves, small bolls, and scant lint (exemplified by the G. 
Palmerii of Watt, G. microcarpum of Todaro) two lines of development have taken 
place. In the moist tropical regions of the Pacific coast of Central America, the 
Spanish Main, and the West Indies, the perennial habit remained, and the evolution 
of G. ,eligwsum was primarily by selection for better cropping power, larger bolla, 
and better lint. On the plateau, however, the perennial habit is at a selective dis
advantage, and there the annual G. hirstdum arose, and with the modem demand for 
its product, intense selection for earliness, hairiness (for pest resistance), cropping 
power, boll size, and fineness and abundance of lint, produced. the varieties of com· 
merce. 

On G. barbadense, the tropical cotton of South America, the selective forces as
sociated with large scale cultivation did not impinge until later. It was then under 
environments outside its natural rang~outh Carolina and Egypt-that devtllop
ment took place. The response to selection for the annual habit, cropping power, 
and lint quantity have led, in less than 300 years, to the evolution of types alm08t a.. 
early and as high yielding as any, and of better quality than 0.11 other cottOD!. 

The main line of evolutionary progres~evelopment from highly monopodial, 
perennial, sub-scandent bushes to sympodial, annual, erect small shrubs-b88 been 
the same in both cultivated Old World species as in those of the New World. The 
details of the process have been very different in the two species owing to a great 
difference in the distribution of the wild forms from which those of cultivation have 
been derived. 

Wild types of G. arbof'eum are to be found in all countries from Abyssinia and 
Madagascar to the Philippines. The demands of cultivation have influenced them 
at many points in their distribution, and it is possible to identify at least four centre. 
of development of annual cottons .• Of these, probably tbat in Assam and Bengal 
is the oldest, and has given rise, in addition to the northern Indian types of var. 
neglectum (forma bengalensis) to the distinct var. cernuum, which appears to be 
specialised in response to the environment of hill cultivation under heavy rainfall, 
and probably to the coarse cottons of the Dorthem sections of the Chinese crop. 
The commencement of the development of the Burma.-Jndo-China-China series of 
neglectumB (forma burmanica) can be dated with confidence by records of the time 
of introduction of cotton into China, which is given by Watt (1907) as between the 
7th century, when it first became known there~ and the 13th century, when its culti· 
vation was undertaken. In South India much of the development of early type. 
has taken place during the last century. 

All the early literature on cotton in India speaks of the cultivation of perennials, 
[see Watt (1907) ] and it is fairly safe to hazard a guess that in the tenth century, 
annual cottDns were practically unknown in India, except possibly in the bill tracta 
·of Bengal and .A&omm. 
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The development of the M'rbaceum cottons differs from that of the arboreum, 
in that the distribution of the primitive wild perennial types was probably limited W 
the bushveld regions of South Africa. Chevalier is emphatic that the types of G. 
herbaceum var. africanum and var. frutescens and their intermediates, with which 
he is familiar, are not wild in the French African colonies. Chevalier's analysis 
and interpretation of the African types justifies Zaitzev's designation of G. herba
ceum and its varieties as the "African group." G. herbaceum var. africanum is a 
wild, perennial, highly monopodial sub-scandent bush, almost glabrous, with small 
leaves, small bolls, and sparse, worthless lint. From it, Chevalier records a series of 
intermediate types grading to cultivated forms of G. he:rbaceum var. frlltescens 
which, with their erect, annual, moderately sympodial habit, intense hairiness, 
large leaves, large bolls, and abundant lint, are indistinguishable from the forms 
of the variety now cultivated in India. In India, further development of the 
sympodial habit has occurred, in both the southern and the northern extensions 
of the distribution. Information concerning the African types is scanty, but 80 far 
as can be discovered, the closed boll character arose first in the northern part of 
the Indian distribution, and has become the commonest type in G. herbaceum var. 
typicum, which represents the climax in this species of the development of the early 
sympodial habit, and contains the earliest types of cotton known. 

Such information as it has been possible to colleet indicates that the introduction 
of G. herbaceum into India must have taken place in fairly recent times. Watt (1907) 
nummarises the reports of travellers, and until the advent of the British in India 
there appears to be no record of the cultivation of annual cottons, and Marco Polo 
(1290 A.D.) specifically refers to the cotton trees of Gujerat as attaining the age of 
20 years. From the fact that Rozi (G. arboreum) is still cultivated in Gujerat, and 
is known to have occupied a larger proportion of the cotton area there in the past, 
it is legitimate to assume that the Gujerat cotton of Marco Polo's time was G. arbo
reum. There would certainly be no inducement to replace the indigenous Rozi with 
a G. herbaceum resembling any of the perennial forms of the species now known. 
Watt (1890) states that cotton was not known in Persia before the Christian era. 
It may be suggested that G. herbaceum var. frutescens was introduced from Africa 
into India when the value of annual cottons began to be appreciated, and was then 
carried to Persia and Mghanistanby those who realized that the annual habit made 
possible its cultivation in regions with cold winters. This probably took place some 
centuries before the displacement of perennial cottons in India occurred on a large 
scale, as the incentive to grow annuals was much less in India than in more northern 
countries. 

The evolu~ion ~f ~he 26 ~hromosome group of species is too old to be subject to 
such an analysIS as It IS pOSSible to make of the developments within species. Skov
sted's (1934) analysis of the chromosome complement of the New World cottons 
to~ether with the known facts of geographical distribution and genetic homology 
pomt strongly to allotetraploid synthesis from relatives of the New World a~d (If 
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the Old World 13 chromosome groups. Comparison of the distributions of G. arbo
reum and G. herbaceum suggest that primitive relatives of G. arboreum are mon 
likely to have been involved than relatives of G. her'baceum. Zaitzev. however 
chew attention to the homology between G. herbaceum and the Upland-Bourbol 
group, and between G. arboreum and the Peruvian (G. barbadense) group, ant 
the possibility of independent parallel origin of the ~wo New World groups cannol 
be ignored. . 

VII. SUID4UY. 

(1) Current opinions concerning the distribution and relationships of speciel 
,of Gossypium are summarised. 

(2) An account is given of the present state of knowledge of the phytogeog 
raphy of the genus, in the light of recent revisions of its clas.'lifications. 

Great extensions in the distribution of tIle five cultivated sp~ies have takel 
place in recent times and it is shown that side by side with these extensions, fou 
of the five species have undergone very rapid evolution. The course of this recenl 
evolutionary process has been parallel in all species. In 'G. hirsulum. G. herbaceum 
and the northern Indian and C'hinese forms of G. arborl!Um early annnal, sympodia 
types have been developed from perennial, highly monopodial, bushy forma b 
response to the selective influences of short growing seasons and cold winters encoun 
tered in continental monsoon climates and in the recent northerly extensions of thei! 
. distributions. The interaction of environmental pressure and evolutionary res 
ponse must have been extremely close, invasion of short season areas being impolS 
sible without the annual habit which could only be developed in response to it. 

In G. barbaiense, and in the southern Indian types of G. arboreum, a similaJ 
development of anJ:iual sympodial types has taken place in the last few centnri61 
.in response to the demand of agriculture for the simpler crop management and bette! 
pest control which is possible with annual types. 

(3) It is pointed out that tho changes which have taken place in the cultivate< 
species of cotton afford an excellent deruonstrttion of the progress of evolutiol 
within historic times. 

(4) The work of Skovsted on the analysis of the chromosome complement 0 

New World cottons is referred to, and other recent theories on the subject are men 
tioned. SkQvsted's cytological evidence, together with Harland's genetic evidence 
is considered to give strong support to the theory that the 26 chromosome cotton 
arose by allotetraploidy from a hybrid between two 13 chromosome types, one re 
lated to ,the wild 13 chromosome cottons olthe New World, and the other relat8( 
to the cultivated 13 chromosome oottons of Asia, the line of meeting of'the twc 
being across the Pacific and not across the Atlantic • 
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DISCUSSION. 

Mr ~ J. B. Hutchinson lntroducing lis paper said tAat Ae wouU first take up tAe 
maps att'he enil aM, give Ais, remarks. The first map s'howed tAe distribution oJ 
G. barbadense aM, roughly oj aU the wilil cottons oj ,the Pacifio regions. One oj the 
most important contribUtions to t'he kn(YlJ)ledge of the distribution oj Gossypium had 
been the sorting out oj the. distribution oj the wild species in relation to the chromo
some number. 'There had been .a good dea,l of argument notably between Davie 
working in England and Skovsted in Trinidad in regard to the old world cottons and 
t'he new world cottons. Davie tried to sh(YlJ) tliat Skovsted was not by a'l!Y means rigAt 
in his argument that tlie line oj meeting oj the old world and netD world cotton. was 
not across the Atlantic. The Atlantio Jorms a sharp natural division in tlie 
distribution oj the genus. The .distribution oj the tm"ld species made it fJery clear 
tAat tlie connecting bridge was across tlie Pacifio and no' across the Atlantic. A. 
given in the paper the 26 cliromosome species were the natives oj the Pacific region. 
while 9n the· western borders oj the American Oontinent there was Q groUp oj 13 
chromosome wild species and in Australia thfHe were two tm"ld species 80 that 13 and 
26 cTiromosome cottons were to be Jound in the Pacifio regions. The 13 chromosome 
N etC World group has been sh(YlJ)n by Skovsted to be a set homologous to half the set oJ 
26 oj the N etC World cottons, the otlier half oj the N ew World 26 being homologous 
to the Asiatio cattons so tliat it was ,Q reasonable assumption thaf the N etC World 26 
chromosome might liave arisen as a result ora C',IOSS between an ancestor oj Asiatio 
13 aM, an ancestor: oJ N etC W orltl' 13:' Turning to G. bar~adense, a South ,;,{merican 
catton, he continued that Russian' ~orkers had, shown tliat it l,ad it8 centre oJ 
cariabiZity in the N orih·Western parts oj South America notably Oolumbia alld 
EfJuador and the western parts oJ Venezuela and that it extended right through the 
tohole tropical regions oj South America except in the great Jorests where cotton. 
could not be grown. This species was almost entirely perennial but tMre had been 

, separate deJIJelopments oJ annual types ii, recent times from these perennials. The 
first was the aeJIJeZopment oJ the Sea Islands which resulted Jrom the sf'Zection Jor the 
annual habit of barbadense cottons taken Jrom the W est Indies to South Oarolina. 
They were returned to West Indies and they were a great deaZ better suited JO'l' g'l'(YIJ)th 
than the perennials from which they had been deJIJeWped 0'" account oJ tlie Jact tliat 
annual crops made-it poss~ble to work out a close ,seasO'll. The second development oJ 
annual types was the:deJlJeZopment oJ Egyptian cottons Jrom the hybrid between J umeZ' s 
perennial G. barbadense and the introduced Sea Island so tliat there again the Sea IslaJw 
sto'cks had a great deal to do with the deJIJeZopme1rJ oj the S8C01W group oj annual cottons 
in barbadense. The third group was that at Present grown in the irrigated valleys oJ the 
West Ooast oj South America usually known as Tanguis and was a very mixed Zot. It 
was usually reJerred to as' American and the photographs Been in. the Peruvian bulletins 
showed a very considerable amount oj varialn"li,ty and ,there appeared to be a large 
n?fmber oj intermediates between it and the typioal perenniaZ South American b/lorl!adense. 



Ie then turned over to the next map where the distribution of G. hirsutum and 
t. religiosum was shown. Regarding the meaning of G. religiosum he said that a 
'e-arrangement of the classification of Gossypium would 'be out shortly, where 
t. religiosum was attached to the Bourbon cotton instead of to G. purpurascens 
!dopted by Harland, because an exa1Wination of the types in tM Linnean herbareum 
rhawed that the name G. religiosum L. must take precedence. Russian workers 
~(,itzev and Mauer had mixed th.em together though their reasons ,equired further 
rubatantiatiolL. G. birsutum and G. religiosum were closely related, religiosum 
riffering primarily in the fact that it was perennial and it. other minor characters art.d 
Ie invited Mr. Ramanatha Ayyar's opinion thereon. There was very little doubt that 
hey had descended from a common stock from Oentral America of which probably 
t. palmerii was the wild proto-type, the annual type having beM developed in the 
Jentral Plateau of MC3ico where perennials had persisted all along the coast regions 
md along the east coast of South America and as far as cottan growing regions in 
rJrazil. The distribution of birsutum at the present time had resulted in a ver1J 
arge exteMior6 after the colonisation of America by the European race and 
rractically the whole of the modern cotton belt was not within the region of natural distri
,ution of Gossypium. There has been a good deal of argument abaut wltat was the 
~rst cotton tak-3n over there. Mr. George Watt opined that it was G. berbaceum 
aken from the Levant, the Mediterranean region. The determinatiOi. of chromosome 
ULmbers effectually proved that G. berbaceum had no part in the ancestry of 
l. birsutum. There was very little reaSOn to doubt that the latter resulted from the 
:ollection of Mexican cottons of variaus people and their despatch to Europe. Three 
!l1ezican cottons were subsequently sent to Oarolina and other parts by botanists who 
:vere interested in the agricultural botany of the new Oolanies. Referring to the map 
,iving tlLe distribution of G. arboreum and G. anomalum, lte said that G. anomalum 
:vas a wild African species which had13 chromosomes. Being the most widely 
listributed of. any species of cotton G. arboreum was reoorded from West Africa 
~ight across to Japan and Korea to the islands of Dutch Easg Indies to the $outh . 
.4.1l over that area wherever perennial crops were possible and even in Madagascar. 
wild primitive arboreum cottons wl~h little lint which was dijficult to get off the hard 
leed would be found and these apparently were the types from which cultivated, 
~rboreum cottons .had been developed. Here again the general phenomenon of 
~evelopmen' of annual types would be noticed attd this development had made too 
rpeat extensions in area in the geographical distribution pf the species. One great 
extension had been in Ohina and Japan . . Ootton was unknown in Ohina in the 7th 
century and by the 13th century it had become a commercial crop of imparlance. He 
learnt from Mr. Olten that cotto" reached Ohina by two separate routes. Oottons of 
the Yellow Ri'ver il& northertl OlLina were taken overland from Bengal wltile the more 
southern oottons of the Yangtse valley were brought by sea from I ndo-Ohilta. If that was 
so it was probable that the coUons of the Yellow River were coarser than ~he cottons 0/ 
the Yangtse Vallev, as it was to be ezpected that cotton Bent fram Assam wcnild b. 



toarser t1uIIn cotton sent from: I/Ulo-Ohina. The development of annual habit had 
taken,place independently, in various parts oj the distribution of the old primitive 
perennials. There' was the development cf annual eutunWJ in Africa, Burma and 
Indo-Ohina while in India .annual cottons developed in two separate places. There 
were the Banis and Karufl!Jannis and the great mass of Oomras and Bengal. cotton. oJ 
fairly shart staple 'with high ginning percentage, to whicl.Mr. Rarnanatha Ayyar tL'otdd 
probably add· further information. It was interesting to analyse somewhat the 
history' oJ cotton in recent times in India. The development of po'U'er ginning 
industry at a time when the mill industry such as was in existence lwe was only 
concerned with coarse counts led tothe development of an easy p1emium for gitlni1lg 
percentage as against the comparatively small premium Jor quality which Wal 

difficult t!> obtain under conditions ewisting 50 or 60 year. ago. At any rate in old 
times premium for ginning pe1'centage was obtainable and not premium for quaZity 
anrl staple and as a result there was a very heavy invasion of slimt staple cotton. 
in the medium staple areas. This invasion took the form of Oomm. in Oentral 
'India and in the Oentral Provinces and Berar and in Kathiawar the invader was 
lm(lwn as Mathio, a short staple cotton. ]" the Punjab, however, where there wall 
not much cotton grown before, staple cottO',. extended, but at the same ti1ne there waf 
'also the invasion of short . staple cotton so that at present the two invaders were side 
by side, fairly welt balanced 'one against the other. He emphasised that the 
ttottons which dragged dvwnthe reputation of Indian cotton were Punjab 
and Sind Desi, Rajputana and the United 'Provinces Desi, Oomras of Oentral 
India and the Mathios, whereas the Southern types and the American ty>pes 
'and the bulk of berbaceum' cottons tt'hich were oj med'ium staple would 
(l,lwaysfinda ready market. He waS -of opinWIl that there was a likelihood oj 
getting back to 'a decent tjual-ity by -selection among the best in. a place like the 
CeniralProvinces, where the coarse cottan. had swamped Ba1li, a fine O(ltton. It i. a 
matter oJ experience that in the Oentral Provinces and HyderalJad Slate good medium 
stapl~ cott(jn required was already- available as a result of ~election; whereas in the 
'Punjab it has been necessary to resort to hybridisation before improvements could be 
obtained as in the case oj Jubilee cotton. Passing on to' the distribution oJherbaceum 
1/,6 said that he was muchintlebtea to a very prpminent Frenc"" Botanist, Profes8or 
Chevalier for assistance in elucidating' the distribution of berbaceum. He 
(Mr. Hutchinson) thought that it would have to be accepted that herbaceum var. 
frutescens had beell recorded in cultivation right up from Nyasaland, and Portug'UC8e 
West 'A/ricato the French Ooloniesof Equatorial Africa and right across Senegal to' 

. Congo. . The na~ive grown cotton 'fr(!m Bechuanalantl to MozambifJU6 Wa' mfJ1pholo· 
gically indistinguishable from the Goghari in the Bombay Presitleiwy. I'll India 
G. berbaceum var.frutescens was distributed throughout the coUon-growing tract 
_ of Western India and the centre oj variability was in Gujarat where the predominatet 
types Were more bushy than the southern type8 8uck as Hagan ana Uppam. He pre
ferred to call Wagad var. frutescens while Mr. Ramanatha Ayya, w.:ruld caU it Vif 



typicum. 11, lral~ and Afghanistan, G. herbaceum var. typicum w.asfound, atUl its 
early habit and lack of monopodial development indicated a relatively late development, 
The rough outline of the cultivated cottons showed a steady selection pressule of 
cultivated species in favour of the annual habit and consequent increased distribution, 
The distri~utior. of herbaceum var. typicum was from Chinese Turkestan right away 
through the Mediterranean region, a;,d as far as C.~inese Turkestan was concerned 
the bulk of that distribution had been covered in the last 8 or 9 centuries probably by 
the Mahommadan invaders, When it got intO' Iran it was not known. There must 
be a very strang graund for agreeing with Zaitzev in calling herbaceum the African. 
species. He. believed that there was a tendency which e1A-rted itself passibly through 
all cultivated species af cottan sa that the mOt'e its cultivation was extended the more 
the annual habits caine to be known. 

Mr. Ramanatha Ayyar said that a comparisan of t!~e floral anatomy of the 
three Americal6 cottons, hirsutum,. barbadense and religiosum pointed aut that 
G. religiosum was not only a separate species but it was alsO' more allied to wild 
species than the hirsutum and barbadense cottons. In the wild species the number 
of vascular strands was very much lower than that i1~ the cultivated varieties and 
religiosum hail a fewer number af strands in the thalamus than the other 
two. The anatomical studies further indicattid the possibility thut herbaceum 
cottons could have more likely been ane of the parents fO'r constituting the 
alZotetraplo-id N.,ew World group than the arboreum forms. With regard t() arboreum 
cottO'll~ in India, h.e thought that Mr, Hutchinson was right in ccnduding that the 
annual farms· of south 1 n.dia differed from thase in north India especially the roseum 
and cernuum group. Anatomical studies showed that all the south bulian forms 
had the arboreum type rl anatomy. It was of interest to note that some of the 
Madrasf()rms which had the similar morphological features like the north Indian 
Roseum atld cemuum cottons had the arboreum vascular system indicating strangly 
that they had originatedfram arboreum. He added that Mr, Hutchinson seemed to 
be correct in his hypothesilJ that cernuum cottons were evalved in Eastern Bengal 
and Assam. For it was stated in the East India Company's letters of 1780 that a 
lot of fairly Zo"g stapled cotton was being cultivated in portions af United Prcwinces 
called Vizier's dOtninians. These were first imported into Allahabad and thence to 
Mirzapur, ana finally to Calcutta by r~ver. Nagpur and Amraoti cottans which were 
also am&ual types were carried t() Allahabad an pack anitnals and frOtn there to 
Calcutta. Referring to the f()ot note on page 7 of the paper that "it is an interesting 
example of the confusion intO' which the nomenclature of cottc.n has fallen, that 
Mollisoni the broad leaved, white flowered northern neglectum predominant in the 
Punjab, has 'Usually beetl assigned to' G. indicum a name only applicable to' the 
South I~dian types now included in G. arboreum," he said that he was unable to 
subscribe to that view. From anatomical studies he found thatG. sanguineum had 
the same anatomical features as in Banis. Karungannis and N adams and very 
probabltJ formed the retics qf a,.borqum cottQ1lS grow'll prio, to the -illvasion b!J eliB 



Assam neglec:tums. With'regard to the spread oj arboreum CottM in Madras, he 
was of opinion tkat the centre oj origin would kave been somewhere. ill the V WIg , 
district where many types varying widely in morphcZogical ckaracters were yet to be 
found. It appeared possible tkat the broad lobed perennial cottons spread along tile 
eastern coast as far as Tinnevelly distl·ict. It was interesting to observe tkat the 
cotton, called Podupathi in Vizag district was exaCtly alike to the N adarns, 0/ Tinne
velly district in,morphologoical al/,d agricultural characters. He Jurther opined that 
Karungannis .shoulil have be61/, evolved flom the Tinneuelly N adam about a ce"1,turg 
ag01 He added that he disagreed wi,h the suggestion that annual lierbaceumB shculd 
have first come to India and, then spread to Persia. as he thcughl that it ahculd have 
been the other way. Marco Polo reported that duTing his visit to Yarkand, in the 
tMrieMth century he came across annual types whereas he referred to Gujarat cotton. 
as plants 20' to 30' high. hir,tiilg thereby that they were npt annuals. Beside. 
herbaceums were called by some oj the earlier writers as G. annuam and in fact were 
~lltOwnZo grow";'n Asia Mit..or and Egypt m'I£Chearlier thaJJ they were kfltOwn to be 
cultivated in India. 

As regards the view that Dacca Muslins were prepared Jrom a perennial cotton, 
(te said that Jrom one oj tlte letters written to the East India Company i" 1'189 he 
understood that Dacca M uslir.s were prepared ngt Jrom perennial cotton but lrom an 
an·n·ual cotton called 'photee' grow". in Assam, whose chief peculiarity wa, that when 
it was bleached its fibres did not swell. It was also said that kapas pickedJres" 
Irom the plant was tltOt ·useful Jor spint~irtg fine Muslins and tkat'it mud £e stored 
lor ol/,e year before only it woulil be useful Jor preparing fine yarns. It appeared 
that the finest cottons in Ind,ia at that time were the Broach cotton, aM next catne 
Ansoti alld the N agpur cottons, and, the coarsest were from .Assam. So long as 
Bengal was manufacturing musl'ins, fiiUJ types were needed and 1/1 fact imported 
Irom other provinces in l,arge guantities; but whej' machine made articles were 
imparted from Europe tke cultivation oj fine cottons was "educed. :the demand at 
~kat time wasJorshort staple cott9n Jor e:eport to Chi1UJ a1~ this Jactor accelerated 
tke spread of Assam cotton. called Bkoja kapaa thrgughout tke northern and central 
parts of Ittdia a-nd its high '!Iield kept it on there, permanently. . 

Dr~ Nazi!' Ahmad rejerrill,g to tests carried out on Dacca muslin at the Labora
tory as well as at tl~e Shirley Institute said that the' mean fibre length oj tke cotton 
used in the manuJacture oj this fine material was found to be just about an inch, 
the fibre-weight' per inch was O. 12 to O. 15X10 oz. and the YMI. was 10 fine that 
tnere were only 10 to 15 fibres in a cross lection oj the ,yarn. The cotton used 
resembled the Punjab American 289-F cotton. With f'6garrllo Mr. Hutchinson', 
remarks about the pulling dawn oj tM reputation oj Indian CJttons. he saill that 
,considerable loss oj reputation oj Indiancotwns in England took place during the 
American a~vil War whe,. supplies oJ AmeriCali cottons nearly catne to an end anrl 

. large suppliu oJ India,. cottons were r6fuisitione4 a~ substitute by the Lancashir, 

... 
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mills. It is said t1w.t on o-ne occaSWIl " Lancashire spinner took tJ sample oj Indian 
cotton, pulled it as they do JOr estimilting the staple length anil said "where's tlle other 
end1" The impression produced in tM minds oj the Lancashire spinners was so bad 
that it took them a long time to appreciate the proper performance oj the Indian 
cottons, eSpecially the good quality types. The Lancaskire Indian Cotton Committee 
has been supplementing the efforts of the Indian Central CoUun Committee to push 
up the takings of III,dian COtt07tS by La,.cashire and it was up to the members of this 
CO'l1jerence to help botk the Committees by not Mly maintaining but even improving 
the quality of the I':tdian cottons. Referring to the observatiOrls in regard to the 
effect oj spinnind, about 50 years ago, coarse coun" on the premia paid for short 
staple c()tton, he said that it was another instance of the way in which an economic 
factor can affect the relative prices of different types of cotton regardless of their 
intrinsic value. He might give yet another example. During the last year on account 
of the requirements of armament manufacturers for the manufactme of gun material 
the premia for short staple C(lttons has gone up considerably. All these factors should 
be taken intp cOnsideration when laying down the policy f)f cotton cultivation in a 
large area. He then drew attention to the attempts which are being made to extend 
the cultivation of cotton by Russia in Russian Turkestan, by Japan in Manchuria 
and Korea, and by Italy in Abyssinia. Some oj these cottens would eventually 
compete with Indian cottons, and we should, theref01'e, be very circumspect in discard· 
iftg OUI' gooil quality cottons as it might give an advantage to these COU7ltries. Another 
interesting point brought out by Mr. Hutchinson was that the study of ch,'omlJsome 
numbers in cotton showed that the connecting bridge between the N 6'W and the Old 
WOrld was the Pacific and 'liot the Atlantic. This view did not agree with Weger/er's 
theo,,) which took into account the geographical fcrmation of the continents and the 
distribution of animals on them and according to wllich tIle connecting bn'dge between 
the New and the Old World was tlle Atlantic and not the Pacific Ocean. 

Dr. Badami observd that it was very interesting to note that many chromosome 
wild speeles were found in the :Amtrica,. Continent and only one in India, and that 
must of the Asiatic cottons were of tlle 13 chromosome type of the Pacific regions. 
The recent hybridisation work carried out at Bangalore showed that Harknessii was 
an illterestin.g example. On tlle one hand it erossed fairly well with Karu1:gani'li 
and on the flther hand it was freely crossing v;ith Bourbon and Cambodia and the 
Fl plants were tJery vigorous; Harknessii and B(}urb(}n appeared almost tlle same 
except in the shape of their leaves. 11 these crosses were followed ttp he thought tllat 
they might throw some.light on the original country of cultivation of hirsutum. 

Mr. Ansari referring to the ihtroductil!'ll of cottons in Ira/~ said that in Persia 
thd tradition was that herbaceum cettons camefrom India and his own cbservations 
alao favouf'ed this tJieto as whatever cottons he came across in Persia were all early 
Qlld highly sympcdial types which toole only Jive months to mature. 
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PLANT BREEDING 

Paper No.4. 

FLORAL ANATOMY AS AN AID TO THE CLASSIFICATION 

OF COTTONS 

BY 

P. ABRAHAM AND V. RAMANATHA AYYAR, 

COTTON BREEDING STATION, COIMBATORE. 

In the course of investigations carried out at the Cotton Breeding Station, Coirn
hatore, in connection with studies of inheritance of boll dehiscence in cotton, it 
was noticed that the patterns of arrangements of bundles in the vascular skeleton 
of the flower varied strikingly in different species. This observation prompted the 
writers to pursue the studies further. . 

Flowers from a large number of varieties grown on the station were killed at 
9 a.m. on the day of flowering and fixed in formacetic alcohol. For the sake of uni
formity in comparison, only flowers with three carpelled ovaries were selected except 
in the case of G. H arknessii where a single five carpelled ovary alone was available. 
Free hand sections were taken at different levels of the thalamus and ovary and 
mounted in glycerine after clearing them with lactic acid for examination under a 
microscope. In the case of six varieties, viz., Cambodia, Sea Island, Wagad, Karun
ganni, Roseum and· Cernuum, the specimens were paraffined, and transverse seCl. 
tions were cut to 15ft to 20ft thickness with the aid of Spencer's Rotary microtome. 
They were later on stained with one of the following stains, saffranin and light green, 
saftranin and Delafields haematoxylin, Delafields hematoxylin' alone, and 
Haidenhains haematoxylin. 

In oome of the varieties, a large number of flowers from single plants were 
also sectioned and examined with a view to determining the consta.ncy of the 
observations made. 
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FLORAL ANA.TOMY 0]1' CULTIVATED COTTONS. 

It was soon found that all the cultivated varieties examined so far (vide state
ment) could be classified into seven distinct types aocording to the plan of disposi
tion of vascular bundles ~ the receptacle and the ovary. 

Varieties 
conforming to the types. 

Cambodia, Gadag 1, Pun
jab .Americans {4F 'and 
289 F), U4, Buganda, 
Durango, 2 hirsutums 
from Russia, Hartsville. 
Lone-star, Khlay. 

Ishan,Sakel, Sea Island. 
Ashmouni. Kidney. 

Bourbon. 

Wagad, 2 big boIled Rus
sian types and a fiat 
leaved Russian'type. 

Uppam (2405 & 2919), 
, .Dharwar 1, Dharwar 2, 

Jayawant, 1027 A. L. F., 
. I Along boll, Surti 
I Broach. . 

Karunganni (C. 7, 546 and 
2622), Nandyal14, Mol-

The repres
entative 
variety. 

'Cambodia~ 

'Sea islaM. 

Bourbon. 

Wagad. 

Uppam. 

No~of 
flowers 

examined. 

60 

10 

10 

'20 

103 

lisoni, Bani, Million dol- Karunganni. 114 
lar, Nadams, Coconadas, 
Red flowered arboreum, 
Sanguineum major and 
minor. 

Garohill cotton, Roseum, Garohill cot- 33 
Verum. ton. 

Name of 
the type. 

G. ki,sutum. 

G. barbadenS6. 

O. religiosum L. 

G. kerbaceum. 

Do. 

G. a,boreum. 

O.cemuum. 

No. given 
for the 

type in the 
description. 

1 

3 

4: (a) 

4: (6) 

IS 

6 



Plate 1 

Sketch ofa dissected synaeceum(G.hirsutum) 
exposing one of the ovarial cavities 

and -two placentae. 
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To facilitate- clarity in explanation, the plan of the vascular system as seen in trans
verse sections of one of the varieties, viz., G. kirsutum, taken at 10 different levels 
of the flower (marked in Plate I), will be described in detail. In the case of others, 
only the features which deviate from the above will be dealt with. 

1. G. 'kirsutum (plate ~). Twelve varieties were examined. Cambodia Strain 
Co. 2 has beeil.taken to represen.t the type. Level 0 corresponds to the middle re- ' 
gion of the thalamus just after the departure of the vascular strands to the stamens 
and the carpellary wall. It is seen here that the vasCular cylinder is broken up into 
a number of strands which lie scattered about throughout the' section,the middle' 
portion of which is shown in the plate. At level I, the scattered bundles 
attempt to arrange themselves in an orderly fashion. It will be noticed that in the 
t;WO rows of bundles the outer one has the xylem elements facing inwards while the 
inner has them pointing outwards leaving a parenchymatous rtlgion in between. ' 
At position 2, three arc shaped groups with the bundles arranged in stele like fashion 
are distinctly seen. Obviollilly this is the first definite sign of the ovary getting 
three carpelled. Each' of these three groups will split up later on into placental 
bundles of adjacent carpels. At position 3, these curved stele like groups of strands' 
come closer and enclose a pith like region in the centre maintaining at the same tinie' 
their identities. At the next level, 4, which corresponds to the bottommost· region 
of ~he ovarian cavities, three pairs of vascular cylinders derived from 'the 
splitting of the three groups seen in position 2 are seen near the cavities. It is plain 
from the position of these pairs of cylinders that they are to be the placental bundles 
of each carpel. In 'addition to these bundles, two concentric rings of bundles are 
noticeable with the xylem elements of each ':facing those of the other: They are the 
remnants of the original vascUlar cylfuder left after the supply to all the floral parts, 
and are termed by some writers as upper stelarvasculai tissue. It has been noticed 
that such a feature is promment only in certain types and that there is Wide variation
in its occurrence,as well as in the length of its ~ension. 

Position 5 is of interest as the pairs of vascular cylinders noticed in position 4 
coalesce and form heartsha ped stele-like' groups. A few of the strands of the upper 
stelar vascular tissue are seen to persist at this level too; This position is Also im-' 
portant in another remarkable feature, viz.; the intracarpellaryfusion of the bundles 
described above is seen as a COD:W;lOn phenomenon in all the cotton varieties observed 
so far and that such a fusion seems to lead to the abortion of the first formed ovule 
,,:hichcan be identified'bY,a knob in the placental wall and by the presence, of a vas
cular trace branching ofl from the placental bundle to it. Higher.up at position. 6 which 
lies between the levels of the aborted and the lower-most fertile ovules, the fused 
bundles are found to separl!'te.· Attention may now be drawn to the fact that in 
this position, the xylem elements, unlike in the lower position, point outwards facing 
~he ovarian cavity as a result of inversion. The.three lines seen radiating from the 
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centre are the lines alon~ which the placental axis will separate when the boll burata. 
These aredemarQatEld by two compact rows of small cells. Sections at the 
n~x.t level show the same arrangement of strands as at level 6.· Position 8 
which corresponds tQ t4~ region o~ 0~e8 of 4th and 5th positions counted from the 
first fertile ovule at the pedicel end, is characterised by the fusion of the placental 
bundles of the adja~ent carpels in contra-distinction from the intracarpellary 
fusion of the bundles described at 'position 5. It may be stated, however, that .this 
intercarpellary fusion of the vascular .bundles does not seem to be a constant charao
ter,as flowers produced later in the season very often fail to show tbis condition. 
At,;(>ositlon: 9 the bundles once again separate and run along as such to the end of the 
stigmatic lohes. . 

. . . 
. The .above observations were found to be common to all the .flowers borne' 

on the same plant as we~ as on ~erent plants of the Co. 2 strail?- showing there
by tl1~~ constancy in behaviour. 

2 •. G. barbadense. (Plate 2.) Out of'the five cultivatedvarietIe8 examined 
under this botanical group, the Sea Island cotton has been taken as type~ The gene
ral plan of arrangement of bundles is different from that of hiTsutum type in 
positions 1, 2 3, 8 and 9. At position l the ;pattern of grouping is distinctly trian
gular. At the next level, crowding of bundles is noticed at the apIces and the sides 
are mostly composed of single row of strands with their xylem pointing towards the 
centre. At pOSItion 3, they converge losing to a certain extent the triangular shape. 
The bundles at the corners rearrange themselves and form two projections fore
shadowing thereby that they are the future placental bundles. At positions 4: to 
1 the vascular dispositions are similar to those deserlbed in G. hirsutum type The 
lines of dehiscences do not however appear till-position' 'tis reached . .At levelS, it 
differs from the hirsutum in not showing the intercarpellary fusion of. the placental 
bundles. This tendency is however ~oticed to a slight extent near position 9. 

3. G. religiosum L. (Plate 2)r. Oniy one cotton, Bourbon, was· examined 
unde~ this group.· The peculiar featllfe about this tn'e is that ,it contains co~der
ablY_BIIlaller nllDl.berof'strandsthan the two types described above. Except a~ , 
l\lve!s'l and 2 the 'behaviour is almost similar to that of hirqutum but with no inter· 
carp~llarrfusi?n of bundles at posit~on 8.·.· . . 

At position 1 an attempt to form a circular cylinder. with one row of bundle. 
becomes visible. At position 2 the cylinder is broken and a pattern with three con
vbX~rcs facing each ot~er is formed as in.G. kirsutum type but mostly with only 
a single row,:Of pundles. 

l..;rL _ _ J. < 

i:. (~~1 p. herbaceum (Plate 3, line 1). Fo~ varieties were found to show 
the pec~:pattern. Wagad was chosen, for the, description of the type, . Jt is of 
extreme ~terest to note that the pattern of. arrangement of the bundl!lS reaembles 
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mostly that of G. kirsutum except for the fact that the grouping in this type is lesa 
clear cut and regular especially in positions 1 and 2. At positions 3 and 4 the group
ings at the corners are more roundish than in the other herbaceum type to be des
cribed presently. At position 5, the fused placental groups of bundles have a kidney 
shaped pattern. The upper stelar vascular tissue noticed here is circular in shape. 
No intercarpellary fusion of bundles has been observed at higher levels even among 
the early flowers. 

4. (b). G. herbaceum (Plate 3, line 2). Of the seven varieties studied, Uppam 
has been taken to represent the type. The disposition of the vascular strands parti
cularly in positions 3, 4 and 5 is very peculiar and striking. At level 3, the confi
guration has a triangular ground plan with urn-shaped bulged corners. At position 
4, the bundles at the corners rearrange and form beautiful diamond shaped patterns 
at the apices of the triangle. 'rhe entire outline is continuous and well defined. 
Such an arrangement make .. it easily diStinguishable from the rest of the types. Un
like in the Wagad type the placental bundles of each carpel remain fused. At posi
tion 5 the fused placental bundles of each carpel get separated from the triangular 
body. They however continue to maintain the diamond shape and the fused 
condition. The bundles that formed part of the triangular ground plan of positions 
3 and 4 disappear leaving at times a few bundles which will at that position be called 
as the upper stelar vascular tissue. It may be noticed that the strands of this 
tissue are ranged in a triangular form in contrast to the circular pattern observed 
at position 5 of the Wagad type. Attention may be drawn to another dis
tinguishing feature between Wagad and Uppam types at this level. In the former, 
the shape of the fused placental groups of bundles is kidney shaped while in the 
latter it is rhomboid. At higher levels they behave alike. 

5. G. arboreum (Plate 3, line 3). Eleven varieties were studied. The features 
of Karunganni cotton have been drawn to represent the type. It differs from those 
described above in not showing the regular groupings in positions 1, 2 and 3. Even 
at 4, the placental bundles can be distinguished only after careful examination, as the 
strands that are to enter the placentae remain separate. It is obvious that the tran
sition from the scattered condition to orderly grouped state found in the placentae 
is abrupt. The upper stelar vascular tissue is seen to extend unusually up to position 
7. The usual intracarpellary fusion of the bundles observed in position 5 only 
continues up to position 6. These two traits are not so weIl developed in other 
types. 

6. G. cernuum. Three agricultural varieties were found to conform to this 
type; Of the three, the outlines of arrangement of the bundles were more clearcut 
in the Garo-hill cotton. At positions 0, 1 and 2, the scattered condition of vascular 
strands has been observed as in Karunganni. But at levE'<l 3 the bundles come closer 
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and a confused mass of net work results.. An attempt to form three comers is alao 
noticeable. At level 4, Jl triangular pattern but quite distinct from what has been des
cribed under barbadense and herbaceum types becomes visible. The bundles that 
are to supply the placentae cannot even be distinguished. At position 5 the ooalea
oonce of the bundles is rather peculiar. At level 8 the intercarpellary fusion is 
clearly visible.. The pattern of this fusion is also distinctive • 

. WILD COTTONS. 

Floral anatomy was studied in four wild cottons. One of them "iz., G. tomen
tosum was grown on the Cotton Breeding Station while the flowers of the other 
three were kindly supplied by Dr. Badami of the Mysore Agricultural Department. 

G. tomentosum (Plate 2). Only a few vascular strands are noticed in the sectioIlll. 
In ,position I, they tend to form 3 groups. At level 2 the bundles fuse more intimately. 
than in the types so far described, and result in three separate groups. In position 
3 one of the three groups is seen with xylem elements pointing outwards. At level 4, 
bundles. of adjacent carpels are found fused. It is remarkable to note that this in~ 
tercarpellary fusion which has begun at a very much lower level than is the case with 
hirsulum and cet"nuum types is found to persist at all the higher levels. The xylem 
elements of all the three groups face outwards even at position 4. This is in marked 
Dontrast with the observations made in the cultivated types where such a phenome-
non is seen only after level 5 is passed. At position 5, the usual intracarpellary fusion 
is found in combination with the intercarpellary fusion with the result a triangular 
skeleton with xylem elements pointing outwards attracts the attention of the 
observer. 

G.Harkneasii (Plate 2). Only one flower whlch happened to be five carpelled . 
was studied in this specit's. The sections shQW that its floral anatomy. is akin to 
that: in G. arboreum type. 

At levels 1 and 2, the bundles lie scattered and confused but at level 4. 
th~ placental bundles of the five carpels are easily identifiable. The upper stelar 
vascular ti'lsue is present in this type. Intercarpellary fusion of the bundles does 
not take place at any level. 

G. Davidsonii (Plate 2). In this species the grouping of the strands though 
irregular becomes visible even from level 1. As in G. Harknessii, the upper stelar 
vascular tissue has been obserVed at levels 4: and 5. 
~ , 

G.' Stocksii (Plate 3) resembles G. arboreumtypeclosely in all anatomical 
features in positions 0 to 6. At levels 7 and 8, intercarpellary fusion of the placen
tal bundles is found to occur resulting in the same pattern as in cernuum. . 
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DISOUSSION. 

A tremendous amount of confusion exists in the classification of cotton species 
especially amongst the Asiatic sub-group. Hutchinson and Ghose (1936) have 
recently reviewed the various methods adopted by the previous workers in the classi. 
fication and shown how each one of them was defective. Harland (1932) and 
Hutchinson and Ghose (1936) have adopted a simplified system which has done 
away with many of the baffling criteria used previously. If this system can be 
supplemented with a few more criteria, it is needless to say that they will prove 
valuable in the easy and correct identification of the several species-an impor
tant requisite-when hybtidisation amongst several cottons is being planned for 
economic purposes. 

Almost all the previous workers barring Zaitzev (1928) and Harland (1932) have 
based their classification mostly on morphological, geographical and ecological 
grounds. If internal evidence can be found to correspond to the. external features 
of. the different species, they will be of more asting value, since they are more c('n
stant in nature. The anatomical studies reported'in thiS' paper seem to fulfil this 
object to a considerable extent. Anatomical variations. have been known to exist 
between families and genera; but no' serious attempt seems to have been made so 
far to use them for classifying a genus into species, Moore (1936) has recently 
divided the Papilionatae into two broad sub-groups according to the nodal relation
ships of the vascular traces to the perianth and stamens. In the present case the 
differences in the pattern of the vascular organisation among the types have been 
used as a tool for classification, They also have the advantage of occurring in a 
plant organ-Hower-which is well known to be very conservative with regar9, to 
taking up new changes. 

When all the patterns examined so far are considered together, it is seen that 
difierences in the number of chromosomes have no distinct inHuence on the disposi
tion of the bundles, When they are classified according to their being wild or culti
vated, it is interesting to observe that in the wild types, the fusion of the vascular 
strands is more intimate and compact. In the cultivated cottons, on the other hand, 
rows of-parenchymatous cells intervene, somewhat like medullary rays, when the 
bundles tend to coalesce. Further the number of strands is fewer in the' wild cot
tons. The exact significance of this difference is obscure. Probably cultivation 
encourages branching and breaking of the vascular tissues. Amongst the cultivated 
cottons, Bourbon alone has a smaller number of bundles in the thalamus. This 
feature is suggestive of its being nearer to the wild cottons. Examination of more 
varieties in the 'I'eligiosum L. type may throw additional light on this aspect. 

From a critical study of the morphological features, Hutchinson and Ghose 
(1936) observe 'parallelism in many characters' between G. Stock~iiand 
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G. herbaceum. It is of interest to note that in tlie vascular disposition in the flower 
8tocksii resembles 03boreum .more than herbaceum. . 

. . ~ .. :"'1' . 

It ma1b~ mentioned here that one of the authors came across some Nadam
like plants with sparse brown lint growing wild in the ruins of Humpi._ Jd such a 
tyPe 'Was hot cultivated in the neighbourhood it was taken to be wild. I.ater 
studies with regard to their slow germination and subsequent tardy growth lent • 
support to the above impression. But studies of floral anatomy indicated that 
they belonged to arboreum type and had greater resemblance to the cultivated than 
to the wild cottons (Plate 3, last row). 

Coming to the cultivated cottons, it is found, as mentioned already, that flll 
the varieties studied so far can be classified according to their floral anatomy into 
seven groups. It may be mentioned, however, a strong impression (which has to be 
verified by examining more varietiea) is left in the,mind when surveyed broadly that 
there are only three main groups-Americans, herbaceum and arboreum-and that 
each of these is divisible into two sub-groups-triangular and non-triangular-iD 
the following way :-

{

Triangular typified by Sea Island 
American 

Non-triangular typified by Cambodia. 

(Triangular typified by Uppam. 
Herbaceum~ 

L Non-triangular typified by Wagad. 

(Triangular typified by Cernuum. 
Arboreum -{ 

L Non-triangular typified by Karunganni. 

Bourbon type seems to go along with Cambodia under the non-triangular Bub
group of Americans. 

Zaitzev (1938) while classifying all the _cultivated cottons under four groups, 
presumed that the differences between a1bo1"eum and herbaceum groups were on a 
par with those between hirsutum and barbadense groups. Further he placed Broach, 
Kumptas, an'a Uppamcottons under arboreum group. The present anatomical 
studies show definitely that the kerbaceum cottons are far more fundamentally dif
ferent from arboreum than the kirsutums are from the barbadense, and that Harland's 
inclusion of the above-mentioned Indian cottons under kerbaceum is perfectl)' 
justified. 
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When the. American group of cultivated cottons is considered it is clear that all of 
them come under three anatomical patterns. These are exactly in agreement with 
the three species hirsutum, barbadense and religiosum. L. into which all the cultivated 
American cottons were classified by Harland. Barbaaense has a triangular pattern 
while hirsutum has arc~Bhaped group of bundles with pith-like region in the middle of 
each group. In religiosum. L. each group of bundles has usually only a single row in 
contra&t to hirsutum. It may be reiterated that though Bourbon may in general pat
tern appear- close to the hirsutum type, it merits on purely anatomical evidence, a 
separate status for itself. Kearney (1936) includes 'l'eligiosum. L. and tomentosum into 
one sub-group. According to vascular anatomy they seem to be entirely different. 

In the cultivated cottons of the Old World, herbace'um cottons seem to be more 
advanced than the arboreum and ce1'nuum types, if thll earlier initiation of the group
ing propensity is taken as an index of progressive trend. On: this standard, hirsu
tum and barbadense types are to be deemed more advanced than herbaceum, as the 
tendency to form groups is noticed at still lower levels. Another feature of some 
interest is the probability that the herbaeeum species may have been one of the 
parents of American cottons. Skovsted (1934·) has established cytologicallY that 
American cottons of 26 chromosome group are allopolyploids originated from a cross 
.between an Asiatic and an iIndetermined 13 cbromosomed species. The similarity 
in the stages of forming the ana.tomical patterns in the herbaceums and hirsutums 
sugge.qts that the former has a greater probability of being the Asiatic parent than 
the arboreums. The observation made by Skovsted .(1935) that the leaves of hybrids 
between he1baceum and ariaumresemble those of Upland cotton is interesting in 
_this connection. 

Hutchinson and Ghose (1936) have classified the herbaceum species into three 
varieties, typicum, frutescens, and Africanum, mostly on the basis of habit and type 
of lI,af. Unfortunately no Africanum form was available for the anatomical exami
nation and hence nothing can be said of its place in the present classification. There 
are reasons to believe, however, that the morphological. and -anatomical classifi
.cations do not agree in the other two varieties. For instance Wagad and the 
other Indian herbaceums have been classified under frutescens while the Russian 
types are placed under variety typicum. But the plan of vascular arrangement in 
the flower in Wagad is found to be distinctly different from that in Uppam, 
Kumptas and Broach. but is similar to that in the Russian he1-baceums. One would 
expect from this observation that it would be more legitimate to group Wagad 
under typicum. Tho closed type of boll in this type also suggests that it may be 
nearer to the Russian than the Indian. In any' case the divergence in the morpho
logical and anatomical classifications calls for a re-exaniination of the whole 
question. 
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According to the anatomical studies of the flower, arboreums are divisible into 
two sub-groups, arboreum proper arid cernuum. Cernuum, roseum and verum oot
tons come under cernuum type. All· the rest resemble Karunganni in the vascular 
skeleton. The above groupings are not in accord with those made by Hutchinson 
and· Ghose (1936)· as· will be notioed in the following table. His conclusion that 
cernuum is different ~om others is justifiable on anatomical grounds too. 

Name of the Morphological classification Anatomical 
variety. made by Hutchinson and Ghose. classification. 

Nadam Arboreum var typicum Arboreum proper 
.Karunganni 

" 
var neglectum do. 

'Bani· 
" 

do. do. 
-Mollisoni 

" 
do. do. 

Sanguineum 
" 

do. do. 
Roseum 

" 
do. Cemuum 

Verum 
" 

do. do. 
CEimuum ,. var Cernuum do. 

'These emphasise again the desirability of making further anatomical studies On all 
. the cottOn varieties grown in India and elsewhere. 

The present investigations have, however, proved that the di:fferences in the 
-general scheme of vascular arrangement in the flower can be validly nsoo for classi
fying the cotton species and will also be, as Arber puts it, of extreme 'value in indi· 
cating the broader trends of race history'. 

I. The vascular anatomy of the flower, with special reference to'the organisa
,tion :of the vascular skeleton in the gynaeceum, in some of the cultivated and wild 
; cottons of the Old and New World groups, is described in detail. 

2. Specific differences are observed in the mode of origin, course and general 
. disposition of the placental vascular system and also in their patterns as seen in 
'transverse sections at various levels of the gynaeceum. These difierences seem to be 
. useful in the classification of the genus. 

3. Definite difierencesare ob¥rved between cultivated and wild forms. The 
~wildtypes have a fewer number of vascular strands which fuse more intimately 
while forming bigger bundles • 

... 



4:. The cultivated cottons are divisible according to vascular patterns into 
seven distinct types. 

5. All the American cottons fall under three anatomical types which corres
pond exactly to the classification made by Harland. Bourbon seems to be nearer 
to wild types than the other cultivated types. 

6. According to anatomical variations, the Old World cultivated cottons seem 
to fall under two distinct groups, viz., the herbaceum and the Qll'boreum. Each 'of 
these groups may again be subdivided into two distinct sub-groups. Wagad cotton 

/ of Gujarat is different anatomically from other herbaceum cottons grown in India. 
It seems probable from the mode of grouping of the bundles that herbaceum would 
have been the Asiatic parent of the New World allopolyploid group. 

7. G. Stocksii, Mast., the Asiatic wild cotton, seems to be nearer to the Qll'bo
reums than the herbaceums from the anatomical point of view. 
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PLANT BREEDING 

Paper No.5. 

BREEDING OF IMPROVED STRAINS OF COTTON SUITED TO LOCAL 

CONDITIONS WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO SIND 
AND THEm F..xTENSION 

BY 

K. I. THADANI, BOTANIST IN SIND, 

:AGRICUL1'UBAL RESEARCH STATION, SAKRAND • 

. Introduction.-Sind is the most western part of India and lies between 23°_ 
?5' to 71°-10' East Longitude. It is a long narrow strip ofland 350 miles long and 
53,000 square miles in area comprising 30 million acres of land, of which half is cul
tivable. The annual cultjvation in the non-Barrage period was about 3.5 million 
acres in a good year out of which about 3 lacs were under cotton and has now under 
Barrage conditions increased to 9.8 niillions, the acreage unde~ cotton being about 
nine lacs of acres. The chief features of Sind are the river Indus with its net work 
of canals and the scanty rainfall except in abnormal seasons. The cotton growing 
areas of Sind may be divided into three tracts, viz., (1) South East (2) Middle Sind 
both situated on the Left Bank of the Indus and (3) North Sind situated on the Right 
Bank of the Indus. Temperature and rainfall seem to be the dominating factors olthe 
climate and are responSible for the seasonal variation of the crop. The South East
ern Sind differs from the other two tracts in having lower temperatures, ·higher 
relative humidity and higher rate of wind velocity, greater rainfall and longer cloudy 
weather. The Right Bank area is similar to the Middle Sind tract on the Left Bank 
except that the nights are close in the former area as compared to the cool breeze 
prevailing at night and stormy weather during day on the Left Bank. The clima
tological records maintained at Sakrand show that during the sowing season (April 
and May) the days are quite clear, there is bright sUnshine, without any clouds, 
no rainfall, the maximum temperatures range between 100°·llO°F and the relative 
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humidity is low. The first part of the growing season, i.e., early June, is very hot' 
and dry. The maximum temperatures begin to fall from 110° during end of June 
to 100°F by middle of October and 90°F by middle of November. The major period 
of growth from the end of June to Middle of August is characterised by less intense ' 
sunshine, high relative humidity, rainfall and cloudy weather, the maximum tem
perature remaining high (80°F) and steady. The period of fruit-setting commences 
from the middle of August and is marked by steady but low maximum temperature;' 
rapid fall in minimum temperature and steady rate of evaporation; the days are 
clear and nights increasingly cool. Dew fall is common at this time. The picking 
season starts in the end of September and continues till end of December as a rule 
and may extend to January if frost does not occur. 

Prior to the opening of the Barrage canals in Sind, irrigation wat.er was avail
able for four months, on the rise of the river Indus, i.e., from June to September. 
Desi cotton (neglectum type) was grown in most of the area except in 'a small por
tion, viz., Southern Jamarao Canal area, where American cotton (4F type) was grown. 
This tract commanded early supply of water which lasted for greater part of the 
year. With the advent of the Barrage canals irrigation water is available through
out the year with the exception of a few days when c81!als are closed for repairs. 

Early attemPts at introduction of high quality cottons in Sind.-From eatIy times 
the resemblance of Sind to parts of Lower Egypt has struck many observers and 
hence attention has been directed from time to time to the trial of Egyptian and 
other exotic cottons in Sind. Experiments in this direction date from 1846. Egyp
tian, New Orleans and Sea Island cottons were cultivated in several places but with 
little success until 1854 when experimental work was abolished. A few years later 
the experimental work was again started and sustained efforts were made by Mr. 
Strachan in charge of the work for nearly 20 years with a very representative collec
tion of cottons including Egyptian, American Upland, Sea Island and Indian types 
including Dharwar American, without leading to any' definite results. 

With the opening of the Jamarao Canal which was intended to give perennial 
supply of water to a portion of South-East Sind and the establishment of the Agri
cultural Department in Sind, the question of cultivating exotic cottons in Sind was 
taken up in right earnest. Four varieties of Egyptian cotton, '!liz., Ashmouni, Mitaffi.fi; 
Abassi and Yannovitch, were tried in the first year (1904). Mitaffifi and Abassi were 
found to be more suitable, the foriner had shorter staple and brown colour of the 
lint but was hardier, while the latter had long staple white lint and was rather 
delicate. 'The cultivation of these varieties was pushed into the Jamrao area to the 
extent of about 5000 acres but was completely dropped after four years. Every 
year fresh seed was obtained from Egypt. The main reasons assigned for the failure 
of Egyptian cotton in Sind were late water supply, susceptibility of the plant to boll 



\Vorm, long period. of growth 80 as to be affected by frost, inadequate marketing' 
facilities and want of careful cultivation. The writer is inclined to believe that 
absence of any attempt towards acclimatisation and breeding of a strain suited to 
the looal conditions is partly responsible for the failure of this experiment. 

With the failure of Egyptian cotton in 1909 attention was directed to the trial 
of American Upland cottons owing to their shorter period of growth and conse
quently the possibility of greater chances of success under the irrigation conditions 
then prevailing in Sind. Several varieties of American Upland cottons, e.g., Texas 
Big Boll, Triumph, Allens long staple, Griffin, Block Rallter. P.eterkin Toole, etc., were 
tried and Triumph was considered to be the most suitable and its cultivation was 
pushed into the districts. ,In 1913 an area of 1680 acres was sown with seed of this 
variety imported from U.S.A. and the area increased to 2500 acres in the following 
year but in the following two years its cultivation dropped to 725 acres only and was 
Ultimately abandoned in 1917. The main reasons for the failure of imported American 
cotton was the susceptibility to red leaf blight especially in years of heavy rainfall 
resulting in low yields of crop and the deterioration in quality of the fibre and seed. 
It may be noted that during this period of experimental work no attention was paid 
to, the acclimatisation and breeding of strains which could resist red leaf blight in 
American cotton. 

Breeding of improved Sind desi cotton suited to pre-Barrage condition8.-Sind 
desi cotton consists of a mixture of four negle.ctttm varieties, differing in the colour 
of the flower which may be yellow or white and the nature of leaf lobes which may be 
narrow or broad in addition to several other characters. The yellow flowered types 
preponderate to the extent of 70%. The best cotton used to be grown in the past 
in a village near Bhitshah (Hala Taluka) where selected lots of kapas (seed cotton) 
were hand ginned and seed distributed to growers round about that locality; sampled 
of seed were obtained from this and other places and breeding work was started in 
1916 and the writer has been associated with cotton breeding work in Sind since then. 
The four prevailing types were isolated and unit selection was made in each of these 
types on the basis of high yield, bright colour of lint and high ginning outturn. It 
was soon discovered that the yellow flowered types, viz., verum and malven8i8, were 
not so hardy as the white flowered roseum and cutchicum types and were at the 
same time low ginners. The verum type had longer staple and softer feel. Of the 
white flowered types, the cutchicum type (white flower and broad lobed leaf) had 
definitely higher ginning outtum and rougher feel than the f'oseum type but did 
not give so high yield of kapaa as the f'oseum type (white flower' and narrow lobed 
leaf). Unit selection was continued in the roseum type for a number of years and 
resulted in the eEtablishment of a few selected strains which were tested on a field 
scale and pj," comparative tests. Finally 27 W. N. now known as Sind N. R. was 
found to b~'Jihe best and most suitable for inundation conditions. It is capab]~ of 
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yielding over 15 to 20% more /capas per acre than ordinary Sind desi mixture, is 
earlier in maturity and gives a series of pickings at very short intervals, has higher 
ginning outturn by 5% over ordinary desi and rough feel and bright colour of lint. 
The last tkee characters bring greater premium in the market over ordinary desi. 
This improved strain is now the standard desi cotton of Sind. It is very hardy 
and resists variations in soil, climate and season. It is not affected by jassids and 
can stand late sowing which is not possible for any other American cotton. This 
cotton has a special market of its own on account of its bright colour and rough feel. 
Trade opinion in Karachi considers that the total desi crop which can be profitably 
consumed should not exceed 200,000 bales per annum. Any increa.se above this 
figure is likely to get the limited market and result in reduced 'p?ces to growers. 

Breeding of improved strains suited to pre-Barrage conditions: Origin of 
Sind American cotton.-With the failure of, early attempts to introduce the 
imported variety of American cotton, viz., Triumph cotton in 1916-17 and the 
general experience gained about all imported American Upland types being suscep~ 
tible to red leaf blight, it was decided to find a type which would resist this condition. 
Two cottons were suggested, viz., (1) Cambodia (2) Punjab 4F. The former is a 
robust strong growing, cotton with hairy leaves largely resistant to red leaf blight 
buthas a long period'of growth, so much so it gets affected by frost and at the same 
time has low ginning outturn. As such it has no chance of successful cultivation in 
Sind. For these reasons attention was directed to 4F Punjab cotton in the first 
instance. This cotton had just then made a reputation for resisting red leaf blight 
and had made a phenomenal success in the Punjab. A few zamindars in Sind ob
tained seed from that province and about 78 acres were cultivated for the first time 
in the year 1917-18 and the cultivation steadily increased to 13,000 acres in 1923. 
This cotton was found to be an early ripener and hence could stand June sowing 
and at the same time permitted of irrigation water being utilized for ram crops 
much earlier thun in the case 'Of desi cotton. It gave high yield owing to greater 
resistance to red leaf blight than other American cottons and stood floods and water 
logging conditions better than the desi cotton. 

Simultaneously with these field experiments and district cultivation, the work 
of single plant selection was started with the result that an improved strain known 
as Sind 4F-18 was established. It possessed high yielding capacity, resistance to 
red leaf, 34% ginning outturn and short staple (6/8") and can spin 22 counts. This 
improved strain soon spread in the country and was the most suitable and hardy 
type of Sind American cotton long before the Barrage canals were constructed. 

This strain has now been abandoned for distribution in the district. It has been 
used as a parent in crosses. The plant is bushy and hairy with long fruiting branches. 
The boll is medium sized and conical in shape. The chief difficulty in the rapid 
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spread ofAF cotton wa~ the fluctuation in the prices from year to year .. The pre. 
mium obtained in the market for this cotton over desi was good in the beginning but 
in subsequent years fluotuated from season to season until in the year 1922 4F 
cotton fetched the Bame price as Sind desi and in some years was valued less than 
desi. This condition necessitated finding a better stapled type of Punjab American 
cotton. For this purpose 285F.cotton was imported from Punjab in the year 1922 
and tried on the Government Seed Farm, Mirpurkhas, where it yielded equally well 
as 4F. The ginning outturn of 4F was 33% and that of 285F was 29%, staple of 
iF was 6/8" while that of 285F was about an inch. 4F cotton fetched a premium 
of 10-16% over desi in favourable years and 285F about 16%. 285F cotton, how
~ver, soon proved to be less hardy than 4Fcotton under climatic conditions prevail
ing in South East Sind. Simultaneously with the field trials of· 285F Punjab 
American cotton, botanical selection was madc and a number of pure strains evolved 
among which 285F strain No.2 was found to be the best in point of earliness combined 
with high yield. The plant was a sYIPPodial habit of growth and the staple is long 
and fine. This strain, however, under conditions of South East Sina is susceptible 
to red leaf blight in unfavourable years e.g., heavy rainfall and hence it has not 
been introduced in the district. 

289F Punjab American cotton was first introduced on the Experimental Farm, 
Mirpurkhas, in the year 1924-25. It was found to be late in matUrity. Botanical 
s~lection was started and the work was soon transftlrred to Sahand where arrange
ments' for perennial irrigation were made in order to carry out experiments, the 
re~ult8 of which would be applicable to post-Barrage conditions. 

Breeding of improved strains of cotton fM post-Barrage conditions.-This work 
has been canied out in the Botanical section of the Agricultural Research' Station, 
Sakrand, which was established in the year 1926. Four main classes of cotton have 
been dealt with, viz., (1) Sind American cotton (2) Sind hybrids (3) Imported Egyp
tianand Sea Island cotton (4) Imported American cottons. Sufficient information 
has been obtained and observations recorded on the various forms existing in these 
classes of cottom, and worK on isolation of unit species in the more promising types or 
varieties, study of hereditary characten. and the reaction of the plant to diseases, 
pests and environmental conditions has been carried out. As a result of these 
observations it has been possible to eliminate certain types and varieties which were 
found to be susceptible to these troubles and at the same time discarded certain 
progeny lincs (families) which showed greater susceptibility than others. In -the 
plant breeding work at the Agricultural Research Station, Sakrand, a few plants are 
selected in all the strains every year which conform to the type and are free from 
disease; . The selfed seed of the selected plants is grown in line cultures in the follow
ing year. The Dest line culture is retained for further testing next year. This con
.t~UOllS Illa~t.enance of single plant tradition both in the selected straips .and 
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hybrids has greatly oontributed to the productIon of improved strains suited to thw 
local conditions. Among each ot the first three main classes the Botanical section 

, has evolved improved strains which, on account of better yield, higher' ginDing out
turn, or superior quality are suitable for extension in general cultivation in the differ
ent cotton growing tracts of the Barrage areas. As already stated one of the moat 
important characteristics for which the improved strains have been breq is vigour 
or hardiness which will enable them to withstand the rigours of the variable Sind 
climate and in case of Sind American and hybrid cottons to resist j~ssid attack as 
far as possible. The other characteristics to which special attention has been given 
are the improvement of yield of kapaa per acre and the maintenance of definite 
standards of staple length and ginning percentage. It has been found that in 
general the finer cottons are more susceptible'to variations in climate and soil and 
to attack by various diseases such as red leaf, jassids, etc., than the hardier and 
less superior types. However the botanical work has progressed so far that it has 
been found possible to combine a high yield with a staple of llil II and ginning 
outturn of 30-34% in certain improved strains. 

ImproverliSind American cottons.-Sind4F-98.-This strain has been derivedf'rom, 
the old strain 4F -18 described in the preceding paragraph. It arose as a natural hybrid 
and is very hardy and well suited to all classes of soils. It has been found to resist 
jassid attack and the so-called red leaf disease better than any other cotton so far 
tried and evolved. The plant is bushy, the vegetative branches spreading more or 
less horizontally. It is extremely hairy, hairs. being found thickly on the main 
stem, vegetative and fruiting branches, and leaves including the petiole of the leaf. 
This hairy oondition causes slight deposits of dust on the leaves giving a general dUsty 
green appearance. The leaves are medium in size, soft textured, high green in colour, 
rather broad lobed, with dim pulvinus spot. The bolls are medium in size andcoui
cal in'shape. The seeds are small, have white and green fuzz. It has a staple of 7/8" 
to 15/16" and spins 34's. It has a ginning percentage of 34 and gives high yield. 
The improved strain has been found to be most suitable type for cultivation in the 
new cotton growing tracts being established on the Right Balik of the Indus. 

Sind Sudka, 288F-1.-:-This improved strain of Sind American cotton has 
been derived from the original 289F cotton imported from the Punjab in the year 
1923-24 by selection. It is an established strain and has been found to withstand 
red leat and jassid attack to much greater extent than other Punjab American cot
tons grown in Sind. The plant is tall and bushy, vegetative branches long and well 
developed, ascending upwards and reaching height of the main stem giving a dome 
shaped appearance to the plant. The plant is not studded with hairs as in Sind 
4F-98. Only the young leaves at the top of the plant show some hairiness. The' 
leaves are large, deep green in colour, thick and coarse in texture with a prOIilinent 
deep redpulvinus spot. The leaf has broad lobes, the basal lobes tend to curl 
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upwards giving more or less a cup shaped appearance to the leaves. The leaves have 
prominent honey glands. The bolls are medium in size, round or globose in shap. 
and abruptly pointed. The bolls open wide and hold the ripe cotton from falling 
on the ground for a long time. The seeds are large and fuzzy, fuzz bo~ng white 
tinged with slight greenish; oolour. '.fhis improved strain has a staple of full inoh 
to In'.an~ spins 40's. It has a ginning percentage of 30 and in normal years is 
a very high yielder. It is a ,cotton well adapted to resist jassid attaok and red 
leaf and to withstand seasonal variations of climate, etc. This improved strain has 
been found to be most suitable for cultivation in the Left Bank areas of Sind. 

; These two strains of improved Sind American cotton, viz .• Sind 4F-9a and Sind 
Sudhar. are the 'bread and butter' of the American cotton growers in the Barrago 
areas. 

Sind H'!Jbrids.~A brief history olthe experimental work on field trial oharious 
classes of cottons aud their varieties has been described in the previous pages. A 
careful perusal of this record will show that sufficient evidence bad been collected 'to 
lead to the conclusion arrived at in the year 1921-22 and recorded by Mr. 
Mairi, then in charge of the Agricultural Department in Sind, that the 
future Sind American' cotton for post-Barrage conditions would have to be built 
on the Punjab AmericaIi :cottons either by selection or hybridisation. Both these 
liues of work ~ere ,taken in hand and, the improved strains evolved by the first pro
cess, i.e, ,selection, have already 'been described. Crosses were- made in the year 
1927-28 at Sakrandbetween Sind 4F-18 and Meade Upland cottOD!. The former 
had proved to be very high yielding and resistant to red leaf disease and to with· 
stand adverse conditions of soil, climate and irrigation. It has a high ginning out
turn 34% but the staple was short (6/8"). The other cotton, viz., Meade Upland, was 
selected as a parent on account of its very long and silky fibre (Ii') the other 
oharacter being defective. This cotton does not thrive in Sind and is affected by -
red lear disease and has very poor ginning outturn (20%). The following four , 
hybrids have now been established :-

(1) Hybrid 1<)1.-':'This hybrid is most early maturing. It takes about 60 days 
to start flowering after sowing. When sown in April-May, the first pioking becomes 
ready in the end of September and the orop is over by the end of October. This' 
improvedhybiid'strain owing to its early maturing character produces most of its 
orop of bolls before the red leaf disease makes its appearance on the plant and conae- ' 
quently yield is not so much affected. The plant in the initial stage of growth is 
tall and erect growing with very few vegetative branches which bend and droop 
in the later stage on account of heavy bearing ,of fruit like the Meade parent. The 
plant' is praoticaIly glabrouS. Fruiting branches are extremely IIhort, and short 
qoded aud asoend at a very acute angle. The leaves are large in size, glabrous, 
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thick textured and broad lobed with basal lobes over-lapping each other. The bo1ls 
are big in size and rather spherical in shape. The bursting of bolls is good and it 
facilitl;lotes quick and clean picking of seed cotton. The seed is medium and whitish 
fuzzy. The improved Hybrid strain has a staple length of full one inch and spins 
4.0s. It has a high ginning outturn of 32%. It is slightly rough in feel. It has good 
yielding capacity and is being multiplied and tested on field scale. On account 
of its early maturity, this improved Hybrid cotton is likely to be suitable for nOIl-

. Barrage tracts where water supply is short. 

(2) Hybrid 94.-This improved hybrid strain is also very early maturing. It 
takes about 70 days from date of sowing to come in flower. When sown in April
May, the first picking becomes ready by the end of September and the crop is .over 
in November. It resists red leaf disease well. The plant is tall, fairly bushy, with 
long and erect growing vegetative branches which sometimes bend and droop on ac
count of heavy bearing of fruit at the top of the plant. The fruiting branches are 
short to medium in size and short noded. The leaves and the stem are hairy. The 
leaf is rather small to medium in size, hairy, dark green in colour and fairly thick 
textured resembling 4F-18 parent in shape and lobing. Its pulvinus spot is dim. 
The bolls are medium in ,size, conical and pointed.. The bursting of bolls is good. The 
seed is medium in size and greenish fuzzy. This improved s~ain has a staple of 
full one Utch and spins 44's. It gives 31-32 % ginning outturn but like hybrid strain 
101, it is slightly rough in feel. It has got good yielding capacity and is being multi
plied and tested on a fi-eld scale in differen~ sowing dates in comparison with the 
standard Sind Sudhar cotton. On account of its early maturity, this improved 
hybrid strl.riu also is likely to be suitable for non-Barrage tracts where water supply 
is short. 

(3) Hybrid 27.-This improved hybrid strain is ~termediate in maturity when 
compared to other hybrid cottons. It takes 85 to 90 days after 'SOwing to come in 
flowering and the crop.becomes over along wiih Sind Sudhar improved Sind Ameri
can cotton in the end of December. It resists red. leaf disease to a great extent. 
The plant is bushy with thick monopodial branches. It is slightly hairy. The leaf 
is large, hairy, rather dark green in colour and broad lobed with prominent pulvinus 
spot and basal lobes over-lapping in several leaves. The flowering branches are 
medium to rather long in sUe. The bolls are medium to big in size and conical arid 
slightly elongated in shape. The bursting of bolls is good. The seed is medium in 
size and white fuzzy .. This improved strain has the longest staple, 1 iV', and has a 
high ginning outturn of 32%. It has however spun only 35's. 'It has.a fairly high 
yielding capacity and is being multiplied and tested on a field scale in different sowing 
dates in comparison to improved Sind American Sind SOOhar cotton. 

(4) Hybrid 97.-This improved hybrid strain is late. flowering. , It takes about 
97 days after sowing to come in flowering but the crop becoilles over by the end bf 
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Decemberaiong with ,Sind Sudlw!r cotton. It resists red leaf disease well and re-
mains in green condition and holds its leaves right up to the end. The plant is very 
iOqnopodial and bushy and is very slightly hairy. The flowering branches are 

" medium. The leaf is medium in size, very slightly hairy with rather prominent pulvinus 
spot~ The bolla are medium in size and conical in shape. The bursting of bolls 

, ,is ~Qod. The'seed is, medium in size and whitish fuzzy. This improved hybrid 
strain has a long staple iength of lill inch and gives the best spinning perform
,ance, spinning up to 47's. It has 'been valued at a higher price than Sind 
Sudhar cotton. It has a high yielding capacity and, is being multiplied and 
tested on a large field scale in different sowing dates in comparison to the 
,standard Sind American cotton. 

Improved Sirul Egyptian arul Sea Islarul Oottons.-Early attempts to introduoe 
"Egyptian and Sea Island long-stapled cottons in Sind have already been described. 
A fresh consignment of seeds of several varieties was obtained from Egypt and these 
were tested in the year 1927-28. Most of the varieties, e.g., Sakel, rima Yuma, 
Miuad and Sudan cottons, were found either very late maturing or sufIered greatly 
from 'Leaf Crinkle' disease. The oxdy' v~rieties which were found to be less afIected 

<and promising were :---{1) Ashmouni, (2) Zagora Melaky, and (3) Sea Island. 
, In ,these' tl;u-eepromising varieties, work of unit selection for high yield and 
1 resistance to 'leaf crinkle' disease and adverse BOil and weather conditions ,was 
done, and as a result of the work of this selection and acclimatisation, the 
following two improved strains have been produced which can be grOWD 

: successfully in Lower Sind: 

(1) Improved SirUI Egyptian Boss Ill-IS.-This is the best improved strain 
, or 8inq Egyptian cotton in point of quality produced as a uni~ plant selection from 

Zagora Melaky, imported Egypt jan cotton. It is late maturing when compared to 
, all.othcr improved cottonS and requires to be BOWD early in March-April. The crop 
is .over by middle of January and consequently last picking is liable to damage by 

. frosts and iowtemperatures. The plant is tall, erect and bushy having several 
;monopodi~branq!leswhich are rather crowded at the base. The stem and the 
veg~tative branches, on account of heavy bearing of fruit at the top of the plant, 
sometimes bend and droop in the later stages of the crop. The plant is completely 
glabrous. The fruiting branQhes are long, stout and, many %loded; , The leaves are 

~eryJatge and broad. thick textured, dark green in oolour and glabrous with DO , ~ ... , . . 
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red pulvinus spot. They have big and prominent nectories cJn the under surface. 
The lobes of leaves are very broad, oblong arid pointed with narrow slnus.The bolls _ 
are mostly three locked, medium in size, long and pointed and shining dark green ih 
colour. They have a rough surface due to numerous deep seated and prominent oil 
glands. Bursting .of DOlls isfuirly good. . The seed is medium in size, heavy in 
weight, dark naked but generally partially fuzzy,the fuzz being dull white coloured 
spread over half the seed at the base. This improved Sind Egyptian strain has a 
very long staple length oflt inches to Ii inches ~nd is very fine and silky in feel 
It spins 80's and gives 32% ginning outt~. -This cotton is suitable for cultivation. 
in East Sind where the crop matures early and gives fairly good yield. 

(2) Improved Sind Sea Island Cotton.-Thisis the best of all the high quality cottons 
in points of staple length and fineness. It· is a unit plant selection from material 
originally imported from America. ~t is also a late maturing type llke Sind Egyp
tian Boss 1II-I6 cotton and as such requires to be sown earlier than both Sinq Ameri
can and Sind desi cottons. Jt holds its leaves for a fairly long' time. The plant i~ 
tall, erect and bushy having severalmonopodial branches which are crowded at the 
-base. The plant has ,s tendency to bend and droop in the later stages of the crop 
i>n aooount of heavy bearing of fruit at ,the top. It is completely glabrous. The 
fruiting branches are long and many noded. The leaf is large and broad lobed, 
thiok textured and dark green in colour. The lobes of the leaves are broad, 'slightly 
deep ~ut, long and pointed. The bolls are similar to tliose of improved Sind Egyp
tian Boss III-I6 cotton. -The seed is medium in size, heavy and naked black in 
colour having very slight greeD.ish fuzz at the tip. This improved Sind Sea Isla~d 
cotton has a very long staple length of It-Ii". It is extremely fiIie and silky 
in feel. It spins 70-80's and gives 30% ginning outturn.This cotton is suitabie 

. . . 

for c~ivation in East Sind where the crop is over early.and gives fairly good yield. 
, Both the improved Sind-Egyptian and Sea Island cottons are, however, slightly 
'sueoeptible to seaso.nal and olilJl&tio variations and adve;rse soil conditions, and white 

ant attack on virgin lands, and consequently give lowe.r yields, than improved Sind 
American ootton. :1'hey require to be sown early ~rid o~ goqd. spil with good ~ultiva· 

. .! , 

, tion. 

Study of Aetedita/tll char..acters • ..,-A nllPlbe,r of herecli.~ary c~araoters have 'been 
studied in all pure lines of established strams, new selecti~ns, parents and pybrids 

. . I 



and their average' Pertorm.an:ce'in normal years from the year i92~1935 is, summarised. in the fot.· 
loWing table :-

: , 

r-~ Ar. No. of Ar. Node da.ys taken Average Single Weight of Weight 0 lint pel' 
Variety. : . No.ofMo- of 1st to oome staple Average plant No. of Kapasper lOOoseeds seed in 

, . nopodia froiting length Ginning yield in bolla per boll in in gm.a. milli.gm,s: , per plant. branoh. ,to flower. inmms. % gms. plant. gm,s. (CalouIa-, ing. ted value). 

I, ' - t I. I mprooeil Bind Des; 
. 1. Sind N~ R~ .. r~2 17.8 .. .. 39.05 114.1 54.6 '2.09 5.36 34.2 

, ' 

" 
I ,. 

n. :Irn¥oved Bini/, . " 

, ' , A.merican, , 
2.' Sind 4F;·98 .. 4.2 8:2 80.5, 24.8 33.0 123.8 . 37.3 3.32 8.3 40.8 

, 3.: Sind Su.d.har 3.9 11.5 83.7 26.8 29.0 118'.2 36.8 3.21 8.6 35.1 
.. I 

ID, ,;8inil Egyptian ~ 
: ,Sea Island cotton • 
,'4., BOBS DI·16 .. 7.3 23.6 ; ,96.6 34.2 31.8 103.2 51.0 2.02 . 10.12 47.1 

5. Sea Island 2.4 8.6 21.9 ,95.0 38.1 29.7 100.0 47.0 2.13 9.85 41.6 
IV,' Parents , 

;, 6. 4F·18 - .. 8.2 12.3 79.0 20.1 33.0 96.2' 38.6 . 2.49 7.5 36.9 
,7. Meade: .. 4.4 7.7 70.1 ,39.0 23.1 83.6 27.9 :too n.65 35.0 , , . 

V. 4F·18 X MeadB 
:.Hylwicl. 

8. - Hyhrid 101 •• 3.2 6.9 74.3, 28.8 32.6 90.9 27.8 3.26 9.94 48.0-
, ,9., ' Hybrid 94 . .. ~.8 7:9- ·75.2 29.0 31.2 104.0 38.9 2.67 8.6' 39.0 
10. Hybrid 27 " o. 3:9 8.3 , 90.6 29.3 31.9 138.5. I' 46.5 2.97 9.3 43.6 
,11. Hybrid 97· .', 5.1 ' 8.-87 97.-8 ' 29.7 29.8 84.3 28.8 2.93 9.2 ·39.0 . 



. Maintenance oj pure seed and seed multiplication. scMme.-The scheme for the 
.maintenance Of. purity and. ,the systematio multiplication of pure seed of improved 
varieties of cotton is based on a 'unit' ~ystem, each unit repreBen~g a final area 
of 25,000 acres in the final state under one improved variety. The programme of 
seed multiplication of one such unit consist~ of five progressive stages as shown in 
the following table!-:-

(a) . Beed Patch (from produce of 
. Belfed plants). 

(b)' Increase block 

(c) Field Scale planting 

(d) Village groups 

(e) District groups 

Area in 
acres. , 

25 

250 

2500 

25000 

. Location. 

Agricultural E.esearch Station, 
Sakrand. 

Government Farm. 

'A' class registered growers. 

'B' class registered growers· & 
co-operative organizations, 
etc. 

General cultivation. 

Each stage is fed from the preceding one. The first three stages are under direct 
departmental supervision. The crop is thoroughly examined and all of!; type plants 
removed. The produce of all the stages of the seed multiplication scheme is ginned 
under the strict lupervision of Agricultural Department. The scheme has now reached 
its final stage. At the present time, eleven such 'units' of multiplication are 
being supervised by the Department and these are being distributed among the 
difl;erent'v~eties of improved cottons as under: 

7 'units'- Sind American Cottons, i.e., Sind 8udkar and Sind 4F-98. 

3 'uni~s'- Sind N. R. (Desi.) 

1 'unit'- 'Quality' cottons, i.e., Sind Sea Island and Boss III-I6. 

As a result of the past year's experience in the working of this organization it 
was found that on account of the tremendous increase in cotton cultivation, the 
QqmbeI of '\Ulits' being dealt with if,t ~1Uficieqt to IQl}6t the qem~nq for puro 



seed: of improved: cottons aftetthft3rd stag& of inultiplication.It has therefore 
been proposed to morease.' the 'units' of multiplication: from 11 to 24 distri~ 
buted asunder:' - -" 
.!'." ',' 

; : r~' Improved Sind American (Jo-ttons -, 

(a) Sind Suilhar 
(b) Sind 4F-98 

111 'units' 
61 'units' 

Total 18 'units' 

li .. ,Sin~ _N. R. tL.>esi.) 5'unita' 

m. Quality Cottons'(Sea Island & BoSs TII-16) 1,tunit' 

Total 24 'unita' 

Thus the total areas required each year for the development of 24 'units' of seed 
multiplication will be as under: 

1st year (Seed pa!ioh») 60 acres 

2nd year (Increase' block) 

3rd year (Field scale planting) .. 

4th year (Village groups) •• 

6th year (General cultivat~o,n) 

... 
- 600 acres. 

6000 ~res • 

60000 acres. 

600000 aCICII'.-



PLANT BREEDING 

Paper No.6. 

SOME EFFECTS OF X-RAYS ON UPPAM AND 

KARUNGANNI COTTONS 

BY 

V. RAMANATHA AYYAR AND R. BALASUBRAMANIA AYYAR, 

COTTON BREEDING STATION, COIMBATORE. 

It is often claimed that progressive mutants in plants can be produced artificially 
by means of irradiation and that the breeder can take advantage of this technique 
for the improvement of crops. The Indian Central Cotton Committee, Bom:bay, is 
subsidising a breeding scheme in the Madras Presidency for tht; improvement of the 
coarse and short stapled variety of G. kerbaceum locally called 'Uppam.' It was 
Ilrogrammed to employ in this scheme the new method alongside the time honoured 
methods of selection and hybridisation. The present paper records the results 
obtained so far in that direction. X-rays were used in these trials for exposing either 
the pollen or the seed. 

_ POLLEN TREATMENT. 

Pollen grains of two strains (2405 and 2919) of Uppam (G. kerbaceum) were col
lected in gelatin capsules at about 9 8.m. on the day of flower opening and expose.l 
to X-rays for u, 10, lU and 20 minutes at a target tlistance of 15 cm. u,sing a cu,rrent 
of 3 m.a. and 7u K. V. and aluminium filter of 1 mm. thickness. The treated pollen 
grains were immediately dusted on to the emasculated stigmas of the same strains. 
Boll setting and seed development were found to be normal. When these seeds 
were sown next year the germination capacity was noticed to decrease with the 
increa'lQ ill the time of exposure (Vide Table I). 

49 . 
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TABLE I. 

Nature of treatment Strain 2405 Strain 2919 

Number of Percentage Number of Percentage 
seeds sown .germi- seeds sown germi-

uation. nation. 

UD.treated 103 81 lOG 91 
Treated 5' 79 73 71 70 

Hj' 172 70 111 71 
15' 116 50 64 54 
20' 117 52 66 53 

Subsequent growth was quite good and no morphological differences were 
apparent among the plants. Finally, however, the average production of kapa. 
per plant was distinctly higher in the treated series (Table II). It was of 
particular interest to note that the plants from 2919 responded more to the 
treatment than those from 2405. . 

Nature of treatment. 

Untreated 
Treated. 5' 

10' 
15' 
20' 

TABLE II. 

Average yield of kapas in grams 
per plant. 

Strain 2405 Strain 2919 

7.7 5.1 
11.6 15.2 
8.1 13.2 

11.4 12.6 
9.4 8.3 

The produce of each plant was then sown in separate rows with controls inter
vening after every, two rows. No phenotypic difIerences were observed even ill this 
generation, but wide variations in the productivity were again manifested in the 
progenies of 2919. The cultures derived from atrain 2405 on the other hand were 
poorer in performance than the control and wer~ not studied further. 
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A· good number of plants was selected from the better rows of 2919 and picked 
separately. 52 of these were sown next season in three row plots with the control 
repeated after every two cultures. Thirty were found to surpass the neighbouring 
controls in yield. In addition to these, 12 sibs from each of two high yielding 
cultures were found pure when tested for purity in seed and 'lint weights. In a, 
third trial, two mixtures were made up, one with the produce of all rows that gave 
yields ranging from 1 to 10% over control, and the other with those yielding 100% 
and over. These were sown along with untreated 2919 as control in replicated 
plots for comparison of yields. Hardly any di.f(erence either in growth or yield 
was noticeable in both mixtures. 

In the next year 37 single plants selected from the best of the 30 higher yielders 
and 20 plants from the reserved material of the previous season were compared in 
replicated rows. None of them was found to be better than the control. The two 
cultures declared pure during the last season also proved disappointing when tested 
for yield in replicated rows. Further trials with these types were therefore given up. 

SEED TREATMENT. 

Dry seeds of the above mentioned two kerbaceum strains together with those of 
a Karunganni strain 546 (G. ill.dicum) were exposed for 2,5,10,15 and 20 minutes 
at a target distance of 15 cm. employing a current of 10 m.a.and 50 K.V. with no 
filter. When these seeds were sown, their germination was found to fall with the 
increase in the time of exposure (Table III). 

TABLE ITr. 

Name of Strain. 

Nature or treatment 2405 2919 546 

Untreated 
Treated 2' 

5' 
10' 
15' 
20' 

--------------------------
Number Percentage Number Percentage Number Percentage 
of seeds. germina- of seeds. germina- of seeds. germina-

164 
60 

119 
73 

138 
7() 

tion. tiona tiona 

91 164 
45 77 
55 178 
66 114 
52 145 
42 115 

93 
78 
74 
58 
75 
54 

164 
36 
77 
52 

114 
78 

87 
64 • 
68 
73 
55 
53 



An aberrant plant' ( Plate' I) With a pecUliar type of leaves was soon spotted in a 
plot raised from treated 13eeds ofStrai.n.2919. 'It,was poor in growth and died within 
three months after producing a' feW-flower, buds with deformed thread-like stigmas 
and sterile pollen. Other plots did not show' any change' in vigour or morphological 
ch~~cter8. .. . 

All the plants were' picked' indiVidually and sown during the next year It 
was of extreme interest to .note'in three' of the, plots, segregations for chlorophyll , 

, deficiency in cotyledons 'aDdior meriSti~ va~ation in floral parts. 

The chlorophyll deficient types occurred in two plots, one from the kerbaceum 
and the other from indicum speCies. They di.fIered in th'"eir phenotypic expression. 
Those derived from the herbaceum plot had very pale and yellowish cotyledons 
with no chlorophyll grains and died within four days after germination. Their 
mode of segregation in the second and third generations are given in Table IV. 

TABLE'IV. 

Number of plants with 
Parent Genera- Number Total Value of P. 
type. tion. of plants. Green Deficient for 3: 1 

families. cotyledons cotyledons ratio. 

2405 X.2 1 97 84 13 <0.01 
X:3 '43 3117 3117 

22 1234 962 272 >0.01 

_ It will be ,noticed that the fit ,for a monogenic ratio is poor in both generations. 
When the total nuniber of families raised in the third generation is examined from 
another standpoint, viz., the proportion of segregating families to ,those breeding 
true to green cotyledons, only 22 are found heterozygous against 43 homozygous 

. families. The excess in the number of homozygous green families leads one to 
.. think' that the' chlorophyll deficient type met with here does not appear to be a 
, simt>le Mendelian recessive. Further, work is in progress. . 

, • The chlorophyll deficient types occurring in' the indicum showed a different 
behaviour both ill appearance and in the'nature oftheir segregation. They had pale 
green cotyledons corresponding to patterns, 4 to 6 of Harland (1932). Their 
.sections co~tained a few disintegrated chlorophyll ,grains. Although most of 
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these also died within a few days after germination, a few (3.9%) managed to turn 
green and survive. It behaved genetically as a simple recessive in the second 
and third generations (Vide Table V). 

TABLEV. 

Parent Gene- Number Total 
Number of plants with 

Value ofP. 
type. ration. of plants. Green Deficient for 3: 1 

families. cotyledons cotyledons ratio. 

546 X.2 1 55 42 13 >0.90 
x.a 9 640 640 

23 1627 1241 386 >0.30 -
-

It would be noticed that unlike in the previous chlorophyll type a good fit was 
obtained in,the proportion of heterozygous and homozygous f~milies in the third 
generation; nine families out of thirty-two bred true to green. 

It was interesting to note that the meristic mutants also behaved as simple 
recessive in the second generation and in the back crosses (Table VI). 

TABLE VI. 

Number of plants like 
Nature of cross Genera- Number Total ~ Value ofP. 

tion of plants Normal Meristic for 3:1 
families type type ratio 

546 X mutant Back 26 15 11 >0.30 
(S x 439) cross 

F.2 1 68 45 23 >0.10 

- These were quite normal in appearance except in the floral parts. They had 
generally four or more bracts, five to eight petals, four to seven loculi per boll. 
Very often extra carpellary structures with many ovules and occasionally with a well 
developed seed were found developing inside the central axis of the. boll. In a. few 
cases a single seed developed in the centre of the placental axis without any carpel
lary structure (Plate II.) No marked differences were noticed in the productive-



ness of these plants. 'The total number of seeas per'boll was about the same as in', 
normals although the average number per lock was distinctly lower. 

DISCUSS'ION. 

It is seen from the foregoing results that higher dosages tend to low!:;r the ger-' 
mination capacity in the case ot'both pollen and seed treatments. It cannot be 

\ said that such a behaviour is a cOmlnon feature in all cases of X-ray treatment of 
plant material. That viability of seed is lowered with higher dosages has been re
p()rtcd by Asabekoma on peas (1936). Yefeikin and'Valiyev on wheat (1936), and 
Malhotra on maize (1932). Moore and Haskins (1933) have found that higher 
doses cauSed marked injury and stunted habit in cotton. Horlacher and Killough 
(1931) report on 'the other hand that the germination percentage was not affected 
appreciably w}len dry seeds of cotton were exposed. Further Mackay and Good
speed (1930) have found that when treated pollen grains were used for pollination, 
::'1.!.Jd setting was reduced in higher dosages. This experience is not in accord with 
what has been obtained in the present studies. 

Of particular interest is the differential behaviour observed between pollen and 
seed treatments.· In the former aU the resulting plants showed increases in vigour 
and yield, although such induced vigour lasted only for three to four seasons, while 
in the case of seed treatments, no stimulation was discernible. Stimulation of growth' 
has been, however, recorded as a result of treating dry seeds with X-ray by various 
workers on tobacco [Singh and Choudri (1935) ], on soya beans [Long and Kersten 
(1936) ], on Vida Jaba [patten and Wigoder (1929) ], on peas [Atabekowa (1936) ], 
and on ,cotton [Nehru (1932, 1933)]. In the majority of cases, it was said that weak 
doses tended to produce transient accelerated growth while strong e:t'posures resulted 
in injury. Mackay and Goodspeed report however a contrary eJqlerience. Treat
ments of pollen have produced in their case variouS deformities and mutations. 
Possibly the fact that they were dealing with American cottons may be respo~sible 
for the divergence in the results obtained. It Is not uncommon to find that dif
ferent varieties respond differently to the X-ray treatment. D-urum wheats were 
declared to be less liable to change than vulgare by Sapehin (1935). Even in the 
sct of experiments dealt with here, it has been noted that strain 2919 was more sus
ceptible to treatments than strain 2405. 

'< 

When dry'seeds ar9 exposed to X-rays, three mutants-2 chlorophyll deficient 
an~ one meristic-are found to 'occur as recessive segregates, in the second generation. 
Obviously only one gene in one of the homologous chromosomes was affected by the 
treatment. This 'observation differs from that of Horlacher and Killough who noticed 
the occurrence of mutations in the first generation itself. But here again their obser-
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,vations relate to American cottons and to treatments with longer duration and hence 
are not ·comparable. 

Another point which is important in the present studies is that all the three 
mutants secured are of the defective type and hence not of any use for the object in 
view. It may be added that this is a very common experience in the artificial pro
duction of mutations by X-rays. Khlop (1936) while reviewing the work done on 
this aspect' of plant improvement throughout the world concludes that "no artificial 
mutants of established value agronomically have yet been produced, and the chief 
method of creating the variability necessary for selection is still hybridisation 
though the method of artificial mutations may possibly be of importance in the 
future." The only exception seems to be the appearance of a mutant in wheat, 
resistant to cold [Sapehin (1936)]. Horlacher and Killough report that progres
sive mutants were ohtained by them in, cotton but nothing has been' said of their 
superiority agriculturally. 
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SUMMARY. 

1. Pollen grains of 2 strains of G. herb(LCeUm and dry seeds of 2 strains of G. 
herbaceum and one strain of G. indicum cottons were exposed to X-rays for different 
periods with tIle idea of producing progressive mutants useful for breeding. 

2. Higher dosages were fOlmd to lower the viability of the seeds. Boll set· 
ting and seed developl!lent were not affected. 

3. The response to treatments varied with the strains. Of the two strains 
tested here, one did not show any appreciable effect. 

4.' When treated pollen was used, plant growth was found to be stimulated in 
the succeeding generations. No differences in morphological characters were 
observed. 
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5. By exposing dry seeds to X-rays, three new types ofmutants-2 chlorophyll 
deficients and 1 meristic variant-were obtained. in the second generation. 
These were recessive in genetic behaviour. All the three were not of any use econo
mically. 
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PLANT BREEDING 

Paper No.7. 

COTTON BREEDING IN THE CENTRAL PROVINCES AND BERAR 

BY 

D. N. MARTA, ECONOMIC BOTANIST FOR COTTON, 

CENTRAL PROVINCES, NAGPUR. 

INTRODUCTION. 

Cotton breeding is concerned with the improvement of the cotton plant. Its, 
object is the production of better crops, at no additional expense to the grower. 
Men of all times have attempted to improve the quality and yield of their cultivated 
plants. But improvement in the past has, for the most part, been haphazard, acci
dental and slow. Recent advance in Genetics, however, has placed plant breeding: 
on. a sound scientific basis and has added considerably to our knowledge of the meth~' 
ods and scope of plant improvement. The plant breeder can now proceed' with 
his task of producing new plants better suited to the many and varied requirements 
of agriculture and commerce in a systematic and orderly manner. There is little. 
doubt that plant breeding is destined to playa very important role in the agricultural 
economy of the world. 

It is proposed in this paper to trace the development of the cotton plant in the. 
Central Provinces and Berar and to summarize the chief improvements which it has 
been possible to effcct by the application of modern breeding methods. It may 
perhaps seem purely academic to discuss this subject at a time when the Indian mills 
are reported to be overstocked with stapled cotton and when, therefore, the grower 
of the improved types sees but little chance of securing that premium for the supe
rior quality of his lint, on which the extension of area under such cottons must ulti
mately depend. It must be assumed, however, that conditions will gradually return 
to normal and that before long there will be within the country a great increase in 

60 
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the demand' for cotton of better staple and quality. In the great central markets 
of the world, cotton of good grade and staple invariably brings in more than poor, 
coarse cotton, though the differential is variable. It is therefore not unreasonable 
to assume that, in the long run, the profitableness of cotton growing in these pro
vinces also will tend to lie in.improved cottons pf superior quality and staple. 

HISTORICAL RETROSPECT. 

The cotton produced in the Central Provinces and Berar is commercially known 
as ctOomras" cotton. The quantity grown annually amounts roughly to one-fifth 
of lndia's total. production pf (lotton. How long cotton has been cultivated in these 
provinces, it is difficult to say with any definiteness. Certain it is, however, that 
at one time the common cotton of the whole "Oomras" tract, was Gossypium indi
cum or bani whic:h under the name of 'Hinganghat' bani attained the reputation 
of being the finest Indian c.otton. Bani produces far and away the best lint of any 
truly Indian cotton. Its staple is strong. silky and from I" to Ii- in length. 
"Oomras" to the present day owes its value to the percentage of bani that it con
tains. To-day bani has almost everywhere been supplanted by coarser varieties 
of the "Neglectum" group. The change was due partly to inherent defects in bani 
and partly to ecbnomic.causes. Bani was later ripening than, and not so hardy as, 
the cdttons which threatened. to take its place. The bolls on ripening did not open 
fully at their base and .the lint had a tendency to cling to the capsule. It was there
fore comparativelydiffiQ~t, to get the whole lock of cotton out of the boll with one 
pull, with the result, tllli.ffip took longer to pick than other cottons, while the lint 
contained small fragments of leaf and septum which increased the 'blow-room loss~ 
The biggest drawback, however, was its low ginning percentage which in commercial 
samples ra!ely.exceeded 26. It was in fact, this factor more than any other, which 
with the prevailing system of disposal of cotton in the "Oomras" tract, proved to 
be the death~blow for bani. It was Rivett Carnac, in the sixties oltbe last century, 
who first drew attention to the fact that 'Jari/ a mixture of cottons of coarse types, 
supposed to have come from East Khandesh, was ousting bani. He made a serious' 
attempt to check the introduction Of this Jari but economic conditions were all 
against him and the hundreds of tons of pure bani seed which he distributed did but 
little to stem the tide. The cultivator preferred to grow the coarse variety because 
it was reared with far more ease, was earlier ripening and gave less trouble in picking: 
The middleman, too, preferred it, because he saw in its higher ginning percentage an· 
easy source of profit: The authorities were very concerned about the change ,that 
was taking place and made one more attempt to check its spread by the introduction. 
of superior cotton seed -o~ exotio types. The Upland Georgian mixture of from 5 to' 
about 20% ' which ~ is still found iIi cotton fields all over th" cotto:!! tract of th~ 
province is a. relic of their achievement in th!"t direction. ;. 
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How rar the Intermixture ot Jari and bani had gone on in the sixties, it is im
possible to say, as no classification of our cottons was attempted till 1906, by which 
year it was found that Jari had replaced bani everywhere except in Chanda Distriot 
and on the borders of the Nizam's Dominions. In Chanda District, over a few thou
sand acres, a more or less pure bani is still grown as a ram crop. The classification 
carried out by the Department of Agriculture in 1906 showed that about 99% of 
the cotton area'in the province as a whole was cropped with Jari. This so-called 
Jari on being classified was found to consist of no less than six distinct varieties 
namely Gossypium neglectum malvense, Gossypium neglectum verum, Gossypium 
neglectum roseum, Gossypium neglectum cutchioum, Gossypium indicum and 
Upland Georgian (Gossypium hirsutum). Over the greater part of the province, 
the white flowered Gossypium neglectum roseum was found to be dominant. Agri
cultural study of the constituents of the Jari mixture further showed that of the five 
indigenous varieties, Gossypium indicum with its one inoh staple yielded the lowest 
mount of lint per acre, while Gossypium neglectum 'roseum with its coarse short 
staple and high ginning percentage gave the highest outturn. 

As a result of the gradual ousting of bani by Jari, the quality of the "Oomraslt 

began to deteriorate and vary in proportion of coarse varieties in the mixture. To 
keep the varieties pure, no real inducement was offered by the trade as a whole, for 
the buyer paid no attention whatever to staple; what he wanted was clean white 
bulky cotton. The bani kapas raised from the seed given out by the Agriculture 
Department in these provinces in 1904-05 was reported by the growers to have 
fetched less in the cotton markets than the Jari mixture. There was indication 
all over the provinces that Jari, for the time being at least~ had. come to stay. 

The great influence played by high ginning percentage and the fact that the 
highest ginner of all "Roseum" was the easiest to grow practically decided the next 
step. It was the separating out, multiplication and distribution of pure roseum 
seed by the Agricultural Department. In: this way the whole of Berar and the 
Central Provinces to an increasing extent became flooded with this cotton. The 
natural outcome of all this has been that the bulk of the crop now produced in these 
'provinces is of the shortest and coarsest staple possible---capable of spinning no 
higher counts than 8's or 10's. There is little doubt that for a time the extension of 
roseum added largely to the farming profits of the cotton growers. 

, The growing of a coar.se cotton requiring but little cultivation, though a great 
temptation for the cultivator, cannot, however, be called sound permanent agricul
ture on any stable economic basis. It is usually accompanied by soil impoverish
ment and land deterioration is bound to be followed by crop diseases and other ini-

. mical economic factors. This is, in fact, what actually did h8ppen ill Berar. Tempted 
• by high prices which prevailed during and a few years after the Great War; eottoIi 



.and,stili more cotton was grown on the same land without rotation or other consi
derations of rational farming. ContinuouS cropping of the land with ootton led to 
the incidence of the wilt disease to which the common variety, roseum, proved to be 

, particularl YSQ.sceptible. , The disease began to spread with alarming rapidity and 
to cause a large 10&8 of revenue to the provinoes. 

A cotton PQ1icy, was now more than ever needed. With a watchful eye upon the 
.future, the Agricultural :pepartment was not slow to realize that if cotton growing 
lin Be~ar waS to be :made a permanent SUCCIl8S. attention must be paid to the finding 
;out of cottons of a superior type. The iinprovement of the race of plants by breed
,ing methods began thus to be considered of the utmost importanoe. This wal 
perhaps a more difficult and slow method but it was the best ultimate aim and 
most permanent improvement in agricultural practice. To aohieve this objeot, the 
,Department in 1922 placed the Government Experimental Farm at Akola under the 
,Economic Botanist m,order that the work of evolving improved and resistantvarie
ties, testing multiplica~ion, cultural experiments and other essential investigations 
might be correlated and carried out under one management. In the same year the 
'Indian Central Cotton Committee was formed and laid substantial funds at the 
,disPQsal of the Agrioultural Department for conducting botanical research and 
cultural experiments for the improvement of the Central Provinces and Berar 
,ootton crop., ' 

PRESENT POSITION. 

The neW !)rganisation for .research commenced work in 1923. The position at 
this thue was briefly this. More than sixty years of promiscuous growing of varieties 

:difiering widely in quality and cropping power had brought about a marked deterio
,ration in the reputation of the "Oomras~' cotton. As a result of the intermixture, 
, the, quality of the cotton, produced varied from tahsil to tahsil or even from village 
to, viJlage.For the spinner, it was extremely: difficult to obtain uniform lots of cotton 

,of known staple. , ,The wilt menace was on the increase and, was driving many cotton 
(lands out of. cultivation. Theinunediateneed of the moment was a wilt-resistant 
,c9tton whic1l. at the same time yielded well. If quality of staple oould be combined 
;wiJi\l it,s9'much the better. -

The first f~w years ~e~e ~f n~cessity spent in obtaining PUr~ strains of the varl
,'OUB typ~s ,9f ,!:qdian c()tton~ and ,jn making a systematic botanioal survey of the 
_cot~ons .met with il}the provinoes .. '.r;he lattl'l: revealed that the existing crop con
·.sisted of a mixture of types of great variability tQ almost every visible character, suoh 
.a.s'length of lltaple, percentage ~f Unt tp ,seed., JlIliformity of fibre upon the individual 
lseed, str~gth of .fi~re, Size. of boll, e;:lrliness of maturity and resistance to wilt disease. 
l~tO •. : A, mj,xe4 populatiQn .of pran~ shQwing Jluch w,ide variati~ns oftered great soove 



ior soleotion. Desirable oombinations might with advantage be sought in the exist'· 
ing crop. While, therefore, hybridisation and acolimatisation were not excluded 
from the programme of investigations, it was decided to concentrate on the 
plant-to-row method of cotton breeding for sure and comparatively rapid 
progress in the obtaining of suitable types. 

The work of crop improvement is ~ecessarily slow. in the production of results, 
because of the many years involved in the selection, fixation and testing of suitable 
or superior new types. Several years of critical tests are required before it can be 
safely said that a new strain, no matter hoW' promising, is really better than tho~e 
already grown. But the period from 1923-1936 has been one of uninterrupted 
progress and marked advance in the matter of production, development and intro
duction of new, improved and wilt-resistant varieties of medium stapled cotton 
which admirably meet the present-day requirements of the spinner and are at 
the same time profitable for the cultivator to grow. It is not claimed that in them a 
complete solution of the cotton problems of these provinces has been found. But 

. the first step in the right direction has been taken. Further improvement will 
follow in its train. 

It was along the lines indicated above that the work proceeded. The existing 
crop was classified and unit species separated. Rigid selection and testing followed. 
Of the common acclimatised "neglectum" types of cotton, it was previously supposed 
that it was only in certain strains of G. n. malvense that any degree of resistance to 
wilt existed. G. n. verum, though the best neglectum type with regard to lint 
quality, had up to this time been ruled out as a desirable cotton on account of its 
great liability to wilt disease attack. Careful examination ofthe neglectum cotton 
types, however, indicated that the most likely type combining a maximum of desi,r
able characters might possibly be 'Obtained. from G. n. verum. No work seemed 
ever to have been done upon the type to try and improve it. Strains were selected 

,and examined but at first they aU showed a very high susceptibility to wilt disease. 
After considerable selection and trial, however, strains of G. n. verum were found 
showing a r~sistance to wilt. It.-is interesting to r(lmark that at the same tim,e 

, this resistance to wilt was being found haphazarq. as it were in certain verums, hyb,:i
i disation experiments p,lanned originally with no idea at all of wilt resistance gave:a 
, clue as to :what resistance:~o·.wilt ~ verum cot~on and probably in any neglectlWl 
cotton was,due. ,The neglect~ cottons have for long been suspected to be a group 

,'of hybrid origin., Hyb;ridisation 'oxperinlents conducted here showed that G. n . 
. verum could be derived by crossing G. arboreum with G. n. roseum; G. arboreum 
; with G. indicum'and G. indicum with G. cemuum. TheG. n. verum obtained by 
:.tt.lethod 3, although indistinguishable,to:the ordinary eye' from the G. n. verup10f 
,methQds 1 and 2, y~t <,liffeJ;s: nom the latter in being considerably resistant to wilt 
dj~se.o;r4is -resiE}tanco, .t<? .Be.1'~,'!'ilt ~easea~d :it~, inheri.tan~e in, neglectu,m 
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cottons at al1 events seems to'be always due to the ·presence ot cemul1mancestrj. 
This ancestry can, so far as w~ have seen, be recognised in narrow cottons by the 
·.character of the middle lobe of the leaf. The fact of the two borders to the leaf 
lobe being slightly doubly convex 80 that the middle of the lobe expands somewhat 
instead of the.lobe being an isosceles triangle as in other narrow leafed types. in
di~ates cemuum blood and wilt resistance. Sometimes th~ drooping character of 

: the G; cemuum branches is to some degree brought over with the other verum 
characters; this also is an indication o! wilt-resistance. By comparing the verum 

· selections with types derived by known methods, it was possible, in some cases, to 
· assign them a certain method of origin. 

Attention was now concentrated on the resistant material of G. n. verum. By 
the f!election of individual plants possessing desirable characters, the degree in which 
each was able to transmit its desirable characters was determined. Further testing,. 
· while increasing separately the product of the best rows, determined which strain 
was likely to be of the greatest commercial value. Six years of patient experimen:
tation were necessary before the first variety was thought worthy of general distri
bution. This was verum 262. Being a pure line selection for wilt resistance, it ful
filled the immediate requirement of the time and was .80 considerable improvement 
over roseum. With a ginning percentage of 32 and capacity to spin 20's to 22's 

. highest standard warp counts, it gave lint yield which on 'Wilted land was unques
tionably higher than that of roserim. Even on non-wilted land the premium it 
obtained more than compensated for its slightly lower yield and ginning percentage 
as compared with Jan. In 1929,it was grown over an area of 5,000 acres ; in the 
following seasons, the acreage was 35,000, 1,50,000, 1,64,800, 83,591, 89,660 aud 
96,000 acres respectively. Experience, however, proved this cotton to be suscep. 
tible to variations in climatic conditions which rendered estimation of its cropping 
power a difficult matter owing to wide fluctuation in yield from year to year. 

Something more was needed. A cotton that would supplement verum 262 in 
areas of heavier rainfall to the east of Berar and in the Central Provinces where the 

~ duration of the monsoon is comparatively long. In the meantime, the work of 
· breeding new strains was being patiently carried forward on a gradually expanding 
scale. Further search in the original resistant material of G. n. verum had provided 
· a wide range of new combinations. While the desirability of finding and perfooting 
a single all-round type for the entire cotton traot, as being the soundest policy both 

· from the agricUltural and ·commercialpoints of view w~ at no . time lost sight oC, 
all suitable combinations wherever met were isolated and worked up. One of these, 

. now known as Late verum, answered the immediate requirements, was inultiplied 
· and distributed. Supenor. to ve~ 262 in quality and capable of spinning 31's 
, highest standard warp counts~ it soon became popular in tracts for .hich . it was de
'vetoped and haa been ob~g a premil1mof"Rs. 10/- per khandi ovir V8rum 262 •. 
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Another useful strain, No. 438, a pureline selection from G.n.verum, JQllowed 
ip rapid succession aIld bas prov~d valuable for lighter descpptions of soil.. WJll!e 
progless of these strains ",as caref~y watched in the field, investigations were 01.\ n~ 
tmued for the finding out of a strain' of cotton which would serve as a good all rouniJ 
type. ;By. the end of 1932, the fixing of such a type became possible and led to th~ 
development and multiplication of V. 434, the chief merit of which lies in its adapt~ 
ability to varying conditions of soil and climate. It is a strain which possesses, in 
addition to wilt resistant qualities, drought-resistance, prolific flowering capacity, 
quickness in forming buds and setting fruit, comparative freedom from shedding 
and excellent lint characters and good ginning percentage. Its staple is strong, silky 
and nearly one inch in length. It has been adjudged suitable for spinning 32's to 
37's highest standard warp counts-no mean advance over the 8's of roseum and 20's 
of verum 262. In· ginning percentage it rivals with verum 262 and the handsome 
premium which it commands for the superior quality of its lint, more than compen· 
sates for its lower ginning percentage as compared with Jari. The Empress Mills, 
Nagpur, which tested this cotton along with other growths under identical conditions 
found that it gave almost the same tension as "Bheusa" cotton, while the blow-room 
loss was even less. V. 434 is the best all-round type available at present and jUdging 
by its rapidly increasing popUlarity and demand for seed allover the provinces, it 
IIhould in the course of the next few years have considerable areas under it. 

Another aspect of the work has been an examination of the possibilities of buri 
(acclimatised G. hirsutum) cotton in the Central Provillces and Berar. An area of 
50,000 acres in and around Burhanpur in the Nimar District appea~ to be peculiarly 
iJuited to this cotton. Buri yields well in years of ample rainfall especially, and does 
not suffer from wilt disease. In the cultivators' fields, it is generally met with as 
an admixture in varying proportions and no doubt improves the general quality of 
the lint. The lint, however, is weak. Systematic work was therefore undertaken 
to see if it were possible to get a strain that showed any inheritable consistency in 
its lint strengtli. Various strains were selected initially with lint strength as one of 
their desirable characters and they were selfed and thus carried through succeeding 
generations. As the work progressed it showed conclusively that the variation in 
lint strength from year to year was caused by varying environmental conditions. 
No uniform improvement in the lint strength could be obtained with local environ
ment. It was therefore decided to restrict work to the improvement of its staple 
and yield. Intensive selection by the plant-to-row method of cotton breeding 
was resorted to and is still being carried on. As a result of this work three improved 
strains, viz., Buri Ak. Special, B. 107 and B. 84, have been developed, of which the 
first two have shown excellent performance and have been, taken up wherever. 
buri is grown. In years of heavy rainfall, these strains have yielded as much as 
~OOO Ibs. of kapas at tile Akola Farm, Their ginning percentage is ~~ ~nd 2~ 
~espectivelr· ' - -
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, -Skoeth~f"receiptbr grantdrom the Indian CentraiCotton Committee, a '!!'ood 
deal of hybrid1sation work has also been carried out. :This work was somewhat hndi. 
oapped at first owing to the laok of pure types. The cruef aims in this work hav& 
been to investigate the possibility of hybridisation itself produoing either as hybrids 
or mut,ante-new fo:rmS of value and, seoondly~ to study the ,inheritanoe ofindepen
d~ntly behavingohar~oters. ,This work has largely been o~ ~cademicinterest exoept 
the.hybrids'~th G.' indicum. and G. cemuum.-tlOme fixed strains of which appear 
pr~mising and are -being multiplied up, for .field:soale tests:· An, interesting point 
in connection with this oross is that considerable quantities of it, whole fields and 
areas of it at times, are to be found growing 'in the C. P. No.1 region and that it is' 
p~ized for Its superior lint and wilt resistant properties; 

-The old bani ootton ,(G. indicum), too, has not been negiected. This has offered 
a vast soope for improvement in all directions. But the biggest drawbaok has been 
its low ginning percentage. Here we have to contend with the faot that with our 
IndIan cottons as ginning peroentage increases the staple gets shorter. Neverthe
less, two new strains have been developed, 'viz.; bani 306 and E.B. 31, whioh are 
oapable of spinning up-to 50's and yield up to 500 lbs. of seed cotton per acre. Their 
ginning percentage is about 27. To these have been added two new strains B. 790 
and B. 773 which have this year been grown on an acre scale and are a definite im
provement on the two previous types. The department will thus be ready with 
suitable fomis when the time comes for the cultivation of bani to be taken up once 
again. It is realized, however, that until (I irect contact between the grower and the 
spinner can be established, until, in fact, tne quality of cotton and not the ginning 
outturn becomes the basis of valuation, there is little chance of extension of area 
under such superior cottons. 

This account will not be complete without a brief reference to the Chanda Jari 
cotton, a fairly pure cold weather crop of G. indicum.. At the time. of high cotton 
prices the area under this crop' was about 20,000 acres and it was considered by some 
that there were possibilities of expansion. The crop was therefore examined with II 
view to improving it. The first thing required was the eradication of a dirty or 
tinged strain th~t wa~ found universally in the crop. A study was therefore made to, 
discover the method of inheritance of this dirty character in Chanda jari and at the 
same time to test the inheritance of khaki colour in other cottons. Our experiments 
have shown that. colour from all gradations from merely tinged lint to markedly 
drab or kkaki Iinted forms behaves as a complementary character with whiteness on 
straightforward Mendelian lines. The tinged or khaki form is dominant and the 
whiteness is recessIve. The heterozygous form is intermediate in colour and in the, 
case of a tinged form only (like that of Chanda jari) may be of so slight a nature a9 
easily to pass for white to again throw the fu.lly tinged form next year. A pure whitd 
good yielding stra.~ ha.s Jl,OW been isolated and :6.xed and is being given: out lor triat . ' . 
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and multiplication. The possibility of extension of the Chanda jari crop has also 
been looked into and it is doubtful in the extreme if it be very great. The present 
yield of Chanda jari is about 2000 bales and there does not seem much likelihood of 
this orop assuming great importance by itself. All that oan be hoped for is the sub
stitution of the tinged lint types by the white-linted strain isolated here. 

CONCLUSIONS. 

In conclusion it is hardly necessary to emphasize that in no cotton producing 
area can the crop be improved and that improvement maintained without a wide
spread recognition of the principles of plant breeding and the practical application 
of those principles. Plant breeding alone, however, will not solve the entire cotton 
problem of the province. The progress of our improved strains has been undoubted
ly grievously retarded by a pernicious practice of buying cotton as kapaa and 
paying attention solely to ginning outturn. Under such a system, no cotton of a 
superior type is going from birth to stand on its own legs without attention. In 
other words, improvement in the staple by breeding and selection must go hand in 
hand with improvement in the conditions under which cotton is marketed. The 
oultivator, too, must realize that to be successful in cotton growing, he should begin 
with pure pedigreed seed and should frequently renew it from the breeding source to 
prevent natural deterioration and accidental mixing. By the production of a quan
tity of selfed seed at the Akola Farm each year and its planned distribution in the 
following two years, facilities are provided by the Agriculture Department for re
newal of seed. But while much work has been done in recent years on cotton research 
in these provinces and while many cultivators in Berar do in fact appreciate the 
superior qualities of the well-bred cottons, there is still a lamentable ignorance on 
the part of the majority of growers, of many of the essentials underlying the produc
tion of cotton of the highest net money value. There will perhaps always be a de
mand for cotton of any kind but it is now becoming increasingly evident that com
petition, stimulation to higher prices, will in future lie with cottons of a finer type. 
There is no g~od reason why staple cotton caIlJ\ot be substituted for coarse cotton 
over the greater part of the cotton growing areas of these provinces. Varieties 
exist to-day which are as early and nearly as productive as any varieties of short 
cotton and which are at th!l same time adaphld to every kind of soil and climate 
existing in the cotton tract. In V. 434, the Agriculture Department has an excel
lent ull round type to offer to the cultivator, while for certain special areas, tharc are 
other strains of equal merit to meet those special requirements. The ideal for which 
the Bera~ cultivator should stri"e for cotton production should be a cotton that 
would spin higher counts than 20's. ' 

1i1 
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DISCUSSION. 

ThQre was DO discussion OD these papers., 
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I. INTRODUCTION. 

The Institute of Plant Industry has lindertaken a series of variety trials since 
L932 in order to discover whether superior strains of the main agricultural crops 
could be introduced into Central India and Rajputana. The results obtained so 
far have been published elsewhere [Hutchinson and Pause (1936)]. The mOat im
portant conclusion to pe drawn from them is that it is never safe to introduce a new 
variety without thorough trial in the tract in which its distribution is proposed. 
Another conclusion was that only a 'strain bred under similar conditions had any 
ellance of being successful and then it was not always suitable for the whole of the 

. tract. For~mple, Malvi 9 cotton, a strain evolved at the Institute Farm, was 
found significantly superior to local cotton in yield of kapaa, ginning OUtturn and 

. staple in the southern and more typical portion of Malwa with soil and olimate 



similar to that at Indore; but in the northern part with somewhat different condi
tions it did not differ significantly from local cotton in yield and its distribution in 
that area was justified only on account of the premium obtainable for its superior 
ginning percentage and quality; 

The object of introducing new strains is to secure better returns to the cultivator. 
It is, however, a well known fact that the premium obtainable for quality is seldom 
adequate and strains of superior quality are therefore not profitable to the cultiva
tor if their yield is low. It is a safe rule not to recommend any strain unless ita 
yield ia about as' gQod a$ that of the local type. Similarly in India at least; where 
the cultivator has no reserves, strains that give a high yield in some seasons and 
a poor yield iri others are not desirable. Consistently good yield thus becomes a 
most essential character in a strain to be recommended and varietal trials conducted 
at several representative localities in the tract for three or four seasons are the only 
means of testing it. From the xesults of such trials alone the agricultural officer 
can decide whether to undertake tlie distribution of a strain and to what part of the 
tract confine it. The plant breeder is also concerned with these trials because he 
must make sure that his strain'is promising over a sufficiently wide area to justify 

,multiplication on a commercial scale. It is possible that a strain may do very 
well under the special conditions of a breeding station but fail to maintain its supe
riority over any considerable area outside. 

All this indicates field trials oli. an extenliive scale requiring careful planning and 
organisation and it is proposed to outline in this paper a comprehensive testing 
scheme based on etpenence gained at the Institute. 

n. THE METHOD. 

Clio) TM obSe1vcttion plot-Strainibrought from outside and bred under condi
tions dissimilar from those existing in the tract should first be grown in small single 
plots by the side of the bulk crop of the local type to study their growth habits, 

, ,because for successful cultivation a strain must possess certain growth characters 
determined by the soil' and climatio conditions in the traot. For ~xample, where 
,fro.st is common a strain must mature early to escape it. A stram must also b~ free 
, from the ,diseases and pests to which the 1001101 type is resistant. Strains that do not 
pos'ijessthe necessary oharacters can be discarded at this stage. 1t will be found 
that alIDost aU'the foreign types oan be disposed of in this way and the labour 
andexpen8& 'of trying them in replicated experiments saved., It is hardYy necessary 
to add that 'yield. comparisons from observation plots are not sound and should not 
be relied o~. " 

, " , '(b)' The repZicated trial~Modet:n ideas on the layout an~'II~tisticaf analysis of 
.ieplicated trials are now generally knoW.Jl' and. ~ not be repeated. Atte~tion ,will 
be drawn only to those points which make varietal trials efficient and prevent draw 
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ing of misl~ding oonolusions. The type of soil on whioh the trial is laid out should. 
be representative of the area. to whioh its results are required to apply. Cultivation, 
rotation and manuring of the experimental area should oonform to the praotioe of 
the 100801 oultivators. Results of variety trials laid out on hi ghly fertile land, well 
graded and intensively oultivated...by improved implements will not, in all probability, 
be reproduoed on the neighbouring oultivators' fields and suoh results, though speo
taoular, will be praotioally useless. All operations on the experimental orop suoh 
as spacing, seed-rate, irrigation, interculture, eto., shoiIld follow tho local practice 
for that orop and only such variation as would increase uniformity without affecting 
the essential factors ;.n the local agricultural practice should be allowed. For in
stance, iIi sowing a given weight of seed per plot, uniform distribution of seed in the 
different rows will increase the uniformity of the stand over the trial and reduce 
experimental errors, but sowing seed at a regular spacing with a mechanical drill 
will be objectionable. Clean weeding of experimental plots will similarly help to 
inorease uniformity. 

Unless there is evidenoe from previous trials to justify variation, all strains in 
the trial should be given identioal treatment in respect to the various agricultural 
operations. This is a point" which is often overlooked. In some ootton varietal 
trials recently conducted in the United Provinces some varieties were sown at a 
wider spaoing than others in the same trial and only one variety was topped. It is 
impossible to interpret results of such trials in terms of varietal differences, for spao
ing and topping are inseparably oonfounded with varietal d~erenoes. In the above 
trials, for example, Raya Amerioan, an Upland stra in, sown at a wider spacing than 
Cawnpore 520 gave a significantly lower yield than the latter. It remains doubtful, 
however, whether the lower yield was due to the poor yielding capacity of the Ameri
oan plants or whether it was due to the lower stand of the Amerioan strain oaused 
by wider spaoing.· To answer such questions properly a somewhat dif(erent type of 
trial is necessary. Taking narrow and wide spacing between rows as an example, 
each strain in the trial should be sown in two plots per .block, with narrow spaoing 
in one and with wide s:Eacing in the other, the plots being distributed at random. 
The statistioal analysis of the trial. will then show (1) whether strains differ signi
fioantly irrespeotive of the spacing adopted, (2) whether the two spacings give 
significantly different yields on the average over all strains and (3) whether some of 
the strains are at a greater advantage than others at a particular spacing. Whether 
the strains should be sown at different spaoings or at the same spacing in varietal 
trials will depend on whether the conclusion on the third point is positive or nega
tive. Similar questions sometimes arise when alternative praotices exist in the same 
tract in respeot to some agricultural operation. Instead of adopting arbitrarily 
bne or the other practioe it is preferable to design the trials to provide information 
tin both. For this purpose the split-plot tilchnique is a convenient devioe. If, 
for example, thinning of the iltand is to be compared with no thinning, only. one 



pjot. per variety per block need be sown. It can be divided into two longitudinal. 
sections at the. time of thinning, and t!Le crop in one of the sections. selected at ; 
random, thinned and that in the other sectio~ left unthinned.' . - . ~ 

On the assumption that the local variety is an inferior mixture it is genefalll~ 
6:initted from varietal trials. If from the results of such trials one strain proveS' 
superior to the others, the question whether it is superior to the local type still fe-: 
inainsunanswered. The latter comparison is really the more important one silice· 
the primary object of varietal trials must be to discover whether any or all of the· 
selected strains are really improvements over the local type. Also the adaptability: 
~f improved strains is to be tested and the 10caI-type is the only criterion of local. 
adaptation. 

For statistical efficiency optimum plot size and shape and number of replica
tions should be adopted as far as possible. It has been shown [Hutchinson and 
Panse (1935)] that for cotton long and narrow plots up to 1/50 acre in size replicated 
about six times give results with the degree of accuracy desirable in varietal trials. 
Experience· with other crops i:s similar. Several·trials with 1/100 acre plots .. were 
carried out by the Institute and it was found that.a.n almost equal degree of accu
racy is .possible if trials are conducted carefully. While maintaining long and nar
row plots the actual shape of the plot should be so selected that the resulting block 
is nearly square . 

. For ~lim.inating border effect it is necessary to discard one row on either side of 
each pl()t. Extra rows should be sown on both margins of the whole layout to keep 
40w~ the border effect. of the edge rows [Hutchinson and Panse (1935)]. Keeping 
of open paths within the layout is neither desirable nor ordinarily necessary. Suc~ 
paths tend to enhance margin effe,ct in adjoining ,rows and are generally less culti~ 
vated than the 'plots t~e.msel:ves. "The whole layout ought to be treated as a s~gle 
~wit for the pJll1lose of agricultural operations and not 8S a series of independent 
plots. Where absolutely necessary. paths may be kept between blocks provided aQ 
I;!xtra row is sown on the margin of each block. 

. (c) Multiple trials-Varietal trials must be conducted in as many localities &, 
is necessary to secure a representative sample of the tract. To do this successfully 
the programme must be developed gradually through successive stages. 

In ~st stage, trials consist ota comparatively large number of po~si~le varieties 
and new strains in the process of mUltiplication. Only at experiment stations are 
the necessaryf~ci1ities available for handling the large number of plots involved 
and maintaining the purity of'seed of new. strains. ~he object of these trials shotj.ld 
be to eliminate all material inferior to the local type and usually not mOle thaQ 
~ourQr 1iv~ strains should be oarrjed to the next stage. . I 
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. These strains muSt then be tried out extensively. For this pnrpose, the number 
of experiment stations will he too small and all of them may not be situated in reprM 
8entativ6 localities. Co-operation of the more advanced cultivators therefore be;:, 
opmes necessary. While the main pnrpose of trials on cultivator's land is to COil"': 

firm the results obtained at experiment stations, they possesS the additional merit 
that cultivators can observe difierencell between strains growing under their own 
conditions and have no h6f:litation in taking up the cultivation of a strain which hail 
proved promising on their own land. In the beginning there is a natural reluctance 
on the part of cUltivators to spare land for an experiment that they fear may come to 
nothing; but once a start is made with some successful trials this difficulty dis~ 
appears. Out of forty-two centres at which varietal trials were carried out under the 
direction of the Institute of Plant IndUstry, at thirty-three centres they were laid 
o~t in cultivators' fields. 

These trials depend on the good will of the cultivator and in order to retain it, 
it is important that they should be carried out successfully without an undue strain 
on his resources.· Certain precautions are therefore necessary. The number of 
varieties should be small and any that are likely to disappoint the cultivator should 
be rigorously excluded; hence the need of first eliminating inferior varieties by 
trials at experiment stations. The land selected should be free from defects that 
may depress the growth of the crop or cause damage to the trials. Trials are oftf".ll 
;ruined by being laid out on land liable to waterlogging or containing weedy patches 
or in a comer of the field where the crop cannot be protected from animals and 
human beings. Under such conditions the crop is not normal and the cultivato~ 
may plough it up before the trial is complete. Even if it is carried to the end varia
tion between plots is great and high experimental errors result. 

Availability of land is an important factor. A trial with five varieties in plots 
of ]/50 acre sizo replicated in six blocks will require nearly an acre. A cultivator 
cannot always spare so much land for an experiment and it is also not necessary 
that one cultivator should do it. The trial can be split up into sets of blocks and 
distributed to different cultivators. With six as the minimUm numb~r of replica
tions for a complete trial four or five cultivat()rs belonging to the same village or to 
neighbouring villages can take up a pair of blockS each, making a total of eight or 
ten blocks. Provision of extra blocks is necessary when the trial is divided because 
not all replications are always successfully carried to the end. If pairs of blocks are 
laid out in different villages the data provide additional information regarding the 
significance of interaction between varieties and places. This interaction as will 
be shown later is an important item in the analysis of multiple trials. The trial can 
,even be divided into a number of single blocks. The cultivator can manage a single 
·J:>lock more easily and appreciate the comp~ison better. Even the harvesting Qf 
plots separately can be entl"WJted to him with 1I0me safety if an emergency ~isef,J. 



With a larger number of'plots this is not possible and good trials are not intrequontly 
rained by the cultivator harvesting aU plots together. Against tlW! must be put th. 
difficulty of close supervision and careful observation in blocks scattered widel, 
and the oonsequent danger ·of mistakes being made, in ·addition to the necellSity, 
pointed out above of !aying down an extra number of replications. How far a 
triaJ oim be safely divided will naturally depend on looal conditions and facilitie. 
for supervision. . 

Observations oalled for should be simple, so that a ~ting fieldman or agrioul~ 
tural supervisor or where neCeSBal'Y a person without any speoial training can record 
them. Quantitative observations should be avoided as far as possible, though jn 
sOme oases, e.g., in oomparing inciden!le of wilt in different varieties of cotton, 8 

oount of plants may be necessary. Recording the yield per plot separately in suit. 
ably small units (e.g., seers and ohitaks) oannot be over-emphasised. 

If from the results of these trials one or more strains are found suitable for d.istri! 
bution, as many single blocks as possible consisting olthese strains and the local may 
be scattered all over the area. These blocks serve the purpose of demonstration 
on a large scale and bemg designed according to statistical requirements, the datil 
obtained from them can be analysed and used for confirmation of previous results. 
Very oareful observations are not neoessary and attention should be oonoentrate:! 
on seouring aoourate records of plot yields only. Weights of those parts of the orop. 
like stalks or straw, whioh are of relatively small economio importanoe may be dis
pensed with. 

In varietal trials a carefully assessed bazaar opmlon of quality of different 
strains is valuable, specially where the crop is meant for local oonsumption. Labora
tory tests ori quality oan be made at the central station on bulk samples. Some
times plot-wise samples are necessary as when the staple length of cotton strains ill 
to be compared [Hutchinson and Panse (1935)]. Careful instructions to persons 
responsible for collecting samples are needed to secure really representative matcri~l 
without any attempt 'at selection. 

(d) TM ejficiency oj multiple tt'ia18~ome idea of the statistical efficiency Clf 
these trials as judged by their percentage standard errors (lan be obtained from the 
table given below. Forty-five cotton varietal trials are classified in the table ac
cording to their standard errors and divided into three groups: (1) those conducted 
at the Institute by the stafi,(2) those conducted at State farms by agricultural 
officers trained in this method of field experiments and (3) those conducted iD culLi
vators' fields under the supervisioDof agricultural and other State officials. Onl, 
trials with 1/100 acre plots and six replications are inclu.ded to make the data stricti, 
~om:varable~ 
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TABLE. 

Frequ.ency of 8tanilalra error8 per cent in coUon varietaZ trials 1932-1935. 

Standard errors per cent. 

Location Upto5 5-10 . 10-15 15-20 Above 20 Total 

Institute 2 5 1 8 

State Farms 4: 8 4: 1 1 18 

Cultivators' fields 1 9 7 1 1 19 

It will be seen that the trials at the Institute were most efficient, trials on State 
farms CQ,me next and those on the cultivators' fields third. The efficiency of the 
trials, on the whoJe, was fair, the majority of trials having a standard error of ten 
per cent or less. Experience with other crops was similar. 

III. DISCUSSION.· 

It has been shown before that the profitableness or otherwise of a strain is deter
mined principally by' its yield dile to the fact that premium for quality is not ada-

. quate. Statistical analyhls of yields from multiple triaIsis fairly straightforward 
provided the di1Ierent trials are of Uniform design, i.e., with plots and blocks of the 
Bame size and shape. In planning trials, therefore, this uniformity should be main
tained as far as possible. The randomisation for each· trial should, however, be 
independent, a principle which is not always realised. The arithmetical procedure 
of analysis has been well illustrated by Paterson (1933) and Immer (1934). The 
different items in the analysis of variance will be as follows ;-

(1 ) Varieties 
(2) Places 

(3) S~sons 
(4) Varieties X places 
(5) Varieties X seasons 

. (6) Places X seasons 
(7) Varieties X places X seasons 
(8) .Error .. 
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For makiIlg- recommendations we are concerned with items 1. 4, 5, and 8. It· 
is not enough that .the strain to be recommended should give_ a better performance 
than others on the average if it does worse than others at Bome of the places Of in 
some of the seasons. A.verage differences between strains are established if the 
mean square due to varieties is significantly greater than that due to error. If. 
however, items 4: and 5 are significant indicating a differential re!lponse of strains 
to places and seasons, recommendations cannot be based merely on the existenoe 
of average differences. In such a case the varietal mean square must be compared 
with mean square due to the interactions given in items 4: and 5 and onlyif it is 
signifil.lant a recommendation can be made for the whole tract with an assurance 
that the reoommended strain will prove superior in future seasons [Fisher (1935), 
Immer (1934)]. By a further examination of interactions it can be discovered 
whether any strain is suitable for· recommending over a part of the tract. Inter
actions thus ensble a test of the consistency of behaviour of different strains to be 
made and this test as shown before is mos~ important in varietal trials. 

When the variances of individual trials in a Bet are widely different the above 
method of analysis is not permissIble and a combined comparison of all strains Dot 
possible. For dealing with such cases Yates (1934) has suggested two separate 
tests which have to be carried out on pairs of strains at a time. Uniformity of design 
in the different trials is not essential. The significance of mean difference between 
two strains can be examined by a T-test. the variables being single values of 
difference between two strains, obtained from each trial. In this test the error 
'variance really consists of the interaction between strains and experiments. i.e., 
plaoes and seasons. Whether this interaction is significant can be tested by a 
Q-test. Much useful information is obtainable from the application of these testa 
specially when the number of trials is fairly large. 

When statistical analysis of the combined data is not profitable or simple it is 
: still possible to interpret results for making recommendations by an inspection of the 
statistically reduced data from individual trials. If the mean yield shows satis
factory superiority, the remaining important consideration is that the strain to be 
recommended for an area should not give a significantly lower yield than the local 
or any other established strain. in any of the trials in that area. 

IV. Sw.m.&BY. 

The importance of conducting varietal trials in representative localities before 
undertakIDg distribution of a new strain has been shown. A scheme for conducting 
such trials has been outlined Bnd precautions to be observed have been pointed out. 

The statistical aspect of the problem has been discussed.. 
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DISCUSSION. 

Mr. V. G. ~anse sa-id that as 'yield was the principa' Jactor in determimllg tM 
payiniJ capacity' of a variety it was necessary that adequate yield tria's oj varietieIJ 
~lwuld be undertaken before tll.ey could be recommended to cultivators. Variety trials 
tltroughO'ut Gentra' India and Rajputana were conducted by the I1l.Stitute of Plant 
Industry, Indore, toith Malvi 9, a strain superior in atlreapecu to loca' cotton in the 
southern and more typica' portion uf Matwa, get in Rajputana and in Nimar thill 
Indore .strain was Jound .inferior to the local varietie.:; both in yield and ginning 
percentage. Furtlter varietal triats in these trac~ were in CCi'll8e!luence stop;ped. Even 
in Mallwa itself ,it wasfaund that in the lower and more representative part of Malw(. 
lhib Indore Malvi 9 berain did better than the locally grown coUon in yield and 
ginning percentage but in the northern part it did not do better tItan the locaZ cotton in 
gield thaugA it was superior in ginning percentage ana spinning !luaility. DistributiO'n 
O'J Malm 9 haS been' continued in Malwa und the sub-strc;,;,ns obtained .vere further 
being tried. These strains Were rwt being tri.ed in Rajputana as they W.:.'1'e found 
unsu;table. Other varietal trials were being cq.rried out in rl!81lect of Malvi 9, 20 c:.nd 
13 in demonstration plots in Nortl'w,rn Malwa a.nd of Malvi 9,20 and 17 in Sou£hern 
MalwtS. The reason why the last I>train of eu.ch set selected was different wall because 
the conditions of grO'wing in North and Sauth Malwa were sZightly different; M. 13 was 
an early maturing strain and M. 17 a tater uUlturing 006. 

In. any scheme involving a large number of varictal triallS O'Ver an area, the 
co-operdtion of the cultivato-rs teas necessary because Government farms could never 
ad6![uately cope witl the number oj trials re!luired. The paper ,'eJerred to certain 
precautions 'which were very ~ssary to be taken both for securing the co-operation of 
(Jultivators and for retaining it. From a paper presented by 'Student' beio-re the 
AgricultumZ and Indu.striaJ Section of the RoUal Statistical Society on Co-operc.tive 
E:»periments and from the discussion thereon the consensus of OJ/inion seemed to be 
that the rwnge of adaptation of a new variety was wide and that if varietal trials were 
conducted in one or tWI) localities it 'was su.1ficient and there was ·no need to attempt 
t}w,m on a wider scale. Experience at Indore was, hO-W6Ver, different. It was faund 
that the range of a type was very muc,\ Zimited ana tll.is laaor emphasised all the more 
the necessity for conducting as many varietal trials as pCJ.ssibte in the area for which 
strains were to be recommended. . 

, Mr. Koshal said thu.t in thl# year 1930 pro E. J. Maskell read (J paper entitled 
"Field Experiment and the Analysis of yield vari~ion '£n Cottm" at ,he Empire 
Ootton (}rowing Oorpvration Con,jerence in tl,hick he had outlined the 1UW'..ssar!l 
oonditionsJor C<J!I'rying out a set of variety trials repeated O'Ver G range oj seasons. In 
the same prJ,per he had dealt with brieflu the vario-us statistical pr~se8 applicable 10 
i'Uch trials. He l t,~e writer) l.ail, discussed the sc;,me !luestion in a note submitted to 
the Orop and Soil Wing of the Board of Agricultwe in India 'in 1936 (aM tater 
printed in their first Pr()Cetdings, pp. 176-189) in which it was s'wwn that if di.tJerent 
iowing dates'werecombir.ed t%rm a 'com.pln e.lperiment', the inWr-actim between ... 
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tAe sounng dates and the varieties would give so1ne indication oj variety '(Ind sea~01l.. 
If such 1,'O,liety trialll be carried out at a number oj stations in India, we would be 
able to get in (J, few· Y/:/J,fS very useful information about the effect of different 
kinds oJ climute aiid soil on the different varieties oJ cotton. 

Mr. Mohammad Ahal said that he had one Gen.tl'al Breeding Station in the Punjab 
and he was expected tOJ supply ru11~eties to d1fferent ecological regions of the prolJinc,c. 
As ",n exampLe he cited a tYlie of sanguine-um cotton which was now c~~ified a.s 
arboreum which he}1/.J.d in hill own pure tim plot at Lyaltpur. That pure line wall very 
early maturing and apparently posllessed very desirable c1zaructers. He multiplied it 
OM put it in vo),ri;;ty test. In the very' first year it behaved S'J very badly that it u'as 
driscarded but fortunately tke pure line wall retained. Tile pure tine wa& sent to 
Mullan and it did so very well there thl),t he was tempted to· multillty it and in the 
yf1i.tr just closed ne put it under varietal trial. This kind of behaviour rnay occur in 
other po,rts oj India. A. vJ.riety which might not diJ well in one place might be guite 
goud in another. He therefore w{);nted to knO'w the best way of starting this work. A.~ 
selection had to be made from several vuri~ties, one u'ouu/, like to know winch of those 
variet~e.; were likely to be most suitable to the different tracts. He w(mtea information 
as to 9J)hat' was the minimum number of tt'wls that should be put down in the diffelent 
ecological regions and the minimum number oJ years Jor which the ru;perilnent should 
be carried out so that orw could be reasonably certain that a variety was really good 
and that this was not due to environment only. 

Mr. Hutchinson said. that as some importan~fundament(tl points had been raised 
he wuuullike t6 give hili own views on thtJ subject. It was Dr. Maskell's paper referred 
to by Mr. Kosha£ that led, to the trials in Gentral India and Rajptttana being 
systematized and some data M thi;s point h.,;,d been collected. Dr. Maskell possibly 
also SUfJge.sted the adjustment of sawmg dat~, and during earlier discussipns 01/, another 
paper it was stated that by Bowing date adjustments the effect of slightly diffetent 
en1Jironment on the strain could be determined. There 'Was one very important 
"1Jricultural consideration involved which affected all the, raingrown cotton areus oj 
IndioJ and that was that if the sowing date was missed uy even a few 'days the crop was 
lost. The effect of sOWIng date was very violent under monsoon conditions and in thdr 
experimMt.; at Lndvre they had tlied to bring this j(;,ctor into cunsiderativn. Ln 
CJentml l'fU.i,ia the rai,nfall· and climatic cond'itions varied morejram ptace to place 
than in tne Punjab and the strains were more closely adapted to local conditwns. 
Malwa 'lObS always rtJUii."aed as fairly uniJorn!. but actUally it wus divided. into tK'O 

sub-tracts as far all crop varieties were concerned. The main object of the paper t(:as 
to b/,1,ng out the nec6Ssity for systematising vanet!/. trials in suck a way as to delimit 
the number of areas. He thougnt that part uf the solution of Mr. Mohammad Afza},'s 
problem lay in dei'imitingthe number uJ his areas with a SUQ-st..;,tipn in each, It was a, 
case oJ a central station versus a number oj sub-stations allil the ~'PecificatioilS of conditions. 
It was not known previously that North Malua was aijJerentfrom Souta Malwa any, 
(llIJre than Mr. Mohailtmad, AjzaZ realised tlUlt there was a differenCd bettoeet~ Multall 



It,nJ Lyailpur.. lie thought that tke sotution of tho problem lay in the detimi.tation oj 
areas a;ul, thM only could it be said wketker or not cottons fO'f particular areas couW 
be bred • . It was only in sub-statiolt8 tT"at a very large range of suitable material 
could be bre~' which otherwise wouZcl be discarded ita a central station. 

. Mr .. Ko3h~1 obs~rved tho:t it w:£s OI/,ly in rainje1, tracts that any serio'U8 dijficuZty 
m~ght rlrMe by ~n~luJ,mg sowtng dates along with the varietaZ trials. Irrigated. areas 
would be free from that dijficulty. 

Mr. Hutchinson said that his,remarks applied only to dry areas. 

Rao Bahadur VaidyanatbaQ uitJ th'},t the gucstion was wh~ther it waspractica-
. bee to coMuctexperiments in various tracts and at the same time combine tke dates. 

He thought this might be poslJible with regard to selected, tracts tho'ugh it might not be 
possible to conduct a series oJ experiments in the farm itself. The Imperial Council 
oj .4.gricultural Reseurch reeommenxed the conxuct of experiments in the same 
experimental farms for three or JOU1· years anrl only aJ~er this had bee'n. done did they 

.try to reach tltectJ,ZtiviJ,tor. The practical advantage in the latter arrangement was 
tkat the results could ~e judged on tke Jarm itself. 

Mr. Wad said that the sowing dates could be ckangedbut tke delimitation oj 
tracts, was a much s/,orter way oj arr;ving at one's objective. 

Mr., Mohammad Afzal sa~d that he himself was doubtful regarding the ·inc~usion 
oj sowing dat~ in his eJ}periments and' he thought it would be better to leave sowing 

'. dates alone and try to delimit areas by straight trials. He wanted, however. to know 
,wTtat number oj eX:feriments should be tried in each area and the number of p~ in 
which they should be car-rid out. Fortunately in the Punjab tkere were certain big 
grantee _ estates which were willing to co-operate with him in his trials. He had started, 
replicated trials' oj the most important varieties in about 15 places and from these he 
made an analysis of variation taking varieti8ll on the one side and places on the otker. 

Mr. Panse, in summing up, said that 1ke gue.,."ti01~ of sowing dates had been. 
a'It8'WereiJ, byM1. Hutchinson. Wken carrying out v,wietal trials the only consirier· 
((!Aon to be borne in mitUl W<JS that oJ giving the' cultivatO'f a better money return 
· simpl!Jby change of seeil and nothing e/,Se. _ Xhis .was tke policy followed at the Indore 
b~stitutein carrying out varietal trials, agricultural conditWM being strictly the same. 
LmprQved.impLements also 'were not advocated. Normal operations were earned out in 
the several tracts under experimentation ana only the seed was d.ifferen.t for the differen, 
tracts. As regards Mr. MohiLmma<l AJzal's difficulties ke could not say whether he 

· was in ,(}. ,po~ti01' to tell him in which localities ke should try his experiment. in the 
Punjab. Exp~rietlce at I More had shown that experiments should be conducted in a. 
many Jocabities as possible without limitation.. At IndO'fe aU v4riety trial. were 
conducted fm tMee season" bejO'fe any recommendations were made. He could Me sa!l 

· uikethet there were an!l statisticcJ, reasons fO'f this except the fact that there wa~ 
generaUy a g?eat hurry to push a 'l/e!O variety into cultivation as early as possible. H, 
thotl1Jht that ,'ki.s z-eriod was tke necessar!J minimum. As regards Rao Bakadu1 
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Vaidyanathan'a point about tne practicability of conducting experiments on rultivators' 
fields he could not quite follow what tlte dijficu71y 10'13. The Indore scheme 1MS based 
on wpeliments oonilucted in C1.eltivators' fields and in a large number of localities. 
Regarding seasonal vlJriation he took it that' Rao Bahadur Vaidyanathan meant that 
if experiments we'l"e conducted at the ~ame farm for two or three seasons, the seasonal 
variation could be studied. He thougnt that what was really wanted was a study oJ 
tho seasonal 'lJaliation and tke locality complcx together. By seasonal variation he 
meant the season pertaining to the particular locality as tne two together !oould 
probably vary from tract to tract. It 'was therefore better to carry out 'varietal trials 
in different localities. About tlte statilitical analyS'1:s of triu.ls he thouiJht that such 
points as variances were likely to differ from trial to trial and it was not possible to pool 
logetlter tlte data oj several trials into one combined analysis. Some alternative method 
of combining these data togetner in order to obtain the best information possible had 
to be worked out. 

Mr. Mohammad AfzaI Te'luested that he might be supplied with this information 
without waihng Jor it to be published. 
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INTRODUCTION. 

The principles of 'sampling technique' applied to developmental studies on 
experimental crops have been discussed in a general way by Wishart in his 'Prin
ciples and Practice of Field Experimentation, pages 85-95 (Empire Cotton Growing 
Corporation-1935). He has shown that to make an efficient sampling, a sufficient 
number of sampling units should be located independently and at random repre
senting the plot fairly accurately, and that the size of the unit taken is an important 
consideration for reducing the sampling error. An optimum size for the sampling 
unit, combined with a sufficient number of such sampling units well distributed 
over the plot, should be the main consideration for reducing the 'sampling error'. 
Further, it is needless to point out the /need for a correct sampling technique to be 
applied to experimental crops, as periodical studies of developmental phases of a 
crop which can be done only by proper sampling, can alone elucidate the effects of 
weather, and those of insect-pests spoiling the crop at certain stages of the crop growth, 
and besides offer a partial explanation to the physiological processes operating upon 
9ifferent varieties or treatments under trial. It may further be emphasised that any 
particular sampling technique to be adopted depends upon the particular crop and 
the phase of the developmental study under consideration; thus the method of 
sampling for a study of tillering of wheat cannot be applied to boll-count in cotton. 
In fact, the sampling methods to be employed for cotton and for different types of 
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developmental study on cotton are entirely different from those ordinarily adopted 
in the case of cereals. But in common with other crops, a broad differentiation 
should be made between the technique to be adopted between experiments where 
plants have to be removed periodically as for example to ascertain weights of plants, 
and those experiments where characters like height, number of nodes, etc. (which, 
do not necessitate the removal of the plant) have to be judged. In the former case 
the plot may be sub-divided so that one sub-division is allotted to the cutting of 
plants and others for ascertaining fu:J.al Yields alone; snfficient borders ar,e }lOwever 
necessary in such cases between· the several sub-divisions to m~e the effects 
due to the cutting of plants. In the latter case where height, number of nodes, etc., 
have to be ascertained, the whole plot can be set apart for sampling, but to mini
mise the damage that will be caused by a frequent handling of plants a fresh set of 
plants can be taken at each count. But if successive stages of the plant-growth 
should be correlated it seems necessary to observe the same set of plants at all the 
stages, and we may, then use 'the method of covariance' for studying the. effects 
of weather, insect attack, etc., from stage to stage, so far as they are correlated to 
final yields. 

PRINCIPLES OF SAMPLING TECHNIQUE. 

The terms co~only occurring in a sampl4,tg study are samp~ing unitl sample, 
and sampling error.' . , 

'Sampling units' are those parts of a. sample which are located independently 
, and at random within the area to be 'sampled' ; and the 'sample' refers to the 'aggre
gate of sampling units' taken from the area. A valid estimate of error is possible 
only if each sample consists of at least two samplingunits~ Assuming that there 
are p plots and q sampling units in each plot, the plot error is based on (p-l) degrees 
of freedom and samplfug error on p (q-l) degrees of freedom. The calculation of 
sampling error per sampling:uillt is then worked out by the usual analysis of vari
ance, and the sampling error per plot (and henee sampling error as percentage of the 
mean) is then easily evaluated.' To make the sample ot the 'plot adequately dispersed 
over the plot, a further sub-division of each plot into sections may be carried out 
and from' eacli section a definite number'of sampling units* is taken'at random. The 
chief consideration should be that 8. suflicientnumber of units is taken over ,the 
whole plot. The points to be settled in a sampling study are therefore the inafini
tude of a sampling unit, the number of sampling units in a plot or a section of a plot, 
and "the location of the sampling unit. The number of sampling units to be taken will 
depend on the number of plots, :as the sampling error is to be c'8.lculated .from 
'within plots' with a suflicient number of degrees of freedom. ' -

·It has been suggested that a 5~ Sam.pling is cOllSidered efficient in tho o~o of WAl'at fr<1JD 
experience at Rotham.sted.· ' " , . 

53 
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The 1~ss of acc~acy in sampling and efficiency .01 sampling shall be estimated 
· in each case before a satisfactory method is evolved. The following statistical 
-constants will be of help :-

(1) The size' of the sample as a percentage of the plot. 

(2) Degrees of freedom in the c~lculation of sampling error. 

(3) Sampling error per sampling uilit as percentage of plot mean and samp
ling· error per plot deduced therefrom. 

(4) Ratio of sampling error per plot to observed plot error per cent. 

(5) Estimated tme plot error per cent. 

The·loss ot'accuracy in sampling may be judged from (3) and (4), and also from a 
comparison of the observed and tme plot error per cent after allowing for sampling. 

· The ejJiciency of a particular sampling method is the ratio of the error-variance when 
'sampled, to that'when the whole plot" is 'harvested by taking all possible sampling 
units. Thus different methods could be compared on the basis of their error vari
ances for judging their. relative efficiencies. In Appendix A is given an example 
for the calculation of 'sampling errOr. 

* METHODS OF ASCERTAiNING THE 'DEGREE OF EFFICIENCY 01' A. sA.Ml'i:.ING KETROD • 

. The mam test for judging the efficiency of any sampling method is to'know 
· whether the sampling err(Yf is low 8S compared to other errors (primarily experi
mental errors) obtained from the experiment. The degree of- efficiency will thus 
chiefly depend upon the variance between the sampling units in a plot. The effi
ciency of sampUng will however be the ratio of the experimental error, when the whole 

· plot is kO/l''lJested, to the experimental error when only a portion oJ a plot is cut as the 
):esult of sampling. But the difficulty in ascertaining the ejficiency oJ ,ampling 
is to estimate what would be the error when the entire plot is harvested (on the 
basis of the sampling fraction), which any sampling procedure wishes to avoid; 
· but where the entire plot can be harvested-which seems necessary before a proper 
· sampling techD.ique cali. be deduced-it is easy to strike the ratio of the error 
· variances in both the cases (i.e., full harvesting, and sample harvesting) to obtain 
-·the degree of efficiency. 

~ . 
The actual fraction of the plot harvested will be another important considera

tion in deciding upon :thedegree of efficiency. A .simple formula for ejficiency oj 
sampUng may, however, be deduced as follows :-

- ..• Ideas in this para are developed from. 'estimation of the emoiellC1 of aa.m.pling' b1 Yate. and 
Zaoopanay (Jour. Agr. Sci. XXV. P. 647). . . 
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Let A and B be the variances due respectively to (1) between plots and (2) 
within plots, obtained by analysis of variance from the partICular sampling 
method adopted; and let x be the fraction of the plot sampled. Then the 
amount of information that is lost by sampling may be estimated from the expres
sion (I-X) B/A, and hence a formula for the efficiency of sampling E, will be ;-

E=I-(I-x) B/A=I-(I-x) y (say) 

E"':"'1-y+xy. 

which is of the second degree in x and y. A graph is given in Appendix B showing 
the relation between x and y, for di~erent efficiency percentages. The following 
table gives the ejficienCy for 5% and 10% sampling ;-

VALUES OF· E. 

B/A 5% sampling. 10% sampling. 

1/2 21/40 11/20 

1/3 41/60 21/30 

1/4 61/80 - 31/40 

1/5 81/100 41/50 

1/6 101/120 51/60 

1/8 141/160 71/80 

1/10 181/200 141/100 

The table shows that as the ratio of B/A deoreases from I to fi with a 5% samp
ling,nearly 90% efficiency is obtained, and the same even with a 10% sampling, the 
ratio ofBIA is a more important oonsideration for the value ofE. It is thus cleaithat 
the smaller the salllpling error obtained, the greater is the efficiency. 

Where the experimental error, when the whole plot is harvested, can be esti-
mated, the following method may be adopted for calculating efficiency ;- -

In an experiment with a 1/40 acre plot, the experimental ettor per foot-length 
when the whole plot is·harvested is observed to be 8%, and the sampling error for 
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the plot per foot-length (from a sampling area of 1/200 acre per plot) is 1.2%. 
Calculate tliEi percentage efficierU;Y. 

In thi~. case x= 1/5, and the % variation between sampling 

- units = 100"(1.2)2 
82 

=2.25 

Efficiency in this case is only the reoiprocal of 
• I' • 

. : 

1+(2.25) X (1-1/5) 

1J5 
i.e., the reciprocal of 

1+(.0225) X (4) or 1.09 

This giv:.es efficiency=1/1.09=91.8% 

Thus it will be possIble to examine with. regard to a particular type of sampling 
experiment which ofthe combination oflhe size oj sampling un# and number oj 8amp
ling units per plot, could secure the lJ?aximum efficiency under the given conditions. 

SIZE OF SAMPLE CONSISTENT WI~H AN. ASSUMED STANDARD li:RROR AND 

NUMBER OF REPLICATIONS • 

. Having secured Ilosampling variance by a particular sampling method, it seems 
n.ecessary to deduce therefrom the number of sampling units (or ultimate units) 
per plot which wili give· a required level of standard error for a given number of repli
-cations. The folloWingform.ula ~ deduced from ImmeiTSampling technique with 
sugar beets'-Jpurnal ofAgricul~ural Research, April 1932) :-

tet K he the va#ance 61 the mean aimea at, N the number of .replications, 
h the required number of sampling units (01' ultimate units per plot), and A and B 
the variance 'respectively, obtained from the experiment, of 'between plots' and 
'within plots' based upon,:say, 1 sampling units per plot. 

Then K= 1fN (A- n + B) 
-·-1-. n 

.:= 1fN( 1 + B) say. 
n 
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Here the unknowns are K N, and n. Given K and N, n the size of the sampling unit 
is known. The relation between the number of replications and the sample-size 
is expressed by the equation :-

n (KN -1) = B. 

.Assume K= .01 (the standard of variance to be attained), 

A -:-.02, and B=2, 

then the equation becomes 

n (.01N---.02)=2. 

A graph of this equation and that of the equation when K=. 05 are given in Appen
dix C. The following table gives the values of n for N=4:, 5 .... 10, to attain a 
standard of a variance of 0.01 (on the basis of experimental data). 

TABLE OF NAND n. 

N 3 4: 5 6 7 8 9 10 

n 200 100 67 50 40 34: 29 25 

ThiS shows that as the number of replications increases, the size of the sample goes 
down, but as the number of replications cannot be increased beyond a certain 
limit, the standard of the size of sampling unit is also automatically fixed. 

REFERENCES TO PREVIOUS WORK ON SAMPLING • 

.As examples of methods of sampling adopted in other countries on other crops, 
the following may be mentioned:-

Olapham (1) has shown the disadvantages of systematic sampling (with cereals) 
as compared to random location of sampling units. He tried three methods of samp
ling, of which the following method was found to be the best :-

Each plot rectangular in shape was divided transversely into three equal parts 
and ten metre-lengths were taken from each part. He concluded that with 1/16 
acre plots the random sampling ·method would provide an estimate of yield with 
a I;ltand,ard error of less than 6%. . 

Wishart and Olapham (2) in sampling potatoes have used a complex sampling 
unit with the plant as the ultimate unit. Their technique of sampling is as follows :-
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From a ;note-book containing a list of pairs of numbers chosen at random was 
tak(ln ap~ir of.numbers which had ?e~n assigned to the sub-plotabout to b~,sampled. 
and a white wooden peg was stuck m the ground besi~ the plant corresponding to 
the smaller of the two numbers. Similar white pegs marked every twentieth piant 
from this starting point. The same procedure is followed starting with a black peg 
stuck besides the plant corr~sponding to the larger of the two,numbers. Thus two 
complex sampling units are built up.' '" 

An analysis is made of the yields of 54 sub-plots ea~h o.f i/90 acr~ (of ~he Rot
hl!omsted Potato Experiment of 1928) both as estimated by the sampling method 
and as determined by large scale lifting. It is concluded that at Rothamsted 102 
and at Woburn 56 plants would have to be lifted to give a sampling error aa small 
a~ 4o%.ma.king,it profitable to sample, experimental plots of 1/~0 acre., 

Immer (3) working on sug~r beet with 4 row plots of difierent lengths has con
structed tables to show the number of beets per plot needed to reduce the standard 
error of the mean to 0.3, 0.2 and 0.1 per cent sugar, for difierent replioations. Hia 
method of sampling is to pick 1 () beets, from a row -taken at random out of 4 rows. 
The beets were pi~ked in such a way that the entire length of the row was uniformly 
sampled. ' 

Kalamkalr (4) 'wo~king with five different types of sampling units on wheat con-' 
eluded'that sampling of four parallel half-metre lengths on adjacent rows appeared 
to be the, most precise. The half-metres within such sampling unita appeared to be 
negatively::rlJother than positively oorrelated and a significantly lower sampling error 
is obtained in consequence. Eighteen such complex units amounting to 36 metres 
of drill from one-fQrtieth acre would give abou,t5% sampling error. 

. l' ate8, aril Zacopanay (5) have recently published a comprehensive pa,Per on 
the 'estimation of efficiency of sampling for yield in cereal experiments'. They have 
discussed how 'bias' could be avoided by proper randomisation and how the struc
ture and size of sampling'units are important in influencing the sampling error. The 
methods of calculating 'efficiency' and loss of information and also of determining 
optimal amount of sampling are fully described. It has been shown that it is 
advantageous to sub-divide the plots for sampling and the method of determining 
the optimal amount of sampling ,has been discussed. 

Suggestions regarding sampling studies with ier~ence to cotton 'were -made by 
Maskell at:,~he:fiJ:!it_oonferenoeof-the Empire Cotton Growing Corporation; and 
a detailed Qontribl1:tion on, the same subject w:as made by Heath at the second 
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conference. The Technological Laboratory at Matunga have evolved different 
methods of sampling for technological work and a paper on 'sampling for staple 
length' by Hutchinson and Panse (6) has recently been published. There is 
unfortunately no published record of systematic work in India on .other aspects 
of cotton sampling. The general method that is followed in experimental 
farms in India is that a few random plants are being taken from each 
plot for some particular observation, and the data available so far are such that 
it is not possible in all cases to deduce the sampling error, and the efficiency of 
the method adopted. But sampling methods adopted for cereals (such, as random 
metre lengths in sub-dividing plots) cannot be used in the case of cotton as the 
stand' of the crop is not so thick and regular. A certain number of plants chosen 
at random from each plot seems to be the only feasible method, requiring how
ever a critical examination. In the study of the· development of the cotton 
plant, a number of factors should be considered as the· height, number of nodes, 
number of branches, bolls, leaves, and flowers (besides sampling for chemical analysis). 
There (lre also the different characters of the final product, as ginning percentage and 
lint length. In all methods of sampling, the main idea is that the sample should 
represent the whole population to a reasonable degree of accuracy. A proper 
sampling techn,iqu6 should therefore be built up for e.ach type of observation. 

RBlI'EBENOES. 

(1) OIapha~ A. R., J. Agrio. Soi. XIX, p. 214. 
(2) Wishart J. Clapha~ A. R., J. Agric. Sci. XIX, p. 600. 
(3) Im~er F. Ro, J. Agrio. Res. XL, p. 633. 
(4) Kalamkar R. J. J. Agrio. Soi. XXV, p. 547. 
(5) Yates F. & Zaoopanay I., J. Agrio. Sci. XXV, p.547. 
(6) Hutohinson J. B. & Panse V. <!., Ind. J. Agrio. Sci. V, p. 545. 

APPENDIX A. 

(Data from 'sampling for staple length determination in cotton trials' by J. B. 
Hutchinson and V. G. Panse (6). . 

Lay-out-6 randomised blocks with 6 varieties; method of sampling-IO 
seeds per plot at random. 

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF ~O-LENGTH MEASUREMENTS. 

Blocks . 
Varieties 
Between plots 

D. F. S. S. Variance. 

5 
5 

25 

20 
486 
334 

4.00 
97.20 
13.36 

Remarks. 

(Variance for judging 
varietal differences). 



Within pl()ts and between . 

seeds 324 407' 1.26 . (Sampling variance). 
~ -'-

-Total 'between s6ed.s~ 359 1,249 . , 
Genera~ mean*=21. 5 mm . 

. Sampling error per seed =V 1.26' =1.12 

or 100 X l' .12 
.' 21.5 :::;: 5.2% of the mean. 

Sampling' error per ;plot =y 1.26/10=0.355 

or 100 X 0.355 
21.5 .1.65% ofthe mean. 

Observea plot error =V 13.36/10 = '1.156. 

or 100 X 1.156 . 
'21.5 = 5.4% oft-he mean. 

~stimated plot error =V (13.36-1.26) /10:::1.10 

or 100 X LIO 
21. 5 . = 5.1 % of the mean. 

Estimated per cent of the 

observed plot variance 

, ·-due to sampling 1.26Xl00 
13.36 = 9.4 

* Not given in the,pa.per, bot k!-nd1y oomm,unicated to me by Mr. v. ~. PIUIIIIl. 
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APPENDIX B. 
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4.3.1 

mSCUSSI.ON. 
Rao Bahaclur Vaiclyanathan said. that hi., paper WaJ intended to MU attenticm to, 

what he felt was.a gap~n the experimental work in some fMms in India, and this waS 
the.sampling techniq:ueto be emplolJei/,'fo'l'8tudying many importa-nt observations: 01. 

cotton and' other Cf'O'JIs; The Imperial Oouncil ofi A!J1'icultural" Research W: been· 
following .ceriftin 1T}£thoils "With rl!{Jardto sampling and 1w.d 'also asked farms to conduct 
experiments on sampling; So far-- a8 cotton. wa$"- concerned no clear indications' 0'
sampling.methods adopted infarmBwerefound Oy him andt1ie object o/l.is paper wa.! 
primarily to ask.the Oonference to see whether experiment.! could' not be coriductei/,ro 
evolve a suitable sampling te;:hniquefor different types of observations on cotton. For 
this pU'1pose he had indicated '. some general principles withrl!{Jard to those methods~ to 
be adopted. The variou.sfactorB that came into play in the main stati.tical eonsidera
tio';' of e/Jolving a satisfactory sampli·ng technique was that the sampLing variances;' 
should be as low as possible. In replicated experiments the error could easily befound 
out. If a sufficient number of samples were taket6from each plot ana..thejield,varia·nce 
was small as comparei/, witl, plotvariatwe, then the method adoptei/, might be considered 
to be satisfactory; the actual mathematical methods to be adoptei/, to jiiul 0'I1t the 
efficiency was also indicatei/, in his paper. ~With 1egard to the sampling' u'llit itself, 
the size oj the unit, its location and the relatiOf6 between several units taken from each 
plot had to be found out. In physiological observationB a.8eriea of plants at rar.dom 
aua. another 8et of 20 plants from the same plot cOilld 1)e taken., TRese wouid constitute 
the diffefent sampling un';'ts and the variatio·n between them could be. decided by the 
sampling technique adopted. The ultimate unit was also important. With regard to 
cotwn very few data were available in various farms, and from som8 of the e:r'periments 
carriei/, <mt at bidore it was found that plants taken at random for some observations 
put up a very low standard error. What he was anxious about was that with regard 
to particular types. of observations· cond.ucted, it. seemed" necessa'f'!l, that particular 
sflmpling .techniques. should .be evolved., His.· paper s~d /'!te work. :done, on,.,other. crops .. 
but .withre,qq,rd to.cott11n. there. was,· '11.0 indication of information being available even 
in.otker c01mtl'ie.s. .. XhfJ,three mathematical points raisea.in his paper .were intended to 
judge. ejficiei'!C'fJ:. if plot variance -and sample variance were kl/,(J'Wn the ejficiency 
formu.la.. could easily,be found out. Another method which. had been used fot
sampling experiments for other crops was to work out the ratio of the experiment~l_ 
error and to limit it to the sample, leaving out the percentage ~lfic.iency. A.ppendu. 
B- and· 0 of his pape'" explained· 1ww to caumlate the.; efficient'!!; The general 
indication- Wall that' tM act'uct/; ratio and' the sampling 'ratio varied. A 5% 
sampting . etrOf . was' satisfactory anll could be consiciereil: to be a good criterion·. 
for judging tke· ~tfici~1W'IJ'Of' tM· samplifl!} . method. Another' mathematical. point_: 
was tne-,ji:ci!ng ,of the number- of! samples to be taken· from I each· plot. Once 
tho sampling variance by the- usual 'formula- wasobtain66llthe·standal'd C'f'fCYfcouU: 
easilgbefound 01.lt. Th8 three· methods mention~ by hun, in· his paper wer~folihwd,-: 
wi.th .regard.._to.suyar-eane.attd kll.' wished. the Oonference to oonsider w~ctherit~O'llld 
not.( be possible to coniud experiments eVM on a small scale reg{lrd~ng partu:uZ!/r 

54, 
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me~hods of observations and the particular methoiJs'oj sampling. which wouZtl be best 
for cotton. 0 • 

. . Mr. Koshal. said toot in one chapter oj his paper printed in the Proceedings of 
the 01'OP and Soil Wing of the Boarel of Agriculture and Animal H'usbandry in 
India, 1935, he had outlined a sampling technique for the estimation of yield of cotton. 
This. method is of specf,a,l importance in physiological experiments where it is not 
possible to. make observations on all the plants. in a plot. In the case oj cotton 
inllividual piants for putposes of esti'YMtion oj yield might be Inken as const'ituting a 
sampling unit. According to this· technique 5 X 5 Latin square may be divided into 
six parts, anil from each oj these sub-ptots the yield oj 5 plants taken at random may 
be determined; 750 yield samples would give 749 degrees of fteeaom wkieh could be 
apportioned ~s follotDs:-

D. F. 
Treatments 4. 
Rows 4 
Columns 4 
Error 12 

Difference between }. , 125 
sub-plots. 

Error due to sampling 600 

74.9 

. ,The. other twa points raised by Rao Balvdttr Vaidyanathan rejerred to the size 0/ 
the unit and the location oj the unit. For the purpose oj estimation oj yield iJ fJ 
single plant was taken at random it wauld be suffiment. As reg'lrds location, five 
p~ants at random within each sub-plot were sufficient. 1J there were jive rows 0/ 
cotton, by m~ans oj random principles one plant from each row could be selected. 
With a large numlm oj rows the same m'!th Id could be employed with suitnble 
modifications; . 

Mr. Hutchinson remarked th'lt hfJ did not want to raise flny stati~tical point at 
the m;;:nent but tM.t there was one point in sampling which shollld be rememberp.d 
_carefully and th'lJ w:zs th'lt care ·sholtld be taker, • not to develop an elabornte method 
oj iampling. Yield wa-s ratIter a risky thing to sampZe on. because plants were liable 
to wide vuiations. In hi~ opinion 'one oftheftrst tltings to be clone b~fMe sampling 
was t'J deciileas to how mujh would be glined in c:>mp:zrison with tlte loss. :sampling 
e~tim'lte of a single character was never as good as a'n estimate Jor ,all characters. 

Mr. Dabral ix/ncun:ing in the views exp'ress~d by Mr. Hutchinson observed that a 
single p!ant migh.t v_lry in yi'3u' Jrom2? gfarn, to 300 gram,. PlAnts with wider 

.... 
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spacing tended to make up for the loss in the number of plants and when tlieriumber 
of plants were more, the yie14 was less. Some sampling experiments were' tried. at 
Sahand in respect of soil, space anci wrltering by dividing the plots in the manner 
suggested by Mr. Koshal and the coJwlusian arrived at was that the yield per unit 
area was a better criteriM than the others. 

Mr. Pans8said that a reconciliation of statistical requirements with ability to 
mrlrv.tge the experiments was wallted. At Indore data had been accumulating and 011e 

me~hoilof samplinq wasfounrl both manageabl3 and fairly accurate. This was the 
selectio;, of ranilot1& plants as independent units, without dividing the plot into any 
su~-sed'wlI or without having more complex units. In an experiment conducted by 
him h~ had 1/100 acre plots and the stand of the plants was about 400 for each plot. 
In each plot 10 random plants were selected and with these ten raMom plants 3tandar<l 
errors Wdre observed for fruiting nodes, sheds, height, number of monopodia, but 
nowhere was 10% of error exceeded; if the same method were extended to a larger 
tlumber of piants say to 15 01' 20 the proble:n of sampling from the ag1'icultul'al 
standpoiilt could be solved. 

Mr. Afzal Husain s'lH that this sampling business had come into the entomo
logical work also but unfortunately the problem was very intricate indeed as SOmetimell 
a cnmpal'ison of the population of insects in the crop in 01le season with another was 
required. . Rao B'lhadur Vaidyanathan wished expe'riments to be conducted 'on 
absJlutdly statiitical bases but this was quite impossible. A comparison of the 
inl..-itlence of an insect pest on a whole province wouU be absolutely . impossible parti' .. 
cularly when the men who liadto collect samples were not higltly educated. Rao 
Ba'hadur Vaidyanath,an had not suggested any workable, or 1nanageable, metlwd of 
sampling ill respect of insect population or insect incidence over an extensive tract. 

Mr. Ramantba Ayyar said tllat he was often faced with the problem of flower 
counts ill cotton plots. H~ wished to know from Rao Bahadur Vai.dyanathan whick 
met hod would be best to adopt with regard to flower counts in varietal plots. TIle 
difficulty in Madras was that in some of ihe plots irrigation was being done and 
records were requited for t!,ese. TIle o..ffic~r would have to walk througl' the furrows 
every day trampling the plants ani this would probably !tave so~ effect on the plant 
yields. . 

Mr. Kosbal ~n reply to Mr. Hutchinson's remark about elaborate metlioil oJ 
sampling observed thatfor,the purpo.~e of the estimati01t of y·ield it was not nece~sary 
to take '/50 plants. The plots could be divided ,into a smalter number (.~ay 3 01 4) 
sub-plots and a slnaller number of plantsm'JY be tak~ r. from each sub-plot, thereby 
reducing tlte total member of plants for t.~e estimation of yield. 

The President enquired wh!J it was nuessary to take tiie sub-plot and not the 
whole plot. 
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. Mr. Koshal re pZJ.zhal it was neoossary f~ get· random CIS well. as representative 
samples; 60, plants 'nt ratldom might not. be: representatit18 but 60 plants could be 
selected/rom plots in a 6ig a.,ea. 1n oTdirl that the 8ample should be (J represelltative 
i)nethefi~ld ~ust be spUC into.a numb!'", of suh-divisions and out oftlU!se sulrdivisions 
the plants should be selected at random if sampling ftdTerequiTed. Regarding tM 
question of sampling technique e"or he said that t~e usu'll standard error due to sam· 
pUng Jor plots of 1/40 of an acre is about 5%. The USlca' sta"daTd error ~ plot is 
10% wl~ichby using tAa sampling method becomes 11. 2%. Thus the increased. inac· 
tl.l.rafJ!} introduced by t.~e sampling of technique for any ClOp is likely to be so small 
that the method, Can be tt!ed with co,ifldencp. Moreover t1,is method is especially 
~efuZ in p"y.~ological experiments wllere it is not p(jssible to take observations on all 
tM plants. Tlte method couZcl also bB employed, for the estim'Jtio1& of qU'Jlity of cotto",. 
~.!udgetl by the determin!ltio1& of fibre properties with suitable modifications • 
... J l . 

' .. Bao Bahadur Vaidyanathan said that tke sampling technique Cldo-pted sMuld be 
Very .simple.FQr .exrc.mple, even ",ith 700 or 800 plants the variation was veTy small, 
viz., 10%: Th~refore: the esseniiat paint to be nJted wag !he extent oj variation in 
a plot with a particular type of observation and i} the v'Jriation vlJaB Vt:r!l small there 
~~~ '1!9.fle¢ssitgl() take 1nOre than. 150 m''Z8Ules, the actttat number oj measures to be 
~lc!l,. _ ;depenij,ng f'n the variabiZity. The relation between plo' va,ianc6 and ·th6 
~mpUng 'IJl&.riq,nce 'lilas t1~e prlmary CJn.ooeration infizing the sampling toolmigue. In 
,eg~rdto haM}est.i!l1J. if a small plClt of 1/50 oj an acre could be managed, there was nO need 
lot sa:mpZing the border effect of 2 or 3,ows OIl either side,or ,he wh0!e ploc could b6 
Aa'f1)estecl, and the sampling teclmique adopted would be filial. As regards foncer 
{:aunts, the actual number of flowers per plant 01& 25 plants sll.o-ultl be take,. at each 
·~tage oJ cJ,ltivatiar.. 
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Subject 3~Supply of samples 01 Standard Indian cottons fodest at the Technological 
Laboratory.-Reference from the last meeting of the Agricultural 
Research Sub-Committee. 

Mr •. Ramanatha Ayyar stated that samples for spiltning tests were usually sent flom 
folds raised under normal conditions and that 101,en he sent the figllre3 for irrigatum 
and other data, the Diredor, Technological Laboratory, wanted sim'ilar infomtalion 
for pl'em01lS years and he gave him figures from different fields which led to the 
correspondence on the subject u11der discussion. It seemed to hun that the Director 
had recommended that the roltons should be grown in the same field year after year 
and that the fielif, had to be divided into a number of plots soine of tohich were required, 
to be reserved for next year's sowing,· the kap'-"s from these resert'ed plots were to be. 
sent to the Director, Technological Laboratory, every year. Tltis arrangement raised 
one important pm"nt ·with which he was actually faced. Last year in the Cotton 
Breeding Station all plots were badly attacked by rink boll-worm with the result that 
he could not send the Di-rector of the Laborato-,y kapas grow"(/, under normal cmtditions, 
He therefore re'lufsted tile Superintendent of the Central Farm to send the requited 
quantity of 20 Zbs. If this action 'was torong, he wanted to knr.w how his d'!ificulty 
could be got over. There toas no certaintya.s to when, and where insects would COrn.8 

80 that th.e sending of samples from the same ptots could not be ensured. N aturallYI 
if the samples WCfe to be representative it would have to come from cottons raised 
under normal comlitions. 'The next point raised by him was that if the o7;jects of the 
spinmng t£.sts UJere to bejlllfilled, it u'a$ not desirable to setld samples from the same 
strain year after year for a number oj years because selections were not being made with 
rega-rd tv the ·various fibre properties. Attention was being paid only to lint ZC/tgth. 
If samples tOe1'e to be sent from the same type of cotton far a numbe., of years, the genic 
constitution of the sample might not be the same as in thefirstfew years. One of the 
objects of contitluing the spinning tests was to find 01lt the spiltning performance of 
cottons but if the genetic composition was going to be different after some years, no 
importance could be attacheJ. to the studiesmaliefrom samples sent, say, after ten yearG. 

, Another point was that samples of kapas 'Produced from tile entire pir;k~ngs were 
being sent and it was ofte-" founrt that the samples got during the first peT10~ of thl> 
picking toere enti.,ely different from the samples got dUling the close of ~he ptchttg! 
if tkerefore t.~e fibre properties were to be correlated -with the spinning p~rf()r~ance tt 
would be desirable thnt the samples sent should be from tlie produce obtmned J rom a 
d~finite picking pefiQd. 

The Plesident observed that certain conditions had been requested by the Di-rector, 
TechnologiooZ Laboratory, in his letter to the Cotton Specialist at C,oimbalore and he 
wiahed to' know ij' similar requests haLl been sent to ollief cotton botamsts. 

Or •. Nazit Ahmad said th::r,t the Mairas case was a special case and it afO~e Qut 
of an un.tor~see16 a:d urt!tslmlly strong insect attack. As a result oj d Mr. 
R'lman'l,lha Ayyaf could not send sample '-'f tlw sta~ard~tton fro,!" the sanu. field 
and had to obtain a sample from a neighbow'ing field jor 1t'}nch relatwe data was not 
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available. - Since the que)tion 'Das impOrtant and affected ~ other coUcm breeder'. also. 
~e suggested that it might ~e con~idere4 f!-t tke Oonference. _Regardingtlte tmrious 
points raised by Mr. Ramanatha Awa-r, he ~aid tltat if any tJaluable conclusicm. 
wer~ to be .obtained from a statistical analysis of the relfUlts, it was necessary to make 
sure of the purity of the -sed (md also' oj the condihonB uMe; whick tke samples -Were 
grown in tlte sUCcessi-l)e seasons. As ~ega-rds the lIea-sonal variatir-n referred tu by Mr. 
Ramanatha Ayyar, he did not think the difficult'!} lI)as serious. In tile paper -by Mr. 
Koskal and himself, it had been shown that the effect of a secular change in the 
se,ason co-uld be eliminated if sufficient data was awilable. As regards diJJerent 
pickings it would be enQugh iftite. sample 'was taken from-the combined produce oJ all 
the pickings. He was awarlJ of the fact that the last pickin!J ilid not come tip to tke 
level of the !.!Tst or second picking in quaVity, but iJhe rest1icted tke sample only to 
second pickings, he would- get even better results than at present and would be blamed 
for· getting a wide disp'.]/Fity between the mill and the Laboratory test results. There .. 
fore lie tiiought the best u'ay uf dealing with thi~questiofl was to take' (I ,ample from the 
'frrod1l.ce of all the pickings rather thanfrom tite Cream oj the crO'p. 

In this connectio~ k~ wisl,edto ma1ce _ one request to th~ cotton breeder,. 
Frequently the coUdn 5-reeders evolved strains whicl, were of great interest to them
~e ll)es, but by the tim.e the' Jibre characters an~ the spinning perJortnance of these 
samples had beenfouM they were no longer a-vailablefor furehe'f work. He, therefore, 
requested tha' when' cotton breede'fs camea~ross stwA samples they should especially 
draw his attention to thf-m; Si'nce tke .Laboratory Wa, fully vccupied with testing 
;.early 600 samples per year, 1t 'IDas possible that -interesting sample. might be 
(lverlooked -untess attention was specially fUCU8B.eil Qntliem. Furthermore, if 25 or 30 
lbs. of lin~ of s-uch samp;es cou~i be s'upplied instead oj' 12 Ibs, there would be sume 
lint leJ~ for further tlmk. That morning he had beell pressing for untJormity oj type 
as it- was very important in the eyes of the t.rade. But j'or technological.truly 
abnormal sample" were equally important, as it was from a study of such sample. 
that valuable iitformation might be gleaned. -

As regards the stanrlard coltons, his re1.U6st was tkat 'Unless the rundition. 
pm;ailing in their ownfielcls -were abnormal, the sam::Jles should be grown on the 
same field and on the same plot, tlle plot being divided intu four .8'IIh-plot. 
one of 9J.,hich SilOtlld be lift follow, a-§ there wOlLld naturally be gradual depletion 
'of tf.e nutrition in a plot ttnIer perennial _'Ult ivation. He fOould also like cutlOT. bret.ders 
'to keep records of rainfall, maximum and minimum daily tempd1'atfl.re and ,oil tem
perattire and,-if possible, t."Ij,e hours' of siMshine awl the atmospheric humidit!/. If it was 
not possible to tal.eall tllese readings, tkey might take ani record as many all pussible. 
11 e was sometimes unable to fin:l out from the information supplied to _ him, il)hetlter any 
'manurial treahment had been adopted; if so, it sltould, be C(H.ti-nuefZ in the. B~ss~ve 
seaSJn. In tltis connection, ho-wever, it sl!ould be noted that if an"lmanule, -~lther 'l.n
organlc or organic, foas applied year fllteT year, lhe result.yfor a particular yearmi!JlIt 
be affected n,)t only by the manure applted 1.1& that year, but also by the residUl1.l,effect of 

" 
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the previous year. In tT!ese C1/rcumstanees M suggested tlldt after every few years (J 

somewhat smaller aose of tT~e mam.ml might be applied to counteract tM cumulative 
effect. 

Mr. Mohammad Afzal saUl that with regard to standard Inaian cottons there 
was some confusW/l in the Punjab a.~, probably, the conditions of growing alia send·ina 
them wele not previously definitely specified. There were three standard cottons i~ 
tM Punjab, W2:., Punjab-American 4-F, 289-F and Mollisoni. Punjab-Americal1 
4-F was supplied by th.e British Ootton Growing Associatiun up to 1930-31 and by the 
Ootton Rt:search Botanist therl'Jter. P'IJ,njab-4mencan 289-F and lJlollisoni had 
been supplied by the British Ootton. Growing Association ever since the tests tl'ere 
started. Regarding the 4-F samples suppli.ed by him these Were from the middle 
p1:cking. The British Oot;07& Growing Assoc't'ation at Kha:uwal had no definite 
routine of rotations as they grew their cotton whe·rever they found it would be suitable. 
Hi was also .not sure from 'what pickings samples were sent thougl~ M believed that 
these werefn,m the mixed lots, mt-nut necessarily of all the pirkings. The seriousness 
of tM position lay in the fact that he was not able to say from which pickings samples 
were being sent. The same was the ease J)iti~ MoZlisoni. As '(egards manure, this 
was applied in rotation aM very rarely to the cotton crop itself. Manurewas 
usually fJ,pplieil to other crops in the rotation and cotton benefited from the residual 
l'ffect. He, the·ref01e, suggested that the Director, Technological Laboratory, should 
specify defiAite corutitions for the supply of samples and circulate these to all 
cr;ncemerl. This would ensure that the samples sent we'fe accord·ing to his reqttire~ 
tMnts. He also S1tgge.stei that in future sample.s migltt be obtained through him 
instead of through the British Cotton G'(owingAssociation. 

Mr. Hutchinson observed that it was obvious that there was a fair deviation in the 
clnditions of supplying samples from different places and he suggested that the onu.~ 
of supplying samples should definitely fall upon the plant breeders after D·~. ~hm~d 
had specifi.ed the conditions he would like to be observed. He was of.op~nwn tnat 
samples should be taken flom the best seed though he did not think it deSIrable to keep 
the same seed. It tOaS better to risk a little as a result of improvement than to allow 
deterioration by mixture. A.~ regards the picking period lie s:ugge:ted that sa~~p!e" 
should comprise m7ud lots f1'Om all pickings but separate samples Jrom each rchn!j 
might be supplied for comparative tests; this would ewble Dr. Ahrnlld to Judgc if 
there tca.~ any wile diff~rence beltt'een the $amples. Regarding Mr. Ramanatha Ayyar'!l 
point that o(,,.J(I,sionally the field on which the cotton i1tteluled for samp~e tests was 
g.rown may be badly affected by some disease· or inse~ pest he suggesteu that such 
material as was available should be sent as also t.1"e affected sample from the regular 
field. Th.J,s Dr. Ahmad would be able to carry out all the fibre tests on the samples 
of t~e same fields aM he would at the same time be able to compare them. 

The President observd tha·t the suggestions made were mare or less a defiAition 
oj certain- minimUM conditions to be observed by plant breedets and the OonfereltCe 



WJo,~iJtit..agl'e.ed."..J,kwI.:. A./:i'egfllLtU." ssa4 t.btA".,1wuU.b..uteL; tlW!· 
regard4:j,q\PafJk,i.g~.sqmJi~.m_.be.~/'!om...tJ1J.J,ie ~;agu.a4 aJ.tA...Bt.:lAdimer. 
from ,ampleB of tke tJarious pickings and, if pos,ible toith specification of. tie; 
percentag,! in tke main sample; and JinaZZ!J with regqrtl.to tke fu!'ld, tkere. ilwuiAl no' 
be any. vipl{!nt change· of ·soil.; condit'ionse PfJ.ntbreederll· should be. reapotlBib!e' /1# 
obiJerving tke,condition8 'lI'J1ecijied blithe. Diredor,. Teclm.olClgiaZ· Laboratory, aM i 
supp. iy .(.mples. Q,(:COr4inglg, 

XMs waa agreed to 

. The. P-I'ellicleni.obserwd. t1w.tJJe!or,e tke.. Conference., di,~rsed. he would. like to, 
thti»k. Dj~.A.lt'mar1jor. his.arrCl4l11ernents. to show member& rou.id.tlJalAlxwatoryon 
tl~ p'rwiou~ dp,!/! From. what. was. seen .a/~er a lap~e 0/ y.ears.it waaclcar. Aow g,!fALly 
tM '. W(Wat,prlh kQJ. deJJe),o pr4. and. tM. pap~rB be/.iYfe tkem wiick were ,disCl.l8sed.had ' 
SMw.4. h!YI.p • fJrfAl a pan the teclt,.olog,istplaJeJ illt~ tlevelopme •• t 01 couong!owing. 
He . alifJ... wj.shiit to ~pr~s 1M" tAank.t, oj, the . C9nfttlenca. to. tke Becretar!lJ Indian.. 
Central JJ()tt.on..aomm~!tee,Jor,Jhf:, g'Jod,iurang~IMnt&4eJliJJl··matk and 'Z(# M.t. Parelli, 
Bew.eto.t1lPf..tkt East Iiuiia, Cot.ton A.§BociatioR.jpr. his ccurle.sy insbowing tT~ 
standardlt,fJj,the.A,s80ciaeitm<_ Xfi.anks. w.,ere. also due tq the Indian' CimlraZ'Ootton 
(J()mmUteelar.luJ.vi.fI1I~' O1!Jg.niltfli, tbe, C(j.l~e~Antl.lrfr placi.ng itl Committee '00:11 
ana .. ot'/tex /,amZ~1r at..tkeifdispQ&alava fte.propaseJ. tbi1.t the Becretary~. bidian Central' 
Qotton C()m'fJti~ ,slwuU' put.,' thi~ ret;Ord pJ than"'. OIl the agenda of the. next meeti1lg: 
oDMIMian.oerikal Cotton. OrJmm~., H~allio ihanked aU. member., fOr. helping 
kim it6 u.e.ttingf4r.oltg~,JkfJ,!Ju$inelt" oJ.-tkeCf)n/~enceq'l:ickly~ He further adiJ,ed' that 
the Conference could not cunclUde witTun.ltrl¥!.ording..it6 tTumks tfA. it.s. ikie/,Inf:/lrWfII' ubQ. 
was responsible for getting tke Conference togetker, viz., Mr. J. R llitt;;bin80n, woo' 
ivJdt beA~·w.r!l }l,pJpfid.. i'8torgq.»iSi8fJP...1f JlJfI4:u'lf/arJ.LmtJltUb,at,.M,. lltdchi44fla. wall 
kuWig"Indi.a. Tkwtfw' W>tl4',a4M4»I4g~.0f: ki:/kprUtlnIJA h'UQ,:Zong4JJ1llie.. 
tiwught.tA",aU.]wlgf.efPJ1J,~fil.ed4sIt.ag'ewtik,oJlita,kelp;ke-kad.gWen ~m.;n,'~f' 
wQTk~Hfl_1.J84'/I#,on· Qwn¥~,oh~. with~ ALI.,#., Rw.cbift8fJ'IIr. aud./~t.~ 
irJCli.~,~:· l1¥i~~: th~' f'em:¥.k;,th4t. P1kp]J, tlGH R'}W4 pla.!/ed.ih& ffKt oj .P.JJ'Tlits..:. 8J:, 
·tlwughr.,tMt/t: ~ all.; agr.e&., iuu gwiR!J . .f'M.t~ H __ ,., a,lwM', lIenU..IJil aac1;1i\ 
wi$kim.!/.. kim,tktl. ... ben otlucll"i'A>A~.NtlP IWQa a4 ,Ti/iaUlait. 

M.i:. Hutchinson wawlg tlvJnkedUIl~ President:aM lhe members pf tbe.COnfe-reTWe 
for tke.kear.ty send pff given tq kim •. Wktl.~ regr:etting t1uJt ke would not.ee their /1JCe8 
agam, he exPressed tlie wiskJ,kathe 'I.OO'Idd·sOO t'keilBigrudures. He ditl,1Wt Vlant t!t 
lei/, tlvzt..' be, was in· an{way being cut 0DJromone' of.lhe1WJ8t interesting coUtnl. 
r.ifuntries 01 the ,I.OO'1'U anti fjnubhfj mrlst intere!tingcropll which •. had i educateJ. Mm. 
To be in lniliafc!, nearl!l./ourye'.JrB ani to study India's cotton and (Jther eropslul(l 
been·a tremeMaU! educltian., ttJ him as a bl)tIJ"ist; agriculturist a.w geneticist: aM' he 
was very gl'.l.i:· to bve that 'I)PP:Jrt",nity of tb7.nking all for tAe information, belpand.' 
coZZaboratM:m.Jke!l,.kad.gi'INM .. ltwuD(l de.ent1usitu1~with ..wiic/J.tlie,.,TuIiL· ~-oPf!TC'ted 
u'it/k,bim.. ne. verg.defifj·itfJl!J!,conMtkred: tW BUcn,. SllOCU,,1J8 Jus,1md~.i., 
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India. was due rat~er to the r.o-oper~tion betwee~ cotton wo~kers than to any ability or 
. a~lyt~m~ else on h~s o~.()n part, and tt was by th~s co-operat10n that such things as the 
d1n.~trtbutton and the 1nstor.,! of the coftons, breedtng methods and d large part of the 
programme designed at Indore had been worked out in response to the needs expressed 
by u'orkers in correspondence. He felt that all of them knmo a great deal more than 
they had ever put on pwper and he hoped that the know7:edge which they m1'ght 
accumulate as plant breeders in the course of tleei" work uould find its way into 
scientific publications, atuZ not only into correspondence files as lIJas being done at 
present. He was comnnced that the tremendous amount of progress which would be 
made in pralJtical genetics in the next few years would come from plant breeding work 
and he would be glad to giVe whatever halp he could wherever he might be. He relied.' 
upon the workers for the bases of his inf01mation in theoretical and genetical matters 
far more thall tlmJ thought he did. ' 

Dr. Nazir Ahmad said that on himfell the pleasant duty Df 1Jroposin!J a very 
hearty vote Df thanks to the Ohair with !ohich he associated Sir Bryce Burt who had 
presided at the OD'YIference Dn the first day and Dr. W. Burns U:hD had presided Dn the 
last tlOD days. They had extremely int(~resting and instructive discussiDns for three 
days and all had spDken frankly of titei'r dijJir.1J,lties and disC!tssed in a sympathetic 
and helpful manner. He had attended the Second Empire Ootton Growing Oonfelence 
in London and it was on his return to India that he h.tJ,d prDposed to the Indian 
Central Cotton Committee that a similar Oonference shO'uld be convened ~n India. 
FrDm the manner in which this first ODnference went Dn i~ was abundantly clear that 
they hai made avery big advance in the right direction and he was sure that tMs 
Conference would become a permanent feature of the activities of the Indian Central 

'. Cotton Oommittee. The experience gained this year would help them to improve 
matters in the succeeding Oonference$ which, in CDurse of time, woold become a vt'l'y 
powerjitl instrurneat for the advancement of research O'n cotton in India and the 
disC!t8sion of problems connected with it. Tlte names of Sir Bryce Burt and Dr. 
Burns would al.oa?Js be very prominently linked with it as halJing presided over the 
fi1'st OO'nference and having guided its deliberations ejJiciently to a s'UCCessful end. He 
proposed a hearty voLe of thanks tohich. was carried with acclamation._ 

P. H. RAMA REDDI. 
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APPENDIX. 

Note 'by Po.No Krishna Ayyar on Cotton Entomology Paper No.4. 

The observations recorded in the paper are, as clearly defined in the title of 
the paper and reit~rated in the introductory paragraph, essentially preliminary 
an~ tentative in nature and the object of the author in presenting the same is 
merely to invite' suggestions and criticisms so that he may alter or modify the 
methods of tackling an admittedly difficult problem which is probably the first 
of its kind in India. The writer, therefore, whole-heartedly welcomes any criti

. cisms offered particularly at the hands of the most experienced of Entomologists 
in India. 

The points raised may be brought under the following heads in the order of 
their importance. 

I. The validity of the statement that 'Pempheres is indigenous'. 

n. If an indigenous pest the question of its biological control might be 
dropped. . 

III. The question of 'transference' from its primitive habitat. 
, 

As regards the first point, io e., the question of its native ,horne, the evidence 
in support of this conclusion may be sllmmarised as follows:-

! 

(a) Pempheres affinis came into prominence with the introduction of an exotio 
variety of cotton namely Cambodia from Cochin China.. It was, therefore, n9.tur
a.lly su.spected that the insect pest was also unwittingly imported. Special 
enqu~ries made in that quarter definitely elicited the reply tha.t this insect does 
not occur in Cochin China. 

(b) By correspondence with Entomologists all ,over the World and from 
information supplied by the British Museum and Bureau of Entomology, Washing
ton, it is defini.tely known that this insect does not occur in any part of the' World 
other than the Indo-Malayan region. -

. Cc) Three species of P~mpheres, out o~ five known, are confined to Indo-
Burman zone among which two are found in India. 

(d) Investigations made by the writer since the inception of the Scheme in 
selected and typical parts of upper India and in several districts of South India 
show: that the insect is found in virgin plant-associations -and in hilly and forest 
regions in Debra Dun forests at foot of the Himalayas, in Mudgoleforests in 
Vizag and hill tracts like Manantoddy in the extreme South of the Peninsula. 

(e) The insect has been taken in such situation~ from indigenous plants like 
Bhindi, Sida acuta, Sida rhombifolia, Urena lobata, Triumfetta rhomboidea 

... 
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Malvastrum ~any such localities being f~r re~oved from and completely cut oft 
from any cultIvated areas or cotton cultlvatlon by natural barriers. 

(f) A few parasites (undetermined) have also been found in association 
with the insect in some of these primitive situations which are apparently absent 
in cultivated cotton areas. . 

(g) The writer therefore naturally came to the conclusion that the pest i~ 
a native of India and its original host is not cotton but some one or other of the 
plants mentioned above. Any way the insect appears to have had an older and' 
a more primitive association with some of these plants than cotton. Since it has 
been recovered from Bhindi from such diversified situations from the foot of 
Hima.layas to places very near Cape Comorin it was tentatively suggested that 
Bhindi might probably have been its original host. The writer will feel grateful 
for any suggestions regarding fresh avenues of investigation for further elucidating 
this aspect of the problem namely its original home and habitat. 

II. In regard to the second point whether an indigenous pest can be tackled 
by biological means, let me quote the 'latest pronouncements of eminent 
authorities on the questIon. 

Thompson ("Biology" 1935, London) "An increase in the effect of native bene
ficial insects could conceivably be brought about by adding to the parasite 
population, using colonies of individuals brought from elsewhere or reared in the 
laboratory; or by manipulating the general insect fauna and perhaps also the flora, 
in such a way as to keep the parasite population at a permanently high level." 
"It is true that most of the work on biological control has been concerned with 
pests imported from other countries without their natural enemies" but yet "the 
utility of the method is not, as has been suggested, restricted to isolated areas, but 
that under -favourable conditions, it is a method of world wide application." 

. . 
Myers (1931 and 1935) F. M. B. 42.1931. Bull. Fnt. Res. Vol. 26, 1935. 

The recognised principles and technique of biologial control embrace not oJ;lly 
introduced' pests but also indigenous ones although greatest su::cesses have been 
obtained from the former. In the case of the latter "urimitive environment of the 
pest has been regarded not only a.s the most promising source of efficient parasites 
but also as the key to itri present status and eventual control." In other words the 
primitive environment of a native insect is as good a source for parasites as the 
native home of an introduced pest. 

Clausen (1936) states, "Even with native insects the natural expansi.on of 
their range over continental areas often permits of the utilisation of biological 
control methods in the new areas of infestation." (Annals Entomological Soc. 
America, Vol. XXIX, 1936, p. 201.) 
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UI. Regarding the point of 'transference'. the writer is of opinion that it the 
pest is indigenons its primitive host is probably not cotton. The disturbanoe by 
the equilibrium. in natur\'t has fQllowed the 'transferenoe' of the inseot (as suggested 
by H.· S. Smith in one of his papers, 1935) from its native habitat to ita new 
habitat, in cultivated areas when.a more t'avourable and extensively cultivated 
food plant is introduced. From available evidence it looks quite reasonable to 
suppose that ootton is not perhaps its original food plant. This, therefore, seems 
to be a good instance of a plant brought into.a new oountry having acquired a new 
enemy which has migrated t~ it from its original native food-plant. 
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